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ARTICLE III. 

THE SOCIAL AND MILITARY POSITION 
OF THE 

RULING CASTE IN ANCIENT INDIA, 
AS REPRESENTED BY THE SANSKRIT EPIC. 

BY EDWARD W. HOPKINS, 
PROFESSOR IN BRYN MAWR COLLEGE, BRYN MAWR, PA. 

PREFACE. 

THIS essay, in its original form, was read before the Oriental 
Society in May, 1886. Further contributions to the subject, 
made as reported in the subsequent Proceedings of the Society, 
have now been incorporated into the work, and the point of 
view of the whole somewhat extended. 

My first intention was to record the data furnished by the 
Mahdbharata in regard to the Warrior-caste. I have since 
been led to add matter illustrative of my topic from works 
more or less parallel to the Epic, and this paper now offers 
at, dXruko an inquiry into the conditions of civilization in the 
Middle Ages of India from the point of view of the ruling- 
power. Into wider questions of pan-Aryan interest I have 
through lack of space refrained from entering: for example, 
into that of land-ownership and village communities, where a 
new and thorough investigation of India's position is needed. 

I believe no especially Epic study of Hindu civilization has 
yet been attempted. My authorities are, therefore, chiefly the 
native texts.* 

*A study of the Vedic period is presented by Zimmer's Altindisches 
Leben. Weber's Collectanea (Indische Studien, vol. x.), Lassen's 
Indische Alterthumskunde, and MUller's India touch on some of the 
points here discussed. Of Wilson's Art of War and Rdjendralila- 
Mitra's Indo-Aryans I shall speak more particularly below. On Epic 
antiquities Muir has some scattered remarks and a few special studies 
in his Sanskrit Texts. To these general acknowledgment is due. The 
term Epic I limit, for convenience, to the Mahdbhlrata, although, 
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The following abbreviations require explanation. Unpre- 
fixed numerical references imply that the quotation is from the 
Mahabharata, Bombay edition.* 

R. = Ramayana, ed. Gorresio; M. - Manu's law-book (mdna- 
vadharmaq8stra); G. = Gdutaina's law-book (dharma>q8stra), ed. 
Stenzler; Vas. = Vasistha's law-book (id.), ed. Flihrer; Ap. = 
Apastamba's law-book (dharmasittra), ed. Blihler; B. = trans- 
lation of Biudhdyana by Buhler. V. P. and Ag. P. denote 
respectively the Vishnu and Agni Purd-nas. The names of other 
Purdias and the authors of the House-laws (grhyas8tzra) are 
when quoted given in full. 

I. INTRODUCTION. ORIGIN OF THE Epic. 
In order to a better understanding of the material from which 

are drawn the chief quotations preferred in this essay, a word 
will be necessary in regard to the present and past condition of 
the Hindu Epic. The poem is of obscure origin. History 
fails us, and who can trust Hindu tradition? More than this: 
the work when analyzed appears to be inwardly inconsistent. 
In the same heroes we discover different characters. Opposite 
tendencies seem at work. The highest god is at the same time 
a tricky mortal. The chief knights are depicted now as good 
and now as sinful men. The original theme is, as it were, 
diverted from its course.t 

conversely, this Epic is regarded by native authorities as an ' art-poem,' 
as was long ago pointed out by Mftller (tyayd ca kdvyam ity uktah 
tasmat kcdvyam bhavisyati, Mbh. i. 1.72; Miller, Ancient Sanskrit 
Literature, p. 41). The part of this Epic embraced by the twelfth and 
thirteenth books I call pseudo-Epic. In regard to the origin of the 
Mahabhlrata I have briefly discussed Holtzmann's general argument 
(Epos) in my Introduction, but ignored his speculations on Epic 
Buddhism: in respect of which I can say only that they fail to con- 
vince me of his demonstrandum. On the important subject of the 
critique of our received text of the poem I have not touched in this 
essay. [See now a paper thereon by the writer reported in the Proceed- 
ings for October, 1888.] 

* A Pathfinder or concordance of references for the Bombay and 
Calcutta editions equated by verse-decades has been prepared by the 
writer, and will soon be published. 

+ An abstract will indicate this. Of two possible heirs to the throne 
of HIstinapura, Pdndu, the younger, having succeeded to the sover- 
eignty on account of the blindness of his elder brother, Dhritardshtra, 
finally grew weary of ruling, and, retiring into the woods, where he 
died, left his kingdom to the blind Dhritardshtra. The latter, regarding 
Yudhishthira, Pandu's eldest son, as rightful heir, caused him at first 
to be proclaimed crown prince; but subsequently, persuaded by Duryo- 
dhana and others of his sons, reconsidered the matter, yielded to sin, 
permitted Yudhishthira with his four brothers (called the Pandus, as 
opposed to the Kurus, Duryodhana and his brothers) to be enticed out 
of the city, and then settled the whole kingdom on his own son. But 
the Pdndus, at first expelled and in mortal danger, after proceeding to. 
Panchdla and forming an alliance with that king by a polyandrous 
marriage with his daughter, returned to Hdstinapura, backed by Pan- 
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From outside sources we know only that the poem is men- 
tioned in the Satra of A1valayana, and seems to be intended in 
a description of a Hindu epic given by Dio Chrysostomos, in a 
fragment that may have come from Megasthenes. In the event 
of the description being original with the first, 100 A. ID. may 
be set as the date of this information; with the second, 400 
B. C.* What other accounts we have are not less doubtful in 
date. Thus, the poem is known to the Mahabliasya; but the 
earliest date of this work is 140 B. C.,t while Pqnini's evidence 
is negative, mentioning characters but not the poem by name. 
Of the war, only the Epic gives an account, and the date of the 
conflict is matter of inference. Thus, Schroeder reckons that 
it antedates the -Yajur-Veda, because the Kuru-Panchdla alli- 
ance therein recorded must have been the result of the war; 
but this is absolutely uncertain. Analysik led Lassen to suppose 
that the original poem was an account of a war between Kurus 
and Panchalas, not between 1aurus and Pandus. There is no 
very weighty reason for the view thus expressed. The poem 
itself asserts that its theme is the Kuru-Pandu war. Objec- 
tions offered to believing this are based on the fact that the 
Kirus are an old family, known in more ancient literature, 
while the Pandus are not. The working-over of the poem is 
also thought to be attested by the fact that its introductory part 
states it to have had different beginnings and different lengths- 
8800 couplets, 24,000, and 100,000; but as, aside from other 
proofs of recent time, it is evident that the last length could not 
have been noted till the work had been completed, this whole 

chala's influence, made terms with their relatives, and took half the 
realm. In a corner of this they founded and occupied a new town, 
Indraprastha; and here, after years of conquests, they held a celebra- 
tion that awakened the envy of Duryodhana, who soon challenged 
Yudhishthira to a deceitful game of dice. In its course the latter 
played away his newly acquired greatness, and then gambled again 
with the understanding that the loser should this time become a her- 
mit. He lost, went into the woods with his brothers, and remained there 
in accordance with his promise for twelve years. At the close of one 
further year he found an ally, invoked anew the aid of Panchdla, 
elected Krishna (Vishnu) as his aid, marched against Hastinapura with 
a large force, and routed the yet larger army of Duryodhana by means 
of desperate and unscrupulous fighting on the part of the Pdndu 
knights and the unfairly used influence of Krishna (whose help the 
Kurus had scorned). He found no one to oppose him within the town, 
and had himself crowned king of both Hdstinapura and Indraprastha; 
and finally, after a long reign, laid down the crown in order to climb 
up to heaven in company with his four brothers and the family wife: 
the successful accomplishment of this journey terminating the story. 

* The different views on this subject have lately been set forth by L. von 
Schroeder, in his Indiens Literatur und Cultur, p. 464. Weber thinks 
the mention in Acvaldyana an interpolation. Compare Lassen, mnd. 
Alt., i. 589-592. 

f Weber, Lit., p. 201, 241. 
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statement can only be regarded as one of comparatively late 
origin, belonging to the final development of the Epic-a time 
when the writers knew little in regard to the working-over of 
their inherited verses. At present the text is overburdened with 
extraneous matter, tales, laws, moral codes, theologies, meta- 
physics, quite stifling the original body of living poetry. 

-From another point of view, efforts have been made to prove 
not only a change, but a complete inversion (in our present 
story) of the original theme. This criticism bases itself on the 
want of unity in the characters. Starting with the two-fold 
nature of Krishna-Vishnu as man and god,* and with the 
glossed-over sins of the Pandus, the critic argues that the first 
poem was written for the glory of the Kurus, and subsequently 
tampered with to magnify the Pandus; and that in this latter 
form we have our present Epic, dating from before the fourth 
century B. C.; since the worship of Vishnu was in Megas- 
thenes' time triumphant over that of Brahma, and it is with 
the cult of the former god that the Pandus are bound up. The 
first poem would thus be completely changed, or, as Schroeder 
in describing the theory says,t 'set upon its head.' Schroe- 
der's exposition of the theory, being the latest outcome of this 
criticism (we are indebted to Adolph Holtzmann for its tone), 
will serve as at once the clearest and most recent explanation of 
how the Epic may thus have been inverted. 'The original 
poet (he says in substance) lived at a time when Brahma was 
the highest god (700 to 500 or 400 B. C.); and this singer was 
a child of the Kuru-land. He heard reports of the celebrated 
Kuru race that once reigned in his land, but had been destroyed 
by the dishonorable fighting of a strange race of invaders. 
This tragical overthrow he depicted in such a way as to make 
his native heroes models of knightly virtue, while he painted 
the victors (Pandus, Panchalas, Mlatsyas), with Krishna, hero 
of the Yadavas, at their head, as ignoble and shamefully vic- 
torious. This is the old Bhdrata song mentioned in A1vald- 
yana. After a time Krishna became a god, and his priests, 
supported by the Pahdus, sought to make Krishna (Vishnu) 
worthy to be set against Buddha. Their exertions were suc- 
cessful. Vishnu in the fourth century became the great god, 
and his grateful priests rewarded their helpers, the Pandus, by 
taking the Bharata poem in hand and making a complete 
change in the story, so as to relieve them of the reproaches of 
the old poet. Finally they worked it into such shape that it 
praised the Pdndus and blamed their opponents. About this 
time they inserted all the episodes that glorify Vishnu as the 

* On Krishna as shepherd, see Lassen, Ind. Alt. i. 770. 

f Lit. u. Cult., p. 479. 
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highest god. The Pandus then pretended that they had origi- 
nally belonged to the Kuru stock, and the cousinship portrayed 
in the poem was invented; whereas they were really an alien, 
probably a southern, race.'* 

How differently the same set of facts may be converted into 
theories is seen by comparing the view of Ludwig.t This 
scholar holds that the original story was an account of a war 
between the Bharatas and Kurus, while the Pdndus are a sun 
and earth myth. Krishna, the dark (earth), is an attractive solu- 
tion of the polyandrous marriage. The Pindus are the seasons, 
each in turn possessing the earth. But the same name in 
Krishna as the sun is somewhat objectionable. Ludwig's 
paper is ingenious, but to me unconvincing. 

The only basis that we have for inverting the theme of the 
present poem is in what Schroeder, who warmly supports the 
inversion-theory, calls t: 'the justification of the hateful role 
evidently played by the Pdndus in the old form of the Epic, 
and the reproaches heaped upon the Kurus, the royal heroes of 
the old poem.' Theories once started increase, as it were of 
their own accord, in force of statement. With each new advo- 
cate a surer color is given, whence the hypothesis gathers new 
strength, while the facts remain as at first. The quotation 
above given contains the last embodiment of a theory (now 
nearly forty years old) necessitating an entire inversion of the 
Epic story. What reason have we for believing in this ' justifi- 
cation of the hateful role evidently played by the Pdndus?' 
Do the Pdndus (relatively) play such a role? Does the 
' justification' of the acts of the PNndus require us to believe 
that they were first depicted as the ancestral foes of the original 
writer or writers? On the assumption that these points cannot 
be denied hangs the whole inversion-theory. From the religi- 
ous point of view we have no unanimity of criticism; Schroeder 
considers Krishna as unitary, deified by the Pdndus, insulted by 
the Kurus; Holtzinann, with less probability, assumes two dis- 
tinct Krishnas. The change in the human characters is the 
mainstay of the modern interpretation. 

To my mind, the assumptions on which this theory is based 
are more negatively wrong than positively untrue. It is true 
that reproaches are heaped upon the K-urus. But reproaches 
are also heaped upon the Pdndus. It is true that the Pdndus 
appear to have played a hateful role; but so do the Kur'us. It 

* Scarcely reconcilable with the theory that the nucleus of the Epic 
is the war between the Kurus and Panchalas (see Schroeder, loc. cit., 457 and 479). 

t To which Schroeder does not allude. It is found in the Abhandl. d. KOnigl. bohm. Gesell. d. Wiss., vi. Folge, 12 Band. 
t Lit. u. Cult., p. 479. Holtzmann (Sr.), Sagen; (Jr.), Epos. 
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is true that the Pdndus are justified; but is there no other rea- 
son for this than that assumed by the theory? 

Unless we are willing to reject upon a theory and then theo- 
rize upon the rejection, we must admit that the same book and age 
that contain the reproaches heaped upon the Kurus contain simi- 
lar reproaches against the Pdndus. Now, passing for a moment 
the question of the relative sinfulness in the roles of each party 
as given by the earliest poem, let as ask why it should naturally 
follow that the Pdndus alone were justified by the poet? We 
find many cases where the PTndus do wrong, are reproached, 
and are then excused. The inversion-theory says that they 
sinned in the old poem, and that the poem was rewritten to 
make them appear good. Suppose we imagine the possibility 
of the poem being simply what it pretends to be-an account 
of the Pdndus' conquest of the Kurus. Imagine this poem 
added to from time to time, as we know it must have been, by 
the hands of priests bound to glorify, for religious or other rea- 
sons, the conquerors in the war. Is it not likely that they 
would have excused wrongs committed by their owI party, 
which a more naive moral sense had long before depicted with- 
out shame? Is it likely, on the other hand, that in excusing 
their own side they would have taken the trouble to excuse the 
other, or to exalt their opponents' virtue? It seems to me that 
up to this point (given an old poem containing records of bar- 
barous deeds done by both parties) it is not necessary to assume 
an inversion of theme merely because the conquering side is ex- 
alted and excused by the conqueror's bards. The inversion-the- 
ory, however, assumes that such one-sided extolment obliges us to 
believe in an original poet who painted the victors black, and in 
a new poet who re-painted them white. It is perhaps scarcely well 
to criticize Schroeder's poetical fancy of the sorrowing child of 
the Kuru-land; but it is a fair question to ask, considering the 
conditions under which Epic poetry was produced in India, 
what object a poet would have in writing a poem for public 
recitation or private circulation with the intent of vilifying those 
that now ruled his land ? 

But we have, admitting for the moment that our Pdndus 
as victors might naturally be glorified by Pdndu priests, a fur- 
ther question to ask: why in process of glorifying the Pdndus 
was it necessary for later bards to justify their works as repre- 
sented in the earlier poem ? 

To answer this question (if we may assert for the time being 
that the inversion-theory is not yet established), let us consider 
what were the great developing factors of our Epic. What in- 
duced the insertion of this huge bulk of plainly late matter? 
In part, these additions consist of religious novelties; in part, 
they are of moral-didactic origin. Has not this last influence 
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been under-estimated in treating of the 'working-over' of the 
poem? Let us reflect upon the fact, evident to anyone that 
has traced the lines of growth in Hindu civilization, that, as 
religion descended, morality ascended; that the later religious 
feeling was less simple and less pure than the earlier, but the 
later morality was higher and stricter than that of a former age; 
or that, at least, the didactic morality as last inculcated was 
superior to that recognized at first. Consider how penetrated 
is the Epic by this later morality; how ethical need im- 
poses long sermons on us (not religious) at every turn; how 
it has added chapter after chapter at variance with earlier 
feeling and custom; how it everywhere teaches abhorrence 
of wrong acts, from a point of view often of sternest right; 
how it condemns the barbarities of an early uncivilized com- 
munity; how it imposes its new law on the daily acts of life; 
how it has composed a formal ' code of fighting' that inculcates 
law more humane than was possibly consistent with the practices 
of the older times commemorated by the first form of the poem 
-and then let us ask this question: is it not reasonable to sup- 
pose that those same priests who framed the fighting code and 
endeavored to implant in their brutal warrior-kings a moral, not 
to say a chivalrous sentiment, might have been swayed by two 
opposing desires in handing down their national Epic? We 
know what happened to the text of Homer when his morality 
offended that of certain Alexandrians. Is it too much to sup- 
pose that the Hindu moral teachers (for they were truly that, 
while being as a body unscrupulous of rewards) felt this same 
necessity of 6xpunging or excusing the sins of those heroes who 
had gradually become national models of royal and knightly 
honor? I conceive it possible that these priests, after spending 
much labor to expound what a king ought to be, should have 
made every effort to cause those heroes who had now become 
from success and glory of war popular types of perfect knights to 
appear in a light consonant with the moral principles that priestly 
ethics would inculcate. But how was this possible ? The poem 
was there; it was the popular story; it teemed with records 
of acts harmonious with the older morality, inconsistent with 
that of the developed moral sense. So-might they not?- 
they modified what they could not erase; they excused what 
they could not pardon; they called in as a last resort the direct 
command of their deity to justify what to mortal apprehension 
was unjustifiable; for, if Vishnu commanded a hero to do this, 
who could question the right or the wrong ? The early tale art- 
lessly relates how Arjuna, the defender of the faith, shoots 
Karna when the latter is helpless. Did the old morality revolt 
at this? I think not. But the new morality comes, that says 
'no noble (Aryan) knight will fight except on equal terms.' 
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What then are the priests to do? They turn to God. It was 
Vishnu who shouted to Arjuna ' strike him now,' and the great 
hero, questioning not the word of God, though with great re- 
hIctance, shoots his helpless foe. Here, says the priest, is the 
truth of this story. Certainly Arjuna killed Karna thus; but 
you may not cite it for a precedent against our ' code of war,' 
since God inspired the act from occult reasons, and that takes the 
deed out of our sphere of judgment. 

Another method of eliminating the evil consequences of a bad 
moral precedent is shown in the priest's choosing the less of two 
evils. His two inclinations were to glorify the PAndus, and to 
uphold a sound morality. In some cases he sacrifices the first 
to the second. Thus, he permits the justified reproaches of 
the Kuras to remain against his own heroes. The reproaches 
are based on a common-sense fairness, but always from the 
subjective point of view of the person interested and badly 
treated. Thus, the Kurus reproach the Pdndu bitterly for inter- 
fering between two men who are fighting, and for killing his 
friend's foe who is getting the better of his friend. Arjuna 
laughs at this ex parte view of the case: ' Why,' says he, ' what 
nonsense for you to blame me! I saw my friend worsted, and 
struck the man who was worsting him. How are we to have a 
conflict if every man is to go off and fight by himself ? That 
is no way to fight.' Now, as it seems to me, the Kurus' posi- 
tion expresses an opinion not necessarily founded on any ab- 
straction of right and wrong, though it may indicate an ad- 
vance on Pdndu morality. But the perplexed priest, unable to 
omit this striking and vivid scene, finds that the reproaches of 
the Kurus coincide with his own abstract principles, and he 
lets them stand, strengthening them with a quotation from his 
own code, for the sake of moral fighting, even if it offends 
against his hero. For Arjuna has, from the later point of 
view, absolutely no valid excuse. 

We must remember, again, that if there is any truth at all in 
the legend of this war and the history of the combatants, then 
the long-established and noble house of Kurus represented in a 
modified form a higher degree of civilization than these nouveaux 
rihees, these vulgar and modern Pandus, who not till much later 
became an established house and men of ma?k in the civilized 
community into which they had intruded. Thus it may well 
have been that the Kurus had really a iriore developed conscience 
in the ceremony of right than had the Pdndus, albeit that of 
both stood far below the plane represented by the priestly poets 
of subsequent days. The social development of the Kurus was 
higher, as they had a longer civilization to fall back upon; and 
we shall perhaps be able to admit that the Kurus' wrath in the 
above scene was not wholly ex parte, but embodied one of their 
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earlier rules than led afterward to the full code of the completed 
ethic. Yet we cannot assert for them or their acts any great 
moral superiority over the Pdndus. Their peculiar sins, how- 
ever, do seem to smack of a mnore cultivated wickedness. The 
Pdndus sin in a very ungentlemanly way. The Kurus sin like- 
wise, but after the manner of adroit and polite rascals. They 
do not break their smaller laws of propriety. They do not play 
tricks openly and then exult in them. But they secretly seek to 
burn the Pdndus alive; they skillfully deceive the Pqndu king 
at dice and pretend it was fair play; they form a conspiracy and 
send ten mnen at once to kill Arjuna; they slay Arjuna's son in 
order first to weaken the father's heart (later imitated by the 
Pdndus); they are, in a word, cunning and sly, while the Pan- 
dus are brutal and fierce. But in most cases the crimes of each 
must have appeared in their nakedness equally shocking to the 
codified morality of a later era. 

So it seems to me that the ethical sense of a subsequent age 
might have worked upon the legends it received. Not the in- 
version of the story and of the characters was, perhaps, the aim 
of the later poets. They only, as I think, blurred the picture 
where it was too suggestive of evil in should-be types of holiness. 
But if we accept the inversion-theory, we shall believe that the 
Pdndiis and their partisans, the priests of Vishnu, took a poem 
that was written to defame the Pdndus and Vishnu, and wrote 
it ovel again so as to represent these as perfect. Such is the 
opinion of scholars justly eminent in criticism of the Epic and 
in Sanskrit scholarship. As to what basis this theory rests 
upon enough has been said. We owe all our constructive criti- 
cism as well as destructive in this line to Holtzmann; and it is 
necessary to say that, in suggesting other possibilities than those 
advocated by him, one only re-builds the material that he has 
furnished. But supposing it were possible that our present Epic 
is the legitimate continuation of an original theme, and not a total 
inversion of it, let us look at the conditions under which it might 
have arisen. It would not be necessary to reject the supposi- 
tion of a Pdndu-Panichlaa alliance against the Kurus; but there 
would be no reason for supposing the war essentially Panchala's, 
with the Pandus added as adventitious adherents of that older 
royal family. The attempt to reconcile king Dhritarqshtra of 
the Yajur-Veda literature with the date of the late upstart 
Kurns may be abandoned, as common sense demands: and 
more than common sense. To that Brahmanic period king 
Dhritardshtra is real; the Pdndus as a people are unknown. 
But to the Epic period the Pcndus are real, and the hypothe- 
cated king of the Kurus is a mere shadow. The real king of 
the Kurus (he receives the title of Drajd in the poem as it stands 
to-day) is Duryodhaiia. It is only in the secondary fable that 
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Dhritardshtra is prominent. In the real action of the piece the 
latter is as good as silent, but becomes, first and last, conspicuous 
as a lay-figure on which to exhibit teachings of various sorts. To 
the writers of the Epic the Pandus seem to have been genuine 
founders of a dynasty. What had they accomplished Whey, a 
new race, not known by ancestors noble enough to be reflected 
in the older literature, became formidable through allying them- 
selves with the Panchalas. They attacked and overthrew the 
venerable Kuru empire, and seated themselves upon the throne 
of these vanquished Kurus. And which Kurus ? Those of the 
Vedic age ? Is it likely that such -an event could have taken 
place unnoticed in the light of the Dhritardshtra of the Yajus ? 
We must remember that Janarnejaya is also of Brahmanic an- 
tiquity, but that the Pandus are unknown. The solution of the 
difficulty seems to me to lie in a very likely. assumption. It is 
this: that the Paigdus fought and conquered the Kurus, not the 
old Kurus in their height of renown, but the weak descendants 
of that race, who came long after the Dhritarishtra of the Brah- 
manic period. And now what may we imagine to have fol- 
lowed? The priests of the Pdndus-who, as I think, wrote the 
poem originally on essentially the same lines as portrayed to- 
day, barring the inferior moral tone of the first version-in 
order to exalt the glory of the new house, made out the combat 
of their national heroes to have been not with the weaker man 
who really fell, but with the race in its early pride, supported 
and headed by the glory of *the Dhritarqshtra of old, whose 
name perhaps, without his power, was really borne by this, his 
inferior descendant. It is not at all necessary to insist poetically 
on the double name. Hindu historical feeling is quite capable 
of simply introducing the ancient king into the new era-or, we 
may perhaps better say, of running the modern contest with all 
its appurtenances back into a remoter Vedic age. In this same 
spirit they also pretended that the ancient Janamejaya was 
the son of the modern hero: that is to say, they put back the 
hero into an antiquity obscure enough to father him upon 
Janamejaya. The older, the more venerable; the more vener- 
able, the more glorious the contest. So, too, the eldest of the 
Pandus, Yudhishthira, once called Dharma, draws about him 
the mantle of wisdom associated with that name from the 
early period; and while in the first stratum of the poem he is 
nothing but a headstrong, wilful, and cruel head of a family- 
clan, in the pseudo-Epic he is the incarnation of law and morality. 

As to the three periods of development in the poem, although 
I see no reason for believing any arithmetical statement made 
by a Hindu in regard to the verses contained in an unguarded 
poem, we may accept the conclusion that there has been in 
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general a gradual enlargement, since we can plainly trace the 
rough outlines of growth.* 

We may even go farther, and admit a general threefold evo- 
lution (not inversion), judging by the appearance of the poem 
as it stands to-day. I or, examining the work, we find that 
upon the original story, the Bhlrata, have been grafted many 
'secondary tales' (updklyna ) ; and upon these, and apart from 
these, have been inserted whole poems of romantic, ethical, and 
theological character, having nothing to do with the course of 
the Epic itself. We must, however, remember that our Epic 
has been enlarged in two ways: first, by a natural expansion of 
matter already extant; secondly, by unnatural addition of new 
material. The twelfth book may serve as a type of the latter; 
the eighth, of the former. These dynamically added parts (the 
twelfth book etc.) bear about the samne relation to the original 
that cars do to a locomotive. We may say, if we will, that 
the original has ' grown,' but in reality it only drags a load.t 

Although not anxious at present to set up a scheme of dis- 
tention and addition as the plan of growth of the Epic, I may 
indicate here what seems to me to have been the probable 
course of events. 

If we begin by discarding what appears of most recent origin, 
we shall certainly strike out first what I have called the pseudo- 
Epic, and with it the books that follow; for, though pretending 
to carry on the tale, the fourteenth book, depending on the 
thirteenth, and existing for the sake of the Anugitd, must fall 
into the samrle category with its immediate predecessors; and 
the fifteenth, with its system of niti leading into the later tales 
of the heroes after the war is over, takes us to that stage where 
the Harivai&ia is but a natural sequence of the un-Epic nonsense 
preceding. The last two books we further see omitted in one 
of the Epic's own catalogues; and, upon the grounds of the 
complete catalogue in the first book, and the opening chapters 
bearing on their face every mark of posteriority to the account 
of the main story, we shall be inclined to put the greater part 
of the first book into the same list as that of the last. This 

* In i. 1. 75 ff. the qlokas are 8800; in the first version the thirteenth 
and the last two books of our present edition are not mentioned. In 
ib. 101 (b) ff. we read: idaih Vatasahasrarh tu lokdndm (Vlokdndm) 
punyakarmandm, updkhydnaih saha j~eyam ddyaih Bharatam utta- 
mam; caturviThmatisdhasrti cakre Bhdrata-sarhhitdm, upakhydnair 
vind tdvad Bhdratamh procyate budhdih (the first verse is omitted in 
the Calcutta edition); and in 107 we learn that the present length of 
the Epic as established among men is 100,000 verses, as opposed to the 
Bhdrata of 24,000 verses, mythical ones, and the compilation in its 
shortest form of 1.50 verses just mentioned. 

t The significance of a certain appearance of greater antiquity in the 
pseudo-Epic will be discussed below. 
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would leave us at the second stage; and beyond this we cannot 
reject by books, but by sections; for Vishnuism stands side by 
side with Qivaismn and the older Brahmaism, and the chapters 
of didactic dreariness are interwoven with the thread of the 
story. These preaching chapters, with the theological chapters, 
seem to me to belong to the same period of addition as the mass 
of unnecessary stories here and there interpolated, although 
some of the latter bear the stamp of being older each as a whole 
-than the time when they were inserted into the Epic. The 
Bhdrata tale alone would remain after this second lightening of 
foreign elements, but by no means the original tale; for we 
must bear in mind that the second principle of increase, the 
natural evolution of old scenes, was at work contemporaneously 
with the dynamic principle of insertion. Thus, after discard- 
ing the foreign elements in any one of the battle-books, we have 
in our strictly Blidrata residuum not simply the Bhdrata tale of 
old, but that tale expanded by repetition, colored by new 
descriptions, etc., all at one with the story, but increasing its 
extent. A certain amount of elimination can doubtless be done 
here by striking out repeated scenes; but it will be at best an 
unconvincing critique. In some cases, as in the fourth book, 
we have a perhaps original episode of the Pandus seeking alli- 
ance at Upaplavya first expanded, and then added to by absurd 
and unnatural scenes betraying of themselves their lateness; 
yet we should do wrong to reject the book altogether on this 
account. Comparing again with the Rahn-yana, we see that 
the most conspicuous difference between the poems is this: 
that while the Epic is not wanting in scenes romantic enough 
to lie parallel to the general tone of the Rimayana, the latter is 
totally wanting in those scenes and touches, familiar to the 
Epic, that reveal a period older than either poem taken as a 
whole. But, again, the general character and style of our Epic 
approaches nearest to that of the other poem in the battle- 
scenes; so that, were the characters exchanged, we could 
scarcely say from the general description whether we were -read- 
ing of the war of Arjuna or of that of Rdma. The Mahabdd- 
rata, then, in such portions clearly stands on a par with the 
Ramayanaa; although, on the one side, there are Epic points 
untouched in antiquity by VYMniki's poem, and, on the other, 
there are smaller points of dress and implements in the latter 
that seem to indicate posteriority to the Epic. 

To sum up the view that seems to me most free from objec- 
tions, and least radically destructive of such tradition as does 
not on its face demand total unacceptance-I am inclined to 
think that our Epic originally described what it in general now 
pretends to describe, a war between the Kurus and the Pandus 
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united with the Panchalas. This war occurred later than the 
Brahmanic literary period, but before the general acceptance of 
Vishnuism. Songs and ballads kept alive and popularized the 
history of the triumph of the Pandus over the Kurus, who 
were naturally described as sinful. When the conquerors had 
died, and the war was already fading into history, the priests 
composed a metrical account of the events, incorporating the old 
current songs and ballads. With the steady rise of Vishnuism, 
and later of Qivaism, these theologies implanted themselves at 
the hands of the priests in the poem, crowding out for the most 
part the song-kept Brahmnaism of the older period. With the 
development of morality, the priests sought to explain away the 
evil deeds of their heroes; for they could not with one breath 
exhort to virtue, and with the next extol those that disregarded 
their rules of virtue. But the evil deeds of their heroes' foes 
they allowed to remain, since these men were sinners anyway, 
and served as types of such. Furthermore, they ranked the 
exploits of their heroes higher by uniting them, now that time 
enough had elapsed to confuse the past, with the great heroes 
of antiquity, perhaps helped in their pretense by a fortuitous 
likeness of names. The gqthds, or songs of war-like deeds of 
kings, became absorbed into the itikhsa, or legendary tale, now 
used in its new sense of a story told per se and not as part of a 
religious rite. With this change, all completeness of the indi- 
vidual scenes vanished. The necessary links of connection 
became lengthened into new chains of stories. The moralizing 
tendency, in this weakening of the poem, now began to involve 
the whole tale. The work became thus on the one hand a 
great collection of 'various stories' grouped about the main 
story of ' the goodness of the Pandus and badness of the Kurus,' 
and on the other a compendium, if the word be allowed, of all 
moral teachings; while a new religion acted on tale and moral 
alike, and rendered it finally the holiest of books, 'a new Veda, 
more weighty than all the Vedas.'* 

* i. 1. 3, 11, 100, 254, 266 ff. The latest historical audacity of the priests 
was probably to unite the two families of foes as cousins, in order 
to obtain a respectable genealogy for the Pdndus. These genealogical 
lists, such as i. 75 ff., have the appearance of age, but were probably 
often forged. It was customary to recite them on state occasions. 
For an attempt to discover the Vedic beginnings of some Epic legends, 
see Bradke, Z. D. M. G. xxxvi. 474; Oldenberg, ib. xxxvii. 54 ; xxxix. 
52 if., 79. For two scenes in the Epic compared with the ShAh-Namah, 
see Darmesteter, Journ. Asiat. viii. 38 ff., 52. For reference to Weber's 
quotations on the musical elements of the Epic, see the last paragraph 
of this paper. 
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II. HISTORICAL VALUE OF THE EPic. 

In a land without history, legend becomes dangerously enno- 
bled. We are driven to tales, senseless or sober, for the i'nfor- 
mation that should properly come from record and statute. 
It is not to be denied that herein lies the possibility of pervert- 
ing what results we have obtained, and of forcing a pictorial 
truth to serve as a historical statement. Nevertheless, although 
we must repudiate as unsound any chronological deductions 
drawn from Hindu story (for I do not believe that we can credit 
any of the professedly trustworthy genealogies given in the Epic), 
although we must confess that we neither know nor can know 
whether the tales of kings related in the Epic are to be relied 
upon at all, or in what degree they may be worthy of confi- 
dence, yet the main thread of the story and the network of 
legend with which it is entangled do certainly present oppor- 
tunity for useful research from the sociological point of view; 
being in so far of historical worth as it is possible through 
this ineans to obtain a view of social relations that by the 
indigenous writers have been conceived as true, and may, 
therefore, rightly appear to us as probable. Again, although 
we labor in the Hindu Epic under the disadvantage of find- 
ing united as if in themselves coherent social conditions that 
plainly belong to many different dates, yet by circumspec- 
tion we can distinguish fairly well between old and new, and 
secure two pictures of life that, if not absolutely, are yet rela- 
tively historical, and (comparing parallel literature) can illus- 
trate what without over-confidence we may conceive to have 
been the conditions of social life in India at two periods: the 
first, that of the half-developed state of about two thousand five 
hundred years ago; the second, posterior to this by perhaps a 
thousand years, with portions newer still, bringing the final date 
to a period far later than our era.* 

To what extent we may make use in our investigation of the 
didactic sections contained in the Epic, is a question open to 
several answers. These portions are of course of late origin. 
Yet in a land so conservative as India we must concede that the 
gist of such dogmatic discourses had probably been for a long 
time the result of assumed and common custom, especially when 
the formal law of the early period essentially corroborates it; 
for law, as the Hindu is fond of saying, is based on custom; and 
custom, by the same authority, is unchangeable family or clan 
usage. Hence undisputed assertions specifying this or that as 
current custom may safely be supposed to have been based on 

* Lassen believes the Epic not much changed since Buddha's time. 
Few can now allow this. Compare Ind. Alt. i. 589. 
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traditions far older than the formulas in which they are handed 
down. But we must, of course, be conservative against allow- 
ing a too great elasticity of time in this regard. Such concrete 
examples of political wisdom and bon mots of polity are worth- 
less except as possible embodiments of older usage; for they 
include much that the Epic proper does not touch upon, and 
that could not have been contained in the earlier version. 
Political or social truths, therefore, involved in many of these 
sayings can be predicated positively only of the period following 
the composition of the original poem, and asserted as universal 
only when strengthened by legal evidence of greater antiquity, 
or by support in Epic practice. For a true interpretation 
of the large collection of inferable and formally stated socio- 
logical data in the Epic, it is necessary to draw first a sketch 
of the old and then of the new world thereby presented. It 
stands to reason that in general much will here be found 
doubtful and open to. criticism; and that, in particular, a cer- 
tain meagreness will characterize the first, a comparative rich- 
ness and perhaps suspicious fullness of detail the second picture. 

But even the modern Epic, the full completed work--were we 
to deny to the student the chance of discriminating accurately 
between the bodies of material necessary to the making up of his 
two sketches-is not as a whole unimportant in the elucidation 
of the customs of India in the Middle Ages, reaching back more 
than two thousand years; though it may be that further study 
will necessitate our giving a much later date than has been 
assumed to much of the pseudo-Epic. Further, the impossi- 
bility of effecting a complete discrimination of old and. new may 
make it seem to some a vain task to distinguish the factors by 
their age. It is true that our verdict as to which is early and 
which is late must in a measure be based upon purely a priori 
assumptions; while it should, where this is possible, certainly 
be dependent upon an intimate acquaintance with the literature 
preceding and following the Epic; for many of the threads of 
our poem are older than its present literary form, and have often 
been preserved as fragments caught in a substance foreign to 
them; while what influence, on the other hand, of other sects 
or other races has made itself felt in the re-weaving of the tale 
needs careful analysis, being yet far from determined. But a 
review of what the Epic tells us may, it seems to me, be service- 
able in supplying facts that in turn may help the critique of 
the Epic itself, after these have been compared with results 
drawn from other sources. I have therefore collected the Epic 
data as positive aids to research, but as historical material would 
use them at present only tentatively. 
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III. SOCIAL POSITION OF THE RULING CASTE. 

I have called the warrior-caste the riiling caste of India, 
because all power, political as well as martial, lay in the hands 
of the military organization. 

The hold that the priest obtained upon the king has been 
compared with that secured by the European priest in the Mid- 
dle Ages. There is a great and essential difference. The 
Hindu priests had no strength of combination. They formed 
no union of political power parallel to, and capable of opposing 
itself as a whole against, the sovereignty of the throne. It is 
true that they formed an association, that they were an exclusive 
and distinct class. But they formed no corporate body, and had 
no head. They worked as individuals. Moreover, their power 
possessed no financial basis such as that of the Roman church. 
They drew no direct and constant property-contributions from the 
people. They were dependent on the king. From him they ob- 
tained largesses; from him, or rich members of his caste, they 
obtained their wealth of cattle and later of land: wealth that did 
not, however, go to swell a general fund, but enriched favored 
individuals. They lived on charity, and stood under armed 
patronage. Their very exclusiveness hindered their upgrowth; 
for had they with the religious tools familiar to them been able 
to ally themselves by marriage with the nobles, had the priests' 
daughters (for by their law celibacy was forbidden) wedded the 
priests' protectors, the religious order might by such family 
alliance have gained a thorough control of the state. As it 
chanced, mighty as was the individual ministerial influence of 
certain priests, coercive as was the religious power they could 
wield, they still stood apart from the rulers, depending on those 
whom (it is only fair to say) they despised-a fragmentary 
class, that enforced respect as a whole through fear of the fate 
to come upon the king- that denied their influence with the 
gods, but never a class that rose to be independent of that king 
in respect of support. Moreover, as matter of fact, most of 
the priests lived retired and quiet lives, content to beg for food, 
satisfied with a little rice, cows, and a hut, and without worldly 
ambition; regarded with love or awe by the common outside 
world, with honor by the nobles, and only occasionally, in the 
person of the king's private priest and advisers, interfering at 
all in the matters that concerned the warrior-caste. 

This view is of course not brought forward in the law-books. 
Their authors were the later priests, who regarded the world as 
made for them alone, and looked upon the king as a steward 
divinely appointed to provide them with what they needed. 
Far otherwise appears the Aryan state in the early Epic. A 
freer life is found here. The king is a king, -not an appendage 
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to the priest. The view of the formal law reflects the vain 
ideas of men conscious of mental superiority and anxious to 
bring the state into harmonious relations with their egotism. 
The Epic, an unconscious mirror, furnishes social facts as found 
in an age as yet comparatively independent, and portrays con- 
ditioiis that survived even the irnscrupulous handling of the 
text by those opposing this independence. 'The priest is the 
standard of the world,' says the formal law; ' the king is the 
standard,' says the Epic.* 

In looking at the state from a political point of view, we 
must, therefore, reverse the arrangement formally proclaimed 
by the priests themselves, and put their order below that of the 
military caste. And next came the ' people.' 

There were, thus, three Aryan castes in the Epic period. 
The ruling caste, comprising the king, his great lords and vas- 
sals, together with the knightly part of the army; the priestly 
caste, elevated by religious knowledge, often individually power- 
ful as guiders of the king's will, but otherwise forming a lowly 
class o. penitents and beggars, who, if not irritated into a wasp- 
like wrath by unprovoked insult, remained a sedate, humble, 
and morally useful element in the state; lastly the third caste, 
called collectively the people, exalted only through their 
Aryan blood and their fully allowed claim to all Aryan privi- 
leges in the matter of legal rights and religious rites, but other- 
wise constituting a body that was looked upon with contempt 
by the military and extolled only by the priests. These knew 
the source of revenuet There was, too, another and un-Aryan 
caste, of which the members were, to the Aryan ' twice-born' 
(re-generate through holy ceremonies), merely 'once-born,' or 
'deprived of good birth.' These had, barring pretense, no spir- 
itual or legal privileges.. They possessed no property. Their 

* Manu xi. 85: brdhmanah - - _pramdnaih lokasya; Mbh. i. 82.18: 
raja pramrhytm bhutanam. The law and Epic give a well known rule 
to the effect that the right of way belongs to a blind man, a woman, a 
burden-bearer, and a king; while, if a king and priest meet, the way 
belongs to the priest (Vds. xiii. 59; Ap. ii. 5. 11. 6; M. ii. 138-9; Mbh. 
iii. 133. 1; xiii. 104. 25, etc.); but the same Epic recounts a scene where 
a fing meeting a priest calls out to him 'get out of my way' (apagaccha 
patho 'smakam), and when the priest repeats the 'law eternal,' as just 
quoted, it is without effect, and the king even smites him with his 
whip. The king is cursed by the priest and becomes a demon, but this 
'law' and anecdote of Vasishtha may serve as an example to illustrate 
the gradual increase in priestly power, and the means by which it was 
obtained. 

t Compare v. 132. 30: 'Let the priest beg; the knight defend the 
people; the people-caste make money; the slave be a server'; or 
xii. 91.4: ' work is for the slave; agriculture, for the people-caste.' 

tNa hi svam asti Vftdrasya etc., xii.60.37: compare the whole sec- 
tion; with 39, Pilijavana. cf. M. vii. 41. The slave might clean up after 
the offerings were made (Vftdrair nirmnarJanarh karyam, xii. 294. 12-15; 

VOL. XIII. 10 
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wives were so in name. Their lives depended on their owner's 
pleasure. They were 'born to servitude,' for they ' came from 
the foot of God.'* They were in fact the remnant of a dis- 
placed native population, marked by race-characteristics and 
stigmatized by their conqueror's pride as a people apart, worthy 
only of contempt and slavery. It would at times appear as if 
the slave were the especial servant of the people-caste, although 
bound also to serve the other high castes (i. 100. 11; but com- 
pare xii. 72.4-8, 6=M. i. 99). The color-distinction between the 
castes-the slave being black; the people, yellow; the warrior, 
red; the priest, white (xii. 188. 5; in ii. 36. 24 1dapiga means 
time, not color)-may possibly indicate a real difference of hue 
(compare Muir, S.T. i. 140; Zimmer, A. L. p. 113, with literature). 
The people in general, both those of the country (jdnapada) and 
those of the town (paura), are divided into the 'people at large 
and the common people' (mnahjanaprthajana; cf.xii. 321.143; 
xiv. 90. 14) as distinguished en rnasse from the aristocrats, and so 
may include the people-caste proper and its leavings-that is, 
those following or adopting occupations too low to be recognized 
as fit for Aryans (under which name the three upper castes or the 
people-caste alone are meant). The statement that ' there is no 
distinction of castes' is meant proleptically, and implies merely 
that a man changes his caste in future births on earth in accord- 
ance with his acts in this; so that e. g. a priest 'might become 
yellow and be born as a member of the people-caste,' if he failed 
to act as a priest should (rnditryanaaatah; xii. 188. 10 ff.; 
cf. ib. 239. 13; 279. 5).t I prefer to keep the significant, if not 
absolutely correct, translations of the caste names rather than 
their native forms: thus, 'priest' for brdqhnana4 'warrior' 
for ksatriya (' man of the ruling order'); 'man of the people' 
for vaieya (literally 'inhabitant,' or, in the Vedic sense of vip, 
a 'clansman' in general; but later confined to imnembers of 
such families of the Aryan follk as had not renounced farming 
his glory is ddksya (activity), to obey the three castes his duty (21); 
cf. 295. 1 ff.: a priest who becomes gudradharman is degraded; the slave 
becomes a herdsman, however, or a tradesman, if he cannot support 
himself by service (3,4); 297. 27 ff.=M. x. 12ff f.: cf. xiii. 165. 10. The 
pseudo-Epic also declares the slave to be the next removed from a beast 
(xiii. 118. 24), but in its religious portions admits that a slave may, like 
the other castes, get a reward for fasting (uposita, xiii. 132.14) ; just as 
it says that one of the slave-caste may be made a student (Vravayec 
caturo varndn krtvd brdhmanam agratah, xii. 328. 49) though the parik- 
seta rule precedes (47). The caste will be later treated in detail. 

* It is an old myth that the people-caste came from the loins or thighs 
of God (Brahmd or Manu), while the warrior-caste came from his arms, 
the priestly, from his head (mouth), and the slave-caste from his foot: 
RV. x. 90. 12; law, Vhs. iv. 2; B. i. 10. 18. 6; Epic. Mbh. viii. 32.43ff.; 
xii. 60. 28 ff.; 319.90 ; R. iii. 20. 30 ff. (here from Manu). 

1 Compare Muir, Sanskrit Texts, i. 138 ff. for this religious view and 
some quotations on caste-color. 

t Compare Latin flamen; see von Bradke, Beitrdge zur Kenntniss der 
vorhistorischen Entwickelung unseres Sprachstammnes, p. 13. 
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and trading to live an altogether military or priestly life); 
'slave' for SaFtdra. Out of these elements was made the theo- 
retical state of the Hindus. Yet earlier only the three upper 
castes were recognized as toat ie rnonde.* Practically, there 
came in addition an early recognized and large number of 
'mixed castes,' feigned all to have been either degraded branches 
of the pure castes or their illegitimate descendants. (Compare 
e. g. xii. 297. 8, 9.) In reality these were outcasts, made so either 
formally or naturally (through the increasing tendency of the 
lower orders to take -tp means of livelihood not sanctioned by 
the pure), or, far more, remnants of un-Aryan tribes gradually 
assimilating to the body politic of their conquerors, but not 
received into the social or religious body. These were in- 
creased, again, by ever growing immigration from strictly 
foreign nations of warriors and traders, practically esteemed 
but otherwise despised.t 

But from people-caste, slave-caste, pariahs, or foreigners the 
* Compare etdvad vd idaft sarvamh ydvad brahma ksatramh vit, gat. 

Br. (ii. 1. 4. 12) iv. 2. 2.14; Weber, lnd. Studien, x. 18. 
f Compare xii. 207. 41-45, for the disesteem felt for foreigners ; xiv. 73. 25, 

for the distinction between Kirdtas, Yavanas, with other barbarians, 
and Aryans; or vi. 9.61, etc.; and xiii. 48 and 49 for the whole account 
of the mixed castes. The recoil from strangers is not much greater, 
however, than that of high caste from low caste in the developed state: 
' equals with equals: let priests talk with priests; warriors, with war- 
riors; men of the people, with men of the people; slaves, with slaves,' 
xii. 210. 11-12. Yet in a moral sense even the mixed castes are better 
than the pure if the latter do not do as they ought, iii. 180. 25-36. The high 
estimation in which certain foreigners, such.as the Yavanas, were held 
is wholly due to the military point of view (see below). Aside from this 
accident they were all despicable, no matter whence they came, although 
the Madrakas were chief in positive unholiness and in the anti-Aryan 
character of their civilization. The Northerners in general were as bad 
as the rest. The sole exception is that of the storied Northern Kurus. 
These were looked upon as occupying an earthly Hyperborean paradise. 
The flank of Mount Meru is in one place given as their home (daksinena tu 
nilasya meroh pdr~ve tatho 'ttare, vi. 7. 2), but they are regarded as real 
people of the North in most cases, with laws more conservative than the 
Southerners (as in i. 122. 7), and blessed with a typical felicity (as in the 
first passage, and R. ii. 103. 26): so blessed in fact that while some happy 
heroes go at death to Indra's heaven, others go to the Northern Kurus (xv. 
33. 13 ff .), as a sort of earthly heaven. A gate sixteen yojanas wide used to 
be blocked up and prevent their passage; but they can now pass through 
(iii. 231. 98). It is evident that they were half-real, half-mythical to the 
Epic poets. Other foreigners are simply barbarians, on a par with the 
Dasyus, which latter race may be blessed only by changing its way of 
life and becoming an adherent of Aryan rules (xii. 135. 22, etc.). Rather 
noteworthy is the tutoyer (tvaihkdra) of a seer by a slave in iii. 137. 5-6, 
and by a Cdndala (tam uvdca sa cdnddlo maharse Vrnu me vacah, 
xii. 141. 55. Compare 85, bhavdn, and conversely, Virvdmitra to the 
gvapaca bhavdn in 66, tvam in 80) though the custom is to exchange 
,thou' with 'sir' without ceremony. But the rule is that, though 
persons younger or of the same age may'be addressed with 'thou,' 
neither * thou' nor the real name should be said to those that are better 
(older). Compare xii. 193.25 (tvaihkrarh ndmadheyarh ca jye.4hdndm 

arivarja yet, etc.) 
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ruling caste held itself at less or greater intervals aloof. The 
warriors, mingled with the people-caste, indeed, but not by 
preference. Intercourse with all below this line was held with 
the mutual understanding that such union was temporary, and 
tolerable only on the ground of expediency. On the contrary, 
the priestly and knightly castes were always together, for ill or 
good. But in either case they were distinguished as the aristoc- 
racy from all others, more or less plebeian. They fought bit- 
terly, and learned each the other's strength. They became 
friendly, joined on the basis of mutual advantage, and from 
that time on were as one, above the lower order. 

But how were all these classes politically united? What 
part had each in the state-organization? Whence, above all, 
came the huge revenues necessary to the establishment of a 
fighting force liable to be called out at any time, and too proud 
itself to subsist on its own manual labor ?* 

At a timie such as that represented by the first story of the 
Epic, the warrior was always a robber and pillager. This life 
was the knight's support. Forays and cattle-lifting provided 
needed gain. Meantime, although occasionally called into the 
field, the people (such I name the united 'clansmen' whom 
conservatism partly retained, and the pride of others forced 
into a caste) continued the peaceable occupations once shared 
alike by all members of the folk, and were enabled to build 
up that substantial wealth that was to make them the later sup- 
port of the state. But, as time went on, the levies upon the 
people's wealth, that during an age when feud was the constant 
condition had been rare, irregular, and generally unnecessary, be- 
came with growing civilization more frequent. The king Io 
longer raids along the border. He lives in a walled town, sur- 
rounded by a court of polished nobles. War is a serious busi- 
ness, and means often not an attack on out-lying savage races, 
but a campaign against another Aryan realm grown powerful 
and civilized as his own. Moreover, as the country becomes 
settled, the pastime of hunting serves to amuse the war-men 
in the intervals of fighting, and a costly idle court must be 
maintained. The people of the. country, no longer obliged to 
retire daily to the mud-built, ' fort' for protection from the bar- 
barians, spread themselves over the land in open ranches or 
half-defended villages, to protect which outposts of soldiers are 
established, new forts are built, and so new towns developed, 
but always with increasing expense to the people at large and 
particularly to the people-caste, in whose hands rests the poten- 
tial basis of supplies. Larger and larger grow the flocks of 
the ranchmen; a busier traffic arises. The knights are heavy 

* The military-caste-man, if poor, might become a farmer, but only 
as a resource in need (see below). Otherwise he could be made to work 
manually only in order to pay a fine: M. ix. 229. 
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consumers of wealth, but must be supported. The court and 
its army become a great load. And now regular and oppres- 
sive taxes begin to fall upon the supporting caste. War or 
peace, funds must come into the royal treasury. These funds 
are drawn from the people-caste. The king is the ' keeper of 
wealth' (vittaraks.in, xii. 321. 143) as opposed to the ' common 
people'; but these furnish it, and then come to beg of him in 
need. 

The settlements, it may be observed, of the Aryan popula- 
tion may be classed in three divisions. The largest, called city 
or town (naqara, pura), was an outgrowth of the village 
(yrdma, kheta), and is represented as walled; while the village 
is a collection of houses around a fort (durqa). The village 
itself is often no more than the natural development of the 
yhosa, or cattle-ranch, which the king is bound to have 
guarded, and seems to have converted iil favorable places into 
a small village by erecting a fort like that around which the 
yr~ma -naturally arose (compare xii. 69. 35). With this yhos.a, 
and on a par with it, are sometimes mentioned the small barba- 
rian settlements called paili (_pai,1iqhosdh, xii. 326. 20). The 
radical difference between the yhosa and qrdma appears to be 
usually not so much quantitative as qualitative. The yrdma, 
being the earliest form of settlement, presupposes a durga or 
fort (defense) of some kind as its nucleus; while the ghosa 
(sometimes called vr ja) is an outpost from city or village, and 
a cow-pen developed into a ranche, and hence into a village by 
the addition of a fort to protect it after it had become a centre 
of population. The word arama is not, however, invariably 
applied to a natural growth from within, but may be used of 
a community artificially planted, as in ii. 5. 81, where we read: 
'to defend a city, towns (villages) are made, like unto the city; 
and border-villages (prdntdh), like unto the towns' (though for 
qrdmavac Ca krt(h prdtdk the Calcutta edition reads qrdna- 
vac ca krtd qhosdh, 215). Characteristic of India is the ree- 
all the country, to guard against drought (ii. 5. 77). How the 
ommendatioii in this same passage of ponds, to be built over 
'c ow-pen' may practically become a village is illustrated ver- 
bally in the use of gosthja, etymnologically a 'cow-pen.' This 
word is used of any general assembly, as in the proverbial 
verse: 'The joy of him that liveth in a village is the mouth of 
death; but thie god's cow-pen (the place where gods assemble) 
is the lonely forest.'* As to the constitutional power of the 

* xii. 175. 25 (b) = 278. 26 (a); 26 (b) = nibandhani rajjtr ed yt grame, 
etc. gruti, as often, is merely ' a saying,' a proverb. Like this is 
iii. 200. 92: ' Wherever learned priests are, that is a city, whether they 
live in a vraja (village) or a forest.' Did Sir William Jones get his poem 
'IWhat constitutes a state? Not high walled battlements or labored 
mound, Thick wall or moated gate, but men', etc., from this passage? 
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villages, we have no reason to believe that they had any polit- 
ical rights beside the liberty given to them by the royal over- 
seer. It is, however, an aphorism of the legal literature that 
villages shall be their own authority in matters so especially 
private or of such family interest as the observances at wed- 
dings and funerals. In such case no foreign rite is to be im- 
posed, but local usage shall obtain (Par. G. S. i. 8.13). 

But it is by no means the Hindu conception of the king's 
office that the people-caste exists to support it while the throne 
is free of responsibility. No theory could have appeared more 
absurd to the Aryan law-givers. The people-caste is a part 
of the Aryan population, and must not be oppressed. The 
connection between the king and the people-caste is based on 
a theory of mutual advantage. The people-caste must be 
taxed; but the relation between the taxing and taxed parties is 
always explained in a way evidently calculated to appeal to the 
latter's business sense. That relation is, in a word, trade. A 
barter, as is often candidly said, of so much movable property 
for so much protection. Two things men desire-security and 
wealth. The people-caste has the latter and wants the former; 
the military-caste wants the latter and can provide the former. 
Let us trade, then, says the Hindu, and on the following basis. 
The taxes shall be low when iio danger is at hand. When war 
is expected, the price of security rises; the levies on the peo- 
ple's wealth shall be greater. The king shall maintain a 
standing army, and make all the sacrifices necessary to keep 
the gods in good humor. For this the people shall pay. In 
return the king shall undertake to keep guard over the coun- 
try, and defend the agricultural and mercantile classes not only 
from foes without but from foes within, making good their 
losses by theft in time of peace, and in time of war keeping 
them safe from harm, agreeing to beconie responsible for their 
sins in the next world if he fails in this after having exacted 
taxes. The king was thus held responsible to the people for 
his part of the bargain, and suffered a penalty if he did not 
fulfil his contract. In small matters, as for instance where a 
merchant had his goods stolen, the kinig (his servants) had 
first to seek for the thief; but if he was not found, the money 
had to be refunded from the treasury. In event of a great 
war with defeat, however, where it was absolutely impossible 
for the king to return the property lost, the people had the 
satisfaction of knowing that a portion of their sins, or, so to 
speak, their debts to hell, had been transferred to account of the 

Compare vs. 90: prd~kdrdi5 ca puradvdrdih prdsiddi5c ca prthagVidhdih, 
nagardni na cVobhante hindni brdhmanottan4mih, etc. According to the 
Ag. P. the kharvata is a town in size between city and village (256.18); 
this appears to be unknown to the Epic. 
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king's soul, and in this way some compensation would be theirs 
hereafter, if not in this life, for the king's failure to fulfil his 
legal obligation of protecting.* 

Such is the view most frequently assumed and expressed 
when the relations between the business classes and the king 
are discussed. Such a class as this third caste needs, therefore, 
to be very definitely determined in its social and political limits 
before we can make an absolute estimate of the ruling or 
kingly caste. In fact, the latter's power can be best shown by 
finding first the relative position of the people in respect of the 
state at large. What then was the people-caste? 

The priestly caste formed an undivided whole, except for in- 
ternal distributions of studies, whereby one member learned 
more than another of some special branch of a pursuit equally 
open to all. Except for the king's famnily-priest, and the elec- 
tion of certain members of the caste to offices bestowed by the 
king, one member was politically the same as another. The 
warrior-caste, except for plutocratic distinctions, and the special 
ability acquired by special members in special acts of warfare, 
was also a political unit. The slave-caste consisted of so many 
equal-reckoned slaves. But not so with the people-caste. Here 
we have class within caste in three well-organized bodies, rad- 
ically different in their occupations and socially apart. These 
three bodies met, indeed, on the common basis of their Arya- 
ship in a theoretical view of the state; and the narrower bond 
of their mutual origin from that part of the people that had 
gradually confined itself to a business life brought them closer 
together than they stood as a whole when opposed to the priests 
or the warriors. But for all that, they were not one body with 
like aims and needs. Their three subdivisions were, historically, 
as follows. First, the great body of ranchmen, the cattle-rais- 
ing population, with their dependants, the herdsmen and cow- 

*As the king is personally responsible for the good conduct of the 
state, any sums stolen in his realm become his debts to the loser. The 
amount stolen must be refunded either from his own purse (svakogdt) 
or ' from some one that supports himself :' that is, he should take it 
from some wealthy member of the people-caste (the commentator sug- 
gests ' a trader'). The financial responsibility is thus later put upon the 
poor people-caste, but the spiritual loss is the king's and his ministers' 
(xii. 75. 8. 10, 12; no restriction of priest's property is made here, but may 
be implied by the context 'all is saved if the priest is saved'). As to 
the ministers' share, compare xii. 65. 28 ff.; 66. 32 ff.: ' Godlike is the 
king, and gods revere a just one; the king shares the reward given 
hereafter for the virtue of the folk; but the evil he shares also; so do 
the ministers.' ' He that steals from the king himself goes to hell; his 
property is confiscated; his body, slain,' is the converse. The confis- 
cated property of persons not thieves returns to the family (below: and 
ib. 96. 6, N.). The passage above gives the king's titles as Ruler, Gen- 
erous One, Wide-Ruler, All-Ruler, Warrior, Lord of Earth, Protector 
of Men. The king refunds by the rule of Ag. P. 252. 62. 
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boys. Next, the agriculturists or farmers, who raised grain, 
and their smaller imitators, who raised fruit and vegetables. 
Last, the whole trading population, whether on sea or land, con- 
tinually having intercourse with foreign traders, whether trav- 
eling about the country in caravans or located in one town. 

Beside these three divisions, there is a continual row of 
smaller similar occupations, leading by insensible degrees into 
the work formally declared to be unfit for Aryans. First, per- 
haps, money-lending may be mentioned; which, if not an early 
departure, was one that shows us the gradual extension of caste- 
functions; for we can still trace its despised appearance, and 
gradual encouragement, till it is finally received as a legitimate 
occupation for the twice-born. Here lies, too, the whole mass 
of mechanics, artizans, carpenters, peddlers, and the like; and 
the frequent denunciation of those that have embraced such oc- 
cupations shows us clearly how often the line between respect- 
able and objectionable labor was crossed by Aryans. Such 
commiiI0ling of Aryan and un-Aryan must have begun very 
early; and I fancy that in the earliest period of the Epic the 
people-caste had already a more and more uncertain line divid- 
ing it from the vulgar-a view supported by the circumstance 
cited below, that this caste is, ii spite of Arya-ship, apt to be 
set along with the slave-caste against the. two more exclusively 
Aryan castes of the warriors and priests.*1 The formal law in 
enumerating the three (recognized) classes of the people-caste 
sometimes reverses the order, and puts the trading-class before 
the cattle-raisers. This is not only historically wrong, but is 
contradicted by the arrangement elsewhere preferred in the na- 
tive texts. In fact, it is even stated that raising cattle is the 
only business fit for the people-caste, and that any other occu- 
pation is wrong.t 

* I do not mean that the army did not also contain a host of un- 
Aryans. These never commingled and grew together as did the peo- 
ple-caste and the outsiders, but were always oil and water in one jar. 

f 'A man of the people should bestow gifts, go over the holy texts, 
make sacrifice, and get wealth; in doing which let him take care of 
cattle, and be devoted to them as a father is to his sons; any other 
business that he performs would be for him a wrong business, since the 
Creator entrusted cattle to the people-caste' (xii. 60. 23 ; 23-24 = M. ix. 
327). The law, which allows a priest that cannot support himself to 
follow the occupation of the third caste, also specifies agriculture before 
trade (which the priest may carry on only with certain limitations), but 
admits that many object to this pursuit (for a priest) on account of the 
necessary cruelty involved-the plough injuring the creatures in the 
earth, and the yoke hurting the cattle (iii. 208.23, ahinsd: cf. i. 63. 11 
the ideal place where ' they do not yoke miserable cattle': cf. M. x. 83 ; 
GAut. x. 3 if.). This objection is also brought against agriculture by the 
trader or i scales-man' (tulddhdra), whose own boast is that his ' scales 
are the same for everybody,' while he also objects to raising cattle, be- 
cause it is necessary to castrate them and bore their nostrils (xii. 263. 1, 6, 
11, 37). Compare Pir. G. S. i. 69 for late inversion of trades. 
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Once the folk at large, the united clansmen of the Aryan 
people, the people-caste Vad thus lost its ancient universal prac- 
tices and become confined to industry and trade. Gradually, 
from when each warrior was rich in cattle and each cattle- 
raiser ready to answer to a call for arms, there came a separa- 
tion of interests. Some grew to depend on their bows and 
swords, and, finding fighting more agreeable than labor of 
hands, settled more and more upon the life which the king 
lived, and took him as their model. They became 'king's 
men,' the older name of those formning the warrior-caste. 
They arose from the people and left them. Some, again, con- 
fined themselves to study and religion, and before long gained 
and kept the fame of being the gods' special ministers. They 
also arose from the people and left them. And so the 
'clansmen' or 'people' grew socially smaller and became the 
people-caste-in name the whole, in fact a part, and a rap- 
idly degrading part of the population. But a shadow of their 
former might remained far into the Epic period. Of this, be- 
low. The three occupations, already developed ili the Vedic 
age, now abandoned by the warriors and priests, were cherished 
by the people-caste. Indeed, so rapidly do we find the sub- 
divisions appearing in the light of demarcated professions that 
we even notice a differentiation between the people-caste on the 
one hand and the traders on the other, showing that agricult- 
ure and cattle seemed still more peculiarly the people's work.* 

But the development of commercial interests was sufficient 
ultimately to cause the establishment of a sort of trade-unions 
or guilds. These mazy belong ill their full development to a 
late period, but we find them mentioned early (so in the law- 
book of Maanu) as of importance. Such corporations had their 
own rules and laws subject to the king's inspection, the king 
not being allowed (theoretically) to have established or to es- 
tablish any laws that conftradicted those already approved or 
sanctioned by usage. The heads of these corporations are men- 
tioned together with the priests as political factors of weight, 
whose views are worth grave consideration; as an informal 
instance of which, we find a prince defeated in battle and 
ashamed to return home-' for what,' he exclaims, 'shall I have 
to say to my relatives, to the priests, and to the heads of the 

* 'There the men of the people (vdiqydh) do not injure cattle, nor do 
the merchants (vanijah) deal with false weights (kfttamdndi4, i. 64.21- 
22).' It is for pictorial effect that we more often have the sea-trader than 
the land-trader spoken of in the Epic, the ' merchant wrecked with ship 
destroyed' being a much loved metaphor. Compare e. g. ix. 3.5; 
R. v. 26. 12. Not a coaster but a deep-sea sailor is meant. Compare 
ii. 5. 114: ' Do the merchants that have arrived from afar for the sake 
of gain pay no more than their proper (shipping) duties?' 

VOL. XIII. 11 
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corporations ?'* Prominence is given to the guilds in the later 
books of the Epic. There also we find corporations of every 
sort, under the name of gana; of the members of which the 
king is particularly recommended to be careful, since enemies 
are apt to make use of them by bribery. But dissension is 
their weak point. Through dissension and bribery they may 
be controlled by the king. On the other hand, ' union is the 
safeguard of corporations.'t The power of the corporations is 
said to be equal to that of all the king's military dependents; 
'these two, I think, are equal,' it is said in a passage where the 
strength of the kingdom is reckoned (unless the dependents in- 
clude servants of every kind).4 

The intermingling of un-Aryan with Aryan in this caste is 
perhaps indicated by the fact that the cowboys, who watched 
for instance the royal cattle, spoke a dialect unintelligible to 
the Aryans, unless the latter had especially learned it.? 
Kings, of course, are always surrounded by interpreters; but 
this may be referred simply to the effect of the foreign popula- 
tion. 

Two additions to the cattle-raising population are to be found 
outside of the people-caste. The king is himself a large owner 
and breeder of cattle, and personally superintends the con- 
dition of his flocks at certain times in the year. The whole 
care is taken, of course, by the cowboys, whose ranches the 
king visits, when for example the cattle are to be branded. 
Large gifts of kine are given to kings by foreign allies, and we can 
still trace pure cattle-raiding expeditions in the Epic story. Such 
given or stolen cattle were kept for the king. Oii the other 
hand, there is comparatively early evidence to show that the 
priests also, though not personally attending to the duties of 
the calling, yet carried on more or less cattle-raising and agri- 
culture on their own account, employing the third caste to do 
the labor. 

The third or people-caste has thus, as regards their duties, 
quite undefined borders. The humblest tender of cows for a 
master may be of this caste, or the work may be done by one 
outside the Aryan ranks. The priest and king share the gain 

* iii. 249.16; xii. 54.20. The Vreni or guild thus includes unpriestly cor- 
porations. Cf. R. vi. 111. 13. 

f xii. 107.32; xii. 59.49, Vrentimukhyopdjapena; N. understands mili- 
tary Vrenti, M. viii. 41. An interesting list of trades is found R. ii. 90. 10 ff. 
In the same work the collocation of ' assemblies and corporations' is to 
be noted (parisadah VreitayaV ca, R. ii. 120. 5). The further distribution 
of a popular crowd implied in sayodha~rentinigamah (jarah.z, R. ii. 123.5) 
is apparently later than the Epic. 

t I should here be inclined to take mdula as native soldiers, bhrta as 
mercenaries, were it not for the commentator, xv. 7. 8. 

? Their dialect, bhdsd, has to be acquired by Aryans: iv. 10.1. 
Sarvabhdsdvidah, i. 207. 39; but sarvabhsya'vidah, xii. 321.15. 
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of the profession, and practically intrude on the emoluments 
theoretically set apart for the people-caste. 

What was the condition of the small farmers through the 
realm? We cannot say, further than in their relation to the state 
as tax-payers. Of the daily worker, shepherd, cowherd, farm- 
help, we have, however, a chance didactic verse that informs us 
in regard to his wage. In this passage the lowly laborer is a 
man of the people-caste: or rather, the people-caste is under- 
stood to consist of laborers, as a look at the context will show. 
After the common formula ,that the people-caste should tend 
cattle, we read: ' lhe should receive the milk of one cow for the 
care of every six; if lie tend a hundred head of cattle, he 
should receive a pair; in the case of (dealing for the master of 
the) flocks or in agricultural labor, his general share should be 
one-seventh of the proceeds or of the increase, but in the case 
of small cattle (not horned) only a small part (one-sixteenth.?)* 

Although points of direct contact between the royal and peo- 
ple-castes are, except in the matter of taxation, rarely to be 
found in the Epic, yet the account of the distribution of the 
kingly power, as preserved in both Epic and legal literature, 
points to the fact that the people were in general at the mercy 
of the king's vicegerents, and that the people-caste must have 
been especially exposed to their predatory natures.t 

In describing the ' care of the empire,' tradition divides the 
realm into seven factors. Of these the first five are the king 
himself, his ministers, the treasury, army, and allies; the last 
two are the country-people, and the capital, or 'the city.': In 
'the city' the king (theoretically) superintended all duties, even 
to the adjustment of prices. He had delegates (whoml he ap- 
pointed through the land) to do this for him in other towns and 
villages. They were stationed chiefly as military commanders. 
We fortunately have preserved the system of government by 
which the towns lying out of the king's direct supervision were 
cared for. The decimal system of classification (found again in 
the army) is not necessarily a sign of late origin for this array 

* xii. 60. 24 ff., tatha VirAge kakt khure. The parentheses are due to the 
commentator. The amount given is the workman's ' yearly pay' (sdih- 
vatsari bhrtih). 

f The technical itaya4 or ' adversities' of the husbandman include, 
however, only foreign invasion (a point contradictory of Megasthenes' 
account). But see particularly Ag. P. 238.46; and 262. These itayah 
are, I believe, not defined in the Epic by text or commentator, but 
are explained by a native lexicographer as consisting of 1. too much 
rain; 2. no rain; 3. grasshoppers; 4. mice or rats; 5. birds ; 6. neigh- 
boring kings (invading the country). The Epic puts them with sick- 
ness as one of the 'faults' of a metaphysical division of things accord- 
ing to their qualities (iii. 149. 35); and alludes to them in the words of a 
speaker: itayaV ca na santi mie (v. 61. 17. For definition see P. W.). 

f xii. 69. 64 ff.; different order in xii. 321. 154-5. Compare M. ix. 294-297. 
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of officials; but, though coinciding in all respects with the 
plan authorized by the legal treatises, since it represents as it 
must an imperial policy rather than that of a limited kingdom 
the inference is fair that the system was one adopted only after 
the foundation of great empires, belonging therefore to the later 
Epic. 

According to this system, the king with his town officers sees 
to the royal capital, while he is represented in other towns by 
men selected either from the priestly, the warrior, or the people- 
castes. It is the duty of these meV to protect, each his village, 
their territory from robbers; more particularly, those that gov- 
ern a village must keep it and the surrounding country to the 
distance of a kroqa (about two miles) in all directions free from 
thieves, and are bound to repay to the losers whatever is stolen 
within this district. In the case of a large town the distance 
guarded is four times as great. They had also to collect the 
taxes from their districts.* The Epic describes the allotment 
of territory thus. Every townl or village was presided over by 
a vicegerent, who was under a superior officer called ' ruler of 
twenty' towns or 'ruler of a hundred.' In a gradually extend- 
ing circle these overseers received tribute, heard reports, passed 
them on to the one of next highest authority, and he to the 
next, till revenues and reports focused in the king, the lord of 
all. The king should create one over-lord to be the governor 
of a thousand villages (i. e. here as example, over the whole 
realm); all the villages are to be divided into groups, or depart- 
ments, of one hundred villages each; these, again, are subdi- 
vided into counties of twenty each and ten each, while a head- 
man is to be appointed over each division, reckoning from the 
village as a unit. The head-man or mayor of each village 
(gramasya adhipati4) sends to the ten-village-man or county 
officer (daqaJrdmi) returns of P all the crimes committed in his 
villaget and the ten-village-man in turn sends his report to 
the twice-ten-man (dviqundy9 or viiiatipah) ;4 who in turn 
passes his collected reports to the hundred-village-man (gfr- 
maqatddAyakqah), from whom they go to the general governor 
(adhipatih). The officer in each division draws his own in- 
come from the province placed under his control: one village 
provides support for the village-man; the village-men from 
ten villages supply the ten-village-man, etc. The ruler of a 
hundred villages ought to have to supply his needs the revenue 
derived from one whole flourishing town, while the thousand- 

* M. vii, 115-125 ; Yaj. i. 321; * 1p. ii. 10. 26.4ff. 
t Grdmadosad4; probably the returns are sent monthly. 
T The ruler of ten is also called dagapa~j; and the ruler of one village, 

gramika4. 
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village-nan has a large city, gold, grain, etc., appropriated to 
his use.* 

Beside these special supervisors, each city should be provided 
with one general officer, a mayor (?) or superintendent of affairs, 
whose official title is Ihe-that-thiniks-about-everything '; his du- 
ties are not defifned.t A military garrison is stationed in every 
town and along the border-forts; and the realm is watched by 
military police, recommended as guards of the city parks (puro- 
dydana) and other crowded places. T Such is the later 'defense 
of the'realm,' as distinguished from the earlier single fort and 
environs. 

Many of these cities are, of course, those brought under the 
sway of the king. We may assume, since the general officers 
here described are particularly urged not to exceed their 
powers, and to be tender-hearted toward the unfortunate (a 
plea often urged before kings, as in Ndrada's great sermon ill 
the Sabhd), that they exercised pretty free control and were apt 
to abuse it.? In fact, with an uncertain rate of taxation, they 
could practically demand what they pleased. The proper rate 
of taxation is not certainly established in the Epic, but at its 
best was very severe. Agriculture is always implied. It is 

* It is said in the second book that there are five general officers of the 
military caste in each town as collectors. What their exact functions 
were the Epic does not say (kac cic chtrdah krtaprajidh paica paica 
svanusthitdh, ksemarh kurvanti sarhhatya rajan janapade tava, ii. 5.80; 
the contest shows that _pahcd refers to officers of towns). I suspect that 
collecting here refers to collecting the regular taxes. One thousand 
villages given away as a 'means of livelihood' is not uncommon in the 
time of the empires: compare e. g. R. ii. 31.16. According to Manu the 
lord of ten villages has as much as can be cultivated by twelve oxen; 
of twenty villages, by five times that; of one hundred, the produce of 
a village; of a thousand, the revenue of a town. This certainly seems 
an older version than that of the Epic. The word kula, here employed, 
land enough for a family, is interpreted by the commentators as 'what 
can be ploughed by twelve oxen.' 

t This 'one-thinker-about-everything' (ekah sarvarthacintakah) ap- 
pears to be an additional officer, not a substitute for the city-lord; va 
or ca is read, M. vii. 121-122. The description is found xii. 87. 1 ff. Mili- 
tary garrisons are spoken of ib. 69. 6 ff . They are to be stationed through 
the realm, and on the border-land. 

f Compare ii. 5.82 ff., 121, 114, where a garrison guards each town. 
?We learn little of these officers from the law. In M. x. 126; xi. 64 

(Mbh. xiii. 165. 10; xii. 297. 25-26) the three upper castes have adhikara, 
but not the slave-caste; extending (in the Epic law) to any ' rule of 
right' (in Manu adhikadra of law and of mines). But in the Epic practi- 
cal rule we find the slaves have a certain authority (see below). 
These officers were, as were the king and all royal officers, exempted 
from certain ceremonial impurities (occasioned by the death of rela- 
tives) ' lest business be impeded (kdryavirodhdt) G. xiv. 45; M. v. 93-95. 
We find often that Hindu strictness in this regard is practically less 
than at first sight appears. 
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only in an ideal realm that we find 'in that place there was no 
confusion of castes, and no mining or agricultural labor.'* 

In practical life ' the king must not be too kind, he must 
not cut off his own root, he must tax as he finds necessary.'t 
The proper tax, to levy which the king is enjoined, and in tak- 
ing which he 'does no wrong,' is in the proportion of one sixth 
of the annual gain got by the party taxed, with special rules for 
special cases. This regular rate is not regarded as imposing a 
heavy tax. Further statutes show that it may be increased, and 
permit even a fourth of the annual income to be so taken 'in 
time of need,' i. e. when danger threatens-the king in each 
case incurring the same proportion of the people's sins if he 
does not return the barter-value of this tax in ' protecting the 
people': especially, as is once sharply added, 'the better classes 
of people, and the wealthy classes.'t 

* i. 68. 6: na varnasarhkaro na krsydkarakrj jana7t. 
t v. 34. 18. The further advice that the king should be merciful toward 

his people ' as if toward the gods' (ib. 38.41) is, as shown by many ex- 
amples, based rather on the utilitarian principle that ' a realm is like a 
cow; it must not be over-milked' (xii. 87. 13-21), than on any principle 
of abstract right. An idea of what was reasonable in taxation may be 
drawn from the converse of a rule in regard to the king's expenditures. 
We are told that he ought to be every morning informed of what he 
has spent, and that his (yearly) expenditure ought not to cover more 
than three fourths of his income (ii. 5. 70-72). That is to say, he ought 
to tax heavily enough largely to increase his actual needs in private and 
public outlay. One half, one quarter, or three quarters, are given as 
the legitimate ratios of expense to income. The account is kept by 
'calculators' (ganakalekhakab7). 

t All traders' taxes, by legal and Epic rule, are to be apportioned ac- 
cording to the conditions under which the goods are presented for taxa- 
tion: that is to say, a merchant's wares are to be taxed ' after the king 
has carefully considered the price at which they are to be sold, and were 
bought, and the distance they have been carried'; where an impost 
duty is intended. The artisan also must be taxed in such. a way that 

both the king and the artisan may get profit.' Taxation more than 
'legal' is decried; larger taxes must not be demanded, it is sometimes 
said, but begged for, and that from all the castes, except the priests 
(xii. 87. 13-21; 71.15). But when the king conquers and is conscious that 
his taxes are not unjustly levied, then ' let the king address his new 
people, saying " give me the rightful tax ;" if they give it, it is well; if 
not, let them be forced' (xii. 95. 2). The proper tax is formally given as 
above, i. 213. 9; xii. 24. 11 ff.; 69. 25; 139. 100. The yearly income is re- 
garded as the basis of reckoning the tax in cattle-increase and grain- 
increase. Compare ii. 5. 78, and M. vii. 80. The Calcutta reading in ii. 212 
(=5.78) padikarh ca catam is certainly to be rejected for the Bombay 
pratyekaAr ca Vatam. The king is here advised to befriend the husband- 
men when the crops are poor, and to take one in the hundred of the in- 
crease as a moderated equivalent of the normal tax; not to tax (more 
heavily than before) at the rate of twenty-five per cent. The possi- 
bility of the kingdom's existing without taxation seems especially to 
irritate the compilers of the pseudo-Epic. They revert to the subject 
again and again, and prove that the king must have wealth; his army, 
his happiness, his virtue depend on it; ' as a robe conceals a woman's 
nakedness, so does wealth conceal sin; therefore let him get wealth, 
even if he be sinful' (xii. 133. 7). The twelfth book says in effect to the 
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The authority of Megasthenes, if rightly reported, would in- 
duce us to believe that the agriculturists hold the land as ten- 
ants to the king, and that the gain of rents goes into the royal 
treasury, besides the payment of a fourth part of the crops as 
tax. Except on the principle of the Hindu proverb, that ' the 
cow (seemingly) belongs to the calf, the cowherd, the owner, 
and the thief, but he that gets the milk is the real owner' (xii. 
174.32), we must decline in toto to accept this statement as 
valid for the times covered by the Epic narration, and, since 
they represent a more imperial policy than that depicted in the 
native works, conclude either that Alegasthenes is misquoted 
in respect of land ownership and taxes, or that he speaks of 
a small part of the land where such custom prevailed, or writes 
of times different from that represented by Epic didactic poe- 
try. Arrian says that iMegasthenes saw only a little of India; 
but I am inclined to think that the present difference between 
the quarter and the sixth as a regular grain (income) tax indi- 
cates a difference of time rather than of locality, and that the 
Epic coinciding with the law represents in this point an ideal, 
or older state of affairs than that found by the Greek (c. 300 
B. C.). 

king: 'rules do not hold in certain contingencies; do not ordinarily 
tax too much; but yet let your first care be to keep your treasury full; 
if it is necessary to tax heavily in order to this end, do so ; money is the 
chief thing; wealth is a necessity; let the king imitate the people, they 
make as much as they can; for poverty is a crime' (xii.130.33 to end). 
The verse distinguishing between protection for the people in general 
and the better classes (xii. 24. 17, Vfirdt cdrydt ca satkdryd vidvdinsaV ca, 

gomino dhaninaV cdi' va pariapdlyd vigesatah) is, despite the com- 
mentator, especially in the interest of the rich mnen of the people: ' War- 
riors, Aryans (the people-caste), and sages (priests) should all be treated 
well; those rich in cattle and those possessing property should be es- 
pecially well protected.' As to the moral guilt incurred by a king 
through his people's sin see below. It is remarked in xiii. 61. 32 
that ' the people ought to kill the rascal of a king who does not protect 
them' (araksitdrarh hartdraih viloptdrain andyakam, tamh vai rdjakalimh 
hanyuh prajah sailinahya nirgharnam; in 33, sa4. . . . nihantavyah. 

i Of the seven social orders that Megasthenes notes, the first is the 
order of priests: the second, the agriculturists, who greatly outnum- 
ber the others. These abstain from war, he says, and from all other 
public service, spending their time in agriculture; and no enemy in- 
jures the crops, because everyone looks on the agricultural class as a 
public benefactor-whence the richness of the uninjured land. He 
continues, as quoted by Diodorus and given above, with the words: 
ftoVbat d' E'wt 7~g r(pag /tei&a rEKvv Kat yvvatKiv yewpot, Kat rag eig r4v r62utv Kara- 
f3l6ew irav-eX6C a riiC7Kaat Tab (Je xcpac pu1Coiz' r7Fo9Va r4s f3ao2t1 lia ro 7rw- 
cav rav 'IV(u1yV BaatXttuy7J edvat, ida'ry d6e v7Jc/vi yiv ecivat kKcriaoiat - XwpiC de 

R uae ac&~ i-,F6 rpia-v lCf 7O /aaLAIKOV rcXo7i!'a. In the next class Megasthe- 
nes rightly distinguishes from these farmers the herdsmen, shepherds, 
and poorer members of the people-caste; for though theoretically one, 
they were, as we have seen, in reality a different order; and we are 
not surprised to find no hint from the Greek observer that the two 
classes belong together. These poorer people, he says, are great hunt- 
ers; they do not live in towns or villages, but avtopjri de' 03hl xpuravt: ev- 
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The statement that the king holds all the land as his own 
(and disposes of it as he will ?) is not an unnatural deduction 
from the fact that the king may give away as much land as 
he likes, and is the ' lord of all ' (compare Biihler on M. viii. 
39). Still, practically the ownership is vested in each heredi- 
tary occupant; his right is secured by title; boundary disputes 
are settled by careful surveys; no sin is graver than 'depriving 
a priest of land,' nor any glory greater than ' giving land to a 
priest;' so that we may doubt if this right of universal owner- 
ship was exercised. No tax is put upon land: that is, no rent 
is paid for it. All the taxes of the law and Epic are arranged 
on the basis of increase in the year's stock, a part of which 
must be paid as tax; but it is nowhere implied that such a tax 
is regarded as rent for the land. The ' fourth part,' evidently 
declared by Megasthenes to be the proportion exacted, contra- 
dicts the perpetual statement of native authorities, that the pro- 
portion on grain is one-sixth, and one-fourth only in emergen- 
cies. Indeed, one of the standing epithets of the king is based 
on this proportion; he is called often the sa~dbhad gn, 'he that 
gets one-sixth.'* Such taxes in cattle, grain, and merchandise 
were levied in kind. Besides custom house duties, 'a piece in 
kind' for the king was exacted of merchants; that is, beside 
the apportioned duty, they surrendered one specimen of their 
goods to the royal treasury.t 

idently the inhabitants of the ghosa. To complete this foreign descrip- 
tion, we find the Greek's 'fourth class' to be what the Hindus call a 
part of the 'mixed castes'-namely, the artisans and manufacturers of 
implements, who pay no tax, but draw grain from the royal treasury: 
that is, if they are eniployed by the king as army artisans, or other- 
wise serviceable. Compare M. vii. 126, where from one to six panas a 
month, clothing every semester, and a tub of grain every month, are 
given to the menials of the royal household (as some say, the grain in- 
creasing with the money for the better servants). The tax of ordinary 
artisans is in kind, according to the native accounts. Megasthenes's 
class of warriors is touched on below; the sixth caste is that of the 
'ephors,' probably the rulers described above: ovrot ro2~orpayjtovoivrec 
rvra aia opiv-re r7 Kara r7'v 'IVdtKiV a7ray)ykX2ovat 7oig 3acaXe~atv, U`v 6l / 

7r67tC avir6v a/3aat'evroc jo ic aipxovatv. The last class is called the class of 
councilors, judges, etc. So Diodorus; and essentially the same, Arrian 
and Strabo. But it is important to notice that Arrian merely says in 
regard to the taxes of the agriculturists that ' they pay to the king or 
to autonomous cities the 06pot,' not specifying how much. Strabo says 
only that they rent the land, and pay one fourth of the crops in lieu of 
tax. Diod. ii. 40; Arrian, 11; Strabo, xv., p. 703 (Didot). 

* It is by giving gifts (to the priests) that the members of the third 
caste attain heaven (iii. 150. 51). Now it is said: 'a man of the people- 
caste that gives a part of his harvest to the priests after he has taken out 
the sixth part (for taxes) is released from sin' (xiii. 112.19: sadbhdgqpa- 
ri~uddhaih ca kraer bhdgam updtjitam, vai~yo dadad dvijdtibhya4 
pdpebhyah parimucyate). 

t A king that takes ' even a fourth' is not guilty of wrong ' in a time 
of distress' (M. x. 118ff.); but the legal tax from the people-caste is one 
sixth or one eighth on grain, one twertieth on gold and cattle, or only 
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All these taxes, it will be noticed, are drawn from the third 
estate or people-caste, which (including the degraded) appears 
in Megasthenes as in native works more properly a heteroge- 
neous order, without likeness of parts, than one united caste- 
body. All these, however, poor or rich, must pay taxes. Not 
so with the soldiers. The latter are practically exempt from 
taxation; the priests (unless degraded) are so by divine law. It 
remained for the farmers and their kind to pay. The freedom 
from taxation of the military caste is negatively implied by two 
facts-first, that servants of the king are not 'taxed, and all in 
military service were called the royal servants (4hrtya, soldiers); 
second, that the soldiers were not ' protected,' but did protect, 
and therefore it would be clearly against the theory of taxation 
as barter to demand tax of the military caste. Only the people- 
caste are meant as tax-payers; and Megasthenes also implies 
that none of the military paid taxes. We must of course ex- 

one twelfth on grain and one fiftieth on gold, while in smaller indus- 
tries (profits from trees, meat, honey, flowers, skins, pottery, etc.) 
one sixth only is known to the code of Manu. See my note on M. 
vii. 130. In a fable of the Epic, Manu himself comes to earth and draws 
a tax on grain of only one tenth, on gold and cattle of one fiftieth, ac- 
cording to xii. 67. 17ff. The grain-tax is not on the value of the whole 
property, but on the gain (contra my note). Gautama's law allows a 
tax of a tenth, an eighth, or a sixth (G. x. 24. 25); and the last is usually 
recognized by all law books as the right (grain) tax (Vas. i. 42, raja tu 
dharmena 'nugasat sasthaih dhanasya hared anyatra brahmatiat. So 
Baudh. i. 10.18. 1). The Rdmdyana, too, has verses to the same effect: 
' A king may take one sixth, provided he protects' (R. iii. 10. 12-16). 
The expression 'gold' includes all mercantile transactions, according to 
some commentators. Gautama says that one twentieth is the duty 
(Oulka, as distinguished from bali, tax) on all merchandise, but makes 
that on flowers, fruit, etc., one sixth (or sixtieth?). Compare M. viii. 
398, and the statement, ib. 402, that market prices are adjusted every 
five days or half month. The ten per cent. duty appears to be espe- 
cially for imported goods, a sample being also taken (B. i. 10. 18.14, with 
Bifhler's note). The day laborers, not in royal service, pay for tax one 
day's labor a month on public works (G. x. 31; M. vii. 137-138), while 
artisans pay some trifle in the same way (Vds. xix. 28: pratimrsam 
udvahakaramh tv &gamayet). This labor-pay was termed visti, a sort of 
corv&e, a tax in toil. The Sanskrit word means the laborer forced to give 
his work, or the work itself. The formal eight factors of the king's 
war resources include such labor: chariots, elephants, horse, foot, visti,, 
ships, spies, guides (xii. 59. 41; 76. 5; 121. 44ff.). Thus the native author- 
ities on taxes. Law and Epic repudiate the idea of one fourth being a 
proper or customary tax. Yet even royal monopolies are recognized, and 
the minutiae of taxation laid down in these law-books. What infer- 
ence may we draw? That the ' extremity tax' allowed in time of dire 
need had in the Greek's day become the regular tax? This, unless we 
assume that the rate of taxation decreased instead of increased. But 
see Burnell to M. vii. 130. It would seem, then, that Megasthenes post- 
dates even the original didactic part of the Epic. His famous account 
of the soldiers' deference to the farmers, like the farmers' indifference 
to the soldiers in Alexander's battles, may be true, but the Epic custom 
is to destroy the enemy's land and crops (see below). The na sasya- 
ghdtatt rule (xii. 103.40) does not refer to the foe's land. 

VOL. XIII. 12 
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cept those of this caste that had given up the profession of 
arms and become practically farmers. These were taxed as 
such. Of the people-caste, the wealthy members were of course 
most heavily taxed; but, more content with inference, the 
didactic part of the Epic says: ' Those that make wealth should 
be taxed: tillers of the soil, raisers of cattle, traders; for a 
wealthy man is the crown of creation.'* 

Certain practices and prerogatives of the king increased his 
treasury, in part at new expense to the people-caste. For if 
any man of this caste was not an orthodox believer, his goods 
might be confiscated for the purpose of paying therewith for 
the cost of a sacrifice-that is, his cattle might be given to the 
priests: 'Whatever shall be necessary for the sacrifice the 
king shall take from the possessions of a wealthy man of the 
people, if the latter be irreligious.' The king owned, of 
course, all the wealth of his family. That of his younger 
brothers became in reality his own. Thus the king offers ' all 
his own and all his brother's wealth,' without question of that 
brother's desiret The Dasyu (un-Aryan) population was also 
liable to have its goods confiscated, if the king needed them.. 
A legal prerogative of the king is the possession of property 
found without owner: bearing on all castes, of course, but par- 
ticularly on the wealthy. Any property found abandoned is 
taken in charge by government officials and guarded for the 
owner during a year; it is then confiscated. All property 
found goes into the royal treasury, after a fourth has been 
presented to the finder. But all treasure-trove goes to the 
king,? or the king and the priests. I have noted no rule to 
this effect in the Epic. 

If we turn back to the earliest Vedic period, we find that 
the tribute paid to the king seems to have been but a volun- 
tary offering; in the latest, it was required. The Brahmana- 
literature appears to show the people-caste as a class existing 
mainly for the purpose of being levied upon and 'devoured.'11 
A small poll-tax, symbolized as a love-offering, may have been 

* xii. 88. 26; M. x. 115. Certain persons were always exempt from tax- 
ation (akarah)): priests, children, women, royal officers, and various 
afflicted persons. Compare v. 33. 93 ff.; M. vii. 133; viii. 394; Vds. xix. 
23 (r&japumdn); i. 43; Ap. ii. 10. 26. 10, if.; G. x. 11. 

f Yan mamd'sti dhanarh kimhcid Arjunasya ca vegmani; xv. 12. 11. 
t xii. 136. 1-11; 165. 5-7 ; M. xi.11; G. xviii. 24ff. Gautama permits 

such confiscation also to defray wedding expenses, and from those that 
have shown themselves irreligious (that is, from such of the people- 
caste, as the context shows). 

? Vas. xvi. 19; B. i. 10. 18. 16; G. x. 38.42; M. viii. 38. According to 
some, only a sixth is deducted for the finder. Priests may, however, 
keep all they find (Vas. iii. 13-14; G. x. 45). 

11 Compare Zimmer, Alt. Leben, p. 166 (Ait. Br. vii. 29), who quotes 
apropos Tac. Germ. ? 15. 
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customary besides the tax on produce, as a survival of the orig- 
inal free bali or offering, or may well have been a later natural 
addition to the regular tax, without thought of the antiquity 
of the custom. t any rate, the 'love-tax' is common in the 
Epic, and was given by everybody, including those not liable 
to taxation-priests, etc. 'For love's sake (prityartham), the 
priests, the warriors, the men of the people, the slaves, the 
barbarians, all the folk, high and low, brought tribute to the 
king.'* So thoroughly, however, has the man of the people 
become identified with the ' man that pays taxes,' that the lat- 
ter has become in the Epic a standing epithet or even a syno- 
nym of the former.t This expression is applied also to sub- 
ject princes, not to native members of the warrior-caste, and 
means in such circumstances tribute-giver4 Rather a remark- 
able case of a forced levy on such subject princes occurs in the 
third book: remarkable, because such princes have usually a 
certain war-tribute to pay, while here they are obliged to sub- 
mit to an extraordinary demand in time of peace. The heir to 
the throne of HIastina (practically the king) desires to raise a 
sudden sum of which his treasury is incapable. His ministers 
advise him thus: ' Let these protectors of earth that pay trib- 
ute to thee furnish thee with the (necessary) tributes and the 
gold.' This was done, apparently; for the building and sac- 
rifice that the king wished to complete are carried on without 
further difficulty.? 

Taxes were, then, levied by force, if occasion required, or 
stood at a nominally fixed rate of a sixth from the annual gain 
in crops, or a fiftieth in the case of cattle and on invested 
moneys: rates subject to variation and subsequently increased; 

* ii. 52. 37-39. The extravagance of the description somewhat impairs 
the value of the citation. The context mentions gold jars, hundreds of 
maidens, etc., etc., as being received by the king on this occasion. 
He was about to become emperor. 

t vdigydh . . karapraddh, ii. 47. 28. Compare below i. 192. 15. The 
'lord of earth' always means a warrior (king); the man of the people 
is called 'a tax-giver' (karadah). 

t The conquests of war always result in large caravans of tribute re- 
turning to the conqueror's city with him. Such tribute consisted of 
horses, sandalwood, aloes, rare cloth, skins, gems, pearls, blankets, 
gold, silver, coral, etc. Horses, particularly northern and western 
horses, are greatly prized. Compare ii. 30. 28, and 27. 27, 28. 6: 'Eight 
parrot-colored horses, and others of a peacock color from the North 
and West countries.' These were taken by Arjuna ' as tribute' 
(kardrtham). 

? iii. 255.16: ya ime prthivipaldh karadas tava, te karan saihprayac- 
chantu suvarnaih ca. Compare iv. 18.26 (Yudhishthira's) balibhrtah 
prthivipdldh, or subjected and tributary princes (and viii. 8.20). This 
is the old word for tribute of conquered peoples; compare RV. vii. 6. 5. 
But it is used also of the third-caste tax-payers (xii. 88. 26: a passage 
strongly condemning those officers that exact unjust taxes; when dis- 
covered, they should be supplanted, and made to pay up what they have 
stolen). 
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and the people brought voluntary offerings in addition to those 
required.* 

These irregular allusions to taxes are truly the main points 
wherein the two great supporting castes touch each other in 
our Epic, and but little remains to indicate the formerly proud 
condition of the herdsman; for, as Pfishan, the Vedic god of 
the cattle-dealers, was fabled to have lost his teeth and been 
obliged to live on mush, so the power of his pet caste had de- 
cayed. I have elsewheret sought to show that in late legal 
literature there is a distinct separation of the third caste from 
the other two, and a tendency almost to put the people on a 
par with the slave; and this is seen in the Epic: not alone in 
such allusions as simply indicate that the people were regarded 
mainly as a tax-paying machine, but in forms of expression 
like, for example, 'The warriors were like the people, wait- 
ing upon the twice-born and bringing gems' (ii. 49. 35); or in 
such facts as this: that the term applied to represent the rela- 
tion of the third caste to both the military and priestly presents 
the idea of distinct subordination.t Also, when the castes are 
grouped, as in describing a procession, the natural arrangement 
seems to be not to put the three Aryan castes against the 
slave-caste, but to unite the slave-caste and people-caste as one 
group over against the warrior- and priestly-castes as another 
distinct group.? Also, in this connection, the wording of God 
in the Great Song (Bhagavad-Gita) is significant: 'Whoever 
they be that seek their rest in Me, even they that are of low 
worth, even women, men of the people-caste, and slaves-even 
these find bliss.' Also the fact that a difference is made be- 
tween the rights of the people and warriors in the matter of 

* The knightly rule of not asking for a gift (iii. 154. 10: n& 'hamh yaci- 
tum utsahe, na hi ydcanti rajan-a esa dharmah sanatana4: cf. xii. 88.16; 
R. ii. 95.19), arising from the priestly privilege of begging being con- 
fined to that caste, so as to exclude the members of all other castes 
from the three peculiar privileges sacred to the priest (making sacrifice 
for others, teaching, receiving gifts: e. g. M. x. 77), seems to have had 
an effect on the attitude of the king toward the tax-payers. The king 
ought to demand his taxes, not ask for them and they must be paid, 
not as a gift, but as if it were a pleasure to pay; it being for the peo- 
ple's interest to be taxed. This attitude, however, is not constant. 

t Relation of the Four Castes in Manu. 
t Upastha, compare iii. 4.15: vaigy& iva 'sman upatisthantu. 
? Compare i. 126. 13-14; 164. 20, and the grouping in xiv. 89. 26; 'Next 

to the priests came the warriors; then too the people- and slave-crowds, 
and then the barbarous races (tatha vitgftdrasaighad ca tatha nye mlec- 
?hajatayah). 

11 vi. 33.32. Compare the like words employed of the division of the 
castes in the second great song (Anugita), where it is said: 'Abiding by 
this law whatever evil-born people there be, women, men of the peo- 
ple-caste, and slaves-even these find bliss; how much more the priests 
and the warriors 1' xiv. 19. 61. 
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fasting may be mentioned, couched in these words: ' Fasting 
three nights or two nights is enjoined only for priests and war- 
riors; but if men of the people-caste and slaves should insti- 
tute such a fast through delusion of mind, they would get no 
reward for it.'* The favors granted to the people-caste are 
the same as to the slaves; the only difference being in the 
form of words expressing this. ' To the people-caste the king 
should give protection; to the slave-caste, non-injury.'t In all 
these cases, late as they are, we see the reflex of an unacknowl- 
edged process of amalgamation between the people-caste and 
the un-Aryan population. This process has two phases. First, 
the inevitable tendency of the third estate to take up with new 
work, needful and profitable, but not sanctioned by usage; 
this was a natural drifting away from the Aryan aristocrats. 
Second, the long-continued and ever-increasing binding to- 
gether of the warrior- and priestly-castes, practically leading 
to an exclusion of the third estate from the inner and intenser 
Arya-hood of the two more powerful orders. The people-caste 
was partially seduced and partially pushed out of the national 
ring. They stood on the edge between good blood and bar- 
barous. As was likely to be the case, the caste that patron- 
ized them most and flattered them with sweet words was the 
priestly. Such proverbs as they have left show us, however, 
that all regard for the caste was based on an appreciation of 
the bakshish they could give. ' He is blessed with fulfilment 
of all his desires who gives a night's rest to a man of the peo- 
ple' (iii. 200.122) is a remark polite enough to make us think 
this man a person of importance; but when a reason for honor- 
ing him is vouchsafed, it is merely that he has wealth. A 
poor man of the people was of no consequence. In fact, he is 
in such circumstances advised to become a slave at once (M. x. 
98; but in V. P. iii. 8 he is told to adopt the warrior's life). 
How nearly on a social par with the slave the man of the 
people stood is well shown by the frightened exclamatioii 
of King Drupada when he finds his daughter gone: 'What,' 
he exclaims, 'my daughter gone? Oh, whither? Who has 
taken her away? Is it possible that any base-born slave or 
tax-paying man of the people has carried her off ? Is it possi- 
ble that the muddy foot (of such a man) has been placed on 
my head, and that this wreath of flowers (my daughter) has 
been cast upon a graveyard (that wretch)?' (i. 192. 15). It is 

* xiii. 106. 12ff. The two latter castes may have a caturthabhaktaksa- 
pana but not a trirdtra-fast. 

+ i. 85. 3ff. Compare also: ' Priests are pleased with bounty ; warri- 
ors, with a good fight; the people-caste, with protection; women, with 
love; the slave-caste, with mercy; common people (prthagjana), with 
bounty's leavings' (xiv. 90. 13). 
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only in its sustaining or 'supporting' power that the people- 
caste finds a begrudged honor; for in this regard the royal 
power and the power of the farmers is declared to be equal.* 

A further point of contact between the third and second 
castes remains to be considered: namely, the military obliga- 
tions of the third caste. Was the people-caste liable to mili- 
tary duty? Of course, as a general thing, no. The soldier- 
ing was done by the standing army and mercenary troops. 
But men of the people-caste did serve in the army, although 
Megasthenes says they did not. What else is meant when all 
the law-books say that men of the priestly and the people-caste 
may take up arms 'to prevent a mixture of caste'? This is 
emphatically decried as a custom for priests, because ' the du- 
ties of a warrior are too cruel for a priest' :t but as an occa- 
sional necessity the two unmilitary castes must have served. 
Antecedently it would seem unnecessary to prove this. In 
view, however, of Megasthenes' picture of the farmer, it may 
be well to point out what is said by native authorities.4 The 
Epic has the same formal rule as the law-books: ' To save a 
cow, to save a priest, or when the castes become confounded, 
there let the man of the people take arms-and to protect him- 
self.'? But in the battle-scenes we find a curious dictum, to 
the effect that 'it is a holv and heavenly thing to knights, men 
of the people, and slaves to fight in battle'; which takes the pres- 
ence of these men in battle as a matter of course. 11 They were 
there to make part of the resisting mass, but not to be indi- 
vidually marked as fighters, like the warriors. See the battle- 
descriptions below, and the difference between the mass of the 
army and the individual heroes. It is stated in one passage 
that the people-men, slaves, and mixed castes took the side of 
Karna in battle (viii. 87. 48); but the context will not allow us 
to assume that they were in the fight. The half ' people' ori- 
gin of Dronia, one of the great generals of the Kurus, as well 
as that of Yuyutsu, shows, however, that people-caste-blood 
was no bar to fighting. As to the priests, see below. It may 
be parenthetically observed that the great army chosen by Dur- 
yodhana (instead of Krishna) consisted only of cow-herds; 

* Compare iii. 150. 30ff., on vdrtd. 
t 'A priest's defense is wrath, he does not fight with weapons,' it is 

said (iii. 200. 78). 
t The legal maxims are given Vds. iii. 24-25: dtmatrdne varnasarh- 

varge brdhmanavdigyan Vastram ddadiydtdm; G. vii. 25; B. ii. 2.4. 18. 
Compare Ap. i. 10. 29. 6, and G. vii. 6 (spurious, according to Bfihler: cf. 
B., loc. cit., 17). 

X xii. 165. 33. The next verse gives an interesting variant on M. xi. 147 
(supporting Medh.): ' Drinking surd, killing a priest, adultery with 
the guru's wife, they consider inexpiable; death is the penalty' (so Nil.). 

viii. 47.18: observe the adjective vira: ksatraviq~fIdravird4. 
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but this is a particular Krishnite case, depending on the con- 
ception of that deity as himself a cowherd (v. 7. 17ff.) 

Official relations between king and people-caste are rarely 
alluded to. We have seen that in the defense of the realm 
men of the people might be selected as vicegerents for the 
king, as well as members of the upper castes. We have once 
also a distinct distribution of subordinate officers, who are to 
be selected partly from the people-caste: ' The king shall ap- 
point,' says this rule of the pseudo-Epic; 'certain officers of 
the realm: four of these shall be priests; eight shall be of the 
warrior-caste; twenty-one should be selected from the people- 
caste. These last must be wealthy.' There are added to these 
three members of the slave-caste, who inust be modest and of 
pure character. This would lead us to suppose that the minis- 
ters or officers here intended (amdtydh) are for small offices; 
although the further addition of the king's charioteer on the 
list implies that some may be of importance, as this was one of 
the highest military offices. We are not informed as to the du- 
ties of the others mentioned, and the men of the people may 
be no more than the public servants (bkrtydh) who are else- 
where entrusted with superintendence over different affairs of 
state, and in the developed realm are overseers of mines, guar- 
dians of arsenals, etc., and are chosen from all castes, their po- 
sitions being adjusted simply by their natural endowments and 
in accordance with the strict rule that their appointments shall 
not be ' against the caste order': that is, that an under-officer 
shall not be of higher caste than his superior.* We mnay re- 
mind ourselves here of that case (spoken of by Lassen) of peo- 
ple-authority surviving by legend in the person of Yuyutsu, 
son of the king of Hastinapura by a girl of the people-caste, 
but always treated as an equal and a warrior, and finally en- 
trusted with high authority as minister, and a member of the 
royal council of the Pdndus. Such authority reflected again 
in Drona, and more strongly in the case of the minister Vi- 
dura, son of a slave-woman, points to a period of looser caste- 
distinction as that wherein the Epic originated.t 

* xii. 85. 6-9; 118. 1-120,52 (in 119.6: pratilomai na bhrtydh sthdpydh). 
The commentator on the first passage takes pahcdaadvarsavayasam as 
applying to each amdtya; but it really applies only to the charioteer 
of fifty years of age. 

f In diesem Sohne des Dhrtardshtra's und seinem Bruder Vidura 
scheint sich in der Sage die Erinnerung an eine frfihere Zeit erhalten 
zu haben, in welcher die Vaigya (the people-caste) weniger scharf von 
den Kriegern gesondert waren als spdter: Lassen, Ind. Alt. i. 784 (Yu- 
yutsu, seeP. W.; and add xii. 45. 10; xiii. 168. 10; 169. 11, etc). The same 
author further notes that in Java the Vaicyas as state-officials and 
councillors still bear the name of gusti (gosthi), as of ' cattle-tending' 
origin; whereas in Bali only trade and finer artizanship became their 
regular occupation. In Java the slave (Viidra) disappears; in Bali he 
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Having thus surveyed the general state, and sought to ex- 
plain how it happened that 'the people,' originally all, grad- 
ually shrank socially, became a caste, and then again, by ap- 
proaching to the lower orders and by absorbing lower trades, 
expanded; while, ever larger than the military or priestly 
class, this order, in reaching beyond the occupations ascribed 
to it, now began to be synonymous with all the folk not em- 
braced by the priestly order, the standing army, the slaves, and 
such lowly members of the body politic as were still too plebeian 
to be encroached upon-I turn directly to the warrior-caste, 
the status of which in many points has already been indicated 
in this examination of the people-caste. But first a closing 

is still the unhappy un-Aryan native: Lassen, Ind. Alt. iv. 518-522. R. 
Frederich (On the Island of Bali, J. R. A. S., N. S., ix. 108) says, how- 
ever, that the gusti may be king. He also notes that in Bali the war- 
rior is called deva, divus. Some wider notices of points touched on 
above may here be in order. The Epic (iii. 190.86) and the Vdyu Purdna 
make what is to us an explained distinction between pura and pattana 
(pura, ghosa, grdma, and pattana, Vdyu P. ii. 32.40). The Ag. P., while 
with the Bhdg. P. (see P. W.) mentioning the kharvata (above. p. 76) as 
provided with an outlying circuit of common land equal to half that 
of a city, elsewhere (213.9) knows only the Epic municipal divisions 
of grarna, pura, and khetakca; or nagara, grdma, kcheta (ib. 93.33); 
varying with durga for kheta (ib. 105. 1: rules for protecting and fur- 
nishing these outposts in ib. 221). This Purdna also gives the rules for 
establishing boundaries, and the fines for transgressing them (256), and 
the decimal system of governors (222. 1 ff. taxes, deposits, thieves). The 
Brhad Araiayaka Up. recognizes a system of governors over villages: 
iv. 3. 37. It is here also that we find the admission that ' none is greater 
than the warrior, and the priest under the warrior worships at the cere- 
mony.called rajasiiya, since the warrior alone gives (the priest) glory' 
(ib. i. 4). The distinction between townspeople and countrymen (p. 72 : 
add xv. 8. 13), and the narrowing of the term ' people,' is reflected in 
late literature, as in the Vardha P., where traders stand opposed on the 
one hand to townspeople in general, and on the other to the i people- 
caste' (vdiHyah, Var. P. 122. 64). To quotations on the color of the 
castes we may add ib. 75.15 (the Northern Kurus, ib. 75.58); and 
Vayu P. i. 26.35 (34.19), the warrior is ' red,' since he came from the 
third face of Brahmd. The grdmavdsagrdsa (hereditary claim to part 
of the produce of a village, discussed by Weber, Paficadaid. p. 34, note 
180) seems in the Epic entirely unknown. That the, corporations or 
guilds (above, p. 80) are not solely guilds of priests is seen, apart from 
the definition of military and mercantile guilds mentioned above and 
by the commentators on M. viii. 41 (see Buthler's note), by comparing the 
definition of greni by the commentator to Vardhamihira (vii. 10) as any 
'body of men belonging to the same caste' (Kern, J. R. A. S., N. S., v. 
46); while Nil. on Mbh. xii. 36.19 (jati!renyadhivdsdndah kuladhar- 
mdnv ca sarvata4, varjayante ca ye dharmarh tesdrh dharmo na vid- 
yate) defines jdti as caste and Vreni as grhasthddnadm pahkti4, as if one 
of the orders in the divisions of any Aryan's life. The ' chief of a cor- 
poration' seems indicative of a wealthy man in the drama (Mrech. Act 
iii.). Zimmer, loc. cit. p. 159, gives the older clan divisions, the folk 
consisting of tribes, these of communities, these of families. The folk, 
in the Epic, presents itself rather in the newer antithesis, city versus 
country, but the village-life and family-factor are, in spite of the theme 
of the Epic being military, still prominent. 
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word in respect of this latter order. In stating that it began 
to expand again into the people at large, I have touched upon 
but one side of its degenerate development. We have seen 
the caste in its longitudinal divisions. Cattle-raising, crop- 
raising, money-raising formed, until we come to times farther 
back than the Epic, almost parallel lines of division.* But 
there is, on the other hand, a latitudinal division, one of abso- 
lute wealth irrespective of the business creating it, which ap- 
pears to have arisen in the Epic period, and to have made 
almost as great a subdivision of the caste by plutocratic meas- 
ure as was created by the three primitive coordinate qualitative 
divisions of labor.t In the early period the people-caste is, as 
a whole, in wretched plight. In the Epic a social distinction 
appears between the rich, whether farmer, ranchman, or trader, 
and the poor of the same caste. Only he that makes a corner 
in grain and obliges poor people to suffer is despised in spite of 
his wealth (see below, B. 3). With ease, comparative im- 
munity from state-service, and golden opportunities, the enter- 
prising members of the caste advanced beyond their fellows, 
accumulated wealth, made themselves felt as a power in the 
state, and gained straightway admission to the royal council 
again-as they had before been members of that council, ere 
the haughty knights crushed them socially downward. I do 
not mean that they ever regained the social equality they had 
lost. But they were en route to do so, as the Epic shows. 
There is a greater social difference between the wealthy farmer 
and his kind (of the same caste) than between that laborer and 
the farmer's slave, in all but religious privileges; a greater 
political difference than between the farmer and the poor war- 
rior. 'Head man in a village,' says Zimmer, speaking of the 
Vedic man of the people, 'was the highest honor he could 
attain.' In the Epic he may (if wealthy) become a royal 
adviser, and manager of local concerns in town.: 

* krsigoraksyavq.ijyam iha lokasya jivanam, karma Vitdre krsir 
vaiVye : iii. 207. 24. 

t ' Even wealthy slaves' are a sign of prosperity; not to speak of 
wealthy priests, warriors, and the ' people-herds' mentioned in the same 
list, xv. 26. 8 (hytdrd vd 'pi kutumbinah; vdigyavargdh). So in R. vi. 62. 
40 we read that a Chandilla and a poor man are the same to the speaker 
(dvdv eva sadrgdu mama). 

t A late verse in the fifth book, given apparently for its reference to 
woman, seems possibly applicable in an older state of affairs than the 
part of the Epic in which it is imbedded can concern. It may be of 
general application only; but it is not improbable that it should once 
have referred to a king's division of authority among his family and 
officers. 'One should put the care of the inner-city (inner-house?) into 
the hands of his father; the charge of the cuisine (mahdnasa) should be 
intrusted to his mother; a friend should attend to the cattle; the needs 
of merchants (guests) should be attended to by various dependents (or 
officers, bhrtydh); his sons should look after the priests (guests?); the 
man (king ?) himself should devote himself to agriculture :' v. 38. 12 ff. 

VOL. XIII. 13 
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The warriors, not nobles, but of poorer sort, those that had 
no wealth, whose position was that of common soldiers, are, as 
might be expected, almost as much ignored in the grandil- 
oquent Epic as the poor trader or cow-herd. From the indica- 
tions in the battle-scenes, rather than from formal statement, it 
seems probable that the king supported a large army of com- 
non men, inferior fighters, not much respected, who differed 

among themselves by virtue of their respective personal dexter- 
ity and ability in certain arts of war. Thus, the archers are 
sharply distinguished from the spearmnen; the elephant-riders. 
from the horse-riders; but little more is to be seen of them. 
They were the common soldiers and nothing more. Some 
were native troops, and enjoyed Aryan privileges in religious 
rights and rites; but there seenis to be no distinction between 
the legal or military rights of the native Aryan soldier and of 
the hired mercenary. The rnatter is more clouded from the 
fact that most of the common soldiers in the war are just these 
imported mercenary or allied foreign troops. A certain pat- 
ronage of each great knight may be referable to the latter's 
rank as general; and I should hesitate to assume from the near- 
ness of the knight to his' particular body of men, or from their 
fidelity to him, that there was any patron-and-client-relation 
ship, or that any one of the great nobles stood nearer to one 
regiment than to another. Vet, as member of a clan, such 
must have been the case at first; and since we see that even in 
the Epic, just as in the Vedic period, the troops were arranged 
'clan by clan,' or family by family, it is perhaps only reason- 
able to assume that the respective captains and other officers 
(balamukhydh) were stationed at the head of their own family or 
clan men, in so far as these were separable from the like sort of 
fighters belonging to other clans. These soldiers when disabled 
were supported by the king. I group below the few general 
remarks concerning them to be found in the Epic (for their 
actual fighting life, see the next division of this paper). There 
is nothing whatever in the Epic to justify the statement of the 
law that a warrior lacking means to pursue his proper business 
should be taken care of by a priest; and, indeed, the law itself 
contradicts this, and advises the poor warrior to betake himself 
to farming (M. x. 83,95; viii. 411). As the soldiers drew their 
pay from the king, and were cared for if disabled, there was no 
necessity for recourse to a priest. Out of the battles they ap- 
pear so mixed up with the general populace that we can make 
nothing of their position. As Megasthenes says, they probably 
did nothing but amuse themselves when not in the field. Oc- 
casionally we catch a legendary glimpse of the process by which 
a poor soldier becomes one of the great nobles and founds a 
family. Karna was a cow-herd's son, but a good fighter, and 
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the king liked him. He became a royal favorite. He even 
ventured to enter a knightly tournament; but an objection 
being made to this on the ground of his obscure origin, the 
king at once knighted him, so to speak, or really kinged him, 
making him 'king of Anga' on the spot, and triumphantly 
insisted that his new rank placed him on a level with kings, 
or with the best knights of his court (i. 136. 36).. The cow- 
herd's son became fr jd of a dependent town, and was thus 
ennobled. Such a king (and many appear in the Epic) is of 
course merely a governor under royal orders. 

The king's court was made up of native nobles,* royal allies, 
family connections, and subject kings. I shall add the priests, 
but with a restriction. They belong to his council, but seem a 
gradual intrusion on the knightly assembly (see below). These 
nobles, for the most part native and well-born, took part in 
council, conducted the assemblies, led the army, and were the 
king's vicegerents in all military affairs. Not a few of the 
highest knights were in reality conquered or allied kings. 
Some were the relatives of the king by marriage, drawn away 
from their home to new connections. Thus one of Dhritarish- 
tra's craftiest advisers was his wife's brother. So Krishna, 
a near relative of the Pdndus' wife, spent most of his time at 
the court of her spouses.t These nobles, knighted warriors, 
who had in the Epic account to prove themselves worthy of 
their rank on reaching the end of boyhood, and were recog- 
nized as knights only after giving an exhibition of their skill 
and prowess in a formal joust, made the real aristocracy of 
the land. Power they shared with the priests, and the latter 
received a formal precedence from their spiritual and intel- 
lectual superiority. But the court, with all its brilliant accoin- 
panimenlt of festival, show, hunting, dance, gambling, fighting, 
and general folly, consisted of and depended on these military 
nobles. They were alone the equals of the king in tastes and 
desires, and were socially his practical equals also, as many a 
scene will show. Or, if we wish didactic proof, it offers itself 
in the statement that there is a three-fold origin of kings accord- 
ing to the codes: namely, an aristocrat, a hero, and a comman- 

* There is a verse in the Rdmdyana (I do not remember where, and 
cannot now find the place) that defines the Aura, or knight, as (I think) 
paurusena hi yo yukta4 sa V2ra iti sarhjnitah. That is, a man of 
might is the real knight. But V2ra means more than this, and, asso- 
ciated as it almost always is with satkulina 'well-born,' means a 
noble, technically speaking-a man of the upper class at court and in 
the field. Kulaja (well-born), as epithet of a warrior, is indicative of 
power, as in vii. 185. 29. 

t One of the law-books says that a king is obliged to support all his 
chief wife's relations; Vds. xix. 31 ff.: rajamahisyah4pitrvyamatulan raja 
bibhryat tadbandhfifh ca 'nyahg ca. 
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der of armies: which means historically that kings are made 
from these three kinds of men, or, as the use made of the quo- 
tation indicates, these three men rank as royal. 

But historically the remark is of greater interest. It shows 
what was probably true: that, in spite of the many boasts of 
hereditary crowns, the king is recognized as often chosen for 
his personal characteristics. In the case of the established 
kings it is a truism that 'their superiority consists in their 
valor' (vrya~resthdG ea raj'nah, i. 136. 19).. Family, personal 
bravery, and skill in leadership are, then, according to Epic 
rule and usage, the conditions under which the warriors be- 
come chiefs and are reckoned as on a par with kings. The 
words of Tacitus rush to our minds at once; indeed, the com- 
parison is a most remarkable one. Let us put the two passages 
side by side. The Epic says that these three produce kings (or9 
as said above, according to the application, may rank as royal) 
-an aristocrat (satkulina); a hero (gftra);* and he that leads 
forward an army (yap ea send4m prakarsati). Tacitus says: 
"reges ex nobilitate, duces ex virtute sumunt . . et duces exem 
plo potius quam imperio, si prompti si conspicui si ante aciemn! 
agant admiratione praesunt."t With the appointment of every 
high official we are continually reminded that he -must be of 
good family. Great wealth can ennoble a man of the people- 
caste somewhat; great bravery or skill can do the same for 
a warrior. But the descendant of a good family is qualified for 
high standing even if not remarkable for personal endowineiits. 

The later Epic, and especially the Rama-yana, gives the im- 
pression that the ministers and all the councillors of the king 
are of the priestly caste. We often find 'councillor' and 
'priest' as synonymous terms. At the great deliberation in 
Valmiki's poem all the state affairs are in the priests' hands. 
It is a priestly council that decides the whole matter of suc- 
cession, and whether it is best to crown the second prince. In 
fact, it is here the family-priest alone. So in reading the late 

' On the different kinds of Qftras, in a religious sense, see xiii. 75. 22 ff. 
In vii. 163. 35, C. reads yudhah for Qftrah. 

+ Tacitus, Germania, 7. Mbh. i. 136.35 (trividha yoni rajnamh Vastra- 
vinigcaye). The commander, or general in chief, usually stood in the 
van; the king, as in Sparta, usually remaining in the centre, though 
not always so. Compare below on the army; or, in general, e. g. xiii. 
62. 85, on the commander's position: ' If heroes are slain leading in the 
van, they go to heaven.' In India the king is derived, for example, 
from ' one that leads forward an army,' or such a one is a princeps. 
In Germany si ante aciem agat corresponds exactly; but such a one is 
only a noble; the dux cannot become rex: 'their kings they choose 
from the aristocracy; their leaders in accordance with their bravery' 
(I cannot refer et duces, as some do, to the kings, ' the power of the 
kings is limited, and being leaders,' etc.). 

t, Compare xv. 5. 20: mantrinaV eai 'va kIurvitha dvijan. 
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advice ascribed to Kanika, a figure that is interpolated and 
appears on the scene only to vanish forever, we are led to be- 
lieve that important state matters are deliberated upon by the 
priests. This is a clouding of facts; and, in justice to the nobles 
of military caste, we must, before dismissing the subject of 
their social position, note that they are the real advisers of the 
king in all matters not purely judicial or spiritual. For the 
rnantrins, or cabinet councillors, consist chiefly of these nobles. 
This term, like all others of the sort, is but half technical. 
It mneans councillor, and may apply to anyone acting in the 
capacity of adviser. It is, however, usually restricted to mein- 
bers of the royal council, and, though generally understood of 
priests, is not confined, even by the commentators, to such an 
interpretation. It may apply even to general officers, accord- 
ing to the native interpretation of the passage quoted above 
concerning the men of the people and others as officers (amd- 
tydh); for here we are told that the king should also select 
eight councillors, and these are understood by the commenta- 
tor to be an elect body of these amdtyas, consisting of the 
charioteer, the three slaves, and the four priests; but this is 
very improbable. All the saciva8 (comites) may be, and often 
are, purely military. These are officials of the highest rank, 
to whom in the king's absence, for instance, all the royal busi- 
ness is left (i. 49. 23). At times (although Manu recommends 
' seven or eight sacivas') we find but one appointed, while the 
'assembly men' (pdrisaddh) guard the king's councils; but 
both of these ranks are really niilitary.t When Yudhishthira 
leaves his capital with his brothers, the city remains in charge 
of the Purohita and Yuyutsu: a half spiritual, half military comr- 
rnand (xv. 23. 15). In (i. 102.1) another case it is Bhishma alone 
who 'guarded the realm' in the minority of the king. Absence 
of delined titles and functions among the ministers makes it 
impossible to differentiate strictly the different values of these 
titles. The functions run into each other, and even the number 
of the bodies concerned is not given consistently. Thus, in an- 
other passage (xii. 80. 23 ff.; cf. 83. 2), a description of the 
amdltyast is given, of whom. nine are here mentioned ('two 
or three men should not be appointed to [share] the same 
office'); and, again, members of the assembly and nine mantrins; 
while a little further on (83. 22) the mantrasahAyd4h, who are 

* i. 140. 2 ff. He is a ' councillor' (mantrin). Observe that the family- 
priest proper is not asked for his advice. 

f M. vii. 54; Mbh. v. 38.14-20. Yudhishthira's sacivas are pre-emi- 
nently his four brothers (xv. 9. 12) 

f The amdtya is properly a member of the household or relation. 
Such is the earlier meaning. The Epic speaks of amdtya as a general 
officer or minister; but compare ib. 80. 23: grhe vased amdtyas te, the 
chief-priest, teacher, or a friend. 
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surely the same, are spoken of as distinct from the arthakdri- 
nah (cf. M. vii. 64), who are alone five in number, and have the 
same characteristics as the mantrins previously mentioned. 
The sahdya or 'helper' is a high minister (cf. xii. 57. 23 ff.). 
After quoting Manu twice (xii. 112. 17, 19) to the effect that 
power gives victory, and stating that an abiding realm must de- 
pend on a good helper, sahdya, the sage proceeds to describe an 
efficient saciva (compare M. vii. 54) with the words (ib. 118. 3 ff.): 
'he must be of good family; skilful; know the use of spies; 
understand peace and war; know the threefold department of 
a king (trivargavettd); know how to make trenches, and con- 
duct military movements (khAtakavyithatattvajiahk), and know 
the art of training elephants (hastigikqd, cf. hastiiks>ikdh in 
viii. 38.16). The general minister meant here by saciva is, 
therefore, not of the priestly, but of the military caste. On the 
other hand, bhrtya is anyone in the pay of the king, employed 
(niyukta) on any service, even to the keepers of the harem.* 

But the high ministers of the king, those that led his coun- 
cils, are ordinarily regarded in later times as priests. Not so 
earlier. In the Epic the royal relatives of the monarch take 
the part of ministers, and we find Bhishma to be the minister 
of war; and Vidura (whose mother was a slave-woman) to be 
the minister to ' superintend the treasury, and see to the 
appointment of servants and make arrangements for provisions' 
(v. 148. 9-10); while in the final adjustment of the empire by 
Yudhishthira (xii. 41), the king's brothers and cousins are made 
generals, war-ministers, and councillors. The nobles, then, of 
the warrior-caste are the practical 'helpers' of the king, and 
take, so far as the Epic shows us, the chief part in public con- 
sultations; wherein the priests appear of little importance, and 
are far less the leaders of assemblies than in the Ramayana. 
On the other hand, the priests recommend that the private 
councillors of the king be priests, and thle word mantrin 
(councillor) seems gradually to have become an indication of 
priestly caste. Moreover, wherever a knowledge of old wis- 
dom, custom, or law is required, there the priests appear as 
the king's representatives. The ministers (military or priestly) 
hold the power in the absence of the king, and, as a legend 
would indicate, even the queen's commands must first be en- 
dorsed by the ministers, if the king is away (iii. 60. 21-22). It 
is from the priests that the king appoints the officers of justice 
or judges (dhdrmikdhk).t He is further directed to put Pan- 

* Compare R. v. 70.7: yo hi bhrtyo niyuktah san bhartr& karmani 
duskare kurydt tadanuritpam; and R. ii.97.20: antahpuracard bhr- 
tyda. In the army the mercenary troops are meant by this term. 

t The legal expression prldvivdka (judge) belongs perhaps to the same 
period that furnishes us with an ' eight-fold' division of the war-forces 
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dits in charge of the treasury, but does not seem to do so in 
fact. Eunuchs for the harem, and 'cruel men for cruel acts' 
(executioners) are among the minor officers specified, and it is 
said in respect of all these people that the king should treat 
themn with alternate repression and indulgence, that they may 
remain both humble and devoted (nigraha, anugraha, iii. 150. 
44-48; dhkirmikin dharmakdiryesu - - niyunita, etc.; mi- 
?rena, xii. 58. 22). Besides 'good family,' moral requisites 
are made of all high officers, and good morals their usual 
praise (xii. 57. 23ff.). As in the law, a list of those not fit to 
be employed as councillors is given-women, fools, greedy 
men, and frivolous persons-and six ' doors of council-breaking' 
are enumerated: viz., drunkenness, sleep, indiscretion, chanlgea- 
bleness, trust in bad ministers, or in ambassadors (v. 37.57; 
iii. 150.44; v. 39.37). 

The high-born. and rich, then, from the warrior-caste, formed 
(as we saw was the case among the farmers) an aristocracy 
apart from the poorer members of their own caste and those 
that could not boast so high a descent. Now these latter, for- 
mally and as far as caste went acknowledged as equals, were 
practically on a par with the caste below them. The regular 
means of livelihood for a poor warrior, as for a poor priest, was 
to join the working community. He might take up his caste 
duties again as soon as he was able to support himself by them. 
Since this was an exchange of caste admitted even by the strict 
law, we may well believe that it was common in the time of the 
freer Epic. Gautamna says that in need ' the priest may bear 
arms; the warrior practice the profession of one of the people- 
caste.' Certain exceptions are, however, taken to a warrior's 
life when he becomes a rnan of the people; and, just as a 
priest in similar circumstances is forbidden to sell human beings 
(G. vii. 14), so the warrior, permitted to become a trader (G. 
vii. 26), may not practice usury, while others are forbidden to 
exact from him more than three per cent. interest (a month); 
but elsewhere he is permitted to lend money to barbarians and 
sinners at a good rate of interest.* 

instead of the earlier four, and an exhaustive analysis of the constitu- 
ents of the state, xii. 121.46. DhdrmikdI4 seems to denote judges in R. 
vi. iii. 13, where these and the ' chief of the twice-born' walk in a pro- 
cession. Usually the king himself is the judge. or he appoints aptas, 
i. e. simply fit persons. 

* Compare the law in G. vii. 8-21; Vas. ii. 24. 40, 48 ; B. i. 5. 10. 25; 
M. viii. 142. Agriculture was also practiced by the priests, and a dis- 
cussion on this point in Bdudhiyana shows that it was not unusual for 
them to do so; for though it is here stated that ' the Veda impedes agri- 
culture and agriculture impedes the Veda,' yet permission to study and 
to farm is granted to those that are able to carry on both pursuits: B. i. 
5. 10. 28 ff. (in spite of 24); Bilhler's translation above ; compare M. x. 
78-82, and Bfihler's note to G. x. 5. I do not see how we can translate 
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Before passing to the chief exponent of the warrior-caste, 
the king, it may be well to see how much we may gather from 
the contemporary or earlier legal statutes that can help us to 
understand the general rules hedging all the members of this 
order. Such points as are here given belong more naturally to 
legal than to Epic literature, and we can draw no negative evi- 
dence from the silence of the latter upon them. On the con- 
trary, the unanimity of the legal works in most of these par- 
ticulars would point to their being of universal custom; and 
we may safely assume that, if not or the time of the imagined 
early beginning of the Epic, at least for the time when our 
Bhdrata took its present legendary shape, such rules were gener- 
ally recognized. From the Epic itself I first draw three rules 
for warrior-conduct: three fundamental rules, which are so often 
urged that they appear to constitute the Hindu warrior's private 
code toward his fellows. The first is the guest-law: every 
guest was inviolable. The second was the law of ' not forget- 
ting a kindness.' The third was the sacredness of a refugee, or 
of one that threw himself even in battle upon merey.* 

I turn now to the smaller matters of the warrior's life, the 
end of which must if possible come on the field of battlet 

This life is governed, nominally, by minute laws in many 
particulars. We see, however, that these laws do not (except 
in strictly religious matters) affect other than the priest to any 
great degree after the age of manhood is passed. We find the 

(G. vii. 25) prdnasampaye both as ' if his life is threateneds (that is, in a 
momentary danger), and ' in times of distress' when understood, as it 
must be, in 26 (rajanyo vaipyakarma). It means when in dire distress 
(apadi) in both cases, and 25 seems to me no argument against tadald- 
bhe khatriyavrttih in 6 (as BuhIer says it is, p. lii, Introd.). Compare 
gsiikh. G. S. iv. 11. 15. 

* For special fighting rules, see below. The prominence given to 
these rules of social morality does not imply that the ordinary rules 
may be disregarded by the warrior, but that these particular ones are 
specially urged, appealed to, enforced, as peculiarly characteristic of 
the warrior's code. A reference for each from the Mahlbharata and 
the Rdmdyana must suffice, among many similar cases. The first law 
(dtithya), that a guest must always be hospitably received, kindly 
treated, and sent away unharmed, holds good even in the case of an 
enemy: xii. 146. 5; R. ii. 105. 50. The second law, that to forget a kind- 
ness (krtaghnah) is an inexpiable crime, is declared in xii. 172. 25 ; 
173.20 ff.; 272. 11; R. iv. 34.18. Theft, adultery, and suspicion of a 
friend are the three sins particularly reprehended in R. vi. 66. 26. The 
last law, of non-injury to a refugee or one that calls for mercy, is 
especially prominent in tales and teaching; to violate this is also an 
inexpiable crime: xii. 149.19; R. v. 7.33. Compare in the drama Can- 
danaka's remarks on the subject, Mrcch., Acts vi. and vii. 

t For 'it is a sin for a soldier to die in bed' (see below). But if he 
dies at home, it is the rule that his body shall be carried out (nir- 
haranam), removed in a wagon (ydna), and burned (ddha) on the pyre 
(gmagana) with proper purifications, just like the ceremony enjoined for 
members of other Aryan castes who die at home: xii. 298. 38. 
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rules reaching for the most part back of the Epic period, and 
may, as said above, regard them as current laws laid down 
especially for the warrior-caste. 

Thus, we learn that the warrior's name should foreshadow 
his life, indicating Dower or safety. The young boy-warrior 
should be invested from the age of six to eleven, the proper 
time of year being the summer; but the initiation into the 
caste must take place by the twenty-second year, or the man 
becomes an outcast, and loses his privileges as a 'twice-born' 
member of society.* 

To distinguish himself from men of other castes, the warrior 
wore a hemp thread, a girdle made of a bow string,t and a staff 
long enough to reach the forehead (while other castes had 
other limitations in respect of these things).4 

Ceremonial distinctions of address also helped to establish a 
social difference between the warrior and the other castes, but 
the chief outward distinction was naturally that of dress.? 
While the man of the people-caste wears a cowhide or goatskin 
as an upper garment, the warrior wears one of deer skin, each 
of course representing the animals near to his caste-agricultural 
and hunting. The under garment of the warrior should be of 

* M. ii. 31-49, 127, 155, for this and following. Compare Oldenberg, 
note on gfinkh. G. S. ii. 1. 1, for the mystical relation between the 
years eleven to twenty-two and the syllables in the warrior-metre 
(trisfubh). Initiation, Vds. xi. 44, 72; G. i. 13; summer, Ap. i. 1. 1. 18. 
The rule of iAv. G. S. (i. 15.7) regarding the use of even and odd 
syllables in the names of men and women respectively, being contra- 
dicted by Epic usage (Arjuna, Janaka, Damayanti), is unquotable. 
Compare the later names, such as gafikhana, Susandhi: the first a 
grandson of Auika (Vdyu P. ii. 26. 203, 209). The sons have sometimes 
the raised form of the mother's or father's name, as in Qdkuntala, Vdi- 
rata (so Gdutama and Vasistha?), but this is usually a means of denot- 
ing the daughter, as in Draupadi. For a very characteristic view com- 
pare Vayu P. ii. 1. 5: ' the Manavah are called Mdnavah when they 
are in the past.' A priest in the Brhannaradiya Purdna has three dis- 
syllabic and three trisyllabic wives (11. 138). The 'secret name' of 
the boy, known only to the parents and family priest, is alluded to 
B. A. Up. vi. 4. 26 (on marital intercourse). 

t Manu, loc. cit.; VAs. xi. 59; 'mun'ja-grass with pieces of iron' is 
enjoined by Ap. i. 1. 2. 35 (that is, the priest's sort, but with iron) as an 
alternative. 

t It is not universally granted to the warrior to carry any kind of 
staff, although this is permitted by Aqv. G. S. i. 20. 1. Most of the 
law-books say it shall be of banyan or acacia wood. Compare Manu, 
loc. cit.; G. i. 23; Vds. xi. 53, 56. The height of the staffs of other 
castes varies relatively, the general rule being a higher staff for a 
higher caste; but dAnkh. G. S. (ii. 1. 21) reverses this rule. 

? The dress of Northerners in general reaches from the feet to the 
breast, according to the Brhat Sarhhiti, 58.46. Un-Aryan natives of 
the fourth century appear not to have been so decently clad compare 
Fergusson's description of the Amaravat! Tope, J. R. A. S., N. S., 
iii. 163. For royal robes, those of nobles, and knightly apparel, see 
below. 

VOL. XIII. 14 
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flax. Whether he should wear both at once, and, if not, which 
alone, is a disputed question. The cloak when worn is dyed 
with madder.* 

The proper salutation for a warrior to give is made by ex- 
tending the arm out level with the breast.t 

Of social usages, we note that a priest returned home from 
his studies may not eat in a warrior's house, nor is the warrior 
a guest of a priest in his own village; but when the warrior goes 
visiting elsewhere, it is considered right (a pre-Epic rule!) to 
roast an ox for hirn. The specially religious rules do not par- 
ticularly concern us; but in the light of the days of mourning 
set apart for the king (see below) we may notice that the authori- 
ties differ in regard to the temporal impurity incurred by the 
death of a relative: the warrior being impure for twelve or 
eleven days according to some; fifteen, according to others.? 
Kings never become impure; nor do those warriors that die in 
battle, since practical reasons forbid it.11 The members of the 
warrior-caste are allowed two legal wives, though some permit 
an (illegal) connection with a slave woman, which by others is 
strictly forbidden. In no case may this marriage be made with 
holy texts. Baudhayana remarks that men of the people and 
warriors are 'not particular' about their wives, and so allows 
the warrior three.? The warrior, rich or poor, stands by law so 
much above the man of the people and below the priest that 
his fines are arranged and crimes estimated by the caste of 
the offended party. Thus, his crime in theft is twice that of 
the man of the people, and only one half that of the priest; 
since the higher the caste the greater the sin.** The penalty 
for a crime against caste-order is as severe as law can make 
it, both for an offender of the low and for one of the high 
caste. These laws are chiefly concerned with the abuse of 

*Vis. xi. 62, 65; Ap. i. 1. 2. 40; i. 1. 3. 1, 9, 10 ; Par. G. S. ii. 5. 20 Iigv. 
G. S. i. 19. 11. In like manner the earth on which the warrior's house 
is built is, if specified at all, to be reddish in color (ib. ii. 8. 7). And 
later we find that the diamonds of a priest, warrior, man of the people- 
caste, and slave (!) are respectively white, red, sisira-flower-color, and 
black: see Brhat Sarhhitd, 70. 96 ; 80. 11. The warrior's house should 
face the second quarter, east (ib. vdsagr~hni viprddindm udagdigdd- 
yani). Also we find that the bathing clothes are arranged according 
to caste: Ag. P. 258.56. 

t Ap. i. 2. 5. 16 (urahsamam prasdrya). 
A Ap. i. 6.18.9; Vas. iv. 8; M. iii. 110-111. 

? M. v. 83; G. xiv. 2; Vhs. iv. 27. Compare V. P. iii. 11. 
M. v. 93-94; G. xiv. 45. 

? M. iii. 13, 14; Mbh. i. 73. 8 ff.; Baudh. i. 8. 16. 3 ; 20. 14 (with B.'s 
note); Vas. i. 24ff.; Ap. ii. 5. 12.3 ; G. iv. 14-15. Par. G. S. i. 4. 11. See 
discussion of the Epic rule in the chapter below on Women. 

** M. viii. 337. Compare 375-376, 267; xi. 127; G. xxii. 14; Vas. xx. 31, 
for fines in adultery and abuse, and proportion to the crime of the 
priest. The fines in abuse vary with the caste's position. 
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high-caste people by the lower castes. An instance will illus- 
trate the point. If a man of the people-caste commit adultery 
with a woman of the warrior-caste, the punishment is as fol- 
lows: the man is burned alive in a hot fire; the woman is 
stripped naked, smeared with butter, and driven about the town 
on a white donkey.* Other more revolting punishments follow, 
with like transgressions in other law-books. If a warrior kills a 
priest, he is killed, and his property confiscated.t If, however, 
members of the upper castes commit adultery with a woman of 
the slave-caste, their most severe punishment is banishment.4 

Interesting is the fact, supported by two authorities, law and 
Epic, that the widows of soldiers dying on the field of battle 
should be given a pension.? The soldiers are, furthermore, to 
receive their pay by the month (?), and in advance.11 

We learn also from the Epic that a soldier captured alive 
becomes the servant of his captor: in the full rule, remaining 
a slave for one year, but not liable to compulsory fighting dur- 
ing that period. After the year is over, he is 'born again:' 
that is, he is set free. Such is the Epic rule, but the legal 
code does not say that such a slave should be freed. On the 
contrary, the latter knows him only as one among seven ordi- 
nary kinds of slaves.? 

* Vas. xxi. 3-4. The same rule holds if the case is that of a warrior 
and a woman of the priestly caste. 

? B. i. 10. 18.19; lip. ii. 10. 27.16, of a slave. 
- Xp. ii. 10. 27. 8, 17. Some of these rules, as of the time of initiation, 

are older than the Sfitra period; and this older Brahmanic literature occa- 
sionally touches points not always given in the law: as, for instance, the 
height of the grave-mound differing according to caste; the upanayana 
of the warrior coming in summer, while that of the people-caste comes 
in autumn; the former caste belong to Indra, the latter to Varuna, etc. 
These early rules are all collected by Weber, Ind. Stud., x. 7 ff., 14, 20 ff. 

f kag cid ddrdn manutsydndah tava 'rthe mrtyum iyusadh vyasanaih cd 
'bhyupetdndm bibharsi, ii. 5.54: cf. xii. 86. 24. So Vds. xix. 20: avyar- 
thdh striya4 syuh. Compare the same rule, A. P. 224. 25. 

11 Both statements belong to the middle period of the Epic: ii. 5. 59. 
Compare below the second part of this paper. 

?T The simplest form of the Epic rule implies the law, and reads: ' If 
one warrior conquers another in battle and gets him into his power and 
then lets him go free, he becomes to that man a 'revered person' 
(guru): that is, the freed captive must look upon him as a priest or 
father, and never refuse to offer him homage; the relation of ' father' 
on the one side implying ' slave' on the other (such is the application 
made in the text, ii. 38. 7). Compare R. ii. 74. 33: yo me 'dya sydt pitd 
bandhur yasya ddso 'smi). The fuller rule is given in xii. 96.4, thus 
interpreted (and rightly) by the commentator: the captor should in- 
struct his captive to say ' I am thy slave'; whether the captive con- 
sents to say this or not, the captor should, after the expiration of a 
year, acknowledge him to be ' a son': that is, let him go free. This 
rule is based on practice. So Jayadratha as captive is to be made a 
slave until released, iii. 272. 11. Compare iv. 33. 59, where one is obliged 
to repeat ' I am a slave' in order to live. It is probably an extension 
of this rule that makes it incumbent on captive kings to declare by 
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An important question arises, in reviewing these rules, in 
regard to the time that the ordinary warrior had to devote to 
his religious studies (obligatory on the twice-born), and the age 
at which he usually assumed arms. 

Of students of the Vedas in general, from seven and a half to 
thirteen, eighteen, twenty-four, thirty-six, forty-eight, or even 
more years are demanded, till their study be perfected.* 

In accordance with a practice assumed to be consonant with 
the spirit of such a law, we find, to take one case of many, that 
the Piindus are represented as 'having studied all the Vedas 
and the various treatises ' (on duty, etc.).t It is evident that 
such a rule could have obtained in its strictness only among 
priestly students; and we shall be antecedently disposed to think 
that the students of warrior- and people-caste were permitted to 
give up study under easier conditions, as they were easily freed 
from penances obligatory on priests.4 Their lives made it 
necessary to allow them more freedom. Studying, sacrificing, 
and giving are sometimes declared to be their 'three ocelnpa- 
tions:' that is, the three common to all the twice-born ;? and 
such study mnight make them masters of the Vedas sufficiently to 
be able to teach, even the priest becoming their pupil in time of 
need: that is, when the student of the priestly caste can get no 
priest to instruct him (Ap. ii. 2.4. 25); but as a positive injunc- 
tion the memorizing of the three Vedas is found only as a com- 
mand laid upon the king, not upon all members of his caste 

signs that they are beasts of various sorts. Compare the interesting 
account in Brhanndrad. P. viii. 35, where the routed Yavanas in their 
fear ' ate grass or leaped into the water' (trndny abhaksayan). So per- 
haps Nebuchadnezzar 'ate grass,' i. e. was conquered. The regular 
' seven slaves' are, according to M. viii. 415, a man made captive of 
war, a man that earns his food by serving, a (slave) born in the house, 
a man purchased, a man given, a man (formerly a paternal slave and) 
inherited, a man made a slave as fine (debt). The native commentator 
will not admit here that a member of the warrior-caste may be en- 
slaved (absurd, in the face of the Epic), and refers the 'man' to a mem- 
ber of the slave-caste. But the rule is evidently general, in spite of 
verse 412. A later code allows slaving 'in caste order :' that is, permits 
priests to enslave warriors, and warriors to enslave men of the people 
(Yajfn. ii. 183). Universal rule permits a priest to enslave any loose 
member of the slave-caste (M. viii. 413, etc.). Par. G. S. iii. 7 gives a curi- 
ous rite for charming a slave so that he shall not run away. 

* M. iii. 1.; B. i. 2. 3. 1 ff. (more than forty-eight years, if the Atharva- 
Veda be included); Ap. i. 1. 2. 12 ff.; icsv. G. S. i. 22. 3, etc. 

t i. 1. 124 (122), te 'dhitya nikhilan vedan Vastrdni vividhani ca. 
t G. ix. 1, Biihler's note. 
? Vhs. ii. 15; Ap. ii. 5. 10. 6. These stand in contradistinction to the 

three peculiar to the priest, teaching, making sacrifices for others, and 
receiving gifts; which three, with the ' six immunities' of the priest 
(immunity from corporal punishment, imprisonment, fines, exile, revil- 
ing, and expulsion, G. viii. 13), constitute the practical difference in the 
lives of the two upper castes. To the 'three occupations' of the warrior 
comes also 'protection' as his peculiar duty. 
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(G0. xi. 3; M. vii. 43). Now how is it in the Epic story? We 
find in the great war that a number of very young knights were 
engaged in battle; that Arjuna's soil, Abhimanyu, who was but 
sixteen years old (i. 67.118), had already married, and was 
looked upon as a fully equipped knight. We see that the PaIn- 
dus and Kurus themselves ill the early part of the tale were 
trained, not in the holy writings, but in the 'Veda of the bow;' 
and when a preceptor was sought for them'i, lie was desired ' to 
teach them skill,' not Veda; and. the result of these instructions 
in 'bow and arms of all sorts' was that the young Kurus and 
Pandus Isoon became expert in every weapon.'* We have il 
the Rirndyan.ia also a proof that the sixteenth yeart was the end 
of boyhood, and that the young warrior was ordinarily profi- 
cient in arms by that time. For when the chief hero of this 
poemn is about to be taken away from home, his father exclaims 
' he is as yet but a boy (b)c la); he is not yet sixteen, and has not 
acquired the use of arms:' a passage showing clearly that the 
age of sixteen was the terminuls of boyhood, and that a young 
man (yuvan) of that age was expected to be ready for war. 
How are we to interpret this? The science of arms required 
years of patient study. Is it conceivable that a boy otherwise 
occupied in physical training should by the age of sixteen be 
master of the special skill that gave him power on the battle- 
field, and at the same time have found time to commit to mem- 
ory even one Vedic collection? It is clear that the law is later 
than the Epic on this point; and even there such knowledge is 
only to be assumed as desirable for the warrior in general. The 
active young knight and busy trader must have performed their 
duties toward the Veda in a very perfunctory way, if at all. 
The more reasonable supposition seems to me to be that, while 

* In the long story of the Pdndus' boyhood, we find the youths half 
grown up and in need of a teacher. The Kurus too were idle and 
wicked, and it was necessary to set them to study. So Gautama and 
Drona became their instructors. The reputation of each was based on his 
superiority in handling weapons. It was for this reason that, ' desiring 
a Guru to teach the boys skill' (gnrunhd Viksdrtham anvisya, i. 129.42), 
Gdutama was appointed; and Drona's efforts as a teacher were wholly 
directed to this aim; for 'he taught them the Veda of the bow' (Viksa- yamasa ca drono dhanurvedam) and treatises, so that they became 
'skilled in weapons' (sarvacastravi~draddh: i. 130.21 ff., 29-30). This 
also is the meaning of the hendyadis in the short story of the Pdndus, 
where the boys begin to learn arms and ' not long after became learned 
in the Veda and bow' (na cirad eva vidvdliso vede dhanusi ca 'bhavan: 
i. 61. 6). 

f This is usually the age when the goddna ceremony (giving the fain- 
ily cut to the hair) was performed: compare e. g. AXv. G. S. i. 18. 2. 

f tnasodacavarso 'yam akrtastraV ca me sutahl: R. i. 23. 2 ; iii. 42.23. 
Compare for sixteen as the general time of boyhood's ending (always 
thus by formal law) Mbh. xiv. 56. 22. The boy becomes legally respon- 
sible for his acts with his twelfth year: i. 108.14. 
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in the early age there was no let to the desire of a young war- 
rior if he wished to be Veda-learned, the conventional practices 
of his caste nevertheless constrained most of his attention to arms, 
and in his eight months of schooling (if even this, the later term 
of yearly study, be allowed for so early a time) he probably did 
nothing more than 'go over' the text of the Veda.* The 
memorizing of even one Vedic collection it is absurd to believe 
could have been attempted by such young warriors as those the 
Epic depicts. The practice must have been peculiar to the man 
of leisure, the priest. Indeed, it is not to this caste as a whole 
that the Epic ascribes such knowledge; but the king alone is, 
theoretically, acquainted with the three-fold Veda. A sort of 
commutation of learning seems to be implied in the Sttra 
period; for we read that the student, instead of learning all, 
may even as an alternative to the anuvika (itself a concession) 
recite only ' as much as the.Guru thinks best;' or 'only the first 
and last hymn of each seer;' or ' at the beginning of each hymn 
just one verse.'t 

But if we examine closely the education of the royal princes, 
we shall be tempted to doubt if even royal personages learned 
much more than the art of arms, and the general ' Veda-of-the- 
bow.' The seer, for example, who quizzes a king on the state 
of his kingdom and his ability,. asks whether that king possesses 
the Veda and its priest, wives and their fruit, money and its 
fruit, revelation and its fruit; and, when the puzzled king asks 
what that means, explains that the Veda and fruit thereof 
means sacrifice. But when the same seer really wishes to know 
what the king has studied, lie asks him whether lie comprehends 

* One more quotation would indicate the age of sixteen as the normal 
age for boys to be knighted and allowed to enter the battle-field. Drona, 
just before his death, is described as raging about the battle-field eighty- 
five years old, 'yet acting in battle as if he were but sixteen' (rane 
paryacarad droono vrddhaI soda.aavarsavat: vii. 192. 65; 193. 43). 

t gafikh. ii. 7. 22 ff. The twenty-second verse alone would give any lib- 
erty of shortening (ydvad vd gurur manyeta). Oldenberg, translating 
this, notes the consequence, and calls the plan an ' abridged method, by 
which students who had not the intention of becoming Vedic scholars, 
and probably chiefly students of the Kshatriya and Vaiya caste, could 
fulfil their duty of learning the Veda.' In xii. 132. 20 (2l1-M. viii. 44), we 
are told that the dharmavid, or king erudite in rules of duty, must 
know the ' four-fold system of right.' This is best explained by another 
verse in the same book (xii. 59. 33), where the three-fold (Veda) is one ; 
logic, two; agricultural occupations (including trading, etc.), three; and 
the system of punishment, four (compare, to the first, the commentator, 
trayi cd 'nviksiki cdi 'va vdrtd ca dandanitiV Ma). The age of manhood is 
reached at sixteen. The statement in the Brhat Sarhhitd that a man 
does not reach his full weight and size till he is twenty-five proves 
nothing to the contrary (_purusa4 khalu pahcaviftatibhir abddir 
arhati mdnonmdnam, B. S. 68. 107), though it is rather surprising. In 
the Rimdyaniasdra the hero's age at marriage is fifteen; his bride's, six: 
compare Rdjendraldla Mitra's Notices, No. 2288. 
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the 'aphorisms on horses, on elephants, and on chariots;' the 
only Veda here mentioned being the ' Veda-of-the-bow.' The 
subjects assumed as real objects of royal study are these aphor- 
isms, with further collections of the same sort in regard to poison, 
city-life, and military machines; for these, with the knowledge 
of magical weapons and sorcery, constitute the practical erudi- 
tion of the king.* With such subjects as these alone, at any 
rate, the royal personages seem familiar; and even Yudhish- 
thira, a lay-figure upon which didactic rags are exhibited, 
appears less a sage than an ignoramus in regard to all he ought 
to have known had he studied as formally assumed.t 

It is interesting to compare in detail the account given of 
young Abhimanyu, a model prince. We are told in a general 
way that the sons of the Pandus 'went over the Veda, and 
acquired (the use of) the bow and arrow;' and that the family 
priest, Dhquinya, saw to the completion of the proper religious 
ceremonies connected with their birth, etc. Preceding this 
general statement, however, we have an exact list of the 
branches of study pursued by Abhimanyu (to the younger gen- 
eration what his father Arjuna is to the older). 'The Veda- 
of-the-bow, in four divisions and ten branches,: he, the Veda- 
knower, learned complete from Arjmna, both the divine (weap- 
ons) and the human. Then Arjuna taught him the special 
points in the knowledge of different weapons, in dexterity of 
use, and in all arts; and both in science and practice made him 
equal unto himself; and he rejoiced as lhe beheld him.' 

This is all the educatioii that is especially recorded of Abhi- 
manyu, except what Veda-study is generally implied in the fol- 
lowing verse quoted above.? The word Veda in the Epic is 

* kaccit sittrdni sarvdni grhndsy .. hastisutrd~vasittrati ratha- 
sittrdni . .; kaccid abhyasyate sarmyag grhe te . dhanurvedasya 
sfitramh yantrasfitra'h ca nagararm; kaccid astrdni sarvdni brah- 
madandae ca visayogas tatha sarve viditah: ii. 5. 110, 120 ff. 

t The assumption made in the second act of Utt. Rdmacar. that the 
studies in archery, etc., are completed by the age of ten, and the young 
prince is then invested and begins to study the Veda, is a complete in- 
version of the truth. Compare the also late version of a prince's educa- 
tion in A. P. 224. 1 ff. 

t Therefore sometimes plural, as in a case apropos, where Daqaratha's 
sons are learned ' in the Vedas and their mysteries, and in the Vedas-of- 
the bow.' In this case Rdma and the rest do without doubt learn the 
Veda and take their task in studentship, according to the poet. They 
are vedesu sarahasyesu dhanurvedesu paragqh and caritabrahma- 
carydh (iii. 277. 4ff.). Such snatakah as these young princes may be 
the vratasnatakah of Par. G. S. ii. 5. 34: that is, an admitted class of stu- 
dents whose vow ends before they accomplish their study; but the 
snataka generally implies only a priest, as the rules for a snataka show, 
by totally excluding other castes: compare gdAnkh. G. S. iv. 11. 15, where 
snataka must mean priest. 

? i. 221. 72 ff. and 88. In the words (72 if.) dhanurvedam arjunad veda 
vedajniah, only the Veda mentioned can be fairly understood, especially 
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not strictly applied in any circumstances. The Mahabharata 
itself is called the fifth Veda (i. 63. 89.: compare v.43.,41). 
With that of Abhimanyu we may compare the education recom- 
mended to the sons of kings in the thirteenth book: 'Know- 
ledge, the family-laws, the Veda-of-the-bow, the Veda, elephant- 
riding, horseback-riding, chariot-driving, rules of propriety, 
word-science, music and the fine arts, legends and tales.' Com- 
pare also the education of Drupada's supposed son, who was 
taught ' drawing and other arts and the bow and arrow.'* 

One word on the warrior as a man, before we turn to the 
king. I do not know whether we may permit ourselves a judg- 
ment in respect of the estimated value of the warrior's life by 
referring to the compensation exacted from him that takes such 
a life; but it is worth recording that, according to formal law, 
restitution should be made to the amount of a thousand cows 
(and a bull) if one kill a member of the warrior-caste. Com- 
paring this with the valuation set on the life of a man of the 

as Arjuna of course is not represented as an instructor in spiritual 
knowledge (kriydi means military arts; so dgame ca prayoge ca, cur- 
rent information and practice, with the commentator). 

* xiii. 104. 125, 146 ff.; v. 189. 1 ff. Compare with the last R. i. 80. 27 ff. 
After dhanurvede ca vede ca niti!castresu, and the art ( Viksd) of elephants 
and cars, we have dlekhye, lekhye, laighane, plavane ; and 80. 4, lekhya- 
samkhyctmd (cf. R. ii. 2.6) with gandharvavidyd, nydya, nitigdstrdni, etc. 
The mass of received literature which a sage may know often groups 
Vedas, rules, and legends with many other rubrics ; but it is impossible 
to assert to what time these lists belong, and they are consequently of 
little value for the early usage. As an example, we find in ii. 11. 25 the 
ayurvedo 'Istdago (dehavan, followed by, 32ff.) the rgvedah, samavedah, 
yajurvedah, atharvavedah; sarvacastrani, itihasah, upaveddh, vedan- 
gdni, vciantn saptavidh&, srmdni, stutiVcastrini (?), gatha vividh&h, bhasyaIi 
tarkayuktani, ndtakah, kavyah, kathakhyayika (karikdh)-that is, even 
a kind of dramatic literature and commentaries. The kathah are either 
katha divyah (xv. 29.14 etc.) or of war (see below). The passage quoted 
from the thirteenth book enjoins ,cabda5castram and kalah along with 
yukti!~astram (grammar, the fine arts, and etiquette), and so represents 
perhaps a later list than that from the second book: both, however, 
showing that the line of education was away from the Veda, and that 
what time the princes had was given to culture, not to religion. I take it 
that, as the old royal personal fighting days ended-that is, as the princes 
were more and more expected to be figure-heads in war, and drove into 
battle to watch it on an elephant's back rather than to lead it in a war- 
car-their older bow- and sword-training was given up; but the time 
so gained was spent in more effeminate, certainly not more dryly 
intellectual occupations. Perhaps the rather late Virdta, with the cow- 
ardly little crown-prince, shows us the step between. As to the order 
of the Vedas, we find generally that the Atharvan stands last but com- 
pare xii. 342.8: rgvede sayajurvede tathai 'va 'tharvasamasu; and xiii. 
17. 91-92: atharvacirsah sarnasya rksahasramiteksanah, yajuhpadabhujo 
guhyah Icompare xii. 343. 99-100, paitcakalpam atharvarah krtyabhih 
paribrnihitam, kalpayanti hi mam vipra atharvanavidah; and xiii. 
14. 309, atharvah). The five Vedas are jingled together in v. 43.41 ff., 
52 (yo veda vedan na sa veda vedyanm, etc.). The gatapatha-Brdhmava 
is mentioned by name only in xii. (343.13 etc.). 
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people by the same norm, we find that the relative worth of the 
latter was one tenth that of the warrior, one hundred cows here 
sufficing. This law is, as Bhiiler has pointed out, particularly 
interesting from a pan-Aryan point of view; for the receivers 
of the indemnity are left doubtful. Only one of the law-books 
(Baudhayana) specifies to whom the cattle are to be paid, and 
this work says that the restitution shall be made to the king. 
With this the native commentators are not in accord, and noth- 
ing in Hindu law demands such an interpretation. The priestly 
commentators modestly propose by preference that the kine 
should be paid to the priests; but Govinda, one of them, sanc- 
tions what must be the right opinion: namely, that the cows 
shall be paid to the relations of the murdered man.* 

B. IROYALTY. 

1. The King.-We get no clear picture of the life of the 
warrior in peace till we come to the king. Here we are first 
burdened with a superfluity of epigram and formal advice. 
Out of this mass and the history of the story we may get a fair 
picture of the early Aryan monarch.t . 

As a matter of course, the king is presented, when moral 
teaching is inculcated in the Epic, with a model little different 
from that extractable from any other didactic code. It is of 
passing interest to compare the personality thus predicated for 
' a good king' with what we actually find, but the comparison 
must be drawn from but a fragment of the rich supply of in- 
junctions found in the Epic. 

Take the ' fatherly love' alluded to above: there is not a case 
recorded of the real characters of the Epic where a king exhibits 
aught but selfish greed, passionate weakness, and regardless 
ffflfilment of his own desires. Not only with the Kurus, who 
are represented as naturally sinful, but with the so-called pure 
Pandus, each follows the desires of the moment, and only relig- 
ious interpolations soften the characters. It is too much to ex- 
pect that such chiefs as these concerned themselves much with the 

* B. i. 10. 19. 1 (paid to the king); Ap. i. 9. 24. 1 (Bifhler's note here sug- 
gests the right interpretation); M. xi. 128 (latest form, the case restricted 
to accidental death at the hands of a priest). Compare Tacitus, Ger- 
mania, 21: " Luitur homicidium certo armentorum ac pecorum numero, 
recipitque satisfactionem universa domus." (Since this writing, Roth 
has shown the earliest form of such atonement in Vedic allusions, 
Z. D. M. G. xli. 672). 

f Rdjan (nom. rajd, rex); sometimes rdjaputra is the equivalent of 
rdjan. The latter appears often in composition as rdja ; less often (gen- 
erally as divinities), as rdj: e. g. pretardjal, passim; pretaraj, viii. 14. 
17. Other titles are chiefly poetical (see above, p. 77, note); but the 
common (vi!patih) vigdmpatih 'lord of the people' keeps the lost sense 
of people (for those that are governed), not that of people-caste. 

VOL. XIII. 15 



lives of their subjects. The latter were ' protected,' because the 
former were always fighting and winning battles, while the tale 
of Nandin!, and other distorted echoes, show in legend the real 
and overbearing insolence of the kings toward their subjects, 
even those of priestly caste. But in theory the king must be 
the embodiment not of protection alone, but of love and care as 
well. And analogous to the old-time pinning derivation of 
-putra (son) from the _put-hell and the idea of saving (tra), 
whereby the son is a ' saver from hell,' we find that the ' war- 
rior' (ksatriya) is derived from two components meaning 'he 
saves fromn destruction,'* through being a very storm-god to the 
foes of the kingdomt as opposed to the universal benevolence 
of the priest. It is from this reason that the Epic dares to 
forge from Manu the bold statement that a king is equal to ten 
wise priests (i. 41. 27-31), a statement as un-ManR-like in tone as 
possible. The weighty reason given for a desirable perfection 
in the character of the king is that the realm will be like him: 
as is the king, so is his people.: This theory is carried out in 
the discussion more than once opened as to whether, of the four 
ages known to man, the particular age in which a king lives ex- 
c-use his character, or the king himself be responsible for his age; 
since, if he is sinful, comes the ' dark age'; if good, the ' white 
and perfect age ' is man's.? These ' ages' are brought about by 
the king's personal conduct and his restraint of vice among his 
subjects, for he is like the Restrainer, the god of punishment, I 
in giving force to the laws of morality. Indicative of the 
whole tone of Hindu life is the fact that these ' royal laws' set 
for a king are an application of the earliest extant formulated 
laws: the royal laws (rdja-dharma) being in no sense leges 
reaice (for we have scarcely an instance of a general law formu- 
lated by the kingly power), but simply laws made by the har- 

* ksatad yo vdi trdyati 'ti sa tasmdt kfatriyac smrtatt, xii. 29. 138; 59. 
126; cf. v. 132. 31; though elsewhere interpreted as 'the destroyer'! 
The same derivation is found in B. iA. Up. v. 13.4: the warrior (kfatriya) 
is life; life saves (trdyate) from hurt (ksanito4), etc. 

f dindro rdjanya ucyate . . parinisthitakaryah tu nrpatiH paripd- 
landt, xii. 60.20; dindro dharma4 ksatriyadntm brahmandndm athd 
'gnikah, xii. 141.64: compare ib. 60. 12, maitro brahmana ucyate, and 
often. 

t yddrpo rajd tadr5o janaI, xi. 8.32. 
? On the king's connection with the ages, cf. xii. 91. 6, and v. 132.12 ff.: 

'The king is fitted for godhead or for hell according as he practices vir- 
tue or vice; . . the king makes the age; . . his reward is heaven if he 
gives man the perfect krta-age; if he gives the evil kali-age, he goes to 
hell for a thousand years.' An incorporation of two bad ages at once is 
found in xv. 31. 10: ' know that Duryodhana is the kali-age, 9akuni is 
the dvapara-age :' that is to say, gakuni is not quite so sinful as Duryo- 
dhana. 

11yamayann asato yamaht, xii. 139. 103ff., 5 (with likeness to other 
gods). 
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dening of usage into rigid rule, extending very gradually from 
simple moral saws to rules of conduct, and thence slowly broad- 
ening, till the term includes social laws, and laws of administra- 
tion. When a guide is sought, the sayings of the sage fore- 
father Manu are quoted, who gradually became invested with a 
law-book that superseded the perhaps older treatise of the united 
sages Brihaspati and UTanas, the first that appear to have de- 
voted themselves particularly to the royal needs.* We must 
therefore deny the truth of the Epic assertion that the royal 
laws antedate all other regulations of Hindu law.t 

These 'laws' may be divided into two classes, embracing 
first general moral and social duties, and secondly special du- 
ties involved in the royal 'objects of consideration.' I examine 
each briefly. And first the tiresome rules of morality. 

2. Royal Dmties.-How completely the savage old kings 
of the first poem have become demoralized into priestly sub- 
jects is seen by a glance at the first of these classes. Victory 
is now a question of right and wrong: ' where right is, there is 
victory' 4 an idea to be later extended on the theological side, 
and to give us ' where Vishnu is, there is victory' (see below); 
and paralleled by the repinings of the victorious king, who 
says that even the perusal of the treatises on knowledge 
(buddhi?,zstra) is of little moment when one comes to die; but 
'let a man be purified in heart, let his folks and ministers 
reverence his acts, and lie is a king, the best of kings'; for ' it 
is better for a man that he even kill an Aryan than that he rule 
by overstepping the right' (xii. 25. 6 ff. [on kala], and iii. 34. 15). 
The king's aim should be to seek first his realm's happiness, 
and then his own (i. 222. 12, etc.). Compare with this the 
remark addressed to a king: ' the tears of them that weep for 
thy wrong-ruling shall slay thee and thy herds; . . but where 
the tear of misery is turned into joy, there is a king's duty 
nobly done.' But to seek the happiness of the state he must 
first learn to control himself, 'he must overcome love and 
wrath and subdue his passions' (v. 129. 33-39). This the real 
kings of the Epic never did. It is, however, in accordance 
with such general admonitions that we find the duties soon 
specialized, classified, and arranged in groups. ' Eight virtues 

*brhaspatyu~anahproktdir naydir dhdryanti mdnavd4: iii. 150.29. 
f ' The royal laws were first produced by God; after these the subsid- 

iary duties of the other castes; all laws depend on the royal laws:' xii. 
64. 21; 64. 7; 61. 1; ' all duties exist through the royal laws': and, just 
before this, 'depend on the royal laws.' 

t yato dharmas tato jayak, xi. 14. 9. cf. 12. But, in i. 136. 19, 'right 
follows after power'! (balamh dharmo 'nuvartate). In xii. 199.70, the 
version is yato dharmas tatai. satyam, etc. Compare with the fol- 
lowing, Va-yu P. ii. 80. 80: rajir yatas tato dharmo yato dharmnas tato 
jaya4. 
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cause a man to shine: wisdom, good family, self-restraint, 
knowledge of revelation, courage, not talking too much, gener- 
osity, thankfulness'; though in the same passage we learn that 
' when a king does good to a man, this virtue outshines all vir- 
tues '* (v. 35. 52; 37. 32 ff.). On the whole, we find the groups 
of eight commandments more common, but ten commandments 
are also made to form a concise exposition of moral law. ' The 
eight-fold path of duty' has become proverbial,t but varies 
often: consisting, for instance, of the above, or of sacrifice, 
generosity, study, penance, self-restraint, truth, uprightness, 
harmlessness; and variating (in place of the last two) with 
'mercy, and lack of greed. t An imprecation in a later book 
on those that have 'broken the ten commandments,' without 
specifying them, would indicate that the ten had become 
also a formal group, as in Manu.? In answer to perpetual 
questions in regard to duty, Markandeya says to the king: 'Be 
merciful, be kind, be fond, be not sulky, be truthful, mild, 
generous, glad to protect the people; do right, avoid wrong; 
worship the fathers and the gods; practice all this in deed, in 
thought, and in word' (iii. 191. 23ff.). The contrast between 
such a rule and this, for example: ' Just this alone is a king's 
duty-to bear a rod, to be fierce, to protect' (i. 11. 17), forms 
one of the questions most vexing to the sages. Pages might be 
taken from the harping on this theme alone: what proportion 
exists between a righteous wrath and kingly mercy ? 1I This and 
the constant injunctions of purity? form the staple of these 

* xii. 91. 6 ff., ib. 20: cf. 38 ; finally the usual comparison with Yama, 
44, 56; a summary of morals in 52-53. Compare xii. 361.9: ' the king 
that does not wipe away the tears of the conquered is as sinful as the 
slayer of a priest.' Compare also ii. 5.124. 

t margo dharmasyd 'stavidha4: v. 35. 54, 56. 
t ib.; the ten in 59. 
? da~adharmagatdh; the king may confiscate their property, xii. 69. 

26: cf. 59. 59-60; M. vii. 47-50 ; the lists may be modified by Buddhistic 
influence. Both ' the ten' and ' the eight' are known to the Puranas, 
e. g. in VYyu P. i.59.48. 

cf. i. 3. 176: to protect is a king's ' highest duty'; but no absolute 
'highest duty' is given. In iii. 150. 37 it is protection; in ii. 22. 5 it is to 
do good; in iii. 183. 16 ffi. it is penance; in iii. 4. 7 it is contentment, etc. 
Whatever duty fills the mind is for the moment paramount. Even ' the 
realm' is the ' chief duty,' iii. 52. 15 ; cf. v. 34. 29-31. Most wearisome 
are the droning iterations in regard to protection, whereby the poet 
means not from outside foes alone but from the king's own greed; and 
it is even recommended that the king should not set his heart on 
property gained by a foe's downfall, arer pratipatena, v. (39. 77, prani), 
C. 1522. The idea of 'word, thought, and deed' is sometimes extended: 
' in four ways, by eye, mind, voice, and deed, let a king delight his 
people;' v. 34. 25: cf. iii. 50. 9; 157. 18; 41. 20; he must be a father to his 
people iii. 23. 7; i. 121. 15; 100. 18; xii. 57. 33; xiii. 61. 18; he is the war- 
rior's Guru: i. 195. 12. 

IT iii. 119. 8; let him be pure; as in xii. 58 and 59, the formal duties 
are preceded by a recommendation of purity. 
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moral commonplaces. One example may suffice: 'Through 
right the king rules; through this he keeps his subjects in 
order; by means of right he beholds all, when he is furnished 
with spies.* The king is the savior of the castes; by witchcraft 
and wrong king's duties are destroyed; let the king dispense 
right through no love or Late; he should not be too devoted to 
a friend, nor too severe to a foe; he should not harm right; 
he should not return evil for evil,' etc. etc.t But, of all that a 
king should not do (for negative and positive are always treated 
in the same category), general consent has selected four sins, 
common to man but particularly reprehensible in a king: these, 
according to the usual formula, are 'women, dice, hunting, 
and drinking.' T4 

The only part of this formal morality that can particularly 
interest us is the vices it represents. Didactic strictures, form 
and contents, are foregone conclusions, given civilization and 
love for platitudes. These truths of social intercourse were 
almost as trite in the didactic Epic as they are to-day to us. 
A man should not lie, steal, murder, drink, gamble, be incon- 
tinent in passion, in sleep, in food, or in other provocatives to 
low living. Especially a king, since he is the norm of morals. 
All this is dull repetition; for when we once find out on what 
intellectual level we are standing, we can foretell the comple- 

* 'Spies are a king's eyes': v. 34. 34 (see below). 
t iii. 207.26ff. Right (dharma) is now synonomous with law, now 

with duty. 
f iii. 13. 7; refers particularly to the warrior-caste: cf. M. vii. 50; 

this is also shown by ' they say that kings have these four vices, 
hunting, drink, dice, over-indulgence in sensuality (gramye, stribhoge, 
N.), ii. 68. 20: cf. xii. 59. 60, the Manu verse. This is the antiquer form, 
but is kept till the latest time (cf. xiii. 157. 33), although parallel stands 
a fuller list, 'women, dice, hunting, drinking, brutality in voice or 
deed, and wanton destruction of property' (v. 33. 91); and elsewhere 
the ' six sins' are alluded to (i. 49. 16, sadvargajin rmahdbuddhih: com- 
pare ii. 5.125, tsadanarthah) as an understood group; but four is the 
more popular division, so again xii. 289. 26 ; and even five are given (in 
the metaphysical section, xii. 302. 55-56) as a group of inborn vices, 
desire, wrath, fear, sleep, Vvdsa (' breathing' B. R., or gluttony). The 
Rdmdyana gives ' twelve faults'; seven vices, of which ' four are from 
love,' as in Manu. Compare R. ii. 109. 66 ; iii. 13. 3 ff. The instability of 
the group's members is greater than its number ; for the division into 
four often remains with different definitions, as ' four let a king avoid, 
council with fools, pokes, wrathful men, and pilgrims' (v. 33. 69, ' and 
pilgrims', caranaiV ca; or ca-aranai5 ca; or aganaih; while for rabha- 
saih read ala~aih, N.). Ignorance, as ' something childish,' is of 
course everywhere reprehended; what the king had to learn has 
been discussed above; pdtuganda, xii. 90. 29, is the name given to kingly 
ignorance. The whole of this section treats of dhamrna (15 = M. viii. 16). 
Such lists are also Puranic in tone. Compare the Vadgunzya, Ag. P. 
233. 17; the sadvarga (vices), ib. 237. 7; the saptdhgam' ra-jyam, ib. 238. 
1; and astavarga (duties), ib. 45; the vyasandni of kings, ib. 240. 26ff. 
In general these Puranic lists are taken from the earlier literature 
however, and offer no occasion for remark. 
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mentary verses as soon as the poetic sermon begins. But 
how is it in the real Epic? Let us look to the vices as por- 
trayed, and come nearer to life. 

If it be true that vices most rebuked by a people's law are 
vices most loved by that people, then women and drink were 
the chief stumbling-blocks of the Hindus.* As the king was 
allowed a harem unlimited in extent, I need only say that it is 
well-nigh impossible to disentangle new and old in the Epic 
material on the royal privileges and deprivations in this partic- 
ular. As illegitimate children were regarded as a matter of 
course, and even the priestly saints, as legends tell, were prone 
to seduce blameless girls, the restrictions of the law may be 
held to be mainly for practical purposes. Mixture of caste was 
regarded as an evil. Too great carelessness with women 
would result in the evil. Therefore it is best not to indulge 
in sensual pleasures of this kind indiscriminately. Moreover, 
is it injurious. But every town has its hall for the dancing- 
girls (nartanamdra), and they and the music-girls of the gam- 
ing hall are chiefly prostitutes; though the palace girls are 
said to 'dance by day and go home at night.' Women are 
provided for noble and royal guests when they come to spend 
the night, and are even furnished to the priests. The number 
of wives a knight had depended on his means. Purity was 
recommended to students of the Veda and the great ascetics. 
The military caste was not corrupt, or, perhaps, especially given 
to sensuality; but it knew nothing of the practice of chastity, 
except as a student's discipline. Occasionally a member of a 
royal house is represented as becoming an ascetic in this par- 
ticular, but he is a wonder to all men.t 

* Strabo says that Megasthenes reports frugality, honesty, and tem- 
perance among the Hindus, but he seems to recognize their common 
custom of drinking. In the same fragment he denies to the Hindu 
written laws and employment of witnesses (Fr. xv). 

t The dancing hall (iv. 22.16) is here a part of the king's house, but 
a separate building. Prostitution was a respectable profession, and, 
if hereditary, blameless; only men living on their wives' beauty or 
on their own were scorned. Idyls like the Nala-tale and Savitri- 
story show us an ideal decency in men that reflects great art or 
a simplicity anterior to anything else preserved in the Epic. The 
Epic's chief and ideal hero was famous for his exploits and gal- 
lantry. Quite peculiar is the king in i. 44.9, who ' having ob- 
tained a wife set not his heart on other women' (tdm prdpya nd 
'nyandrisu mano dadhe). The Epic heroes in general are not lewd at 
all, but natural; and no attempt is made to hide their amours and 
infidelities. One woman, who has committed adultery with her friend's 
husband, calmly remarks: ' In that your husband was chosen by you, 
he was thereby chosen by me; for legally a friend's husband is (the 
same as one's own) husband, my beauty ' (yadd tvayd veto bhartd vrta 
eva tadd mayd, sakhibhartd hi dharmena bhartd bhavati Vobhane: 
i. 83.21). It is right to add, however, that her friend did not see the 
matter in that light. Purity is not a matter of principle, but of ascetic 
rule and statute law; intended to torment a man on the one hand, and 
to keep his hands off his neighbor's goods (women) on the other. 
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Huntin is reprehended in the same way that sensuality is. 
The law frowns on it, but it is one of the favorite amusements 
of the Epic kings and heroes. The later doctrine of non-cruelty 
to animals made the priests disparage the art, but it always 
flourished. Pandu himself (the genuineness of the story is not 
important) is spoken of as a great hunter. We need not wait 
for the drama to show us the king with a large retinue rushing 
afield for sport with the deer. In fact, if we do wait, we find 
far less love of real hunting than in the Epic, though the dra- 
matic heroes have a decently sporting-like spirit (compare the 
verses apropos in the second act of ?Qakuntala; and in general 
from the dramatic period note that meat is given to a guest, 
Utt. Ramacar. Act iv.; and hunting everywhere implied, 
though it is stated that the death of animals is not allowed 
in a good city, Mrcch. Act viii.). The priestly, perhaps 
Buddhistic, theory of protection to animals is not compati- 
ble with the real life of the Epic. 'As to the habit of kill- 
ing animals, that custom is of course allowed by the custom 
of killing enemies' (i. 118. 12). The next verse declares that 
the slaughter of animals is a right of the king, supporting 
the statement by an allusion to Agastya (compare Ag. P. 
240.40). We find that after hunting they eat the carcass, as 
in the characteristic story of Dushyanta (i. 69. 21). A king 
'firm in virtue and vowed to hunting' is elsewhere spoken of 
as possessing two good qualities.* The king usually hunts 
with a train: ' They all went out a-hunting in their chariots.'t 
But sometimes the king goes out alone with one horse.4 

Not only killing deer, but eating meat, later a sin, is com- 
monly indulged in. One king sends as a present ' a great deal 
of meat' (mdihsamn bah4u ea p-a vam); and, at a certain wed- 
ding-feast, ' they killed all sorts of wild game and pure domestic 
animals, and brought (to the feast) a quantity of intoxicating 
liquor.'s 

* i. 63.1: rdjd dharmanitya4 . . babhuiva, mrgaydah gantuth sadd 
dhrtavrata4. Dushyanta kills tigers with a sword (above). The hunt 
is usually for deer; but in Vardha P. vi. 21 a king goes out with a train 
' to kill tigers especially' (Vvdpaddni). Lion-hunting with dogs, attested 
by Aelian and Strabo (cf. Ktesias, I. S, Ind. Ant. X) is indicated by 
Mbh. ii. 40. 7, 'like dogs about a lion.' 

f i. 132.36-8: rathdir viniryayu4h sarve mrgaydm. The 'fool dog' 
(Vva . . . mudhah) appears here to have been an adventitious compan- 
ion of the hunting party. 

$ When he usually meets a girl whom he seduces, persuading her 
that connubial union is best without religious rites. Compare i. 171. 21 ff. 
Other hunts are recorded in i. 221.64ff.; iii, 36.45, etc. In the latter 
case the arrows are expressly stated to be free from poison. 

? iii. 75. 11, and iv. 72. 26-28 (uceavacan mrgan jaghnur medhyaif ca 
gatagah pagftn (to eat, as context shows); also suram aireyapanani). 
Village or domestic animals (opposed, to the tiger etc. of the forest) are 
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I may add the exquisitely sober tale of the man who had to 
sell meat. There was a worthy man that had inherited a 
slaughter-house (s~tnd) from his father. He was visited by a 
priest. The heir to butcherhood sat in the middle of the 
slaughter-house selling meat (venison, buffalo meat, and 
boards meat), and there was such a crowd of buyers about 
him that the priest had to stand some time before he was 
seen. When gently reproved for engaging in such a sad busi- 
ness,* the worthy butcher earnestly replied: ' I do indeed sell 
meat, but I do not eat it, and do not kill the animals. This is 
my inherited occupation. Therefore it is right for me to prac- 
tice it. In fact, if I did not, I should do wrong.' The tale 
well illustrates several phases of Hindu thought. The crowd 
buying of course bought to eat.t 

Even a priest may be guilty of hunting, and presumably of 
eating animals, if I may quote another tale in the pseudo- 
Epic (xii. 168. 29 ff. to 172. 25), where we read of a ' priest of 
the middle district,' who went begging among the barbarians 
of the north country (udicy(im cdyi mlecchesu). He shortly 
became no better than a Dasyu (northern barbarian) or wild 
robber. But by and bye another priest came up to the same 
county, and found him armed with bow and arrows and cov- 
ered with blood. Being heartily reproved for his bad ways, 
the first priest left and went to sea to make money by trading, 
since ' he was poor and did not know the Veda,' and had set 
his soul on making money. His course is not held up for our 
edification, however. f 

And so (with vices as with moral saws, to show not all cases, 
but examples) we come to the next great vice, drinking. We 

the cow, goat, man, sheep, horse, ass, and mule (Vdyu P. i. 9. 42). mrga 
is a generic term for game; thus the tiger is the king of mrgas: e. g. 
A. P. 19. 27. 

* The priestly law tries to impress the sin of eating meat by a pun- 
'Me-eat shall he in the next life whose meat I eat here' (Lanman to 
Manu v.55: cf. Mbh. xiii. 116. 35; the same pun in mdih dhdsyati = 
Mdndhdtd, iii. 126.30). The Vdyu Purdna also gives the usual mdisasya 
mdsiatvam, ii. 26. 23. 

t iii. 207.10 ff. The Vardha P., relating also a funny story of Dharma- 
vyadha, makes him appear very angry at the insinuation of his son-in- 
law's sister that he is a meat-eater. He says he does eat meat, but he 
kills only one animal (_pagu) a day, and will not be called a jivahantar, 
retorting: pdcayitvd svayamh cdi 'va kasmdt tvamh nd 'dya bhuhjase: 
Var. P. viii. 25 and 28. In Mbh. iii. 208. 9 Rantideva kills a large num- 
ber of cows every day to be eaten. See Indo-Aryans, i. 426, where this 
verse is quoted. 

t Eating meat of kine is forbidden, but the earlier law allowed it. In 
the ceremony for the dead, gavya may be interpreted ' beef ' in V. P. 
iii. 16. 1, but (comparing M.) is probably 'cow's milk' (compare Wil- 
son's note). Vas. iv. 8: brdhmanaya va rajanydya vd 'bhydgatdya ma- 
hoksanam . pacet. At the madhuparka ceremony meat is always 
allowed (Qdnkh. G. S. ii. 16.1, from Manu, as Vds. iv. 5-6; M. v. 41). 
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need not go to the HarivaA~a to find all the forbidden pleasures 
indulged in. Men and women drink freely, and only in didac- 
tic portions are such practices decried. They drank at the wed- 
ding mentioned above the worst sort of distilled liquors. There 
were miany kinds of simple wines and distilled drinks, different 
for men and women, since the women prefer a sweeter sort 
than the men.* Intoxicating liquors were used on all festal 
occasions. A king gives a dinner to the priests, and many 
women come and eat and drink ' just.as they like.' A grand 
festival is held, and men and women go out with dance and 
music and drink. The chief hero gets completely intoxicated 
(ksiba). Again, the royal family in another towil make a 
great river picnic. Here also they have music of harp and 
flute and tambourine. They dance and they sing. The women 
grow very gay. They begin to get drunk. They 'reel from 
drunkenness;' they 'give away their jewels and their gar- 
meents; play in the woods and run into the water; begin to 
laugh and sing and jeer and quarrel, and tell each other se- 
crets.'t When a city is about to be besieged, no drinking and 
dancing is permitted; the dancing girls are turned out, and 
drink is forbidden.: Krishna and Arjuna both sit on their 
seats in an intoxicated state when they receive the Kurus' am- 
bassador.? 

Evidently the rule was first made for the priest, and then ex- 
tended in the interest of morality to the other castes. There 
were always certain permitted intoxicating drinks, the number 
allowed increasing with the lateness of the time from which 
the law-book comes. In the Epic it is a newly promulgated 
divine law that 'from this time on a priest that drinks Saura 
shall be considered blamable, just like a murderer of a priest.' 

The next great sin of the Hindus (if, indeed, this be not 
a pan-Aryan vice) is gambling; and here we have not ignor- 

* kathamh hi pitvd mddhvikam pitvd ca madhumddhavim, lobhamh 
scuvirake kuryan ndri ka cid iti smaret, iii. 278. 40 (cf. 39). 

*t i. 148.t5 ff.; 219. 7; 222. 21 ff.; iv. 15. 7. Compare Indo-Aryans, loc. 
cit. 

f iii. 15.13. Impaling is the penalty for drinking or making surd 
against the law in xvi. 1. 31 (yap ca no viditamh kuryat peyah Vap cin 
nara~h kva cit, jivan sa Vitlarn drohet svayahkrtv& sa bandhavah). 

v . 5). 5: ubhau madhvdsavaksibdu. Compare for divine drunken- 
ness v. 98.14: bhavanam papya varunyantr yad etat sarvakdAianam, yat 
prapya suratdm praptah surah surapateh sakhe: a vulgar pun on 
suras, gods, and surd, intoxicating liquor (comm. varunyarh vdrunyd'h 
suraydh). 

i. 76. 67: yo brahmano 'dyaprabhrti 'ha kap cin mohat suram pa- 
syati mnandabuddhir apetadharma brahmnaha cdi 'va sa sydd . . garhitah. 
But the priests seem to be victims of vice till the latest time; ' gam- 
blers and tipplers, usurers, singers, and traders' (vdnijaka) are here (as 
in M. iii. 151 ff.) ap#thkteya priests (e. g. Vayu P. ii. 2i. 32 ff.). As usual, 
it is the city and court priests that seeim chiefly to offend. 

VIII 16 
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ance of forbidding rules on the part of the warrior, but direct 
contradiction offered by him to such rules. 

The game of dice was an old Vedic amusement, and we have 
in the Rig-Veda a ' gambler's lament,' and an allusion to the 
public gaming house.& That same gambling-hall that ruined 
him survived through all periods of the Hindu's growth. Tales 
are told, precepts are given, in vain. The sage points to the moral 
of history: ' kings have ruined themselves by gambling;' but 
the king-warrior triumphantly quotes '-usage' and silences the 
adviser. The law distinguishes between playing with ani- 
mate and with inanimate things, showing that baiting and prize- 
fighting were common.t But the Epic confines ' playing ' 
to two things, in hyperbole to war, and in matter of fact to 
gambling. The law yielded a point at last, and, after vain 
protests, we find in the legal enactments that dice-play is sanc- 
tioned, and the 'state gambling-hall' erected under police super- 
vision, the revenue froml it going into the royal treasury. In 
the Epic, where the kings always play dice as a matter of 
course, the only crime in playing is cheating, or 4using magic.' 
In the didactic Epic alone is the game forbidden; but we are 
told that ' the bad kings (kAro-jc'nak) of old always practiced 
woe-bringing gambling and deer-slaying' (v. 90. 56). The whole 
plot of the Epic turns on a game of dice. The king plays 
away all he has, wealth, crown, brothers, and self; then his 
wife. A nice point is here raised by the interested parties, as 
to whether he could rightly stake his wife, after he had himself 
become a slave by staking and losing himself, ' since slaves own 

* R. V. x. 34; A. V. vii. 50, 51; vii. 109.1; Muir, Hymns from the Rig 
and Atharvan, J. R. A. S., N. S., ii. 31. 

t Dice-playing is forbidden, M. iv. 74; a son is not liable for his dead 
father's gambling debts, ib. viii. 159; G. xii. 41 ; gambling with dice, 
prize-fighting, and drinking, are strictly forbidden, and sinners of this 
sort punished and banished, M. ix. 220-228 (late). samdhflta in the Epic 
is ' challenged to play dice,' ii. 48. 19: cf. 49. 39. 

t The law-book of Apastamba says that a table shall be set up in the 
assembly-hall, and respectable members of the three Aryan castes may 
meet there and play dice. They pay (according to the commentator) 
something to the keeper of the table, and he pays to the king a regular 
sum for the privilege of keeping the table. Narada (Jolly, xvi.) shows a 
fuller development, and makes a different provision: as, for example, 
that the keeper gets ten per cent. on the money staked. The earlier text 
of Ap. reads: sabhdyd madhye 'dhidevanam uddhrtyd 'ksdn nivapet 
(nir-); drydl . . divitdra4 syuh, Ap. ii. tO. 25. 12 ff. It is added that the 
dice shall be of even number and of vibhitaka. In the later Ndrada, the 
only sin thought of in connection with gaming is dishonest practice, 
e. g. using false dice, or playing in other places than at the royal tables, 
for the play was now a monopoly of the king. Compare Agv. G. S. ii. 
7. 10. The practice in Narada agrees with the rule'of A. P. 256. 49ff. 
But there the dhfirtakitava gives up to the keeper of the hall five or 
ten per cent. of his' winnings according to their amount. The game is 
a monopoly (ib. 47) of the king. Cheats are here branded and banished. 
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nothing.' The legal light of the court declared that he could 
not; but it was generally conceded that the queen was thereby 
really lost, and became a slave. The only anger is caused by 
the discovery that all the game had been deceitful (see Sabhd). 
This same king, however, afterwards becomes a courtier at 
another's court, and assumes the role of a gambler by profes- 
sion, ' in order to please the king and his ministers' by casting 
dice. I I shall,' he says, ' become a dice-mad, play-loving cour- 
tier, and with the bejeweled holders fling out the charming 
beryl, gold, and ivory dice, dotted black and red.'* And so, in 
respect of this vice, we can say with Tacitus: aleam sobrii inter 
seria exercent, tanta lucrandi perdendive temeritate ut cum 
omnia defecerunt extremo ac novissino iactu de libertate et 
de corpore contendant; victus voluntariain servitutem adit 
(Germ. 24). 

Four stages of development appear to have been passed 
through. hn the first, gambling is generally practiced, and, 
casually, privately condemned when the result is bad. In the 
second, it is generally practiced, but the law begins to note its 
evils, and condemns it in mild admonitious language. In the 
third, it is generally practiced, but the law condemns it strongly, 
regards it as a state crime, and banishes the offenders. In the 
fourth, it is generally practiced, and the law takes it in charge, 
patronizes it, gives the king a revenue front it, and makes it a 
crime to play anywhere but where the king shall get his per 
cent. from the profits.t 

'The king and the priest uphold the (moral) order in, the 
world,' said the priest living before the Epic,: but the king en- 

*sabhastaro bhavisyami. . matdksah priyadevanah . . vdidiirydn 
kaicanan dantan phalair jyotirasdih saha, krsndksla lohitaksadA ca 
nirvartsydmi manoraman. The verb shows the casting out of the dice, 
and the commentator says the preposition ' with' refers to the means of 
casting, and defines phalah as Vdrrsthapandrthani kosthayuktani 
kasthadimayani phalakani, seeming to have in mind hollowed vessels 
for rattling the dice. I am rather doubtful about construing saha as ex- 
pressing tesam (phalanam) nirvartanakaranam, but cannot here trans- 
late phala as (' Auge auf sinem Wtirfel' (so B. R.). or take it alone as ' on 
the boards,' with jyotis as another kind of dice. The comm. would 
make the words for materials refer to color, blue, yellow, red, and white 
(resolving jyotirasaih) but I cannot follow him (iv. 1. 25). Simple dicing, 
not draughts on 'boards,' seems meant. The ordinary term for the dice- 
board is dsphura; for the bet made, glaha: ii. 56. 3-4. Nala as aksa- 
priyah is to be compared with dyittapriyah (ii. 48. 19) of Yudhishthira 
here called priyadevanah, Comm. krdqapriyah. 

t The Rig Veda: Manu and the Epic sages; Mdnavaqdstra, ix. 220ff.; Xpastamba and Narada-these illustrate the progression. The verse in 
Apastamba must be later than the (spurious) passage in Manu, and is 
probably interpolated, as recognition of state gambling-tables postdates 
the Sfitra period. The Puranic use shows that gaming is assumed as 
common. Compare A. P. above, and 258. 79: vyustayam udite sutrye 
dyutejayam avapnuyat; and the quarrel over the game in V. P., v. 28. 

t dhrtavratau, gat. Br. v. 4. 4. 5 (compare G. viii. 1). 
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joyed himself still, in spite of priest and law. The life of revelry 
indulged in by the warrior-caste, already indicated by the rules 
on drinking, dicing, and contests between animals, and shown by 
the law, is perhaps caricatured by. the great carousal in the 
Harivaiga, but is testified to not only by Megasthenes,* but by 
the description in the Epic of all the paraphernalia of pastime at 
court. Majestic preparations! An amphitheatre for a joust at 
arms, moated and walled like a gated city ;t a casino by the river- 
side 4 for the amusement of the princes; an amusement when- 
ever any event offers an excuse ;? meat and wine at every festi- 
val; drunkenness, gambling, and love, the enjoyments of peace 

-what use to quote the sage's rule that a man shall not drink, 
shall not eat meat, shall not gamble, and shall be continent ? 
Such rules were made by the priest, and for the priest; till a 
later age, influenced by modern feeling, extended them to the 
other castes, and interpolated them upon the early Epic.11 

* kywr7v (,ukpo9) 6vt' r7 rJV 7ro2eytuarCv o'g r7v 4XXov XP6VoV 'v GX0?L Kat 

776ro71 o fiog 6a6-P 6K 70iO Pa7t;KOoV diatm7yIVEvotc, etc.: Strabo, xv. p. 707. 

tprakara, dvaha, torana, parikha, i. 185. 17ff. Compare the public 
games in V. P. v. 20. 

t i. 128. 33, udakakridana. 
} In i. 221. 69 the king makes an occasion of ' giving gifts' out of the 

fact that his brother has a son born. 
11 Outside the law, in all profane writings, rules restricting food and 

drink are found. Thus, as B. ii. 1. 1. 21 limits the use of intoxicating 
liquor for all twice-born castes, so does R. ii. 34. 27 ; 80. 4 ; iv. 16. 31 ff., 
v. 34.10, for priest and warrior, limit eating, suppressing meat and 
madhu 'wine.' 'The king is lord of all but the priest' (G. xi. 1); 
and in this respect the latter enforced his rules gradually, so that it 
may be that the non-priestly castes were slowly led to temperance. 
Luxury is forbidden to the priest who is out in the world (ii. 21. 42), but 
the caste as a whole led an easy and comfortable life, and allusions 
are plenty to show how delicately cared for and fastidious the town- 
priests were (cf. e. g. iii. 92. 20). Even here we have no great asceticism 
as a rule. So, still more, a quasi-asceticism may be enjoined on the 
king and warrior; but I miss the sign of it in popular poetry, and dis- 
trust it in didactic epigrams. To speak the truth and not to steal seem 
to be in India the earliest moralities enjoined. Drinking and gambling 
and lust are frowned upon much later, and by priests. But in those 
first two, the 'moral sense' originated (not from the priests) from 
mutual advantages, and needs of social life; for until the most ad- 
vanced moral code there is no thought of an abstract wrong in lying 
or stealing. Indeed, in the former case, certain occasions are men- 
tioned where for utilitarian reasons lying is approved and commanded. 
For instance, one may lie to a woman at the time of marriage, or to 
escape pain or loss of one's property or loss of life. I confess I do not 
see the matter in the light in which Miller, 'India,' p. 34 ff., puts it (see 
ib. note D, p. 272, for citations). Such expressions as that of the V. P., 
' the earth is upheld by truth' (iii. 12) have no great moral significance, 
weighed against the fact that truth to the Aryan Hindu warrior is a 
relative term; ' a lie is truth if it pays to lie' is the underlying basis of 
his morality in this regard. Compare viii. 69. 32: bhavet satyam avak- 
tavyaih vaktavyamr anrtam bhavet, yatrd 'nrtam bhavet satyam, etc.; 
57, yat sydd ahiisdsarhyuktarh sa dharma iti nigcayah; compare the 
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If we look at the legitimate amusements of the warrior-caste, 
we shall find very little but telling tales of war, song, dance, 
mime-acting, later the drama, and practice of arms in sport or 
in earnest. * Sometimes sport was combined with a serious in- 
tent, as in the tournament, where the valor of the princes is 
tested, and they through this test become enrolled as worthy 
members of the caste (i. 134 ff.). As boys, the princes' one 
amusement, outside of running, leaping, practice in arms, and 
rough horse-play with each other, seems to have consisted of a 
game played with a ball or hockey (vXit) which they roll or 
toss about.t The girls danced and played ball or doll (see Ap- 
pendix). The sport of the cow-boys in the later tines of the 
Krishna legends appears to have consisted in scandalizing and 
abusing the respectable inhabitants, and getting drunk, thus 
offering an interesting parallel to the life of our Western cow- 
boys.4 

3. Royal Occupations.-Alertness is perhaps the word best 
suited to describe the faculty prized in a king. ' He should be 
ready for the future, firm in the present, and understand what 
still remains (to be done) from the past.', Thus he will be able 
to protect his Aryan and un-Aryan subjects. Not to rob these, 
and to be brave and pure, defines his negative and positive duty 
toward his people.11 

whole section and ib. 70. 51 for cause. It was not Bhishma's adherence 
to truth so much as his adherence to chivalric rule that prevented him 
from slaying a woman. It is, however, true that in legend and precept 
truth holds a high place; only we should add that moral precepts 
often hide an opposite practice, and that a simple lie (not perjury) 
was not in and for itself regarded as wrong (the Christian idea); its 
sin depended on circumstances. But compare Vdyu P. 1. 10. 38 ; 59. 40. 

* Compare vii. 57.4: (numbers of people at a horse-sacrifice) natanar- 
takagandharvdih pftrnakdir vardhaindnakdih, nityodyogaiV, ca k;-idad- 
bhis tatra sma pariharsitdh. 

+ kridanto vitayd (bdhlal) paryacaran, i. 131. 17 (cf. kridanaka). 
t The cow-boy Krishna, refusing homage to the old god Indra, says: 

'we are not shut in with doors, nor confined within wall; we have 
neither fields nor houses; we wander about happily wherever we list, 
traveling in our wagons. . . Brahmans offer worship with prayer; cul- 
tivators of the earth adore their landmarks; but we who tend our herds 
in the forests and mountains should worship them and our kine [alone].' 
The same cow-boy and his brother once ' went along sportively, looking 
like two young elephants. As they roamed about they saw a washer- 
man coloring clothes, and with sdiiling countenances they went and 
threw down some of his fine linen. The washerman . . provoked the 
lads with loud and scurrilous abuse, until Krishna struck him down 
with his head to the ground, and killed him. Then, taking the clothes, 
they went their way' (Wilson's translation of V. P. v. 10, 20; pp. 524, 
548). Such pictures may represent actual scenes from the life of the 
cow-boys, though these narratives are meant to glorify the cow-boy 
god. 

g v. 39. 55; M. vii. 178-179. 
B iii. 150. 37; v. 72. 44; 73. 27; 37. 23; xv. 10. 42. 
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But when we come to a closer examination of what the gen- 
eral ' protection' implies, we find that there is an endless com- 
plexity of subjects to which the king must pay attention. It 
were little better than to schedule the possible combinations 
of all conceivable military, judicial, civil, and domestic af- 
fairs, were we to follow closely the lists given to the king to 
study. All his duties and cares are parceled out in divisions. 
He obtains his education by the group-system, ' for the realm is 
a huge concern,' and needs to be studied in all its particulars, 
each under its proper head.* 

So technical have become in the late and pseudo-Epic some 
of the groups of objects of consideration, that, finding them un- 
explained or over-explained by the commentator, we are unable 
to analyze themn, unless by chance they be repeated with more 
light. So we read simply: ' Let the king have the six royal 
qualities, and know the seven means.' The commentator gives 
us the solution. The six roval qualities are eloquence, bravery, 
wisdom, learning, (knowledge of) polity, and of (sacred) music.t 
The 'seven means' would be unintelligible, for only 'four 
means' (of conduct with other unfriendly kings) are recognized 
in the legal codes (pacification, generosity, intrigue, and pun- 
ishment); but to these are here added three: namely, poison, 
incantations, and magic. 

The Epic outstrips the groups with which we are familiar in 
many other particulars, some of which I shall give in full, dry 
as they are to any but one interested in succinct tabulation; for 
though they teach us not much (containing generally only such 
information as might be antecedently expected), they yet show 
us, as we pick our way through them, how thoroughly the 
Hindu sages had encircled the king with a net of painful 
rules, and give us at the same time a glimpse of that methodic 
nature of the Hindu mind which proved so valuable in other 
provinces, while it seems so useless in this. Such categories are 
usually reeled off in the form 'of catechumenical instructions ad- 
dressed to a patient king; and they belong all to the middle 
period of the Epic, when it was made into a book of wisdom.t 

* xii. 58.21; sumahat tantram; so ib. 56.2, (dharmam) mahdntam 
bhdram manye. 

t Gain, Right, and Desire, it has just been stated, are the main-springs 
of human action; these the king should practice in loco (kale): ii. 5. 21 
ff. The most common ' group of six' is called the ' six-fold-care' (not 
to be confused with the ' six-fold array' of the army, described below), 
and consists of six specially important topics for the king: namely, 
alliance, war, marching, encampment, partition of forces, and seeking 
allies. Compare ii. 5. 8; v. 38. 24 (xii. 59. 32); xii. 69. 64 ff.; xv. 6. 5 (6ad- 
gunyam ayattam); M. vii. 160; Ydjn-. i. 346. 

t Some of these lists presuppose not only great technical dexterity in 
interpretation, but also a sense of less serious meaning than belongs to 
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There are ' eight acts' for a king to attend to (that is, eight 
subjects to care for in time of peace): agriculture, trade, roads, 
forts, bridges, elephant-training, taxes, and the occupation of 
deserted places. * Some of these are embraced in an unintelli- 
gible 'group of fourteen' just preceding, objects to be attended 
to when the land is held by the enemy: as, for instance, the 
country, town, forts, elephants, liquor-saloons, etc. (commenta- 
tor); and in another place we find again that there are 'ten 
objects of consideration,' explained by the same guide to be the 
king's own and his foe's ministers, realm, fortress, treasury, aEd 
army.t 

most of them. They appear almost in the light of riddles or implied 
conundrums, and have a painful resemblance to Mother Goose verses, 
reminding us of 'two legs sat upon three legs,' etc. Nevertheless, when 
we find the interpretation, it partakes of no sportiveness. But I fancy 
the priests amused themselves in a sober way with such verses; there 
can, at least, be no Stitra-like technicality about them. A sage will 
give us an example from v. 33. 44: 'By means of one perceiving two and 
subduing three by means of four while conquering five, understanding 
six and forsaking seven-be thou blessed.' It does not clear the mat- 
ter up much to insert definite articles or the gender of each numeral; 
and in fact the commentator does not know what the verse means, for 
he explains it by different guesses, the cleverest being as follows: ' The 
verse may mean: the king shall by means of one undivided intelli- 
gence discern the two sets of things, those to be done and not to be 
done; and by means of the four methods of subduing foes (soothing, 
bribery, dissension, force) get into his power the three kinds of men, 
friends, neutrals, foes; while he shall subdue the five organs of sense 
and know the six conditions of a state (alliance, rupture, etc.), and 
leave the seven vices, women, dice, hunting, drinking, harsh words, 
cruel punishment, injury to property-and then he will be happy.' But 
in ib. 36. 48 there are six organs. One such specimen suffices. 

* ii. 5. 22; these ' acts' are said to be 'declared by the code.' The last 
(unydnamh nive~anam) may perhaps be colonization. Compare M. vii. 
154, where the same (unexplained) group is mentioned, and expounded 
by the there commentators in the way of Nil., and otherwise. (See 
notes to M. in Bfthler's and B. H.'s translations.) 

f xii. 57. 18, vettd ca da~avargasya sthanavrddhiksayiitmanah. The 
'sixfold division' in a near and subsequent section (sadvargo nitijah) is 
said to mean self, time-and-clime, means, duty, minister, cause, xii. 5a9. 
32: compare the following for the whole list of duties (33-78). The three- 
fold division (ksaya, sthdna, vrddhi) occurs independently in xii. 69.64 ff.; 
where also duty, gain, and desire, as usual, form another triad (so v. 39. 
40): and ' guarding the people well 9 is at the end the sum of it all, ac- 
cording to Angiras; the section closing with the oft-repeated discussion 
of the relation between the king and his age: whether the king in- 
fluences his age, or the age in which he lives determines the character 
of the king (79 ff.). Here, too, are the ' seven divisions of the kingdom ' 
already alluded to (see above, p. 45, and again in text, ii. 5. 23): namely, 
the king, his officials, allies, wealth, realm, fort, and army. With xii. 
59. 35 ff. compare xv. 6. 1 ff. Note that in xv. 5. 8 we have 'an eight-fold 
state,' astciigaih rcjyam, explained as 'king, ministers, etc.' (i. e. seven); 
but, I think, really confused with the 'army of eight.' Most of these 
groups occur explained in the late polity-books, such as Kdm. Nit. and 
Nltiprak. 
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Perhaps the most interesting group is that of the state offi- 
cials (which comes under the rubric of categories of occupa- 
tions, because, like most of the others, the king has'to be occii- 
pied with them), since they can be compared with the list of 
royal officials handed down by Megasthenes. The latter says 
that there are certain high state officers, partly civil and partly 
military, and these make in his report a special class by them- 
selves. 

In Ndrada's speech, quoted above from the second book, 
we find seven general state officers-the inspector of the fort, 
the inspector of the army, the inspector of laws, the com- 
mander-in-chief of the army, the chief priest, physician, and 
astrologer-offered as a group explanatory of the functions of 
certain officials that represent the king (comm. to ii. 5. 23); but 
a fuller group of administrative officials is implied by the text 
itself in a following verse, where a group of eighteen officials is 
plainly signified by the mention of 'eighteen objects which the 
king should have carefully watched by spies.' Assuming that 
the commentator is right in explaining this group by a long quo- 
tation from a law-book, we find that the people here intended 
embrace those members of the council meant by Megasthenes, 
and others who were not probably included under his sixth di- 
vision, but may be understood of those that guard the realm,* 
as viceroys in different parts of the kingdom. The list is as fol- 
lows: the chief councillor, the chief priest, the crown-prince, 
the comnmander-in-chief of the army, the chamberlain, the over- 
seer of the harem, the overseer of prisons, the chief steward, 
the person having general superintendence of what ought or 
ought not to be done in affairs, the chief judge, the overseer of 
the city, the chief engineer, the overseer of justice, the presi- 
dent of the assembly, the guardian of the army (commissioner) 
or of punishment (criminal judge ?), the guardian (perhaps 
overseer) of forts, the guardian of the boundary, the guardian 
of the forest. 

All these officers in his foe's realm the king must have watched 
by spies, and all of them in his own realm, except the chief 

* It seems to me that Miller goes too far in supposing that the offi- 
cials set over villages are merely revenue officers with police juris- 
diction ('India,' p. 47). The Pragna Up. alludes to these: ' as a king 
commands his officers, saying, rule over these or those villages' (iii. 4) ; 
the Brhat Saihhitd speaks of the ' king and his followers' who destroy 
the land (xix. 3); and the Epic regards them as viceroys of state. When 
villages were not tributary, they may have been totally independent 
(avilabdha), they may have had no governor (Br. Sam. xvii. 14, comm., 
Kern); but when it was possible for Bhlma to give fourteen villages off- 
hand to a messenger (viii. 76.40), we can scarcely suppose that the 'self- 
government' of which Miller speaks could have been a real autonomy, 
or have made them independent in their laws. 
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councillor (prime minister) and high-priest (because these are 
of the priestly caste), and his once son, the crown-prince. The 
list will give us an idea of the internal policy of the state, 
though no great antiquity can probably be claimed for it.* 

Interesting also is the formal recognition of the relations be- 
tween state and state-the three kinds of peace (through fear, 
love, bribery), the four times of marching and army divisions 
when at war, the division of all outlying principalities into foes, 
allies, and neutrals, and all the 'circuit ' about the king; for 
these, given also in the law, form the germ of the special 
sciences of polity, already begun in the Epic, which starting 
with rules (naydh) such as taught by Brihaspati and U~anas, 
were afterward to develop into that Machiavellian state-polity 
(ntiti) that in later times governed the policy of the Hindus. 

A native resume of royal occupations found in another book 
gives us a summary of the king's daily life, and a general the- 
ory of his relations with the powers about him. We find here 
that ' system approved by the iMiallavas,' as Kamandaki calls it, 
which, corresponding with the suggestions in other parts of 
the Epit and with the code of Manu, may be looked upon as 
at once the broadest and the oldest discussion of international 
relations.t This account is called Instruction, and is given by 
the old king of Hastindpur to his successor. 

The king ought to rise early in the morning,: dress, and 
pay his respects to the elders of the court (here assumed to be 

* ii. 5. 38. The list reads: mantri purohitaV cai 'va yuvardjaV camii- 
patih, pahcamo dvdrapdla9 ca sastho 'ntarve~ikas (sic) tathd; kdrdgdrd- 
dhikadr ca dravyasarhcayakrt tathd, krtydkrtyesu cd 'rthdndh navamo 
viniyojakah (sic); prades a nagarddhyakaah kdryanirmdnakrt tathd 
dharmddhyaksah sabhddhyakso dandapdlas tripancamah4 sooa~o dur- 
gapdlaV ca tathW rdstrdntapdlakah, atavipdlakdntdni tirthdny aftdda- 

dii 'va ca. This corresponds closely, though not exactly, with the deter- 
mination of the Nitiprakdgika on the same subject, as the latter usually 
resol-ves the technical formule in accordance with our commentator. 
The Manavic group of eighteen is one of law-titles (M. viii. 3). Compare 
A. P. 252. Exactly the same formula as in our text is found also R. ii. 
109.45; in connection with which fact it may not be impertinent to in- 
quire whether it is mere chance that this whole section of the sec- 
ond book in R. corresponds completely in form and often in verse with 
a section of the same book in Mbh.; and is it accidental that the scenes 
of the two works are distributed in parallel books with sometimes like 
names: Cdd= -di; sabhd = (assembly at) ayodhyd; vana - vana (B.); 
kiskindhya virata (with names different, but each a change from for- 
est to town life); sundara =udyogya (preparation for war) ; then in 
each the yuddha ? 

t K. NMt. viii. 24. Compare With this section ii. 5. 26 ff. ; xii. 59 ; M. 
vii. 153 ff. The resume is from xv. 5. 10 to 6. 20. 

t Compare ii. 5. 86, 89; where it is added that the king, after rising 
early, should go about protected by a guard of soldiers dressed in red 
and armed with swords. An interesting list of the king's attendants, 
jesters. pages, etc., is given in R. ii. 32. 20. 

VOL. XIII. 17 
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necessarily priests). His first business should be to enquire 
what work there is on hand for the day. This will be ex- 
plained to him by the elders, and they will also advise him how 
to act. His councillors (for with the vulgar he must not con- 
sult) should be regenerate men, wise, aristocratic, skilled in de- 
termining what is right and useful; his general officers should 
be of hereditary office and superior to deceit (upddhatttk, 14 
ii. 5.43). He should consult with his ministers both collect- 
ively and individually; and, to do so, should (early in the 
morning) enter the well-encircled Hall-of-Council (mantfa- 
g~rhaim or sthalar druAhya, 22), or, if he choose, may go into 
any other secret place, such as a wood, hill, or housetop. He 
should exclude from the place of consultation any people or 
talking birds (s8irikd Y compare Ratn.) that might betray what 
is said. Night consultations are a mistake. When he meets 
his council, he should make a speech, repeating the formula 
that declares the sins of those that betray council.* 

Business affairst and legal matters he should personally su- 
perintend, or have attended to by experts and judges (compare 
xii. 69.27 ff.) In making judgments, he should condemn to 
fines or death, according to circumstances, thieves, adulterers, 
violent men, cheats, and (among others) those that destroy halls 
and places of assenbly.; His morning duties consist also of a 
conference with those that have the control of his finances. 
He should then dress, eat, and exercise, examine the arms, and 
later, in the evening, give audience to ambassadors and inter- 
view spies-for he should have well-trained native spies of 
every sort. The latter part of the night is the proper time for 
him to decide as to what ought to be done. His meals should 
be taken at noon and at midnight; but in respect of these divi- 
sions of time the general rule is that any time is good for ac- 
tion if there is anything to be done.? The next day he should 
rise, dress, and go through the same duties over again: ' for- 
ever turning is the wheel of duty.' At all times he should 

* This may also imply the punishment mentioned for such a betrayer 
in A. P. 257. 79, where the mantrasya bhettd has his tongue slit open. 

t Part of his business was to regulate prices; for the trader, man of 
the people-caste, was not to charge for his goods as he chose. In fact, 
the term usually translated ' usurer' is by native authority a man that 
buys grain cheap and sells it dear-a great sinner, according to the 
Hindus. Compare Vhs. ii. 41, and Kern, J. R. A. S., N. S., vi. 40, on 
our text, xiii. 23. 21 (N.).' 

t The general disposition of the king's day reminds us of the uni- 
versal rule that one should devote himself to ' duty in the forenoon, 
wealth in the middle of the day, pleasure in the latter part of the day' 
(dharmam piurve dhanam madhye jaghanye kalmam dcaret, ahany anu- 
cared evam esa Vdstrakrto vidhi4, iii. 33. 40). 

F sarva dupayikdh kld4h kdrydrdm, xv. 5. 35. 
cakravat tdta kdrydindim paryayo drpyate sadd, xv. 5. 36. 
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take particular care to protect himself from assassination, and 
have his women especially supervised by proper old men. 

As to his foreign policy, he must remember that it is allT 
important to have a capable commander-in-chief,* and should 
elect him that is faithful, brave, painstaking (rather than one 
only of good family). 

Each king is surrounded by a ' circuit' of consideration, and 
everv king should be familiar with his own and his neighbors' 
affairs. A technical enumeration of these by the teachers of 
polity makes seventy-two subjects for consideration.t 

Owing to the military and not the civil activity of the king 
being portrayed by the Epic, we have little to judge by, when 
we enquire how much the king really had to do with the courts 
and with other legislative matters. As the sovereign is always 
represented in the code as attending courts, and as judgment is 

* Compare (ii. 5.37) the eko 'py amdtya4 Sarah. 
t What these subjects are is variously explained. The legal com- 

mentators are agreed that Kdmandaki's work shall interpret Manu's 
vague grouping of the kings; and they are probably correct in so do- 
ing. The legal commentator to Manu explains the great circuit of 
twelve as consisting of five objects of care (minister, kingdom, fort, 
treasure, army), multiplied into the twelve kings lying about an imag- 
inable king: to wit, that king's foe, the neutral, the one seeking to be- 
come an emperor, the one lying geographically between the subject 
and his foe (these are the four chief), plus eight others, assumed as 
well known by the text, and explained as four in front beyond the 
foe (a friend, the foe's friend, friend's friend, foe's friend's friend) and 
four behind (rear attacker, rear attacker's attacker, friend of rear at- 
tacker, friend of rear attacker's attacker). These twelve kings' own per- 
sons, added to these sixty subjects, make the complete circuit of care 
about one's kingdom. But our present text and commentator are dif- 
ferent from these. I am sure the latter's interpretation is incorrect, but 
the Epic commentator construes that a king has seventy-two subjects to 
think of: four of these are the friend of his foe and foe's ally and the 
foe of each respectively; six are those bearing arms against him ; two 
are his own ally and that ally's ally; these twelve are to be added to 
sixty objects of consultation with ministers-namely, a group of eight 
on agriculture etc., of twenty on boys, etc., of fourteen faults, impi- 
ety, etc., of eighteen objects of counsel (cf. the eighteen of ii. 5. 38 as 
explained above). These make seventy-two altogether (reading, as N. 
does, mitram amitram, as in C.). The late date of the corresponding 
passage in Manu might be inferred from the fact that Uqanas alone is 
quoted, when an author is mentioned by name (7. 15), although 'pol- 
ity-wise teachers' (acarya nitikoviddh) are alluded to in general (com- 
pare M. vii. 155-156; Kdm. Nit. viii. 14-24; ib. xi. 67). The seventy don- 
cerns of the circuit are dismissed in the twelfth book with the remark 
that the whole subject is fully explained in the Nitiqdstra (59. 74). 
However, if we trust Kdmandaki, the Manavas have a right to claim the 
system, since he says the ' circuit' covers twelve provinces according to 
Manu (vii. 156), or sixteen, or twenty, according to Uqanas and Brihas- 
pati respectively; although others, he adds, allow the circuit to be ex- 
panded according to present need (loc. cit.). The same circuit is men- 
tioned in xii. 59. 70-71, and implied in ib. 43; perhaps implied also in 
pdrs imila, ii. 5. 58. Later works agree in essentials: compare A. P. 
232, 234, 238 if. Compare Vikramorv. Act ii., Wilson's note, p. 209. 
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given by the Epic king whenever a case occurs, we may as- 
sume that the king actually went each morning to the court- 
house and heard cases, deciding them by the help of those 
learned in the law. Such help must have been mainly in quot- 
ing precedents, for of all rules this is the strictest, that the law 
as handed down shall not be changed.* The business was, 
however, chiefly shifted to the shoulders of the judge, in press 
of other business, and of course wholly so in all but the im- 
perial city. The king whose justice in Judgments is especially 
sought must always 'let his rod fall alike on friend or foe,' t 
and, as an incorporation of the God of justice, always opens 
the court by a set speech, in which lie conjures the witnesses 
to speak the truth. The king himself may not be a witness.: 

If an unjust sentence be delivered in court, the general rule 
that a king shall assume one-sixth of the moral responsibility 
when crime is committed is commuted in favor of the people 
versus the king, so as to read that the king obtains one- 
fourth; the ministers of justice, one-fourth; the witnesses, one- 
fourth; the criminal, one-fourth, of the moral guilt (to be 
cleared off by suffering in the next world).? 

* In accordance with the general rule rajarsintdmpurandnam anuyatu 
gatirh nrpa4, xv. 4. 5 (though here custom only): compare ii. 6. 3. The 
judge judges, but the king condemns, in Mrcch. Act ix., a good court- 
picture. 

t See below, and compare R. iv. 17. 57. 
t A list in v. 35.44 gives, besides, seven people incapable of serving 

as witnesses: a person that tells fortunes by the hand; a trader (con- 
victed of having been) a thief; a fowler; a physician; a friend and a 
foe (of the person on trial); a mime-actor. Compare M. viii. 65 ff. 

? The absolute moral responsibility of the king that permits crime to 
go unpunished is represented by a sixth of that crime. If the crime 
be punished, the king is freed from moral responsibility for the com- 
mission of that sin (see above, pp. 77, 87). If, however, in punishing the 
crime, the king or the king's representative, the judge, gives an unjust 
sentence, the moral responsibility is in part shifted back to the shoul- 
ders of the government. This later rule (as it seems to me) of one- 
fourth incurred by the king thus overlies the earlier and proverbial 
' sixth share' of the king. I look now on the passages in the thirtieth 
book of the Epic and the eighth book of Manu as alike indicative of a 
later court-precision than is shown by the popular rule; and am in- 
clined to believe that the confusion in the pseudo-Epic is due not to a 
quotation ' from Manu' without authority, but to the temporary ignor- 
ing-of the popular view in favor of the court-division of guilt as ex- 
plained in M. viii. 18; and therefore that this quotation direct ' from 
Manu' is really from our law-book. We should thus have to subtract 
one case from those which I adduced where the pseudo-Epic failed to 
correspond with our Manavic text, and thereby strengthen my argu- 
ment a little more. Add xii. 266. 5. Compare this Jour nal xi. 264 ; also 
M. viii. 18, and 304, with my notes in translation; the Epic passages 
here treated are chiefly xiii. 61. 34 if., and xii. 67. 17 if. Sfitra-rules for 
the statements given above in regard to witnesses will be found B. 
i. 10. 19. 13; ib. 8; ib. 10; Vds. xvi. 32; in Manu compare also viii. 
88 ff., 113. 
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Verification of a witness's word by fire-ordeals and tests of 
other sorts goes back to an early period in India (AV., Chand. 
Up. vi. 16, etc.), and extends in new phases through the later 
legal literature. Compare the Parlksdpaddlhati (McNaughten); 
Schlagintweit, Gottes8artheile der Indier. The fourteen days' 
limit as a test of veracity after an ordeal invoking the 
wrath of a god is kept till late.* In the Epic we have no fire- 
ordeal, properly speaking, such as we have in the Rmamyana. In 
the latter the heroine swears ' by her troth' that she is true to her 
husband, calls on the fire to protect her, and therewith enters 
fire (R. vi. 101. 11, 28 ff.). In the same scene in the Alaha- 
bharata she simply calls on all the gods to ' deprive her of life if 
she act falsely,' and begins the list with the fire-god (ndtari- 
Qvan), not employing any further proof than the formula sa me 
vimuhicatu prdndn yadi pdpavh caraimy aham.t In all the 
Epic poetry the custom is popularized by the common unjudi- 
cial forms of strong asseveration. To swear 'by my troth' is 
common, as 'by my troth I will slay him; by my troth I 
raise the weapon' (iii. 252.43). A colloquial imprecation is 
'ruat caelum (pated dyau~h) if my word be not true;' and to 
this the speaker adds the more local imprecation ' may Himavat 
burst, may the sea dry up,' etc. (compare iii. 12. 130 ff.; R. ii. 
15.29). The great curse of the seers as a form of imprecation 
in xiii. 93. 116 ff. deserves notice as suggestive of ordeals. 
Again, to give more solemnity, a speech is introduced by the 
speaker while touching water (vdty upasprfya): evidently an 
elliptical form of calling Varuna, the Epic god of water and 
of testimony, to observe the trutth of the words to follow.: 

The unanimous treatment of one topic in all the older law- 
books leads us to the conclusion that, at a time earlier than we 
have been considering (with a state so adjusted to precise for- 
malities as that prescribed above the practice must have been in- 
compatible), the king acted not only the part of a judge but 
also that of the punisher. The time would go back of the ap- 
pointment of a judge-substitute, and represent a period when 
the king was the head of a small family clan. In the Epic 
period, the practice could have been one only typical of the 
royal death-giving power, and conversely of the pardoning 

* A. P. 254. 48. Cf. also Vayu P. ii. 15. 73, tula, 100; Mrcch. Act ix. 
t iii. 291. 23. Compare Kaegi, Ierkunft d. germ. Gottesurtheils, p. 51. 
t So in iii. 10. 32, where the speaker was angered through his hearer's 

insulting him by ' scratching the ground' and ' beating his thighs' in 
mockery (although the latter act is not necessarily an insult, being also 
a sign of grief, as when the women ' beat their thighs with their hands 
and lamented,' as an equal sign of grief with loosening the hair and 
doffing ornaments: xvi. 7.17). To swear by all the gods is also com- 
mon. Compare the oath in the battle-scenes below, and add R. ii. 9. 25. 
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power. For we read in all codes that, when a thief is caught 
(and trial for theft seems the earliest kind of judicial inquiry in 
India), he shall bear a club upon his shoulder to the king, and 
when his guilt is acknowledged the king shall take the club 
and slay him, or he shall let him go free by not slaying him. 
But one code says they shall bear him away and then kill him.* 
So even in Brhannqr. P. the slave is struck, musal yah, by the 
king himself, 28. 20. Not even the members of the king's famn- 
ily are to be allowed to escape the just punishment of their 
crime: ' He must punish even his next of kin with bonds, tor- 
ture, or death.' An interesting exception moderates this: 'if, 
however, these should come to the family-priest and voluntarily 
confess their crime, saying, " we have sinned; we will not sin 
(again)"-then they deserve to be let go.' Moreover, of priests 
it is said: the punishment of priests shall be graded progres- 
sively according to their social standing. 'The greater the 
reverence they enjoyed before they sinned, the greater should 
be their punishment.'t 

More specific legal functions of the king are lacking. His 
duties in peace are chiefly those of his natural profession. 
Thus, he is expected to visit the armory or arsenal as well 
as to see to business matters. Only the books on custom and 
law give us details of his entering the court, etc.4 The gen- 
eral distribution of the king's whole realm is put in short 
form under four heads, so that, when one enquires briefly and 
politely in regard to the state of the kingdom, he says that 

* This law is older than the present Epic, and may have been current 
at the time of the first poem; but I have noted no allusion to it in our 
text. There the king is more a figure-head in the court. But for the 
Sfitra-period and law compare G. xii. 43; B. ii. 1. 1. 116-17 ; Vds. xx. 41; 
-!p. i. 9. 25. 4; M. viii. 314; xi. 100; Yajfi. iii. 257. The later law-books 
limit this case, as being very severe, to the case of one that steals gold 
from a priest! But it is evidently a survival of earliest criminal law. 
The slaying of criminals ordinarily may be simple (beheading, etc.), or 
'variegated' (citro vadhah): that is, slaying by torture. The Epic al- 
lows robbers to be slain by beating (prahdrdih) in its pseudo-parts 
(xii. 85. 20 ff.), and gives us a tale of a saint, caught by the police, and 
then at the king's order 'impaled on a stake from suspicion of theft' 
(yfule protaV cduragankayd). His companions, real thieves, were also 
slain in the same way: i. 63.92. Compare xvi. 1. 31, impAlement for 
drinking. Priests are thus capitally punished also, and others slain for 
theft, by Puranic law, Ag. P. 169.,20; 226. 35 ff.; in ib. 31, lex talionis; 
but night robbers are impaled, also destroyers of houses and fields, ib. 
226. 54-63. The first citation is remarkable as preserving the exact form 
of M. xi. 100 ff., the priest being the thief.- But in 257. 59 the priest is 
branded where others are slain (for abusive language) ; ib. 62, the stake 
is appointed for murderers; see also ib. 173. 2 ff. 

t xii. 268. 29, 7 ff. So, too, in xii. 140. 47: 'either a son, brother, 
father, or friend-whoever injures the property of the king, shall be 
slain; even the Guru shall be punished.' 

I Compare Par. G. S. iii. 13. 1 ff.; M. viii. 1 ff. 
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he hopes the ' kingdom, treasury, army, and town' are faring 
well.* 

In regard to the comparative value of different parts of the 
kingdom, we are frequently told that a king should preserve 
his own life even at the expense of the whole realm, just as he 
should sacrifice a family to preserve a village, and a village, if 
necessary, in order to preserve a town.t 

4. iliodes qf government.-The origin of the great families 
that gave kings to the Aryan invaders of India is confessed by 
themselves to be doubtful. The difficulty of tracing back the 
line, though helped by fable, appeared to them insurmounta- 
ble. 'The origin of seers, rivers, great families, women, and 
sin is not to be found out' (v. 35. 72: cf. Panc. iv. 49); for 
'hard to discover are the sources of rivers and heroes' (i. 137. 
11). The multiplication of fable, the absence of all history, 
make it impossible to know to-day what was unknown then. 
We can be certain of nothing in regard to the origin of any of 
the kings mentioned in the Epic.' We cannot show that the 
Dhritarashtra of the poem was the same as the king of that 
name mentioned in the Brahmana-literature. Pretense of de- 
scent is openly acknowledged in the poem. 'The present 
royal families,' it is said, ' pretend descent from Aila, Ikshvqku, 
etc.' (ii. 14. 1-5). Of pure-caste kings there is not even this 
pretense in many cases. The mother is often low-born, or the 
father is a 'divinity.' Although especially referable to the 
Brahmans, a remark in the twelfth book is interesting in this 
connection: 'There are only four really ancient families, those 
of Angiras, Ka~yapa, Vasishtha and Bhrigu; all other families 
have become great by virtue of works (no blood).'T 

According to the received belief in the Epic, royalty, though 
a divine ordinance, is really the result of an afterthought on 
the part of the Creator; for man lived originally in a demo- 
cratic, or rather anarchic, manner. 'how,' asks the king of 
the Pandus, 'can one person have such power over others?' 
The sage questioned answers (xii. 59. 10 if.): 'Hear how king- 
ship arose: At first there was neither king nor kingdom, nor 
punishment, nor one to inflict it; but when man's sense of 
justice was destroyed, then they laid hands on the property of 
others; this begot desire; desire, passion; passion caused a 
loss of all knowledge of duty; holy knowledge was destroyed; 

* papraccha kuqalamh ca 'sya rajye kose bale pure, R. ii. 99. 10. 
t i. 115. 38; v. 128. 49; compare ib. 37. 16 ff.: let him sacrifice his 

wealth to save his wife, but his wife to save his own life;' and xii. 57. 
41. 

t xii. 297. 17-18, the m'flagotrdni (aristocratic through birth) and the 
karmatah samutpannnai (sprung up through works); the commentator 
takes the works to be religious ceremonies. 
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then died the sense of right; the gods became frightened; 
they created Law and Order; till finally one man, righting 
the uneven earth, brought the world into a state of order, 
blessed them by his protecting and directing power, and was 
thereupon, on account of his kindness, made king.* I have 
elsewhere t given a somewhat similar legend, in which the 
kingless world is represented as begging God for a protector. 
These legends show that such a state was not unfamiliar to the 
Hindu, though they would do but little toward supporting an 
argument for early democracies in India. Still, we know from 
other sources that kingless peoples, aro6vopoe, were probably not 
wanting in the later period. Megasthenes plainly implies that 
'self-ruled cities,' in distinction from cities governed by kings, 
were common in his day. Indeed, his words take such towns as a 
matter of course.: Yet none but legendary traces remain even 
of such a possibility in our Epic, though so many passages are 
aimed at ' kingless people' that we might well suppose it was 
not a merely theoretical folly that was thus decried.? 'King' 
and ' warrior' arc sometimes said to be synonymous, 11 but whether 
a king of Aryans may belong to other than the warrior-caste 
is not a question answered (except in the case of Karna) by the 
historical part of the Epic.? The didactic part speaks plainly, 

* ranjitad ca prajdh sarvas tena raje 'ti Vabdyate, verse 125. 
t Manu in the Mahabhdrata, on Mbh. xii. 67. 17 ff.: J. A. 0. S. xi. 255. 
t Compare Lassen I. A. ii. 727 and 86; Vaigli was such a city; it had 

a council of five thousand; each member provides one elephant; they 
had an uparaja or under-king, as state officer, under whom was a com- 
mander-in-chief of the army; they had also a ' book of customs.' 

t ' Faults are always engendered in a people that has no king' (arajake 
janapade), i. 41. 27; R. ii. 69. 28 ; ' in realms without kings the people 
having no helper are destroyed,' i. 105. 44 ff.: cf. M. vii. 3. Less suggestive 
is ' like a stoneboat in a river sinks a people ruled by a woman, a gambler, 
or a child,' v. 38.43; here the rule is directed against a woman or child 
being anugasitd, actual ruler of the state; but immediately following 
it is said 'grievous is the land where there is no king,' v. 39. 78 ; as a 
command we find: 'one shall not live in realms that have no kings,' 
xii. 67.4ff.; with a description familiar from the law of what evils 
would happen in such a case: ' women and money would be stolen, 
people would devour each other like fishes;' (and the addition) 'this 
was the state of the world before Manu was made king; previous to his 
arrival people had tried to make laws for themselves; these laws were 
" a boaster, a bully, an adulterer, a thief must be banished;" no one 
enforced these laws; so the people were miserable; so they asked for a 
king.' 

11 The Nitimayfikha (Raj. Mitra's Notices, No. 2278), says that the word 
king refers only to one of warrior-caste: rajagabdasya ksatriyamatre 
Vaktir iti niriipanam. But this is theoretical; and for the use in the 
book itself, I know this work only as mentioned here and in Weber's 
account, Monatsberichte d. k. Preuss. Akad. d. Wiss., Nov. 1873. 

? The Vdyu-Purdna sets the evil period of slave-kings at a time not 
very long (relatively) before the ascension of Chandragupta ('who will 
reign for twenty-four- years') and Agoka; but quite a while before the 
Yavanas, who are to reign for eighty years: VAyu P. ii. 37. 321 ff., 356.e 
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however. We learn thence that in emergencies kings may be 
of any caste. Yudhishthira asked: 'Supposelhe castes con- 
fused, and a hostile army appearing; suppose the regular troops 
defeated; then suppose some strong man should arise, even a 
priest, a man of the people-caste, or a slave: if he protected the 
people (as king), would he do right or not?' The sage replies: 
' He that is a shore in a shoreless place, he that is a boat in a 
boatless place, whether he be a slave or whatever he be, is worthy 
of honor. Let the people honor him on whom when helpless 
they rely and prosper; let them honor him as if he were their 
own blood; for a priest without knowledge and a king without 
protecting-power are but wooden elephants. He that protects 
the good and drives evil away should be made king.'* This 
passage explains 'caste-mixture'; it is political confusion, im- 
plying war. 

5. Succession, choice of king, primogeniture.-The kingdom 
either descended directly to the king's eldest son without ques- 
tion, or the new king was chosen by popular election. Such 
were the earliest conditions in India,t but the latter case is at 
all periods rare, and probably unknown in the Epic age.4 If, 
however, the people had lost the right of determining abso- 
lutely the next occupant of the throne, they still retained, as 
we see them through historical legends, in a limited though 
irregular form, the power of modifying the choice determined 
on by the aristocracy.? They have still the unchallenged right 
of protesting against what seems to them ail unworthy choice 
for their next ruler, and dare to deny any such choice to the 
present king, if it does not coincide with their views. And if 

* xii. 78. 35 ff. In a later period, Pariah kings were recognized. 
t Compare Zimmer, Altind. Leb., p. 162, 172. 
t janrnatah pramanena jyestho rdj& yudhisthirah, i. 115. 25. The 

extraordinary statement in Parkd. G. S. i. 68, that 'royalty does not 
depend on hereditary right, but on acquisition by the sword' is well 
omitted by the commentator. It must be a late interpolation. 

? In the event of an undisputed succession, and the crown-prince 
being a minor on the king's death, the kingdom is kept for the prince 
by an older relative who governs it as if he were king, according to the 
Epic practice (i. 102. 1: hate citrdilgade bhismo bale bhrdtari . . palayam- 
asa tad rajyarh satyavatyamate sthitaI; but see 101. 13, vicitraviryah. . 
bhismasya vacane sthitah . . anva~asat. . pitrpaitamahampadam). But 
the boy had a nominal sovereignty, and the dowager queen's authority 
is said to be respected. The representative is here the elder brother, 
who in consequence of a vow could not succeed to the throne. The 
boy-prince (still b&la and aprdptayauvana) was not sixteen, and con- 
sequently a minor. In the Rdmayana, on the king's death the whole 
control of government is immediately assumed by the family-priest, 
and a session of subordinate priests (R. ii. 69). It will be noticed that 
no such spiritual guidance of the state is found in the interregnum 
recorded in the Mahdbhdrata, although we have instances of kings 
deluded enough to let the royal power fall into the priests' hands; but 
this is emphatically stated to be a folly (see below). 

VOL. XIII. 18 
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we find that in no such case the people gain their point, it is 
still not less instructive to observe in what manner they lose it; 
for in each example that legend has preserved we see that the 
king is obliged to make good his choice (never by force, but) 
by arguments addressed in a respectful manner to the protests 
of the people. The inner meaning of such legends seems to be 
that the king was not yet an absolute monarch. The people's 
constitution was the tradition of their race. This the king 
dared virtually to annul; but he did not yet venture to set it 
aside without a pretext, nor did he feel himself independent of 
the veto that the people had the power of declaring. 'They 
say that the warrior-caste owes its superiority to physical might '* 
but this physical might depended on the good-will of the 
people; as its moral power rested in the approbation of the 
priest, to whom 'the warrior-caste stands nearest.'t 

A word before giving the legends. The greatest sorrow to 
a Hindu was lack of a son, since the latter's services in render- 
ing oblations to the manes were necessary to procuring salva- 
tio 4 for the father. If, in addition, the father was a king, and 
saw his power likely to pass into another line in default of an 
own son to succeed him, we may imagine what distress was 
that sonless king's who saw before him at once a prospective 
loss of private happiness and of family honor. So great seemed 
this danger that a proverb arose, ' one son is no son;' and, lest 
an only son should die and leave the afflicted and aged father 
in a worse condition than before, every means was tried to 
secure at least two possible heirs.? 

* balajyesthah, i. 123. 11; ksatriyadnm balarh jyeq4ham, i. 137. 11. 
.t iii. 147. 2. These tales, it will be noted, represent the people as a 

whole (including as a general thing the priests) against the king. We 
may say that the legend was created to honor the priest, but it seems to 
me more probable that the general legend was there, and the priest a 
mere spokesman. For the legends are an Epic growth, as is plainly 
seen, from an earlier form. Had the priest desired his own glory, he 
would, in telling the story, have excluded the people, and represented 
himself alone as the advocate of justice. 

t i. 159.5: compare punnamno narakat, e. g. R. ii. 115.12. 
Perhaps the most extreme case of this national dread of sonlessness 

is shown in the boy Jantu, a legend that may perhaps not be all legend, 
and is interesting also as adding another to the few recorded stories of 
human sacrifice. The story in brief is that before the birth of the boy 
his father had lived long and married a hundred wives, but obtained 
only one son. An accident causing the king to reffect on the precarious 
nature of the boy's life, he asked his priests how he could obtain more 
children. They advised him to sacrifice the boy, promising that each 
wife should then bear a son. This sacrifice is determined on and carried 
out, ' the mother shrieking in despair like a bird over its slain offspring.' 
The boy is bound, laid on the altar, sacrificed, and burned. Of course 
the priests' prediction is realized: iii. 127-128. Compare the distress 
of Rdma's father in like circumstances, etc. The same idea, that one 
son is little better than none, meets us in Ii. xxiv. 538-540. 
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The normal succession is shown in the case of Dagaratha and 
Rama. The former had several worthy sons. They grew up 
and married. The eldest was a model prince, beloved by the 
people and by his father. So the king had a consultation with 
the sacivas or military ministers and the family priests in 
regard to the time for consecrating the prince in the ' crown- 
princeship (yuvarajya). These military and priestly minis- 
ters (mantrinah, including both) agreed that the time was now; 
and the family priest was told to make ready for the ceremony 
(the ' consecration' of the prince being a formal religious cere- 
mony). Here the king assumes the succession, and asks the 
advice of the ministers as to the time for the ceremony; and 
nothing further would have occurred, were it not for the mach- 
inations of a queen, who binds the king to change his mind. 
But the indicated line of action is the ordinary procedure.* 

I have now to show, in so far as legendary illustration may, 
1. That, if there are two sound sons, the king had no allowed 
right to select other than the eldest as heir, and if he exceeded 
his right in this regard the people openly and threateningly 
called him to account for his departure; 2. that in a case 
where, on account of disease or legal uncertainty, the legitimate 
heir in the family was doubtful, the people reserved to them- 
selves the selection between the disputed aspirants; 3. that the 
people are said to have elected a king, or in another case to 
have made king and declared as such the infant son of their 
former king-the point I wish to bring out in the last case 
being the assumed necessity of ratification on the part of the 
people of what we should naturally suppose to have needed no 
such sanction. But the people's election is always limited to a 
choice from one family (in the Epic tradition) of their own 
people. I shall premise by saying that, in general, the assump- 
tion is that the eldest son is the natural heir, as Yudhishthira 
is virtually king alone, and has no sharer of his regal dignity, 
high as stood his brothers in his own and in popular esteem.t 

* iii. 277.1 ff.; 7, mantraydmdsa sacivdir dharmajnadi ca purohitdih. 
t The Rdmdyana of course knows only direct succession, to the eldest. 

Any other transfer was a crime. Compare R. ii. 7.18-19 for a true sum- 
mary: bahfindm api putrdndm eko rdjye ' bhisicyate jyesthesu putresu 
rajyatantrdni pdrthivd dsajanti (and these again on their eldest, never 
on their brothers). It is quite possible, however, that in an earlier form 
of our poem the brothers shared more or less in the regal power. Yu- 
dhishthira is certainly treated very contemptuously, and badgered a 
good deal (even in our present version), by his two brothers (compare 
the gambling scene, and that after Abhimanyu's death). Zimmer makes 
it probable that an early family-rule existed in some cases, becoming 
an individual sovereignty only through the audaciousness of one mem- 
ber, who made himself ' the sole ruler,' perhaps with his relatives' con- 
sent. Compare Zimmer, pp. 176-7; and for other verses on the subject 
from the Rdmdyana see R. ii. 86. 10 (cf. 88. 12); iv. 17. 30, where ' three 
fathers' are the natural father, the teacher, and the eldest brother. 
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1. A king had caused it to be known that he intended to 
make his younger son heir, because the eldest had revolted, or 
(in another version) had not obeyed his wishes. Thereupon the 
people, headed by the priests, came en ma88e and demanded 
how he could do this; protesting that a younger son might not 
'overstep' the elder, and closing this formal address with the 
words: 'This we make known to thee; see that thou do thy 
duty.' The king now mildly argues with the people, and says 
sophistically that a son who opposes his father is by good men 
regarded as not being a son at all, ' and the law of Qukra (a semi- 
divine authority) has induced me to do this.' In consequence 
solely of these arguments, the people retire and submit: not 
because of the king's will, but because of his reasoning; and in 
closing they say expressly, ' and if it is Qukra who has com- 
manded it, there is no more to say.' Thus it was that Yaydti 
was enabled to establish Paru his younger son as heir instead 
of Yadu, his eldest.* 

2. As Pandu the younger son received the kingdom because 
his brother was defective, 'for the gods do not approve of a 
defective king' (v. 149. 25), so another ancient legend of the 
family shows in its Epic form an otherwise legitimate heir de- 
prived of the throne for the same reason by the decision of the 
people.t Pratipa (great grandfather of VYsudeva) had three 
sons, Devapi, Balhika, Qantanu. Although the eldest was a 
leper, he was yet much beloved by the king, by his brothers, 
and by the people. No one opposed his succession until his 
father (who had set his heart on Devdpi's reigning) had made 
all the preparations necessary to install him as heir-apparent. 
But in vain was the king's desire. For 'the priests, the sen- 
iors (the old councillors), the inhabitants of the city and of the 
country, forbade his consecration.'2 This sudden uprising 
was due to the people's objection to having a leper as 
sovereign, and their refusal succeeded, without a word of 

* i. 85.22 ff.; v. 149. 1 ff. Compare V. P. iv. 10; Vayu P. ii. 31.75. 
+ Compare the different accounts of Devapi in Muir's Sanskrit Texts, 

i. 273 ff. The Matsya asserts that the 'people' in general discarded him. 
The tale is old, and found thus in the Nirukta (ii. 10), but with the im- 
portant modification that gantanu unrighteously got the kingdom with- 
out mention of the people. The V. P. (iv. 20. 7 ff.) coincides with the 
Nirukta version, except in the return of the elder as purohita. He is 
here an unbeliever. In the first book of the Epic we have only the reli- 
gious zeal of Devapi given as reason for his becoming a hermit. Com- 
pare i. 94. 61; Weber, Ind. St. i. 203. This king gantanu had (i. 95. 46) 
the power of healing age by touch. Compare Vdyu P.: yamh yamh raj& 
sprgati vdi jirnamh samayato naram, punar yuv& sa bhavati tasmat te 
Vantanumh viduIh and thence in the next verse his ' renowned Vantanu- 
tvam'; a good instance of myth from name (VYyu P. ii. 37. 232), and 
Vlokas from single words (see Epic verse). 

t paurajanapadd4, etc., nivaraydmasuh, v. 149. 23. 
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anger on the part of the king. The eldest son soon retired 
into the woods, and the youngest reigned at his father's death.* 

* Not the second son; for the latter, Balhika, long before convinced 
that his elder brother would succeed to the throne, had left the realm 
and gone to his mother's brother, by whom he was adopted, and to 
whose throne he ultimately succeeded, permitting his father's throne 
to pass into the possession of his younger brother. This part of the 
story has also historical interest. It is his mother's brother to whom 
the prince goes. I think the gradual rising of the person called ' moth- 
er's brother' has never been noticed. This relative is in the time of the 
Epic the nearest after those of one's own home. In the war-cries, for 
instance, as will be seen in the next division of this paper, it is always 
the ' mother's brother' on whom, next to father and brother, an endan- 
gered soldier calls for aid. In fact, the mother's brother is the one 
prominent uncle; no exception to this general rule being found in the 
case of Vidura, to whom the Pandus say 'Thou art our father's 
brother,' and appeal to him for aid (ii. 78. 7); since I do not mean, of 
course, that the pitrvya (patruus) vanishes, or that, when he is pres- 
ent and offers aid, he is not, as in this case, termed by the suppliants 
' father's brother, like a father.' But when no relative is present, then 
the ' mother's brother,' not the ' father's brother,' is invoked or spoken 
of as the uncle par excellence. This is e. g. illustrated in fable, as 
where the demure cat says to the foolish mice ' I will be your guar- 
dian, I will be a mother's brother to you' (v. 160. 33). The curious thing 
about the matter is that this is a new, not an old view of uncleship. 
For after the Epic come the Pura-nas, and here we find this preponder- 
ance of the mother's brother to a still greater extent. Thus we have 
in the Brhanndradlya Purdna a list of gurus, or 'venerable persons' 
(see end of note); and among them, although the ' mother's brother' ap- 
pears, we find no 'father's brother.' The Vdyu Purdna (ii. 8. 87) says 
that 'a son favors his mother's brother, a daughter her fathers, and 
the son is like his mother:' as if this were an attempt to account for 
the prominence of the mother's brother ('favor' is really in a Yankee 
sense, and means resemble, as the text shows: mctulam bhajate putrah 
pittn bhajati kanyakc, yathafild bhaven mdtu tath&ailo bhavet sutah). 
But this (it is curious to note) is quite opposed to the older law-books, 
in which we find the father's brother mentioned first-e. g. when 
honor is to be shown-and the mother's mentioned last. Thus in Vds. 
xix. 31 (quoted above, p. 99) we find that the king is to support his 
queen's 'father's brother, mother's brother;' and in G. vi. 7 salutation 
is enjoined only for the wife of the father's brother; and ib. 9, where 
the uncles themselves are saluted, the patruus precedes. The same in 
Apastamba (i. 4. 14. ii), where the father's brother precedes. So also in 
G. v. 27, when the madhuparka is offered, the father's brother is men- 
tioned first; and the same order obtains in the house-laws of AXvaldyana 
(i. 24. 4). Manu is later, although in one instance, where the mother's 
brother is mentioned first (ii. 130), we have afterwards the father's sis- 
ter (ib. 133) before the mother's sister (131 reverses this, as does Vishnu 
xxxii. 3). But in general Manu stands with the Epic; thus, in iii. 119, 
only the ncitula is honored when returning from a journey (compare 
ib. 148); and in iv. 179 the only uncle one should not dispute with is the 
mother's brother, though in general relatives of both father and 
mother follow; for 'a mother and maternal relatives' are the most im- 
portant (ib. 183). Whether this change is purely linguistic (matula be- 
comes uncle in general), or represents the growth of ' divided families ' 
(M. ix. 111), I cannot say. It would seem to imply that the mother's 
brother was in the home more than the father's brother, just as 
we see that gakuni, the bosom-friend of Hastina's crown-prince 
and constant resident in his palace, was his mother's brother. The 
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This story, given as history, is interesting, on account of 
the changes introduced into it by the Epic. For in the older 
version of the Nirukta the priests alone state to the younger 
brother, who here takes the throne from the elder, that his act 
is wrong, and convince him that he is a usurper. The Epic, 
on the other hand, puts the whole people forward as intro- 
ducing a democratic remonstrance, with the priests as their 
mouth-piece. To the Epic compilers, therefore, it seemed nat- 
ural that the people should be in this state of quasi-revolt; or 
they found the legend changed thus, and representing such a 
tone as this. 

Again, the case of the settlement of the claims between 
the Pandus and Kurus themselves - the plot of the whole 
play. The question to the Hindus is exceedingly complicated. 
Dhritarashtra, the natural heir in the first generation, was 
blind and excluded from the throne; his younger brother, 
Pdndu, reigned, but resigned the throne to become a hermit. 
This obliged Dhritarashtra to rule (the other possible heirs we 
can overlook in this connection). The sons of each grow up 
together. Dhritarashtra installs his nephew as heir-apparent, 
either from a sense of right or through fear of the people 
(i. 139.1-2). And what happens? His own sons conspire to get 
the throne. The king changes his mind in regard to the heir. 
Then the people murmured against the king (Dhritarashtra), 
and said that his son was not so brave or so good as the 
nephew; and therefore they would have the nephew for king. 
They feared a plot, and became even bolder. 'They met in 
courtyards and on the streets, and in assemblies,' and demanded 
that the king should be dethroned, and his'nephew not only 
installed as future king but made king at once. 'For how,' 

list of gurus or venerable persons alluded to above is, though late, 
interesting enough to quote in full. It is from the Brhanndrad. Pu- 
rana, 9. 88 ff., and is followed by a foolish passage which maintains 
that after all the best guru is he that studies the Purdias (an evident 
addition to the list, preceded by an interruption). This list reads: 'I 
will declare to thee the reverend gurus. Those that read the Vedas and 
those that explain the meanings of the Vedas (adhyetdraV ca veddn ye 
veddrthdndih ca bodhakll); those that explain the meaning of the 
codes on polity and a teller of right (vaktd dharmdn) ; resolvers of 
doubt in regard to holy texts and Vedic words; a teller of observ- 
ances; he that frees one from danger; he that gives or supplies one 
with sustenance, and he that causes good deeds to be done (or, v. 1., 
prevents bad deeds); a brother-in-law; a mother's brother; an elder 
brother; a father; he that consecrates or performs other ceremonies- 
these are the people to be revered.' 

On Blhika, as a type (Bactrian) see Lassen, mnd. Alt. i. 742. ' One's 
own people, even if devoid of virtue, is better (than a strange people)' 
says the R-amyay na, vi. 66. 13 ff.-a sentiment strange to the Epic, and 
based on an extension of the svadharmah Vreydn theory of the castes 
(nirgunahi svajana4 Vreydn). 
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they asked, 'can this Dhritardshtra now have a right to the 
kingdom, when lie failed to obtain it before on account of his 
blindness ?'* That these plans would have succeeded is to be 
inferred from the fact that the king seduced his nephews to a 
distant town and tried to burn them. The people, believing in 
their death, sank into passive acquiescence to the yoke. But 
again, far later in the drama, when this nephew has become 
king of a neighboring city, and returns to his paternal home, 
and is cheated out of the kingdom he has made, and banished 
into the woods by the wiles of Dhritarashtra's son, even then 
the people cry out as before against the Kurus, and the priests 
become enraged and refuse to perform their duties.t In the 
earlier scene the king is supported in his schemes by his sons, 
and the ministers give no sign of disapproval. But for the 
people, he would not have found it necessary to send his nephew 
away, before putting his son on the throne. The question of 
legal right is but lightly touched upon. The people know that 
it is a disputed point which prince has a technical right to 
reign. They insist, however, on the moral superiority of their 
choice, and their right to choose. When the technical point 
comes up for discussion, Dhritardshtra himself acknowledges 
that the nephew ought to have had the throne, and throws the 
whole blame on his son. His queen also says: 'it is the custom 
in our family that the crown shall descend from father to son;' 
and therefore argues that the son of the first actually reigning 
monarch had the right to succeed.: 

3. The last case under discussion is the election and ratifi- 
cation of the king by the people. The first case, of election, is 
shown by a literal translation of the passage describing how 
Kuru came to be king. Samvarana had a son called Kuru. 
He was a virtuousl man. 'This Kuru all the people elected 
(sic to the kingship, saying "he is a virtuous man." '? 

Ratification by the people is shown in the following legendary 
instance. At his father's death, Janamejava was a mere child. 
It was necessary that he should be installed as king (there were 
no objections raised). How was this accomplished? 'All the 
people inhabiting the city collected together, and this boy, the 
former king's son, they made king (sic); and this Janamejaya 
whom the people had declared king (sic) governed the kingdom 
with his councillors and priests.' As if to emphasize the fact, 

* i.141.23ff. 
t ii. 80. 23-26 ; 81. 22. 
t rajyah kurfndm anupmrvabhojyah kramdgato na4 kuladharma 

e~ah, v. 148. 30. 
f (kuruA) rajatve tam prajah sarvddharmajia iti vavrire: i. 94.49. 

1nrpaih Viuih tasya sutam pracakrire sametya puravasino janad, 
n~rpaih yam ahus tam janamejayarh janad, etc., i. 44.6. The Purohita 
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the statement is repeated. These may be nothing but legends, 
but they are certainly instructive. We may say that 'the 
people' imply priests in each case. But we see that, though 
the priests sometimes head the uprising, they are not always 
implied, and (as e. g. in the case of electing the Pdndu) they 
are not probably meant at all when 'the people' alone are 
spoken of. Even where the priests head the remonstrating 
people, we have the people as a whole protesting against the 
royal design; for the priests in these legends never undertake 
to face the king separately, but are represented as the ex- 
ponents of the popular wish. 

As to the disability arising from physical defects (debarring 
eunuchs, lepers, and even morally imperfect sons, such as 
drunkards), although insisted upon in the law, and urged, when 
useful to urge it, in the Epic, it is plain that no such bar was 
felt to be infrangible in the early period; this is shown by 
Dhritardshtra's succeeding his brother, and by the blind king 
(whose power is described in another story as usurped) being 
reinstated by the people. The usurper was slain by the 'coun- 
cillors ;' the people then insisted that the former king should be 
installed again as monarch, saying: 'Blind or not blind, this 
man shall be our king.' * 

The royal laws especially recommend that a king shall 
'make his son sure in the kingdom before his own death' 
(xii. 63.19); and this is also enjoined in Manu's law-book. 
From the account of Yudhishthira's sudden leap to fame on 
being chosen crown-prince (i. 139.1 ff.), and from the power of 
the subsequent heir, it seems as if the king, in thus installing 
his successor, virtually handed over to him most of the govern- 
ing power. At the court of Dhritarashtra, all is done by com- 
mnand of his son, who (as in the gambling scene) does not hesi- 
tate to insist that the old monarch shall revoke a sentence 
passed against his own (the crown-prince's) will. Nevertheless, 
when Yudhishthira finally obtains the kingdom, he makes a 
formal offer of submission to the old king. But practically 
the heir-apparent, when chosen crown-prince by his father, 
seems to have thereby become participator in the ruling power, 
and the old king sinks gradually into the background. Thus, 
for instance, Dhritardshtra is still alive when his son is called 
the r ad9c.t 

and councillors, in the verse preceding, attend only to the ceremonies 
appropriate to the decease of the old king. It is possible, however, that 
they are included in the subject (puravdsina4) of the next verse. But 
they cannot exclude these (as they do in the Rdmayana). 

* iii. 299. 5. This is professedly a legend. 
t e. g. xv. 10. 20. The old king is a rdjarsi in ib. 12. 1 (where, by the 

way, Arjuna calls Bhima ' his elder and his Guru:' a curious instance 
of the reverence for age, even when the eldest is not implied). 
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The king is, however, formally bid to banish the heir-appar- 
ent if he does anything worthy of such punishment; in connec- 
tion with which rule this interesting tale is related: 'The son 
of Balm's son, Asamnanjas, whose father was wise and good, 
had to be banished; for he caused the children in the city to 
be drowned-. Therefore he was abandoned by his father, and 
was banished (vivasitah), even as 9vetaketu was abandoned 
by Uddalaka the seer, because he treated the priests badly' 
(xii. 57. 8-10). Whether the people compelled the prince's ban- 
ishment is not stated. 

6. Royal Consecration.-The royal consecration* was per- 
formed by a bath and baptism of water, as an accompaniment of 
a religious service. Suitable hymns and a Vedic ceremonial of 
course characterized the occasion. It is probable that in the 
simple event of a prince's succeeding a deceased father the 
repetition of Vedic verses, with the application of water at 
the hands of the priest, granted the consent of the people, was 
sufficient: such as, for instance, in the succession as described 
in the Raindyaina.t The assent of the people is obtained to 
the succession in the first place. After the king's death, the 
priests and council meet, decide which prince shall be called 
king, baptize him, and he becomes king. In the event of a 
king's recovering his lost kingdom, we have, as in Yudhish- 
thira's case, more formality. The ceremony itself, as here de- 
scribed, is, however, essentially the samne. The king and 
Krislhna sit together on two smooth jewelled-crowined thrones. 
Krislhna rises, takes the consecrated horn, and pours water 
upon the king, proclaiming himn at the same time 'lord of the 
earth.' This ceremony takes place in the midst of an assenm- 
bled multitude of all the citizens, to whom gold and other 
gifts are given. The 'sacred vessel of consecration' (dbhise- 
canikam dAi ndam)R) is richly adorned with gems. Krishna 
gives next the word to the priest, who completes the consecra- 
tion with suitable verses (xii. 40. 3 ff.). 

This king has already long before passed through the idja- 
u&iya, or consecration of king as emperor.? When the king 

*'To be consecrated, to sacrifice, and to protect the people, are the 
chief duties of a king,' says the Ramayana (ii. 113. 23). 

f At~companied of course by music, singers, etc.: R. ii. 12. 11. 
t In the Rdmayana, the priestly council meet in the sabhd (assembly- 

hall), and the chief priest makes an address, explaining the death of 
the king and the necessity for having a new one consecrated. The 
elder son being banished, the younger must reign, for many ills ensue 
to a kingless people. The older councillors say ' even when the king 
was alive, we stood at your orders (a sane); proceed, then, give your 
orders' (sa nab Vddhi). After this the election is practically over, and 
there remains only the ceremony: R. ii. 69. 1 ff., 33; from 70. 1, the 
councillors are all priests, as usual in later legal assemblies (parisad). 

g A detailed account of this ceremony will be found in the seventh 
volume of the J. R. A. S., by Wilson, and in the second volume of 
Rdjendralala Mitra's Indo-Aryans. 

VOL. Xm 19 
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has conquered enough to make himself think that he can as 
sume to be emperor over his surrounding neighbors, reducing 
them thereby to the condition of tributaries, he must send out 
armies to verify his claim. All must be subdued and made to 
give tribute, though some are prevailed upon to own them- 
selves inferior, and send tribute, without an actual conquest 
having taken place. Friends and relatives may be exempted 
from this necessity; and, at least in the case of relatives, the 
superiority of the claimant appears to be waived, as he is re- 
garded as one of the family, and his honor is shared by those 
of the same blood, although ruling over a different city. If 
his claim to universal sovereignty is not successfully disputed, 
the ambitious king proceeds to proclaim himself lord of kings, 
or emperor, by holding high festival in his own honor, and 
making a feast, to which all decent people in his own state 
and the nobility from neighboring states are invited, the con- 
quered kings appearing as underlings, bearing the promised 
tribute. A ceremony of consecration is gone through with 
similar to that above, and seems to be a ratification of the first 
performance, subsequent to a new war occurring some years 
after imperial power had been proclaimed, which obliged the 
once acknowledged emperor to reinforce his claim, and show 
that it was allowed. In the second consecration, we find a new 
assembly of kings; in the first, the king's and the emperor's 
brothers serve as attendants.* 

Confirmnative of imperial power is the formal rite prelimi- 
nary to the famous horse-sacrifice. This ceremony as a reli- 
gious rite absolves from sin; politically it proclaims the suc- 
cessful ends of the would-be emperor's desires. The raja8u-ya 
appears to be a very old, but naturally a rare rite; the horse- 
sacrifice consummates the same wish, but may also be employed 
merely as a religious rite by any king, without any such claim. 
The names of ten kings that have held a rqjas8tya are pre- 
served in the Aitareya Brahmana (viii. 15); the consecration 

* The first ceremony is described in ii. 32 ff. The account is here 
confused by a religious interpolation: apropos of Vishnu's divinity, 
the later redactors inserted (if the whole account be not a late inser- 
tion, which is improbable) the statement that an arghya was offered 
to Krishna. Probably the same water-ceremony as in an ordinary con- 
secration took place. It is formally stated that slaves were not admit- 
ted to see the consecration; but, as the text shows, they were all in- 
vited if respectable. There is no reason for supposing them excluded; 
for an open-air ceremony was always girt with crowds of vulgar gaz- 
ers, who were perhaps kept out of hearing of the Vedic verses. The 
later text kept them out as unsuitable to the gorgeousness of the occa- 
sion. See Wilson's view, and Rdjendraldla Mitra's, loc. cit. ii. p. 14. 
Later still, a slave-officer even takes part at a consecration before the 
Purohita begins: compare Ag, P. 218. 18-20: mr mayena jaleno 'dak 

Vftdrdmdtyo 'bhisecayet. 
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and horse-sacrifice after a year's wandering are reflected again 
in the late dramatic literature, and in the Puranas.* 

An interesting account of the horse-rite as a claim to empire, 
colncluding in the sacrifice of the conquering steed, is given 
toward the end of the Epic story. The king that desired right- 
eously to possess the whole earth, and after his victories to 
purify himself from all sin, in order to get the name of ' All- 
conqueror,' must loose a white horse, and send an army to ac- 
company it. Wherever the horse went the army went. Of 
course, if the king was not able to support his claim, the differ- 
ent peoples into whose lands the steed wandered drove it off 
and beat the army back. If no resistance was offered, it was 
a sign of sovereignty to the king that had sent the horse forth. 
If resistance was offered, and the horse slain or the army de- 
feated, that ended the matter. This part of the affair being 
symbolical of an already settled superiority on the part of an 
ambitious king or emperor, it made little difference how many 
men were sent out. They were only to serve as a type of the 
force behind. When Yudhishthira sends forth his steed, the 
army has, however, to contend with strange foes not yet ready 
to acknowledge the assumed supremacy. For a year the horse 
wandered, and was then led back to be sacrificed with appro- 
priate ceremonies.t Such a sacrifice as this is considered so 
rare and great that it is equal to many more ordinary sacrifices.: 
The initiatory consecration here takes place under full moon 
(editryam pdiurnamdnyaim) in spring-time. The king's chari- 
oteer and the best 'understanders of horse-science,' together 
with the priests, select a pure horse,? which is freed after an 
ordinary propitiatory sacrifice, and allowed to stray. On the 
successful return of the horse, the sthapatayah and other arti- 
zans (Qilp nah) announce the order of sacrifice to the king, who 
prepares everything. Bejewelled seats, pots, fans, etc., with 
golden posts of sacrifice, are made.11 After a number of cattle 
have been sacrificed, the horse is seized and killed; beside it 

* Compare the horse-sacrifice in the fourth act of Utt. R. Carita ; the 
inauguration-scene in the last act of Vikramorvagf; and the horse sent 
out for a year, guarded by a boy and a hundred rdjputs, in the fifth 
act of Mdlavikdgnimitra, where the steed is to be brought home in a year 
(updvartaniya, v. 15). See also Ag. P. 219 (the northern Kurus protect 
the king in consecration, 54) ; and Vdyu P. ii. 26. 143: agvath vicdra- 
ydmdsa vdjimedhdya diksitah. 

t It does not lie in my present purpose to describe in detail the relig- 
ious rites at these ceremonies. 

t xiv. 71. 15 ; ib. 72. 4 ff. But of course the original rite was less puri- 
ficatory than ambitious. 

? medhyain agvam; the agvavidyd is the same as hayagiksd, in ib. 79. 
17. 

yitpdh; six of bilva, khadira, and _paldaa wood, two of devaddru, 
one of Vlesmdtaka, etc. The posts were therefore gilded. 
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sits the new All-conqueror's wife. According to rule they next 
drag out part of the entrails. This the king and his followers 
kiss (smell). The sixteen priests. present burn the steed's 
limbs. Gifts are then bestowed on the priests, and on all the 
castes.* Thus the king verifies religiously his right got by the 
rjasiya to be ail All-conqueror' or emperor, and is further- 
more freed from the sin of taking human life involved in his 
wars. As described in the Epic, the whole ceremony is for 
two purposes: to make certain his earthly power, and to secure 
heaven hereafter. 

I have here noted only the consecration by sprinkling. A 
bathing ceremony is also described in the Epic, but the formal 
nir ajana is not a part of the ceremony. This rite, according 
to the later usage alluded to in the HarivaAga and fully de- 
scribed in the Brhat Sarhhitq and the Puranic literature, con- 
sists in sprinkling the king, his steeds, elephants, etc., even the 
arms being included.t But the wife shares the sprinkling in 
the Epic (ii. 67. 30). 

7. The Assembly and (Council.-The earliest assembly for 
adjusting political affairs in Aryan India was the clan-assembly, 
called sadha (compare German Sippe). In the legal literature, 
the sable is a court or judicial assembly presided over by the 
king as chief judge, and only the councillors, judges, and police 
officers take part as men of authority over witnesses and ac- 
cused.4 In the Epic we find the sabha to be an assembly of 
any sort. It may be a judicial one, a court of law; it may be a 
royal one, the king's court; it may be a social gathering for 
pleasure; and finally it may, in its older meaning, be a- political 
assembly. In such a case as that mentioned above, where the 
people met ' in assemblies' to discuss political matters, we may 
perhaps see a trace of the original function of the people's as- 
sembly, though such a meeting had, of course, long since ceased 
to be what the sabha had been-a village assembly for counsel 
-and corresponds neither to the regular s8abha of old nor to the 
antique state council in which the king took part (samiti), the 
latter having now become a meeting of the nobles and king. 

* Gifts as usual of jewels, umbrellas, etc. ' A king ought to be gen- 
erous,' it is naively remarked here, 'for priests love money:' brdh- 
mand hi dhandrthina4. In regard to these points, the divison of spoils, 
and the gifts to the people, compare xiv. 85. 25 ff.; 88. 27 ff.; 89. 4 ff. 

t Compare Vardh. B. S. 43; Ag. P. 267, vidhhik; see P. W.; add Ag. P. 
238.32 (cf. K. Nit..4. 66) nirdjitahayadvipaI * ib. 268. 38-39: vatsare rajno 
'bhisekah kartavya4 purodhasd, with the 'victory-words' to horse, 
sword, etc., in the following; compare also ib. 218. 3 ff. The consecra- 
tion in the Rdmdyana is described in vi. 112.76 ff. 

t The parisad was here a priestly council of ten members, convened 
to settle rules of that order. Compare Vas. iii. 20; M. xii. 111. 
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A legal bon-mot on the sabha, preserved in the Epic and 
law alike, points to the use of the term as a judicial assembly 
such as the law-books know: ' that is no assembly where there 
are no elders; those are not elders who dd not declare the law.'* 
As a general term for a convivial assembly, it is used in the 
(title of the) second book of the Epic: so in the Rig-veda 
(x. 34. 6), describing a like scene of gambling; and it is converti- 
ble with s8arsad, with which in the Epic it is connected. So 
the sabhascad ' frequenter of assembly' is in the Epic merely a 
courtier, one of the nobles in the king's court (as in ii. 78. 3); 
while the sahastarva seems to be only one who is at the court, 
or a lower officer in the position of dice-master. Thus Yu- 
dhishtbira takes the part of a gambler, and goes disguised to 
Virata's court. Ile is then a sablaIstara (iv. i. 24); but when 
the native courtiers give judgment on Draupad!, they are 
called sabhiasadah. I do not know whether a difference can be 
maintained here, as 4udhislhthira becomes practically a courtier 
playing dice with the king-though, to be sure, very ignomin- 
iously treated. In the Rama-yana the sabhdsadclah are simply 
courtiers attending an assembly. They sit together, and rise 
respectfully at the instance of the chief-priestt On the other 
hand, as the popular 'assembly' became the kingly 'court' 
(ra-jcasamiti), so the duties of that assembly became transferred 
to the 'councillors' or private ministers of the king, some 
account of whom I have given above ill treating of the military 
officers of the realm. It would, however, be unjust to t11 e 
importance of the subject in the eyes of the Epic writers were 
we to pass over without more complete examination the closer 
relations existinlo between the king and his advisers. 

* na sd sabhd yatra na santi vrddhd na te vrddhd ye na vadanti 
dharmain; here vrddhdh is a pun on vadanti dharmam; sabhd, on santi 
vrddhdh: v. 35. 58. The use of vrddha is illustrated by v. 5. 5 (cf. vivista, 
ib. 6. 3): bhavdn vrddhatamo rdjffid vayasd ca Vruttenaa Ca, 'eldest (most 
advanced) art thou in age and learning.' 

t R. ii. 4. 24. It is, however, difficult to establish any fixed meaning 
for the sabhd here. It may be a council of ' advisers,' where the king 
sits, to which and to see whom the people are not admitted formally, 
but crowd out of curiosity (R. ii. 82. 1i); or it may comprise all the 
Aryans (dryajana, rdjaprakrtayah), and be synonymous, in the Epic 
sense, with pari~sad, an assembly where the priest addresses the king 
and ministers: that is, a state council of king and upper castes 
(R. ii. 88.1-2, 23). Compare R. ii. 114.1, where the king speaks 'in the 
midst of the assembly' (madhye parisadaht, i. e. sabhydmh), and ib. 113. 
But even this parisad may include the ' town folk' or elders of the city 
(pdurajanapaddh), along with the councillors (mantrinah), ii. 121. 12. 
Exactly similar to this is the nomenclature in Mbh. xvi. 3.'17, where a 
kingly assembly is held, and the injury to Bhfirigravas is discussed 
parisado madhye; alongside of ib. 7. 7, where one wishes to see the 
amdtyas at once, and rushes into the sabhd, and tam dsanagatafit 
tatra sarvdh prakrtayas tathW , brdhmand ndigamds tatra parivdryo 
'patasthire ib. 8). 
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Here we have perhaps the most striking antithesis between 
legend and history. The heroes of the Mahabharata are not 
what they (by later interpolations) are exhorted to be. They 
act from their own wishes, not from ministerial advice. They 
consult their brothers and friends, not their priestly advisers. 
BhIshma, Vidura, and Dronia are great sages, and high minis- 
ters of the king; but the two first are relatives, and of the 
warrior-caste; and the last is an ally and a fighting priest; 
if the figment of priesthood be closely examined, perhaps not a 
priest at all.* BhIshbma, the sage, leads the army, and long 
before had seized three girls in KM~i and fought for their pos- 
session with all contestants.t Kanika and Jabali are in them- 
selves rarities, and the former is not necessarily a priest. The 
king of Indraprastha has as little to do with ministerial or 
priestly advice as his uncle in Ilastina. When resolved to im- 
peril his kingdom, he does so because he wills it. He seeks no 
advice from a priest. iqhaumya's name. is familiar only as 
religious officiator, yet he is the chief priest. The king does 
not employ him as councillor, nor has he an officer's place of 
any sort till left in charge of the city with YuyutsuL in the late 
fifteenth book (see above). The king's haughty cousin consults 
the priests as to the best manner of raising a required sum of 
money, but not otherwise. Resolving on war, the kings and 
allies, both of Pandus and of Kurus, consult together, and, 
though priests are present, with themselves alone (v. 1 and 148- 
150). All is practically done by a court of nobles and princes. 
Duryodhana, being resolved on war, goes against his will to 
hear the consultation, and retires as determined as before, 
although the advice of the council is against his wish. More- 
over, in this council the real priests are mere figures. When 
the prince retired, all those that had opposed his measures 
followed him, ' resolved to die for him.' The council is mili- 
tary.4 The meaning is clear. The assembly of the people had 
become an assembly of nobles. The military power of the people 
had quite become the possession of the king. In all public 
matters appertaining to the story itself, the priests are as good 

* Compare J. T. Wheeler, History of India, i. 77. 
+ Bhishma is, as we see him, more warrior than sage. Compare his 

exploit with the three girls (i. 102. 3ff.) He becomes later the saint and 
sage, and perhaps is wholly a later interpolation. 

f So in the Ramayana, just before the battle begins, Rdvana enters 
the sabhd for a hasty deliberation; then, coming out with his sacivas, 
a suite of ministers, makes a speech and gives his final orders at once: 
' quick with the drum, lead the forces up, there is no time for delay.' 
The sabhd here is simply an assembly for military deliberation (R. vi. 
8. 42-45); the sacivdh may be nothing more than comites in battle (as in 
R. vi. 21. 41'. That is to say, saciva was a minister or helper of any 

sort, sabhd was any assembly. 
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as silent, and the people are suppressed. It is only in such 
older legends as are related above, and told in our story as 
'ancient tales,' that the power 6f the people seems to linger, 
and then not in military but in civil matters.* On the other 
hand, the third period, represented by the late didactic parts of 
the Epic, is one when the priests ass-Lime the right to be the 
king's advisers in all particulars. A cabinet council of the 
greatest secrecy is always recommended. But in the assembly 
of nobles, as shown in the history, no secrecy is thought of. 
We have thus three diplomatic stages reflected in our poem : 
the popular assembly, already restricted to protestation ill civil 
matters; the public aristocratic assembly on war matters; the 
privatet priestly council on all matters. 

The last of these councils is most fully illustrated., of course, 
owing to the priestly interpolation; but we must bear in mind 
that the council of priests is only didactically urged, and is not 
a part of the story. Doubtless the king in the last period of 
the Epic consulted (on military as well as civil and spiritual af- 
fairs) chiefly with his priestly prime minister. The import- 
ant evidence of the Epic story is negative. The plans for war 
are conducted and completed without asking the advice of 
priests. Even BhIshina is regarded as an elder warrior, not as 
a priest, when heard in the assembly; and the Pdndus consult 
only their allies. The growth of the 'priestly council' will be 
seen in the next paragraph. 

8. Tlhe Royal Purohita and the Priestly power.-Before 
examining the intimate connection between king and priest, 
assumed (by the priest) as necessary for the welfare of the 
state, it may be well to remind ourselves that a number of 
cases are recorded of early antagonism between the warrior and 

* There is an interesting example of this in the speech made by king 
Drupada's ambassador to the Kurus. He is exhorted to appeal to the 
princes and to the generals, and to represent to the elders the 'family 
law' as infringed. When he arrives, however, the speech is made only 
in presence of the royal family and leaders of the army (v. 6.15; 20. 2: 
sarvasendpranetpnim madhye vdkyam uvdca ha). This is in the first 
instance a reminiscence of the older 'assembly,' and the elders are 
those of the town inhabitants; as is expressly stated in a proposed 
embassy mentioned for the same purpose on the part of the Pdiidus, 
who urge that an ambassador shall be sent to declare the matter in the 
presence of the court and the assembled elders of the town (pduresu 
vrddhesu ea samdgatequ), v. 2. 7. In i. 221. 39 ' citizens' (pdurC14) are dis- 
tinguished from priests. 

t Absolute secrecy in council is a late practice, but as a rule is strongly 
urged. The king should go to the house-top or a hill-top when he con- 
sults with his ministers, who according to the text may live in the 
palace, but according to the details of the story have separate abodes. 
Some forms of the rule specify 'a secret chamber' as the place for 
council (xii. 83. 57; 80. 23; v. 38. 17 ff., etc.). See above. 
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priestly castes.* It is probably because the priest had in mind 
the earlier independence of the king that lie, even in the latest 
period, insists so strongly on the necessity of reciprocal support. 
For in that latest period no orthodox king would have dared to 
resist the representative of the spiritual power. Let us now 
see what were the claims of the full-fledged priest in relation 
to his sovereign's councils. 

'A king's power is five-fold,' says the pedant priest: 'brute- 
force, the first; second, that derived from his ministers; third, 
from his wealth; fourth, from his descent; fifth, the best, 
wherein all lie, wisdom.'t And this wisdom is the hoard of 
the priests. ' The king should not eat alone, nor think about 
things alone, nor walk alone, nor be awake alone' (v. 33.46). 
He should never part from his advisers, but do ill the ideal 
state as is recorded in a legend of the first book, where, when 
the king went into the wood, lie was accompanied by all his 
ministers and the family-priest.'T At this period the king de- 
pends on the advice of his ministers and the accounts of his 
spies.? For council, as for war, let him appoint officers (xii. 91. 

* Vigvamitra and Vasishtha; Kritavirya's sons, etc. This subject is 
discussed by Lassen, mId. Alt. i. 703 ff. The Epic has three kings that 
are especially noted as having had contentions with the priests: Vigvd- 
mitra, Nahusha, and Purfiravas. The last, for example, ' made war on 
the priests, and robbed them of their jewels' (i. 75. 20). Manu and the 
Harivania add among others Vena; but the former does not include 
Pur-fravas, who was in older texts reckoned a good king. Compare 
Muir, Sanskrit Texts, i. 296 ff., with M. vii, 41: cf. Mbh. xii. 60. 39. 

t gad baldnadn balarn Vresthaih tat prajiabalam ucyate: v. 37. 52 ff.; 
55; cf. ib. 39. 70: tapo balath tapasanam brahma brahmavidam balan, 
etc., repeated in 34. 75, with the addition rajjia-h dandavidhir balain, 
Vu~rfta tu balamh strinmn (danda here as in iii. 150. 32, dandanitim rte 
nirmaryadam idam bhavet ' a system of punishment is necessary to the 
conservation of law'). Compare i. 175. 29, ' a warrior's power is anger; 
a priest's is patience;' although in ib. 45-46 such warrior-power is 
scorned: dhig balamh k.satriyabalarn brahrnatejo balam balarn, tapa eva 
param balam, 'fie on a warrior's power; the priest's power is the only 
true power.' 

t sdmatyah . . .purohitasahayaV ca: i. 70. 35. 
% Of these latter the country was full. 'A king may learn wisdom 

from a fool, as one gets gold from a rock, . . and should glean infor- 
mation from spies, as a gleaner gets ears of corn' (v. 34. 32). They 
are employed in town and country. 'Surrounded by good min- 
isters, the king governs with his rod (Vdsti dan'dena, metaphorical), 
and employs spies both in every district and every fort' (iii. 150. 37, 38 
ff.; cf. 42, 43). These spies are partly military, partly civil. They are 
the king's very eyes, for 'cows see by smell, priests by knowledge, 
kings by spies' (v. 34. 34: compare the verses in the last act of Mrc- 
chakatika). Even the ministers he must have watched by spies: 'to 
guard against conspiracy, let him have old houses and such places care- 
fully watched' (xii. 58.7; cf. 58. 10; 69. 1 ff.). Specially recommended as 
dangerous are the assemblies (sarnygarna) of priests, four-crossroads, 
public assemblies, market places, etc. Compare also i. 140. 63; v. 192, 62, 
where the spies are disguised as beggars and blind men (M. ix. 364). 
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29), since the voice-power (vagbalarn: v. 144. 21) of the priest 
is as important as the army-power. Everything and every- 
body must now ' stand under the order of the priests' (Qdsane 
i. 140. 54), and worship them, as they have taught the people 
to do for themselves and the king.* 

The kings themselves recognize the objective point of their 
priests' endeavors: 'All priests have spent their strength to ac- 
quire famne, . . become followers of teachers just in order to win 
glory' (i. 124. 12-13). The Guru or teacher of holy knowledge 
was always to be venerated, and, being always a priest, must 
still have had al intellectual hold upon the king's mind. In 
ordinarv cases, a pupil may not only do nothing that the Guru 
forbids, but may not do anything unless this teacher commands 
it (i. 161. 18); and though with royal pupils the teacher may well 
have been on his guard, yet, as legends relate, neither he nor 
the ordinary priest hesitated to turn their wrath against the 
royal house on trifling occasions. The morality of Kanika 
is of a very utilitarian sort. Power, in the teaching of this ad- 
viser. is the aim of life. What is virtue ? 'A hook to reap 
fruit with' (i. 140. 20: ahtkuqarh qucam ity dAuh). 'The or- 
der given even by a sinful priest is good' (ib. 54). It is pleas- 
ant to note, however, that such advice is from the moral point 
of view opposed to the general tone of priestly doctrine, as are 
some of the practical rules in the same passage.t 

* The king also now becomes divus: compare janako janadevas tu 
mithildydah janddhipal4 (xii. 218.3; 219. 1). He is the incorporate god 
of right and law (i. 113. 24; 180. 9 ff. and 4; 49. 8). His touch is like 
fire; one must endure all that he does (iii. 41. 20; i. 41. 23-24; iii. 161. 11). 
The king as divinity is often spoken of in a Homeric way: 'serve 
the king like a god,' devavat, &eOv (s rq71Y4UoVvo (iv. 4. 22 ; xiv. 63. 24). 
With the identification of Dharma and king, cf. Manu, vii. 18 and our 
text again (Rdjd = Dandah) xii. 15. 34 (the personified punishment re- 
minds us of the Eumenides: 'I He wanders about, splitting, chopping, 
causing bursting, causing rending, causing slaying, pursuing; thus 
wanders even the god, punishment,' xii. 121. 19). Godlike characteris- 
tics of a good king are given in i. 64. 13 ff. ; he is identified with the crea- 
tor, i. 49. 10; 'like the moon,' or 'is the moon,' is a common compar- 
ison, i. 222. 9; ib. 49. 12; which, with the Indra comparison, may have 
given rise to the ultimate identification of the king with all the divin- 
ities, as in iii. 185. 26-30; xii. 68. 10 ff., 40 = M. vii. 8, etc., 40 ff., all the 
gods; 139. 103 ff., father, mother, guru, and all the gods. Compare R. 
ii. 122. 17 if., and R. ii. 111. 4: rdjdnam mdnusam dhur devas tvaih sain- 
mato mama, yasya dharmdrthasahitarh vrttam dhur amdnusanl. The 
deification thus portrayed was the king's reward for his exalting of 
the priest. For the priest did not scruple to deify the king so long as 
he could himself maintain the claim of being ' the god of the gods :' xiii. 
152. 16 (M. ix. 315 ff.; Ag. P. 225. 16, 18 ff.). 

t The whole chapter is an interesting one; part of it is a reflex from 
the law: thus, 8 = M. vii. 105, and 14 = M. vii. 106. Other advice 
given is that no mercy should be shown to refugees (Varanagata). 
Verse 52 recommends that the Guru himself be killed if he be a traitor 
(usually only banished). Bribery, poison, and witchcraft are, further, 

VOL. XIV. 20 
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That a priest may be killed is in direct contradiction to the 
law. There a priest may on no account be slain, unless he 
tries (with a weapon) to kill another man. If that other then 
slay him in self-defense, it is pardonable. But the Epic gives, 
surely, even in late passages, a contradictory sentiment. A 
recreant priest may always be slain if lie takes to fighting,* and 
Uganas says that even a priest who draws on you may be killed 
with impunity, for the meed of wrath is wrath;t but other- 
wise he ought, as highest punishment, to be banished.; In a 
chapter devoted to the life of the state officials it is said: ' The 
officer that lives at court shall not dress like the king; he shall 
not multiply royal edicts; he shall not when officially em- 
ployed appropriate royal property; by so doing lie incurs im- 
prisonment or death' (iv. 4.48 ff.). The priest is not expressly 
mentioned here, but would be implied, except we allow the 
general rule against killing to take precedence.? 

The true basis of kingly power is the priest's power; of 
priestly power, the king's power. Their union is perfection. 
This, in a word, is the one view taken by the later writers: 
or, we may say, by the didactic writing even of ancient timies; 
for the acts of the Epic descriptions are of older tone than the 
words of earlier homilies. 

recommended against enemies, while false devotees and heretics are 
to be employed as spies. Note here the didactic tone also: ' let thy 
speech be dull, let thy heart be as a razor'; ' the house of one who has 
been executed is to be destroyed by fire'; ' the beginning is the attain- 
ment of the fruit' (-=apxr' Queav iravr75, phaldrtho 'yamh samdrambhah, 21). 

* sa vadhya4, vii. 160. 38. 
t xii. 56. 29-30; in ib. 34. 18 attributed to Veda: cf. Vais. iii. 16; B. 

i. 10. 18. 12-13; etc. 
$ ib. 56.31-34: viprasya vi aydnte visarjanaih vidhiyate na !adriramh 

dandiam esdih kaddcana (klibatvam drsam, N.). ' 
The best passage forbidding a priest's execution is found in v. 82. 

16 ff., where it is also stated that a warrior may be executed by royal 
order (the following description of the courtier, amIdno balavdki chii- 
rah . . satyavddi mrdur ddntal, applies to the warrior). No one un- 
acquainted with Revelation (holy scripture) ought to be admitted to the 
king's formal council (v. 38. 24). The ninth act of the Mrcchakatikd has 
an amusing illustration of the difference in opinion in regard to kill- 
ing a priest. The rule is quQted that a priest, as it is forbidden by 
Manu, ought not to be 'killed'; the Brahman is then carried out to be 
impaled ! 

ubhayamr eva brahma ksatraih ed 'varundhe rdjd sann rsir bhava(ti) 
ya evamh veda (JMiminlya-Brahmainia, Burnell's MS., p. 562). Samsrstarn 
brahmnand ksatrah k~satrena brahma sarhhitam (perfection), 1.81. 19; 
compare i. 75. 14: 'born of Manu were the priest, the warrior, and 
other men; then united the priestly with a warrior power' ; compare 
also iii 185. 25 ; xiii. 59. 24, 36. The oft-found allusion to the warrior 
as born of the priestly caste is explained by the legend that, when the 
earth had lost all her warriors in war, the priests united with the women 
of the warrior-caste and recreated warriors (i. 104. 5; 64. 5; vii. 70. 20). 
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When, however, distinction is instituted, the priest is best of 
all: 'From one divine body came the four castes; separate are 
their duties; separate their purifications; of these the priestly 
caste is best' (i. 81. 20). 'The king,' says the priest, 'is de- 
stroyed if he turn against the priest'; but the same was wise 
enough to say: ' there are three men that possess the earth, a 
warrior, a wise man, and a courtier'; and he made it his task 
to be both the wise man and the courtier, and so keep a double 
hold of earth.* 

Especially sacred are always three priests: the Guru who 
has taught the king his 'sacred learning,' and whom we see, 
e. g. in the Mudrardsasa, as the venerable minister that super- 
cedes the king himself in administering the kingdom; the 
sacrificial priest; and the family-priest (though the first and 
last may be identical). Now the later didactic Epic endeavors 
not only to insist on the time-worn rule of immunity for these 
sacred characters, but also to make the Guru and the family- 
priest the controllers of the king's mind and couiicil.t Such a 
priest should be in authority. tie should be as important as all 
the other ministers put together. As to punishing him, there 
are certain men infatuated enough to affect the Qafikha-Likhita 
school, and say a bad priest ought to be slain; but let not a 
king slay such a priest ' even if a great number of villages de- 
mnand it'; even to revile him is a sort of treason (pdicqunarn); 
those that demand punishment after the 9afikha-Likhita model 
(summary retaliation for slight offenses) are actuated by selfish 
motive; there is no Vedic authority for such a thing.T 

Such is the Epic view, as the later priests laid it down. And 
vet how different not only from the whole tone of the free early 
tale,? but from the moral character of most of the priests them- 
selves. For, except for the court-priests, the caste was one of 
pious if foolish, humble if narrow men. The hermitage pro- 

*v. 15.34-M. ix. 321; so v. 38.13. Compare i. 137.12; xii. 78. 21 ff. 
The last quotation ends yaQ ca jdndti sevitum-reference lost. 

t The person usually mentioned is the Purohita or family priest, who 
may or may not have been the Guru or tutor of his youth, but who is 
ex officio his Guru or venerable advisor ica7' ~oxfiV, when an appointed or 
inherited minister. 

t xii. 132. 10 ff. The twenty-third section of the same book gives the 
reason of those that are Uaikha-Likhitapriyda in a tale-extremists in 
their view of punishment. 

? It is this early tone that strengthens belief in the great antiquity of 
the original poem over against the acknowledged lateness of huge por- 
tions of the present Epic. The priest does not here represent the advance 
made even in the Brahmanic period by his caste; for there also we find 
the priest not only sharing the power with, the king (ubhe virye), but 
superior. ' The king that is weaker than his (Brahman) priest is stronger 
than his foes,' is the epitome of this view (both from the gatapatha Br., 
Weber, Ind. St. x. 27. 30). In the last, abaliydn evidently implies ' as- 
sumes less authority' (v. 4. 4. 15), 
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duced those whose moral uprightness and noble pride in learn- 
ing and literature was imitated, and falsely stamped as genuine 
-nobility of soul, by those whose servile life led only to desire of 
upward growth in material prosperity. What braver and mor- 
ally loftier words could we seek than those of the priest (?) 
M~qtanga: 'Press only up; bend not; for upward striving alone 
is manliness: break even; but bend not.'* 

Such words as these were caricatured by the court priest's 
worldly mind to mean ' get as high up as you can in the world; 
get as much wealth, as high a social position, as possible; assert 
yourself as superior to everyone else.' 

We have found negative evidence that the priest is not active 
in state-council except in didactic portions of the Epic. What 
does this didactic portion teach in regard to the chief-priest espe- 
cially'? Practically, the chief of the king's councillors, though 
private in office, stands the Purohita or family-priest. Tie 
king is advised to have ministers. He must have a Purohita. 
' The king must have a good family-priest; this man must not 
only be just and upright, but he must understand the principles 
of desire and gain, and know the true essence of things.'t 

Moreover, besides being conversant with sacred literature and 
possessed of moral virtues, this priest, ' in order to secure to the 
king victory and heaven,' must be eloquent and skillful, 'for 
his use is to gain (for the king) gain as yet ungot, and to guard 
what has been already got.'t For this purpose a king is direc- 
ted to get his family-priest, and abide by his judgment. Ob- 
serve his extended duties and simultaneous power. He became 
the confidant, the adviser of the king naturally. He must be 
so, said the later priest.0 Thence the transfer to the whole 
caste: 'A kingdom devoid of priests to help the king will 

* This verse, attributed by N. to Matanga in v. 127. 19-20, is given in 
ib. 134.39 to 'the ancients,' i. e. a priestly proverb. In the original 
('break at the knotted Joints '), the metaphor is from the bamboo. Its 
application to a warrior (where ' bend to the priest' is added) is forced, 
though the warrior has his own oft-repeated verse, ' manliness I deem 
the highest thing': xii. 56. 15. 

f The quotation is from i. 174.14-15; the Purohita is insisted on, and 
required to be an astrologist and prognosticator in ii. 5. 40 ff. Compare 
xii. 72. 1, where he is to 'guard the good and suppress the bad,' etc.; 
and, to give pre-Epic authority, Ait. Br. viii. 24 (puro dadhita); G. xi. 
12; Vas. xix.3. 

t Compare iii. 26. 16 ff., and 11-14: 'the sight of the priest, the strength 
of the warrior-each is unequalled; the world is at peace when these are 
much together; then, to gain what is yet ungotten and to increase what 
is gotten already, let a king seek knowledge among the priests.' We 
have the ' far sight of the priest' again in iii. 29. 16. 

? It is as necessary that the Purohita should know the art of polity 
(dandaniti) as that he should know the Veda. Compare e. g. Ag. P. 
288. 16, 
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never conquer the earth through mtiere b)ravery' ;* and, again: 
'even a debauched king, if he put a priest at the head of affairs, 
will conquer mortal and spiritual enemies; therefore let kings 
employ family-priests in every act, if they wish to obtain happi- 
ness from it' (i. 170. 72 fif.). In fact, the knight is only a sham- 
hero; 'the one and only hero is the wise man' (i. 232. 3); and 
'the way iJI which the warrior obtained his power was by the 
priest's deputing it'; for it was originally the latter's.t 

But further, the assumption of a spiritual power greater than 
the physical might of the king is always maintained. The 
priest can destroy the realm by his magical power and through 
sacrifice: ' an archer's arrow kills but one; the dart of knowl- 
edge slays a realm'; 'neglect kills a, cow, a (neglected) priest; 
when angered, kills a realm.'4 The combination of priestly 
and knightly knowledge in Drona is a combination of which it 
is said ' that is a union of which we have never heard inl aniyonie 
before. '? 

The priest will always support the king if the latter does as 
the former wishes, and especially if lie pays him sufficiently. 
There was an unfortunate king who tried to compel the priests 
to do as they ought in the matter of sacrificing; lie tried to 
compel them by his modesty, by his mildness, by his gener- 
osity. He failed. His gifts were not large enough (i. 223. 25). 
It is worth -while to complete the picture of these latter-day 
saints, and show the real aim of the priestly courtiers. Cows 
and, later, land, the priest always covets. He demands them as 
a sacrificial fee. They are the key to heaven for the king. 
When the king dies, if he expects to gain future happiness, 

lie had better bequeath considerable land to the priests.', 'Bv 
giving land and cows to the priests a king is freed from all sin; 
whatever sins a kiig commits in acquiring new realms, he casts 
them all off if he makes sacrifice and large gifts to the priests' 

* i. 170. 75-80: compare the character of the Purohita, and the neces- 
sity for his being honored, in xii. 73. 5 ff.; and the royal rtvij in xii. 79. 1 ff . 

t iii. 165. 29: power that is now concealed in the ' buttery heart of the 
priest' as compared with his razor-like voice; while the knight's voice 
is buttery and his heart a knife, i. 3.123. 

t v. 40. 8; cf. ib. 33.43; in 45, mantraviplava does the same. Those 
that hate the priests (the three castes are mentioned) become demons 
when they die (rdksasdh), ix. 43.22. The priest was not to sit on the 
same seat with a warrior: ' only these may sit down together: a father 
and his son; a priest with a priest; a warrior with a warrior' (v. 35. 16). 

? ndi 'tat samastam ubhayaih kasmiAV cid anufu!ruina, iv. 51.9; 
krtastratvam and brahmaveda4 are meant. 

11 vii. 110. 50. Compare (xii. 12.30) graman janapaddift cai 'va ksetrdni 
ca grhdn? ca, apradaya dvijatibhya4 . . . (beside horses and cattle) 
vayaih te rajakalayo bhavisyamah (29: a~araiyah prajidndi yah sa raja 
kalir ucyate) ; on the other hand, yo nah Varanada4t . bhavet is a syn- 
onym of king, R. vi. 74.41, 
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(iii. 33. 78, 79). hI the latest portion it is pitiful to see the deg- 
radation of the priest. He grovels for gifts.* His rapacity 
breaks every barrier that morality, religion, and philosophy had 
striven to raise between his soul and the outer world. He 
becomes a mere peric'lorum pranmwrnque ostentator.t 

Terrible tales are told of those that dared to brave the priestly 
power; but even in the stories most redounding to priestly 
glory there lies a germ of ancient contempt for the priest. 

* The priest's attitude toward God is the same as toward the king: 
he looks on the divinity mainly as a means of wealth. In Ag. P. 121. 52 
we find a characteristic verse illustrating this: oi dhanaddya sarva- 
dhanegaya dehi me dhanrnh svdhd. 

+ The claim of the priest to higher spiritual power, ending in the assump- 
tion of divinity, precedes the growing claims of gifts. The one reached 
its highest point while the other was still behind its complete develop- 
ment. As early as the Brdhmarias the priests are deified, but the last 
extravagance of gift-claiming is to be found in the latest portion of the 
Epic. The priest in view of his own claim would even debar the 
king from receiving gifts. The priest stands in place of the fire-god; 
therefore it is the same as if one made offering to the god when 
the king gives gold to the priests (xiii. 85. 147-8). This is but one verse 
in a shameless chapter. The original duty (as preserved in xiii. 61. 4 ff.) 
is for the king to give the priest sustenance; but it is extended to 
wealth of every sort; for the king's ' horrible deeds' (rdudrah karma: 
compare dsurabhava, used of warriors) may be cleansed by sacri- 
fice and gifts to the priests: 'the king is made pure if he sacrifice 
with rich sacrifice,' and 'gifts to a priest are better than sacrifice.' 
It is said that priests should not take from a bad king; but greed 
denies it; 'they may take even from a bad king' (ib. and 62. 11). 
Priests are of such sort that neither gods nor men can prevail against 
them; and, if not honored, they would make new gods and destroy 
the old (the parallel in Manu shows again the fact I pointed out in 
another essay, that the latter belongs to the period of this Parvan); 
all the mixed castes have become so through disregard of priests (33. 1 ff., 
21; 35. 18-21; 47. 42, the priests are the gods of the gods). Cf. with this 
also 31. 34, and 62.92: nd 'sti bhimisamath ddnarn, etc., as in the 
Inscriptions. In the priests' gifts it is noted that the king should 
not give to an apdtrta, and not refuse a pdtra ; these are two possible 
errors in giving (xii. 26.31) that destroy its worth. To confiscate a 
priest's property, or ' steal it,' brings down another imprecation often 
found on the land-grants in Inscriptions (the thief goes to thirty hells, 
and lives on his own dung, xiii. 101. 11 ff.). A list of fit recipients is 
given in xiii. 23. 33ff.: ef. 22. 19ff.-23. In xii. 321.143 there is a story of 
a king who gave away so much to the priests that he broke his treas- 
ury; 'and he became a miserable wretch.' On the whole, there is a 
marked difference between the priest of this book and of the fifth, at 
least in impudence. Cf. the modesty of v. 33. 15 ff.; 35. 73, etc. It is only 
in a sort of spiritual exaltation that we find in the late portions a dis- 
tinct abnegation of worldly benefits, in order to a proper ' deliverance,' 
and find that the receipt of presents is sinful, 'since the silkworm is 
destroyed by what it feeds upon;' where one is advised even to give up 
' truth and falsehood,' and devote himself wholly to nirvana (xii. 330. 
29; 332. 44; 340. 60: a passage where the ka hymn is imitated; ahiitsd 
is the rule of sacrifice; and Brahmaism is united with Vishnuism, 335.4; 
338.4ff.; 340.115.125; a pure purana section, 340.128; 348.78; but 
even here gifts come again to their right). 
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The might of king Vigvamitra availed little against the power 
of the priest Vasishtha; but the fact that the king in the 
story goes to the priest and demands his beloved Nandini and 
(when she is refused) threatens, saying, 'If you do not give 
me Nandini I shall not abandon the character of a warrior, but 
take her bv force, shows if anything disdain for the priest. 
So, too, in the Nahusha tale. His was an awful fate, because 
'l ie harnessed the seers like horses' and made them drag hin, 
exclaiming exultantly: 'No man of little power is lie who 
makes the sages his steeds;' but that a legend survives to show 
that a king did such a thing is more useful than his legendary 
fate.* The king becomes so thoroughly docile to the priest in 
the ideal world of what should be (a great part of the Epic) that 
he receives the same approving epithet bestowed upon a well- 
trained horse or elephant, and is terined 'obedient' or 'gov- 
erned.'t Suinniarizing priestly functions as enjoined by the 
later Epic, we may cite the following: '(Priests) learned in 
revelation should be employed by the king in legal and busi- 
ness affairs (vyavak4de.n dlharmesqu); one man cannot be 
trusted to control such matters; let the king, therefore, employ 
the learned priests (to see to these things); for a king is called 
" ungoverned," and sins, if lie does not properly guard his sub- 
jects' interests, and claims too much from them, etc.; since he 
takes on hmiimmself the sins committed by his ill-protected people.'4 

* Nahusha is mentioned by Manu also as an 'unruly king' (vii. 41). 
The Epic story is given in v. 15ff.; and in i. 75. 29 it is added that he 
was a powerful monarch, who conquered the barbarian hordes, and 
made the seers pay taxes as well as harnessed them ' like cattle.' The 
seers (mnuni, rsi) were probably the priests of his day. The oft-repeated 
Vasishtha story is told in i. 175; the quotation above verse 20, ety- 
mology being subverted to the purpose of the tale. indriydndnh vafakaro 
vasistha iti co 'cyate (174. 6 (b) B. omitted in C. 6639 6 (a) and 7). 
The vIsistham dkhydnarn pardanan in regard to the famous vdirafih 
vi'vamnitravasisthayoh closes as usual: (48) brdhmanatvam ovdptavn 
apibac ca tatah sontam indrena saha. The king became a priest. Such 
interchange of caste is not unique. ' A priest who has been a king' 
(rdjarsi) is several times alluded to. Compare nuni~putrdu dhanur- 
dharait in xiii. 6. 33, ' priests' sons bearing bows;' and see the appendix 
to this section. 

v. 34. 12: compare ib. 39. 43; also M. vii. 39-40. The same expres- 
sion is used of the people when properly subjugated by the king, xii. 
131.13. The Rdmdyana remarks that the priest might desert the king 
if the latter did not obey him, just as Rielka did gunahlepa (R. ii. 116. 
10), implying of course a melancholy fate. Vinaya is used also in R. 
of a son's obedience to his mother (ii. 17. 10), but also of restraint im- 
posed by wisdom: rdmo vidydvinitaV ca vinetd ca _paran rane (R. v. 32. 
7; in 9, vedavinitah, 'by wisdom governed and governing all in war'). 
Later still, compare e. g. Ag. P. 224. 21: namyed avinaydd rdjd rdjyarh ca 
vinaydl labhet; also ib 237. 3. 

1 xii. 24. 18 ff. The victories of a king depend on the advice of the 
priest properly followed, R. ii. 109. 11; lie must attend to the words of 
the diviners and astrologers (G. xi. 15). The privy councillors in R. 
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What the effect of this yielding to the priestly ministers was, 
the priests are frank enough to tell us by a legend: 'There 
was once a king of the Magadhas, in the city of Rajagriha, 
who was wholly dependent on his ministers. A minister of his 
called Long-ears (irahdckarnin) became the sole lord of the realm 
(eke gara). Inflated by his power, this man tried to usurp 
the throne, but failed solely because of Fate' (i.204.16ff.). 
Scarcely an encouraging legend for those that are told to be 
priestly dependents,' as were the kings of this later age.* By 

an extension of their own importance, the priestly caste grad- 
ually represented themselves not only as worthy subjects for 
moneyed favors, but as the subjects xaTz' i$oy; and when we 
read I let the king be content with his name and his umbrella 
(royal insignia); let hini pour out his wealth to his dependents,' 
we may rest assured that the priest means by dependents none 
but the priests. Almost ironically is added the proverb: 'a 
priest knows a priest; a husband knows his wife; a ruler 
knows his ministers; a king knows a king' (v. 38. 27-28). 
The teaching of the king's dependence is worked out with 
utter thoroughness; and lest any deluded king should fancy 
that priests, from their more theological studies, might be 
unable to understand special political matters, this broad doc- 
trine is laid down: ' They that have made themselves closely 
acquainted with general principles, not with special topics, are 
the truly wise; special knowledge is secondary.'t For these 
priests have now indeed become ' like unto the gods;' they are 
the ' gods of the gods,' and call destroy the king that does not 
believe in them.n 

And yet, side by side with such assumptions, we find, even 
in late passages, the old military impatience cropping out: 'the 

are priests, and they precede in processions, etc. (R. ii. 124. 2; 127.3). In 
council R. gives as the result of a debate dikamatya (unanimous vote), 
or 'adjusted divergence,' or ' no agreement:' perhaps technical terms, 
R.v.77.7ff. The expressions used of the king in the Epic quotation 
above are durddnto 'rak-sitd durvinitah. For the moral compare xiii. 
32. Compare R. ii. 1. 30, where the same words are applied to those 
whom the king should hold in control (niyantd durviniftdndr 
vinitapratipftjaka4). 

* Mantribcndhava is the expression used of kings in v. 34.38; they 
are as dependent upon their councillors as wives are upon husbands, and 
the priests are the king's ' protectors,' _as the god Parjanya is the pro- 
tector of cattle! This reduces the king to a _purusddhama from.a 
purusa (ef. v. 163. 3 ff.). 

tprayojanesu ye saktd na vi~esesu bhdrata, tan aham panditdn 
manye vi~esd hi prasaigina4 ; or, reading Vaktd with C., ' they that are 
capable in general principles' (ib. 44). 

T lb. 41; iii. 200. 89 ; xiii. 35. 21. More practical destruction than that 
by means of Vedic rites is often attributed to the priests. The king is 
now and then warned that they may destroy him by poisoning his food, 
by curses, etc. (i. 43. 28, 30; 182.13ff.). 
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place for priests is in the hall of debate; good are they as in- 
spectors; they can oversee elephants, horses, and war-cars; they 
are learned in detecting the. faults of food-bbut let not the 
(priestly) teachers be asked for advice when emergencies arise' 
(iv. 47. 28 ff.). And with this is the extraordinary position occu- 
pied by the Puirohita in the next world, according to Manu- 
and in this, according to the oath of Vi~vdmitra, where it is re- 
garded as a curse to be the family-priest of a king.* 

iBut the general tone of advice, especially in regard to the 
prince of priests, the king's Purohita, is far different. Whence 
arose this formidable personage? He is nothing but the last 
developinent of that singer of the king's praises whoin, as we 
shall see, even the early Vedic age possessed. The king, or a 
priest, or even a man of the people, originally sacrificed, made 
songs to the gods, and also songs of praise for kings.t But 
gradually this practice became a right usurped by the priest. 
The famnily-priest of the king was now alone entitled to sing a 
proper hymn to the gods, whereby the king was glorified at a 
sacrifice. The Guru or teacher remained the tutor. He took 
care of earthly as well as of heavenly matters. The worldly 
portion was amalgamated with the spiritual. Both were claimed 
by the priest. In place of new songs at sacrifices, the old were 
ritualized, and became stereotyped, sacred. The king who had 
taken to himself a special man to sing these hymns and perform 
sacrifice for him found himself indissolubly T united to a ser- 
vant with whose service lie at first could not and then after- 
wards dared not dispense. The servant edged ever nearer to 
the throne. He laid his hand upon it as if to uphold it; in 
reality, lie made it a step-ladder to his pride. He became more 
arrogant as lie became more secure; and, seating himself above 
the king to whose height he had mounted, lie claimed control 
of the sceptre. He became a prinme-ninistor; to disobey him 
was to imperil the soul; to obey was to imperil the throne. 
The king feared for his soul. He abandoned the throne. The 
servant ruled his master.g4 

* M. xii. 46; Mbh. xiii. 93. 130. Compare Muir, Sanskrit Texts, i. 128. 
f Compare Muir, Sanskrit Texts, i. 280. 
t Add to this that the office of priest was often hereditary; the 

prince's adviser is the adviser, perhaps, of his father; that adviser's 
father the adviser of the prince's grandfather. Thus a deeper venera- 
tion. 

? The scene (from the eleventh century) in the third act of the Mudrd- 
raksasa would lead us to suppose that the king did not dare to make his 
minister resign, but first waited for him to offer his resignation, daring 
to provoke him, but allowing him to offer back his badge of office, 
which is at once accepted (32). We see from the same play (25) that the 
agvddhyaksa and gajddhyaksa, or officers appointed over the horses and 
elephants, are maintained in this period on a salary fixed not by the 
king but by the minister. 

VOL. XIII. 21 
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We can almost trace this development inl the different layers 
of our poem. Set aside the didactic epigram, and look at the 
narrative. The priest, powerful even in the Vedic age, reflects 
that power in the stories of his unbridled insolence-but not at 
first as an adviser,'only as a private, impudent fellow. The 
Epic Purohitas of the story are servants, not masters, of the 
king. The assembly is still comparatively free from priestly 
influence. The family-priest is a private admonisher when his 
opinion is requested, not a public holder of state polity. 

We may, perhaps, sketch his growth somewhat thus. His 
influence began in the secret council. As his power grew, he 
ruled the king's thoughts, and persuasively governed the assem- 
bly. His next step was to restrain the speech of the assembly, 
through inspiring fear of contradiction. When the meeting of 
the people passed into a conference of warriors and priests, and 
the king sat at the head of the deliberative assembly, he was still 
a humble auditor. But he was a declaimer, a trained speaker, a 
skilled logician. He defeated the knights in argument; lie 
overawed the king by his religious lordliness. The people's 
assembly became a priestly conclave. The secret council be- 
came a whisper from priest to king. So the discrepancies be- 
tween the early story and the late teaching become reconciled. 
Only thus can we understand the grotesque difference between 
the different parts of the Epic.* 

9. The Ambassador.-Beside the Purohita stands in military 
importance the commander-in-chief of the army. His duties 
will be explained below. A third high officer on whose posi- 
tion the text spends much care is the ambassador.t He may 
be either a priest or an officer of military caste. In the forner 
case, the Purohita is chosen. Thus, Drupada sends his Puro- 
hita as ambassador to Hastina (v. 6. 1 if.). But if not priest, 
any high military hero standing near the throne is sent. Thus 
Dhritardshtra sends his charioteer as ambassador (v. 22 ff.), or his 
younger brother (ii. 58). The allied forces send Krishna as 
ambassador from Upaplavya. Ill the Ramayana, however, it 
is assumed that the ambassador will be a wise priest (pandita: 

* The view here given of what the priest's position really was, in the 
time when the story of the Epic was the main poem, is based on what 
the Epic narrative shows us to have been the ruling power in council 
and debates, and this is not the priestly power; the view of what the 
compilers and redactors thought it ought to be is based on didactic 
statements and tales woven into the narrative (earlier) portion, and the 
claims made by the priests in outside literature. This latter includes, 
indeed, as acknowledged above, pre-Epic works; but there is no reason 
to suppose that the kings of the Brahmanic period were so 'under the 
thumb' of the priests as the latter asserted to be desirable. In this, as 
in many other points, the Epic narrative is older than its literary form. 

t The threefold division of the Niti, Kdm. Nit, xii. 3, is not yet known, 
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R. ii. 109. 44). This officer is, of course, a temporary one, 
whereas the ordinary herald is generally the charioteer, as if 
this were a fixed duty connected with that profession. To the 
perfect ambassador eight qualities are assigned as needful. He 
must be active, manly, speedy, compassionate, clever, faithful, 
of good family, eloquent. That is to say, he must be a clever 
man of the world, with ability to conduct the affairs entrusted 
to him; and especially a good speaker. . Such we find him 
practically represented. Internationally of interest is the rule 
that to slay an ambassador is (bad policy and) the height of im- 
piety. 'He that slays an ambassador shall go to destruction; 
and his ministers also.'t The treatment of the war-ambassador 
sent by the Pdndus to Hastina shows the state and ceremony 
accompanying such occasions. The ambassador is received 
with gracious words at the gate of the city, and escorted to the 
palace. No word is said of the object of his coming. Greet- 
ings and familiar conversation being over, he is assigned an 
apartment, and goes to rest. Not till the next day does he de- 
liver his message. At sunrise, ushered into the council hall, he 
reports to the assembled court of prince and nobles the sub- 
stance of what he had been charged to say. In another case, 
however, the ambassador gives a verbal report.4 

A verbatim report of the message entrusted to the ambassa- 
dor is attempted now and then; but when the communication 
is very long, either the text fails to reproduce the poet's 
intent, or a certain latitude is permitted to the speaker. We 
find, for instance, almost an exact reproduction of a lengthy 

* v. 37. 27: astabdha may mean 'modest,' rather than ' active.' 
t xii. 85. 26. In this passage seven qualities are given (28)-good 

morals, aristocratic family, eloquence, adroitness, agreeable speech, 
'speaking exactly as was told,' and good memory (cf. vs. 7; further 
rules in the following verses). Compare M. vii. 63 ff. The official title 
of the ambassador is dfita ' messenger.' 

t The description is from v. 89. 1ff. The hospitable reception ought to 
come first (krtdtithyah, v. 89. 25; compare ib. 91. 18, and the fact that 
the ambassador had already been the guest of Vidura). But this for- 
mality is sometimes passed over. So in the case of Drupada's priestly 
embassy, and the visit of Sanjaya to the PAndus. The latter goes 
rather as a friend, and the etiquette of high life is shown first on his 
return, when, although anxious to deliver his message at once, he is 
obliged to send a formal notice of his arrival to the king, and announces 
himself ready to deliver the answer he has received (v. 32. 1 ff.). Al- 
though the ambassador is by his office secured from harm. yet we find 
evidence that his rights in this regard were not always maintained; for 
Drupada thinks it necessary to encourage his ambassador by calling his 
attention to the fact that, ' being an old man and a priest,' as well as a 
formal legate (dfttakarmani yuktah), he will not be injured by those 
that are to hear his message; the weight lies on 'priest' and ' old man,' 
rather than on ' legate' (v. 6. 17). The rule of safety is, however, implied 
in v. 88.18 (diutah . . apapah katham bandham arhati), and is often ex- 
pressed. 
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message, but toward the end certain variations occur in our 
text. The case of UlfIka seems to show that the ambassador 
was more afraid to return than to go, if the answer he carried 
back was likely to raise his lord's anger. Those to whom he is 
sent give him a rough message to take to his king, but person- 
allv treat him kindly, and grant him formal permission to stay 
with them, if he does not wish to return with such a report.* 
As a general thing, the ambassador differs from a mere repeater 
like the herald in being permitted to exercise judgment and skill 
in treating with the enemy. As a resident ambassador I find no 
examples of the use of the didta, who seems intended to go and 
return at once; but who probably was often retained regularly 
in the capacity of state-agent, liable at any time to be sent on 
such errands. From the use in the Epic I should doubt 
whether this office was not also a later creation, meant to com- 
plement other needed offices in a great realm; for the descrip- 
tion would apply as well to an occasional messenger as to a 
stated officer, and the persons employed in the Epic are, as 
shown above, relatives or the family priest. In the case of 
Vidura we find an ambassador who, chosen for a message dis- 
tasteful to him, goes through the form of delivering it as an 
officer of his king ' appointed against his will ' (bald niyuktah), 
and first gives the message 'as told' (although in his own 
words), but then remains silent until questioned, and there- 
upon explains that, for his own part, he does not approve of 
the object for which he was sent. t 

10. Social relations of the King.-The didactic chapters tell 
us much on the subject of the 'king's friends,' social as well 
as political. But not much information can be gleaned respect- 
ing the real private social life outside of war. The allies of 
four sorts (obtained by sharing, by love, by relationship, by 
artificial means, i. e. bribery; and fifth [!], by virtue, xii. 80. 3, 
6) are mirrored in the private circle. Good friends are those 
gotten by blood-relationship, love, and virtue. Doubtful are 
those that are friendly as a result of bribes or sharing wealth. 

The king may have no private friends, except among the 
better classes. ' With poor or miserable men high kings can 

* Compare, for the nearly accurate report alluded to, v. 161. In ib. 
163. 5 ff. come the answer and permission to the ambassador to remain. 

t ii. 58. 1 ff.: we must interpret yathoktavddi, ' speaking as was told,' 
rather freely, to mean sense, not words. So the ambassadors in the 
Rdmayana have this epithet without repeating literally what they 
were told to say. Compare R. ii. 109.44: yathoktavddi diitas te krta/t 
pabdita4; ib. vi. 16. 78: sa tad rd mavacah sarvam anyunddhikar sdmdt- 
yamh 9rdvaydmdsa, ' he told him all Rama had said, without addition or 
deduction.' Family is also demanded by R. (kule mahati co 'tpannah 
R. v. 81. 47). 
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have no friendship. The unlearned loves not the learned; he 
that drives a chariot is no friend to him that has none; friend- 
ship is the fruit of similarity.'* So in war kings are not 
allowed to contend with low persons.t So it is urged (xii. 56. 
48ff.) that a king should not joke with his dependents, or be 
too familiar with them. ' The dependents,' it is said, ' really 
hate him, being envious of a supporter. They do not like to 
be dependent; they betray his secrets; they multiply his 
wishes by bribing and deceiving; and if a king is too gracious, 
lie will find that the subjects divide his realm and corrupt his 
women; they will even yawn and spit in his presence, and 
shamelessly make known his private words; and when lie has 
entered the assembly (paris.ad), they will mock, saying " thou 
hast done ill ;" and when he is angry, they will laugh; and when 
lie is generous, they will not be thankful; they will mount 
elephants and horses without regard to his presence; if he is 
fond of pleasure and adornment, they will blame him; and they 
will play with him as they would with a bird on a string.': 

Of social rule but little is said. The king, though leader 
of society and state, may not do just as he pleases; 'lie may 
do as he pleases if he does not offend against public opinion (the 
world).' Precedent should always be a main factor in his 
movings. Actively, lie should be. ' enterprising ;' passively, he 
should 'avoid un-Aryan ways.' Let him not hesitate to sin for 
the sake of conquest or for the sake of his realm-such in brief 
should be his private social code as ruler. In the first rule we 
note the Aryan conservatism; in the last, the influence of the 
later sophistic priest.? 

The more common side of the king's life has been discussed 
above under the head of vices. A word or two more on the sub- 
ject may here be added. The king may not associate with coin- 
mon people, but in strictness this refers to men; he is surrounded 
by common women all the time, such as dancers and singers and 
half-respectable prostitutes, with whom he has what conversa- 
tion lhe pleases. We have further evidence that the inner 

* sdmydd dhi sakhyam bhavati (similes similibus), i. 131. 5, 11, 67: 
cf. ib. 131. 66, 71; 138. 69, ardj& kila na rdjsiah sakhd bhavitum arhasi; 
cf. also ib. 166.15 and 23, repetition. 

v rvthdkulasamdcirdir na yudhyante nrpdtmajaJ4, i. 136. 33; xii. 96. 7. 
t So Brihaspati says that a too merciful king would be beaten as 

an elephant's head is beaten by a trainer, xii. 56. 37-39, B. 
? xii. 56. 41 (compare M. xii. 105); 58. 1-20. The statement elaborated 

in this passage, to the effect that a man of enterprise (an active king) is 
' better than a voice-hero' (vig-vira), is ludicrously offensive to the 
commentator, who rightly supposes a priest to be meant by the latter 
epithet. He therefore wrongly interprets the 'man of enterprise' as 
'one having great priestly wisdom,' and therefore better than a 'voice- 
hero,' who is an ordinarily wise priest (one is a pandit: the other has 
inahipsdndityam)! 
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palace was full of such women, and even guards of the king 
were sometimes constituted of women in later tales.* Althoughi 
the lower classes (slave-caste, people-caste) naturally do not 
share in the royal revels when these are of a private nature, 
they do form a backlround to the public social displays. At 
great feasts, coronations, weddings, and the like, and even, as 
we have seen, at a public religious service, the common people 
are present, as it were on the outskirts of good society. They 
flock about and see what is done. They are represented by their 
singers and musicians, although these are probably the only 
representatives of the real plebeian classes in actual contact with 
their superiors. Their like, the artisans and workmen, the 
small people in general, look on and admire. 

In only one case have we the upper and lower castes on a 
social plane for a moment, and this incident seems more a reflec- 
tioii of an old custom than one practiced at the time it is 
described. I refer to the very interesting annual heyday that 
occurs at the 'branding of the cattle.' -What we have in the 
legend is simply an account of such a picnic (for such it was) 
as explanation of a king's stratagem. Nevertheless, the descrip- 
tion is valuable and unique; and it is to be remarked that, 
though the crown-prince used the fete as a ruse, it yet appears 
to have been an actual celebration. The prince wants to get 
out of town with a large number of people, but without his 
father's knowing for what lie goes. To explain the departure of 
a force of men from the city, he hits on this plan. Feigning 
an interest in the proceedings of the ranchmen, he goes to the 
king, and- says that he wishes 'to attend the ' marking of the 
cattle,' as it is now the time for this work. The reply of the 
king shows that this appears a natural request. 'Certainly,' 
lhe says, 'one ought to attend to the cattle-marking; go, if you 
wish.' The prince leaves the town with the large escort he 
desires to take, and accompanied by the ministers. They go 
to superintend the, counting and branding of the cattle. Each 
head of cattle was branded at the age of three years. At the 
ranch there is great gaiety. All the cattle are counted, and the 
proper head are marked. The cowherds dance and sing at the 
close of the work. The little court looks on, and patronizes the 
pleasure of the laborers. I mention the scene because it is a 
rare idyl in our Epic, and corresponds to court-and-country 

* In Vikramorvac! (Act iii.), lamp-women, but respectable, are at- 
tendants on the king; in Vdyu P. ii. 26.178-9 is mentioned a king 
gataratha, son of Mfilaka, ' always girt with women through fear of 
Rdma:' (ndrikavacamh) trdnam icchan 'women were his breastplate. 
gata-, Daqa-, and Nava-ratha occur as names of kings. The last is 
the father of Dagaratha, according to Kfirma P. xxiv. p. 255 (Bib. Ind., 

qlokas not numbered). 
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relations more primitive than the position genlerally assunled 
for the king in the Epic would make possible (iii. 240). 

11. Royal Jtiarr'iaye.-Having thus examined the recorded 
ideal life of a Hindu monarch, and tried to discover, as far as 
legendary history helps us, the real character of the ancient 
king as contrasted both in moral parts and public functions 
with that ideal, we have now to note briefly some of the events 
in the royal life that are of a more personal nature-though in 
these also we see the king always as an inseparable part of the 
whole kingdom. 

Marriage was permitted to the warrior-caste in general either 
in accordance with a received ceremonial, or without any rite 
whatever. The legal rite by which the actual wedding took 
place differs according to caste. In the case of a warrior, the 
bride holds in the hand a bunch of arrows, and the two walk 
around the fire-altar, while a marriage hymn is sung. At the 
seventh step they become manl and wife. * The preceding cere- 

ilony consists, in the case of a king, either of a joust where the 
maiden elects her lord by adjudging her hand to the king who 
carries himself best in the lists, or who best fulfils some stipu- 
lated condition (as when Arjuna, the chief hero of the Epic, 
performs a difficult feat in shooting, and so wills his wife from 
many royal competitors); or, as in legendary accounts, there is 
110 joust, but the royal maid to be given in marriage is con- 
ducted into a hall where the assembled suitorst are, and, having 
been led about from one to the other and having had all their 
names and virtues explained to her, makes oil the spot her choice. 
This latter was the real and only ' self-choosing I (8vayac5hvaria)-a 
term, however, loosely applied to the decision by tournament 
as well; though there the maid had, it would appear, only the 
privilege of excluding from competition such as did not suit 
her. The Epic mentions casually several cases of svayahvara, 
but describes only one of each kind with any fullness. 

The much simpler method of marriage, which appears to 
have obtained largely among knights or kings, was for the 
knight to find the girl and run away with her. Thus I3hishma 
ran away with three girls at once, and challenged ally to 
recover them. So Arjuna, when he found that his brother the 
king had absorbed his first wife's existence (such is the real 
interpretation of the Krishna relations between Arjuna and 
Yudhishthira), stole another, ill accordance with knightly laws. 
In fact, this method is especially approved, as an evidence of 
prowess and survival of the 'good old warrior custom ; ' though 

* In the ritual the steps are pro forma; the wedding is performed by 
rites, verses, symbolic movements, etc. 

f The saciva attends the wedding also, in R. vi. 40. 18. 
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such approval is generally registered as an exculpation and 
defense of the foregone deed, rather than as an impartial 
decision between different modes of marriage. In the case of 
rape of this sort, no religious rite initiatory to connubial con- 
nection was regarded as necessary; but if the deed was con- 
doned, the adventurer returned with the girl, and the marriage 
ceremony was gone through with.* In these cases caste weds 
caste. With the lower classes, the king had what connection 
lie pleased; and though he is advised not to succumb to sensual 
pleasure, there is no restriction on the extent of his harej.t 
Even with higlh-caste girls-that is, with girls of the priestly 
caste-the king is fond of colnecting himself without formal- 
ity. Such are generally represented as the innocent daughters 
of ascetic priests who live in the woods. The usual thread of 
the love-story is, that the king hunting sees the hermit's hut, 
finds the girl, who at once falls in love with him as lie with 
her, and pursuades her easily to a marriage without rite or 
delay. The old priests, too, were continually doing the same 
thing; and thus, as legend says, arose most of the best fain- 
ilies in Hindu society. Out of the mass of formal law and 
very informal legend we may gather this. The early king, 
at a time when his chief occupation was cattle-lifting and 
pillaging from his neighbors, such as the growth of In- 
draprastha and the records of cattle-raids preserved in the 
live Epic show to have been the primitive royal means of 
life, was accustomed to take his wife or wives as he did 
his cattle, from whomever he wished and however he wished. 
As an exhibition of strength, an additional excitement to his 
own pleasure, and a means of getting what he desired without 
tedious formality (there is no trace of real exogamy), he ran 
across the border, ravaged a petty principality, annexed it, 
drove the cattle home, and took the woman that pleased him 
for his wife. When political life became complicated, and 
peace was the present condition of the land, a king with a 
daughter to wed made a feast, invited the neighboring kings 
to it, and bade such as chose to contend for the honor to be 
assembled in his hall. When all were collected, ill came the 
king and his daughter, who had had no formal acquaintaiice with 

* In the case of Arjuna. Here note that the girl's brother connives 
at the deed, but the people do not. 

t But the lowest classes are formally forbidden. Some of the great 
sages are, however, the sons of slave-women. For some reason or 
other, the formal law is particularly severe on the Vrsall (a low woman 
of the mixed castes). Her touch is contamination for the priest, and is 
forbidden to all the twice-born. The Vrsala is so much a synonym for the 
gQfdra or slave that in enumerating the castes it is sometimes substi- 
tuted. Compare Vdyu P. ii. 16.29: brahmnanh, ksatriyah, vdigah, 
vrsaldV cai 'va (see just before, vrsa), 
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men, and, scanning the number assembled, she bashfully picked 
out a husband. She testified her choice by kissing the hem of 
Ii's garment. Rejoicing, feasting, and the religious rite then 
followed. Such is the pretty tale in the Nala story. 

More ceremonious is the pseudo-self-choice, where the maid's 
'choice' is conformed to stipulations made by her guardian, or 
at the most is a choice not of an individual but of the condi- 
tions on which she binds herself to accept anyone among sev- 
eral. At a tournament or joust, where the election depended 
on the strength of the aspirants, there was really no choice left.* 
Besides, at this time the affair was practically settled by arbi- 
tration. The marriage of Virata's daughter and Arjuna's son 
is a pure marriage of convenience. Virdta wants to bind the 
two nations together. He offers his daughter first to Arjuna, 
who declines. Virata is somewhat disappointed, but says that 
perhaps Arjuna's son would do just as well, and offers his 
daughter again to Arjuna for his son. Arjuna consents to this, 
and the two parents tell the two young people that they are to 
be married immediately; and they are. It is to this period, I 
think, that the jousting election (8gvayarhvara) belongs. There 
is nothing primitive about it. On the contrary, it is modern 
throughout. Arjuna's rape of Subhadrd is the only form of 
'primitive marriage,' except it be such accidental connubial 
connections as form the basis of his ' adventures.'t 

As matter of formal preference, the 8vayarhvara is declared 
to be the proper marriage for warriors ;: but this is only a 
general rule, as ' rape is also recomimended.'? We read of a king 
reaching the age of thirty-six without marriage. Usually the 
age is about half of that, as Abhimanyu marries at the age of 
sixteen, and the Pandu brothers could not have been much 
older when they wedded Krishna. The wife's ' legal' age was 
from three to' twelve; but this modern view does not corres- 
pond with the early accounts of marriages (see below on 
women). 

The sub-wives of the king were not wives but concubines. 
A later marriage with a woman of higher caste should reduce 

* Compare the self-choice of R. iii. 4. 30: ya idaih dhanur udyamya 
sajyam ekena pdinind, karisyati sa sitdyd bhuvi bhartd bhavisyati, 
'Sita's husband shall be the man that can draw this bow with one 
hand.' In this ceremony a messenger was sent to issue invitations 
(ib. 31). 

t These are also late, as adventures. The Citragupta incident is a 
peculiar application of levirate laws in their final evolution into a sub- 
stitution of a daughter's son instead of the true son of the levirate. 

t svayaihvarah ksatriydndAh vivdha4, i. 219. 21. 
g prasahya haranam' cd 'pi k7atriydn tdm pragasyate, ib. 22. 
II 'Sixteen and eight summers, and four and eight also, he had not 

enjoyed pleasure of women :' i. 100. 20. 
VOL. XIII. 22 
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the former wife of lower caste to the position of a menial. This 
is probably true only for the period that originates such a formal 
rule. The law-codes require in all marriages that the husband 
should marry his highest wife first. Afterwards he may marry 
'down.' Thus a warrior should marry a girl of the warrior- 
caste first. Then he should marry a girl of the people-caste. 

Marriages were celebrated by general public rejoicings, 
where music is a predominant feature. In regard to these con- 
stant descriptions of festival processions, we may say that by 
reading one we know all. Like exhibition of joy celebrates the 
return of a conqueror to his native city.* 

For further details of marriage, see the general appendix on 
the status of women. Polygamy with the king and royal 
family was the rule. Polyandry is -unknown except in legends 
and in the case of the Pand-is themselves, who all married one 
wife. ' The law of having only one consort 't is in the case of 
women respected, but it is evident that no man of warrior-caste 
was thought the better of on account of its observance. As far 
as sentiment went, a devoted husband is praised for fidelity; 
but if he grew tired of his wife, he 'over-married' her as a 
matter of course. The law demands a second wife if the first 
fails to bear a son.: 

12. Royal Burial.?-Of the two old methods of disposing 
* A charming account of this sort is given in iv. 68. 24ff. The king 

hears of his son's victory and immediate return. He bids the courte- 
zans and heads of the army go out and meet the victor. The bell-man 
mounts an elephant and proclaims the victory at all the cross-roads 
(Vrhgatakesu). The daughter of the king puts on her holiday clothes 
(@riuaravesi bharand); and when the city had heard the proclamation, 
all the people, to greet the prince, go out before the king with their 
hands crossed for good luck (sarvam puraih svastikapdnibhUtam), ac- 
companied by the sound of drum and flute and shell (varija), and they 
are all dressed in their best clothes (vesdih parardhail.L). And with 
them go the praisers and the singers and the encomiasts, who also 
play on the drum and the flute (suta, magadha, ndndivadya); and they 
rejoicing welcome him home. Compare further the account (in xii. 
37. 41 ff.) of a procession advancing to Hastinapur. The women drove 
in front on lofty cars; the king was praised by clapping of hands as 
well as music. The city was adorned with white wreaths, flowers, and 
flags. The main street was ornamented, and incense was burned in it. 
Flowers, incense, and waterpots also adorned the palace. In iv. 71. 33 
the king offers his whole kingdom to the Pdndus just before the mar- 
riage ceremony (cf. ff.). The siuta, magadha, etc., are professional 
players. Compare the section on music, below, and xiv. 64.2, 'praised 
by suta, magadha, and bandin.' They are generally accompanied by 
wrestlers, boxers, mimes, granthikas, and those that ask how one has 
slept (saukhya4ytik3h). Compare, too, v. 36. 55ff. 

t iii. 205.5, ekapatnya4 . . . striya,; R. v. 2.21, ekapatnivrata. 
t Ap. ii. 5. 11. 12; M. ix. 81. 
?Compare Roth, Todtenbestattung, Z. D. M. G., viii.; Miller, Ueber 

Todtenbestattung, etc., ib. ix. 1 ff., and India, p. 233 if., on the cere- 
mony for the dead; Zimmer, Alttind. Leben, p. 400ff.; Rdjendralila- 
mitra, Indo-Aryans, ii. 114ff.; Caland, Uber Totenverehrung bei einigen 
der indo-germanischen V6lker (1888). 
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of the dead, the perhaps later form, cremation, had in the Epic 
age superseded earth-burial. The king was burned in the midst 
of his sorrowing subjects, who came together to witness the 
pageant. Only children of not more than two years of age 
were buried in earth. These two forms, earth and fire, are the 
only ones recognized. Embalming is not described. The re- 
markable trick of the Pandus on entering Upaplavya in dis- 
guise would imply a monstrous imitation of Persian exposure 
to birds, were we able to imagine that the pretext suggested 
could really have been preferred. It occurs in a late book that 
the Pandus hide their arms in a tree, and agree to say, if any 
one should try to investigate the spot, that it is holy and must 
not be touched, because ' according to the family custom, 
practiced by our ancestors, we have hung up in yonder tree the 
body of our old mother, recently deceased at the age of one 
hundred and eighty.'* The formal death-procession is for the 
king alone, or, if slain in battle, for the king and his dead com- 
rades. When the royal household goes forth to mourn for the 
king, we find that his old father and the women of the city 
proceed to the battlefield, followed by all the artizans, the 
merchants, the people (agriculturists and cattle dealers), and, in 
sl;ort, all the laborers. Then arises the sound of lament, each 
wailing his lost. And they sing the songs of praise above 
their slaughtered heroes.t Or, again, in another scene, the 
king dies, and the four castes go out in procession and watch 
the burning of the king's body. After the royal funeral, the 
people mourn twelve days, priests and all lamenting the dead 
king and sitting upon the ground.: Then follows the cere- 
mony for the dead (qrdddha). A short abstract will describe 
the funeral. The body of the king is covered with flowers 
by relatives and friends. The bodies of the king and his wife 
are carried on the shoulders of friends.? All the royal insig- 

* iv. 5. 32-33. I find not the slightest trace of such a mode of burial 
elsewhere, though it was an extraordinary statement to invent, if the 
custom appeared as peculiar to the writers as to the historian. This 
book is late-but so late as to be infected by Persian custom? Yet 
'family custom' could cover any oddity in India. 

t xi. 10. 16. The dead are heaped by rank on piles (pyres) and burned. 
Compare ib. 26. 30: citdh krtvd prayatnena yathdmukhydn narddhipdn, 
ddhaydmdsur avyagrdh Vdstradrstena karmand. Compare R. ii. 83. 30. 
Arrian recounts that the Hindus have no tombs, but 'sing songs' over 
the dead (7itEVrat rOluCtV 6woi5avojryt Kay r7a WaS at aibr7tu1v 1'7rdovrat, 
c. 10). 

i. 127. 20, 32: compare xv. 39. 16. 
? i. 127. 9: that is, in a litter, as I suppose in a similar case to be the 

meaning of ydnena nryuktena bahumfilyena mahatd (a large litter, 
costly, drawn by men); as elsewhere, yana may refer to anything that 
carries, but is different from the common palanquin (xv. 22. 19 if.), 
unless here we have really a wagon drawn by men (xvi. 7.19), 
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nia (camara, vyajaia, and the umbrella) are borne along.* 
Music accompanies the procession. The members of the court 
and the royal officers with the sacrificial priests lead, dressed in 
white; and honey and butter are carried in a sacred fire-vessel. 
All the castes follow, grieving. Gifts are strewn among the 
people by the courtiers and members of the royal house; they 
repeat always tile mourning refrain 'alas! whither goeth our 
king!'t. Men of the people and slave-castes take part in the 
procession. Also the wives of the warriors join the crowd. 
They come at last to the Ganges, and the body of the king is 
bathed in the holy river. It is then clothed anew, and adorned 
with sandal-paste and white robes 'made in that land.' The 
bodies are then burned with sandal-paste, and the people show 
their grief by sleeping upon the ground.: The religious cere- 
mony in memory of the dead is called the durdhvadehlka, and 
must always be accompanied by gifts to the people and to the 
priests.? 

The question of widow-burning implied above resolves itself 
for Epic usage thus. Madr! burns herself with her royal hus- 

* The burial-hymn of the Rig-Veda (x. 18) assumes a time when each 
man bore the bow, and had it broken on his funeral pyre. The Brah- 
manic rules make a distinction of caste, and keep the bow for the war- 
rior, while a goad (astrd) is laid in the hand of a man of the people. 
Compare Weber, Ind. Stud. x. 25. 

+ To answer this question very literally, we may refer first to xvi. 7. 
23, where in burying a king we find the place chosen for his body was 
' the place that was dear to him when he lived;' and as to the destina- 
tion of his soul, compare the list of places where dead heroes go in xv. 
33.13ff. 

t The burning of the bodies is here represented as having already 
taken place! The king died in the forest, and the wife mounted 
the funeral pyre and was burned with him (i. 125. 31). After this 
the bodies are brought to Hastina, and the ceremony takes place as 
described above-where, from the description of the anointing and 
dressing of the 'king's body,' it is clear that no former burning is 
imagined, and that the queen is only brought in as an appendix: once 
when they bear the king ' with the queen,' and again at the end, where 
they place the 'bodies' on the fire. Evidently two accounts are here 
confounded. After the king had been burned with Mddr! on the pyre, 
there could not have been much corpse left, or not enough to dress and 
smear with sandal-paste. 

? xii. 42. 7. Such gifts free the soul from sin. A list of them is given 
in the late books. The recipients in these descriptions are the priests. 
Compare xiii. 136. 10, etc. Here ' shoes and umbrellas' are added after 
other gifts, though generally they are to be of great value, cattle, gold, 
gems, land, tanks, etc. Compare also xiv. 14. 15, where 'great gifts' 
are bestowed. In xiv. 14.4 ff. the religious ceremony lasts ten days, 
during which time the king makes presents to the priests: the cere- 
mony being a general warrior-funeral for kings and knights fallen in 
the war. The surviving king, for whose sake the war was fought, 
becomes by this means ' free of debt.' Even villages are given away by 
him (compare also xv. 11. 10; 13. 11; xiv. 62.2ff., where , thousands of 
priests' are feasted, and garments, gold, and cows are given away). 
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band. Four wives are burned with Krishla. aiantanu's funeral 
shows no such custom. Elsewhere in the didactic portions the 
custom is enjoined (see appendix on women). Lassen says 
(Ind. Alt. i. 592) that absence of widow-burning is found in the 
MRnimyani a alone. This is, therefore, not quite correct. More- 
over, the mention in the Ramdyana of a woman 'adorned and 
wanting to die and obtain final happiness,' and the heroine's 
own remark that she is not satG (the technical word denoting a 
woman willing to undergo suttee) shows the custom known here, 
although not taking place in the case of the chief characters.* 

The royal burial in the Ramayana is, except in unessentials, 
the same as in the Maliablidrata. At sunrise all the people 
assemble; the perfumes, oils, etc., are used as described above. 
The king's body is borne on a palanquin (~ibika), and is carried, 
adorned and clothed, in procession, while in front the praisers 
go, chanting the usual eulogy. After ten days' mourning, on 
the twelfth and thirteenth days, the ~rddha or funeral feast is 
given.t The non-Epic but legal code gives us the statement 

* Both the warriors' wido~ws being provided for by the king (see 
above), and the Rdmdyana's word a ' woman is called (scornfully) " a 
widow " just the same, though she be rich' (R. iv. 22. 17), show that in 
general the widows of warriors, both in the Mahdbhhrata and in the 
Ramdyana, are not thought of as dying with their husbands. On the other 
hand, acquaintance with the practice of not allowing women to live 
when deprived of their husbands seems to me to be implied in the above- 
mentioned quotations. In the first case, a woman parted from her hus- 
band exclaims: ' fie upon me, un-Aryan and bad wife that I am; since 
I live even for a moment when separated from him, and (in so doing) 
live an evil life' (R. v. 26. 24-25). Compare the like words in the follow- 
ing quotation from our Epic, where the reference is (without any 
doubt) to widow-burning: patihind tu Id, ndiri sati jititum utsahet, 
evamh vilapya . . . pativratd sampradiptam pravivega hutdganam (xii. 
148. 9). In both we have, it will be noticed, the same exposition of 
the sati (Anglo-English suttee) or 'good wife.' The practice touched 
probably only the chief wife of a king at first, and was afterwards 
extended to the wives of warriors not royal. It appears to be a south- 
ern custom. In Bali, according to Friederich, widow-burning is con- 
fined almost entirely to princely families, and here sati is distinguished 
from bela, the latter being a separate fire for the wife without the 
crease (which was used in sati), J. R. A. S., N. S., ix. The second quota- 
tion given above contains a reference to the same subject, and reads: 
' then they saw in astonishment the (doomed) city of Lanka, adorned 
like a woman that wishes to die and obtain final happiness' (dadrgus 
te tada laikdch vihasanto hy alafikrtkm, pa~cimdmh Vriyam dpannanr 
narim iva numuiirsatim) R. vi. 15. 27. (Perhaps pagcimahI kriyam is in- 
tended as in R. vi. 96. 10, meaning 'the death-ceremony.') Compare 
Mbh. xvi. 5. 4: dadar!a dvarakdnh viro rnrtanathdm iva striyam. Final 
happiness is a wife's portion when she dies with her husband. A 
late work like the Par. G. S. both allows re-marriage and praises the 
sati, since she saves her husband from hell, and dwells in heaven as 
many years as she has hairs on her body (three and a half crores): 
iv. 28, 30-31. Compare also R. vi. 68. 33 ff. 

f R. ii. 83. 1 ff., 26: 86. 1 ff. Compare ib. ii. 68. 47-56 (three days of 
mourning). 
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that at the king's death all interest on borrowed money stops, 
and Vedie study is suspended. Both are resumed on the con 
secration of the new king.* 

13. The Imperial City.-There is no0 part of Hindu litera- 
ture so old that walled cities are not mentioned in it.t There 
are, on the other hand, no purely Hindu ruins antique enough 
to prove that stone-walled cities were known before Alexander. 
From each fact arises a contradictory theory. Investigators 
have been prone to lay weight on one or the other of these 
proofs, and discredit the force of the other. The archaeol- 
ogist stands opposed to the literary student. Native scholars 
have naturally preferred to make the Vedic allusions to walled 
towns over-reach the negative evidence of lack of remains. 
They also lay stress on the frequent mention of walls, ram- 
parts, gates, etc., in the Ifahabharata and Rrmayana.4 Giving 
due regard to both claimns,? it seems to me that a fair and 
middle possibility presents itself. Since the Vedic literature 
names, we may assume that the period represented knew, 

* VYs. ii. 49 ; G. xvi. 32. But see Bithler's note to Vasishtha. 
+ Compare the castles of the Dasyus, etc., made of iron and very 

numerous, a list of which is given from the Rig-Veda in Muir, Sanskrit 
Texts, ii. 378 ff. 

t One point in the latter quotations has, I think, not been brought 
out: it is the standing epithets applied to the towns in the Rdmayana. 
Strictly speaking, we have no descriptions here; we have one set of 
phrases constantly repeated with slight variations. Compare saprakar4 
satorand in R. vi. i. 34, 40 ; 2.14 ; 16. 57 ; 25. 33 ; sattaprdkdratorand, ib. 
v. 35. 35; 51. 24; 56. 142 (sattatorana). A slight variation occurs in ib. 
vi. 14. 19 ff. (the prdkIra is of iron, ib. v. 72. 11). These walls shake with 
a noise (sapr&kIrdttalak&, satorani, vi. 16.53-54; so prlkdrrs toranini 
ca, vi. 46.136; notice saprakard satorand in 16. 53, in 57, and compare 
22, all in one section), and shake with the pounding of fists (pr&kIra 
and torana, ib. 17. 8). Now this phrase occurs in various ways in the 
Mahibhdrata, as in iii. 284. 2 (describing Lanka), drdhapradkratorana 

- 

viii. 33.19, grhttdlalkasamhyuktam bahupr&karatoranam (describing the 
city in the sky); xv. 5.16, puramh ca te suguptamh syad drdhapr&kIra- 
toranam, attattalakasambadhamh fatpadarh sarvatodi~am; xvi. 6.23-24, 
im&mh nagartm . . . prakdrdttalakopetdAh samvdrah plavayisyati, etc. 
But it occurs in all cases in places which would otherwise be thought 
late-as here, in the Rdma legend; in a fanciful tale woven into the 
battles; in the didactic recommendations of one of the latest books; in 
the prophecy of the flooding of Dvaraka, a still later addition; even the 
commentator takes the inner defense to be of barbed wood (upa~alya, 
iii. 15.6). It seems, therefore, as if without prejudice we might affirm 
that walled cities are known in early times; strong stone walls and bat- 
tlermented towers belong, however, to thelate-Mahbhrata-Rdmayana 
period, and are there predicated of cities in such a way as to lead us to 
suppose that the poet even then did not describe what often existed, 
but what had been set as a poetically correct method of description, 
and preserved as a model. Thus also Ag. P. 238. 28 describes a town as 
uccaprakaratoranam. Compare also Vayu P. i. 38. 13 ; 39. 36, 51 ; 40. 
6,10, 14, 16. In ail these cases we find the same standing epithet. 

? And to the Greek account, Arrian (c. tO) saying that coast cities are 
of wood, inland of brick. He describes also the size of the moats, etc. 
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walled towns. But it is not at all necessary to assume that these 
walls were of more permanent material than hardened earth, 
protected perhaps by ditches and palisades. Such is the vapra, 
a wall of earth flung up for fortifications, and often spoken of, 
even in the Epic, and amid the pompous descriptions of ' iron 
walls' and other highly improbable latenesses. Such too is 
the caya, which is found in the Mahabhlirata as a city defense, 
a mere bank of earth. These two are sometimes joined in one 
description.* 

But if the accounts of full fortifications must be regarded as 
foreign to the first form of the poem, this is exactly wlhat, in 
accordance with a reasonable theory of the origin of the poem, 
we should expect to find. Descriptions of cities belong to the 
latest amplification of the original. 

With full consciousness, then, that the city described be- 
longs to the imperial, not to the regal, period of the poemt- 
that is, to that period when the acts of the heroes were finally 
exalted as much as possible by the last revisers-we may 
examine the general plan of a Hindu city, as it is represented 
perhaps not earlier than the fifth century after the Christian 
era. It had high, perhaps concentric walls about it, on which 
were watch-towers. Massive gates with strong doors,: pro- 
tected chiefly by a wide bridged moat, the latter filled with 
crocodiles and armed with palings, guarded the walls. The 
store-house was built near the rampart. The city was laid out in 
several squares.? The streets were lighted with torches and 

* Compare R. v. 9.15: vaprdih ?vetacayakdrdih, 'by walls of earth 
and heaps of white earth;' and !Mbh. iii. 160. 39: prdkdrena . . . Vdilad 
abhyucchrayavatd caydttdlaka~obhind. The commentator on the last 
explains caya as the foundation-bank of the real wall; attdlaka is 
the house on top of the wall (cf. nirvyfiha): a necessary explanation, as 
the wall is here mountain-high and golden. I imagine such heaps 
(caya) and banks of loose earth (vapra) were first used. Then came the 
defense of palisade and watch-tower. Long after came solid masonry. 
In fact, all the Epic descriptions of solid walls are late. Neither Indra- 
prastha nor Hastina could have had stone walls in the earliest account. 
It is evident, too, that in Mbh. i. 185. 6, where the Pdndus come to 
Pancdla and 'see the town and headquarters (skandhavdra), and live 
in a potter's house,' outside the town, only an open unwalled town is 
thought of, lying like a camp, round a fort (pitra), and with head- 
quarters: though at once the place of tournament is elaborately de- 
scribed as built with walls. 

t We find later rules for building prdsdda, nagaravdstu, etc., in 
Ag. P. 104,105; and careful estimates and rules for houses in Br. Saih- 
hita, 53, not comparable with the Epic. See further reference below. 

t In xv. 16. 3: 'the king left Hastinapur by a high gate' (sa vardha- 
mdnnadvdrena niryayau gajasahvayat); and, as usual, the people ascend 
the roofs to look at the procession. 

? The Mbh. recommends six, but I find only four mentioned in the 
Rdmayana, ii. 48.19. Compare puram fa(padamh sarvatodi~am, Mbh. 
xv. 5. 16. N. thinks that this implies seven walls: not necessarily. 
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watered.* The traders and the king's court made this town 
their residence. The farmers lived in the country, each dis- 
trict guarded, if not by a town modelled on the great city, 
at least by a fort of some kind. Out of such forts grew the 
towns. Round the town, as round the village, was the ' com- 
mon land' to some distance (later converted into public gar- 
dens, as we see in the Mudrdraksasa). In the city special 
palaces existed, for the king, the princes, the chief priests, min- 
isters, and military officers. Besides these and humble dwell- 
ings (the larger houses being divided into various courts), 
there were various assembly-halls, dancing-halls, liquor-saloons, 
gambling-halls, courts of justice, and the booths of small 
traders, with goldsmiths' shops, and the work-places of other 
artisans. The arsenal appears to have been not far from the 
king's apartments. Pleasure parks abounded. The royal 
palace (see above, p. 118) appears always to have had its dance- 
hall attached.t The city gates ranged in number from four 
to eleven, and were guarded by squads of men and single 
wardens.: Doorkeepers guarded the courts of the palace, as 
well as the city gates.? 

In the well-hid inner court the king's secluded life, as repre- 
sented in the later luxury, enabled him to pass the time ' on 
soft couches and lulled by music' (v. 36. 55). Interesting is 
the fact that, with all its extravagance, the city does not seem 
to be that of the time of Varahamihira. Where all, as in these 
descriptions, is explained minutely down to small detail, we 
miss the vithizk and alinda terraces, so carefully described by 
the Brhat Sarhhitq, and find for the exact statement of many- 
storied houses in the latter only a vague allusion to stairs or 
ladders in the Epic (sopana: i. 185. 20); just as we miss the 
nirajana- ceremony, and any allusion in the life of the charac- 

* R. vi. 112.42: siktarathydntardpand. As the watering of the streets 
is rather unique, it may be well to give a special reference for this 
point: Indraprastha is described as samrnr$(asiktapanthd, Mbh. i. 
221.36. 

f nartandydra, iv. 22. 25 ff. 
t Katha Up., v. 1, speaks of a town with eleven gates as a possibility 

('the body is like a town with eleven gates'). Nine gates are given to 
a town in Vardha P. 52. 5: navadvdrarn . . ekastambhaM, catuspatham. 
Lanka has four bridged gates (eight in all, and eight walls: see R. vi. 
93.7, and note below). Four gates are implied in the sixth act of 
Mrcchakatika, where the men are told to go to the four quarters to 
the gates. The joke in Mrcch. (Act v.) on the guard of the town being 
send implies a large military force resident in the town, this being 
the real guard instead of the nominal protectors, the squads of military 
police. 

? These courts have mosaic pavements of gold in R. vi. 37.27, 58; see 
Mbh. i. 185. 20; ii. 33 and 34 (kuttima of gems). 
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ters to dramatic entertainment other than dance and mime- 
shows (as in ii. 33.49, pagyanto natanartakan).* 

The imperial city is represented as supplied with everything 
necessary to withstand a siege, from elephants and horses, in 
case of arming at the last, to doctors for the wounded; as well 
as with all kinds of food, grain, etc.; and combustible material, 
such as resin, pitch, etc., which is to be furnished to the soldiers 
for army uses. The gates have two doors, and cross-bars, while 
loopholes are mentioned in the walls. They are defended by 
heavy machines placed over the gates, probably for projecting 
large shafts at the foe, or dumping rocks upon them, as they 
cross the moat. It is recommended that kings should suppress 
drinking-shops, bawds, peddlers, sodomites, and gamblers: 
which seldom appears to have been done. On the contrary, he 
is also told to have stores of liquor, and dancers and actors to 
amuse himself with.t 

* Although a kind of drama is known to the latest lists of literature 
(see above, p. 112, and below on music). This would fix the terminus ad 
quem, including as a whole the pseudo-Epic, but not necessarily the 
following books or even earlier sporadic religious outcries, the insertion 
of which latter might be put at any date without much affecting the 
poem. The Harivafga shows its posteriority to the Epic in many ways 
(as e. g. nirdjanI), and this was known in the seventh century. 

t Besides xii. 86. 4 ff., and 69. 14 ff., compare for descriptions of cities 
(although they all agree closely, and differ mainly in extent of descrip- 
tion) the short but comprehensive account in iii. 15 (Dvdrakd); i. 207. 30 ff. 
(Indraprastha); iii. 173. 3 (floating city) ; 207. 7 (Mithil) ; 283. 3 and 284 
4-30 Rdvana's Lanka); viii. 33. 19 (skytown); xv. 5.16 (ideal town). In 
the Rdmayana we find nearly the same descriptions as those in this later 
part of the Epic. The strong gates, machines, etc., with lighted lamps 
and other modern features, in R. i. 5. 8; ii. 5. 11 ff. Lanka has four gates, 
with four iron bridges crossing the moat, each gate consisting of two 
doors. Drinking halls (dpana~4la), flower-stores (puspagrhdni), etc., 
abound (R. v. 72. 8, 13; 15. 8; ii. 103. 12 ff.). The broad streets (pratoli), 
mansions, and palaces (harmyaprasada) are generally described as pro- 
fusely decorated with flags and protected by machines (ii. 87. 22 ; 94. 19). 
The walls here are furnished with battlements (prdkdravaqabhi, vi. 14. 
22) on which the defenders stand. Squads (gulmdl) are placed above the 
city, vi. 31. 3 (all R.). The countersign (literally ' seal') given at the city 
gate is alluded to in Mbh. iii. 15. 19 (' no inhabitant goes in or out with- 
out the seal,' amudrah)); and in i. 42. 15 we have the dvahstha or palace 
door-keeper (dauvarika in the drama) at each kaksyd, court. Several of 
these courts in one palace are mentioned, even as many as seven in the 
Ramayaia, where they are guarded by young men armed with knives 
and bows (R. ii. 13.1). The anta4puram is behind the third kaksy&, and 
contains a play-ground (&kricdam) with flowers and fountains, where 
the women amuse themselves (pramadavanam), xii.325.29ff. The 
enterer must be announced (niveditah). Compare with this iii. 133. 13, 
where a new-comer says to the porter: 'I want to see Bandin in the 
assembly room (rajasahsadi); take my name to the king at once, door- 
keeper' (nivedayasva mah dvahstha rajne). Compare R. ii. 3. 5, dva- 
sthena 'vedita, and R. vi. 8. 37, etc. The keeper of the gate, R. ii. 73. 26. 
The land around the town is full of farmers and artisans: that is, in 
peace, they live outside as well as within the great cities (i. 109. 4). In 
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I believe the relative size of buildings and width of roads is 
not, as in Puranic literature and the Br~at Sahhit , established 
by any rule. Absence of such rule, where all is so carefully de- 
fined as in the Qanti, should have weight in discussing the age of 
the latter.* Not unworthy of notice in connection with these 
almost modern towns is the older statement concerning a king's 
proper ' forts' or defenses, incongruously welded into the late 
portion of the Epic. They are six-fold: viz., a defense consist- 
ing of a desert, of water, of earth, of wood, of a hill, or of 

attacking the walls, elephants were employed, hence purabhettarai or 
' town-breakers,' ii. 61. 17. So the Greeks say. Compare Aelian, xvii. 
29 (strong walls! perhaps evidence of lack of stone). The ' four kinds 
of physicians' employed are for cases of poisoning, arrow-wounds, 
sorcery, and general practice (xii. 69. 50-60). Wealth of a palace is 
described ii. 34, and 51.3 ff.: blankets, skins, cloth of wool, catskin, 
ratskin, gold-thread, mantles, as well as gems and jewelry of every 
kind. Trees of all sorts are kept in town, especially the edible milktree 
(xii. 89. 1). It is interesting to note that besides regular spies the king 
has unmilitary, in fact priestly squads stationed in outlying towns, as a 
refuge in case he has to flee his capital (xii. 86. 29 ; 140. 40). For vices 
to be cast out, compare xii. 88. 14-16. In case of siege (for fear of fire), 
the thatch-covered houses are to be mud-plastered. The list of weapons 
in xii. 69 is unexpectedly simple; but we note, what has often been 
denied (M. vii. 90: see below), that poisoned (digdha) arrows are recom- 
mended; just as we saw above, p. 111, that the king is told to be 
acquainted with 'use of poison.' In regard to the 'battering rams' 
and ' catapults' generally understood by the machines (yantra) spoken 
of in the text, compare more particularly below; note here, however, 
from the Rdmdyana, that these machines are not battering rams and 
probably not catapults, but are primitive and awkward contrivances 
placed over the city gates and in other parts of the town (which should 
be full of them) for the purpose of casting arrows of great size and 
stones. They are -strong and firm,' but appear to be of little use; for, 
though carefully adjusted at the beginning of the conflict, they do not 
do harm enough to be mentioned in connection with actual damage 
inflicted: over the gates, R. v. 72.8; town full of them (yantradhyam 
ftrdhvaprakdratorandm), R. vi. 16.22; to cast rocks (yantrotksiptopala 
iva), R. v. 64. 24; strong and firm, R. v. 73. 1-12; carefully adjusted, 
R. ii. 109.52. That they cast arrows or heavy shafts is plain from the 
fact that, like bows, they are furnished with (bow) strings, sajjayantra, 
R. vi. 14. 20, to be literally translated: compare the ' strong bows' 
(yantri4 . .. dr hadhanvzbhih), R. v. 72. 13. (Compare R. v. 9. 19, 
sdyudha.) There is not a single indication that they could have been 
worked by explosive powder. I have purposely taken all these citations 
from R. alone, as the later work. Even the Purana era knows yantras 
as general projectile weapons, the best being the bow. Compare the 
laud: yantr&andmh dhanur eva ca in \Tayu P. i. 30. 234. 

* The Puranic rule is found further in V. P. i. 6 ; Vdyu P. i. 8. 96ff. 
(distance of kheta, etc.). The Puranic city may be illustrated by 
Varaha P. xi. 32 ff., a city built by a priest much like these of the later 
Epic. Of great historical interest are the 'stories' in the house de- 
scribed in the Pancadanidachatraprabandha (ekadvibhutmi atikramya, 
etc., ch. 3, as compared with the eight level courts described in a courte- 
san's house in the Mrcchakatika (Weber's note, 153 a): though I doubt 
if this description (dvitiyabhirnyah jagama, etc.) warrants our assum- 
ing a seven-story house, with the bath-room on the sixth floor. Per- 
haps the bhlmis sloped up-hill, 
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men.* A reference to the Manu-statute shows that the six are 
understood of the best places where a capital city might be. 
' He should live in a city fortified by a desert, by an earth 
(wall), by water, by trees, by men, or by a hill; but best of all, 
let him occupy a hill-fort (town set on a hill).' This would 
imply that stone wallis were not known. It is the commentator 
who adds to the wall 'of earth' the words 'or of stone or 
brick.' 

14. Note on, caste-exchange.-In the last act of the Vikram- 
orva~! and first of the Uttara Raimacarita, we find the king pre- 
paring to desert his throne 'and become a hermit, leaving the 
crown-prince to rule. This is a legitimate imitation of the old 
stories. But in the Epic the right to do this is not conceded 
without a strife. The desire of King Yudhishthira, mentioned 
twice in our Epic, to give up his royal life and become a hermit 
like the old sages, leads to an interesting discussion, the more 
so as his own father did the like. Ifere the propriety of the 
act is called in question, and the arguments advanced on each 
side are worth quoting. They show that Pqndu either did 
not give up his throne, as generally assumed, or did so for 
other than simply religious reasons: perhaps because he was 
fond of hunting, or perhaps because he was a leper, though the 
latter supposition is from many points of view improbable. 
The proposal to leave the throne is especially disagreeable to 
the priests, as a king pious enough to renounce his kingdom 
would be just the one they would prefer to have on (their) 
throne. They admit that in ancient times a few cases of kings' 
doing this are recorded: such, for instance, as that of Vi~vainitra 
and others, who being kings became priests ;t but to resort to 
a hermitage is the duty of a priest, and not of a king; for protec- 
tion is the duty of a king, and is so recorded by the ancients; 
but by doing penance in a wood he wins no worlds (hereafter); 
for he whose soul is given up to nothing but (religious) duty 
does not conquer the earth. Begging (another mark of the 
priest's vocation) is no more his business than living like a 
farmer or a slave; his duty is to be strong.'4 Again: 0 ' all the 
orders say that a warrior should not practice (priestly) begging.' 
Although the king of the Pdndus is aware of this rule, he is 
equally familiar with the tales, alluded to above, of kings who 
have provided a precedent for him by becoming hermits: that 
is to say, practically Brahrnans (one of these even gaining priest- 

* xii. 56. 35; from the legal literature, M. vii. 70-71 ; Ap. ii. 10. 25. 2-3. 
t ye jdt& ksatriyebhyag ca brdhmands te ca te grut&hI, i. 137. 14: cf. 

ix. 39.36ff. Sindhudvipa, Devdpi are among the few. Another ac- 
count of Vigvdmitra is in xii. 4 (see above, pp. 73, 159). 

t iii. 52. 14 and ib. 33. 72 ff., with ib. 51. 
? v. 73.3: compare xv. 4. 5. 
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hood ' by force').* That the act was really common is shown by 
the fact that it is the first thing of which a king weary of reign- 
ing thinks, as in the case of the reigning king in the ninth 
book. In this passage, the kingdom Yudhishthira desires is freely 
offered him, the reigning king proposing to ' enter the wood, 
clcthed in deer-skin,' i. e. as a hermit; but Yudhishthira re- 
plies: ' To receive presents is not permitted to a knight; I will 

bght for your -throne, not take it as a gift.'t Having fought 
and conquered, he too grows weary of the kingdom and desires 
to become a hermit. The following summarizes the argument, 
conducted on the one hand by the pious king and on the other 
by (the priest speaking through) Arjuna, his warrior brother, 
and Draupadi, the queen. The king: 'So far as I can see, 
there is no such good for a man as renouncing the world; for 
revelation says that such a man can not sin again.' Arjuna: 
'What a weak and unmanly idea! what is a king if he re- 
nounces the world? He is a worthless man. He has no prop- 
erty; and what is life without wealth? Love, happiness, heav- 
enly joy depend on wealth. Wealth is necessary for the glory 
of the family; yes, even for the increase of religious and other 
duties; in fact, it is the chief duty of a king to have wealth; a 
man without wealth possesses neither this world nor the next; 
he that takes a man's wealth takes away his religion (means of 
right acting). Do not the gods themselves seek to slay their 
own relatives to get their wealth? Why, even robbery is 
approved of in the Veda. What do the priests teach and make 
sacrifices for? To get wealth. Kings must have wealth in order 
to provide sacrifices. Do not therefore give up your throne 
and wealth.' The king: 'Is wealth needful? All wealth is 
not good: for instance, a man would not be happy if he were 
to steal the property of the gods.' Arjuna: 'Not every one 
that goes into the wood is a true renouncer of the world; but 
he that lives a holy life is the true hermit; moreover, it is a priest's 
business to be a hermit; the sages say so. The priests ought 
to have gifts from the king; but if the king becomes a priest, 
there will be no one to enrich the priests. Besides, a king that 
has conquered the earth and then gets no enjoyment as fruit of 
his trouble lives a fruitless life.' The queen: ' a warrior that 
cannot inflict a blow is not splendid (na bahti, non fulget); he 
does not get land; to be mild to all creatures, to take g'ifts to 
study, and to do penance, ought to be a priest's duty, not a 
king's; for a king ought to protect people, and punish people. 
Punishment wakes when men sleep, and raises his staff; he 
(Punishment) guards three things: gain, piety, and desire. 

* i 71. 29. 
f ix. 31. 52, 57. His victory was, however, already assured. 
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Therefore a king that cannot punish is guilty of sin in regard 
to gain, piety, and desire. You call it doing penance to re- 
nounce the world, but a brave king's renunciation of the 
world is dying on the field of battle.' The king: 'I know 
the ordinances; I know the double opinion of those that say 
on the one hand "act," on the other " forsake the world." I 
know all the (radical) arguments thought out by the roots, and 
I know the divine rule; thou, my brother, hast no need to 
quote the sages' law to me. Thou knowest only weapons. The 
delicate meaning of the law thou canst not see; thou hast 
learned to fight, but not to think; some saints go into the 
wood; some go north, and some go south; but no one yet can 
show the one road that goes to deliverance, though the priests 
point out many ways of salvation. Some revere and sonle 
scorn; some inflict corporal pain upon themselves; some rely 
on ceremonies; others deny the efficacy of such things, and 
they are logical and hard to convince. Moreover, there are 
scorners that speak much in assemblies and are fond of talk- 
ing; they run over the earth to persuade men. But at the end 
the wise, the learned, the great, the best knowers of the law 
are in doubt.'* 

The final view as adopted by the king (xii. 21. 11 ff.) is that 
'some men slay, and some philosophize; but Manu says that 
one should be mild and do no harm; consequently even a war- 
rior may pursue such a life and yet gain heaven with its fruits; 
although nirvdina is very hard to win.'t 

IV. THE MILITARY POSITION OF THE RULING CASTE. 

1. Philosophy of TWar.-It has long been popular to dwell 
upon the religious and meditative nature of the Hindus. We 
think of them as priests, not as soldiers. In general, this is not 
wrong; but in so doing we ignore an important element in the 
constituents of the Hindu character. This theosophic vein 

* xii. 7. 37 ff.; refutation, ib. 26. 25 ff.; also ib. 12. 14 ff. ; 14. 14 ff.; 19 . 
1 ff. Much of this section belongs with Manu. Except for ' punishment,' 
birds and beasts would devour men; the pupil would not study$ nor 
milk the beautiful cow (for his teacher); the girl would not marry,'etc. 
(15.45 M. vii. 21); danda from damandt and dandandt (addntan 
damayaty apisfan dandayaty api); the rest compare with M. vii. 25 ff. 
Concise end of caste-argument is given in 15. 23: yathd srsfo ' si tathd 
bhavitum arhasi, 'be what thou art created.' The 'double opinion,' 
ubhayarh vacanam, of 19.1 ff., is expressed thus: kuru karma tyaja 
(iti) ca, ' do acts, forsake acts.' 

t The last shows the Buddhistic influence not more than the ahihsa 
doctrine preceding. The Manu quotation (M. iv. 2) is perverted: see my 
paper on Manu in the Mahdbharata. The whole passage is of course 
late; but the later it is, the more interesting from the point of view of 
the modern castes. 
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was neither original nor universal. Our earliest literature is 
indeed religious, though with but little mysticism. But the 
religious element did not penetrate deeply into unpriestly classes. 
One is too apt to dispose of the general Hindu as Max Miller does 
with the words: ' To the Greek, existence is full of life and 
reality; to the Hindu, it is a dream and a delusion.' (Ancient 
Sanskrit Lit., p. 18.) If we mean by the Hindu the Hindu 
philosopher and priest, this is true; but if we apply it to the 
Hindu at large, it is as misleading as to interpret the spirit of 
our earlier rurope by the writings of a Thomas a Kempis or 
a Molinos. The priest certainly came to believe in life as an 
illusion, and his doctrine has had its great and bad effect upon 
the Epic poetry; but if we study the coarse, sensual, brutal, 
strife-loving, blood-hungry Hindu warrior; if we revert to the 
Vedic ancestor of this ferocious creature, and see what joy in 
life as life is portrayed in battle-hymn and cattle-hymn, we 
shall be ready to admit, I think, that through the whole history 
of the Hindu, from the early Vedic until the pseudo-Epic pe- 
riod, there reigned the feeling, in the larger class of the native 
inhabitants, that existence is full of life and reality. I would 
not cavil at Miller's distinction, because it is plain he means 
that in general aspect such a difference is perceptible. But this 
is a difference that would fall to pieces, were we to eliminate 
the literary class, from whose works we form such a judgment. 
The Hindu soldier's view of existence must be got mainly by 
inference, for the priest has done his best to inspire the knight 
with the thoughts of the priest; but if we study even priestly 
delineations of military life, we shall see that philosophy and 
even religion lay far from the soldier's heart. His life was 
bent on the material things of this world, as was the farmer's. 
He was no dreamer, till the priest retouched his portrait. 

I turn now to a study of this warrior feeling. To subdue an 
enemy, three means are popularly quoted. Of these, the first is 
conciliation, the last is war. This introduces us fitly to the 
theoretical as opposed to the practical side of the military senti- 
ment. As a matter of fact, 'conciliation' has little part to 
play in the early story; but in the later development of the 
Epic drama, the first means of attaining political ends is faith- 
fully carried out.* 

* Brihaspati, in xii. 69.23, gives only conciliation, bribery, and dis- 
sension as the three legitimate means. But elsewhere we find other 
lists, making the ' means' four in number, or even more-five, or seven 
being adduced (compare ii. 5. 21, and ib. 61; Kim. Nit. xvii. 3; x. 10; 
viii. 70). ' Polity' is made a means, as in v. 132. 31-32, where a king is 
thus exhorted to recover his kingdom: 'to beg is not allowed thee; to 
till the soil is shame; a knight thou art, and livest by might of arms 
alone; then take again thy kingdom, by any means thou canst-by 
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Peace is the ultimate goal of a happy kingdom; but through- 
out the Epic peace is presupposed as an anomaly in life. Con- 
stant strife, with insidious citizens and with open foes, must 
always be carried on. ' Through force and punishment is peace 
attained; no coward can do right; no coward does his duty. 
On the king depends all virtue; on virtue, heaven; on heaven, 
the gods; on gods, the rain; on rain, plants; on plants, men- 
that king who (by completing the causal nexus) is the creator 
of men is equal to ten learned priests. So says Manu ' (i. 41. 
28 ff.). For this oft-given reason the king is enjoined to re- 
cover a lost kingdom, or defend a threatened one, in any way he 
can. The kingdom belongs to him by hereditary right (valia- 
bhojyarm), and he must never despair (iii. 18. 9; v. 136. 1). We 
find of course a number of platitudes against vengeance: ' The 
good think not of vengeance, but to do good to their ene-mnies; 
the highest sort of men are patient' (ii. 73. 6 ff.). But the Epic 
heroes are (as Duryodhana is described to be) 'razor-hearted,' 
and let even their friends, as Vidura sadly remarks, be punished 
in their wrathful folly (i. 128. 46; ii. 64.12). Vengeance is the 
mainspring of the whole drama. If the king is unable to sub- 
due his foes openly, he must be a hypocrite and pretend love till 
the time is ripe for vengeance. This is the essence of royal pol- 
ity in Icases of distress' (xii. 140. 9ff.). 'He must be suave 
and agreeable till he can crush his foe; he must pattern himself 
after the tricks of animals; like a cuckoo should he watch, like 
a boar should undermine, like a mountain be steadfast, and in 
all cases possess impassibility (anullwaghaqniyatvam), anxious 
to get good luck like an empty house; capable of many dis- 
guises like a player; Iiow drawing himself in like a turtle, or 
being fierce as a wolf, swift as an arrow, etc., as occasion shall 
demand; trusting no one, but keeping himself informed by 
means of spies. No dry enmity, but fruitful hate, should be 

kindness or dissension, by bribery, force, or guile' (ksatriyo 'si ks1atdt 
trdtd bdhuviryopajivitd, etc.). The five are here sdmnd bhedena ddnena 
datt1end 'tha nayena vd; and naya is political intrigue. But in vi. 3. 
81 we find pacification, dissension among foes, and open war quoted as 
the 'three means;' where, since 'numbers do not give victory,' the 
two first should be tried before the third. The regular three appear 
in v. 82. 13, and seem implied in v. 33. 62, where we read: trayopdydh 

..ruyante. . . kaniydn madhyamah Qrestha4 (iti vedavido viduhi, 
if we permit the commentator to read updydlh, and to resolve into war 
dissension and bribery (as one), and conciliation; but apdydh, refer- 
ring to desire, duty, and greed, may be the meaning, or trayo nydyd4 may be read (N. 7). Three means appears the oldest form; four means is a 
later idea, as kept in xii. 356. 6 (conciliation, dissension, bribery, force), 
and M. vii. 107-109. The pseudo-Epic also employs the caturvidhan or 
'four-fold means,' in a loose way, for means to any accomplishment, 
and makes the group refer thus to doing anything 'by sight, thought, 
voice, or act:' xii. 291. 16, 
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his; let him not use his arms when he can have a boat; 
let him not attempt the impossible, for it is no use trying 
to eat a cow's horn; but when he can, let him go straight to 
killing inen, destroying houses, spoiling roads, and ruining 
his foe as best he may. Let him corrupt his foe's ministers, 
appeal to his own people's weaknesses, win the confidence of 
the heads of guilds, and endear his ministers by favoring 
their families. Only a learned priest he had best avoid to 
quarrel with, for long are the arms of a wise man; but other- 
wise, whatever foe he has, for that foe's destruction let him 
toil.'* 

This mode of procedure is particularly for outward foes; but 
like means must guard against inward discontent, since the 
worst condition of ' distress ' is where weak and low men have 
power in a kingdom (iii. 35.17). No respect whatever is due 
to a king that does not somehow or other subdue his enemies. 
He sinks like a cow in the mud, and is helpless as an ant 
(iii. 35. 7; ii. 15. 11). With such teaching, the motto ' Peace I 
think the best thing' (ii. 15. 5) is a superfluous addition. There 
was no peace till all were crushed. 

2. The generalfghtiny, force and military sentiment.-The 
whole business of the whole warrior caste was fighting. Mem- 
bers of other castes fought also. ' Except in some wildly super- 
natural legends,' says Wheeler (Hist. Ind. i. 77), ' the Brahmans 
are not represented as warriors.' He refers to Drona, the 
priestly warrior. But the legend is of great importance, and 
shows us plainly that it was conceived as possible, even if ex- 
traordinary, that a priest should be a leader in war. Another 
legend points to the fact that priests were only in the later time 
regarded as unfitted for martial practices. When the Pandus 
go disguised to Krishna's self-choosing, they assume the dress 

* The allusion to the empty house is explained by the fact that a house 
not yet occupied is glad to have its first inmate make a lucky entrance; 
so the inception of his plan he should strive to have done under fa- 
vorable auspices. The reference to the boat is drawn from an antique 
law forbidding a man (avoiding toll) to swim a river where a ferry has 
been placed. So a king should wait for the proper means to convey 
him to his goal (Compare Vds. xii. 45, bdhubhydrh na nadfth taret, 
M. iv. 77, etc.). The Manu code has also many of the comparisons 
drawn from the acts of animals. Compare vs. 24 with M. vii. 105 ; 
25 (a) = M. vii. 106 (a), etc. The spies are here recommended as usual for 
parks, halls, and places where priests meet. Compare above, p. 152. The 
allusion to the cow's horn (anarthakam andyuayamn gov?@nasa ya bhak- 
sanam, 56) is explained by the addition ' the teeth touch it, but no food 
is obtained.' Compare with these mottoes Kim. Nit. v. 1; Ag. P. 224. 27, 
etc. The heads of guilds mentioned in vs: 64 are the same as those 
already discussed above, p. 82. With vs. 69 ff. compare B6htlingk's 
Spruche, mahate yo and na tat taret; with the last proverb, 68, com- 
parev. 37.56; 38.8, 
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of priests. As a priest Arjuna steps out and performs wonders 
with the bow. The warriors present are incensed that a priest 
can surpass them in shooting; but the incident shows the not 
impossible attitude of the priestly caste in respect of handling 
weapons. It is only after the deed is done that the angry and 
defeated warriors make a rule that no priest henceforth shall 
enter the lists to contend in feats of arms with the knights. 
In spite of Wheeler's cutting dismemberment of the poem, 
there remains nothing wildly supernatural or even improbable 
in this legend. Again, compare a king's universal challenge: 
'Is there one that bears a weapon and is equal unto me in 
fight, either slave or farmer or knight or priest' (v. 96. 7). 
Even the son of Drona, who was one of the bitterest warriors 
in the Epic, retains so much of priestly character that he is re- 
proached for using a weapon, and called a ' priest but in name:' 
an indication of the soldier-priest's rarity, but a proof of the 
circumstance that the priest still as priest (as member of the 
caste) fought on the field (see below, ? 4). Further, it was the 
formal law that any priest might serve as a soldier if unable to 
support himself as a priest. In view of legend and law it 
seems wrong to say that ' priests are never represented as sol- 
diers save in wildly improbable legends.' That one of the law- 
givers disputes this law shows again that, while not universal, 
it was not uncommon.* 

The mass of the army, the despised conglomerate array 
useful only for a wall, is composed of all the lowest castes, mixed 
with barbarians and foreigners. Among these too fought the 
men of the people-caste, when necessity called them into the 
field, as the quotation from a battle-chapter given below shows: 
where it is also stated, were the proof needed, that the slave too 
obtains heaven by fighting and dying in battle. In general, 
therefore, we may say, reverting to the earliest period, that first 
of all the whole people fought on the field; that in the Epic 
period the knights fought as the main soldiers; that some rem- 
iniscence remains even of the priests' use of arms; that the ag- 
ricultural caste rarely but really fought in battle (against the 
statement of the Greek historians), and that the slave-caste with 
other un-Aryan elements of the state went to make up the pro- 
jectile force as mass in the battle array, but were without 
individuality. No low man gets a reputation for bravery or 
even for cowardice. He is but a brick in a row. The common 
warriors, however, those unable to bear the expense of cars or 
good arms, were retainers of the kings and lords, and (probably 
according to their wealth or bravery) were appointed to the 
positions of under-officers, or led the van in charges. 

* Compare G. vii. 6 (but see Btihler's Intr. p. lii); Vis. ii. 22; M. x. 81. 
VOL. XIII. 24 
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'The essence of warrior duty lies in fighting' is the hundred- 
times-repeated axiom and motto of all the caste. A few of 
their own expressions will show how deep a moral hold this law 
of their fighting caste had on the Hindus. It is indeed no ill 
to die in battle when one has been challenged to the fi ht; but 
forever noblest is the death of those that fight straightly and 
turn not aside.* Not a pleasure only, but the highest duty is 
it to die in war: ' Fight now, be firm; no other duty has a king 
than' slaying foes' (v. 160. 71). No matter how challenged, the 
warrior must respond. So a suddenly challenged king answers 
at once to a peremptory challenge by speedy preparation: 
'Mindful of the warrior's duty, he laid his crown aside and 
braided up his hair,' the formal beginning for the fight.t 

In fact, it makes iio difference whether one expects to kill or 
to be killed in the contest, he must fight; and in either case he 
gets his reward; for ' crooked is war always; who strikes, and 
is not struck again ? But it is the same if one be slain or not, 
for he that dies in battle wins victory from death ;'t for ' death 
in battle is the womb of heaven' (ii. 22.18). Even the pun- 
ning etymology of the word warrior is called upon to defend 
this view. Not to kill the foe is a sin; the warrior is called 
' he that saves from destruction ;? therefore he lives by destruc- 
tion.' All a warrior's superiority lies in force, as does the 
priest's in texts, the farmer's in wealth, and the slave's in his 
age alone (v. 168.17). The same idea is often repeated.11 
'Boldness alone is the hero's own law.'? 'There is,' it is said 
again absolutely no rule but conflict for one of the warrior 
caste' (iii. 35. 35). 'To escape is a disgrace; to die in battle is 
best; to ask for mercy is a sin; sweet is it to die in battle; the 
path to heaven lies in fighting.'** Wherever we find the topic 
touched, it is handled in the same way.tt One should fight 

* iii. 33. 16-17; dhave, so the verb dhvayad dvdirathend jdu, xii. 5. 1 
etc., 'called out' to a duel (see below in battle). 

t ke~an samanugrhya, ii. 23. 5 ff. 
t v. 72. 53, cf. ff. Compare R. vi. 93. 24-25; pardir ve hanyate vtrah 

pardn ve hanti safhyuge, iyaqh hipuirvanirdistd gati4 k~atriya~davati, ff. 
? kfatatrdta k1atdjjivan, vii. 197.4,38; 143. 66; above, p. 114. 

Compare ii. 21. 50 ff., and with 52 cf. v. 132. 7, the ' arm-power' of the 
warrior against 'voice-power' of the priests. 

IT svako hi dharmah MQirdandh vikrarna4 ; and if the 'three means' 
fail, conquer by boldness, i. 202.18. 

** iv. 38. 29; v. 3. 20ff. ; 185. 11; viii. 93. 55ff. =ix. 19.63 (ib. 59 =ib. 64). 
1t The exhortations just before the great war opens are not more 

expressive than those in mid-fight. They all breathe the same spirit, 
that it is pleasant and holy to die fighting, and that this assures heaven 
hereafter. ' The best death is on the field of battle ;' ' either victory or 
a battle-death--this is the eternal law proclaimed by the creator,' (v. 51. 
51 ; 73.4; ix. 31.34). Compare also v. 75. 23: 'a warrior does not own 
what he does not win by his strength' (yacd ojasd na labhate kfatriyo 
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strongly and unselfishly (niraharhkdra), for fighltilg is the 
eternal law; and one may slay an elder and a better who comes 
to attack him,* for one should 'show no mercy to the foe.' 
Such determination in warfare naturally gave rise to proverbial 
expressions embodying the comparison with others less bloody 
by nature.t It was even regarded not alone as a disgrace, but 
as a sin, for a warrior not to die (as we should say) 'in his 
boots.' 'To die of disease in a house is a sin' is more than 
once emphatically said (vi. 17. 11; xii. 97. 14-23). As a conse- 
quence of the necessity of battle, all caste-rules were laid aside. 
The knight might kill anyone that attacked him. Not even the 
priests were sacred.4 The psychical reason added to this rule 
might have applied to other cases, had the priests seen fit; for 
' the soul is not killed; it seeks a new home;' and, after all, ' it 
is not the slayer that slays, but fate.'? So it is said distinctly 
' if one sees a priest among those raising arms against him, a 
priest acting just like a warrior, and kills him when he is thus 
fighting, that is not ' priest-murder ' at all: that is the decision 
in the works on duty.'1 This is a clear indication that the 
rules on duty found it necessary to provide for a very possible 
contingency by exculpating the slayer of a priest in advance. 

So overwhelming appears to the Epic poet the moral force 
back of the warrior's physical might that we have one sad state- 
ment in respect of that might: 'Right is that which a strong 
man understands to be right.'? Above all, the natural mourn- 

na tad agnute), for what he does win belongs to him, except for 
the share deducted for the king. Compare M. vii. 96-97 and G. x. 20-23: 
the victor has all the spoils of battle except cars and riding-animals, 
which fall to the king; as does also a special share of all the booty 
saving what a knight has thus gained by a duel; all other things 
won in battle are divided among the army; compare also Kim. Nit. 
xix. 21. Death in some holy spot is particularly desirable, such as 
'kuruksetra, the all-holy' (v.141.53). 'To fight as long as life shall 
last, to bow to priests and duty' is the summary of a warrior's code 
(v. 134. 40; 127. 15ff). Sometimes the priest comes after duty, as ib. 
127. 20. This is a perverted quotation. 

* vi. 122. 37; 107. 101 ff.: the Divinity speaks. 
t xii. 14-15; 22. 4; iii. 22. 23 ; 27. 37, 39 ; 28. 7 ; v. 38. 29: conversely we 

find ' tender-hearted as a priest' (iii. 35. 20). 
$ For 'wrath obtains wrath' as its reward. This is the proverbial 

atatayin doctrine kept in the law-codes, of which different forms exist: 
xii. 15. 55; 34. 19; 56. 30; iii. 29. 27; M. viii. 351; Ap. 1. 10. 29. 7, quoted 
from a Purdna; Vhs. iii. 17; B. i. 18.13. It refers to a secret assassin 
or an open foe. Curious is manyus tam manyum rechati = Epic d' Aptv 
avr7pvriEvt, Pseudo-Phocyl. 78. 

? 'Fate I deem the highest thing; manliness is no avail,' ii. 47.36, 
etc.; v. 159.4,14, ' man is worked by fate like a wooden machine' (daru- 
yantravat). 

11 v. 178. 51; note the conclusion: one may act toward another as that 
other acts toward him (53). 

? ii. 69.15: said by Bhishma. 
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ing for the dead is forbidden. Formal mourning with appro- 
priate rites is fit service at the funeral of a warrior; but one 
should not lament long in his heart for those that are slain in 
battle. First, because he that does so ' gets only woe on woe,' 
since fighting and being slain is to the warrior what penance is 
to the priest and service to the slave, and the dead have obtained 
happiness; next, because one should console himself by him- 
self, and not allow useless grief to cloud his mind; naught is 
better to the warrior than war; to avoid it is to lose place on 
earth and in heaven; to flee is un-Ar~yan, ungodly.* 

So, in spite of some melancholy objection to death, and the 
thought that posthumous fame is no better thanI 'a wreath 

* xi. 2.20; 9.21ff.; 26.4ff.; xv. 31.4; ix. 31. 24. These passages are easily 
multiplied. I select' but a few of epigrammatic or special moral inter- 
est: ' We know not whether death comes by day or by night; but this 
we know-that nothing immortal lies in peace' (ii. 17. 2). 'The palace 
of Indra is for them that seek their death in battle' (ii. 12. 21). 'For 
war was the warrior born, victor or vanquished he goes to Indra's 
heaven' (v. 135. 13). ' A knight's rule is " the weapon forever ;" he should 
not seek to be a priest; for Indra was a warrior, and slew his sinful 
kin' (xii. 22.5 ff: although in the same book Vasishtha has to exhort 
Indra to ' make up his mind like an Aryan and slay his foes,' ib. 282. 
24). ' A pious priest and a warrior dying face to the foe both (attain 
the same end, and) split the disk of the sun' (v. 33. 61). ' Face to the 
foe-who dies thus, endless his heaven' (iii. 54. 18). ' Do not grieve, my 
friends,' says even the sinful Duryodhana, ' for if the Vedas be any rule 
to you, I have conquered the world to come, in that I have not swerved 
from knightly law' (ix. 65. 28ff.: cf. iii. 52. 25, yadi veddh pramdndh) 
So it is said (xi. 26. 12ff.): 'They that die slaughtered (by chance) go to 
worlds of gods and kings; they that die with the thought II I will die " 
join the angels; they that hold out against all odds, these go to the 
home of Brahma; while even those that have begged for mercy, if they 
still die with their faces to the foe, go to the guhyaka world; moreover, 
those that die anyhow on the field of battle, even if killed by accident 
(not slaughtered by the sword), go to the Kurus of the North after 
death' (12: hutdni parirdni B., hatdni C. 767: cf. xii. 98). 

The hero-king of the Epic is told that he may make his mind easy for 
the slaughter of so many human creatures by performing a penance 
-- ' even a little penace,' it is contemptuously added. The whole passage 
shows disdain for the weak sorrow of a king who could grieve for the 
deaths caused by his glorious wars, and adduces the constant argument 
that a king should 'protect :' or, as here applied, should 'protect his 
rights;' for the king's duty is to slay anyone that turns right into 
wrong, even if it be a son or a priest; the axe is not the slayer of the tree 
it is the woodman; the king is not the slayer of the men that die in bat- 
tle, it is fate; even the gods once filled the earth with bloody oceans, 
when they fought with the demons; if it lies on the king's conscience 
that many have been slain for his sake, let him do penance; or, if he 
will, let him perform the great horse-sacrifice, which will certainly 
relieve his soul of all evil (xii. 32. 2 ff.-33. 25; 97. 1ff. : cf. ib. 23, 'it is a 
sin to die in bed,' and, therefore, a virtue to die in battle). The meta- 
phor of the ocean of blood is elsewhere fully carried out. Compare the 
battle-scenes below, or e. g. xii. 55.18: the bodies are islands; the flags, 
the sea-foam; one waters earth with blood; grasses it with hair; hills 
it with corpses. 
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adorning a dead man,'* the usual and effective spurs to courage 
are duty and glory. ' I elect glory even at the cost of life,' says 
the Kurus' chief hero ;t for 'victory is the root of right, and 
death is better than lack of fame.'t But fear inspired courage 
also; for according to the Epic rule a deserter is killed, and 
may even be burned to death.? 

The question naturally arises, how far the formal expression 
of opinion reflects here the true spirit of the soldiers. To this 
the answer is, as it seems to me, that the chiefs are rightly rep- 
resented as preferring death to defeat, and as delighting in the 
fierce shedding of blood; while the masses need these exhorta- 
tions to encourage them. Every hero, of course, because he is a 
hero, exults in the battle; only the king of the Pandus, by 
what in each case appears to be interpolation, is made to grieve 
and sorrow over the result of war; and the greatest knight, 
Arjuna, is made to feel a moral fear of killing before the fight 
begins. 

But the common soldiers, for the most part mercenary troops, 
are supplied with these sentiments as exhortative pills to stimu- 
late their slower valor; and, too, oftentimes in vain. That al- 
most Mohammedan outburst referred to above (' sweet it is to 
die in battle; the path to heaven lies in fighting,' viii. 93. 55 f.) 
is the last desperate call of a great chief seeking to rally his 
frightened troops. But the call has absolutely no effect; it 
does not stimulate the churls behind him to love of glory at the 
expense of life. They run away. As we shall presently see, 
this is no exception to the general order of events. The true 
warrior by caste is really indoctrinated with these sentiments 
to such an extent that he willingly dies for glory's sake as well 
as for duty's; but the mass of the army was cowardly, trumped 
to battle at the outset, and eagar to avoid danger whenever it 
arose. 

Interesting as the exhibition of morale given by the quotations 
above may be (and it seems to me that the poets have enabled 
us to get a tolerably clear idea of this, and portrayed the fight- 
ing force with what we may assume to be a true imitation of 

* iii. 301.7; mrtasya kirtir martyasya yatha madl gatayusa4. 
t iii. 300. 31: vr~omi kirtirh loke hijivitend 'pi. 
t xii. 100. 39-40. 

xii. 97. 22. The same kind of punishment with the same kind of fire 
is here decreed for the deserter as that which the law-codes enjoin for 
a warrior or man of the people-caste that has dishonored a woman of 
the priestly caste. Compare V/as. xxi. 1-3; M. viii. 377 (katdgnind). 

I As I have already observed, the common soldiers are led into the 
battle on the principle that quantity is more important than quality. 
'An army with a mass of foot soldiers becomes solid' (_padatibahu- ld send drqhd bhavati), xii. 100. 24 (or Matrftn jayati in Ag. P. 227. 7): cf. 
Epic, ib. 99.18, na hi ?duryat param; sarvamh Mftre pratisthitam. 
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the actual conditions obtaining in Hindu warfare), it only 
brings out the more strongly our lack of information in regard 
to the real war-life of the king's common soldiers. What we 
do know may be briefly recapitulated here, before we proceed to 
the subject of military tactics. As to the primitive Hindu 
soldier of the pre-Epic period, how he was supported, what he 
did in peace, etc., we know next to nothing save by inference, 
and by works too late to be considered as valid for the Epic 
period. We judge that his pay was a part of the booty; that 
at first he was a fraction of the common folk, and in peace was 
not different from his neighbors; tending cattle, offering sacri- 
fice, repelling assaults, making forays, as times and wishes 
twirled his inclination. But gradually the cattle were left to 
others that preferred a quiet life; agriculture arose, and caste 
gratings separated thenceforth and forever the hired soldiers 
from the ranchman and the farmer. Now he belonged wholly 
to the king, and drew his pay from his valor, or, later still, 
from a regular stipend, plus what (with certain exceptions) his 
individual bravery enabled him to seize as private booty on the 
field of war. In the Epic period (and the reports of the Greeks 
support the native authorities) he lives a life in part beautifully 
resembling that of the German soldier. In war he fights as lie 
is bid. In peace he amuses himself, and does nothing else. 
He receives a regular wage (which ought to be paid in advance), 
but is not employed by the king on the strength of this support 
to attend to civil business. His life must be free from business 
affairs, and his wife is supported by a pension when he is slain. 
His position theoretically is inferior only to the priest's, and in 
social practice inferior also only to his aristocratic superiors of 
the same caste.* 

* These points, incidentally touched on already, may be illustrated by 
the following: 'the daily allowance and (monthly) wage of the army 
to be paid as stipulated and at the time agreed upon' (kaccid balasya 
bhaktamh ca vetanami ca yatho 'citam, samprdptakale ddtavyach daddsi 
na vikarfasi, ii. 5. 48, and the same in R. ii. 109. 41) ; ' support the wives 
of those that for your sake have gone to death' (ii. 5. 54: cf. xii. 86. 24 ; 
cf. also Nitipra. vi. 106-107) ; 'one must not engage in business affairs 
with a king's soldier' (rdjabhrtyah .... sendjivi ca . . . vyavahdresu 
varjaniy&d, v. 37. 30). The rules for booty have been given above. 
Ease and pleasure were the fruits of peace. Compare the Greek's ac- 
count (Diodor. xli.: 7re 7rrov de a-parTiTKobV, et' roV' 7ro2e4LovC ev'&-robv, ri- 

YEV 7rx -t devbrbov, avECeL de' at K raidti r2eEtaUT x9evov ev raiC ezipvatC 
Tpioerat d' EK rov j3aatLLKov 7rdv ro qr2iog riv Orpartur( V Ka/' rcv 7ro~ejulT7CV. 
i7r7rcv re Kai et2Xefavrwv. Arrian, Ind. xii., fills this out a little: qre/nrrov 
dye;voc EarTv 'Ivdoiatv o' qro2e uaral, 7r2-iXei uev defrepov ttera ro'c yewpyo 

' 

qr2LeiarI, 6e be~tv6epiii re Kai ev Lin, e7r1XpeojLEvov- Kai oMrot aaK?7rat /Lov7nWV 
riiv lrOXej1LKFV Epywv eiai. He adds that they make their own arms and 
have servants to attend them in camp, and proceeds: avro& 7 ear' av pev 

irouejedekt ky qro~eyeovatv, etp7ivg de' yevoyuevn evivlueovrat Kai abtv jula-k Etc TroV 

KOlVOV Troa6ge SpXer7U 65a Kai aYtovc rpileiv ai' avr7ov evkapic~. Compare Strabo, 
above p. 124. 
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3. Jlilitary Tactics.-The formal account of possible mili- 
tary manceuvres given in the Manavic code is, as compared 
with the Epic, both redundant and deficient. Enough remains 
of exact similarity to show that the code speaks of movemnelnts 
well authorized by tradition as by precept. Probably both the 
Manavic law and the Epic are indebted for their full facts to 
the military codes published by the two greatest authorities on 
such matters, Brihaspati and U~anas. That is to say, the com- 
pleting Epic supplied itself with descriptions from the usually 
recognized possibilities of warfare, and the Manavic code copied 
the current military rules (yuddhadharrma) ascribed to these 
men, and which may well have been existent in some form or 
other (as a manual) before our present Manu was composed. 

If the king is resolved on going out to attack a neighboring 
kingdom, he should make the expedition, if he can select his 
time, either in the moon corresponding to the time from the 
middle of November to the middle of ]December, or during the 
two moons from the middle of February to the middle of 
March.* These are the months most suitable for a campaign; 
but he should not regard this as a rule. He may go, adds the 
pseudo-Epic, at any other time, if it suits his purpose better.t 
In what way the line of march is to be taken up we are not 
particularly told. The army advances in an irregular body, 
led by the chief generals, the king being in the middle. 
The baggage-wagons and provision-wagons and the women 

With this account from Megasthenes it is interesting to compare 
Tacitus: Quotiens bella non ineunt, multum venatibus plus per otium 
transigunt, dediti somno ciboque. Fortissimus quisque nihil agens 
delegata domus et penatium et agrorum cura feminis senibusque et in- 
firmissimo cuique ex familia; ipsi hebent; mira diversitate naturae, cum 
iidem homines sic ament inertiam et oderint quietem (G. 15). Holtz- 
mann (Epos, s. 5, with notes) has compared many of the points wherein 
the Hindu Epic 'is often the best commentary on the Germania.' 
There are so many points of contact between the ethnographic descrip- 
tion of the Germania and the life of the Hindu, both in the original 
texts and in what remains of Megasthenes, that the question has risen 
in my mind whether Tacitus, in representing an ideal opposed to the 
rank life of the Roman Imperial period (as some have assumed to be the 
cause of his writing), did not fill out his lacunae of information with the 
reports of an equally foreign and more unknown folk, and help himself 
from the descriptions of Megasthenes (of which we have now but part). 
The position of the great chiefs. the fondness for dice, the description 
of the soldier-life, all correspond. What information concerning the 
Germans the writer really had would supersede the worth of imagina- 
tion or of borrowing. Where he had none, he might have borrowed. 

* The Pandus sent their embassy to the Kurus in the month kaumuda, 
after fall. Tt was seven days before the new moon when the ambas- 
sador, failing to procure terms of peace, agreed that hostilities should 
begin when the seven days were over: v. 83. 7 ; 142. 18. 

t xii. 100. 9 ff.: cf. ib. 69. 20; M. vii. 182; Nitiprak. vii. 51 ; Ag. P. 227. 6. 
The passage here quoted from the later Epic gives details on roads, the 
suitable ground for horses to fight on, etc. 
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follow. The headquarters of the king are guarded by troops 
stationary and movable. Behind come other generals.* On 
arriving at the place where the conflict is likely to take 
place, the king or commander encamped the army (nivegarh 
karayamdasa or nnvegayadnbdsa senam) upon a level place 
of broad extent, and the soldiers pitched their tents (vega); 
while the headquarters of the general commander (skan- 
d~havara) were guarded by squads of men (gulm4h), as on a 
march. The first care was to clear the ground, and for 
this purpose, any outlying posts of the enemy (sainika gulmedh) 
having been driven off, the commander with the help of his 
generals had the camp limits marked out (Qibiramrn mpayam- 
asa), and a trench dug about it (kAdnayamasa parikhAm), 
which, for the sake of greater protection (guptyartham), was 
guarded by troops. The camp itself (Qibira or senanive~a) 
consisted of separated tents stored with arms.t Such a camp 
is described as looking like a city; and if, as is probable, the 

* v. 151. 50 ff. In the abstract of this portion of my paper as already 
reported (Proceedings, May, 1887), I have suggested that the Manavic 
orders of march really refer to battle-arrays. They do, but I should have 
put the case differently. What is described in the Manavic code is a 
series of battle-arrays and at the same time of march-arrays. In other 
words, the law-book implies that, from the time the king leaves his 
capital, he shall draw out his forces in full preparation for conflict. 
Thinking of long marches, I overlooked this possibility, and was thence 
led to believe that the 'battle-arrays' of the code were only for the 
field of conflict with instant prospect of fighting. And in fact the fight- 
ing is supposed to be immediate. All is here described as on a battle- 
field. Hence an imminent foe must be intended, and the 'march' is 
from its beginning an advance against a possibly instantaneous attack. 
Vyitha is, I think, not used for a long march. Sendyoga or ydtrd is the 
proper term for that (or ydtrikam, xii. 100. 10; 69. 20; 103, 40). Thus, 
in v. 151. 56, we find an irregular body of the Pdndus advancing 
(praydtdndm) toward Kurukshetra, their only care being to keep the 
king in the middle. But when they arrive on the field, they are spread 
out at once in a vyaha, which is not the case before (dsddya tu kuru- 
ksetramh vyitdhdnikd4 prahdrinah, _pdndavah samadrgyanta nardanto 
vrsabhd iva, ib. 68). So in xv. 7. 12 ff. the king is first to march (ydtrdah 
gacchet), and then to set his army before the foe in proper order, using 
the 'wagon,' 'lily,' or 'thunderbolt' array, as explained by Uganas. 
Compare also R. ii. 90.12, 19; 87. 1, 4, where the general-in-chief goes in 
advance on a march; and roadmakers, ditch-diggers, machine-makers, 
etc., etc., go before the army to facilitate the journey. I said that 
mdrga was manoeuvre in the Manavic passage. I was wrong; it is the 
route; used as e. g. the word appears in the story of Rdma, Mbh. iii. 
283.40; 291. 60, and in R. ii. 90.32, Vastradrf4ena margeoa. But here, 
too, the route is taken by the army arranged as if for battle; for such 
is the meaning of the following words: brhaspatinayena ca, ' accord- 
ing to the rule of Brihaspati' (explained below). 

t Bows, bowstrings, corselets, swords, honey, butter, lac, fodder, 
arrows, axes, spears, quivers, besides ponderous machines, are promi- 
nent among the stores of the camp. The use of some of these will be 
described below. Chariots, armed elephants, etc., are in all parts of 
the camp. 
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poet does not exaggerate in saying that, besides the fighting 
men, all the artizans, bards, traders, and prostitutes deemed 
necessary had also their residence inside the camp-limits, we 
may well believe the comparison corresponds to truth.* Watch- 
words and secret signals by which friends may be recognized are 
given out before the battle begins (abh-jndnnin'n or 8amnfah, vi. 1. 
11ff.). Fighting does not begin till morning. The array for 
the day is decided upon, and the troops advance, being in general 
stationed in such propinquity that each soldier shall feel him- 
self surrounded by his own relatives: that is, as far as possible, 
the dlan and family divisions are to be observed. ' Death in a 
house is not approved of in the case of warriors; that would 
be destructive of the pride of proud heroes; that would be 
wrong and pitiable indeed;.. . . such a death ought no hero 
(vtrah) to endure. But a warrior ought to die causing destruc- 
tion in the ranks of war, surrounded by his kin, hewn down 
by sharp weapons.... Fired by love and pride, a true hero 
dies thus, and goes to Indra's heaven.'t It is also worthy of 
note that, before the advance to the field of conflict, a relig- 
ious fire-service is performed. This ceremony is doubtless the 
same on the part of the Kurus as that alluded to as performed 
by the Pqndus: viz., a devotion of the foes to destruction over 
a war-fire. Probably we are to understand a formal rite, in 
which the gods are called upon to destroy the foes of the sacri- 
ficer. The ceremony is performed by the family-priest of the 
Pdndus.4 

The special tactics employed on entering the field will now 
be given, and then the use of arms. These subjects should be 
studied solely by the light of the military movements described 

* v. 151. 58; 152. 1 ff.; 161. I; 195. 12ff. Five yojanas is the size of the 
Kurus' camp (ib. 15). 

? ranesu kadanarh krtva j-iltibhih parivarita4, tiksnaih Vastrair abhiklistah ksatriyo mrtyum arhati, xii. 97. 28 ff.; * autira (25), vira (27), 
Vftra (29). In' vi. 94. 37 also jnatibhih parivarita4. 

t v. 195. 1 ff. Compare v. 126. 2; and purohitah Vatruvadharh vadan- 
tah, in vi. 22. 7. The first passage represents the Kurus marching out to 
the field against the Pdndus, adorned with garlands and clothed in white 
(verse 2). Like the Spartans, the Hindu soldiers were careful to attend to 
their hair before a battle, binding it up about their heads. As a further 
preliminary, they arrange their beards (or shave, klpta!ma!ru), viii. 58. 
33. Compare the ceremony (repeating Vedic verses) enjoined in Acva- 
lyana (G. S. iii. 12. 1 ff.) for the Purohita to perform when the king goes 
into battle. I may mention in this connection that the king instead of 
the priest may say the verses (ib. 20); and that the only vyuhas known 
are those of Aditi and Uganas (ib. 16), if this lies in the words adityam 
dufanasaih va 'vasthdya prayodhayet (dsthlya is the Epic word). The 
Ait. Br. has directions for consecrating the chariot as a means of victory 
(viii. 10; Weber, Ind. Stud. x. 31). In later times compare Ag. P. 125. 
49 ff., a fire-sacrifice at the beginning of battle to insure victory, where 
animals are sacrificed (juhuyan (nr- ? mdhsam, 50). 
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in the Epic.* The ' arrays' mentioned by the earlier code of 
Manu, however correspond so closely to the Epic usage that 
for preliminary understanding of the term the legal forms may 
be here mentioned.t The army may be formed into an oblong 
column; a wedge; a rhombus; a body like two triangles with 
apices Joined (the bases forming the van and rear); one long 

* And not by the darkness of later formal codes on war. The mate- 
rials for Hindu antiquities must, it seems to me, first be drawn exclu- 
sively from the classical or older literature, and not from the late 
didactic works until the Epic has declared itself. Such modern explan- 
atory books as the I Politys' form, on account of the difference in age 
and the wholly theoretical character of the contents, rather an obscura- 
tion than an elucidation of the facts we seek. They are instructive only 
as illustrating the Epic, and help us when they confirm the data drawn 
from real literature; but when they contradict such data, they are to 
be ignored-unless one seeks to form a continuous chain from the Epic 
period to the latest age, and to do so will arrange the didactic material 
after that drawn from the Epic. But to confound and mix the two, to 
quote a NMti on military matters as if entitled to like consideration with 
the Epic, is to allow a succeeding age to interpret a former, and ignore 
a possible development bridging the two. Thus, besides the simple Epic 
sprinkling of the king at the consecration, the universal ' sprinkling' of 
all the king's arms, the nirdJandvicdhi (Ag. P. 267 ff.), the raising of the 
danda, so elaborately described with the triumphal arch and lustration 
in Byh. Sailih., chap. 43-45, have no meaning for the Epic period, inter- 
esting as they are for that of the Harivaniga and following epochs. 
Thus also it is from no wish to exclude outside aid that I here put aside 
the technical divisions of the Nitisdra of Kamandaki and of the Niti- 
prak5ga; but a glance will show the Epic student what false guides 
these are. Everything is here on a modern footing. The older order 
has been not only increased but changed. The formal divisions of 
arms, arrays, employments do not accord with the more ancient rec- 
ords. I regard such works (including the Agni Purdna) as useful solely 
for giving us light on a later period; and, while thinking an interest- 
ing parallel to the Epic to be worth noting, do not consider the state- 
ments of such literature, when more detailed, as explanatory of the 
Epic; nor, when opposed, as authoritative. The four great divisions 
of the Niti's vyfihas have no parallel in the Epic; and e. g. the Vyena as 
a subdivision of the danda is misleading; nor are the names of the 
divisions, daoda, bhaga, asarhhata, mandala (NItiprak. vi. 3ff.), known 
as such to the Epic; while the relegation of the vardha, makara, 
garuqa, krdui'a, padma to an extra class not contained under any bead 
is merely a reflex of the fact that these are among those established 
by Epic tradition. Details, like those on the size of the danda (Ag. P. 
61. 35 ff.), do not necessarily oppose the Epic, but may be quoted only as 
modern specifications. So, too, of the Brhat Saiahitd. My objections 
to this class of literature I explain rather fully, since it might well be 
asked what need, in the light of Wilson's work and the texts published 
by later editors, we have of another investigation on military matters, 
especially on arms, etc. It is sufficient to say that, if we follow even 
Wilson's results, who has based his researches on the imitative Puranas, 
we obtain many statements contradicted by the usage of the Epic. It is 
the latter that is most important. Still greater discrepancies occur in 
'comparing the formal war-codes with our poem. In each case the 
codes reflect a later period, although they have of course inherited 
much that is old and common with the didactic parts of the older work. 

t M. vii. 187 ff. For later works, compare Ag. P. 235 (ranadikad) ff.; 
Kim. Nit. xix. (seventeen forms are given); and Nitiprak. vi. 3-9. 
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slender line; a rhomboid with extended sides ;* one long heavy 
phalanx. One should encamp in a circle, with the king in 
the center.t 

To return to the Epic: At sunrise, or before, the king holds 
a short conference with the commander-in-chief, and either 
selects a battle-array himself, or directs the commander to do 
so. There is of course at times a doubt as to which form is 
preferable; and we find in one instance that the king himself 
insists on the long and slender line, while his best knight re- 
commends the solid phalanx; for the chief officers are present 
at the conference. There seem to be no party or national 
orders. Each side selects one of the current forms, occasion- 
ally choosing one day the form that defeated them when 
chosen by the other the day before. If anticipated, the com- 
mander scrutinizes the foe's' orders before deciding his own. 
After a selection has been made, the troops advance in differ- 
ent companies and regiments.: We must pause here to ask 
what is the assumed distribution of the forces. We have, 
according to tradition, two different arithmetical progressions 
in differentiating the number of forces in the various bodies. 
According to a report which seems entirely theoretical (xii. 
100. 31), the men are subdivided into groups of a thousand 
with a general at the head; of a hundred with a captain; of 
ten with a sergeant. This bears a close resemblance to the dis- 
tribution of royal officers throughout the realm, the names 
being similar. In the one case we have ' a lord of a thousand 
villages,' 'lord of one hundred,' and 'lord of ten;' in the 
other 'lord of a thousand men,' etc. This distribution is not 
known in the fighting scenes, but neither is the following; and 
we can draw no definitive results as to the antiquity of division 
in either case. Vasishtha's division (see the note below) would 
imply that a decimal arrangement was the base of the army's 
make-up. The other arithmetical progression is mainly by 
three, instead of ten. Here we also find that the names desig- 
nating the different bodies are not known as such, technically 
speaking, in the battle-scenes. What is called a company may 
mean a whole division or a whole army. Moreover, the num- 
bers are in quantity absurd, when we remember that the Kurus 

* Bthler's translation of the Manavic verse. 
t Danda, Vakata, varaha, makara, VucI, garuda, va ra, padma, lit- 

erally ' staff, wagon, boar, sea-beast, needle, huge bird, thunderbolt, lily,' 
are given as names of arrays, and the last of camp order. 

t The commander ' draws up the order' (vyuhari cakre), or draws up 'a counter-order' (against that of the foes, prativytha). Drawn up, the foe is vyiidhanika, 'with face (acies) in battle order.' It is usual to 
'counter against the foe' (patruon prativyiihya), though the verb abso- 
lute is also common (cf. vii. 6. 8; 19. 38). One draws out the different 
acies: cf. v. 164.4, anikdni vyakarsata. 
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are said to have put upon the field eleven times the highest 
number in the list, which should make an army of more than 
two hundred thousand chariots, as many elephants, more than 
a million men, and over half a million horses. Such exag- 
geration is, however, common in the Epic; and, by comparing 
several accounts of the numbers wounded in different cases, it 
will be seen that we often have to divide by a hundred or a 
thousand to reach a reasonable limit. The same absurdity is 
repeated at the end of our war. After almost countless hosts 
had been slain, the poor remnant on each side was as follows: 
On the Kuru side there remained eleven thousand chariots, ten 
thousand seven hundred elephants, fully two hundred thousand 
horses, and thirty million mnen.* The Pandu army (originally 
seven 'whole armies') now consisted of six thousand chariots, 
as many elephants, ten thousand horses, and ten million foot- 
soldiers. Such was the balacqh qesa, ' remnant,' on the morn- 
ing of the last day (ix. 8.41.). The opening forces are found 
in as extraordinary sums; where, to instance only one case, the 
number of vaavarctinah (or soldiers brought into the field by 
one ally) implies one hundred thousand chariots (vi. 17 and 
18). The systematic scheme of what an army is to be can, 
therefore, be looked upon only as a very late attempt to makc 
technical divisions of which the true Epic knows nothing. The 
list may, however, be of interest. The name of the force stands 
to the left. 

Horses 
Chariots. Elephants. Foot-men. (cavalry-men). 

patti = 1 1 5 3 
senamukha = 3 3 15 9 
gulma = 9 9 45 27 
gana = 27 27 135 81 
vahini 81 81 405 243 
prtand = 243 243 1215 729 
camt = 729 729 3645 2187 
anikini 2187 2187 10935 6561 
aksauhini = 21870 21870 109350 65610 

Each division is thrice its preceding, except in the last 
example, where the dk.qduhini or complete army is ten times 
the anikin. Other authorities make aulma the same as Lana, 
and sencamfukha also thrice its present size. But even the Epic 
itself formally contradicts this division, and makes one army- 
corps (sena) consist of five hundred elephants and the same num- 
ber of chariots; while ten of these make a prtand; and ten 
of these, a vdhini ; the patti has five and fifty men; the 

* Literally, 'three kotis of foot-men' (pattikotyas tathd tisral): cf. 
R. vi. 4. 56, patamh patasahasrunah kotim dhur manisina4. Patti must 
here be the foot-soldier. There would thus be more men at the end of 
the war than at the beginning. 
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gulma, one hundred and sixty-five; three fptlmas make a 
ganga; and there is no difference between a patti and a sena- 
mukha.* We have here a mixture of three and ten multiples. 
The earliest mention of formal army-divisions in the codes 
appears to point to a squad of ten factors as the unit of measure- 
ment; these factors being perhaps, as above, cavalrymen, foot- 
soldiers, war-car, and elephant: though no explanation of 
the 'ten' is given in the rule of Vasishiha containing this 
division.t 

The Epic proper has, however, no definite terminology for 
divisions of the army. The same force has different names. 
Certain appellations denote a relatively large force; certain 
others, a relatively small one. Any of the names of the larger 
divisions may indicate the whole army without distinction. 
The only formal division recognized is that of the four-fold 
array; not a quantitative, but a qualitative distribution. ' The 
four-fold army,' everywhere alluded to as such in the early 
Epic, consists of an army divided according to kind into four 
groups: of foot-men, horse, chariot, and elephant (the last three 

* v. 155. 24 ff .; the table above is from i. 2. 19 ff. 
f I do not understand how 'one elephant, one chariot, two horsemen, 

and three foot-soldiers' make ' ten parts,' and, as I have not the text 
of the commentator, must suppose a clerical error in Bflhler's note to 
Vds. xix. 17. While the first-mentioned method of dividing the army 
into groups of regiments, companies, and squads (of one thousand, one 
hundred, and ten men respectively), each with its commander (adhipati; 
the commander of one thousand being also called Vura), appears a late 
invention, it may, nevertheless, be based on an old unit of ten. If we 
compare the words of Vasishtha (sahydne dapavdhav&hini dviguna- 
karini syat) with the late Epic distribution of officers, in which all 
those that can divide the foe's force and re-establish their own dis- 
banded force are counted equal and worthy of eating and drinking 
together, and receiving double pay (dvigunavetandh), as applicable to 
all officers; and then find certain special officers called 'leaders of ten' 
(dagadhipataya4), 'leaders of a hundred,' etc.-we might almost be 
tempted to transfer the meaning here to Vasishtha's words, and trans- 
late vaha as ' dux': i in an attack (sahyane), the army led by its lead- 
ers of ten shall be employed in the double (duty of breaking the foe's 
ranks and holding its own).' But this may seem far-fetched, and leaves 
no better meaning for the next verse than we had before; whereas, if 
we take vaha as squad (=patti), with Bfthler, we may give a better 
sense to 18 (pratyekam prapdh syu4) by reading (instead of prapah) 
pragdh, authorized by PMiini, and a natural error in writing, and 
rendering 'and each squad shall have its fore-fighters,' which was the 
practice in actual battle (compare purogama). The following verse of 
Vasishtha (puihsdih 9atavardrdhyach c 'havayet) I take as an indication 
that the division of one hundred was the next to the division of ten in 
his system. I ought to add, however, that prapdh is authorized by the 
like Epic text, xii. 69. 53. The passage above from the Epic giv es us the 
word (bala-) mukhyIh 'captains' as the general term for, officers, and 
shows us in the following verses that the king ought to call these men 
together (mukhyan sannipctya) and exhort them before the battle (xii. 
100. 30-32). 
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implying those that ride on them). Further characteristics of 
these groups will be spoken of below.* 

* The four-fold army (balarh caturaqgam or vdhini caturaigini or 
-sdinya, e. g. i. 69.4; v. 5. 17; ib. 19. 1; vii. 164.9; iv. 68. 13: in iv. 52. 17 
caturbhdga is merely a quarter of the army) is composed of all the men 
making the day's battle-order: vihito vyftha4 paddtyagvarathadvipCiH 
(vii. 20. 14, cf. 9). In later portions the army is spoken of as ' six-fold ' 
(fadanagini), where to the fighting force is added the 'treasure' and 
'machines,' brought to the camp (koga and yantra, M. vii. 185; Mbh. v. 
96. 16; xii. 103.38), although the two additions are by some commentators 
explained as the 'general and workmen,' or even ' carts and camels:' 
thus showing the lateness of the change (compare the commentators on 
Manu, loc. cit.) In the Puranic literature we have four- or six-fold 
indifferently (Var. P. 10. 61; 27. 12; Ag. P. 10. 7; 14. 9; 241. 2, etc.), but 
generally four-fold. In the battle-scenes (below) the army is assumed 
to be four-fold. An eight-fold division of all the forces is given in xii. 
121. 44 (compare below, and above p. 103). A three-fold division (trivi- 
dham balan) is only found of force, not forces (i. e. the realm's resources 
in council, wealth, and officers: ii. 5.57). Unexplained by our text 
is 'the army of four-fold forces composed of eight members,' but 
the commentator thus explains this astdhgasarhyuktd caturvidhabal& 
camiuh (ii. 5. 63, with which compare xv. 7.7: maula, mitra, atavibalam, 
bhrtam, Qrenibalam): 'the "four-fold force " means the native veterans 
(mndula), the allied troops (mditra), the hired men (servants, slaves, etc., 
bhrtya), and foresters (who help clear the roads, etc., dtavika). The 
army, again is distributed into eight parts, chariots, elephants, horses, 
fighters (yodhdh, i. e. all but the foot ?), foot-soldiers, workmen, spies, and 
topographical leaders (those that can tell about places, ddicikdmukhydIh).' 
A comparison of the epithets given to the army in the Ramayana shows 
that the 'four-fold' army is here also the more common, if not the 
only term employed (caturangabala: R. i. 23. 14; anga or aginti also ib. 
i.71.3, 6; 76.6; 78.3; 79.26; ii.33.7; 36.2; 48.7; 73.11; 78.22; 86.13; 
94. 9; (100. 54, camu ;) 106. 9 iii. 42. 18 ; v. 78. 12 ; 81. 23; in 83. 2 defined 
sadakgini: i. 52. 21, v. 1. Bomb. 51.21: varfithini). Comparing M. vii. 
185 and Kini. Nit. 18. 2, 22, we see that this last division of ' six ' is not 
unknown to late Epic and later literature; but it is very rare against 
the common use of 'four.' The comparison points again (as I have 
shown on another theme) to the synchronic completion of the Manavic 
code and the gdntiparvan of the Epic. The commander's proper title is 
sendpati; his office is sdindpatya. The title vahinipati is, however, 
common. The whole army is designated by camut (' four-fold ') as well 
as by the proper name. Thus, Dhritarashtra's whole force of eleven 
aksduhini is called viratamd mahacamuth (viii. 60. 92; ix. 64. 9). Other 
irregular names for the whole army are found vi. 72. 34 (vdhini); vi. 
112. 2 (prtana); vi. 73. 22 (varfithinii. For camut compare further vi. 86. 
50; 100. 24, 34; 105. 15 (pdndlavi camiuh)); vii. 161. 18 ; 168. 1 (mahdcamuth 
and camfuh of Kurus); prtandpati is the same as aksduhinipati (viii. 73. 
15; vi. 87. 15). Poetical names abound: dhvajini, vii. 92. 5 ; vi. 54. 91; 
ripuvdhini, vi. 109. 10, etc. The 'lines' deserve notice, although, as 
far as I have observed, no use or effect of orderly lines is perceivable 
in the battle-scenes. The rule that fighting must cease when a priest 
appears between two lines of battle (anikayoI) means of course only 
the opposing acies (xii. 96. 8); anikaveldydm (where a brave should 
fight) is ' on the van of the front line' (ib. 97. 18). The real unit of 
battle-order is not the line, but the group, Vreni, viii. 73. 16. The battle 
itself is called sawhkhya, saihgara, samgrama (collision, conflict) or 
simply ' fighting ' (yuddha, or yudh, e. g. i. 19. 14: cf. R. ii. 94. 12, 9akyal 
sodhumh yudhi, etc.), but has also its poetical side, and is termed 
dhava, dkranda, arnarda, ' challenging,' ' advance,' ' crush;' or, still 
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The troops having started with a blare of drums, trump- 
ets, and conch shells, the hosts stream out 'like flamingos 
crossing a great lake,' each chief making for his particular 
adversary, against whom he has been pitted by the commander 
before the fight began.* The crowd follows the leaders. 
Each hero plunges into'the fray, scattering the base herd with 
a commotion 'like that caused by a huge sea fish leaping into 
the sea,'t and is soon at arrow's point with his chosen adver- 
sary, or is doubling and twisting about for position, or rushing 
any whither at need of a friend. His base-born adherents and 
his high-born following keep close to his heels.: The proceed- 
ings at the end of the day (for with sunset the armies gener- 
ally stop fighting) depend on whether the commander-in-chief 
has been slain or not. If not, the forces are simply drawn off 
the field, the men going to bed as soon as they can--somie- 
times eating and going at once without conversations although 
stopping to salute each other, care for their wounds, see to 
the sentinels, or even, in the case of the knights, taking a bath 
and listening to some music (rftavdditra) while eating before 
sleeping. 11 The singers and praisers always welcome them 
back, however, if merely as a sign of. good luck, as they also 
open the day with their music; since not to have glad music 
in the morning shows fear, and is a sign of ill-luck.? 

But if the commander-in-chief is killed, the officers collect at 
headquarters, and elect a new commander for the following 

prettier, dyiita, 'gambling,' vi. 59. 39 (93. 42, 'they fought as if in a 
svayaihvara'!); vii. 85. 27 ; rane prdnadyfitapane, viii. 160. 43. The 
warrior not only looks on the battle as ' gambling for life,' but goes 
'playing' and ' dancing' to his sport (kridann iva nrtyan, iii. 280. 64-65; 
vi. 114.26, et passim). I do not pretend to have exhausted the vocabu- 
lary, but these are the terms chiefly employed. 

* v. 164.5 ; the knights are pitted 'by force and courage' (yathd- 
balamh yathotsdharh rathinah samupddicat, arjunarh sittaputrdya, etc.) 

t pravivega mahdsen dm makarah sdgaraih yathd, i. 138. 30; viii. 77. 
10: compare ix. 18. 10, ksobhayanti sma tah sendm makardh sagaran 
yathd; and R. vi. 77. 6, id. 

t The Homeric figure of the goose or flamingo is often found, vi. 46. 
20; 90.19 (utpetuh sahasd . . . hahsd iva mahodadhdu); 110. 45-45 
(nyamajjans te. . yathd hansdh); but the hero 'stands like an island,' 
ib. 46. The glance and shimmer of arms makes the army look as if it 
were 'a wheel of fire' (aldtacakravad balam vii. 7. 53; 39. 6, etc.: used 
also of a single bow, vii. 119. 32). Compare lohitakardame sarhgrame, 
viii. 27.40. 

? 'Then in a twinkling it grew still as heaven, for they did not talk 
about the fight,' vi. 86. 56 (na hi yuddhakathamh k1cmh cit tatrd 'kurvan). 

11 pfijayantah parasparam . . . raksydih krtva Vurd nyasya gulmdn 
yathdvidhi, ib. 53ff. (bath and bandin). 

?T Thus 'the sound of the bowstring and sacred song' being absent 
betrays fear in vii. 85. 19. A night conversation is recorded in vi. 80, 
and a council is held (rnantraih cakruh), vi. 97.2; the chief knight has 
his own council, although he is neither a king nor commander-in-chief, 
vii. 75. 31 (mantrajAdih sacivdih). 
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day. At this time also formal vows to slay are given, and con- 
spiracies are formed against any prominent hero on the other 
side. A detailed description of the election of commander will 
be found below. The chiefs and common people alike, it may 
he observed, all appear to sit up and wait for the decision, and 
hail the new commander-as it is somewhere said, 'thinking 
no more of their commanders slain, they greeted with great joy 
their new commander.' That the post of commander-in-chief 
was much coveted is seen throughout the play, and is empha- 
sized by the fact that Karna is so jealous because another is 
chosen in his stead that he will not fight at all at first, but sits 
sulking in his tent till his rival is slain and the post of honor 
then offered to him.* 

The time of beginning the fight is not always the same. 
Sometimes the hosts rise at daybreak and wait for the sun to 
rise in order to (pray and) begin then the battle; sometimes 
they do not rise till the sun does.t 

The time for closing battle is not always the same. If noth- 
ing prevents, the soldiers fight till sundown; but if they are 
badly beaten, they retire early in the day; and once they light 
torches, and fight right on into the night.: 

It may be said in advance that guards accompany each 
knight into the field as escort, and that sentinels watch the 
tents at night.? 

* v. 156-168. The commander-in-chief in the Epic is of course a war- 
rior actively engaged in battle. The same title{sendpati) given in Ag. P. 
220. 1 to an officer to be appointed by the king and designated as of 
military or of priestly caste must indicate rather a minister of war than 
a general. Likewise the rules Ag. P. 235.32-33, that a king must not 
fight, and that one-third of the force is held as a reserve, are entirely 
un-Epic. 

t vi. 19.36-9; but 16.4, udatisthat (sdinyam) siryodaye. Getting up 
as late as the sun was always thought too late (R. ii. 97.2). if not wrong, 
as it was proper to greet the sun with prayer. 

t See below. The absurd scene in vi. 107 (cf. 43. 11 ff.) is too palpably 
an interpolation to permit its use as usage. Instead of going to bed, the 
Pdndus march over to the enemy, and interview their dearest foe (who 
is at the same time their uncle and the leader on the other side) as to 
the best means of killing him. This inartistic blot is due to the horror 
felt by the later compilers at the idea of the Pdndus killing their espe- 
cially holy uncle without his permission (Holtzmann). 

? Individual guards are called raksin, a statio or squad for guard (draksa) 
is called raksyd or gulmah. Thus, duryodhano nivecya balmnh sam- 
mdnayitvd nrpatin nyasya gulmdis tathdi 'va ca, draklasya vidhiih krtvd 
yodhdndm just before he assembled his council (v. 160. 2). The spies, 
always part of a camp, and frequently sent across (early in the morn- 
ing, v. 194.2), may have made part of the 'protection.' Sometimes an 
advance squad is meant by gulma. Thus utksipta-gulma is a squad 
sent on ahead (iii. 15. 11). The tent-guards appear to be of little use 
(x. 8. 2). Some technicalities may be mentioned here. The word for 
'make an attack on one' is generally apasavyaih karoti (vii. 187. 51, 
etc.; anyonyam apasavyarh ca kartuwh virdu tad esatu4, vii. 188.27), or 
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The position of the commander depends on the array. He 
has not a fixed position, as has been asserted (on Puranic 
authority). Generally he fights in the van; but he may be 
more needed rearwards, as in an early battle-account before 
the great war, where the leader says: ' and I of all the army 
will stand and guard the rear' (iv. 52. 22 ff.). Or, again, the 
commander goes ahead, fighting, but is soon left behind by one 
of the knights.* 

The van, rear, flanks, wings, center of the army in the field 
(ranajra, e. g. xi.16.4), all have their proper names. Fore wing 
and back wing (or flank) are also described.t Worth noting is 
the fact that the nominal commander-in-chief is displaced by 
some of his friends, never with contempt, but by his own con- 
sent. Thus, it is Yudhislhthira who gives to the Pandus the 
final order to array at the opening of the war; and he is here, 
though the leading spirit, not the commander, nor even the 
chief of the allied forces (v. 154. 17). So Karna, though not 
commander, sends to the Kurus the order to 'harness before 
sunrise' through the camp by a herald. 

To return to our orders. Only one distinct quotation seems 
to be current from the wisdom of antiquity in regard to the 
best occasions for applying the different vyfthas (battle-orders). 
This rule, that a small force, in order to compete with a large 
force, should charge in one long narrow column, concentrating 
all its strength at one point, is applied at the opening of the war, 
but afterwards only in a hastily made-over array, when another 
had failed. Of the other battle-orders mentioned, the double 
triangle with apices joined (malara) is employed by the Pdndus 
once, by the Kurus twice; the wedge (dakata) twice by the 

samprahararn (pracakrire, vi. 99.21; pradharsana and abhipradhar- 
sana, iii. 243. 3, are personal attacks). 'To withdraw to camp' is regularly 
avahdramh kurute, with sdinydndm sometimes added (vi. 49. 53 ; 96. 79 ; 
107. 5, etc.). The subject is the commander-in-chief (vi. 74. 37-39). In 
this case there was an orderly retreat, although both sides were ' badly 
broken up' (te sene bhr!casarhvigne yayatuh [sic] svanivecanam, tatah 
sva!cibiramh gatvd nyavnVan; nivegana is the camp, Vibira here tent or 
camp, as in vi. 86. 46 ff.; vii. 17. 1). According to rule, each general pro- 
tects his own troops in a retreat (vi. 79. 64; 80. 2). The sentinels are set 
after sunset through the camp (gulmdI paritrastd4 sitrye ca 'stamite 
sati, ix. 29. 64). A distinction is to be observed between the technical 
paritraya or trayasva yoddhdn 'come to the rescue' (vii. 158.5, ib. 2), 
and parivarya ' defend' or 'attack by surrounding,' 'surround' being 
the literal meaning of the last (vi. 79. 23 ; 94. 37 ; vii. 135. 35). 

* ix. 3.30-36. The commander's title of honor is agranir nrndm, 'fore- 
leader of men,' sometimes applied to any chief: ix. 61. 37. 

t purato _pi ca prsthe ca par!cvayo!c ca, vi. 90. 37; the flank and fore- 
flank, paksa and prapaksa, are common (see below), also called kaksa 
'border' (sendkaksam dadaha samare kaksam agnir yatha vane, viii. 
55. 28) ; the same figure is thus applied in R. v. 85. 24. 

v. 163. 56-57: yogah, prdg udayat. 
VOL. XIII. 26 
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Kurus (found again later in the fifteenth book), once with a 
wheel- (eakra) addition; the krduica (gatruda Y rhomboid) is 
used by Pdndus and Kurus, once as a reserve; the mandala 
(circle) is not only the Kurus' choice, but oddly enough (consid- 
ering the relative numbers) the Pdndus', though it may be only 
a ' crescent ' here. The difference in forces makes no difference 
in choice, apparently, except at the outset. It is to be remem- 
bered that the Pandus have only seven ' whole armies ' (aksu- 
hinis); the Kurus, eleven. 

A word here on the military authorities. Manu (in spite of 
his code's military advice) is unknown as a military adviser. 
That is to say, the seventh book of the ilVInava-dharma was ex- 
panded to its present form after the battling parts of the Epic 
were written, as other portions of the Epic show that no slight 
was intended to this authority. The main sages are U~anas and 
Brihaspati. With the latter Manu has many a question of 
priority to settle.* Another authority (celebrated later) men- 
tioned in the third book, Qdlihotra, as ' wise in the knowledge 
and pedigree of horses,' appears to have confined himself to 
this specialty, and is not quoted as a guide on broader military 
affairs; But the rules of the two inseparables, Brihaspati and 
Uganas, are quoted often enough to make us certain that a mil- 
itary code must have been composed by them. The one mili- 
tary strategy formally cited (as given above) is from Brihaspati ;t 
and the same author invented the impregnable vyiha called 
k7duiwudauna.4 Again, the 'king of battle-orders' is declared 
to come from the same sage.? The first of these is probably 
meant in the Brihaspati-naya of the Ramayana-a. I have 
already spoken of the rules of Brihaspati and U~anas,T and these 
occur again as a manual of instruction in the war-part of the 
Epic.** Their names have becone typical of military and phil- 
osophical learning.tt But, although U~anas shares the name and 
the honor, his friend appears to have been, if we may so speak, 
the more inventive genius in the science of war: as the citations 

* The quotation from the former's Vastra in xii. 138. 193-194 ; 139. 70- 
74, etc., are not devoted to this topic. 

sat1hatdn yodhayed alpan kWmah vistarayed bahftn, sficimukham 
ankarh sydd alpanam bahubhitt saha, 'if you have a small force, 
make them fight all together; you may extend a large number as you 
please, but if a few men have to fight with a great many, they ought to 
present a needle-front' (vi. 19. 4; xii. 100. 47, confirmed by vi. 43. 102: cf. 
M. vii. 191 ; Ag. P. 235. 27). 

4vi.50.40; 51.1. 
f vyithar-ja in viii. 46. 27 is barhaspatya. 

H ii. 90. 32 ; see above, p. 192. 
? Page 115 (iii. 150. 29). 
** brhaspater uganaso no 'padeqa4 Vrutas tvayd, 'have you not heard 

B. and U.'s instruction ?' (ix. 61. 48). 
tt naye brhaspatyugano1 (sic), viii. 37. 20: compare iv. 58. 6. 
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already given and to be given show. The battle-orders called 
Qakata, padma, vajra are explained in Ucanas' code, according 
to xv. 7.15.* The science of the battle-orders was opposed as a 
special study to all other branches necessary for a warrior to 
know: ' I am wise in military affairs, and in the battle-orders,' 
says a chief; 'I can make the mercenaries and those not mer- 
cenaries do their duty; in respect of marching, fighting, etc., I 
know as much as did Brihaspati; I know all the battle-orders 
of gods and of men,' etc. (v. 165. 8 ff.). The special points of 
an officer's knowledge seem to be these: how to break through 
into the foe's advancing battalion, and how to maintain order in 
his own; as the passage quoted above enjoining double pay for 
officers able to do this well would indicate. Though we should 
antecedently assume this as the greatest need in a general 
(given the Hindu troops and a battle under way), it deserves to 
be emphasized, from the negative evidence it furnishes that 
generalship was regarded mainly as fighting-ability confined to 
the actual conflict; or, in other words, no strategic ability in 
choosing position, hemming in a foe, preserving free passage to 
the base of supplies, and other such matters, is lauded. Only 
knowing how to act when springing at the foe is praised; 
though universal directions for suiting the ground to the kind 
of force employed are casually given. 

In the account of Rdma's war, compare iii. 285. 6, 7, (rdvatnah) yud- 
dhacastravidhanajn-a uqana iva c& 'parah, vyfthya cau 'qanasarh 
Vyithamh harin abhyavaharayat; raghavas tu vinirydntamh vyftdhanikami 
da~dnanam, barhaspatyarh vidhirh krtv& pratyavyithan niqdcaram. 
As to Vd1mIki's own account of military arrays, owing to the nature of 
the war we obtain very little information in regard to the vyiuhas. The 
first arrangement appears to have been a mass drawn up in order (R. vi. 
16.2, reading vyithya), and we find the garuda mentioned before this 
(ib. 6.11; padma is a cognomen of Rdma, 3. 19); but the war is mainly 
a siege, and the battle-arrangements amount to nothing. The military 
proverb preserved in (phalgu sainyasya yat 1irhcin madhye vyflhasya 
tad bhavet) ' put the weakest force in the middle of the general array' 
shows us the technical sense of phalgu as distinguished from the sara 
or picked troops, as the term is employed in describing the forces in the 
Mahdbharata (see below). The technical meaning is of course current. 
Compare R. vi. 31.33 (vyithena ghorena); ib. 39. 28, tvay& devahprati- 
vyudhah . . yudhi; ib. 71. 16, balavyithena mahata pdlitah. It may be 
parenthetically remarked that a number of impossible and inexplicable 
'orders' are alluded to in the Epic, under the titles 'mortal,' 'godly,' 
' angelic,' and so forth, usually called (e. g. vi. 21. 4) ' impregnable,' and 
usually without reason (45. 4). They are not used definitely, nor ex- 
plained, but are current on the lists of possible orders (e. g. v. 57. 11; 
165. 10 ff.; vi. 19. 2, 18 ff.); and the officers are expected to know them. 
They are probably merely the ordinary orders in relation to their ori- 
gin; thus, the common order called 'thunderbolt' is called 'the un- 
shakable,' and was invented by the Holder of Thunderbolts. This then 
would be a 'godly' order (vi. 19. 7), acalami nama vajrakhyam, the 
usual boast: cf. ib. 34, vajro nama . . . vyutho nirbhayah sarvatomukhah; 
21.2, abhedya; 4, aksobhya massed against this. The irresistible force 
was always meeting the immovable body on the Hindu battle-ground, 
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I pass now to a detailed examination of the devices employed 
in the actual battles of the great war, the stratagems (in narrow 
sense) used in the field. 

The first battle began in the first hours of the first day after 
each army had arrived at its respective camping-ground.* The 
Pdndus are encamped in the West; the Kurus, in the East. 
The battle-field lies near the city of the Kurus, Hastinapur. 
The latter stand on the defensive. Each force, with its general 
soldiers (yodhdh, sadnickdh) and officers (bala-nmukhykh, etymo- 
logically equivalent to ' captains,' mukha meaning here caput), 
has its grand commander-in-chief (sendpati or vdhinipati),t 
under whom stand the generals that command the different 
'whole armies,' or hosts, complete in themselves and so consid- 
ered, brought by the allies. Such an army within an army was 
called the akstuhiini, and its general was the pati or lord of that 
division, a term sometimes applied to the commander-in-chief 
himself. The commander-in-chief was in fact nothing but 
an 'army-lord' raised 'to the position of general superinten- 
dent, and temporarily exalted over his equals, the ' lords' 
of each special army. For the special generals were usually 
simply the kings who had come as allies, and each commanded 
his own home force, which he had brought with him.: An 
honorary title of either a king-general or of the commander- 
in-chief was also yftthapa, ' guardian of troops,' indicative of the 
fact that the army was parcelled into generic troops, the ele- 
phants apart from chariots, the foot-soldiers by themselves. 
This is often the arrangement made; and the more artificial 
combination, by which each car was surrounded by so many 
men, and so many cars were distributed to so many elephants, 
each squad of this sort containing all the fighting elements and 
making no longer troops in kind, I think a later as a more arti- 
ficial formation.? 

* The whole of the Bhagavadgltd, the absurd scene following, vi. 43. 
12-102-in reality, from the end of section twenty to the beginning of the 
forty-fourth section, where the question asked after the close of the 
nineteenth section is repeated-all this is an interpolation unnecessary 
to prove. The position of the forces is given in vi. 20. 5. 

f Dhrishtadyumna is saptdndrh netd sendndm pravibhdgavit, v. 151. 7. 
t When we read, therefore. that the Pdndus' commander-in-chief was 

the ' leader of seven complete armies,' we must take this literally. The 
Pandus' force, as a whole, comprised seven distinct armies. But for 
the sake of convenience we may term those armies in relation to the 
whole ' army-divisions.' 

? In regard to the title yfithapa compare vii. 193. 49, rathayfithapa- 
yuithapah; and v. 167. 14, rathayfithapayfithdndth yfithapo 'yam. The 
one hundred and sixty-fifth section of the fifth book begins the list of 
rathi (ratha), atiratha, mahdratha, terms applied loosely to denote, 
not technical distinctions between the generals, but their comparative 
ability in leading the forces and slaying foes. The terms mean that 
such a one is either a ' good charioteer,' or a ' superior charioteer,' or a 
'surpassingly good charioteer.' 
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The Pandus, being the smaller force, wait (in spite of Brihas- 
pati's rule) to see what order will be taken by the Kurus. 
Those oii the defensive are thus obliged to take the initiative. 
The Kurus' commnander-in-chief now masses his troops in heavy 
bodies. He himself takes his place in the van.* Various chiefs 
and princes of high rank, ten of whom are especially named 
(16. 17), aid him; these guard the van of the different battal- 
ions, or act as 'wheel-guards' to others. Each greater chief 
has commonly a pair of these wheel-guards (cakraracksdu): an 
indication that the chariot had not four but two wheels in the 
earlier time. They are often the younger princes, who are 
thus winning their name of hero by useful service under some 
renowned knight. They drive in chariots, and are really inde- 
pendent knights, but their strategic position was close to the 
war-car of the leader whom they were first bound to protect.t 
The Kuru commander, BhIshrna, was recognizable by his stand- 
ard, a golden palm-tree,t and colored flag, each leader having 
some such ensign. BhIshma's general appointments were white, 
and even his war-car was silvered (vi. 20. 8; 16. 23). Besides the 
wheel-guard, a special band of fore-fighters (_purogarmnh) went 
in advance with the leader and ' protected' him.? The king of 
the Kurus is stationed in the centre, and enters the fight, not in a 
war-car, but on an enormous white elephant with net-armor. 
Him guarded thousands of war-cars in front. His maternal 
uncle, the great villain, 9akuni, was especially charged to look 
after the king, and accompanied him with hosts of Gandhdras 
and mountaineers.? The too careful arrangement of the troops 
spoken of above is given (in a passage that appears late) as fol- 
lows: one hundred cars support each elephant; one hundred 
cavalry, each car; ten archers, each horse; one hundred shield- 

* agranih, vi. 16. 21; 20. 18; agrataI sarvasainyasya, ib. 20. 9. 
t vi. 19.17; for position see the whole of this section, and 43. 102 ; 44. 

1 if. 
t hematdla: cf. vi. 17. 18, tdlena nzahatd . . pahcatdrena ketund. 
? As this term has been occasionally misunderstood, it may be well to 

point out that in Hindu warfare the protectors drove before the army 
in general, but behind the protected leader, and were really supporters 
(vi. 17. 23, seven kings take this part: cf. 18. 10, prs(hagop d . . bhisma- 
sya putras tava raraksuh pitamaham). Of course the whole line is 'pro- 
tected' by the chiefs ahead as well as behind. This is anikam palitam 
(vi. 22. 4). 

11 vi. 17. 26, dhvaja; 20. 7. In the following, until the end, or unless 
the book varies, I shall quote by sections only, the book once intro- 
duced being understood. 

'T 20. 8. The presence of this man of Kandahar (gandhara), and his 
origin in the north-west country, is one of the indications of the Aryans' 
original locality. Dhritarashtra, the king of the Kurus, took his wife 
from the old family country, and her brother lived as a courtier in Hds- 
tinapur, in accordance, perhaps, with that rule which makes it necessary 
for a king to support all his wife's relations. 
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men, each archer.* Such altogether was the Kurus' order of 
battle. No special name is given to it, but I fancy it was the 
,circle.' 

Opposed to this the Pandus, under the direction of Arjuna (for 
we notice here, as said 'above, that the king or one he selects is 
practically commander, while the s8'nadpatya consists less in 
ordering than in arranging forces), to whom the king, Yudhish- 
thira, has appealed for advice, form in a prativyftha or ' coun- 
ter-array,' by making themselves, on the general principle re- 
ferred to above, into a 'needle-shaped' modification of the 
'thunderbolt' or long column (19. 34, 35). At the head (agre 
'araGni) was Bhlma, 'swift as wind,' and Dhrishtadyumna, 
the official commander, who, strange to say, is neither chief leader 
nor director. The king for whom the war was undertaken was 
behind, or rather ' in the middle' (19. 24), surrounded by ele- 
phants; ivhile his younger brothers and his chief ally, Virdta, 
stood just behind the leaders Bhima and Dhrishtadyumna. 
BhIrna's special wheel-guards were his younger twin brothers, 
and his rear-guards were his nephews, to whom in turn Dhrish- 
tadyumna was 'protector;' and there behind this van was 1i- 
khandin, 'protected by Arjuna, who was the chief knight of 
this side. Others stood stil further back. The right van was 
guarded by Yuyudhqna. According to the position shown in 
22. 3, IDhrishtadyumna was ahead, guarded by Bhima; and 
Qikhandin was in the middle, guarded by Arjuna. 

It is interesting to note that, as the rule enjoins, a short en- 
couraging speech is, really made by the leader to the chiefs be- 
fore they go their respective stations, wherein they are reminded 
that death in battle is the door of heaven, and that they are 
treading the path of warriors, 'the path trod by your fore- 
fathers, and by their fathers too' (17. 6lff.); as well as the 
fact that the Pqndu king is much discouraged at the sight of the 
vast array before him, and has to be cheered by his brother, 
with the words: ' often the few conquer the many; where the 
right is, there is the victory.'t 

When the battle really begins, it is not the real commander, 
but Bhima, one of the Pandus, that leads (44); and at once 
(45. 8) Bhishina makes a dart at Arjuna; whereupon the battle 
becomes, almost immediately, irregular, and shortly fades into 

* See section 20; the anachronism of the 'conspirators' condemns this 
passage. The dhdnuske Vatamh carmiba4, 'hundred shield-men to each 
archer,' is absurd. Mention of 'mortal,' 'divine,' i angelic,' ' devilish' 
orders occurs 20. 18. The Puranic literature gives rules for keeping one 
third of the army as a reserve, but no reserve is kept in the battle as de- 
scribed; all the troops march into the field (except when, as in Karma's 
case, a special personal feeling prevents). See Ag. P. 235.32. 

t yato dharmas tato jaya4; emended to ' where Vishnu is,' etc.: 21. 
11-14. 
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a confused fight (tumula, tumultus).* The first day, after 
many duels and much 'tumult,' ends resultless at sundown.t 

The second day: At the Pandus' suggestion, their comman- 
der forms his forces into the array of Brihaspati (50. 40) already 
alluded to, called krankca 'great bird" a battle-order appar- 
ently new to the warriors. The Pandus thus take the initiative, 
and the Kurus make a counter-array that is not more nearly de- 
fined, but described as ' huge.'t The Kurus' leader is in front, 
but surrounded on all sides, as he leads the great array.? 
In this encounter the Kuru king is stationed in the middle; the 
Pandu king, in the rear. The metaphor of the bird-order 
(krwinca) is kept up in the details. Thus, the Piindus' com- 
mander with one of the Pandus make the back-wings (_paksau 
prsthatah); the twin Pdndus are on the left wing; Arjuna's 
son, with others, on the right wing; while other heroes were on 
the 'neck,' and still others made the 'eyes'; the king of the 
Pandus in the back (prs.tham', though 'tail' is often used), sur- 
rounded by Nishadas; the father of the commander-in-chief is 
on the ' head.' The elephants are here disposed, not at all in the 
artificial order spoken of above, as centerpieces to war-cars, nor 
yet, as the Greeks describe, as a line in front, but on the tips of 
the wings. j 

Before the Kurus advance, the king makes them an encour- 
aging speech,? exhorting to courage and care of the leader. 
Then the Kuru commander, with the help of Dron. a and the 
princes, ' drew up a great (counter-) array,' to which no special 
name is given; but right and left flank and the king's position 
in the middle are mentioned (51. 10; 52. 3). The battalions are 
massed one behind another. Sign that all is ready is given by 
drum and shell. Again the description becomes one of 'fore- 
fighters who led the van,'** with a general ' horrible tumultuous 
battle' as the ranks meet (52. 5); but here Arjuna singles out 
BhIshma for a first attack. The second day ends, as before, 
with no decisive result. 

The third day: On this day (56. 1 ff. to 59) BhIshma leads 
off with the rhomboid array called the garujda, a mythological 

* Bblshma, considering their relative position, must have flung every- 
thing into confusion by his direct onslaught upon Arjuna. gikhandin 
has suddenly disappeared. 

t prapte ca 'starh dinakare, avaharam akeurvanta, 49. 52-53. 
t 50-55: the krduncdrunandma, or simply krduhca (51. 1), was unseen 

before this (adrstap-rva, 50. 41). The Kurus' array is simply maha- 
vyfuha (51. 10). 

? prakarsan rnahat1th vdhinim, 51. 11. 
dpaksakotiprapaksesu paksdntesu ca vdrandh, jagmuh parivrtdh 

(50. 55). 
_aird 

? prdhe 'damh vacanamh kale harsayaris tanayas tava, 51. 4. 
** praharatdah Vreq(hah sampraharam pracakrire, 52. 1 if. 
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bird whose outstretched wings give the name. Here, too, the 
metaphor is preserved. The commander is on the beak (tunnde); 
two chiefs on the ' head,' two more make the ' eyes,' others are 
on the 'neck.' The king is in the rear, surrounded by hosts. 
The allies are on the ' right wing' and ' left flank '-the meta- 
phor failing, as it often does.*. Against this, Arjuna and the 
commander draw up an array made in the shape of a crescent 
(ardhacandra), on the ' right horn' and 'left flank' of which 
stand BhIma and Arjuna, while the commander with other 
great knights is in the center, as is the Pandus' king. The day 
ends undecided. Each commander fights in front, as we are told 
(57. 31). The counter-array is quite interesting. It will be 
seen that, as the Kurus' garquda advanced, the van, being the 
apex of a triangle, was met by a semicircular enclosing host 
(crescent) on the part of the Pdndus, so that the Kurus' leader, 
standing on the apex, met the Pandus' leader, standing half-way 
between the two horns of his own army. But the attempt of 
the seven-armied Pdndus to enclose the eleven-armied Kurus 
seems ludicrous. 

The fourth day: No especial description enlivens the dreari- 
ness of the irregular combats. 'An array like a cloud' and ' an 
array unseen before' (60.7, 11) explain themselves but vaguely. 
Sections sixty to sixty-nine, embracing this day, are largely in- 
terpolated (65-68) with religious passages. 

The fifth day: After the Vishnu interruption, the array of 
the fifth day is described (69.2 if.). Bhishma now employs the 
exact reverse of that used on the third day, namely the makara, 
or array consisting of two triangles, with apices making the 
centre; bases, rear and van. The Pandus 'made their own 
array' against this; each side drew out all its forces, chariots, 
foot, elephants, and cavalry. Beholding the great double-trian- 
gle-array of the Kurus, the Pandus brought against it the 
9yena or 'hawk,' another bird-order, 'a very king of battle- 
orders:' on the front of which stood Bhmina; the eyes of which 
were the commander and Qikhandin; on the neck Arjuna, etc. 
The king is again in the rear, and various allies on the wings. 
BhIma makes the first onslaught, plunging into the makara. 
Again on the part of the Pandus we find a clever attempt to 
pierce the broad oncoming van of the foe, as they had before 
tried to enclose the sharp van. Arjuna's position on the neck 
enables him to rush at once to the rescue of Bhima, whose on- 
slaught upon BhIshma is sudden and direct, showing that the 
' hawk' order was intended to facilitate a sharp attack at the 
centre of the foe. The king of the Kurus urges Drona on, and 
appears to be near the front soon after the battle begins. All 

* daksinam paksam asadya vamam; pargvam avasthitad, 56. 8-9. 
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details are passed over. The contest ends undecided. Tis 
fifth day ends with section seventy-four. 

The sixth day: The Pandus now imitate the array of their 
foes chosen on the preceding day, after they have all ' drawn 
out again for battle as soon as night had passed' (75.1 ff.). The 
commander is again told by the Pandu king what to lead out, 
the latter recommending the makctra, which 1s got ready Just 
before sunrise.* Drupada and Arjuna are near the van of this 
array; the latter's younger brothers stand beside him; Bhima 
is again the ' mouth,' and, passing over others, the commander 
and Virata, the chief ally, are here found in the rear. 'Two 
guards of the battle-array' form the right flank, and five other 
allies occupy the left. Two others are on the feet, and Ar- 
juna's son with ?ikhandin are on the tail (pucche). The 
makara is, therefore, here imagined to be weakest at the mid- 
dle flank, which has special guards. Noticeable is the especial 
valor of Bhima, who incites this commander to follow him (77. 
32). The Kurns, to meet this, their owii array, come out in the 
kruiwaca (already adopted by the Pdndus on the second day, and 
not needing here another description, but that the Kuru king is 
on the neck, while in the corresponding position of the second 
day the Pqndu king was stationed in the rear). In the further 
description we have a mixture of technical terms, whereby ap- 
pears that this makara was of a 'thunderbolt' pattern: that 
is, probably, that it was as solid a body as the phalanx.t It is 
stated here that the soldiers all fought with their like (in ac- 
cordance with the formal law): that is, each horseman fought a 
horseman, each footman a footman. This law practically held 
good, however, neither for the lowly nor for the exalted. Every 
knight kills footmen; every footman attacks knights. A very 
interesting making-over of the array diversifies this day. At 
noon, when, as usual, everything is ill confusion, a portion of 
the Pandus make themselves up into an entirely new array, 
with reversion to their first principles; and, forming a ' needle,' 
they charge the heavy phalanx of the foe, successfully break it, 
and rescue their imperiled leaders, who have allowed themselves 
to become caught in the enemies' centre (77. 59). The sixth day 
ends with the seventy-ninth section. 

* The commander has his orders from Yudhishthira again in 87. 16, 
when told to get up a prativyiiha. In fact, though 'commander' is bet- 
ter than 'leader' as a translation of pati here, this generalissimo is con- 
stantly commanded by more experienced knights and kings. The king 
tells what to do; the ' commander,' how to do it. Thus the commander 
'directs the knights' (vyddidefa rathina~h, 75. 5) how to form, and this 
appears to have been his chief business. 

f vyftha& tam makaraih vajrakalpam pravifya: compare the regular 
'thunderbolt' on the seventh day. 

VOL. XIII. 27 
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The seventh day: BhIshma, still commander, ' skilled in bat- 
tle-orders' (vyahavitarada), draws out now a complete circle, 
filled with fighters, elephants, foot-soldiers and chariots.* This 
array is ' very hard to break,' being bordered by war-cars, spear- 
men, and knife-men. The king is here on a chariot, as he 
usually is; the first day's elephant-riding for a king appears 
anomalous and late. Against this the king of the Pdndus 
brings the ' thunderbolt,' not further described (vajramn akarot, 
81. 21, 23). The attack of the thunderbolt succeeds. The fight 
again becomes almost that instant a menlee. Drona's son attacks 
Cikhandin, and 'all the chiefs' attack Arjuna (25 and 27). 
Here also ten horses are said to accompany one elephant; ten 
archers, one horse; a hundred shield-men, one archer (81. 14). 
Thee day ends with the eighty-sixth section. One must again 
admit the correctness (I speak as one unlearned) of the tactics 
said to be used by the Pdndus. Against an advancing force 
formed in a circle bordered with war-cars and spear-men (it will 
be observed that here the elephants are not on the flank) they 
placed a solid phalanx deep enough to break the line (of equal 
strength throughout) opposed to them, and yet broad enough to 
maintain their ground without danger of being surrounded when 
once an entrance had been effected.t 

The eighth day: Again a new array appears, but without 
enlightening name. The Kurus (87. 1-13) make an array ' like 
the sea.': At the head of this huge body stands the com- 
mander, surrounded as usual; the king with his brothers far 
behind. On the Pandu side, their king directs the commander 
to make a counter-array, but does not suggest the form. The 
latter disposes the troops in an entirely new order-I am doubt- 
ful whether to call it a triangle or a square. Its name is 9rk- 
gataka 'the horned array'; of the horns, the two mentioned 
are filled by BhIma and Satyaki, with their ' several thousand 
war-cars, steeds, and foot.' Arjuna's position is between 
them; the king also occupies the middle position, while brave 
warriors who know the statutes on arrays fill the battle-order.? 
Others are in the rear. From the commentator this would 
seem to be an array in the shape of a Greek cross (catuqpathd- 

* The circle complete is called mandala, distinguished from the half- 
moon above described, but not from the synonyms of mandala, viz. 
padma or padmaka (lily), cakra (wheel). 

t My temporary contemplation of these battle-arrays as if historical 
formations. instead of poetic fancies, is of course a mere matter of con- 
venience. The much- added-to and long elaborated descriptions of the 
war-scenes are betrayers of their own non-primitive character: under- 
lying which we have, however, certain ancient battle-orders preserved, 
and many K~c'a av6pcjv from an earlier period. 

t sdgaropama or sdgarapratima, ib. 5 and 13. 
vyuhagdstravi~dradah, 87.19, 20. 
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kdra), but the description would more imply a triangle-array 
with the base as van. Immediate confusion prevents further 
alalysis of this order. The eighth day ends with the ninety- 
sixth section. 

The ninth and tenth days: These present no technical names, 
but the ordering of the array is instructive. After a conver- 
sation and dispute between the K-iru king and commander 
(97), the former describes to his brother the Pd-ndu array. 
Two heroes form a left and right wheel-guard as protectors of 
Arjuna; he in turn is the protector of ?ikhandin.* The king 
now bids his brother see to it that Qikhandin shall riot kill 
BhIshma. Accordingly the prince puts Bhishma before him, 
and so advances (bhtsvn_ pjramukhGatah krtvd _prayaydam, 50); 
on which Arjuna calls out ' put ?ikhandin before BhIshina, and 
I will be his protector' (qoptd,, 51). The Kuru commander had 
refused to kill Qikbandin. This being arranged, the array is 
completed on the Kurus' side, and met by one on the part of 
the PIandus. The position of different forces is given, but no 
name of the arrays is mentioned. The Kuru king is in the 
centre, the Pdndu in the van, of his array (99.1-10). With 
section one hundred and seven this day ends; and on the tenth 
day (108. 3 ff.), after the extraordinary interpolation of the 
night visit to 13hishma, the Pandus put ?ikhandin ahead and 
make the battle-order. BhIma and Arjuna are his wheel- 
guards. The commander is here in the rear, but not so far 
back as the king of the Pindus and Virata. The Kurus, anx- 
ious to protect BhIshrna, after putting him in front, follow 
him close. He appoints the infernal battle orders,t not ex- 
planatory through their names. Arjuna is as usual the fore 
fighter, except that he guards the wheel of ?ikhandin.t Ar- 
juna has to encourage Qikbandin by shouting 'do not fear, I 
will kill Bhishma' (110. 2). The Kurus all attack Arjuna as 
he seeks to kill Bhishma: 'He was wounded often, but was 
not afraid,' it is said; and again: 'Arjuna alone, warding off 
many, routs the Kurus.' It is he who ' makes the king of the 
Kurus fly and crushes his army' (111. 56). 

The end of the tenth day closes the sixth book. The first 
decided victory is gained by the Pandus. The Kuru com- 
mander is slain. This evening, therefore, the Kuru king se- 
lects a new commander in the person of Drona, the old teacher 
of both the families (but pledged to support the Kurus, and the 
natural foe of the Pdndus' allies). 

* The last is raksyam&na; Arjuna is goptar: 98. 47-48. 
t Bhismah . .surdn akarod vyfthdn _pdi~dcdn atha raksasan, 16. 
t Compare arjunapramukhdh pdrth64 puraskrtya Vikhandinam bhismaih yuddhe 'bhyavartanta, 18. 
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The eleventh day: This is the first day of Dronia's general- 
ship, and begins with the seventh book-which, as the elder 
Holtzmann said, is replete with repetitions and additions. 
The new commander usually discards the arrays used by his 
predecessor, and shows considerable skill in combining differ- 
ent orders. The Pdndus, however, from now on strike out 
nothing new, but either use old forms or imitate those of 
Drona. The latter's novelties are the wedge, and a combina- 
tion of the wedge and wheel. Besides these he uses the rhoin- 
boid, under the technical name of suparna (for garucda); and 
the circle, here called eakra (wheel).* On the first day no 
new details of warfare appear. Drona makes the wedge array, 
and it is met by the krduwha, ' bird-array,' already described. 
This day ends with the sixteenth section of the seventh book. 

The twelfth day (conspirators' day): The warfare of this 
day is diversified by the conspirators (who have sworn to kill 
Arjana) making their own 'battle-order' in the shape of the 
moon, and advancing with this 'array' of a comparatively 
small number of men.t In like manner, after Drona has sud- 
denly advanced 'drawn up in full array' (vyftdchAnika), the 
Pandus as suddenly (20.4) make up a counter-array in the 
shape of a semi-circle (maiyd.aldrdha), probably the same as 
the ' crescent' that they used (to meet a similar attack) on the 
third day. The Kuru king is in the van with his brothers. 
Drona's order, so suddenly brought against the Pandus, is in- 
cidentally mentioned under the name of the 'bird' (suparna), 
employed by Bhishma long before. This scene is probably an 
imitation of the earlier one, as the seventh book as a whole is 
later. We are told that a whole aksaduhizn guarded the right 
flank (9). It is rather remarkable to find the important posi- 
tion of the 'neck' taken by Qakas, Yavanas, and Kambojas. 
The whole day is rather tumultuous (tumula, sukalila, 32. 75), 
though an attempt at order is pretended. This day ends with 
the thirty-second section. 

The thirteenth day: Another ' circle'-array is formed, noted 
as especially hard to penetrate4 The king here is in the mid- 
dle, the commander in the van (prarnukhe or agre). The ' fol- 
lowers' (anuguh, socii) as usual attend the princes. The Pan- 
dus have no mentioned form. They seem especially to dread 
the circle.0 The princes royal guard the king's chariot-wheels 
on the Kuru side, and make much ado about it. The day 
ends with the eighty-third section. 

* The cakravyilha is prophesied for the war: e. g. i. 67. 118. 
t vyfIhyd 'nikah candrdkdram, 18. 1: compare 7. 
t durbhida, abhedya; cakravyiiha: vii. 33. 14, 19; 34. 13. 
? Compare the hurried colloquy of the chiefs before Abhimanyu's 

death, and Arjuna's remark in 72. 20. 
11 ardsthdnesu vinyastdh. kumdrdh, 34. 14. 
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The fourteeiith day: This begins with the eighty-seventh 
section. The nigh& has been spent in grief oii the part of the 
Pdndus, the son of Arjuna having been basely killed, for 
which Arjuna swears revenge. This day alone continues into 
the night. Torches take the place of the sun. The battle- 
array is indicated in advance. It shall be composed of a 
'wedge and circle': * that is, as the following explanation 
shows, the wedge forms the front, the circle the rear, of the 
whole combination. The object of this array is twofold: first, 
to form an offensive front; and secondly, to make a posterior 
order impenetrable enough to restore to courage the frightened 
Jayadratha (whomn Arjuna has sworn to slay), and enable 
him to go into the fight. The two portions are described in 
double metaphors: the ' wagon' and 'needle' on the one hand, 
the 'wheel' and 'lily' on the other. It is the most ponderous 
and unwieldy of all the arrays described, and is represented in 
our account as follows (87. 20 ff.). After the troops, with a 
by-play of skilful rnanoenvres with sword and bowt have ad- 
vanced, some of the royal princes station themselves, with half- 
a-thousand elephants bearing soldiers, at the head of the army, 
standing in the extreme van (ayrainke, 21), to protect Jayadra- 
tha. The array was invented and personally arranged by Drona. 
It has two parts: the first consists of a force twelve gavy?2tis 
in depth, and at the back of this stands a 'hinder part,' five 
yavyitis long.4 The array includes the common infantry, the 
chariots, the elephants, and the cavalry. The officers were ar- 
ranged ' here and there' (23). ' Now,' it is said, ' in the back of 
this (whole combination) was a lily, an embryo-array, very hard 
to pierce; and, again, there was made a concealed array sta- 
tioned in the middle of this lily-with-a-needle-array.' That is, 
the lily, or circular array at the back of the wedge, was an 
enclosure for another needle-shaped array. At the head of 
this ' needle' were stationed Kritavarman; next came two allies 
with their forces; next to these, Duryodhana and Karna; then, 
a hundred thousand soldiers stationed in the ' wedge' and guard- 
ing the front (that is, the fore-part in general). Back of all 
these, on the flank of the needle and right in the middle of the 
rear of the lily (cf. 75. 27), stood Jayadratha. But on the van of 
the whole ' wedge' (the general array enclosing the ' lily' and 
'needle') stood the commander, Drona.g; There are then three 

* Vakata4 padmakaV ca 'rdho vyitha7t, vii. 75. 27. 
t carantas tv asimargqiiu ca dhanurmirgdAiV ca !iksayd, 5. 
t Compare with this (22) the statement in 14 that the warriors sur- 

rounded Drona gavyittifu trimatrdsu. 
siicipadmna must be interpreted 'lily enclosing a needle,' as in 22 

cakra!akata means the wedge enclosing the lily (wagon and wheel); 
otherwise we should have Jayadratha on the flank of the outer array; 
whereas the whole arrangement is made in order to hide him in as 
deep a mass as possible. 
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arrays: an all-including wedge-shaped order (at the head of 
which stood Droiia); a circular array in the back part of this 
wedge, extending five-twelfths of the distance from the rear to 
the van of the wedge; a secret hidden array (inside the circular 
array) shaped like a needle, the flank of which was in the rear- 
centre of this circulari array; and here the man to he defended 
stood. 

To oppose this array, the Pandus formed another, but of 
what sort we are not told, the numbers only being indicated. 

Interesting as is the array, more interesting is the scene in 
the latter part of the day. So undecided is the conflict that 
when, with the setting of the sun, darkness comes, the troops 
are ordered still to fight on, and later still commanded to 
pause only to supply themselves with lights. The army is 
withdrawn, a new array is made. It is like the arrays made 
by the gods and demons.* It is now near midnight (niithe 
bhidirave sati, 165. 20; 168. 26), when the king, seeing all order 
gone, reforms the army, and after doing so cries 'cast aside 
your weapons, seize the glowing torches.' This they do. Five 
lanterns (vidipaka) are fastened on every war-car, three torches 
(.pradipaka) are attached to every elephant, and one to every 
horse. Thus the Kurus. 

The Pdndus placed seven torches on each elephant and ten 
on each car (163.16, 17, 28), and two on the back of each horse, 
before and behind, while others were hung upon the standards 
of the war-cars. The infantry carried oil-lamps (pacvakataila- 
hkata4, 18; jvaitdqnihast&h., 29). It was light as day. 

The order of fighting is as confused as ever. Yudhishthira 
appears in advance with Qikhandin behind him (183); Drona 
divides the army into two parts; and the Pandus' aim is to 
'split the front ranks't by forcing Arjuna to the front (qji- 

isa) to ' burn his foes.' The ease with which he breaks the 
great array and kills Jayadratha is not less than that with 
which most of the arrays are disposed of. No matter how 
large or skilfully planned, they were nothing but masses ready 
to fee, headed by a few knights. And Arjuna happened to be 
the best knight. 

This long contest weakens the Kurus. Arjuna has his re- 
venge; the Kurus' leader Drona is also slain (184 to 193), 
while the Pandus' commander and the best knights are still 
alive. Worthy of notice is the fact that on the morning of 
this second day the soldiers stop fighting at sunrise to offer 
the orison (186. 1-4). Nothing of immediate interest breaks 
the monotony of tedious recital, except still more tedious inter 

* Apparently referring to the light: cf. ulkd!ata, 164. 5 ; the descrip- 
tion is from 163. 10 ff. 

t bhindhy anikam, apasavyam irdn kuru, 186. 11, 13. 
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polated tracts; and the fight drags slowly to the end of the 
seventh book, completing here at last the fourth and fifth 
days of Drona's commandership, the fourteenth and fifteenth 
of the whole war. 

Drona, although as strong as if he were but sixteen, was 
eighty-five years of age (193.43), and a younger man is now 
chosen commander to take his place. No better description of 
this ceremony occurs than the scene at the opening of the 
eighth book. The Kurus hold a consultation after the Pandus 
are in battle-order (10. 1 ff.) The regular ministers of civil affairs 
are present at the council, but scarcely share in it, as all is done 
by the knights. The prince makes a speech, and expounds the 
need of the hour. Aqvatthaman follows, and proposes Karna 
as the new commander. The prince compliments Karna, and 
says: ' I know thy valor and thy love for me; be thou our com- 
mander.'* The king continues (to encourage this youngest of 
commanders): 'Our former commanders, BhIshma and D roa 
were old and weaker men and were (therefore) slain; BhIshina 
being dead and Drona being dead, Karna shall conquer the Pan- 
dus' (24, 25, 38). Karna replies: ' I have said that I would slay 
the Pandus. I will be thy commander.' Then the formal con- 
secration is performed. Water is poured upon the knight, and 
this act is regarded as a religious ceremony.t The vessels used, 
of earth and gold, have been previously made holy. The ex- 
ercises are such as accompany a coronation. The seat is of 
udumbara wood, the cover is linen, the performance 'is ac- 
cording to the rule of the gdstra,' and 'with one mind the 
priests, the knights, the men of the people-caste, and the slaves 
rejoiced over the consecrated knight' (47). The priests that 
aided the ceremony are then fed, and they unite with the reg- 
ular ' praisers' in extolling the new commander. 

We might pause here to ask whether this was not originally 
a coronation service: whether the similarity between the elec- 
tion to generalship and that to kin gship does not lie in the fact 
that they were at first identical; whether, as royal power grew 
to be diferent from battle-power, the king did not find it neces- 
sary to choose a (practical) chief, another king, of the fighting 
class, incapable himself of directing the soldiers' power on 
the field; whether, therefore, this ceremony is not simply a 
survival; whether the mention of all the castes rejoicing does 
not indicate a former assembly of the people at large. But be- 

* It is interesting to note here the tutoyer of 10.22 followed by the for- 
mal ' Sir' in 24, 32, and then again by ' thou' in 34. Elsewhere, in choos- 
ing a commander, the king says ' Sir' until the ceremony is over, and 
then drops again into the usual 'thou': see below. 

t abhisisicuh karnarh vidhidrstena karmand, 43. 
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yond the suggestion there is nothing. No proof of this ex- 
cept that, in combination with the electoral legends spoken of 
in a former paragraph, there exists no d priorm reason for re- 
jecting what appears at once as the simplest explanation of 
the historical significance of this election to generalship.* 

The sixteenth day (viii. 11.13 if.): With the noise of horns 
and the usual musical accompaniment of forming the order of 
the day, the new commander draws out the double array, con- 
sisting of two triangles, of which the apices form the centre, 
and the bases make the van and rear, respectively (makara). 
This has already been employed by the Kurus on the fifth, and 
by the Pandus on the sixth day. The commander stands on 
the ' snout' of the sea-beast with which this array is compared. 
The Hawk and the Owl (two great chiefs) are the 'eyes'; 
Dronia's son is on the ' head, with the 'neck' full of followers. 
The left foot (vdrnapjda) holds Kritavarman; the right, Gau- 
tama; Qalya stands on the left rear ('after-foot,' anupade yo 
vanmah, 19); Duh1asana, on the right rear; the two brothers 
Citra and Citrasena keep the ' tail' (puceha). Then it is the 
Pandus' part to arm against this array. ' Now looked the king 
on Arjuna, and said: 'It is a vast array; draw out against 
this mighty host whatever form you will."' Then Ar'juna 
guarded against this array by means of a half-moon array, 
(ardhacandrena), on the left flank of which he stationed 
BhIma, on the right Dhrishtadyumna, while he himself stood 
in the middle with the king, back of whom were stationed the 
twin brothers. Now Arjlna's wheel-guard were the two Pan- 
calas, who being protected by him, did not desert him in 
the fight.'t All the other knights were placed as before the 
opening of the first day's battle, according to their ability or 
zeal.4 That is to say, in arranging the knights, the force 
brought with each ally had to be regarded in reference to its 
efficiency as a counterpoise against any one body standing on 
the other side. What these bodies were could easily be made 
out by the ensigns and decorations. 'Then beat the drums, 
then rolled the cars, and the armies danced toward each other, 
wing by wing, forewing by forewing; glorious was the sight 
of the army, like unto the full moon in its glory.' But on 
their meeting follows as ever confusion, amid the ' clash of 
arms of every kind' (12. 1-10). With the thirtieth section 
ends the sixteenth day, the first of Karta's generalship. 

* I have already noted the fact that the conirnander must not only be 
a hero, Vura, but ' of good family': kulinai, ii. 5. 46; so R. ii. 109. 40; 
and in R. ii, 109.28 ' a hero and sargrdmanitijia.' 

t a 'rjunath jahatur yuddhe pdlyamdndu kiritind, 31: an unusual 
use for ' protected.' 

t yathdbhcgarh yathotsdhah yathdyatnarnh ca, 32: compare vi. 1. 30. 
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The seventeenth day: But Karna is unsuccessful. With 
the coining of another evening has come no advance against 
misfortune. Another tent-council is held. The relations 
between king, ally, and knight are nowhere better shown 
than in this scene. We must remember that Karna was the 
best knight in the Kurus' estimation, and that he was a prime 
favorite of the king. With the close of Karna's first day ' they 
make a council' (31. 7, man tram mantrayanti), to see what 
can be done in order to render Karna's lack of success less 
for the following day; for they are 'like snakes reft of poi- 
son and crushed under foot.' It is the wish of the king that 
his ally Qalya, a famous charioteer, should serve Karna in this 
capacity on the morrow. Qalya, who subsequently becomes 
commander, is evidently anxious to get the latter position, and is 
angered at the proposal that he should serve Karna. Karna 
himself, furious at his want of success after so much boasting, 
stands in the tent 'pressing hand on hand, and raging like a 
snake.' The king breaks his proposal to Qalya: 'W e will go 
behind you, 0 ?alya; do thou be charioteer to Karna and save 
the Kurus.'* But ?alya, although being addressed with def- 
erence, grows so angry that his brow is wrinkled into a tri- 
angle,t being 'mad with pride of his family and his kingship, 
his learning and his forces;' and he says: 'Much thou insult- 
est, and suspectest much, thou son of the Gandhari, when thou 
sayest to me so confidently 'let him be a charioteer,' and think- 
est Karna is a better than we. I do not play escort to nmy 
equal; point out anyone here superior to me, and I will con- 
quer him in conflict; then I will go whence I have come; or 
I will fight alone. Look at my prowess in war; insult me not; 
see my thick arms; behold my bows and arrows, my car and 
club; I am one fit to destroy my foes; why then employ me 
in the base work of being a charioteer to this low-born knight, 
this Karna ?4 It is a great shame when one puts a better man 
under the control of a worser-a better man, who has come to 
him and stands under his power for love.' Qalya's speech is 
too long to quote in full, but this extract shows its tone. He 
is especially insulted because Karna himself is nothing but the 
son of a charioteer (as the world supposes), ' for there are caste- 
differences; the priests come from the mouth of God, the war- 
riors from his arms, the people from his thighs, the slaves 

32. 28, paritratu; in the first verse the king is represented as ' hum- 
bly and respectfully addressing' his ally (vinayeno 'pasahgamya . . . 
abravit). 

t tricikhdm bhr1kutth krtvd, 30. 
t sdrathye nicasyd dhiratheh (karnasya): 'base work,' adhuri niyok- 

tum (41): 'anyone' above, literally 'any party' (ah~a); the king ad- 
dresses galya with ' thou' and ' Sir' (28-29):; galya uses ' thou.' 
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from his feet; the warriors are protectors, restrainers, givers, 
etc., the slaves are servants of all, and a charioteer is servant 
to priests and warriors. Shall I then, a consecrated king, born 
of a royal-seer family, called a great knight, honored and 
praised of praisers-shall I be charioteer to a charioteer's son! 
Thou hast insulted me; I will not fight; I will go back to my 
own country.'* The king, however, appeases Karna gradually, 
by ' speaking in a soft voice,' and complimenting 9alya highly; 
adding that he does not wish ?alya to 'hold the horses,' but 
to impress the foe by his presence; concluding with the tale 
of the god's grandfather, who once served as charioteer to 
the gods. ?5alya is at length mollified, and apologizes to the 
king and Karia ;t using as he does so the respectful ' Sir' to 
the king, and quoting the familiar proverb 'Self-blame, self- 
praise, blame of another, praise of another-these are four 
acts not practiced by the Aryans' (45). But the quarrel is not 
ended. Karna begins to boast again and 9alya remarks that 
Karna always boasts till he hears his enemny's horn. Karna 
retorts by a curse, calls 9alya a miserable fool who knows noth- 
ing about fighting, and vituperates his country as well, ex- 
patiating at length on all the vices of ?Qalya's countrymen and 
countrywoment till the king stops the strife; and without 
further ado they go amicably to battle, ?Qalya claiming, how- 
ever, the right of standing with the commander.? 

The new array of Karna and ?alya is called 'the king of 

* It is odd that ' restrainer' (sarhgrahitar) in 45 is a term actually used 
at times to designate a charioteer. 

t yat tu karnam aham brftydm . . mama tat ksamatdrh sarvam bha- 
vdn karnap ca sarvapa4, 35.43. 

t 40. 15-16, 17 ff.: compare 44. 5-7 on Vdhikas, and again 45. 19 ff., 
where the Pafcanadadharma gives an insight into the recognition of 
Aryan and un-Aryan law in the Punjab, and marks the time of the scene. 

? A long interpolation occurs in 45. The knight is approached as by 
a suppliant so long as the king desires his consent and help. When all 
is arranged, and the promise given, the king is king again. Compare 
ix. 6.17 ff. The chiefs surround him whom they desire to be com- 
mander. They give him ' words of victorv.' The king stands on the 
ground, and the chief, who is here reluctant to assume the dangerous 
part, stands proudly in his chariot. The king even supplicates ( prdil- 
Jali), ' Let the gentleman be our hero, let him be our leader at the head 
of the army.' The chief replies, ' What thou wilt I will do,' with the 
same interchange of person noticed above ; for when the king has ob- 
tained consent he consecrates the knight, saying, ' Thee I elect to the 
commandership; protect thou us, destroy our foes' (sdinipatyena va- 
raye tvam . . so 'smdn pahi jahi 9atrun). The chief's answer is here 
formal: 'I I will fight the Pandus at the head of thy army. I will be 
thy leader of armies; I will arrange a battle-array through which the 
foes shall not break,' literally 'cross' (na tarisyanti yam pare, ix. 7. 5). 
senapranetar is here the title preferred, but the titles vahinipati, ca- 
mfpati, senapati, akIiuhi( pati, dhvajintpati (vi. 54.91: cf. Kam. Nit. 
xviii. 43), though not equally common, are all synonymous. 
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arrays;' but though the relative position of the forces is given, 
nothing very definite call be gleaned from the description. It 
is to be noted that, as before, the commander is set aside by 
the king of the PAndus, who tells Arjuna (46. 31) to draw up any 
array (n*tir vidhiyatdm) which seems best to oppose to that of 
the Kurus, which, in turn, is merely called bdrhaspatya (27), 
leaving us in doubt which of Brihaspati's inventions is in- 
tended. No descriptive name of the Pandus' array is sup- 
plied (47.4). The end of the eighth book, or really the sev- 
enth section of the ninth, closes this day, wherein the execu- 
tion of BhIma's ancient vow to drink Duhgasana's heart's 
blood is described (viii. 83. 36); but, except for this and a sud- 
den party interest in the passive gods (87.42 If., 48), no scene 
of particular consequence occurs till we reach the end. Here 
it is pretended that Arjuna, at first unwilling to kill Karnia 
'unlawfully' (90.70), is persuaded to do so by divine influence. 
Karna dies (91. 55), and his quondam charioteer is elected com- 
mander for the next day. 

The eighteenth and last day (ix. 8. 24 ff.): ?alya stands in 
front ill the 'Imouth' of the new array. On his left is Krita- 
varmnan and the Trigartas; on the right, Gautama, surrounded 
by Qakas and Yavanas, behind whom stands Drona's son with 
the Kdmbojas. The king occupies the centre, guarded by Kurus. 
No array of Kurus or Iindus is mentioned by name, though it is 
significant that the Kuru king is again in the centre, while the 
Pandu king, with his line (anilea) of men, advances right for- 
ward against the commander on the opposite side. The Phn- 
dus are here at the outset divided into three general divisions, 
which, however, soon become coinmingled. 

The fight is at last over. The Iurus are utterly routed. 
The Kuru king, wounded, is found at night by his own chiefs, 
and, ignorant of the uselessness of the act, consecrates another 
chief before he dies, bidding water be fetched in a cup (kalaho 
jalapurnah), which he pours on the head of his chosen chief. 

But the Thindiis meet no more arrays. They are surprised 
at night and overthrown and their comnmnander is slain.* 

4. Observations on the Usaye8 in the Field.-I turn now to a 
consideration of the general practices in war, based upon the 
details given above. 

The Hindu camp is a miniature town, as we saw at the be- 
ginning of the second division of this paper. Each army in 
the war described in the Epic had time to construct a camp be- 
fore fighting, and in it we find, besides the military, not only 
minstrels and women of low order, but also women of birth. 

* Book ten. The scene in ix. 65. 37 ff. is the last appointment of a 
commander. 
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The camp being near the town, women and old men visit and 
wander through it at all times, even watching the fighting. 
Draupad!, airitl, and Subhadra are, for instance, all in camp, 
and bewail the death of Abhimanyu. The old men that linger 
in the camp form an escort for the women at the close of the 
war, and escort them back to town in wagons drawn by asses.* 

The four castes are in camp, and (perhaps with the priests) 
implied in battle, where (as quoted above, p. 185) a priest is 
challenged, and where it is said that glory and heaven are the 
reward of him that dies in battle, whether he be a warrior, a 
man of the people-caste. or a. slave. This subject has, however, 
been discussed above, with the inference to be drawn from the 
character of Drona and his son, and the application of the 
'blood-for-blood' rule.t 

The arrangement of the forces in the field may be compared 
with the forty-six peoples brought into battle by Xerxes. The 
allies, as in Roman warfare, are generally the wings, aiw, but 
we find them often in van or centre. Each allied host is a coin- 
plete army in itself, and the tie connecting the different divi- 
sions is very weak, being visible only in the opening of the 
battle, where the nominal order of the commander-in-chief still 
obtains. I have already casually observed that the station of 
the commander depends entirely on the exigencies of the 
moment. He has no regular position; but his title with his acts 
would persuade us that his regular place was in the van.: 

On the Kuru side in the war, the first commanders are ven- 
erable in themselves as well as ex oficio. The venerable uncle 
and teacher do not need their new rank to ennoble them. Thus 
one of them says to the king (his family inferior), 'go back, 

* Compare the camp, v. 152. 8; ii. 23.21 ff.; vi. 121.4; vii. 85. 12; wail- 
ing of the women, vii. 78. 36 (compare ib. 127. 24); old men and escort, 
ix. 29. 65, 73 ; vi. 19. 22. 

t The words in viii. 47.18-19 are: tesdm antakarath yuddham . 

kfatravitufdravirdndmh dharmyamh svargyarh yagaskaram. In v. 179. 
25, 'raising a weapon' lowers a priest to the warrior-caste ; but Droia, 
whether truly or not, is thought of only as of priestly-caste: avidhyad 
brdhmanarth sarhkhye, vii. 117. 26 (compare viii. 15. 29; 55. 33-35: kIatri- 
yenta dhanur ndmyam sa bhavdn brdhmanabruva4, above, p. 94). 

t This is the earlier position, so to speak; for at first the commander 
was the active general. Thus he is netd, praneta, i. e. prwetor in its 
first sense (compare ix. 6. 17; 7. 4, etc.); and the words addressed to 
him are praydtu no bhavdn agre. . anuydsydmahe tvd, vii. 6.9. Subse- 
quently, success in battle depended on policy as much as on individual 
fighting; with civilization came more strategy. To this later period we 
must refer the commander as minister and diplomat. In the well-known 
story of v. 156. 4ff., the priests fought with the warriors, but were de- 
feated every time, though aided by the people-caste and the slaves. At 
last they hit on the device of getting a commander-in-chief. Thereby 
they defeated the warriors. This is not strength, but brains. 
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save thyself,' and goes himself to the front (vi. 95. 11); neither 
such command nor obedience in this regard being paralleled by 
Pandu action, where the commander lacked the native author- 
ity. But though the commander does not often interfere with 
the king's personal movements, to watch and preserve him is 
one of his chief duties, and raksa r`dJnam are words always 
on his lips. For this purpose lie orders individual knights over 
the field, and sends them hither and thither.* The king does 
not hesitate to revile the commander, nor does the commander 
shrink from telling the king that he is a fool. The two stand 
on a footing of friendly intimacy .t 

The commanders of the two forces sometimes come out be- 
fore the hosts and battle in single combat ' for all the world to 
see.' Neither is guarded, for individual knights ' guard others 
(the king, etc.), but are not themselves guarded.'4 

Of the forces employed, besides national divisions, we must 
make others that are not generally specified. The caturvitdham 
balam is an aamen quadratum: that is, an array perfect in all 
its parts, of which four are most prominent. These we must 
again divide, for the first part of the quadrate is the elephant 
force, and these animals are either driven individually (ridden 
by a prince, for example) or by many low-fighters; the second 
part is the cavalry, and these accompany war-cars, or make a 
solid squadron; the third part, designated as knights in chariots, 
is to be similarly divided; and the common foot-soldiers are di- 
visible by their functions, as archers, swordsmen, etc., while some 
called the foot are in reality riders. Then, again, by quality 
we must divide into the generals and captains, into simple pra- 
kdrin-8 or fore-fighters (the especially brave, but not of rank), 
and the ordinary. 

The captains, balamukkydh, have already been referred to. 
Influential and of permanent rank (to bribe them in peace be- 
ing recommended to the king, ii. 5. 59), they excel in peculiar 

* Compare vi. 92.20; vii. 111. 20, etc. Duryodhana is the king in all 
practice (see above, p. 144). 

f The commander thus daring is ' goaded with word-weapons' by the 
king, vi. 98.1-16. Constant 'goading' between king or knight and 
knight takes place. In vii. 189. 58 the king calls to his heroes: 'what 
are you standing there for, you fools; go on where the fighting is.' 
Kripa taunts Karna bitterly (as do all knights each other): 'oft hast 
thou fought, never hast thou conquered; talk not, but fight; thou tree 
without fruit, boast while thou seest the foe not,' vii. 158. 18 ff. Karna 
retorts on the priest (vipra, 29, is Kripa); the king intercedes, and at 
length pacifies them, 159.13 ff. The commander thus vilifies a prince: 
'thou art no man, thou art a slave-girl ; be a servant, go and carry 
clothes' (ddsi jit& 'si dyate tvamh yathdkdmacari bhava, vdsas&?h vdhika 
radio bhrdturjyesthasya me bhava), and the prince retreats, ' pretending 
not to hear' (Crutan a~rutarh krtvd, vii. 122. 4ff.). 

t vi. 57. 31; vii. 21. 54: the rule, like many, is not without exceptions. 
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knowledge and universal capacity (8arvayuddhaviqraddh, R. 
ii. 109. 39). The fore-fighters* are either 'heroes' (cilrdh), or 
the latter's followers (anuqdh, also anucarcdh), who together 
lead the van; or a troop of brave but common men placed be- 
fore others. Between the ' followers,' the paddnugdh (viii. 96. 
32, etc.) seem to be the common followers, and anuqdh more 
the 8o0Cii of the leading knight, as these terms are usually em- 
ployed; though conversely anugdh may designate the whole 
army following. The 'army-guards,' 8enagop4h, are special 
heroes, selected not as leaders of reserve, but as watchers of the 
wings and tail of the army, yet active in the fight.t 

The whole action of the army depends theoretically on the 
commander-in-chief; and although this is not so on the side of 
the Pandus, where the to-be-lauded heroes are made most 
prominent, yet even here such consideration is shown for the 
position that it seems as if there were in this office a survival 
of one mnore important than it is. The commander is repre- 
sented as all in all as regards defeat. At his fall the army is 

p0o facto routed.: 
The Guru-commander commands both by silence and by 

speech. None would dare to fight without being ordered by 
him (vii. 112.14). But, especially in the election, other signs 
remain that the office of commander is a survival of the king's 
own office. The king is put forward more and more, not as 
a fighter, but as a 'friendly sign,' to encourage the soldiers, 
and his position in front is even thus casually explained.g 

The early king was his own commander; the later com- 
mander-in-chief represented the dying military function of the 
now effeminate monarch. Thus written, from that later pe- 

* Compare praharatath Vresthdh praharath sampracakrire, vi. 52. 1; 
46. 13, etc. 

? sen&gopa4, vii. 163. 7; senagopt&, ib. 10 ; sdinikah, vii. 2. 9. 
t Compare of galya's death the remark tasmin hate hatath sarvam, 

ix. 7. 37 (imitated R. vi. 44. 40, hate tasmin hatath sarvarh tamh hanis- 
yamni). Compare the passage vii. 122.12 ff.: vidrute tvayi sainyasya 
ndyake ko 'nya4 sthdsyati, and ib. 27. galya told the king to order a 
retreat as soon as Karna fell, viii. 95. 4. ' Without the leader the army 
cannot stand a moment,' vii. 5. 8. 

? Wilson's remark that the general remains in the rear (Works, iv. 
305) is one of those theoretical statements that opening the Epic alone 
disproves. The ' sign,' literally ' well-marked,' vii. 34.18, is a late 
and novel idea; but the idea of the king as a 'sun enveloped in 
clouds' (viii. 7. 16), i. e. as a spectator of battle, is common; it is, how- 
ever, also late, and the fact that the Kuru king is more often repre- 
sented thus, while the Pdndu king is more often an individual, inde- 
pendent fighter, points to their relative civilization. There were more 
prowess-deeds to record of one than of the other. A kingly survival in 
the commander's office may be found in the vives shouted at his elec- 
tion: jiva, jahi Matrftn; and the kingly word anuqddhi kurfin (used of 
a commander), ix. 7. 10; vii. 4. 11. 
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riod the armies are both provided with a commander. But 
the Pandus' commander is a figure-head, while that of the 
more advanced Kurus is all-important. 

The general order of the day remains to be considered. It 
is ridiculously assumed that the battle-order of the morning is 
intact at night; and at the end of the eleventh day 'the two 
armies withdrew to camp, according to their divisions, their 
order, and their squads,' an absurd remark in face of the utter 
disorder of the whole day.* 

What was the condition on the field in actual battle? There 
was no order whatever, after the first plunge into the fight. As 
soon as the armies meet, we read that there was complete disorder 
(e. g. vii. 187. 1-5). This is caused in two ways. The mass is help- 
less and imbecile, left to itself; the knight is reckless and fool- 
hardy. Instead of remaining to attack the division allotted to 
him at the outset of the day, he rushes about wherever he 
pleases, and the slightest incident sends him shooting trans- 
versely across the field, discomforting his friends almost as 
much as his foes. The knightly proficiency in 'Imanoeuvres,' 
either of weapon-skill or of chariot-skill, leads directly to this 
individual excellence and weakness of the mass. It is a 
combat of duels and push. Each knight flings himself in 
front of another, and the two then 'circle,' or wheel about 
each other, in the method admired by the Greek observers, un- 
til one is confused or weakened; for the charioteers do the 
twisting (except incidentally), while the knights have to keep 
their balance and shoot. As the cars constantly tip over, 
the shooting must have been, as described, rather wild. Mean- 
while the regiments led by the knights into the field either 
stand stock-still and look on at the spectacle, or they fling 
themselves against each other, two unheeded masses, and, cut- 
ting and chopping each other in a promiscuous manner, lend 
their weight against the foe. More than weight we can 
scarcely call it. No individual common man is important. 
While this by-play goes on, one knight is slain or flees. 
Then all his soldiers run away, since they fight not for a cause 
but for a leader. Prinecpei pro victoria p'ayn 1, comites pro 
princPe.t 

* vii. 17. 1: yathdbhdgarh yathdnydyarh yathdgulmarh ca (nyavi~etdrh 
te sene). The ' array' may be used of a small part; a ' counter-array' is 
a term applied even to a sudden stand against a body of elephants; 
each chief has his own ' array' (vii. 96.3; 98. 28). 

t The manoeuvres, mdrga, are made by all the army at the opening 
of the fourteenth day: that is, the troops advance exhibiting their dex- 
terity in whirling weapons, etc. In vii. 122. 73, after a spirited conflict, 
each champion; returns to his own array,' which had stood by looking 
on; but generally the duel takes place in the midst of the foot-soldiers. 
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Some idea of the confusion as depicted may be gathered 
from the constant references to the rushing of war-cars and 
the trampling of elephants and cavalry, which are themselves 
employed to 'box in' a knight, and from the descriptions of 
the general fighting: extracts from which will counteract the 
theoretical ' order' of the poet, both of course the offspring of 
his imagination, but one evidently from imagining a code in 
practice, the other from the actual practices of the field.* 
' There was darkness and noise; invisible became heaven, 
earth, and points of the horizon; blinded with dust were the 
soldiers.' Again: ' No knights now shun each other; without 
law or order they fight; with their own fathers, with their 
own sons.' The field is one where ' double thousands of char- 
iots, elephants, horses, and foot are contending;' where 'seas 
of war-cars' rush; where ' father knew not son, nor son father ;' 
where ' none could say " this is I," but father fought with son, 
friend slew friend, the mother's brother slew his sister's son; 
each slew his own; lawless was the iight.'t 

In spite of all this, we are told that strict order prevailed, 
and that, in accordance with the rule (explained in the next 
paragraph), every knight sought to kill a knight, every ele- 
phant was pitted just against an elephant, no foot-man fought 
but with one of his kind.: 

* The ' boxing in' of a knight by means of elephants and cavalry is 
described, e. g. in vii. 171. 2 ff.: parivavruh sarnantata4, enarh kosthaki- 
krtya sarvatai, literally ' enchambering.' 

t The first quotation in vii. 186. 20, 12 ff..; 'double thousands' in vi. 
45. 81; 111. 14 (rathavaiudi); the sea-simile, with 'foam of flag,' etc., 
vii. 99, 46-53; 'sons and fathers,' etc., vi. 48. 24; 102. 5; 'mother's 
brother,' vii. 169. 47 ff. 

t vi. 45.83; so earlier, iv. 32. 9-10, and often. The following quota- 
tions will illustrate some of the points above. 'A hero that showing his 
manliness stands at the head of the army should be bought for a thou- 
sand,' says the NIti (as quoted v. 57. 55: yal tisthed agrata4). The com- 
mon footmen do nothing without the ' headman' to direct them (mnukhya, 
vii. 170. 46). All the forces, once in action, fight over the field indis- 
criminately. There is nothing to show that the cavalry fought exclu- 
sively as dependent aiders of the chariots (compare vi. 45. 87: tatra tatra 
pradrgyante rathavaraoapatayah sadinaV ca . . yudhyamandh). The 
proper way to fight is to have every foot-soldier fight with his kind; so 
with elephant-fighters, cavalry, and chariot-men (vii. 169.40). But, as 
one knight is expected to be conversant with all four forms (vii. 165. 9, 
and often), and is generally represented as shooting indiscriminately, 
and as the soldiers with hooks were stationed in such a way as to pull 
at the men in armor, it is improbable that this formula was ever put 
into effect. Especially the commander was expected to know every 
kind of fighting; but Vedic knowledge is also prized. When Drona is 
consecrated (vii. 5. 12 if.), he is called into the midst of the army (6. 1 ff.), 
and eulogized before receiving the senapatitva (5. 13) ; he then says: ' I 
know the Veda and the six limbs of the Veda; I know the manavi 
vidya, the traiyambaka isvastra (divine science of bow and arrow), and 
the various weapons. But DroVa was, as said by the Epic itself, a great 
rarity. The commander makes his own stipulations: thus, Drona will 
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The ' door of the array' is probably all opening in the ranks. 
The ' door-place' of a camp is familiar (dvdradefa, x. 5. 40), but 
in battle this seems to be only an exit in the chariot-line of cir- 
curnvallation, made for example at the beginning of the day, 
as when Drona goes out and looks at the foe's array, and then 
returns to ' the door of his array' (vii. 117. 34); or stands there, 

not kill the PAndu (vii. 7. 7); Bhishma will not kill 9ikhandin, etc. 
The confusion in the field is illustrated by a few out of many citations. 
' They fight with teeth and nails and feet (vi. 96. 45); and the strife is 
one of ' hair-pulling,' for 'tooth to tooth and nail to nail they fought; 
with feet and arms the fight went on' (viii. 49. 80). Such fear smites the 
fighters that they void excrements in terror (vi. 99. 26 et passim). Joy as 
well as terror marks the confusion: ' such joy came upon them that all 
the bands of creatures there rejoiced in flesh and blood, drinking the 
blood of the wounded' (viii. 52. 36). The fallen lay ' hunting for water' 
(mrgayam cakrirejalarm, vi. 46. 39). The great hosts 'reel with all their 
warriors' (locyate rathibhih . . vdhini, vi. 111. 58); ' like a ship broken 
in the deep' appears the army (vii. 2. 1; 5. 8; 45. 6-8); and ' the battle 
is one of shrieks and screams; a glorious strife, the increaser of the 
realm of the God of death'; for 'absolute confusion reigns, and men, 
elephants, cars, all alike are involved in destruction' (vii. 169. 47 ; 25. 21, 
utpiinjalikamh yuddham; ib. 32. 75, sukalilamh yamarastravivardhanamn: 
cf. vi. 118. 4). Let us follow those scenes a little further, where ' the sound 
of the bow-string, the hail of hands beaten, the lighting of club and of 
sword,' are depicted (vii. 101. 27). No expression occurs more often than 
this: ' then arose a din tumultuous' (tumulak Vabda4: e. g. vii. 157. 31); 
and to explain it we have the shouts and cries attempted in language: 
halahala, hahd, are the sounds on all sides (vi. 47.63; 48.82). A 
more minute picture is presented: 'everywhere were heard the cries 
"stand," "I am standing," "smite him," "turn," "be firm," "firm 
am I," " strike out ;" and one cried for help "son;" and another, 
"brother ;" another, " friend ;" another, "cousin ;" another, "com- 
rade ;" another. " brother of my mother ;" and they shouted: "do 
not desert me," " come on," " advance," "why fearest ?" "whither 
goest?" " fear not" ' (vi. 59. 8, 18, 19). Here, as elsewhere (see above, p. 
141, note) the mitula, mother's brother, is the uncle called upon. Com- 
pare the ' lawless strife' of ix. 9. 36 ff., where all abandoned their sons, 
brothers, grandsires, brothers of the mother, sons of the sister (46). Such 
exhortations are strewn everywhere; such scenes are found on almost 
every page, mixed with more regular official exhortations, such as 
' fight ye now,' and the calm response "tis well,' ' all right' (yudhyadh- 
vam; sadhu; badham; vi. 59. 18 ff.; 95. 46; 90. 52, etc.). A ludicrous tinge 
is often given, as where one hero gives a fearful yell, and the other 
' could not endure that lion-roar,' and consequently made a still greater 
noise himself, so that all the army was frightened and ran away' (vi. 
54. 36). The knights rush on ' like tigers, licking their lips' (vi. 96. 22; 
111. 11). The chief legitimate noise, beside that of 'hundreds of bells' 
(vii. 175. 11), comes from conch-shell, trumpet, tom-tom, and the like. 
As observed already, music begins the day; for ' where the drum and 
pipe is silent there will be no victory' (vii. 85. 24). Thus Arjuna notices 
its absence when his son is slain (vii. 72. 11). The instruments are dis- 
cussed below. Now and then, but rarely, amid these tones of horror 
and confusion that are unpoetically reproduced, we find a true poetic 
touch. Thus, we have a fine bit or two that may be worth quoting, lest 
the reader think the battles a're nothing but hubbubs. A knight cries 
out to another in mid-battle: ' Press on; let heaven be thy leader. For 
glory and for victory, press on' (vi. 112. 26); and a conflict is de- 
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at the vyihadvdra, to fight (ib. 128.19).* This is perhaps the 
same as the five-fold randhra (Ag. P. 241.40) of a battle-line. 

The method of signalling over the field was (to send a mes- 
senger, or) by banner or horn. The flags on each car showed 
who was fighting, as the symbols were well known; but in case 
the dust of battle obscured the fight, the knights intimated their 
proximity by their horns and shells, each knight being recog- 
nizable by the noise he made. Further, the peculiar yell or 
war-whoop of each served to reveal his presence. Often the 
driver is told to ' drive where the noise is,' or to ' drive where 
the sound of arrows is' (vii. 171. 12); but generally the car is 
driven to meet a particular sound of one horn or voice. 

In the pseudo-Epic the chief array described seems to be a 
sendyoqa or marching-order, more fitted for an armed caravan 
than for a troop entering the field, a line of swordsmen being 
in front, wagons behind, and the women in the centre.t A 
comparison of Epic practice with pseudo-Epic and Puranic 
precept shows that in the latter case the four-faced army is now 
frequently assumed as sixfold, but differently defined according 
to kind of fighters, and age, disposition, etc., of the same; that 
the general rule for the comnnander-in-chief is to go where the 
danger is; the queen and the king with the treasure are to be 
in the middle (yatra rdjd tatra koha4), with the phalgu sa8an- 
yarn; the cavalry occupies the wings or centre, on their flank 
are the chariots, behind these the elephants. The orders of 
battle are now distributed iin such manner that the makara, 
Vyena, and atges arrays are used when the attack is from the 
front; the Vakata and vqajra, when from the rear. An a'n7zkam 
or acies is reckoned equal to nine elephants with accompani- 
ments. The soldier that sleeps on his post by day is to be 

scribed thus: 'Pure in heart, with death before, and heaven their 
leader, they fought a noble fight' (vii. 189.8). Again, we have a spirited 
comparison: 'who meet the Pdndus in the fight, they return not, even 
as rivers return not from the sea; but they that turn aside, like unbe- 
lievers from the Vedas, like them shall go to hell' (vii. 101. 3 ff.). Such 
expressions as ' the lightning of club and sword' (vii. 101. 27), ' arrows 
like swans pursued by hawks' (vii. 137.27, and 139.33), 'destructive as 
death' (pretardt, viii. 14. 17); and exhortations, as in the following: 
'where is thy mind, and where thy pride, where thy manhood and 
where thy thunder ?' (vii. 122.9, garjitam}-serve to lighten the heavy 
cumbrous description. 

* I think pftrvadvdra is thus used occasionally for an opening in the 
van, but cannot cite a passage. The 'array' in vii. 124 is merely a crowd. 

t xii. 100. 43 ff. In this passage Brihaspati's rule, already given, is 
quoted. In ib. 99. 9 the order of victory, or fighting array, is obtained 
by putting the knights in the midst of the elephants; the anusddina4 
or cavalry in the midst of the knights; and next to them, the foot. 
The battle-rules in ib. 96. 3 (compare 100.'26) = M. vii. 91 are the sche- 
matic rules against cruelty. In 96. 4 the slaves of war, enslaved for a 
year, are mentioned. 
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beaten; by night, to be killed (either trampled to death by 
elephants or beheaded). A deserter is to be killed, 'like a 
beast.' The soldiers are to be rewarded from the king's treas- 
ury for special acts of bravery, such as killing the hostile king 
or crown-prince. A distribution of proper opponents sets three 
horses and fifteen foot to an elephant. The vyatha has seven 
formal divisions, including the reserve (pratigraha). The qo- 
rnfittrkit- is recognized as a formal vyiha. The special object 
of chariots is here described as splitting up infantry-lines, and 
their possible absence from battle is noted. Further numerical 
particularities and un-Epic divisions of the army, e. g. bhoqa, 
are useful to compare only with the Nitisdra (K. Nit. 19. 30; 
41. 53, etc.)* and kindred works. 

Holtzmnann would reduce the eighteen days of fighting de- 
scribed by our present Epic to three; but there seems to me no 
necessity for rejecting Drona entirely, although this Parvan has 
been greatly expanded and hilled in with repetitions. The four 
days obtainable by reckoning one to each commander on the 
Kuru side bear no further analogy to the four days of fighting 
about Troy than in their number, and casual similarities inci- 
dental to poetic narration. . 

I have said that strategy is almost confined to tactics in the 
Hindu army. These tactics, in one final word, give us two 
leading principles of battle: first, fighting is to be done by 
soldiers arrayed in groups, not in extended lines; second, con- 
centrated forces are absolutely necessary in attacking a larger 
number of men; these concentrated forces should be arrayed 
in one long column of groups of combatants. The first of 
these is seen in the practice, the second in the precepts, of 
the Epic. The only strategical rule formally expressed is 'let 
one know his enemy.' 

5. liThe laws of battle.-The 'law of conflict' is made like a 
treaty, and is said to have been formally proclaimed before the 
war began. Let us examine this. We find it broken through 
the whole war. We find' practically no reference made to it. 
When its principles are broken, if the crinie is reproved, it is 
not said 'the treaty was broken,' but 'the eternal right was 
destroyed ;' and such cases of reproof are rare, and affect only 
a portion of the treaty, while the breaking of other portions 
passes unnoticed. It is therefore, as its very formality shows, 
a late but interesting document. It reads as follows (vi. 1. 27 
ff.): Article one: Knights must contend in an orderly manner, 
and may not use their weapons against on-combatants (' who 

* xii. 97. 23. Rajaniti, 241 (note verses 1 and 2: sadvidham balam, 
mdula, bhftta. Vreni, suhrd, dvisad, &tavika; sadaniyam, mantra, ko!a, 
paddti, dava, ratha, dvipca). 
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enter the fight to fight with the voice alone must be fought by 
the voice alone'). Article two: They that retire from the con- 
flict must be permitted to go (unharmed). Article three: 
Those only of like sort may contend together: charioteer must 
attack charioteer; elephant-riders, elephant-riders; horsemen, 
horsemen; foot-soldiers, foot-soldiers. Article four: Notice 
must be given before striking; and no knight shall attack an 
enemy that is disabled, that appeals for mercy, that is in dis- 
tress or perplexity, that is already engaged with a third party, 
that chances to be without armor or weaponless. A note is 
added specifying that those inviolate are charioteers (or her- 
alds), weapon-carriers, horn-blowers; drummers. 

This last law is frequently violated by the best knights on 
both sides. Arjuna is most blamed, but he has ample provo- 
cation, his own son having been deceitfully slain. As already 
shown, he is made to do no wrong, even in killing Karna; 
and in the earlier book (though later in time) he is made to say, 
in the spirit of this law, to the suppliants whom he has con- 
quered: 'Not I wish to kill those distressed, I will comfort 
you' (iv. 67. 5). In the tone of this rule is also (vi. 107. 77 if.): 
' It is not a fair fight when one contends with another who has 
cast away his arins, or who is fallen, or whose armor or stand- 
ard is broken, or who runs away, or who is afraid, or who 
surrenders, saying "I am thine," or who is a woman, or who 
bears a woman's name, or who is devoid of strength (skill? 
vikala), or who has only one son, or who is not forewarned 
(apraqasta, not ' unesteemed').' In general terms, ' the warrior 
that does not cease at a proper time for mercy is hated by all 
creatures, and destroyed here and hereafter (iii. 27. 40; cf. v. 33. 
50). This is the warrior-law known of old by the great-hearted 
gods, and is contrasted with the sneaking ' laws of wild tribes' 
(audharma). Included among those that may not be slain 
are, by universal rule, a woman, a child, an old man, or in 
fact anyone unable to contend.* One defenseless, whether 
met in open fight, or coming in battle or to one's house as 
a suppliant, received the sacred right of protection-the right 
of a suppliant (i.170.36, 42); and there are further general 
limitations (ii.4 13 if.) in regard to slaying women, cows, 
priests, hosts, suppliants. If in war this 'suppliant's right' is 
taken advantage of, the saved suppliant becomes the depend- 
ent of the savior, the latter is now his Guru (ii. 38.7; see 
above, pp. 104, 107, notes). But the Epic came before 
the law; and one chief hero slays a foe that stands 'with 

* vii. 143. 8; 156. 2; viii. 69. 26; 93. 9 ; 90. 111 f. ; iii. 18. 13. Cf. the 
same in xii. 95. 7 ff.; 96. 3, with later additions; and in Manu and other 
law-books. 
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face averted,' another engaged with a third, another who 
surrenders. So it is quoted as a 'marvel' that Bhima once 
refrained from slaying his foe fallen on the ground (i. 190. 29, 
dacaryam .. cakdra . . pdtitam bhitmdu n& ' vadhit). The 
doctrine is old, the practice is natural, and naturally older than 
the kindly rule. The suppliant is, outside of the fever of bat- 
tle, never injured; but as to the battle-rules, when Bhishma 
fights as commander, we find him at one time alone attacked 
by ten men together (vi. 113.2). When flung from his chariot 
(vi. 48. 95), Bhishrna is ' attacked by all together;' ' conjoined 
rows of fighters' once charged at him (vi. 89.16 if.). So 
much for the morality in this point on one side. Bhishma 
leads the Kurus. But the Pandu heroes are equally made 
the subject of universal attack. We find Iravan in a like posi- 
tion: ' One with many he fought, nor did he waver' (vi. 90. 37). 
Arjuna, too, defends himself with ' divine weapons' (vi. 117. 36). 
Such also had his opponents. In one place (vi. 58. 2 ff.) they all 
fought against ArJuna, flinging at him every kind of weapon- 
and that too when they have 'walled him in' (kosthakikrtya); 
'but he, the great hero, warded off that rain of grasshoppers' 
(vrstih QalabhAdndrn). Again (vi. 52. 39) they all attacked Ar- 
juna together, crying ' bah ! to knightly rules' (dik k.sdtran 
dharmnamn). Bhima also was attacked by four at once, who 
threw knives and darts at him (vi. 113. 39). As if to certify 
that the allusion to 'knightly rules' was but a proleptic addi- 
tion, we find often such admissions as are conveyed by the 
astonishment at the feat of the one hero: 'a wonder we saw 
then, how one fought with many' (vi. 74.22; and ib. 75. 36, 
'how all fought with one'). It is a cause of great reproof to 
Arjuna that he fought unfairly. No knight had more provo- 
cation. Arjuna's own son was foully murdered, and that by 
full-grown chiefs, while he was but a boy of sixteen. He was 
deprived of his battle-car, surrounded, and deliberately knocked 
on the head with a club: ' he fought alone in the fight, and was 
slain alone by many'; 'he the mere boy, the boy-hearted' (vii. 49. 
14; 51. 13; 52. 3). As the son was foully slain to dishearten the 
father, so every means was taken to destroy unfairly the latter. 
'Even in the rear he was surrounded by barbarians' at the op- 
posing king's express command (while fighting with Karna: 
viii. 81.1 if.). The Kurus' great hero, who unites the virtues 
of a Nestor with the dullness of a Hesiod, has a very simple 
rule in fighting: 'fight fairly (drjavena) with every one; but if 
one employs trickery, employ trickery' (mnaysi: v. 193. 10). 
Karna sinks to death because the model hero of the Pandus vi- 
olates the rule that it is not fair to shoot a foe unable to defend 
himself. So terrible appeared this violation, that God is made 
to prompt him to the act; he does not really wish to kill 
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Karna; thus 'he is noble and abides by his manly duty' (viii. 
90. 70); but God, Indravaraja, says 'slay now,' and he regret- 
fully does so. But he need not have scrupled. One of his foes, a 
very worthy priest-knight, beholding a warrior wounded and de- 
fenseless lying in the bottom of his car, immediately smote the 
unfortunate one 'with many arrows, eager to slay.' Thus did the 
worthy Kripa (vii. 169.31). He was not much worse than Ar- 
juna's demoniac nephew, who slays the unslayable Alambutsha, 
flings him to the ground, cuts off his head, and casts it into the 
chariot of the dead man's king (vii. 174. 40). Examine the night 
battle; it does not need the words of the text to tell us, yet they 
do tell us, that no rules of battle were observed (vii. 169. 50). 
'Rules of good men,' even 'rules of heroes,' are alluded to 
(viradharina, vi. 59. 81-82), but we notice that whenever a hero 
'makes up his mind to fight in an Aryan way,' he violates all 
'laws' of magnanimity. The real meaning of fighting in an 
Aryan or noble way is to rush amid the foes and fight to the 
death, sparing no one.* 

The God of the Pqndus advises Arjuna (who will not con- 
sent, but others eagerly do) to 'put away all right,' and try to 
kill the commander-in-chief opposing by tricking him into be- 
lieving that his son is dead. The king of the Pandus agrees to 
this, and the silly trick is performed.t The same expression of 
' rejecting right' is used -again when a whole corps is disbanded 
(vii. 192. 83). It seems, therefore, that right was a vague thing, 
a sentiment of uncertain honor rather than a rule, and could be 
violated without much compunction on either side. Later the 
law, or the later sentiment formulated in law, forbids what was 
done, and tries to cloak it. No authority is given for such rules. 
The rule is given that a king should fight with a king (rajd 
ra jn yoddhavygah), but, except by accident, no such rule is 
observed (vii. 162. 49-50). It is applied only when king meets 
king, which, of course, often happens; but as often the king 
contends with an inferior. 

As a general thing, very sensible explanations are given of 
the reason why 'irregular' acts are done. Arjuna cut off Bhli- 
ri~ravas's arm while the latter was contending with a friend of 
Arjuna. The ' rule' of chivalry is that when two men are fight- 
ing a third shall not interfere. How does Arjuna excuse him- 

* dryh yuddhe matimh krtvd, vi. 86. 31; vii. 22. 2; compare vi. 88. 44. 
Also R. vi. 16. 72 (idem). 

t Drona is easily made to believe the story of his son's death, for he 
thinks that ' a Pdndu cannot tell a lie.' The excuse for this act is, that 
' a man is not besmirched with a lie told for life's sake,' here wrested 
to mean ' told for the sake of a foe's death:' vii. 190. 11. 43, 47. Arjuna 
wished to capture him alive, but they cut his head off: ib. 192. 63 ff.; 
193. 63. This scene is, however, plainly an interpolation. 
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self ? He says: Bharigravas was on the war-path, and tried to 
kill my friend; in war there is no law; fathers even kill their 
own sons, etc.; I should, indeed, have sinned if I had neglected 
my friend, for he needed my help; I therefore cut off his antag- 
onist's arm; it is silly to talk about ' fighting with one person 
only'; how can one man be always fighting with one only? how 
could there be any real conflict if one were to fight with one?* 

The especial reputation of Arjuna's elder brother rests on his 
cruelty; he is Bhina, the fear-maker; his son is but half hu- 
man (vi. 110. 13). The frequent exercise of 'shooting into open 
wounds' as a test of skill conveys an idea of the normal atroci- 
ties practiced (viii. 90. 66, and often). 

Droona cries out to Karna 'm ake the boy turn his head, and 
then hit him'; who did as he was told, and, after slaying the 
youth's steeds, attacked him with the help of six other emen 
(vii. 48. 29 ff.). 

The dtatdyin-rule permits one to kill anybody that tries to 
take his life.t The formal list of those ' not to be killed' is 
often given; but if, for instance, it be the duty of the elephant- 
riders ' to catch by the hair and cut the head off' (vi. 57. 14), are 
we to suppose that these agile monkeys waited to see if the man 
over whom they tramped was in proper condition, or ' had a son,' 
or fulfilled other requisites of an object of slauoghter ? Or is it the 
noble knight for whom these rules are made ? But tenderness was 
unmanly. Arjuna grieves over the death of his old teacher, 
but Bhirma cries out at him: ' lo, lie talks like a priest; . . aknight 
lives in destruction. . . Compassion is for women . . . but a 
warrior is bv name a destroyer,' etc. (vii. 197.4). Absolute de- 
struction is the aim of all in the field. 'To die in battle and to 
escape a foe-that is the highest joy, and this the highest crime' 
(viii. 93. 55 ff., 59; the same iii ix. 3. 57; 4. 10). This is the real 
dharna, or rule of knightly right. But we have a theoretical 
dharma, a theoretical 'Aryan-fight'; and ill such a case (re- 
ferred to above) it is carefully explained that 'on this occasion 
they did not use barbed or poisoned arrows.' But here the veil 
drawn over the old battle is too thin to hide it; for barbed 
and poisoned arrows were used throughout the war. 

The knights ' know polity' (viii. 10. 14), and can quote the 
wroing doings of their adversaries; but when they do so, it is 
regarded as sufficient answer to hold up the list of 'wrong' acts 
perpetrated by the accuser and his party. Tit for tat is apology 
enough (vii. 198; viii. 91. 1 ff.). Right is revenge. It is de- 

* ekasydi 'kena hi katharh sarhgrdmah sambhavisyati, vii. 143. 28. 
This conduct is contrasted with dryakarma, vs. 10. 

t Given in vi. 107. 101; literal use in ix. 11. 11, 'attacking'; with 
twisted application, x. 1. 53. 
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dlared to be so in so many words, as Justice is declared to be a 
weak god. ' The wise say that Justice protects one; ever have 
I been just, but Justice protects me not; Justice destroys its 
devotees, but never protects'-so speaks the great Kuru (viii. 
90. 87). ' I shall pay my debts to my fathers and to my mother,' 
cries BhIma; or again: 'I shall be clear of debt to my dead 
father'-these words mean that the speaker is about to revenge 
himself or avenge his parents-this was his ' right' (vi. 91. 26; 
vii. 195. 21). 

As a general rule, a knight is killed without mercy. We saw 
above, however, that Arjuna wishes to capture Drona alive, or 
rather to spare him; and so Duryodhana requests Drona him- 
self not to kill Yudhishthira, but to capture him alive and bring 
him before hinm.* Those 'fated to be killed by one' are avoided 
by others (vii. 123. 36). And, not to say there is no magnanim- 
ity, let us close these typical passages by one rare, and in its 
rarity worth noticing. Karna does not take the life of Nak-lla 
who has attacked him; he disarms, but does not slay. Giv- 
ing him his life, he says, ' Go now, fight with thy equals; de- 
part.' So the knight ' ready to die was spared by Karna; and 
he returned, ashamed' (viii. 24.48 ff.). 

Mlust we also regard the private compacts as late? These 
are taken in self-defense, or to promote joint action. The most 
famous is the great conspiracy. At the close of the eleventh 
day, the Kurus resolve on slaying Arjuna as best they may. 
They ' make an oath in respect of the battle' (kPrtva Qapatlham 
dhave), to the effect that they will all attack Arjuna together, 
and they will kill him or go to hell. On making this vow, they 
consummate it by a libation and sacrifice. First they seize the 
holy kuta-grass garments, with girdles of mrfnlv, and then they 
swear their 'oath of war' (ranavrata). Against magic they 
put oln these kuea-grass garments; and then they bind on their 
armor, after they have anointed with ghee. Then comes the 
oath, and they swear ' by glory and victory,' ' by rich sacrifices,' 
'in the name of all the gods, and worlds, and hells; and in the 
hearing of all existent things'-standing over the consecrated 
fire: ' may we go to the world of the evil ones if we do not kill 
him, or if not killing him we retire.' Then they go out and 
challenge Arjuna (Chvayantah, ' call him out'), who responds 
by his own oath: 'A vow have I taken, and this is my vow: 
that challenged in conflict I ne'er shall retire' (vii. 17.18-39). 
The challenge is here given after the avahdra or formal return 
to camp.t Such pledges of mutual support are given between 

* jivagrdhar grhitvd .... matsamipam ihd 'maya, vii. 12. 6. 
t In like manner Arjuna himself curses himself ' by all the worlds,' 

etc., if he fail to kill Jayadratha (vii. 73. 24 ff.). So Dhrishtadyumna 
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the chiefs elsewhere, as in the case of Qalya, who agrees with a 
friend thus: 'we will make an agreement; we will mutually 
protect us; let him of us be guilty of the five cardinal sins, and 
all the little sins, who fights alone (not aiding), or deserts when 
fighting' (ix. 8.8 ff.). But we find the king reproved later for 
breaking this agreement, and urged to go forward and help (ix. 
18.20). 

Little private vows are frequent. One makes a vow (vrata) 
never to have his back pierced with arrows (v. 185. 25-6). 
Another ' vows the vow of the devils' (&aura), which is ' never 
to have his feet washed nor to eat meat until he kill Arjuna' (iii. 
257. 14). Another swears to drink his foe's heart's blood, and 
fulfils it twelve years later.* An early case binds a man to kill 
any one that draws blood from his king, except in war-this is 
also a 'vow' (iv. 68. 55). 

Alongside of' wrong-fighting' we may put boasting. This is 
declared to be un-Aryan; but there is no warrior who boasts 
more than he that quotes the rule-though it would be difficult 
to say which of all the chiefs was the greatest braggart.t Only 
one pure regulation seems to be felt as binding on the Aryans, 
and that is not found in the formally adopted code. There is 
a general fighting rule, quoted as ' a decision of the Vd8tra' (or 
legal work), to the effect that ' one must not strike below the 
navel' ;t and any violation of this rule results in the violater's 
being stigmatized as ' crooked and un-Aryan.' Ile ultimately, 
it is observed, will go to hell. As this is the only rule quoted 
as ' legal' (opposed to vague ' rules of right'), and as there is no 
excuse at all offered for the person that breaks it, it seems as if 
it might really be an old fighting-rule. At any rate, to believe 
this does not involve our believing in the strained courtesy of 
the other rules, although the early codes may have taught con- 
sideration for helpless persons in general terms. Such a simple 
law may well have been generally adopted, and is in accord- 
ance with the uncorrupted Aryan morality still preserved on 
our side in the Anglo-Saxon contempt for one that 'strikes 
below the belt.' 

6. lThe armyfoirce8 in detail.--I proceed to discuss the parts 
of the army as shown to us by the Epic. 

curses 'him that fails to slay Drona, or him that Drona overcomes,' 
with the words: ' may he be deprived of his hopes' fulfilment, of his 
warriorship, and of his religious rights' (vii. 186. 45 ff.). Not succeeding 
in this, his opponent taunts him ' especially weak in failing after curs- 
ing before kings' (ib. 53). 

* viii. 83. 28; 84. 11: compare vii. 137. 28, etc.; R. v. 82. 19. N. inter- 
prets dsura above as a-surd, abstinence from wine. 

t dryena hi na vaktavyd kadd cit stutir dtmanah, vii. 195.21. 
t adho ndbhyd na hantavyam iti ?a8trasya nitcayqh, ixs. 60. 6, 28; 61, 

28, 38. 
VOL. XIII. 30 
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The general term for all that is carried by the troops is 
vdhana, 'luggage, that which is carried.' 

The arms may be generally divided into those of offense and 
those of defense. 

The arsenal I have already spoken of; it was a chief object 
of care: a large building described as built near to the city 
wall, where, every morning, the king goes and inspects person- 
ally the condition of the arms.* 

I discuss first the knight and his chariot; then the cavalry 
and elephants; next the arms of the knights, together with the 
arms of the lower classes; the defensive armor; and last, the 
trappings of war, and music. 

The knight in his chariot fights wholly for himself, and alone, 
except when helping a friend, and then generally by shooting 
from a distance. If he be a rajaputra, one of his chief duties, 
however, is to guard dangerous places and keep watch over the 
king .t 

CWornparing the Epic and Vedic ages, we find in the Epic the 
arms of defense equally developed with those of offense, whereas 
in the Veda the former seem more deficient, not only in con- 
struction but also in number. The Vedic hero rides in a two- 
wheeled chariot, and his chief weapon (ayudha) is the bow (dhan- 
van), not straight, but already bent before use. To this was added 
one string of leather (jyd), and the arrow (isca), which was 
drawn not to the breast but to the ear. The names of these 
weapons are the same in Indo-Iranian, and in part appear pan- 
Aryan,4 though other national names are given: e. g. bMina, 
'reed;' Sarya, later Lalya, 'dart.' The left hand was already 
protected with a leather strap. The arrows were feathered, 
and often poisoned; tipped with horn or metal, and preserved 
in a quiver (is.udk, nisanya). Besides this, the warriors had 
spears (rqt i), and, perhaps, short swords (krti); while to heav- 
enly powers the singers attributed j-r perhaps lightning 
only, and the axe (paraqu), though not disdaining the throwing 
of rocks. Ill defense the Vedic warrior carried the ' defender 
(varman): a word common to the Vedic and Iranic. This 
covered his shoulders, and was either made of metal wire or cov- 
ered with metal, while for the head he carried a helm of several 
pieces. But except for the leather strap protecting the left 

*dyudhdgdramr vaprantam, i. 147. 13; sfthgrdmika and dyudh&- 
gdra are the usual terms. Personal supervision of the king, see duties, 
above; and compare i. 194.14, where a king passes by every treasure of 
wealth in order to visit the arsenal. 

t Compare vii. 34. 14, where a sarhghdto rdjaputranam sarvesam is 
made about the place of danger. 

4 The arrow, Sanskrit if=Avestan ifu=Greek ti'6. Bow and bow- 
string are Indo-Iranian, 
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arm from the bow-string, no other defense was worn, unless we 
accept a doubtful reference from which some protection of the 
feet has been, with no certainty, assumed. 

Such is the picture presented by the Vedic knight, the earliest 
Aryan warrior.* We have now, with this as an introduction. 
to see what developments took place before the Epic period. 
We shall see that there is some difference between the two pe- 
riods, as well as between the Epic and the post-Epic and more 
artificial age in which the art of war was demonstrated theo- 
retically. In the latter case we find, for instance, as if a mu- 
seum were described, that bows are made of metal, horn, or 
wood; that the string is of bark or animal membrane, the pat 
or lute plant, or of hemp or flax; that there are two or three 
strings to a bow, which is again said to be just six feet in. 
length, etct 

A. The chfarot.-The earliest chariot was a car of two or 
three wheels, and with one, two, or three horses; in the Epic 
we find the same, or one of four, sometimes eight, wheels; and 
with two, three, or four horses, or (in the latest portions) eight. 

In particulars, we find the Vedic war-car, ratha, placed on 
a box, kosa, fixed on a wooden axle, aksa, fastened by cowhide 
thongs. The seat, bandAura, is single; in the case of gods, 
three to eight seats, as fancy dictates, are mentioned. The 
knight stands on the floor of the car, garta, to the left of his 
driver. A rin is perhaps to be assumed as protecting the car, 
called aitka,, perhaps comparable etymologically with dvrut.. 
The wheel-spokes are of wood. A banner-pole stands erect in 
the car.? A horse stands on each side of the pole, and the two 
are yoked, guided by a bit, Qiprd, and reins, while urged by a 
goad (or whip). Only Indra has a caturyuga, rirpwpol d&pa. 
One horse in shafts was a sign of poverty. The car and pole 
were decorated. Axe and bow were the chief weapons, but 

* Drawn from Zimmer's Alt. Leben, pp. 298 ff. 
t The regular divisions of the later schemes will be found Ag. P. 248. 

1 ff.; see Wilson iv. 292 ff. According to this, the whole body of arms 
falls into five classes: 1. yantramukta; 2. panimukta; 3. muktdmukta; 
4. amukta; 5. natural weapons, fists, etc.; and fuller theoretical ac- 
counts of still later origin may be found in Oppert's publications, where 
also the Hindu gun, cannon, and other quite modern arms are described in 
Sanskrit verses even later than Kdmandaki's. To Mbh. i. 221. 72 (quoted 
above, p. 111) the commentator defines catuspdda (applied with dava- vidha to the dhanurveda) as mantramukta, patimukta, muktamukta, 
amukta, giving only four scheduled classes. for here we have ten sorts 
(vidha) of fighting, and four kinds of weapons as the ' feet;' while the 
Agni Purdna gives the ' four feet' as kinds of fighters (chariot, elephant, 
horse, and foot), the (five) 'sorts' as the arms explained above. 

t Bezzenberger, quoted by Zimmer, loc. cit., 251. The related aitku5ca 
means hook or guard: compare the use of kaikata, vii. 187.47: nyakt- 
kau with ahklu in Par. G. S. iii. 14. 6. 

? Par. G. S. iii. 14. 13, stambha. 
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knives and others smaller are used. Many warriors fight on 
foot; also ' riders' are mentioned, but not regular cavalry. This 
is all we know with certainty of the Hindu chariot before the 
Epic. 

Three drivers might stand on the broad shelf that ran in 
front of the largest Epic war-car (ratha, rarely ydna, wagon).* 
In the rear stood the knight. To shoot directly in front he 
leaned over a fence-rim between the belly of the car and the 
horses, of which in this case four were used; or mules instead 
were employed. Each chariot is stocked with arms, and many 
more are borne behind by attendants. Over each war-car stood 
an emblem-pole, and shone silk-emblazoned banners with woven 
or painted figures of allegorical import.t A covering over the 
largest war-cars protected from the direct rays of the sun, a 
covering used as well oii the field as on a march (dtavatra: xv. 
23.8). 

Over against this view of the large four-horse chariot, we 
have the simpler picture of a two-horse car, small in size, con- 
taining only the knight and one attendant, the charioteer. 
This car was much smaller, and, indeed, Homeric; for, as in the 
Iliad one man seeks to pick up and run away with a chariot, so 
we find here a knight attempting to lift a war-car alone out of 
a morass. Outside of the war proper we find the chariot-duel4 
Of course impromptu meetings of two chariots and the subse- 
quent strife between the occupants are of frequent occurrence 
in the battle scenes ;0 but it is significant that, apart from the 
field of actual battle, a king proposes in one of the early books 
to recover his kingdom by instituting ' a duel in chariots' be- 
tween his adversary and himself, the result of which shall es- 
tablish peace. 11 

*Wilson's description (iv. 290 ff.) is in general correct. He is fur- 
ther right in saying that the account of six men in- each war-car de- 
scribed in Porus' battle "does not seem to be correct." Megasthenes' 
account does not weigh well with the native. Lassen is wrong in say- 
ing that in the Epic only one charioteer and one archer is mentioned for 
one car (i. 159). Rajendralalamitra has vainly sought to make proba- 
ble the carrying of scythes on the early Hindu war-car (Indo-Ar. i. 342). 
The chariot can easily carry five persons besides the drivers, but only on 
festal occasions, in a triumphal march, or on a journey in a state car, 
not in battle (xii. 37. 37). 

f In Greek the brtualyta of the shields were invented by the Karians; 
those in India were represented by the banner-emblems. 

t ratha may be for war (sdahgrdmiko ratha4) or for peace (kridara- 
thah), xiii. 53. 28. 

F dvdiratharh yudhyatdm, vii. 173. 61; bahiini dtvdirathdni (yuddhdni), 
vi. 83.1; dvandvayuddham (kartum icchdmi, i. 136.15) is the general 
' duel': cf. apratidvandvatdt yuddhe, iii. 116. 18; dvandvayuddham 
avdpnuvan, vi. 48.14; compare yuddhath dvdiratham, R. vi. 86. 27 (and 
91. 1). The challenge to duel is given in R. vi. 58. 17 ff.,beginning tiftha 
rdma mayd sdrddhath dvandvayuddham prayaceha me, tydjayi yImi 
te prdndn dhanurmuktdih Aittac Qardia. 

1 dvairathend 'stu vdi Vdnti4, iii. 78. 8. 
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The number of charioteers depends on the horses. When 
two horses are sufficient, one sdrathi or charioteer is sufficient 
also. In the case of four horses (two fastened to the pole, two 
by straps outside, not tandem: dAur and pdrsni), we have one 
charioteer in the middle, who guides the pole-horses, and on 
each side of him the two drivers of the outer steeds, pdrsnisa- 
rrathi.* In proverbs and verses of late origin it is universally 
assumed that four horses will be used. Thus (vii. 112. 46 if.): 
'Let the rathakcaipakdh according to rule arrange the chariot,' 
which has five qualities, and four horses; and we are expressly 
told in the opening description that all the knights had four- 
horse chariots. But that such was not always the case will le 
seen below from the account of the poem itself. 

I now examine in detail the war-car and the steeds. 
The parts of the chariot (rathac, ydnac, 8yan(dana = currus): 

Beneath is the axle (aksa), to the ends of which the wheels are 
attached, and above and before which is the charioteer's place, 
while above and behind is the place of the knight. The 'nest' 
or box above is so intimately connected with the axle that the 
two are often broken together.t The noiseless running of the 
axle is especially praised.4 The mention of this part of the 
wagon often implies that the car has only two wheels?-as 
where, in enumerating disasters following single arrows, we find 
that a knight broke the single yoke with one arrow; the 'three- 
fold-piece,' with three; the four steeds, with four; and the one 
axle (the two wheels), with two (iv. 57. 36). In iii. 134. 9 this 
is formally stated to be the case. The wheel consists, besides 
the wooden circle, of the tire (rathanemi, vi. 117. 54), the 
spokes (ara), and the hub (nathh). The 'place at the spokes' 
(ard8tlana) was reserved for knights, high-born attendants 
of the king, 'who at the master's chariot did mighty deeds 
il the van.'11 The tire, which was also called 'fore-circle' (pra- 
mandala), appears to be of iron, if we may judge from constant 
reference to the 'noise of the hoofs and the tires.'?[ But what 

* Compare P.W., s. v., and pdrsniyantdrah, vii. 196. 12. 
t bhagnacakrdksaniddh, vi. 71. 32: though of course the nest may be 

broken alone, bhagnanidah, vii. 113.13; ib. 196. 13 (v. 1. ati sparha). 
$ akftjandksah (rathah) v. 48. 28 (PAnini uses kiajana of wheels). 
g Two-wheeled chariots are implied also as the regular form in the 

Sfitra period: compare e. g. Aiv. G. S. iii. 12. 1 ff.; Par. G. S. iii. 14.2. 
lvii. 34.14; xii. 98.28: bhartit rathe ea yal 9iiro vikramed vdhini- 

mukhe. 
? e. g. ix. 9. 14-15. It was only the axle that should run without noise, i. e. without creaking. The car as a whole is famous for its racket ;, 

compare ' the earth-shaking rush' of a car in vii. 188. 1. The minutiae in 
the carpentry of the car I have not particularly observed, but doubt if 
more special points can be solved by the Epic. The points discussed 
are those most important or doubtful. The car-wheel described in 
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is the ' chariot-nest' ? and does it differ from the ' chariot-lap'? 
Between these two expressions (rathanida, rathopa8tha) I think 
we may discern a distinction. The upamtha was the general 
bottom of the car; the nida was the little shelf in front where 
the charioteer stood. This difference existed probably in four- 
horse chariots only.* 

gvet. Up. i. 4 has three tires, fifty spokes, twenty pratyara or counter- 
spokes, and sixteen end-pieces to the felly (or felly and tire together), 
as if these were made of small pieces patched together. I do not under- 
stand the soda5tJnta or the ' forty-eight' pieces following. Very likely 
this may be nothing but an imagined wheel, to illustrate the philosoph- 
ical stuff in which it is buried. 

* Compare the following examples: the rathanida is for the chariot- 
eer alone in viii. 24. 38; 64. 28; vi. 53. 5 = ib. 114. 33 ; vii. 173. 5. The 
last example is copied from the two identical passages in the sixth 
book: sdrathith c& 'sya (Eutrasya) bhallena rathaniddd sapdtayat, ' with 
one dart he made the charioteer fall from the nest.' Compare also the 
cutting of the yugathdhara from the nest in vii. 16. 31. But when the 
knight falls, he 'sinks down in the lap of the chariot,' as does Drona 
(vii. 162.42, nisasdda rathopasthe: compare viii. 15.42; 50.47). And 
so it is said of a knight hard pressed, ' he wavered not from the lap 
of the car' (vi. 54. 17). ' Down in the lap of the car' sinks the king, and 
faints there (kaQmalath ca jagdma); while the charioteer turns the 
steeds and retreats (vi. 58. 17). The scene comes again (in viii. 15. 43), 
where the driver, seeing his master senseless in the upastha, withdraws 
from the contest in the sight of all the army, and takes the king with him 
(although usually on such an occasion there is a rush to seize the 
wounded knight, as in viii. 62. 31-32, where the king crouches down in 
the upastha and all cry 'seize the king'). So again in vi. 92.36 the 
knight sinks in the upastha. So in R. vi. 51. 79 the knight is in the 
upastha ; or the banner falls into it, R. vi. 86. 37. But in the last Epic 
case the distinction shows itself to be not a total one, but one of part and 
whole; for here the two drivers (yantdrdu) are also wounded and fall in 
the ' lap,' and again a charioteer (sita) falls from the ' lap' in v. 182. 3 ; 
the sdrathi is in the upastha in iv. 33. 40; the upastha includes the nida 
in iii. 21. 25-26. As, however, the drivers generally are represented in 
the ' nest,' and we know them to be in front (syandandgryena is even 
the position of Matali, iii. 171. 28), and the knights are in the ' lap,' we may 
assume that in the narrower sense upastha denotes the owner's place, 
and nida the driver's, although the 'lap' or 'bottom' may be taken to 
denote the whole of the underpart. The little roofed fore-chamber of 
the Assyrian war-car, as distinguished from the plain front of the Per- 
sian, would be perhaps too much to assume for the Hindu car; but a 
chamber, if unroofed, separated from the knight's room, seems necessary. 
Compare besides the above the following: a joyful knight ' as it were 
danced in the upastha' (vi. 100.46; 104.29). A fainting knight sits in 
the upastha, braced against the flagpole (vi. 101. 47-48). Bhima's son is 
killed, and the body lies in the upastha, while the driver drives away 
with it (vii. 166. 38). Of Karna, when slain by Arjuna, the same words 
are Used (updvigad rathopasthe, viii. 53.36). But when galya demands 
that his equality with Karn.a be recognized, he refuses to take the place 
of the ordinary charioteer, and so we find him in the upastha, whence 
he manages the reins (Salyo rathopasthe raginisathcdrakovidahj, viii. 79. 
11: compare ib. 36. 10, samipastham ma 'roha tvam, to galya). Again 
a knight leaps to the ground from the upastha, and fights with his club 
(ix. 11.41). All the knights of the army are described as standing be- 
fore the battle begins either 'in the lap of a war-car or on the shoulder 
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The chariot, as the preceding quotations show, swung so low 
that it was easy to leap out or in, or to force another out. We 
even read in a very vigorous rush of 'all the knights deprived 
of their cars': that is, flung out (vi. 48. 25). One knight leaps 
out to seize hold of one below (vi. 59. 100). Often the car is 
mounted, apparently in motion, by refuge-seeking friends, who 
climb up after losing their own cars. We thus find two brothers 
standing ill one chariot after one of them had deserted his own 
because of slain horses.* 

The chariot gives the honorable title of rathin, and attiathin 
to the knight. According to the opening of the war, the 
knights are classified as 'those that have chariots,' 'superior 
chariot-men,' 'very superior chariot-men,' etc.t 

of an elephant' (v. 165. 20). The word apdtayat, usually used as above, 
is often simply of the war-car as a whole (rathdd bhfumdv apdtayat, 
vii. 169. 14), so that we cannot tell what part is intended. We may, I 
think, also draw from these quotations the conclusion that the knight 
seldom had, or used, a seat, but generally stood in the upastha, proba- 
bly the round hollow bottom, implied by udupa (e. g. xvi. 5.8), car 
as boat, which contained breastplates of leather and metal, bows, ar- 
rows, etc., probably stored about the side (viii. 79. 5). That the driver 
has a seat is indicated by the term bandhura or atibandhura (e. g. vii. 
36. 31; iii. 241. 31), handed down from the Vedic age, here as the seat of 
the driver, while (if one exists) the knight's seat is called talpa, vii. 192. 
68. ' Bosom' (kroda) rather than ' lap' is the commentator's definition of 
,upastha (vii. 36. 32). It itself makes a comfortable seat to repose in 
after one has unharnessed and seen to the horses, and wants to rest in 
the stable (iii. 73. 32). The commentator is certainly wrong in taking 
upastha to mean uparibhdga in iv. 45. 7. The upastha as storaige-place 
in R. ii. 39. 20. 

* vi. 78. 22; scene repeated in vii. 30. 7. The expression for dismount- 
ing or tumbling out of a car is avatirya rathdt, rathdd avaplutya, 
plutah syandandt: vii. 3.8; viii. 90. 105; vi. 59.89; 86. 353; vii. 31. 24. One 
descends from the front apparently in R. vi. 111. 55 (avatirya virnan&- 
grat: unless the agra be a pointed rear, which seems impossible). In 
xii. 38. 13, rathdtpa~cad avdtarat, the adverb is temporal. The ordinary 
mount appears to be from the side or back. Climbing into another's 
car is illustrated by vi. 48. 95 ff. (cf. 79 ff.): 78. 22: 82. 20 (father and son); 
113. 18 (' with bow destroyed, deprived of war-car, his horses slain, his 
driver slain, he hastily mounted the car of Citrasena'); vii. 30. 7. In vi. 
58.9ff., the two stand and shoot together at the foe after Satyaki 
ascends Abhimanyu's car. Arjuna even seizes his son in his arms and 
lifts him into the car. The words employed are about the same, but 
not technicalities of driving, apparently. Aruroha, adhiruroha, abhi-, 
asthaya, updruh, pratyapadyanta, are all used for mounting; avaruh, 
pratyavaruh, avaplutya for dismounting (ydnad avaplutya, viii. 61.44; 
avaruhya yCnad, 84.24). Avaplutya has also the technical sense in 
fighting of retiring: thus, a knight, knowing his sword is broken, re- 
tires six paces (avaplutya paddni sat, vii. 14. 74), but aplutya (eight 
paces, vii. 15. 28) is ' advancing.' 

t These terms were also employed as proper names. Adhiratha, Ad- 
hirathi, Atiratha (vii. 134. 13, 11; viii. 51. 68; vii. 132. 6; 133. 44), were 
at first those skilled in driving 'on the car.' Proper names are also 
made by forming ratha into the end of a compound, as Vrkaratha 
(nrnaa bhrdt& karnasya), vii. 157. 21. Compare also p. 204, note. 
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The ease with which the chariot is overturned indicates 
again its small size, for it falls over 'like a clod' when the 
driver's hand is loosed (vi. 48. 18); and its fragility is shown 
by the ease with which it is splintered (qakal7krta) and the 
knight decarred (viirathikrt'a); while another indication of size 
may be gleaned perhaps from the poetical statement that ' the 
wheels sank up to the hubs in blood.'* 

The knight sometimes falls forward directly over the front 
of the chariot,t which would imply absence of railing or de- 
fense before the knight. There appears, however, to have 
been a guard of some sort round the car in the Vedic period; 
and in the Epic we may probably translate the ' guard' (varit- 
tha) in this way, though it also means an over-shield. The 
usual application of this word as an adjective of the car leaves 
the sense doubtful ;T though, being spoken of as distinct from 
the sun-screen, the former meaning seems certainly admissible, 
as well as indicated by the cars ' void of defense,' where the 
sun-screens do not appear to be meant. The commentator says 
it is a leather protector.? There is nothing, however, but this 
varatha to correspond to the avruv, made probable for the 
earlier time; and flying weapons never appear to be impeded 
or caught from above by the 'protector,' nor is it a conspicu- 
ous target (as the flag and pole are), though included in dam- 
aged portions of a wrecked car. 11 It must, nevertheless, have 
been low, if it ran in front at all; for, besides falling over in 
front, a man falls and clings for a long time to the pole, till 
he becomes insensible, as if still partly in the car (iv. 64.48,49). 

The ' pole of the car' (ratha-sa), or commonly the pole alone 
(kictbara),? is fastened to the box of the car (kdstha), and to 
the double yoke (yuga, iugum, Cvrorii) that crosses it, and (dhur) 
rests in turn on the necks of the steeds.** The fastenings of 
the yoke (like the general ecakrabandha, rathabandha) are 
termed yoktra, fastening yoke and pole, or sarhnalhana, ' join- 
ers,' and all appear to be of leather, as do the reins (raQma- 

* &ndbhi, vii. 146. 89; 103.30-31; vi. 117. 15. 
t hato rath&grdd apatat, viii. 89.65; rathdnika, vii. 96. 70, is a rank. 
t savaritthih, vi. 106. 22; mahdrathdi savarutha4, ix. 26. 37. 
g vivarfitha, viii. 16. 14; with chattra and bandhura, iii. 241. 31. 

'The yoke, pole, varfitha, standard, charioteer, horses, threefold- 
piece, and the seat' (talpa, not turret), iii. 242. 5. 

?t vi. 46. 5; 71. 39; vii. 196. 12, etc. Perhaps also yugamhdhara, ' yoke- 
holder,' vi. 1956 C = 48. 94 B, yugabandhura; and vii. 16. 31. 

** dhur means the load, either' pole or half-yoke ; dhuryam is merely 
the weight on the horse coming from the piece in the neck; dhuryam 
may, therefore, include part of the pole itself. The duplicity of this 
yoke consists in two pieces, one about the neck of each horse, so that, 
when it is cut in two, each horse carries one dhur: compare vi. 48. 24-25, 
cakre bhargne yuge chinne ekadhurye haye hatal, aksipta4 syandanad 
viraih sasarathir ajihmagai4. 
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yak),* and are gilded, so that they ' shine like the sun,' with the 
gaudy rest.t When a distinction is intended, sad is the lower, 
kftbara the upper end of the pole.: 

A desperate attempt against the Kuru commander of the 
day by a knight no longer able to use his bow shows us the use 
to which the stout pole of the car may be put (vii. 191.21 ff.). 
The knight's charioteer has been slain; he thereupon directs 
his horses full at the steeds of his opponent, in such a way that 
the horses of both cars 'become mixed together' (assya 'QVafn 
svarathgvdi4h . . vydmigrayat, 19); he then drew sword, and, 
taking his shield, crawled down upon the pole of his own war- 
car, and ' standing on the middle of the yoke, on the very tip 
of the yoke, and on the hind-quarters of the blood-red horses' 
(of his foe), suddenly appeared under the front of his adver- 
sary's car, who meanwhile saw no opportunity (antaram) of 
killing him. The Maharatha (or distinguished knight) whom 
he attacked then seized a car-spear (rathacakti) and slew the 
foe's horses; 'avoiding his own red steeds,' but letting them 
escape with broken harness. The adventurer is cast to the 
ground, and for the moment defeated, but the whole army 
'honored his great achievement.'? Here apparently the knight 
uses the car-shield to protect himself with.11 

The relative positions of the four horses drawing a large 
chariot were as follows: one bears the right-hand dhur, one 
the left, the 'near' horse; one is attached to the end of the 
fore-axle (pdrsni) on the left; another, parallel to this, to the 
axle-end on the right. Such seems to be the arrangement ac- 
cording to the text, though it would not be impossible to in- 
terpret as a double span, the foremost drawing on the yoke and 
pole, the hinder pair on the axle. N. understands two yokes.? 

The car-pole (rathadhur), held at one end by the yoke, was 
either regarded as divided at the heavy end into three parts, 

* The reins and girdles are distinct, viii. 27. 30. 
t vii. 2. 34; 115. 20; viii. 79. 59. 
t Thus the triveutu is ikd, the yugamhdhara is klibara (see below). 
j Dhrishtadyumna's progress: tatah sa rathanidastharh svarathasya 

rathefayd, agacchad asim udyamya Vatacandramh ca bhdnumat, then 
stepped upon the yugamadhya, then stood jaghandrdhefu cd '9vdndm, 
directly under the foe's nida, 27 ff., and also yuqapdltiu. 

II Depriving a car of its pole was one of the manceuvres practiced; 
the car was then vikltbara or rirnakftbara, vii. 196.12, etc. The trick 
of seizing the pole is not uncommon. When Bhima sees the Guru 
coming through an opening in the array (vyithadvdra), 'he gets out 
of his own car in a hurry, and shoots at the atiratha, seizing the pole 
of his war-car' (vii. 128. 20: compare R. vi. 69. 46, nihatya hayan nir- 
mathye 'sh rathasya, etc. 

? Compare iv. 45. 20 ff.: daksindmh yo dhuramh yukta4 (haya4) ; yo 
'yaqih dhuram dhury avaro vdmndh vahati; yo 'yam pars i" vahati; 
yo ' yamh vahati me parsnimh daksinam abhitah sthitah. 

VOL. XIII. 31 
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two of these (the pole the third) being side braces that ran be- 
hind the horses and connected at each end with the- ks.tha, 
axle-wood (box), aand this was called the 'threefold-piece' (tri- 
venyu), literally ' the piece with three sticks;' or this piece was 
a triangle of bamboo, one side of which was parallel to the axle 
and the other two ran together to the pole.* 

The chariot, when entering the field, always carries a loose 
piece of wood, which often comes off and lies with flags, stand- 
ards, etc. This is the ' drag' (anukarsa), explained variously,t 
but most simply as ' a piece of additional wood fastened be- 
neath the car for the purpose of quickly repairing damages 
sustained in battle.' It would thus be a part of the uqpa8kara 
or general furnishings of the war-car. As I have noted no oc- 
casion where any attempt was made to repair a damaged car in 
the field, it may be that it was meant for the artizans left in 
camp, who could use the timber at night, and always find some 
when needed. To drag about a log of wood for the sake of 
possible repairs at night seems, however, so absurd that I am 
almost led to think the piece was meant as ballast: not unlikely 

* The two side-pieces seem quite certain. I cannot decide whether 
the third piece was an addition to the axle parallel to it or was the pole 
itself continued. Compare the commentator on chinnatrivenucakrd- 
ksah, viii. 16.13: ubhayatah kdsthadvayasahito dhurdandah, 'the 
yoke-pole connected on both sides with the two ends of the axle-box.' 
This piece of wood is generally mentioned without description in the 
text. Where Arjuna mounts his car in iii. 175.4 (girikiubarapaddksamh 
Vubhavenutrivenumat), the commentator says that the pddau are the 
(two) wheels, and defines our word as a 'three-cornered piece of wood 
uniting pole and axle, and called Vubhavenu, because the sticks (vena- 
vah) of which the trivenu was made were beautiful.' That is to say, 
the wood was bamboo, but the compound had so often been used that 
the same word could be used again as an adjective. The word occurs 
quite often (compare iii. 242. 5 ; iv. 57. 37 ; vii. 156. 83 ff., trivenuka, etc.). 
We find it silvered (rajatatrivenu), viii. 37. 27 ; and apparently synony- 
mous with tridanda (isd tadubhayapargvadaruni, comm.): from which 
we may also conclude that the original bamboo had, been replaced by 
stronger wood, though keeping the old name. Such use of the word 
as this, and that in ix. 9.31, nadi trivenudan aka vrta, easily leads to 
a confusion with the flag-staff, which may also be of three bamboo 
pieces. The Puranic use is a copy of the Epic, as in Var. P. 96.11, ra- 
thah sueakradandaksatrivenuyuktah, etc. Chariots described as dvi- 
trivenavah, in the description of vii. 36. 31 ff., would seem to support 
Burnouf's notion that the trivenu was anyway the flag-staff. But 
the commentator always keeps the explanation given above; and it 
seems more likely that what is meant is a double triangle, one on top 
of the other, for strength; although 'two or three' might be the inter- 
pretation, not referring to flag-staffs, but to this pole-piece as com- 
pound of three or of only two, the essential parts. The meaning in 
the last passage, however, remains to me quite doubtful. It is just 
possible that the trivenu modified the shape of the war-car, and that 
we have to translate rathagra in many passages more literally (hato 
rathagrad apatat, viii. 89.65, etc.). 

t v. 155. 3: vi. 89. 38; 106. 21 if.; vii. 38. 6, with talpa and trivenu; 
viii. 19. 42; 58. 26; and often. 
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when we remember how the cars tip over every few minutes.* 
From such hints and guesses we may perhaps conclude that at 
least the two-wheeler was a very light affair, constructed largely 
of bamboo (though light, a very tough wood: compare its use 
for bows), and meant mainly for speed and maneouvring. 
Gh~i~rna or shaking, as applied to a war-car, is indicative of 
this.t It is generally assumed that war-cars of the earliest 
period were heavy and clumsy; but on the contrary the earliest 
form seems to have been very small and light; with the addi- 
tion of another wheel and ultimately pair of wheels come size, 
stability, weight. The curru8 of the Roman and 8yandana of 
the Hindu are both so named from their 'running' power or 
speed.f 

The standards and flags of the war-cars, dhvaya, keta,_patdkd :? 
These bear an important part iil battle, for they are the rallying 
points of either party, and the standard of a great knight is 
well spoken of as the upholder of his whole army. They are 
not, however, national, but individual. They do not corre- 
spond morally to our flag, but rather to the plume of the Euro- 
pean knight in the middle ages. This distinction must be borne 
in mind, for it illustrates at a glance the Hindu field, where, as 
said above, the men fight only for their leaders. 

We have next to distinguish between ensign and banner.. 
At the back of the car, perhaps on one side, rises a staff, 
straight up high from the floor. The main staff, I incline to 
think, was in the back-middle of the car, while the little flags 
were on the side. This staff bore the ensign or signum at its 
top, and apparently below this top floated the flag. I The flag- 
pole was often the first objective point of the foe's arrows, 
which seem aimed not so much at the symbol as at the pole 
itself, doubtless because the former was of metal and the latter 
of bamboo ;?[ though of course the ultimate purpose was to dis- 

* Possibly the ' block' of wood (pdtalya) in R. V. iii. 53. 17 may be an 
anukarsa. Unexplained by Zimmer, loc. cit., p. 251. 

t So ghfirnitavdn rathah, in viii. 90.83, of the car repeatedly swaying 
from side to side, though not in war, but through a curse (ghfirne rathe 
in 84). 

t The names are synonymous. Compare R. i. 71. 5, where the dvijas 
are to go in a syandana, and ii. 4.4, in a ratha. 

? vdijayanti, perhaps garland, viii. 58.28 (see below). 
I Compare for the position of the staff the statement in vi. 101. 47-48, 

where a wounded knight sits down in the upastha reclining against the 
flag-pole (dhvajayasitzh samdaritah), and the same in vii. 166. 32. The 
pole could not have been forward, for he would then have turned his 
back to the foe (since he evidently uses the staff as a brace to his back), 
a thing no knight, even dying, would do. The only passages that I have 
noticed which seem to contradict this are like that in vi. 82. 59, where 
one shot fells dhvaja and charioteer; but we cannot deduce much from 
the remarkable shooting of the Epic heroes. 

?r vainavi yaftfi, i. 63. 17: compare venu in fat. Br. 
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grace the knight by bringing down his symbol. When the 
symbol falls, the whole party (we may rightly regard the 
knight's followers as such) falls into dismay and disorder. On 
the top of the staff was placed the dhvaja or ketu, the former 
meaning sometimes the whole arrangement, staff and image or 
banner; the latter the symbol or banner alone. This image 
was a likeness of some animal, as a boar or flamingo. Thus the 
vdnacra or ape-ensign of Arjuna was placed on the top of the 
dhvaja, and his car is usually termed the ' car with ape-stand- 
ard.' The ketu is often a part of the dhvaja, but as often 
synonymous with it (in its narrower sense). Thus any symbol 
as specification of the general dhvaja may be so used also of 
the ketu.t The sudden fall of a knight ' like a dAhvaja released 
from its fastening' implies a heavy substance; while the ex- 
panding (utsrjya) of the ketu implies a banner, iv. 65.1. 
Ketu is, therefore, at times synonymous with patdka, 'flag,' 
while dAvaja is also the metal top-piece of the staff, or that 
with the staff.: The height of the standard as a pole may be 
known by its being always very conspicuous, and inferred again 
from the pretty image describing a cluster of tall river-trees 
raised above the flat ground like a dAvaja above a war-car (i. 
70.17). The same passage includes a frequent epithet of the 
army used as a noun, dhvajini, the ' bannered' host (i. 70. 32). 
One of the battle-books gives us what is called ' a picture of the 
standards,' whence we see how variegated and of what differ- 
ent sorts they were. They are all ' like mountain peaks,' bright 
with color and gilded, decorated with flags, and differing in 
name, form, and color. Arjuna carried ' an ape with ferocious 
mouth and a lion's tail,' and had flags besides; Karna had a 
hastikaksyd; Dronia, a steer; still others bore peacocks, boars, 
elephants, sometimes bearing bells of silver or of gold; and 
one knight has a silver boar in a gold net.? In another place 
we are told that a younger knight has a gold farabha (an eight- 
legged monstrosity) as his symbol; and is twin brother, a sil- 

* dhvajdgre, viii. 79.22; vdnaradhvajad, viii. 56.91, etc. 
t Compare vrsabhadhvaja4, kapidhvaja4, paksivaradhvaja4, iii. 39.83; 

viii. 56. 91; 94. 58, etc.; but all used also with ketu: but not ketuya4ifi. 
t Compare the last line in the first act of gakuntald, where the ketu 

has a silk flag (eindiuukam iva keto4 prativtah niyamdnasya); and 
the chowrie-flags (cdmara) in the similar line of the first act of Vikra- 
morvagi. 

? The dhvaj& bahuvidhdkdraih in the dhvajavarnana of vii. 105. 1 ff. 
Arjuna has one siihalIAgfIlam ugrdsyarh vdnaralaksanam, ib. 8; the 
distinction of ndma, ritpa, varna, ib. 2-5 (anekavarnaj). The flag is 
here patdkd. From vs. 14 it is evident that the pole in Karna's car 
runs down into the upastha. The govrfa is gQiva's sign (vrfadhvajai); 
the boar, Vishnu's. The symbols top the dhvaja, but the latter is here 
also convertible with ketu. 
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ver swan with bells.* From other passages we see that trees 
and flowers as well as animals were employed as signs. Espe- 
cially the palm, which from its height and majesty was regarded 
as a most fitting emblem for the Kurus' greatest warrior, and 
was on that account the ' symbol-tree' xaz' eto p.t The same 
knight does not, however, bear always the same ensign. Thus, 
in another war we find Bhlshma with the ensign of live yellow 
stars and a blue (silk) flag; and Drona boasting the kamancdatcu, 
or pot, that marked his low origin. Contrasted colors are 
loved. Kripa has ' red horses and a blue flag,' etc. But the en- 
signs are individual enough for their knights to be recognized 
by them, as by their clothes and steeds. 'With ensigns hoisted,' 
the knights show themselves ready to advance against the foe.? 
The symbol was a sign giving luck, as notably that of Arjuna, 
or bore ill luck to its owner. The color of the metal in the 
image, or of the cloth in the flag, is always made prominent. 
One hero has a red ensign,?T and others have blue, yellow, etc. 
But above all white is beloved. So the war-cars 'look like 
cities,' being so gaily dressed.** Karna is distinguished by a 
symbol called kaksi, or kaksyd: I think, a tiger. He is de- 
scribed as having a white flag, crane-colored steeds, a gilded 
bow, and (after otler things) a ndgakaksa or hastikaksa, possibly 
an elephant girdle, but, from its use in connection with Karna, 
more likelv a beast. Compare viii. 11.7; 56. 85; 87. 7, 90 ff. 

The expression pattkin, 'flagged,' is used as well of the 
standard, dhvajac, as of the car itself, whence we must imagine 
that the staff bore flags beneath the emblemn.tt 

All have these banners (vii. 34.16), and it is very likely that 
they were placed on other parts of the car, besides the staffit 

* vii. 23.86 ff. Abhimanyu's is Vairkgapakfi, bearing a hawk's wing(?). 
Yudhishthira here has a divine bow. Other such ensigns are found in 
vi. 74.13 (yitpaketu4); vi. 104. 14 (tdladhvajah); vii. 2.23 ff. (indivardit- 
kah and sinhaketu4); vi. 115.31 (karnikdradhvajah: compare vii. 36.12; 
vi. 112. 29; 115.26, etc.). 

f The tdta is dhvajadrumah, xii. 55.18. Bhlshma is 'the one with 
palm as ensign,' tdtaketu4, td&tadhvajad. 

t Droia bears the kamandatu in iv. 55.43; vii. 23.82; and a vedi of 
gold in ib. 58.3. Bhfshma is described in ib. 55.54 as equipped with 
pancatdrena ketund nildnusdrena; so Kripa has a nild patdkd in ib. 41. 
A further mention of the dhvaja-animals before the war, in i. 225.16 
(bhiitdni vividhdni mahdnti ca). On the recognition of the dead by their 
banners, etc., see xv. 32. 14. 

? Compare vii. 36. 12; and vi. 45. 7, abhyavartanta sarva evo 'cchrita- 
dhvajdl. So ucchrit& rathe dhvajayaftijt, x. 13. 4, the technical word. 

11 amaigatyadhvajah, vi. 112.19. 
T lohitakadhvajah, v. 171. 14; vii. 23.18. 
** rathd nagarasarhkd&dh, vi. 79. 57. Compare xii. 100. 8. 
ff vii. 193.12, dhvajd bahupatdkinah, and often in references given 

above. 
f# Compare later the explanation of the relation in size between 

dhvaja and patdkd, Ag. P. 61. 35 (the whole chapter on consecration of 
dhvaja at the door of the king); and Brh. Sarhh. 43. 8-39; Mbh. i. 63. 
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A chariot that is abhipateikin is one of which the flags, to show 
victory, blow forward, against the wind.* Karrna's flag is 
golden and garlanded,t and the bow of Indra (rainbow) alone 
can serve to describe all the colors of the flags. So we read 
of the flags and umbrellas shining in an array among jewels 
and weapons.? Before and in the war we find Yudhishthira 
riding on a car of which the flagstaff-top was ornamented with 
two musical instruments, perhaps tambourines, called rmrdang' - 

(iii. 270. 6; vii. 23. 85). 
The special flags called vijayantyah appear to be used in 

war only upon the elephants, and must therefore have been of 
small size (vi. 112. 27; viii. 58. 28). These may be only garlands, 
as in the ' Indra-garland' (i. 63. 15)-a sign of victory. 

-Dhvaja is used outside of war as any sign, e. g. of a god, or 
of a huckster. Thus we have dharmadhvaja and d~harma- 
dhvajikah of the sun, 'whose emblem is duty;' or used of one 
that sins, that trades in duty.11 

Almost as part of the banners stands the chattra, or um- 
brella, a real protector, and indispensable part of a car's fur- 
niture, but also regarded as a flaunting ornament. It was gen- 
erally white. On festal occasions it is carefully held over the 
head by another equal or attendant. In spite of its frequent 
occurrence in descriptions of spoils, it does not seem to play 
any part in the action, and I fancy it does not really come into 
the poem until a later age, but properly is to be associated with 
the mass of effeminate luxuries depicted long after the orig- 
inal.?t 

The arms stored in the chariot are represented as so many 
that we can only see late readings in such statements. The 
car, according to these accounts, was an arsenal, holding a 

* viii. 11. 7 ff. Compare atipatakah (ratha1.) in viii. 24.54; 59. 67, a 
war-car with banner over it. 

t patakd kahcani sragvi dhvaje, vii. 105. 13. 
t indrayudhasavaritdbhih patCikabhir alazhkrtah, vi. 50.44; compare 

ib. 79.57, ndndvarnavicitrabhi4 patakabhir alarhkrta4. 
g vi. 87.14. Compare also viii. 24.54, 72, cars with banners and moon- 

colored steeds; elephants ' with different banners of various colors.' 
11 dharmadhvajad4, iii. 3.19; dhvajikah., xiii. 163.62 (cf. dhvajin). 
T Thus, in viii. 27. 33, on the battle-field are found umbrellas, fans, 

sandal wood (the Hindus' most costly wood); and in ix. 10. 2, ' a gleam- 
ing white umbrella' is carried over Yudhishthira ; cf. iv. 55. 55 and 64. 3. 
In vi. 22.6, the chariot-umbrella has ivory ribs. One of the first things 

Aqvatthaiman asks, when he finds his king dying and deserted, is 
'Where, oh where is thy pure umbrella? and where is thy fan, 0 
ruler of earth?' (ix. 65.18). The chattrac is white (vi. 103.25), and fur- 
nished with a gold-stick (hemadanda, vi. 55. 31 ; R. vi. 36.113). Another 
name, dtapatra, ' parasol,' means the same; in a march described in 
xv. 23.8, the king goes out with a line of war-cars (rathdnikena), and 
has a white atapatra held over him. The bells on the war-car are also 
noticed in R. vi, 49.8. 
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complete assortment of arms in large numbers. Thus, a car 
(vi. 106.22 ff.) is full of all arms, and a knight says (vii. 112. 
46 ff.): 'Let the car-attendants put all the car-quivers (Upy- 
sanyias). all the furniture (upakarannmi), just as is right, into 
my war-car; for I shall use all weapons, and the car must be 
furnished as has been appointed by instructors.'* 

The knight then goes out to meet the ' Kimbojas, who are 
conversant with many arms; the Kiratas, who are like poison; 
the ?akas, who are like fire,' etc.; his lion-dhvaya decorated 
with white flags, himself clothed in a brass corselet, his bow 
pressed to his bosom; 'and he was adorned with la-, per- 
fume, and wreaths, he, praised by girls, and kissed by the king.' 

More specific is the account given in the following (viii. 76. 
17): ' Six ayutdni of arrows, numberless darts, hammers, 
spears, knives, hhallas (also arrows), two thousand ndrceas (iron 
arrows), three thousand pradara (arrows)-which not even a 
wagon drawn by six cows could carry' (qakatag- sadgayam)- 
are here left under the care of one warrior. 'With darts (54. 7, 
viqikha, vipdtha; 29, prsatka) and handguards, with quiver 
and horn and banner, with breast-plates, diadem, sword, and 
bow,' is the description of a knight in his car (iv. 53. 9). In 
another passage (xiv. 79. 14), a knight ' ascended the car packed 
with hundreds of quivers, after he had girded on his golden 
breast-plate and his shining helm.' A hundred quivers, be- 
sides clubs, nataghis, bells, spears, spits, darts, bows, are in a 
car with a varftha (viii. 11. 8). A car of priceless value is de- 
scribed in the (late) twelfth book, but is used for state, not for 
war, and appears to be merely a means of exhibiting jewels, 
being adorned with sapphires (masara), crystal, and gold-plated 
wheels (hemanibaddhacaekrah), while 'all sorts of gems' are 
fastened to it, so that it 'shines like the newly risen sun.'t 
Compare the brief account, marked late by the meter, in the 
opening war-scene, where Yudhishthira has ' a war-car like In- 
dra's, with golden harness, and bright with hAtaka (gold) ;'t 
and also compare the car described again in the twelfth book 
(37.32 ff.), where the king 'mounts a nice new war-car cov- 
ered with kamhala-skins, and drawn by sixteen white cows.' 
In this car Bhima, the emperor's brother, ' took the reins' (ja- 
yrdha ragmin), as it was at a great state ceremony, and Arjuna 
held the white umbrella (pdndurakr chattram) of royalty over 
the emperor's head. In the same passage we find mentioned 

* His car is pahcaguna, 'has the five qualities,' unexplained. 
t xii. 46.33 ff. A hundred villages are put parallel to a hundred war- 

cars in viii. 38. 9; if for comparative value, such state-cars must be 
meant. 

t vi. 22.5; a designation of gold more common in R. 
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a car drawn by men: that is, the steeds were replaced by men 
(nar aydna, ib. 40). Another description of one of these enor- 
mous war-carriages is furnished by a passage contemporaneous 
with or next later than the last. It is here we find a distinc- 
tion (above, p. 236) formally made between war-cars -and pleas- 
ure-cars ;* and here perhaps the shortest yet fullest picture of 
the former in its greatest if not most ponderous glory. 'Har- 
ness up (sqijikuru ratham), the saint cried; prepare quickly thy 
chariot called the war-car, with weapons and banners, with a 
spear and a gold staff (yaiti), noisy with the sound of bells, 
furnished with ornamental doors (yuktas torariyakalpandih, 
31), gilded, supplied with hundreds of arrows; this was done, 
and the king placed his wife at the left of the pole (vdme 
dhuri), himself at the right, and laid within the car the goad, 
sharp-pointed, made of three sticks' (tridanidah vajraoiya- 
gram pratodarh tatra ca 'dadhat)-for this was another nara- 
yana, and the king and his wife were forced to drag the car 
for a great saint. Whether we may be allowed to predicate 
but two steeds for such a car in its normal locomotion I doubt, 
but these two were goaded ' on back and hip,' and dragged the 
saint about for some time without exhaustion. The ornamented 
doors were probably in relief, judging by a Purana standard; 
though Epic evidence fails me. 

Another description, rather simpler, tells us that the war- 
car ready for battle was 'large and fine, and adorned with 
bells, with a golden net, and Tight to run with the noise of 
thunder; well-adorned, furnished with tiger-skins which made 
protection (guard, var'ithin), and drawn by good fair-necked 
steeds' (v. 131.28 ff.). Compare the almost identical descrip- 
tion of a war-ear in the sixth book of the Rdmayana: 'He 
mounted with joy the divine war-car, his bow strung, that car 
furnished with all kinds of weapons, sounding with a hundred 
bells, harnessed with thought-swift steeds, and well guided by 

* sdhgrdmiko ratha4 and kriqdratha#, xiii. 53.28 ff. 
t See P.W., kalpana. Compare the vimdna described in R. vi. 106. 

22 ff. It is adorned with gold and gems, banners, and emblems; and it 
is beautified by hemakakfydh (m.), gold plates, and nets of bells. The 
Lexicon compares kakfa, defined as part of the car (kakfa, 12) by na- 
tive lexicographers, and translates doubtfully ' Flftgel.' Apropos of the 
legend, it may be asked why, if any weight at all is laid on a legend 
describing how a king maltreated the priests (see above, p. 78), we 
should not also conversely treat this story as an indication of the way 
priests treated kings. The answer is: because the former is a national 
legend, and belongs to respectable tradition; the king so proud being 
held up by the Epic and legal literature alike, his image being in a 
sense historical; while this latter is one of the wild self-made absurd- 
ities of the pseudo-Epic, not supported by earlier legend; and because 
the former illustrates what may well have happened at an earlier day, 
and the latter fails to correspond to any antecedent probability. 
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the charioteer; which had the sound of thunder, and the glory 
of the shining moon or sun; which had a lofty fla -staff; which 
was irresistible, furnished with a protection Csuvait-utham), 
well adorned, covered with a net of gold, on lire as it were 
with glory.'* 

Some parts of the chariot are not easily explained, as they are 
rarely mentioned, and not described. Thus, we find in a list of 
parts of chariots, besides those already discussed, the danyak(, 
apparently equivalent to yasqi, the bairner-staff; the janqgha, 
probably the aksajaiqhd or ' axle-tree ;' and the daiana, per- 
haps the spokes (unless the harness in general be irneant).t The 
triangle-piece, elsewhere explained, is said in another passage of 
this book to be silvered; and from the same paragraph we may 
add a new item to the car, namely the tri-koga or threefold re- 
ceptacle, said to be of gold, i. e. gilded: 'the war-car decked 
with tiger-skins, of noiseless axle, golden tri-ko~a, and silver 
triangle-piece.'4 Kooa alone is specifically a sheath for a 
sword. We may have in the last three epithets three near 
parts, axle, axle-box, axle-pole-triangle, as ko~a is used in Vedic 
literature; but why three-fold? On account of its non-specific 
meaning, frequent in the Epic, I prefer to regard it as indica- 
tioii of three compartments for receiving arms. 

* R. vi. 31.28 ff. Bells are here kinkini (gatanddita). Compare R. 
vi. 49.8. Compare, too, R. vi. 51.17ff. (sadhvajak. . sdnukarsah) a car 
furnished with tridents, axes, etc., in ib. 108; and R. vi. 66. 8, where 
agnivarna of ratha is to be thus interpreted as 'golden.' The same R. 
vi. 74.1 (rathdndrh cd 'gnivarindnh sadhvajdndrh varfithindm). 

+ (rathdn) isdmukhdn dvitrivenfln nyastadandakabandhurdn, vijah- 
ghdku2baranhs tatra vinemidagandn api; vicakropaskaropasthdn bhag- 
nopakarandn api, prapdtitopastarandn, vii. 36.31 ff. The commenta- 
tor does not touch the words given above; those not given here are 
discussed in their place. Dagana (see P. W.) for daitana ? Its close 
connection with the wheel and all parts of the car would seem to re- 
fute 'harness' as a proper translation. From its literal meaning one is 
tempted to bring dafana into connection with the ' hook' sense of ah- 
kau and nyaitkdu, and imagine a tooth or hook on the wheels. But 
scythes or their equivalents seem not to have been used, or they would 
have played a part in the descriptions; and they can not be proved for 
either the Vedic or Epic age. Rdjendraldla devotes himself to the 
proof for Vedic times, but the one passage quoted proves nothing. 
The aikdu and nyaikdu, 'which run along with the wind on each 
side of the war-car.' could easily by themselves be taken thus; they 
are by implication the protectors of the car, and abhito ratham (yau 
dhvdntamh vdtdram anu sarhearantdu) means loosely 'found on each 
side' (not part of the side), as in Mbh. iv. 64.33, ratharaksinah Verate . 
abhito ratham, 'lie on each side of the car,' or as sharp protecting 
pieces fastened to the side; but this passage from Par. G. S. iii. 14.6 is 
not definite enough at the best to allow of its being used as an argu- 
ment on the point. 

t ratharh vdiydghracarmad#am (= vydghracarmaparivrtam, comm.) 
akufjandksamrh hematrikoparh raiatatrivenurn. viii. 37.27. 

VOL. XIII. 32 
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The allegorical car described in viii. 33. 17 ff. gives a few 
unique particulars in regard to the chariot. We find here a 
protector called parivdra, and one called parirathyd (compare 
A.V. viii. 8. 22), besides the common varfttha; a pariskara, 
'guard of the wheels'; two adhi.thdne, ' standing places over 
the fore-wheels' (M.); and an apaokara, a hind-piece of wood. 
The seat, called bandhura, is made of three pieces. Knights 
guarding the car are called purahsardh, pariskarfddh, and 
prstharakqsdm or cakraraks.du. These are also called 2a- 
gop4 and par par~vaeardh. Both commentators understand 
that there are four wheels. The similar cars described in the 
Puranas seem to be copies of those in the Epic. 

In the simpler descriptions, and often seen by implication, we 
find two-wheeled cars. Since the commentator is used to the 
later order of four-wheelers, he sometimes endeavors to make 
these into the four-wheelers, as was said above. Nevertheless, 
from the Epic descriptions we should almost believe that two- 
wheeled cars were universal, except in the latest portions of our 
text. For instance, in one case a wheel comes off a car; and 
then, it is said, ' the horses dragged the car with one wheel.'* 
By implication, Krishna's car, said to have had ' two wheels, like 
the sun and the moon,' could have had no niore (v. 83. 15). 
This car has four horses, so that, we see the four steeds were 
not confined to the larger chariots (the size of a war-car does not 
seem to have anything to do with the bestowing of the titles 
?Taharatha, atiratha, etc.).t Another two-wheeled car is infer- 
able in a passage that says: ' the (one) yoke, the one pole, the 
two wheels, and the one axle, were broken, cut to pieces by ar- 
rows' (v. 181. 14). 

On the other hand, eight-wheeled cars are spoken of, although 
very seldom. The same number of steeds is sometimes found.4 
As we see the car of two horses and two wheels the prevailing 
one in the earlier period, and can trace a gradual increase in 
weight and size, we may say with Lucretius: 

Et biiugos prius est quam bis coniungere binos, 
Et quam falciferos armatum escendere currus.? 

* ekacakrah ratham. . fShuh, vii. 189. 54. 
t v. 165, quoted above, p. 204, with Kripa's extraordinary title ratha- 

yuithapayuithapah, 166.20, applicable to numbers or ability only. 
t ' Great was the noise of the eight-wheeled car,' vii. 175.13 (ratha1 . 

asacakrasamdyukta4). Again af4acakra in vii. 167. 38. These eight- 
wheelers belong to the book nearest in age of battle-books to the Rdma- 
yana. So we find also in Rdmdyana the asacakrasamayukto mahdra- 
thah (R. vi. 44. 27). For the steeds, see below. 

? Lucret. v. 1298. His next venture will scarcely obtain credence, 
certainly not for India: et prius est armatum in equi conscendere cos- 
tas . . quam biiugo curru belli temptare pericla. 
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We are now prepared to disbelieve the erroneous statement 
made at the opening of the war, when describing the battle-cars. 
The error consists in the universal practice asserted. But prob- 
ably the following accurately describes the largest chariot used, 
except the eccentric and unique special cars of one or two 
heroes. My subjects are in part anticipated by this formal 
statement, which says (v. 155. 13 ff.): ' All the cars were drawn 
by four horses (caturyuj), and equipped with arrows and spears, 
and a hundred bows apiece; for eac car were two pole-horses, 
directed by one driver (dhrtyayor hayayor ekah . . rathi), and 
two outside horses fastened to the axle-end (pdrp.?i), and driven 
by one driver apiece (pdrsniisdraith). The battle-cars were 
'like guarded cities,' and the horses had gilded trappings, he- 
mabhandt4. Each car was accompanied by ten or by fifty ele- 
phants. 

The charioteer, s&fta, s8rathi, yantar, niyantatr, rathayant4- 
rdu, pdrsniyantar, parsntysarath4 abhiqugraha (viii. 32.19), 
rathavdhaka, ratthin (abstract, s8irathyam): The car held one 
or three charioteers. Two alone seem sometimes implied 
(e.g. vii. 156. 83 ff.). Often, however, the knight is his own 
driver. One kingly knight sometimes drives for another, as 
Krishna for Arjuna and Qalya for Karna. But the social 
position of the charioteer is, as seen from 9alya's indigna- 
tion in the scene quoted at length above (p. 217), one inferior 
to the knight's in the war-car. He only served for political 
purposes. There remained enough of the cattle-driver ex- 
traction in Karna to warrant this, but the dialogue shows 
the position of the ordinary charioteer to be properly that 
of a high servant. Of kings the charioteers were not 
thought unequal to high station, and princes in distress adopt 
this mode of life by preference. Thus Nala becomes chief 
hostler, and passes his time in the stable, aevaqdld ; and Nakula 
takes service as a horse-trainer. Sanjaya, however, the old 
charioteer, shares his old king's hermitage.t Of less than kings, 
the drivers were apparently of little importance; they generally 
fall in battle unnamed. Still, the practical position outweighs 
the theoretical station. We find the charioteer refusing to obey 
when the knight gives too reckless commands, but yielding 
when pressed. He is a servant, but a privileged one. More- 
over, it was the charioteer's duty to guard his knight; and this 
may easily have been interpreted to imply keeping him out of 
death's way. Compare the vivid scene in the seventh book: 
'Then he urged on the (one) charioteer: " drive thou the steeds 
quickly before the face of Drona"; . . . and again he urged 

* The ideal may be studied in brief in R. vi. 86.2 ff. 
t Nala, iii. 67; 7t. 11; Nakula, iv. 13; Saihjaya, xv. 16. 4. 
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on the driver, saying "go, go" (ydhi, ydhi) ; but the driver 
said, "thou art not skilled enough in fighting." Then cried 
the knight, "I would indeed fight now, even with the gods! 
Drive on !" and the charioteer, striking with his goad the three- 
year-old colts, drove on; but he did not rejoice in his mind.'* 

The rule of protecting the knight is formal. ' In battle the 
knight, if confused, must be guarded by the charioteer'; or, 
'ever must the man of the war-car be guarded'; and when the 
charioteer risks his life in saving his master, he does so because 
he 'bears in mind the rule.'t It will have been noticed that 
we have in the case above but one driver. Side by side with 
this we find two more, the sftta or charioteer proper being un- 
derstood, especially noted as the pdrsnmiydrathi, or twain stand- 
ing on either side of the car, perhaps over the fore-wheels (see 
above), who guides the horses running free outside the pole- 
horses (vii. 48.29). Perhaps we have, conversely, to under- 
stand the two in a large car when but one is mentioned, as in 
the following; but I see no reason for this except the difficulty 
of one driver's managing a four-in-hand, which is slight, since 
there is nothing to disprove the possibility of all four horses 
being on the pole-though this is against usage. Compare: 
Light-handed he shot (a flood of arrows) at the foe's head, 

neck, hand, foot, bow, horses (pl.), umbrella, standard, chariot- 
eer (niyantar), three-fold-piece, seat (talpa), wheels, yoke, 
quiver, back-board, flag, two wheel-guards, and all the belong- 
ings of his car; down fell the knight wounded in all his adorn- 
meiits and garments, down upon the earth, like a tree bruised 
by a great wind.' The completeness of description might here 
be taken as excluding the outer drivers.: 

* vii. 35. 31 ff.; 36. 1 ff. The expressions used are generally the same. 
Compare codayd 'Vvdn bhr.am, vii. 145.3; tvaih sdrathe ydhi javena 
vahdih, viii. 76.2; tvarayan haydn, viii. 26. 18, etc. The pride of the 
knight in venturing to fight the gods is too common to require further 
reference. We must remember that the gods meant are the old-fash- 
ioned gods, now much reduced in circumstances, and by no means 
types of divinity. Another common comparison is likening the foe to 
grasshoppers, to blades of grass (matvd trnena tans tulydn, vi. 113.36, 
etc.), or to ' one sixteenth' of one's own power (vii. 111. 30, and often). 

t raksitavyo rathi nityam, iii. 18. 9; and ib. 8, mohitaV ca rane Vfuro 
raksyaI. sdrathind rathi. In iv. 64.49, the samhyantar rescues the 
knight, upade~am anusmrtya. 

t vii. 38.5 (cakram, also singular). Niyantar is usually yantar, con- 
troller. The calcragoptarau seem to be guards over the wheels, not 
guardsmen (cakraraksdu). The knights are their own drivers in vii. 
196.13. The goad pratoda, held by the sdrathi, is constantly falling 
from his hand: compare R. vi. 57.24; 31.40; and note that the goad and 
reins are both held in the left hand by an expert driver; and if this arm 
be wounded, he picks up goad and reins (with the other ?), driving on 
as before. Compare viii. 27. 16 ff.; sa nirbhidya bhujaih savyam . 

hemadando jagama dharattim . . viddhasya . . pratodah prdpatad 
dhastdd ra~mayaV ca. . pratodan gqrhya so 'nyat tu ragmin api yathi 
purd vdhaydmdsa tan a~vdn . . 
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We find the king of the Pdndus acting the part of a driver 
beside the regular charioteer.* The art of the driver consisted 
not alone in driving well and fast, and keeping the car straight, 
for this indeed was but the foundation of his science. His 
true art consisted in wheeling and turning, in bringing the car 
rapidly about, so as to attack the antagonist with such speed 
from all quarters that the chariot seemed to advance from all 
sides at once. Reference has been made to this art in the par- 
agraph on the battle-orders. The circumstances in which the 
knight or his driver exercises his skill are always the same, 
either to escape surrounding on the part of the foe or to sur- 
round. The names of the circles are apparently technical, in 
as great a degree as technicalities can be predicated of the 
transparent battle-terms employed. We have seen the 'right' 
and 'left' circles spoken of: that is, the 'circle,' manydala, is 
the regular term for the evolution, to which we have added 
either yanaka, 'the double wheel,' or 'left' and 'right,' dis- 
tributively. Either of the latter is, again, called a 'crescent,' 
ardhaectndra. The Rftmqyana, in a doubtful passage, uses 
the words vithi and saryx:at in as if a technical sense, like 
maiyfala, corresponding to (yuddha-)mdrgqa, and it may be 
that in the JValiabhlrata also these words have escaped my no- 
tice so used; but I can cite no instance of them from the latter 
work. The effect of ' circling' was produced by ' goading the 
steeds and hauling on the reins:' directing them, of course, by 
the latter at the same time.t 

* yudhisthiras tu madre~am abhyadhdvat . . svayamh samhnodayann 
a~vdn dantavarnan, ix. 16. 47. 

t ma qaldni tataV cakre gatapratydgatdni ca (vii. 19.6.), ' circles he 
made then forward and backward;' evam uktvd tato . . . hayan saih- 
codya, ra~mibhis tu samudyamya javend 'bhyapatat tadd; mandaldni 
vicitrdni yamakdni 'tardni ca, savydni ea vicitrdni daksinani ca sarva- 
Vah; prawtodena 'hatdh ...ra~mibhiV ea sainudyatah. vyacarans te 
hayottanh (iii 19. 7)? 'circles of different sorts double and single, 
(other) to left and right.' The partial repetition in vii. 122. 66 gives us 
mdrgajiiah as one who understands such manceuvres (mnandaldni, etc.; 
itardni ca carantdu yuddhamdrgajidu tataksatur rathesubhih, etc.). 
The same use in club-fight: compare ix. 57. 25 if. ; 58. 22, 23 ; in the last 
example, a goniitraka manoeuvre of club-fighting diversifies the contest. 
I should translate ' in an ellipse' instead of a true circle; here arim 
sarnmohayann iva is added, the ultimate object being to confuse the 
foe. ' Wheeling left' is asavyam avrtya vdjinah.i; 'wheeling right' is 
prada1cstnam updvrtya, in iv. 57.42; 64.4; with ardhacandram dvrtya, 
'wheeling a half circle,' ib. 59. 10. In the first of these passages, ya- 
maka applied to mandala is defined by the commentator as ' repress- 
ive.' This meaning would not be impossible throughout, and is ety- 
mologically permissible. We should then translate (instead of 'double 
and single') 'those circles meant to narrow the area of the foe's action. 
and others'-that is, others that give him headway; but I prefer ' dou- 
ble.' The passage in the Rdmdyana (vi. 92.3) contains vithi in both 
editions, but the verse appears corrupt in the second pdda. In vs. 6 
(dar~ayitvJ tatas Ma tat gatbr bahuvidhd rane) we have the simple 
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A further trick of the charioteer is that of driving in such 
a way as to make a particular kind of noise. Perhaps no 
more than what corresponds to our individual trick of tread is 
meant, but we find that an unseen charioteer is recognized simply 
by the noise he makes in driving. This may be merely the 
grandeur and loudness of the sound, and it is withal in a ' tale 
of old' that the fact is mentioned ;* but as a man used to the 
track can recognize one locomotive out of a hundred by ear 
alone, though bell and whistle be not used, I see no reason 
why in a chariot-age the same fineness of ear should not be 
possible, even if in one case the individuality lies in the engine 
and in the other in the engineer's method. Loudness of noise 
alone is often approvingly alluded to (e. g. R. vi. 79.11). 

I have already spoken of the eagerness with which a decent 
knight slays his foe's charioteer. The ensign and charioteer 
are often aimed at first, and these with the horses being laid 
low, the knight-to-knight combat first begins. Every scene 
will give examples of this statement, and a few references will 
suffice.t It was a very mean and cowardly practice, and en- 
gaged in without compunction. The driver was absolutely 
helpless. The opposing knight looked on him as he did on the 
horses, and shot him to stop the car. No qualms of honor 
seem to have been felt; yet the driver was the most unpro- 
tected man in the field. The 'code' had not touched him. 
Even as against the opposing knight, thus destitute of horses 
and driver, the combat was unfair; but this is the regular 
usage. 

An important casual occupation of the trusted charioteer lies 
in the office of herald or ambassador, nominally under safety, 
but endangered by a wrathful prince. Deprecating possible 
wrath, he was supposed to repeat verbal messages, while act- 
ing rather as an agent sent to confer.: As daily herald to 
town from camp goes the charioteer of old Dhritarashtra, and 
appears as an old friend of the king. So in the Ramayana a 
charioteer, sdratld, is sent with a message to the king (ii. 5T. 23). 
Regular news-seekers were the spies, always taken for granted in 
each camp. The news of Arjuna's vow is carried across by 

gati; in vs. 3, Gorresio reads rnad0aldni ca vithit ca jihmdh sarpaga- 
tis tathd, dar~ayantdu bahuvidhdn sfItasdmarthyajdn guMdn; while B. 
(adhy. 109 here) has gatapratydgatdni ca in the second pdda. The Rd- 
mayana has a simile not very flattering to the charioteer: ' this city de- 
prived of thee will be like a prtand whose leader (vira) is slain, and 
where the charioteer alone is left (in the war car),' ii. 51. 5. A simple 
manceuvre in R. vi. 90.10 consists in bedusting the foe (cakrotkfiptena 
rajasd rdvanaTh sa vyadhfinayat). 

* Nala recognized by his rathanihsvana4, iii. 73. 33-34. 
f vi. 72. 26 ff. ; 77. 70 ; vii. 184. 13. 
t Compare Ulftka, in v. 161 (see above, p. 164). 
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spies to the other camp (vii.74.1). The news of defeat is 
brought the king by messengers called vrirttkah-; riot by the 
.sfta that had been the daily reporter of events.* 

We have also to notice that the s&tta or professional driver 
was retained in peace as a musician, and seems in this capac- 
ity to have been employed as a regular eulogizer in feasts and 
processions, along with bandm8g and mnyadhas.t Of the 
number of charioteers employed by a wealthy potentate -we 
can form no estimate. The Epic says that Yudhishthira, when 
king of Indraprastha, possessed eight hundred 8thtas with mdi- 
gadhas, perhaps only mnusicians.4 

The sqata had not only to drive but to attend to the horses, 
put them up, take care of them, and, after battle, draw the 
arrows out of them and doctor them (v. 180.1). 

The chartol5-steeds: Aelian tells us that the art of managing 
horses was not common, but a science confined to a special 
class. The Indian horses, according to his statement, are di- 
rected by a bridle, but not hampered by barbed muzzles or 
curb-bits.? This statement is contradicted by Arrian's report, 
and is in itself of doubtful interpretation, as ZaA ; 11 may be 
the rein with the bit, or the rein alone. The particular empha- 
sis laid on the @{aT nr-txe is worth our attention, as we shall 
see it well grounded by Epic proof. 

The most popular war-steed is the horse (afva, haya, turaqa, 
tPathavdha, vdha, etc.). Mules were, however, often employed, 
and seem to be admired especially on account of their great 
speed.? Camels are used as steeds only in peace; elephants, 
only when ridden. Horses are ranked as 'pairs' or as single 
steeds, the yoked two reckoned as an individual.** The relative 
position of the chariot-pair has been spoken of above; two 
horses seem to have been kept close to the pole by a yoke, and 
supported by two outsiders; though it is possible that we have 
in the catuvryij a double-yoke, one behind the other.tt 

* varttikadi kathyamanas tu mitranam me parabhavah, x. 4.33. 
t iii. 257. 1, etc.: see below, on music. 
t iv. 70.18. He had also ten thousand elephants, and thirty thousand 

chariots (ib.). 
e EXovat. . 1v v riepmav aVaavCTarov. 
ddhdna, said to be bit or snaffle in the older days, for which khalina 

was substituted, means only harness, apparently. On this and on the 
Puranic bridle, see Indo-Aryans, ii. 335. 

? Two best horses are reckoned equal to four best asses in making a 
bargain: iii. 192. 51. 

** The chariot-horses were properly so called. Thus, a king who had 
been hunting returns Vrdntayuga4 Vrantahayah, 'with the pairs of 
horses and single horses tired out,' i. 78. 15. 

ff rathd sarve caturyuja4, vii. 60. 2. Cars are generally alluded to as 
caturyuj if any magnificence is intended: compare (v. 86. 6) ' I will give 
him sixteen cars yoked with four horses apiece.' 
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In case the ordinary arrangement is practiced, two horses are 
submitted to the yoke (doter), and two run loose, only held by 
a strap fastened to each end of the fore-axle.* The character- 
istics of horses most extolled are youth, swiftness, and color. 
We have seen the age of three years mentioned with approba- 
tion,t and I may add that white horses are especially prized for 
swiftness, though other colors are conspicuous; some so diver- 
sified that one cannot help conjecturing that quaggas or zebras 
were imported and called horses. 'Swift as thought,' mano- 
Java, is the standing epithet of good steeds. As I have given 
some attention to the art of the charioteer, it is only fair to say 
that the horses also were so well trained that they heeded every 
word, and are even claimed to have known enough to spring 
up before the knight and confuse him without being directed.4 
This is a unique exhibition, however, and professedly a story 
only, giving us also (three verses before) an instance of the sus- 
ceptibility of the Hindu horses in their falling upon their knees 
before their master. But elsewhere, inl scenes of grief, as in 
Homer, we find the horses weeping.11 The prompt obedience 
of the steeds must be taken as true if we believe the wheeling- 
feats described. They must also fear no noise whatever.f 

Besides these characteristics, certain marks are praised, twists 
of the hair in various parts of the body, especially one on the 
forehead (Va~lma). Such marks were probably explained in the 
aQva8uftra, aphorisms on horses, which are mentioned with 
others on cars and elephants (ii. 5. 120). A full description of 
desirable steeds says: ' the best horses, lean, powerful, patient 
of the road, with fire and force, of good breed and manner, 
with wide nostrils and large jaws' ;** but the following list of 
'markings' is probably interpolated.tt The most famous horses 

*pdrsniivdhdu, x. 13.3. See above, p. 237. 
t Abhimanyu's colts, haydh . . . trihdyandh, vii. 36.9. They are 

decked with gold ornaments (ib.). 
t Horses do not appear to be shod, but constant notice is taken of the 

'terrible noise of their hoofs:' as, for example, in vi. 105.13, khura~ab- 
daV ca sumahdn. 

? iii.71. 23, te hayottam _ sanutpetur athd 'kiaih rathinam mohayann 
iva: the singular participle for the plural, probably because confused 
with the proper common use, where mohayann iva refers to the knight, 
as in ix. 58.23 (compare P. W. s. v. rathatitr). 

vii. 192. 20, hayad ca 'Vruny avasrjan; also R. vi. 57. 25. 
? They must be ' patient to each sound,' sarva~abdaksamaIt, or turamh- 

gaman chankhavarndar sarvagabdatigan rave, vii. 162. 3. 'Patient of the 
arrows' is another laudatory epithet (vinitaValyah turagah), vii. 112.56. 

** Virdhamihira (see next note) says horses should have long necks, 
and short ears, lips, and tails (66. 1). 

ft iii. 71. 12 ff. Of the following sixteenth verse N. says, ' this verse is 
sometimes omitted '; the marks are twelve in number, two on the head, 
two on each flank, two on each side of the chest, one on the crupper, 
and one on the forehead, in the spurious verse; in verse fourteen, ten 
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come from the Sindh country or from Kamboja; of the peo- 
ple of the latter country the pseudo-Epic speaks as among the 
finest horsemen. 'Western horses' in general are highly prized, 
but those of Sindhu and Kamboja are most mentioned. The 
latter are called ' speckled,' an epithet often applied, however, 
to any horse.* Saindhava alone means a horse, as well as a man 
of Sindh. 

Nearly as famous appears to be the steed of Balhi.t From 
the north and west countries Arjuna bought horses of parrot and 
peacock color, as well as those termed tittiri, partridge-colored, 
ma'n~dikdkhya, frog-like, kalmdqa, speckled.T Red is also a 
great favorite in horses, Drona's steeds being called ' red, power- 
ful, pleasant to drive, like coral, copper-mouthed.'? Common 
appellations are black, golden, moon-colored, horn-colored, flam- 
ingo-colored, bear-colored; but the finest of all were Arjuna's 
own divine steeds, and these were white. 1 

The reins and goad (the latter, of three pieces) have been al- 
ready spoken of, in connection with the charioteer. Besides the 
straps of the harness, the horses sometimes wore leather robes and 
a net, probably as armor. So also a wooden breastplate seems to 
have been worn. Such is perhaps the uraQehada (vii. 23. 36), 
The bridle-bit? appears to be the same word as the Greek XaAt&o6 

dvartas are mentioned. The commentator regards these as 'faulty' 
spots, which is better than to mention twelve and call them ten, as does 
Williams. These horses are of the famous Sindh breed. Compare for 
the avartas iii. 161.24, where N. renders vimNalaksai by dagdvartagud- 
dhaih. Brh. Saihh. 66. 2 ff. and Ag. P. 288. 1 ff. give ten good and ten 
bad dvartas, depending on the locality of the twists in the hair. 

* ix. S. 22; iii. 269. 6, etc. Compare xiii. 118.13, syandanesu ca kam- 
boja yuktdh paramavdjinah. On the color, compare vii. 23. 74; vi. 79. 
50 (karbura). In B. A. Up. vi. 1, as a type of noble spirit ' a great and 
lordly horse of the Sindhu country' is used. Bhagadatta (with his 
Yavanas) has what are called ajaneya horses, blooded animals, also 
called in other descriptions swift and noble as companion epithets. 
Compare ii. 51. 15; v. 4490 (B. om.). Such &jdneyas had also the crown- 
prince of Hdstina: 'you have all heart can desire,' says his father, 
'blooded horses,' etc., ii. 49. 9. 

f baihika, baihijata, i. 221. 51; v. 86. 6, etc.; R. i. 6. 24. 
f ii. 27. 27; 28. 6; also extolled in 51.4 (with parrot-noses) ; 61. 22. 
? iv. 58. 4 (tamrasyah). Cf. vii. 132. 29. Drona's horses are ' blood-red' 

(rakta); so Vona in vii. 191. 32 ff.; yellow (paldlakanda-color) in vii. 23. 35. 
11 Compare viii. 77. 3, (agvah) himagakkhavarnah suvarnamuktamani- 

jalanaddhah; vii. 118.4, Vasigankhavarndh (C. 4687, VasipuAkha) ; vii. 
50.5, haltsavarndh, Vakkhavarnah; viii. 76. 36, sitabhravarnah, asita- 
prayuktahc ; ix. 11. 41, hayC1 . suvarnakaksah . . rksavarnah; viii. 79. 
59, Vvetadvayuktam . . . sughosam ugram ratham (arjunasya: compare 
viii.38.12, 'fifty white steeds,' with eighteen more in verse 13; also 
viii. 37. 26). More might be given, but will not profit us. The various 
flowers (decorations with which, apida, are common) with which the 
color of horses vies are given in vii. 23. 6, 24, 28 if. (cf. R. vi. 19. 46, k1A- 
canapida haydh). 

? valgq for rami is later and doubtful (vii. 27. 23=1217, v. P.W.) for 
Mbh.; kavi, late for khalina, is not found. 

VOL.XIV. 33 
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but the comparison is etymologically unsound, so that it is more 
reasonable to suppose with Weber that khcal6ina is a borrowed 
word, or one of independent origin.* 

Outside of these useful trappingst we have a number of 
purely ornamental ones, such as the tail-bands mentioned in viii. 
34. 30. One passage unites ' tail-bands, plumes, breast-harness, 
bits, ornaments of silver, brass, and gold'; but the last are 
not explained4 The plume, therefore, was not wanting, made 
of the tail of the bo0 yrunniens, which is usually an adornment 
of the palace, one of the royal insignia, carried by princes upon 
the field (cemara or vyqjana and vdea together); here an orna- 
ment of the horse, probably worn on the head ; often with 
the kaksd or kakDsy, the girdle or girth-band, which, like all 
else capable of decoration, is represented as adorned and be- 
jeweled. The manes, 8attd must be long.11 

Horses have names, as elephants have. Krishna's double 
team of four Kambojan steeds is often mentioned, the two 
pole-horses bearing the namies ?a-ivya and Sugriva, and the two 
outsiders called Maghapuspa and BalIhakaj7 

Special skill in driving horses is claimed by all the knights, 
though a distinction is attempted by Karna, where he says 
'?Qalya is better than Krishna; I, than Arjuna; Karna knows 
the heart (art) of horses; ?alya, too, has knowledge of steeds.'** 

The number of horses has been spoken of above. One hun- 
dred horses draw a demon's eight-wheeler (vii. 175.14), where 
probably no real fact is reflected. Yudhishthira's car in peace 
(but called a jaitro rathavarah, or car of victory) is described 
as dragged by eight horses, and covered with a net and with 
bells.tt One well shot arrow slays a horse: for example, 'the 

* rathdV caturyujo hemakhalinamdlinah, i. 198.15. The gold nets are 
mentioned in v. 155. 10; vii. 9.15. For goad and breastplate, see pp. 
248-52; kan(aka, armor for horse, in viii. 34. 33. 

t The machinery of the horse is shortly grouped in one compound as 
isddandakayoktrayugdni, 'pole, harness, yoke,' vii. 167.13 (the 'half- 
yoke' is applied to horse or car, ratho vidhurah, haydh . . vidhura- 
grThd4). The reins are called usually ragmaya4, but abhgu (grahah), 
viii. 32. 19 ; vii. 48. 29, is also used. 

t vdlabandha, ura~chada, khalina, viii. 24.63; prakirnaka, 19.43. 
? So ix. 9.12: compare viii. 27. 33; vii. 163. 22, see cavalry. 

Compare vii. 184.42, where gold yokes are on the horses; and the 
following kegardlambibhir yugdih. Long satd in vii. 175.15. 

? iii. 20. 13; x. 13. 3, etc. The last two are the parVtivdhdu. 
** hayajin-dna is a general term, viii. 31. 59 ff. Already noted is galiho- 

tra (compared to Mdtali, Indra's charioteer), who knew the truth of the 
pedigree of horses (haydndTh kulatattvavit, iii. 71. 27; Ag. P. 288). In 
respect of horse-diseases I have noted only xii. 284. 54, where horses are 
afflicted with randhrigata, but I do not know what that means; it 
seems from the commentator to be a throat-trouble. 

tt kikinijdla, ii. 61. 4. The net here of the car, not of the horses, is 
more rarely spoken of, and one is often inclined to doubt whether it is 
the horse-net or car-net that is meant. It is generally so vaguely used 
as to leave the matter uncertain. But compare vi. 63. 13, itruvegena 
sanhkarvan rathajalani. Bear-skins or tiger-skins often protect the cars. 
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standard with one arrow, the two charioteers (rathayantdrdu) 
with two; the trivenutka with three; the bow with one; the 
horses with four,' where as many horses as arrows are implied.* 

Mules are used in war, though occurring oftener in peaceful 
scenes. When harnessed they are apparently dressed like the 
horses, and are also covered with the same gold trappings (he- 
mabhanda). Black-haired mules in a white chariot make a 
princely gift.t The ass, aardabha, is yoked to a ratha, but 
here a peaceful wagon is meant; the ass is goaded on the nose 
as the man walks beside it (xiii. 27. 10). Generally when a long 
journey is to be performed with great speed, mules or asses are 
taken. In one case a wagon, ydna, is dragged by mules going 
fourteen ygjanas aday; and some 'black-necked huge-bodied 
asses ' fly a hundred (yojanas in a day), a feat performed by 
Nala's horses also. Asses fattened like camels (also used for 
draught, xv. 23. 1 ff.) on various nuts, and brought as tribute 
with camels and horses, are mnentioned.T Yoqo yofth ! is the 
common cry for 'harness up,' our 'putting to' coming near to 
the originial.4 

The knight of the war-car: A few words in regard to the 
personal position of the knight of the chariot, before we turn 
to the cavalry and elephants, or examine the arms of all these 
fighters. The well-born knight, Ora, sometimes vqra (though 

* vii. 156. 83 ff.: compare iv. 57. 36 ; R. vi. 69. 38. 
f dadyarh Vvetam agvatariratharh yuktam anjahakegibhih (krsnake- 

Vibhih, atgvataribhir yuvatibhir va, N.), viii. 38. 5 ff. 
t Fourteen yojanas, v. 86.12 ; VatapatinaI, ii. 51. 25; Nala's horses, 

iii. 71. 72. ustravamih pustIh pilucamihigudaih (as tribute), ii. 51.4. 
Compare i. 144. 18-19, rasabhayuktena syandanena 'Vugainina tvaritaih 
gatva. 

f yogah ! or sajjikuru ! literally 'the yoking,' 'get ready'; so yogam 
ajnapayamdsa, ' he ordered the horses to be put to,' viii. 11. 3. Compare 
sajjikuruta ydnani ratnani vividhani ca, xvi. 7. 11; so kalp, as in R. vi. 
34.20, kalpyatam me rathan Vighrah ksiprarn dniyatbh tata&. Com- 
pare also xv. 22.19 ff., where the king is to leave town, and cries to his 
assembled officers nirydtayata me senarn prabhitarathakuiwjardm, and 
to the guardians of the women yanani vividhani me sajjikriyantadh 
sarvani VibikaV ca, the latter term being equally applicable to the pal- 
ankeen (the women travel in yana or Vibikd usually, ib. 23.12 and 
xii. 37. 41: compare R. vi. 99. 13, Sltd in a covered Vibika * sarvd ratha- 
gatah kanyah, vii. 60.2, is, from context, not opposed); whereupon all 
cried yogo yoga iti and yujyatam iti. Compare for different convey- 
ances, yana, R, ii. 111. 45 ; of an army, R. ii. 124. 20. So for the order R. 
ii. 101. 33, amantrya sainyanh yujyatam ity acodayat. In ib. 36 are men- 
tioned vividhani ydndni brhanti ca laghiuni ca. In Mbh. iii. 73. 31, mo- 
cayitva is unharnessing, 'loosing' the yoke, after which the chores 
were done (upacarya Vdstrata4). The ncarayana or team of men (xii. 
37.40) may be nothing more than a sedan-chair carried by men in its 
general use (for it seems a common name, for a genus), and does not be- 
long among the war-vehicles. The women in xvi. 7.33 follow Arjuna 
on avvayuktdi rathdih and gokharostrayutdih. (a~kata is the same as 
yana, but especially a load-wagon. 
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this may not imply nobility), is separated by various grades 
from those around him, and his performances as a fighter are, 
so to speak, adjusted to these grades. In nearest proximity is 
the charioteer, his friend it may be, but socially beneath him. 
Around him are certain followers and retainers. Of these, sup- 
posing him to be a prince or high noble, we must make three 
divisions. First and nearest stand his ' wheel-guard,' usually 
one knight each at the sides of his car. These are no humble 
followers, but his equals in rank, although, as examples show, 
often his inferiors in age. It is an honorable office for young 
knights so to ' guard the wheels' of a great champion, and in all 
probability, remembering the adolescence of many of these 
young warriors, it was a post sought for them by their parents, 
that they might not only be taught how to fight, but be pro- 
tected in the battles bv the presence of the champion. Thus 
Abhimanyu seems to be put under the care of Yuidhishthira. 
The knight is the head of his clan. He is the captain of a 
large family body. But in the vast hosts depicted in the Epic, 
we find knights or kings standing at the head of whole hosts, 
comprising not only the family or clan but hired troops. These 
bArta or mercenaries form the third group behind the knight. 
They are of no importance except as a mass. The knights pay 
little attention to them, and stand to them in a merely formal 
relation. But between these two-the family friends or near 
relations guarding the wheel, and the foot-herd behind, pad&- 
nugdh-stand the nearer ' followers' of the knight. These are 
comprised under the name of anug&gh or anucardh, and differ 
from the closer friends as from the vulgar. Among the sdini- 
kdh or general soldiers, the anygcfh were the knight's particular 
backers. I think we shall not err if we take the anuygh or 
mucarTdh to mean those immediate followers representing what 

remains of the clannish corps of an older age. The anucara 
is perhaps nearer than the padanuaga, and therefore differen- 
tiated from him; but he seems to be the same as anuga.* There 
seems to be a certain personal familiarity between these 'fol- 
lowers' and their knight, explainable only on such an assump- 
tion. At the knight's death they invariably flee; they are 
bound up in his success or failure. The anuga is often beloved, 
and we ind Karna weeping when he sees his anuga Durmukha 
slain, just sent forward to his assistance (vii. 134. As his name 
denotes, the anuga is strictly a ' follower,' to whom conversely 
the knight is a purahsara, 'leader.'t To illustrate the con- 

* via 118. 44 speaks of the anucarcdt as all being slain, as if a small 
body. See the general analysis, above, p. 222. 

t anugdmin is sometimes used for the shorter form; rathapurahysara 
as a fixed epithet, xii. 332.42. 
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nection between knight and followers it may be noted that, 
in the River-Vision (the most poetical chapter of the whole 
Epic), each knight returns to earth for a time, appearing to the 
eyes of his friends, 'bearing the same standard, and with the 
same car and dress,' as of old; but after the vision has lasted 
for a little it fades away, and each ghostly warrior returns to his 
own place in the world of the dead ' with his steeds and with 
his paddanugdk,' so that these accompany him after death, as 
before. Here the whole general multitude that had died is 
meant.* 

One knight often drives just behind another to protect him, 
the Hindu notion of defense being not to impede the darts of 
the protected, still less to guard him from shots if he were a brave 
knight, but simply to support him from behind, to be ready to 
aid him in need. Thus Bhlima, wishing to protect the king, 
' went behind the king, alone, guarding him in the rear.'t This 
is the normal position of the 'protecting' knight, who is not 
really a pro-tector at all, but a rear-guard to a single person. 
The anugah occupied this position as a body. Then came the 
foot-followers. Compare the foremost hero followed by Msai 
ye ea tes.dm paddanuadh, viii. 96.32; Qi 4rah are the anugdh. 

The knight's adversaries are generally of his own class. If 
he becomes apratTiathah, or has no 'foe-man worthy of his 
steel,' he rushes about the field till he meets one. Incidentally, 
as it were, he may shoot a few hundred common soldiers. He 
never makes a premeditated attack upon the foot-soldiers alone, 
but when their chief is killed, of whom they are, like the 
horses, an appendage, they ought to disperse; and if they do 
not, they are shot as nuisances, not as antagonists. Especially 
is this the case with the ' heel-catchers,' or soldiers deputed to 
annoy his rear. These are legitimately shot as cowardly vil- 
lains, though they never appear to do much harm.: 

The knight in his chariot is equal to an army. Frequently 
we find thousands running from one mounted hero. In the 
case of a national hero, of course, no bounds are set in descrip- 
tion. ' Through fear of Arjuna everybody, even the knights, 
ran away; the horse-riders abandoned their horses; the ele- 
phant-riders, their elephants--falling from war-cars, elephants, 

* xv. 33.13 ff., 17. In this verse (savdhdh sapaddnugdh) vdha might 
almost be taken in the sense proposed by Buhiler for the passage quoted 
above from Vasishtha, 'with their companies and personal followers.' 
But the ordinary meaning suits the passage. 

t prsthe raksan, viii. 82. 14. 
$ viii. 75. 15, etc. The parsnigrdhdh, ' heelcatchers,' gave their name to the one of the practical divisions of a king's ' circuit.' See above, p. 131, and compare tasya pdrsdirh grahisydmo javend 'bhipraydsyatah, iv. 53. 17. 
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and horses' (vi. 55. 25-26). In this way we often find the war- 
cars in heaps,' crowds,' etc., and a confusion so great that the 
phrase frequently turns up ' there was no chariot-path in that 
place:' so dense the crowd as to be impenetrable.* I close this 
view of the charioted knight with a description of action in car- 
fighting, rathayuddka, found in the seventh book (vii. 103. 
28 if.). 'Then much enraged, and licking his lips,t he looked, 
but ound no spot on the foe's body not protected by armor. 
Nevertheless he shot; with sharp, well-delivered, deathlike ar- 
rows he rendered lifeless the steeds, and slew both the side- 
drivers; he cut the foe's bow and his quiver; he cut off his 
hand-guard (hastdvdpa). Then the ambidextrous knight pro- 
ceeded to destroy the chariot, splintering it with arrows. Next 
the foe, deprived of his war-car, with two sharp arrows he 
pierced; pierced by arrows was he through both hand-guards 
in the flesh beneath the nails.: Then the kingly foe was tor- 
mented, and flight became his chief desire; but unto him in that 
extreme of need flocked his best bowmen, anxious to rescue (their 
king) overwhelmed by the darts of their foe. And the conquer- 
ing foe they hemmed in with thousands of chariots, with har- 
nessed elephants and horses,? with floods of thick-packed foot- 
men; so that neither the knight nor his charioteer nor the char- 
iot was to be seen, for the rain of the arrows and the billows of 
the people. But the great knight by the power of his arrows 
broke that protecting array (varitthini), and wounded the ele- 
phants, now crowding about him. Smitten were the elephants, 
and smiting they rushed upon his chariot; but firm in all that 
tumult stood the car.' 

B. Ca(lWry.-I find in the Epic no word corresponding to 
this heading, but several for 'Ilorse-riders' (aQvdroha, haydroha, 
hayarohavara, va41jn, sadisn), all meaning 'those mounted on a 
horse.'11 This fact shows the use of the cavalry. Zimmer 
says that horse-riding, is known to the Vedic age, but finds no 
mounted cavalry in battle. In the Epic age we have, indeed, 
cavalry, but unorganized.? The mounted soldiers are recog- 
nized as a body (kmlam) apart from others, of course, but do 
not act together. They appear as concomitants of the war- 
cars, dependent groups; but separate horsemen appear every- 

* Vrnda, vrata, vanea (rathandm) are found: compare vi. 63.12. 
pothayan rathavrndani vajivrndani ca; and viii. 60. 30 ; 56. 58 ; iv. 53. 
16, etc.; nd 'sid rathapathas tatra, vii. 187. 20, etc. 

+ srkkini parisahlihan, a common expression. 
t hastatalayo4; nakhamansdntaresubhi4 (= sandhir arsah. N.). C. 

omits this last expression, and the next also. 
f kalpitdih kutnjardir haydi4; usually klpta. 

Compare for terms vi. 46. 29; 55. 25; 63. 15 ; 71. 16 viii. 21. 23, etc. 
? Padn.ini gives us adva, but this is not necessarily cavalry. 
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where. Their employment was much influenced by that of 
the elephants. A body of horsemen is routed by an elephant. 
They were therefore detailed in small numbers to guard the 
war-cars and keep on the flanks of their own elephants. To 
the latter, indeed, they are formally assigned, but seem gen- 
erally to be circling about the chariots. 

Horse-back riding is so common, in peace as well as war,* 
that we are rather surprised at the indifferent riding displayed; 
for the cavalry-men are mainly conspicuous through falling off 
their horses, quite often from fear alone. They are generally 
grouped with the ha8ti8ddinah or elephant-riders, as a force 
antithetical to the main strength of the army, the car-men. 
Thus, two knights drive on their cars ' with horses and horse- 
riders, as if with rushing swans;' and we read of riders (vio- 
lating the code!) fighting with the chariot-men, ' piercing their 
heads.'t The verses preceding, with the swani-metaphor, de- 
scribe the cavalry-horses as carrying plumes and dpidia, which 
the commentator takes for quivers, but which probably means 
garlands of flowers.4 The same passage adds the fate of 
'many riders of horses' slain by one knight ' with well-knotted 
arrows' (vi. 46. 23). 

The horse-riders form a sort of aides-de-camp, and are dis- 
patched with messages by the king, not being ordinary cavalry- 
men, but knights on horseback attending the mnonarch.0 

Although the horse-riders are supposed to attack only their 
like, they contend with the chariot-men, as we saw above, and 
fight from rear and side the elephants which they dare not 
meet face to face; as the 'mountain-beasts,' when maddened 
by the fight, repeatedly overturn both war-cars and horse and 
rider together. 1 

In one instance, the horsemen attack the other horsemen 
with darts, but immediately after they attack a charioteer in 
the same way.? In another case, a knight overthrows car-men 

* Riding was a common amusement. A son says to his father in i. 
100. 61: 'You seem to be in ill health; you look green and poorly; you 
don't go out ahorse any more' (na cd 'Vvena vinirydsi). 

f vi. 46. 22, a~vdir agryajavdith kecid dplutya mahato rathdn (rathdt ?) 
ViriAhsy ddadire vird rathinam a~vasddinaft. 

t hayair api haydrohdV cdmardpidadharibhih, hahsdir iva mahdve- 
gdir anyonyam abhividrutah, vi. 46.20 (cdanarakaldpa, N.). The sddi- 
nah (seated equites) are opposed to the pdddtath (pedites), and to the 
rathinahl, those in petorrita. Compare vi. 71. 43; 73. 43 ; 75. 25 ; 79. 61; 
vii. 145. 36; viii. 28. 19, 22. ' Those on the shoulders of elephants' (gaja- 
skandhdh) stand opposed to the foot-soldiers and to rathopastha- and 
vdjiprstha-men, viii. 78. 55 (here, as usual, the form padatadh). 

? vi. 120. 28: cf. Vitrd hayasadinah, vi. 105. 11 (here a body-guard). 
sd~vdrohdn hayan k7nhcid unmathya varavaranah, sahasa ciksipu4 

sCt~vdrohdn vis4ndgrair utksipya turagan gajah, rathaughan 
abhimrdnantah sadhvajan abhicakrainu4, etc., vi. 46.26-27. 

T vi. 57. 11, 19. 
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from their car and the riders from their horses' backs, more 
commonly said of the riders.* 

The horse-riders are the fighters especially spoken of as 
'drunk with fighting,' yuddhaaiun da.t The arms of the cav- 
alry-men are usually darts only, but we find also spears and 
knives or short swords used by them.: 

As the riders fight alone, when killed they fall unnoticed, 
and their horses run loose, increasing the uproar and confusion 
(vi. 105. 21 ff.). Their most efficient aid was given when they 
were hurled against the foe after the elephants had become 
useless, and the throng was too dense and mixed for the employ- 
ment of war-cars. Then the agile and single horsemen could 
do good work on the herd of frightened foot-soldiers, unim- 
peded by fear of heavier foes (so in ix. 23. 60 if.). The formal 
and unreal arrangement of the army distributes ten or one 
hundred mounted horsemen as a guard to each elephant (see 
below). 

The horsemen are represented as falling asleep on their 
horses' backs when the fight has been continued too long, 
with- the elephant riders and charioteers keeping them com- 
pany in weariness.? 

Outside of regular cavalry-men, we find that the chariot- 
knights and kings often flee on horses when their cars are dis- 
abled, and no other refuge presents itself, such as leaping 
into a friendly car (the common escape) (ix. 25. 23). 

The horse of the cavalry-man was not driven by a goad, as 
was the chariot-horse, but by a whip. This (described as gilded) 
was fastened to the wrist of the rider, leaving his hand free. 
The whip gives us a figure in describing a fiery-tempered man, 
' restless under that word as is a fine horse under the whip.'? 
It is doubtful whether saddles were used; but the bridle and 
bit are to be assumed, as in the case of the chariot-horse. 

* vi. 108. 33. Compare the like accounts in vi. 63. 15: sddinaV cd 'gva- 
pr(sthebhya4 a knight knocks down with his club; as he does the ele- 
phant-riders, infantry, and all other opponents, ' like an elephant 
grinding down reeds' (nadvaldni, ib. 14). 

t R. ii. 125.14. Also of barbarians on elephants, Mbh. vii. 112. 17. 
t vii. 165. 21, sddina& sadibhi4 sdrdham pr sa~aktyrs(iptnaya4 sa- 

mdgacchan. Compare arms of elephant- and horse-riders as prdsa, 
mudgara, nistriiua, para~vadha, gadd, R. vi. 52. 11; prasa especially 
for horse-rider is assumed, R. vi. 49. 67 ; and above, vi. 57. 19. 

? ' Some fell asleep on the backs of their horses, some in the chariot- 
nest, some on the elephants' shoulders,' vii. 184. 38. 

baddhdh sddibhujdgresu suvaroavikrtdh kaMdh (along with beryl- 
handed adnkugas for the elephants), viii. 58.30. The chariot-horse was 
pricked with a pratoda, the elephant with a tottra and an aiku a, and 
the cavalry-horse was driven by a kaqd, vii. 134. 6. 

? vaco na mamrse . . uttam&dva4 kaedm iva, ix. 32.36. Compare 
viii. 21. 23, and R. ii. 16. 22, vdkkaqayd (Epic, loc. cit., vdkpratodena) pa- 
ripiditah ka~aye 'va hayah sddhus tvardvdn. 
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Probably the frequently-mentioned blankets found on the field 
served as saddles. The riders wore breast-plates and turbans 
besides their arms.* 

C. The elephant-riders.-The common names for the ele- 
phant used in the Epic, gaja, ndqa, dvipa, hastin, karen, 
karin, dantin, dvirada, mdtayqa, kunjara, vda.na, pota, for 
the most part serve merely as plain descriptive adjectives ('the 
twice-drinker,' 'the handed one,' 'the tusked one,' 'the defen- 
der,' etc.), and are synonymous.t 

These beasts were employed en masse as a moving wall in at- 
tack at the outset of battle, as a standing wall in defense, and, 
thirdly, as individual foragers through the confused crowd of 
blood-seeking desperadoes that make the back-ground of every 
battle-scene. More rarely, they were used by respectable 
knights in a civilized manner. But, as generally presented to 
us, we find themn mounted by a gang of low soldiers sitting on 
the shoulders of the beast (gyajaskandhdh), who were armed 
with knives, daggers, pots of oil, stones, and other weapons and 
missiles, with which to strike the soldiers beneath. The gajd- 
roAdh or hAatisaddnah were also set to catch the victims below 
by the hair and then cleave their necks, or to slip forward upon 
the tusks and slay the horses or men that the weapons of the 
beasts might miss. The cavalry are especially forward in at- 
tacking elephants, but always covertly. It required a special 
study to be master of ail elephant, and the 'elephant-science' 

In viii. (21. 23) 24. 66 (horsemen armed with darts, swords, spears, 
and wearing kaicuka and usnisa); the khalina, coverings, etc., of vi. 
54. 59 ff., might belong to any horses. I hesitate to take pithaka in i. 
84.21 as 'saddle,' (as P. W. suggests). The commentator understands 
a royal team (rdjayogya), and describes it as one drawn by men; the 
naraydna we have had above. The context would favor a vehicle, 
perhaps like Vibika in the next verse, which would sufficiently explain 
the ' seat' (narayanavi~esas takhatardva iti nlecchesu prasiddhah), and 
give the same meaning of couch as in pithikd, e. g. R. v. 13. 54. The 
pithamarda (iv. 21. 33) does not necessarily imply a saddle, as the seat 
may be a blanket (kcambola), or aqvastara, paristoma, rankava-all 
these being used on the horses, ' spread over them' (vi. 96. 74) ; although 
in itself we might well regard pitha as the saddle, were it not for the 
negative evidence of lack of such things in descriptions teeming with 
everything wearable by horse or driver. In vii. 23.37 we find of a 
chariot's steeds rukmaptthavaakirnd haydh (C. prs(ha, v. N.): taken by 
the commentator to mean yellow-backed steeds, but certainly not here 
saddled. But compare from the Puranic period Var. P. 96. 10, aqvdh 
kaicanapithanaddhdrohdir yuktdh. Paryd-na, saddle, is not used. 
Compare padma of elephants, below. Worth noting is the fact that 
the earliest Greek allusion to India contains a reference to what some 
interpret as saddled camels used like horses. (Aeschylus, Suppl. 284; 
cf. Hd. iii. 99.) In vii. 112. 55, horses are made to drink wine before the 
fight. 

+ The gajdroha rides the dantin, vi. 55. 25, etc.; and the gajdroha 
rides the kuhijara, xvi. 7.36. 

VOL. XIII. 34 
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was an important part of military discipline.* The weapons 
usually employed against the elephant are (iron) arrows; but 
the statement sometimes made in the Epic, that a knight kills 
an elephant with one arrow, like so many others of like nature, 
must be taken with the latitude that Hindu longitude demands. 
The remark of Arjuna that he can kill the Kirqta with the end 
of his bow,t as a man does an elephant with the end of a sharp 
stake (of iron), shows perhaps that this was the method of dis- 
posing of them if they became ungovernable.: 

The great chiefs, princes, kings, mount elephants so rarely 

* gaja~iksd with niti~dstra, i. 109.19; compare viii. 38.16, hasti~iksa- 
kdir vinitd4. The art consisted as much as anything in keeping one's po- 
sition. Compare vii. 87. 19, where the 'harnessed and cruel' elephants 
(varminah, rMudrakarminah) are described as ' ridden well' (suviritdhd 
hastydrohdih). In attacking one crawls under and smites in vii. 26.23 
(aijalikdvedha). 

t Compare xvi. 7. 62, dhanus1cotyd tadd dasyitn avadhit. 
t Compare the arrangement of the elephants in the day's opening ar- 

ray, described in the battle-orders above. In mid-battle such a com- 
pound line is also spoken of as the ' line of elephants,' attacked by one 
knight (ndgdnikam, vi. 115.29) ; but ordinarily only disordered single 
beasts are found. The descriptions are much alike; the riders' reach- 
ing down, seizing by the hair (kegapakse), and beheading the foe, is 
spoken of in vi. 57. 14; where also, 11 ff., we find the cavalry attacked 
by prdsa and the elephants by ndrdcd, (iron) arrows, and, 16, the ' hero 
knowing well the battle' crawling out on the tusk, karivisdnastIa. 
The viro ranavigdradah and gajagiksdstravedi, here so called, shows 
more respect for this kind of fighting than our disgust can appreciate. 
The training is required not only of the elephant leader or keeper 
(mahdmdtra), but of the riders, who are ' experts' in this sort of fight- 
ing (viii. 22. 3), and, as this verse shows, in part foreigners (mekaldl 
kogald madrd dagdrnd nisadhds tathd, gajayuddhesu kugaldh kalingdih 
saha). Compare vii. 112.28; xii. 101. 4. prdcyd mdtahgayuddhesu ku~a- 
ldh kfttayodhinah. The verse viii. 78. 55-6 shows the ordinary position of 
these riders to be on the shoulders of the elephant, as distinct from those 
upon the back of the horse, or the 'lap' of the war-car (krtvd Qfunydn 
rathopasthdn vdjiprsthdn . . nirmanusyan gajaskandhdn). For the 
fight of elephant against elephant we have the proverbial comparison 
pratyudyaydu rathend 'Vu gajam pratigajo yathd, viii. 86. 21, and an ex- 
ample in vii. 26.36; for the way in which the beasts trampled and 
tusked their adversaries while themselves attacked, one of many exam- 
ples: mahdgajdn pdrgvatah pr$(hataV cdi 'va nijaghnur hayasddinah, 
vidrdvya ca bahitn avdn ndaga visaatiV cd 'pare, jaghnur mamrduv 
ed 'pare, sdavdrohdAn ca tiurarhgdn visandir vivyadhft rusa, apare cik- 
.ipur vegdt pragrhya . . . viii. 28. 20 f. Like accounts in vii. 153. 5; 
vi. 46. 27. For weapons used, see more particularly below. Arjuna's 
comparison of his dhanu1koti to the Qftldgra with which an elephant 
is killed is found iii. 39.48. It may be a sword. The tusk itself is 
called pole-tooth, isddanta, from its size, v. 86. 7 (ladgala) ; the same 
verse containing the oft-noted rut-mark of this beast (compare i. 221. 53), 
with the implication, further, of eight attendants for one elephant 
being the proper thing: nityaprabhinndn mdtangdn isddantdn pra- 
hdrinah, astdnucaram ekdikain astdu ddsydmi . . . . The capture of 
elephants is noticed in R. vi. 62. 35, arthdir arthd nibadhyante gajdir 
iva mahdgajd1: not, therefore, by females, as Strabo asserts. Vayu 
P. i. 16.19 alludes to the training of wild elephants by a hook. 
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that we may be entitled to infer that the practice of a king's 
fighting from a great howdah (vimz~na) on an elephant's back is 
later than the other methods of car-fighting, and that mention 
of it will be among the later additions. It was probably first 
customary in peaceful jaunts, and then extended to war; the 
latter must have been synchronous with abdication of warrior 
prowess in the main; yet we find a few instances of elephants 
being ridden in war, notably by the Yavana prince.* 

The elephants were attended by 'protectors,' both the animal 
that served as general 'guard of the herd,'t and the human 
flank-protectors, of which we find four, one for each corner of 
the beast.: But we also find seven car-mrien, guard of one ele- 
phant, as the normal number.? 

The still more formal distribution of forces gives a rather 
different picture of the relative use of the elephant. This ac- 
count groups all the fighters engaged, and nay be here given 
in full. The elephants are looked upon in this passage not as 
an independent array, but as adjuncts to the knights in chariots, 
ten or fifty about each car. Here we find that seven men (not 
in chariots, as above) attend each elephant, two leading it by 
hooks (akumadhar4tm), two carrying bows, two carrying swords, 
one carrying a spear and club (qayktdpindkadkrt). According 
to the same description, the distribution of h'orse-riders was 
thus: if each war-car had ten elephants, then each elephant 
had ten horse-riders, and each horse-rider in turn had a guard 
of ten foot-men, p-daraksJh ; if each car had fifty elephants, 
then each elephant had one hundred horsemen, and each horse- 
man seven foot-men.11 

* Compare i. 69.13, tamh (rdjdnam) devarajapratimam mattavdranca- 
dhfirgatarn . . nirydntam anujagmire. In war we find a prince on an 
elephant in iv. 65. 6 (the beast is slain forthwith by one arrow in the 
forehead). Duryodhana enters the war thus, vi. 20. 7. Compare Bhaga- 
datta, vi. 95.33 ff.; vii. 26. 19 ff.; and Wilson, iv. 294. The Greeks give 
a special account of the Hindu elephant (see Arrian) and manoeuvres 
with them, partly confirmed by our text (see I. A. vi. 239). 

f gajayfithapa, vi. 54. 41, etc. 
t gajdndm pddaraksdh, vi. 46. 13; four in iv. 65.6: these are knights 

in chariots supporting a prince who rides an elephant. 
? vi. 81.14, ndgendge rathdh sapta saptd cd 'Vvd ratherathe, anvaV- vamh da~a dhdnuskd dhdnitske daga carminah. Compare xvi. 7. 36, 

kuiijardir gajtrohd yayuh . . sapddaraksdih samhyuktdh sdntardyu- 
dhik yayu&. 

I So in v. 155.16 ff. The Agni Purana gives only fifteen footmen, and 
other accounts also vary, as three horses and five footmen are some- 
times quoted. Three bowmen were on an elephant, according to Me- 
gasthenes. Compare Wilson, iv. 292 ff. The Matsya array numbers 
8,000 chariots, 1,000 elephants, 60,000 horses, in iv. 31. 33. A saint sets 
the example of having 100 elephants to each car, and 1,000 horses to 
each elephant, vii. 60. 3-4. The truth of all this reckoning is simply that 
we have different orders recommended at different times, by different 
persons, and this late arrangement of the Epic itself is purely formal, 
and self-contradictory, if we take it as a law. 
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These 'mountainous beasts' (viii. 85.4, etc.) are armed with 
spikes and iron harness. They wear a kak.sy& or girth about 
the middle, and carry flags, eavayant , emblems, hooks, quivers, 
gCards, neckchains, bells, wreaths, nets, umbrellas, and blankets, 
possibly with rings about the feet.* 

The tottra, prod, and aikuQa, hook, are used to urge and di- 
rect the beast. To these we have perhaps kankata to add, as 
a goad.t The elephant is at his best when sixty years old, and 
then a type of male vigor; gift-elephants are so spoken of, this 
being the perfect age.: But even a young elephant is formid- 
able: 'then he became a young elephant' is a self-explaining 
metaphor on the battle-field.s No special sagacity is shown 
by the elephants, except in the burning of a forest, where 
they try to squirt the fire out (i. 223. 80); but they are celebrated, 
as the horses are, for their endurance of noises when well- 
trained (ii. 61. 16)4; and, like the horses, they weep in battle. l 
They are occasionally called by pet names. Drona names his 

* Compare above, and v. 152.16, gajdh kantakasarhndhdh, lohavar- 
mottaracchadah, with the like description of metal armor in xii. 100. 
7-8. Compare R. vi. 111. 10, hemakaksydbhik saghantabhih karenubhih; 
and R. v. 80.32, kantakavarma, of elephants. See, too, Mbh. vii. 36. 
34 ; and the (gold) jdta or net fastened to the elephant in vi. 20. 7. The 
kankana or foot-ring, iii. (C.) 15757, is kitkini (-bhusanah) in B. 271. 
22. The grdiveyd(ni), necklaces, were probably for use as well as orna- 
ments; they are associated with 'bells and spears' (vi. 54.54: cf. 96. 69). 
The coverings, as in the case of the horses, go by various names, ham- 
bala, dstara, dstarana, etc., and are of wool or goat-hair (rdhkara the 
best woolen stuff, dvikam, from the mountaineers, Pdrvatlya, v. 86. 9). 
Colored woolen blankets, kuthd, are also common (vi. 57. 26 ; viii. 24. 64). 
Paristoma may be a bolster; it is found with the other coverings on car- 
riages and elephants, and is said to be of different colors. The elephants 
themselves are dark (-blue) or speckled, gaj& nitldh of vi. 59.15, etc. 
Indra's white elephant does not appear. Padminah qualifying gajd4 
may mean speckled. It might also mean ' bearing a high saddle': lit- 
erally, ' furnished with (something like) a lotus,' used usually of spots 
on the forehead. But in i. 198. 16, N. defines padma as an eight-cor- 
nered, eight-pillared saddle, i. e. a howdah. Compare ' the gold-girdled, 
wreathed, gold-decked padminah' elephants of ii. 61. 15 (N. here 
'speckled'). In vii. 115. 55, vimdna is howdah (later varandaka). In 
the first passage the tusks are gilded. The bells are called 'sharp- 
sounding' (patughant&h) in i. 221. 54. Gold girdles and flags also in R.; 
e. g. gajayodh& gaj&g cai 'va hemakaksae patdkinah, R. ii. 101. 35. Com- 
pare Mbh. vi. 60.4. 

t Kahkata, e. g. vii. 187.47, may mean breast-plate or goad. The 
tottra, vii. 134.6: ahku!a, vii. 29. 17 (sarvaghdti); in ix. 20. 16, both of 
these urge the 'elephant-king;' compare vi. 45. 5; and also ib. 55. 32 
(for cattle, adtrd is the proper goad). The 'sound of bells and ele- 
phants' goads' is here mentioned. The goad, like the whip, is gilded, 
vii. 148.46. Compare vii. 29. 19b-21a (C. omits). 

t faftihdyand&, prabhinnd4, iv. 31.31, etc. As a gift, compare viii. 
38.9. 

? bhifmo poto 'bhavat tadd, vi. 81. 45; poto as 'an elephant of ten 
years' seems too young. 

11 a~rfti mumucur ndgda, ix. 23.24. 
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elephant for his son.* A sort praised in vii. 112.17 is indjxa- 
nakca. The metaphor of the horse impatient uunder the 
whip is repeated in the case of the word-wounded knight en- 
during contempt as little as an elephant crazed by the hook.t 
Their terrible noise is often alluded to.T 

D. Weapons.-The distinction between offensive and defen- 
sive weapons is naturally not to be attempted in all cases. .1 
divide for the sake of convenience, and slhall treat with the 
strictly offensive weapons the non-offensive appurtenances of 
the same. 

The arms inevitably first are bow, quiver, and arrow, as 
one group.g 

1. The bow: This is the weapon xatr' 8so,& for, as in the 
Veda, ayudha is both the general word for weapon and, with- 
out limitation, for the bow. More specific names for this 
weapon are the commonly used words d/ianus, eapa, earasana, 
and (from their material) kairmaka, Qarnqa.? 

* avvatthdme 'ti hi gaja4 khydto namnd, vii. 190.17. The name, from 
its assumed derivation, fits an elephant better than a boy, and we 
might also, regarding the age of each, imagine that the boy w~as 
named for the elephant, but it is said otherwise: a~vasye 'vd 'sya yat 
sthdma nadatah _pradizo gatam, a~vatthamdi 'va bMlo 'yamh tasmdn 
ndmnd bhavisyati, i. 130. 48-49. The immortal elephants all have 
names, the most famous being Indra's Airavata. Compare v. 99.15, 
and the verse dirdvatah _pundariko vdmanah kumudo 'itjanah, puspa- 
dantah sarvabhumnah supratika9 ca diggajda, Am. Koh. 1. 1. 2. 5; Ag. 
P. 19. 27; Br. Saih. 32.l ; K. Nit. xvi. 8 ; Lassen, I. A. i. 364. 

f iv. 66. 1. Compare the same figure, R. ii. 39. 43 (tottra). 
t brhhita, ix. 9. 14; 55. 42. The Brh. Nar. P. 10. 15 ff. gives hresita as 

the sound of horses; brfihita as that of elephants; (am as that of bow 
and arrow (compare taiku, damaru, doubtless onomatopoetic), and 
_phit as the noise of the war-car. In closing this topic, the exact state- 
ments of the dhanurveda in the Agni Purana on the use of the steeds, 
elephants, and arms employed may be quoted as appropriate, though not 
finally explaining the more vague statements of the Epic. Thus, at 
the end of chapter 251 we find three horses given to the car; two hook- 
bearers, one leader, two shoulder-riders, and two swordsmen given to 
each elephant; previous to this we have a purely Epic list of ordinary 
arms, and the statement that the sword is worn on the left, the quiver 
on the right, the noose is ten hands long, the arrows are twelve mustis 
long, the bow is four hands, and smaller for the foot-soldiers; the 
soldier should shoot low, etc. The divisions of weapons, etc., as in the 
Epic (compare Ag. P. 248. 1 ff., 24, 36 ff.; 249. 2 ff .; 250. 1ff.; 251 to end). 

? Rajendraldla Mitra remarks, Ind. Ar. i. 297, that dhanurdhara 
(bow-holder) is even to-day applied to one that knows how to achieve 
'success in other walks of life.' This art being well learned indicated 
a perfect warrior. The bow is at all times the type: e. g. ramah . . 
Vresthah sarvadhanusmatam, R. v. 30.5 (see below, on Dhanurveda). 
Bow, arrow, and breast-plate are the weapons and defense of the early 
period. Compare Ait. Br. 7. 19 (Weber, Ind. Stud. x. 30), athai 'tani 
ksatrasyd 'yudhani yad agvarathah, kavaca isudhanva. 

sarvdyudha, vii. 175. 12 ; the bow, vi. 118. 43, etc. 
? The form dhanvan (dhanva) is rare, but occurs in composition: 

agradhanva, viii. 65. 1; drdhadhanva, vii. 61. 9 (compare drdhavedhana, 
sure shot, in nimitte diirapatitve laghutve drdhavedhane . bravitu 
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The 'bowman' is often synonymous with 'charioteer,' but 
may be used of footmen in the field.* The end of the bent 
bow was the place whence, as the descriptions show, the ar- 
row was shot; and I take it this means that the bow was bent 
into a circle, so that the arrow head seemed to lie back of the 
two bow-ends.t 

The favorite material for making this weapon is the k7rmulka 
wood, and this word used alone as adjective indicates the bow.: 
The horn-bow appears, however, to have been the best, for it 
was this that Vishnu used.? The Greeks report at an early date 
the use of cane bows by the Hindus, as well as of iron-tipped 
cane arrows.11 The length of the bow is several times spoken 
of as tdla7?ndtra, a 'palm' long, which, when compared with 
the numerical qualification employed in sadaratni, may prob- 
ably be interpreted as six cubits in length. But we hear of 
the bow of a demon being a cubit broad and twelve cubits 
long, and the shooting-strifes for a wife in the Epic and in the 
Ramayana alike would indicate an (unusual) use of very heavy 
bows: the scene in the Epic representing far-distant shooting; 
that in the Rdmayana, expressly a weighty bow. According 
to Egerton, five feet is the ordinary length of the Hindu bow 
(generally of bamboo).?1 As in the Vedic age, the knight held 
the bow as high as possible: that is, with the shaft level to the 
eye, and well forward, pulling the arrow back to his ear; 
and he must therefore have raised the bow perpendicularly, 
not horizontally, and not have pulled, as did Homer's heroes, 

vi~esam, vii. 74.23); dhanva in dhanurdhardya devdya priyadhanv&ya 
dhanvine. . (namah), vii. 202.44. Like Vardsana is Varavapa, a name 
of the quiver (not the ' bow,' P. W.) from regarding it as a storehouse of 
arrows. Examples in vi. 90.61 ; vii. 188.21 (Vardsana and Vardvdpa): 
cf. viii. 77.42 (dhanuhkd!~dh Vardvapdm . . nadim); vii. 14.12; 156. 177. 

* dhanvin = rathin, vii. 103. 33. The term connotes even a slave in 
R. ii. 92.15. But the usual use is as in vii. 34.17; R. vi. 35. 10, dhanvi 
rathastho 'tiratho 'tivirah, ' a bowman, a charioteer, a splendid char- 
ioteer, a splendid hero.' 

t The expression dhanuskotyd 'bhicodita4, ' hurled by the bow-end' 
(viii. 35.17), is to be taken more prosaically, as merely indicating the 
strength of the bow. Dhanuskoti is in the Vedic language artni. The 
later language has atani as the notch on the end, perhaps a dialectic 
equivalent. 

t karmuka as bow, iv. 38. 11; 64. 2; 43. 11, etc.; compare karmuka, 
M. xi. 139. 

V darnga, viii. 79. 23, etc. 
Hd. vii. 65. 

? Arjuna's bow is called tdlamatra, i. 189. 20; v. 160.108; Drona's is 
a sadaratnidhanuh, i. 167.25. Another palm-estimate is that of vyaya- 
masaham atyarthamh trmarajasamam (gandivam) in iv. 40.6, where the 
bow is also (7) gilded, and ' without holes' (avranam). Compare tala- 
mdtramh dhanur grhya, vi. 49.35; talamatrani capani, vii. 45.16. The 
demon's long bow is described in vii. 175.19. Compare x. 18.6, a like 
bow of five kiskus. 
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to the breast. The great bow so pulled looked like a crescent, 
or, in view of its terrible appearance, is likened to the weapon 
of Indra.* 

Arjuna alone is 'left-handed' (savyasdcin), or, more truly, 
ainbidexter, and uses either hand to draw the string.t 

The string (jy&) of the bow should be made of mnrva-grass. 
It is a mistake to suppose that (as the Nitip. teaches) the bow 
was strung with two cords at once. The cord is noosed at 
each end, and consists of different strands, but bound together 
into one string. The sound of the bow-string twanging on the 
hand-guard of leather is often alluded to as one of the com- 
mon noises of battle. 

* The expression I up to the ear' is used either of bow or of arrow. 
Compare viii. 90. 57, tato 'rjuno dvdda~abhi4 sumuktdir vardhakarndir 
ni~itdih samarpya, ndrdcam a-ivisatulyavegam dkarnapiirndyatam 
utsasarja; ix. 28.5, dkarna.prahitah (Vara4); viii. 83.39, supuhkhena 
suyantritena susamh!itdgrena Varena dkarnamuktena samdhitena (Vftrah 
. . Viro jahdra); vii. 47. 9, rukmapuinkhdih . . dkarnasamacoditdih ; vii. 
156. 184, murnocd 'karnappurnena dhanusa aram; R.vi. 51. 75, karndyata 
visrstena Varend 'nataparvand; R. vi. 79. 16, bMnam &karnat pilrayitvd 
sasarja. The bow is 'full' when rounded; then the epithet is carried 
over to the arrow. Compare IR. iv. 123 for the Homeric view: v -vplv 
Etv Ia;(5 7re6aaev. The size and shape are indicated, as stated above, in 
vi. 44. 17; vii. 38.18; 40.33; 124.35; 156. 111, dyatakdrmukah; 167.46; 
169.28. Gadiva (Arjuna's bow) looks like a wheel of fire, it is bent so 
far into a circle (agnicakra, iv. 64. 14). Compare R. vi. 51.87, where the 
arrow is joined to the dgneyam astram, and both it and the bow 'gleam' 
(jajvdla). The circle is expressly stated to be the shape taken by the 
bow. Compare references above with i. 133.3; and vii. 160.47, manda- 
likrtakdrrmuka4, ' one whose bow is bent into a circle.' 

X vii. 143.34. In vi. 59.96, vicakarsa dorbhydm mahddhanuh, we 
have an exceptional act, probably uncalled for by actual necessity, as 
the bow was of course stretched back by the hand, or even by the 
fingers alone: !caram . . . angulibhir vyakarsata, i. 132. 59. 

t In iii. 23. 3; vii. 90. 25, etc., we find the jya maurvi. Compare viii. 
21.23, mndurvy& talatre nyahanat. The jyd&ata of viii.90.98 speaks 
in fact against a plurality of strings (general verses on the use of the 
bow-string. jyvadhana, etc., ib. 99-100). Arjuna's bow has one string 
noosed at each end, jyip&5ca (compared with the two upadhdna), iv. 35.16. 
When one bow-string breaks, another has to be tied on, iv. 59.9: yoja- 
ydmdsa navayd mdurvyd gdndivam. Compare iii. 168.76, ajaram 
jyam. . gdn1ive samayojayat. The mniurva string constantly used in 
the Epic is partly replaced by a string of hemp and hide in the later Agni- 
Purana; and here metal as well as horn and wood (or ' iron and horn 
mixed') is employed in the making of bows (which are further, accord- 
ing to this authority, four cubits in length); but the bamboo is most 
extolled. This passage, Ag. P. 244. 4 ff. (quoted without reference by 
Wilson and R. Mitra), might there have been contrasted with the Epic 
usage distinctly earlier (compare dhanunsi gar nI ca diptdn mndurviQ ca 
in iii. 23. 3, etc.) Some technicalities may be mentioned here. Drawing 
the bow is vikrsya, utsdrjya, dnamya, vidhunvan, visphdrayan; the 
shooting of the arrow is visrian, or a compound of as or of sic, 'cast- 
ing' or * emission;' cyu is also used in the same way. Of the bow-string 
we find vikarsart, 'stretching:' avasrjya, 'letting go;' in case of a 
knight ready to shoot, avamrjya, 'fingering the bow-string,' is used. 
Sajya, sajja are used of the bow, but as well of the arrow. Compare for 
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As to the decorations of the bow, it is generally described 
first as being 'pure,' that is spotless, and then as 'of gold' 
or 'golden-backed:' by which we may understand somekind 
of gilding or gold ornamentation; and this is probably meant 
when 'gold bows' are spoken of by later works, although 
among metallic arms. Not only was the bow painted many 
colors (i.225.8, 9), but it was ornamented with all sorts of 
gold figures, 'drops of gold,' insects, elephants, etc., dis- 
tributed (vibkakuiah) upon its surface; representations also of 
the heavenly bodies are to be found upon it; and even gems 
of value were set in the wood.* The range of the bow (ba- 
naqocara; dkan-antuara is a technical measurement)t is not 
described as very great, but the force of the shot is repre- 
sented as terrific. It is difficult to say whether the many sto- 
ries of heroes slaying elephants and horses with an arrow 
apiece, overturning chariots, and transfixing armed knights, are 
all due to poetic exaggeration, or may be based upon relatively 
good shooting power. Reading as from the point of view of the 
later writers' knowledge, we should not be inclined to acknowl- 
edge any great dexterity in the use of the weapon. The 
knights are portrayed as wonderful in the strength and rapid- 
ity of their shots; but their shooting except for this is rather 
ineffectual. Their aim was apparently less good than their 
quickness in reshooting, although a few cases of good shots 
are mentioned, and the practice of amusing one's self by shoot- 
ing into the foe's open wounds is largely indulged in by the 
heroes, and argues well for their skill. But had they really had 
any great expertness, they would not have wasted so many 
arrows before killing each other, in the single duels; for, in 

the ordinary use tav anye dhanusi sajje krtvd Vatmtbhayarhkare, vii. 170. 
43; and, for illustrations of the above uses, see P. W. s. sajja, and com- 
pare vi. 79. 9; 74. 1; 101. 42 ; 109. 13 ; 81. 38 ; vii. 16. 36 ; 127. 28 ; 145. 51 ; 
183.51. In vii. 2.23-29 (warrior well described) we find cdpdni and 
Jy&h sarhnahanopapannI4, of the different string-strands. Compare 
also vii. 191. 3, dhanur jditram &ddya jaladanihsvanamh drqhajyam, etc. 
Adhijya is not often used. An instance is viii. 20. 25: dhanur athd 
'dhijyaih krtvd. The setting on of the arrow is sathdhana. The bow is 
always unstrung when not in use. The technical use in R. seems to be 
about the same as in Mbh. Compare R. i. 77.38, saihdhaya sa Marah ca- 
pamh vicdkarsa . . vikrsya. . tad dhanuh sagaram (analogy with saj- 
jarh dhanuh, compare ib. vijya). Sajikuru ratham (xiii. 53. 30) shows 
further extension, also used of other objects: compare sajjay and sajji- 
bhft. 

* In vi. 100. 13, and often, we find the expression ' bow with a golden 
back' (hemaprstha&h dharnuh), while the animal-ornamentation is de- 
scribed, e. g. in iv. 42. 1 ff., as if figures were placed at equal intervals, 
the 'drops' (bindavah) being the simplest form. A white bow orna- 
mented with the figures of five leopards is here mentioned. Gems on 
the bows (as on most of the weapons of the knights) are common: com 
pare vii. 168. 11. 

Compare dhanuh in dhanuftataparindhah, R. vi. 44.36, etc. 
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spite of 'all-protecting armor,' several vital points were ex- 
posed, and wve often read of one knight wounding another 
with several successive arrows, yet doing no serious damnage.* 

This brings us to the point of regarding the skill most 
praised in handling the bow. We find it is the 'quickness 
and lightness' that the great heroes of the bow are famous 
for (not sureness), and that the quickness consists in the abil- 
ity to discharge several arrows at once, as the Hindu says: 
that is, perhaps, an apparently unintermitted discharge, ow- 
ing to the quickness of stringing. Thus, for instance, the 
Hindu conception of the last quotation would be a simultane- 
ous shooting of three arrows. The fiction is carried further. 
Five hundred arrows are sometimes shot 'iin a twinkling,' or 
expressly ' with one movement.' Thence the common for- 
mula describing a fierce fight: 'the sky became clouded with 
the arrows' of two contestants. A technical term, hastavapa, 
'hand-throw,' was used to characterize this art. The weakness 
of the special shot was doubtless due to practicing this general 
discharge of arrows. Wonderful marksmanship, as we -under- 
stand it, seems to belong to the accretionary legends of the 
Pandus, as in the tournament, the description of the svagyah- 
vara, the unlucky rival of Drona, ate. (see below, on Science 
of the Bow.)t 

The noise of the bow and twang of the string are objects 
of the poet's attention; and a favorite scene in the story is 
the motionless admiration of a whole army gazing upon two 
heroes engaged in a bow-duel. We notice in such duels that, 
though the bow is beloved and has a pet name, yet it is often 
rejected in mid-fight; so that we must suppose the war-car fur- 
nished with many bows.: The bow itself is often chopped in 
two with arrows. A single arrow may be driven with force 

* Compare viii. 51. 36, karnah . . . bhimasenamh tribhi4 gardih, dkar- 
namuilamh vivyddha drdham ayamya kdrmukam, etc. Here the bow 
is drawn as hard as possible, and three arrows pierce the foe, but no 
great harm is done. 

t hastavdipa in v. 23.22 (C. 706, cdpa) denotes an output of sixty-one 
arrows; but five hundred at once is mentioned in v. 60.16, and again 
in v. 90. 29 (1sipaty ekena vegena paica banagatdni). As an example of 
the sky becoming clouded with arrows we may take vii. 139.45. Ar- 
juna is especially famous for ldghava and sdusthava, no one excelling 
him in this 'lightness and quickness,' whether using ksura, bhalla, 
ndrdca, or vipdtha (different arrows), i. 139. 6-7: compare ix. 22. 16, etc. 
The ' well-governed arrow' of viii. 83. 39 may be of aim, but is more 
likely of force-unless,-for suyantritah, we read with P.W. supattrita4. 

t The dual of bow may imply simply the double bow: that, is with 
two curves. We find this e. g. R. ii. 106. 11, kuru sajje ca dhanu~si ka- 
vacamh dhdrayasva ca. 

VOL. XIV. 35 
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enough to go through a man's head and come out, falling to 
earth behind him.* 

The ' law' of the warrior commands that the archer shall at- 
tack only the archer. This law is a fiction. Nothing is more 
common than for a knight first to slay his foe's helpless char- 
ioteer and then his proper antagonist. With the fall of the 
driver the horses usually become unmanageable and flee. 
' With arrows drawn to the ear the knight slew the charioteer,' 
after which the horses galloped away with the empty cart 

2. The quiver. We have several names for this companion 
of the bow. The most general is the old isudhd, 'arrow- 
holder,' named with dkanus and jyd in inany places, but not 
particularly described. It is probable that an expert warrior 
using many arrows had a pair of large quivers, perhaps fast- 
ened together. We could thus explain t-he common dual use 
of the word.:: Discarding impossibilities, the quiver appears 
usually to have held from ten to twenty arrows. It was fas- 
tened (baddha) on the right of the back. Other terms for the 
quiver alone are tfina or tnrira, while nisa4,ia, ' hanger,' may 
be both sword and quiver. The word uppdsaiga also means a 
quiver, but is applied to the larger arrow-holders fastened to 
a horse or an elephant, although used also of men.d 

*The noise of the string and bow: compare vii. 8. 18; 9. 36; 32.41 
38.13 (ni.specata, jydghosa, jydtalanirghosa, -svana). In vi. 53. 10 we 
find, for instance, the scene alluded to above, the army gazing silently 
at two archers; and here more than one bow is used. So, after one bow 
is cut in two (cdparh dvidhd ciccheda), we find a second seized (anyat 
kdrmukam dddya, vi. 45.29). Compare the like scene, tridhd ciccheda, 
follow by athd 'nyad dhanur ddaya sayakdAn ca caturda~a, vi. 45,33; 
or the same in ib. 73. 5; 101. 46; viii. 77. 57 (a new bow and sixteen ar- 
rows). The force of the arrow is shown, as said above, by transfixing 
a body in arms and reappearing, in vii. 156. 184 if.; 113. 50. 

f vi. 72. 26. Regarding the time a bow lasted, we may assume from 
their constant destruction that they were unenduring, unless of horn 
or metal. No positive statement can be made. Arjuna's age rather 
than his bow's is indicated by iv. 43. 6 (' sixty-five years Arjuna had the 
bow'), as the latter is divine. (In regard to the age of the Pdndus, com- 
pare the curious expression in v. 48.27, MiQfln krtdstrdn a~i~uprakdVdn 
tdrastd) panca Mitran: relationship more than age is implied). 

i Singular in viii. 16. 34, etc. Dual in i. 225. 22 ; v. 60. 12 ; ix. 62.9 
(mahesudhi), etc., of Arjuna's equipment, and the accompanying piece 
to his large bow, Gdndiva. Cf. baddhvd tfibnu dhanuspdni4 of a 
hunter, R. ii. 65.17. 

? Compare viii. 27.29; vii. 29.16; ix. 24. 13; vi. 48.29. The updsanga 
(vi. 106. 22 ff.; vii. 148. 42; viii. 19. 42; 58. 26, etc.), when represented as 
in the chariot, is probably a receptacle more like a box than a real 
quiver. The commentator says that the nisahga was the quiver of a 
foot-soldier; the tunira was the same, only larger; the updsanga was 
a tfina ' carried by horse or elephant:' see below). Updsaiga is, however 
(e. g. iv. 42. 6), used of a knight's quiver, 'golden arrows in a golden 
updsaiwga' (according to N., the feathers are here called hairs, sdhasrd 
lomavdhina4). The chariot-quivers in the Rdm-yana may be tuna, of 
which thirty-two in one car are casually mentioned in R. vi. 51. 18. So 
plural ttnirdht, vii. 29.16. 
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The kaldpa is the quiver with its arrows, one word corn- 
prising both, and often antithetical to the bow (kaldpdni dha- 
nainsii ea). The ornamentation of the quiver appears to have 
been, as in the case of the bow, by raised figures of animals. 
How it was made we are not informed.* 

3. The arrows. The Epic describes arrows of two chief sorts, 
vdinava, 'made of reeds and dyasa, 'made of iron.' Bone 
arrows appear rarely in late parts. The oldest and com- 
monest names are isu (6op) and Vara (reed). Like the first 
in meaning is a8tra, 'missile,' united with it in isvastra the 
bow, and in the expression krtd8sra, which, like dhanur- 
dhara, denotes a line archer, and is an honorary title of a 
good knight. Like the second in meaning, but of later use, 
is bdna, a reed, but employed also of iron arrows; while the 
very comnmon calya means the arrow-point, and thence the ar- 
row as a whole.t Beside these we find bkalla and pradara. 
the latter rare, and meaning literally a ' splitter ;'t the former 
comm11onl. The arrow of iron was usually termed ndrdea. 
Other less common forms are discussed below. 

In regard to the employment of the arrows there is little to 
be learned, in spite of the long descriptions in the Epic. As 
said above, they were used to embarrass or slay the foe 
more by numbers than by the skilful use of one. Nothing is 
more common than an incredible number of arrows flying 
across the field between two champions; and a ' rain of arrows' 
or ' flood of arrows,' forming a ' network' of darts, ensues 
whenever two heroes contend. 

The arrows generally used were, according to indefinite but 
frequent descriptions, large, long, heavy, sharp, strong, able to 
pierce armor, capable of slaying elephants, horses, etc. But 
we find, besides these long (reed) arrows and heavy (iron) ar- 

* Compare _pancagrdfUalaksanah kaldpahl, iv. 43.15 (compare ib. 42. 
8, kaldpacdpa! read tina ?). The comparison in iv. 45.7 shows us 
nothing (the commentator adds nisahga). 

f Astra and isu are each etymologically merely a missile telum. Sd- 
yaka, arrow or dart, conveys the same idea. Isvastra occurs in the 
pseudo-Epic and Drona (p. 224), but is not a battle-word. Late also is 
kdnda, ' joint,' in the sense of arrow. Compare tatre 'Wsvastram akarot, 
xii. 2. 18; savisarh kdndam dddya mrgaydmdsa vdi mngam, xiii. 5. 3. 
From is we have also itlkd, probably merely a reed magically used, not 
strictly an arrow; while the root of astra gives us further prdsa, ' a 
projectile,' also a common synonym of any arrow. Compounds of 
these words are isukdra, isvdsa, and updstra, all rare words, the ar- 
row-maker, the arrow-thrower, the little arrow (?). 

f Compare viii. 76.16, ndrdedndih dye sahasre ca vira triny eva ca 
pradardndm. 

? Compare vii. 19.17, 18, Varavarsa, Varavrsti, Varajdla; vii. 160.41 
bdndugha. The war-cars are often lost to sight in these rains. Hence 
Valabhdh as epithet and comparison, thick as flying locusts, iv. 53. 20, 
etc. 
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rows, an arrow ' one span long' made of reed, meant for light- 
ing at close quarters, where it could be more quickly ' put to' 
and discharged.* 

The normal length of the arrow was that of the axle of the 
war car. ]Bound with sinews (sndyu), and well feathered, it 
has a ' terrible end,' whether made of reed and tipped with steel 
or wholly of metal. In the reed the epithet ' well-jointed' (su- 
parvan) points to the joints of the reeds being well smoothed. 
Three joints are recommended. The feathers used were of 
various kinds; hawks, flamingos, and herons furnish the sorts 
most used, various birds being sometimes represented in the 
feathering of one arrow.t 

The sharpness of the arrow is naturally often alluded to, the 
point (mukha, vaktra, agra) and edges (dhdrd) being ' sharp as 
flame,' or ' sharp as a hair,' for they were ' whetted on stone.': 

* vditastikd ndma Vardh., used as described in vii. 191.42: compare 
id. ib. 122. 60; R. vi.49.49. The 'putting to' or ' setting on' of any ar- 
row is (yoga, ' fastening,' or, more commonly) nidhdna and sarhdhdna. 
Compare sarhdhitesavah, ' with arrows fitted to the bow,' i. 132. 69; and 
here, too, laksya (cf. laksa) as the target (68); Vakyarh veddhuch laks- 
yamn (77; but sanidhitdh. Varda are arrows shot all at once and falling 
together). Astrayoga, in iv. 2.20, etc., is the art of shooting. 

t Later authorities specify three cubits as the arrow's length (Nitip., 
etc.). Egerton says the usual length is two and a half to three feet 
(Handbook of Indian Arms, reviewed in Ind. Ant. 1886, p. 24 ff. I have 
not seen the work itself). The Epic gives the axle of the war-car as the 
norm: an item that might determine the size of the chariot, if one 
could trust the correctness of the later writers as authority for the 
Epic; this, however, we are not entitled to do. Compare rathdksamd- 
trdir isubhih, vii. 166.18; 175.19. The sntyu fastened the arrow- 
head to the shaft. Compare pitdh . . snayunaddhdth suparvdnah 
prthavo dirghagdminah, vdinavdQ cd 'yasdV co 'grdh. . etc., in vii. 99. 
7 (where the commentator explains sftksmacarmdgrdh): a description 
comprising about all that we can learn of the arrow barring the feath- 
ers. For the parvan, compare sarhnataparvabhih, iv. 35. 15; vi. 112. 26; 
and natapart'an, itself the arrow, vi. 117. 44; vii. 129. 27. The favorite 
feathers seem to have been long hawks' feathers, with which the ar- 
rows are 'dressed' (compare vdsa; kaxika-, barhina-, dirgha-, and Vu- 
kcapatrabhaihi pfirvdir ardhdih suvdsasah, uttarair ayasdih ptdir he- 
mapunikhdihi 'iladitdih, iv. 42. 10). With gdrdhrapalra (vii. 119. 41) and 
kaxikapatra (hrdi vivyddha sathkruddhah kankapatraparicchaddi. t 
Vardia, vi. 101. 41) compare vii. 125. 28 and 29, gdrdhrapatra, and kan- 
kabarhinava(jitdih sdyakdih; also ix. 28. 5, the same, followed by Vild- 
dhdutdih. In iv. 43.18. triparvana4. 

t Compare Vitdir agni~ikhdkdradiIi, vii. 104. 32; and Vildaita, vi. 110. 38 
applied to an arrow. Lomavdhin, etc., sharp as a hair,' is common, 
e. g. iv. 63. 6 (but compare N. in note above). It is not strange that 
this edge can cut the bow of an adversary (e. g. vi. 112. 26), for the 
head seems not to be a point so much as a blade. With Vildaita 
compare the frequent epithet Vilimukha, used as name of the arrow 
in general, and especially applied to iron arrows (ilimukhdih . . bandir 
niVitdih . . dyasdih, vi. 114.35; 111. 35; 113.40 ; svarn(apuikhd chili- 
mukhdni childaitaflQ ciksepa, viii. 28.4. This epithet is also applied to 
the sword (see below). 
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The other end of the arrow is adorned with what is often called 
the 'golden' puibkha. When applied to a ' knife-arrow,' we find 
the puikha of silver. To drive the arrow up to this part was 
a special feat. The punkha, then, was a metal end attached 
to the main shaft, and was probably added for the purpose of 
making a securer notch (the notch itself being called kitdmala), 
and opposed to .rA a, the sharp end (viii. 34. 18-19): a hold 
alike for string and feathers. Oiled arrows are often referred 
to, and fire may have been applied to them thus oiled, as we 
find them spoken of independently as 'glowing;' but I am 
inclined to think that, if arrows really lighted had been used, 
more than this epithet would remain to prove it; for the 
'glowing,' like the 'flame,' of an arrow is poetical for heat, 
and probably refers only to its sharpness* and its fiery 
touch; and the word is used where no fire is necessarily imagin- 
able (as of a sword), and where none is certainly discoverable. 
Moreover, these 'glowing arrows' never kindle wood. From 
the effect, then, or lack of effect, I think it doubtful if fire was 
used; though the mention of 'ignited' arrows in Manu may in- 
duce some to interpret dipta as really enkindled.t The ques- 
tion whether poisoned arrows were used in war has been, I 
think, unsatisfactorily answered. Wilson says that (bamboo or 
wood) arrows were not poisoned except in the chase. This is 
one of those statements, based on a study of ideals, that must be 
modified l)y facts. The last part is not wrong; in the chase 
poisoned arrows are alluded to in the pseudo-Epic quotation 
given above, where we read of hunting with 'poisoned arrows' 
yet it is mentioned elswhere that hunting was done with ' pure' 
(i. e. unpoisoned) arrows, showing such sometimes to have been 
the case.4 But as to war, the law forbidding poisoned arrows, 

* Compare Antig. 1085, 40pKa Kap&iag ro~Fivara . . Ui' r dZ7v o oi3' 

v~rev~payel. 
t tdiladhaiuta (vii. 139. 2), of arrows, properly ' dipped in sesame oil.' 

Fire like arrows are mentioned vii. 120.19; so Vara diptdh, iii. 23.3. 
The oil was probably for loss of friction, used of bhalla in general, viii. 
25. 9 (dhav, ' wash in oil,' v. 19. 3 ff.). In ix. 28. 5, Vilddhautah (Sarah) is 
'polished by stone.' In Manu, however, agnijvalitatejana, 'with the 
point ignited,' vii. 90, may mean ' with sharpness of fire,' used figura- 
tively, but from the context seems literal. That the 'glowing' often 
means merely sharpness may be shown by such examples as viii. 90. 68 
(note also avakraga); R. vi. 51. 73, nicitain bdnaik jvalantarn iva tejas& 

iddaya dhanuftresthe yojayaniasa. Compare in the following vs. 87: 
jagrdha ca Varain tiksnath tarn astrena ca sachdadhe, dgneyena tato 
'strena yojayamdsa sayakarhi, sa jajvvala ?nahdbtnah.. Compare, too, 
R. vi. 69. 3 ff.: ' the sharp feather-clothed arrows' are icikhisaihsparcaIh. 
In R. vi. 54. 49, all sorts of weapons are dipta, i. e. bright or sharp: com- 
pare ib. 59, pradiptasy&J. . . anye, of men; and R. vi. 58. 44, drstvd 
Vulam jvalantamn. 

t Wilson, iv. 355 ff. Compare iii. 36.45, caranto mrgayamn nitya'h 
Vuddhdir bdndir mrgdrthinah (perhaps 'bright'). Poisoned arrows for 
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and the Epic's special statement that one 'honorable fight' 
took place where 'poison' was not used, show that lipta or 
poisoned arrows were generally employed.* It is also possible 
that the common epithet 'resembling a snake' may refer to the 
poison, though perhaps better understood of the sharp bite, the 
whizzing sound, and the darting mnotion.t 

More than this in regard to the arrows used in the Epic must 
be confined to the special uses of the different sorts, though we 
are here chiefly driven to the interpretation of the name for 
the kind, and the special peculiarities of each mentioned. For, 
as a general thing, the arrows are alluded to in the mass, and 
only here and there do we find particular descriptions. The 
meagre accounts show us, however, many more names than we 
can interpret. Probably several of these are merely epithets 
applicable to different sorts: thus, the yokarna, ' cow-ear,' may 
be of any material, and the gold tips of the 'reed' may be 
equally applicable to the horn-arrow. I shall, then, only at- 
tempt to gather what I have noted of each, without believing 
that the individual description should be confined to the arrow 
described. Only important is the construction of the possible 
Hindu arrow, though I regret not finding more details. 

Bhima's favorite arrow was the ' crescent-head,' with which 
one can cut a head from a body, or divide a bow in two. This, 
the 'very sharp' ardhacteandra, is frequently named with others, 
the 'broad,' a)njalika, the vatsadanta, bhalla, etc. (vi. 92. 33; 
94. 3; vii. 21. 21; 115. 27). The vatsadanta is named about as 
often as the ardkhaeandra. It is, from its name, a calf's-tooth- 
shaped arrow, and from the descriptions is particularly sharp. 
One wards off an onrushing foe with it (vii. 25. 40). It is 
classed with the little known 'broad vipitha' (iv. 42. 7; vii. 
38.23), and its action is, perhaps, as well as anywhere, thus 
exhibited: 'He laid the tooth-shaped arrow on the string 

the chase are assumed in later works. Compare, too, on this point N.'s 
and Medini's interpretation of grijanam (on grfjanakddaya4, xiii. 91. 
39), either as visadigdhaqastrahatapagumdhsam or as visadigdhapa5or 
rnditsamn. 

* M. vii. 90, digdha; Mbh. vii. 189. 11 ff., lipta. Compare xii. 95. ti, 
i-sur lipto na kar~ni sydt. 

t prdbnuicat puhkhasarhyuktdh chardn adivisopamrdn, vi. 74.2. Of 
warrior or of arrow, iii. 33. 86, 87; 40. 12 ; of arrow, iv. 59. 13 (Varar 
dtlvisdkdrdir jvaladbhir iva pannagdih): compare ib. 64.6, and viii. 
90.57 (ndrdcam dqivi~satulyavegam utsasarja). R. vi. 68.5, sarhdhdya 
9ardn davisopamdn murnoca niritdn . . sarpan iva mahdvisaln. Also 
R. ii. 66. 1, Varam uddhrtya diptam divisopamnam. There is here no 
thought of fire. We may add on dipta the application in R. to the 
moon, a car being compared to the moon in glory which is dipta, i. e. 
brilliant-or, as is apologetically added, prajvalan (iva) _riyd, as if 
' on fire with beauty,' R. vi. 31. 29-30. 
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swift as the wind it was-he drew it back until it touched 
his ear, and Satyaki he pierced upon the belly. Right 
through the body's guard it cut, and through the body-the ar- 
row with its feathers and its metal butt-and dripping with 
blood it entered the earth' (vii. 113. 49 ff.). 

The ksurapra is a knife-shaped arrow: that is, with a blade- 
head; and, like all these broad arrows, it cuts, if need be, a head 
from a body. It is spoken of as excessively sharp, and seems 
to have the legally forbidden ' ears,' or prongs bending back on 
the fish-hook plan.* We have in Drona's leadership a list of 
arrows comprising nadrdca, vatsadlanta, bitalla, aijalika, kqu'ra- 
pra, ardhacandra; and again a 'Ihalf-nardca,' with ndrdeas of 
iront The niadca here mentioned is of iron, and is, accord- 
ing to another passage in the pseudo-Epic (xiii. 104. 34), distinct 
from the ndlika (where we also find the karnin or 'be-eared' 
arrow differentiated from the nalika). The expression ksqdra- 
ndrdea is here employed, literally 'small.' We find an anti- 
thesis between these again expressed in the battle-scenes and 
in the Ramayana the naulika and (bachu-)nhirca are differen- 
tiated as if dissirnilar4 

The qaradca has a gilded or silvered point, and is perhaps the 
special name for the bZnd adasakh, or iron shafts, mentioned 
above. It is generally defined as wholly of iron, but is de- 
scribed as ' feathered' (iv. 42.6). The ndi7ika, of reed nominally, 
may perhaps also have been of metal, as this is the name in 
modern literature of the iron munsket.f The sharpness of the 
nr~ara, its smallness compared with the reed, its gold or silver 
point and gold pzthkha, are the main characteristics dwelt upon 
in this weapon. 

Respecting the word sayaka, although literally merely a pro- 
jectile, it appears to be in most cases confined to the sense of 

* Compare viii. 25. 3, ksuraprena dhanuV chittvd tdaydrndsa karntind: 
sutiksnena, ib. 36. Also vii. 21. 28 (kydt . . . apdharac chirah); 28. 7; 
vi. 113. 32, 41. 

t vii. 187. 45; ardhandrdca, ii. 51. 35, like ardhdsi, ' short sword.' The 
first list in vii. 115. 27-28. 

t Compare the lists above with R. vi. 20. 26 (et circa);* R. iii. 34. 10, 
ndlikandrdcdis tiksndgrdiQ ca vikarnibhih. 

kaladhdutdgra, of ndrdca, iv. 61. 35. The same in jdmbftnaddgra 
of the bMna, iv. 65.3 (jdmbiinadapuikhacitra, ib. 4). For the ndlika 
or nalika as musket we must turn to wholly modern compositions, 
the war-manuals published by Oppert (which are veiled with old 
verses taken from the Epic and law, more or less distorted). Aisika 
of astra (compare the disikam parva in the Sduptika) tells us nothing. 
These special names may all be regarded as species of the general 
sdyaka, most commonly used in such expressions as 'the terrible 
arrows, without nearer explanation: as in viii. 37. 28 ; iii. 23. 3, etc. 

II Compare vi. 111. 46; ib. 108. 29. and often, without description. 
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arrow. But the same word is used of a sword, and the instru- 
iment is uow and then spoken! of as flung.* 

Out of the various lists of arrows which are mentioned as 
encumbering the ground with other arms,t we may occasionally 
find descriptive epithets applied to names that are themselves 
nothing more than this. Thus marganct is defined as an arrow, 
and we may say that it is characterized as a 'sharp' arrow;4 
but the information must simply be referred to the arrow in 
general; for m&,rgana itself is only an epithet of the ' eager' 
arrow. Our knowledge, then, except in a few cases, is not in- 
creased by such descriptions. Names and names only are the 
prsatka and anjalika, often mentioned as (epithet of) arrows, 
meaning apparently in one case that the arrow is speckled, in 
the other that it is barbed. Vipdatha seems also to be a general 
term for arrows; but further than being broad, of iron, and 
yellow, i. e. gilded, the arrows thus named bear only universal 
characteristics. A further universal epithet of any arrow, often 
used as name, is ' the feathered one' (pattrin). 

The same passage containing the description of viptha 
speaks of 'boar-ear' arrows: that is, arrows forbidden by the 
law-books, with barbs at the heads, but often spoken of in the 
Epic.? 

I referred above to the poisoned arrows spoken of by the 
poet in one scene as discarded in honorable fight. But the 
list of dishonorable weapons here alluded to shows us many 
that must have been in use, though legally (perhaps later) for- 
bidden. The ' ear arrows,' poisoned arrows, goat-horn arrows, 
needle-shaped arrows, arrows of monkey-bone, of cow-bolne, 
and of elephant-bone; arrows so fractured as to break in the 
flesh; 'rotten' arrows; and crooked arrows; while the ndlGka 
is also, strange to say, here spoken of with the implication of 
baseness in its use, which the commentator explains by defin- 
ing ndlpka as an arrow that enters breaking in the flesh, and 
cannot be withdrawn on account of its small size.11 The Ra- 

* For the arrow-sense, compare vii. 38. 6 ; vi. 117. 42 (ayomukha). As 
sword, compare vdiyaghrako~e nihitah, iv. 42. 11-12, ornamented with 
bells, and called 9illpr.stha, 9ilimukha: that is, the general sayaka in- 
cludes even the khadga. In vii. 25. 57-58, the sdyaka is a general term 
for anything thrown. 

t Such lists as occur in v. 152. 15 ff.; 155. 3 ff.; vii. 25. 57 ff.; 178. 23 ff., 
etc. 

$ vi. 118. 48; vii. 145. 58, tiksna. 
f vardhakarnavydmigrdh card/, iv. 42. 8. 
|lkarat, ndlika7.t, liptah. (visene 'ti Vesah.), bastikah (or bastakah), sutei 

kapiqah, gavdsthil.t, gajdsthijaI., sanhllistal.t, p h.t jihmagah are the 
epithets applied to the condemned arrows; while it is added that the 
approved weapons of all were ' straight' and ' pure' (rjuny eva vi~uddhdni 

Vastrdni), vii. 189. 11 ff. Bastika or vastika is read and explained by N. 
very artificially, as a loose-headed arrow shot into the bladder (vasti); 
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mayana shows here, as it generally does in the battle-descrip- 
tions, thoroughly Epic usage.* 

We must suppose either that the barbed, poisoned, torturing 
arrow scorned in the law code of Manu and late Epic was 
a new invention of that period, or else that it was used from 
ancient times, and gradually began to be inveighed against by 
the popular law (IManu) and Epic, as too cruel for a more ad- 
vanced age. The latter seems more reasonable. 

Next to the bow and arrow in importance are the club, 
sword, and spear. I shall examine these separately. 

2. The club. This weapon appears to be more used than 
the sword. But its more primitive character is further shown 
by the fact that some heroes hold to the club as their favorite 
weapon, and none do so in the case of the sword. Bhhna, 
Qalya, etc., are particularly famed as club-nen. No one is 
noted especially for sword-skill. But usually both of these are 
merely reserve-weapons. As much skill is required in club- 
lighting as in bow-fighting. Set duels of club-men are often de- 
scribed, but the use of the sword is more adventitious. If the 
hero goes into battle at the beginning of the day, his chariot 
contains swords and clubs as well as bows; but no hero, discard- 
ing the bow, enters battle with the sword as his first weapon, 
whereas we find this occurring in the case of the club. Thus 
BhInma, virtually on that day the leader, advances at the be- 
ginning of one day's battle at the head of the army armed with 
the club as the main weapon.t When ordinary combatants 
find that their arrows fail to kill the adversary, they usually 
leap down and rush at each other, not with swords, but with 
clubs. It is the first weapon in general esteem next to the bow. 

Like the bow, the favorite club bears a pet name, as in the 
case of Krishna's khaumnodacki. 

but he mentions bastaka as another reading. Probably, comparing the 
following, this is correct, and the arrow is one with a head shaped like a 
goat's horn. The ' needle' arrow has a great many barbs, not two alone, 
like that called I be-eared.' The ' monkey' arrow may be of bone or of 
iron (from its color), according to N.; the latter is preferred by Medini. 
These bone arrows are explained by the commentators as poisoned. The 
three constant debts of the Hindu are in the Rdmiyana temporarily in- 
creased by one through poetic application of this common figure: 
' debtless in respect of arrows and bow shall I be to-day in battle,' says 
Bhdrata's foe (Vardndrh dhanusaV cd 'ham anrno 'dya mahdrane), R. 
ii. 106.28. 

* E. g. ksurdrddhacandropamakarnibhalldih Vardft ciccheda, R. vi. 
36. 77: cf. ib. 49. 49, etc. 

f vi. 19.32. 
f One example suffices, but names will be found generally for favorite 

weapons. In Krishna's case, the discus is the pet weapon, but the club 
is nicknamed kdumodaki ndmnd gadd, i. 225. 28 (the vajrandbha9 cakrah 
in 22) 

VOL.XIV. 36 
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The best description of the use of the club is given in the ac- 
count of battle between Duryodhana and Bhima, where the 
club is used with tricks and ' circles' of passes to such an ex- 
tent that it is plain great skill was required (ix. 55 11; 5T. 16 ff.). 
In fact, it seems as if the highest skill and greatest amount of 
practice was spent on the management of the war-car and the 
club; the bow being ordinarily used, as said above, with more 
attention to speed than to nicety of aim (although bdhnavedha, 
or exact aiming, is spoken of as an object of endeavor). This 
club-fight quotes the law that 'no Aryan strikes below the 
navel' (see above, p. 233); the event shows that the Pandu 
hero managed by a clever turn to break both the thighs of his 
adversary; but he is greatly blamed for the act. 

The club is called by several names, most commonly musalN 
('pestle') and gadi. Judging from here and there, a distinc- 
tion seems possibly to have existed between these two forms of 
clubs (cf. vii. 25.58-59), but what the difference is cannot be 
determined from the Epic. The pindka also seems to be a 
general term for the club, but is usually confined to the weapon 
of the deity, and may mean a bow, as it is later identified with 
the trident-spit, Qida. But beside these we often findparigha, 
explained by modern works as a catapult, but in the Epic an 
iron-bound club flung with the hand. In the descriptions of 
the club we find much that repeats the ornamentation of the 
bow, with some added particulars. Its general form seems to 
have been that of a tapering post, girded with iron spikes, and 
hence heavy and sharp, sometimes plated with gold, or, accord- 
ing to the extravagance of the poet's fancy, bejeweled. For 
the simple truth of the primitive club, we may subtract the 
glitter, and leave an iron pillar, cruelly made terrible with 
sharp corners and inserted spikes. It was carried upon the 
shoulder, and a ppears in this form to have been used only by 
the well-born. Probably its great size and weight prevented 
its popularity as much as anything; Bhhina, its greatest lover, 
being at the same time the strongest of the Pandus. The de- 
scriptions of this weapon are generally quite uniform, and 
amount to a heavy inlaid gold-plated sharp-cornered club of 
iron girded with spikes.* 

* The following passages corroborate this: kancandi~gadabhsand 
(gadd) adrisaramayi gurvi, ix. 32. 37; skandhe krtva 'yastih gadam, ib. 
38 (R. vi. 55.12, gadd sarvayasi); gdikyd 'yasi gadd jatarftpaparisk'rtd, 
ib. 39; Qaikya gadah, vii. 163.21; gadah.. vimaladi4pattaih pinaddhah 
svarnabhisitdih, vi. 87. 29; the gilded knobs (samutsedha) are particu- 
larly referred to, iii. 271.4; gada bahukantaka, R. vi. 28. 36. The num- 
ber of edges is six or eight (Vadasri, astasri), and the club as a whole 
is often compared either to the danda of Yama, or to the agani of In- 
dra (v. 51.8; ix. 55. 18,25 to end; in v. 51. 24, 28 the iron club is damas- 
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Besides the above-mentioned ornamentation, we find the club 
decorated with bells, of which a hundred are mentioned.* The 
simple staff or cudgel is used as a club-weapon. Sometimes it 
is of iron, sometimes of wood, but generally defined as iron. 
Several weapons not more nearly defined appear to belong 
here, as battle-clubs.t To prepare for a club-fight, one binds up 
the hair, and fastens on a breastplate and helmet (ix. 32. 60 if.). 
The conflict could not take place except on the ground; the 
cars are sometimes unexpectedly left, but often by mutual 
agreement, to fight with the club.T 

The following scene (vii. 15) will illustrate the method of 
fighting as generally described. ?alya and BhIma, both cele- 
brated for their skill, face each other. 'No other than ?alya 
can withstand the sweep of BhIma's club; and who other than 
RhIma can support that of Qalya's? Bound about with golden 

cened, four kisku long, with fair sides, six-cornered (but in ib. 24 ' with- 
out ears,' and described as a Vataghni of heavy iron: see below). The 
length of a heavy club flung at the foe is represented as four kiskus 
also in vii. 134. 10, as above, adorned with gold ahgada. According 
to i. 19.17; vii. 25.58; 157. 9; 162.27; 178.12, 22, the parigha is noth- 
ing but an iron club thrown by the bearer. It is described here as 
' sharp and horrible,' and is itself discharged at the head of the foe 
(mumoca, vii. 157. 9). There is no difference as to size perceptible be- 
tween the kinds, for the parigha is large, but (vii. 178.12) atikdya, or 
enormous, only as a demon's weapon. But the iron gold-bound musala 
seems smaller perhaps in ix. 14.29-30 (ayasmayam musalaih ciksepa 
parighopamam), since the larger is that naturally used as comparison. 
Compare the demons' bahuvydmda4 parighJh in R. vi. 44. 34 (with simple 
gadih and musalkni). In this passage salaskamdha is also (a beam used 
as) a club. It is possible that, in vi. 117.28, hematalena mahatd bhismas 
tisthati pdlayan may refer to the size of Bhishma's club, but probably 
his signum is meant. 

* vii. 178. 14 (Vataghant4). In this case also the weapon is ' like fire,' 
probably from its bite, or its gems' glitter. Compare the ' glowing clubs,' 
gaddh pradiptCi1, of R. vi. 17. 27. So the gold-plating presumably in- 
duces the comparison with Indra's afani (aganiprakhya gad&, vii. 15. 6, 
etc.), quite as much as size or force. 

f Thus, v. 51. 22; vii. 22. 22, ayasena dandena (with other arms). Even 
kadanigara is interpreted as a danda, and seems to be a missile (vii. 25. 
58; omitted in C.). Perhaps the unknown weapon called kaldkgala 
(iii. 15.7) is the same as kadahgara. Laguda, explained by Pischel 
as a Prakrit word (Bezz. B. iii.), and rendered by ayoghana, appears to 
be an iron club. Sthiina is an iron pillar (kar$ayasa), vii. 156.142, and 
is flung like other clubs. 

t This jumping out of the car to fling something (a rathaeakra, for 
instance) is common, and is the regular procedure when the horses are 
slain. The hero then drops the bow and rushes out with the club. Com- 
pare vi. 53.28, sa echinnadhanva viratho hatdvo hatasdrathih, gadd- 
pa7ir avarohat khyapayan pauru~sam mahat; the same in vii. 99.26; 
and similar is ix. 11.41 if. Compare vii. 167.8, where one is exposed 
and in danger from an unexpected assault of this sort. Bhima is par- 
ticularly fond of rushing out in this way, viii. 93. 23 if. Less often the 
sword is so used, as in viii. 13. 29 (virathau asiyuddhaya samdjagmatur 
dhave). The club is often hurled at the foe along with other common 
missiles; and e. g. in vi. 48. 92 it is flung at a war-car. 
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plates (or thongs, pat ih) shone Bhlma's club, and Qalya's. 
Like a flash of lightning gleamed each club as the two warriors 
circled and manceuvred; for like two circling bellowing steers 
they rushed about each other. Vainly they stood and fought, 
while fire came from out their clashing clubs, but neither yielded. 
Then back they stepped, retreating each eight paces, and like two 
angry elephants again charged on each other with their mighty 
iron staves; that blow bore neither, and down to earth fell 
each; till ?alya's friend rushed up to aid, and the fight of the 
two was ended.'* 

3. The sword. The Epic age seems to represent the epoch 
where the bow is yielding to the sword. The latter is known 
earlier; it is used, but not so much, like the club, as a secondary 
weapon. But in the pseudo-Epic the sword has become the 
emblem of authority. Justice is now incorporated in the 
sword (asi). This weapon in the final Epic reigns supreme; 
the bow is an instrument more of the chase than of the battle. 
In like manner, in the earlier accounts of divine weapons be- 
stowed upon man, the bow is the chief gift; in the later Epic 
and last interpolations, the deity's gift is a sword. Indra pre- 
sents Arjuna with the bow Gdndiva; Diva presents him with 
the sword Pa~upata. Again, the bow is the first aggressive, the 
sword the defensive, or secondary aggressive weapon. 

The sword, it is further worth noting, is often no more an im- 
plement of hand dexterity than a missile, to be cast like a jave- 
lin.t The former use occurs often, but the latter is still more 
common. Thus, we have seen above that it is synonymous with 

* In this scene each hero has a gadd. The circles and manoeuvres 
are, as in the war-cars, called so technically. Compare 14,'15, mrrgdn 
manqaldni ca sarva~o viceratuh; and the expression in i. 69.23, gadd- 
mnandalatattvajiAah, ' one well acquainted with the club-circles.' In our 
passage, verse 28, the lohadanyaI 'iron staff,' is the equivalent of gaqd. 
The stepping back eight paces for a new charge is regular. Compare 
ix. 12. 20, where the same occurs. The four methods of club-fight 
spoken of in i. 68.12-13 (catufpathagaddyuddhe sarvapraharanesu ca, 
nagaprsthe '"vaprsthe ca babhfiva parinisthitah) are defined by the com- 
mentator as praksepa, viksepa, pariksepa, abhiksepa; that is, flinging 
at the foe from a distance; engaging at the point of the club; revolv- 
ing it about in the midst of foes; and smiting the foe in front. Of gada 
as a projectile fired by gun-powder (Nitip.) there is of course no trace; 
nor of parigha as a battering-ram (ib.) requiring many to move it. For 
mudgara, see below. Compare further above, p. 253, note. 

t The quotation from the Agni Purana given by Wilson (iv. 291, 
quoted by Raj. Mitra, Indo-Ar. i. 297) indicates that the sword was re- 
garded in that work as inferior to the bow. In this case, the sword 
strictly as a missile must be meant. The form given the sword in the 
pseudo-Epic cannot be explained simply by regarding it there as a type 
of Justice. That it is such a type means that the weapon was held in 
honor. I am inclined to think that the Purdna's preference is more 
formal than real, for the sword is here also the more conspicuous 
weapon. 
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sdyaka, or rather, regarded as a species of sdyaka, the general 
term for missile, but at the same time is ornamented with bells 
and set in a tiger-skin sheath. As an illustration of this use, 
compare the verse: 'he was then overwhelmed by (a number 
of weapons cast at him, namely), sharp arrows, clubs, pestle- 
clubs, spears, post-clubs, darts, and swords, all spotless and 
sharp' (iii. 204. 24). 

We might translate khacqia here as scimeter, and add asi and 
nistrii>a as other common names of swords, but whether there 
is a distinction between these is not apparent. The asi may 
be a sabre (often called mahdsi, drghkasi, 'long sword') and 
nistriin~a a short sword, but I find no Epic data for establish- 
ing a difference.* 

The sword-belt (mekhald) sustained the sheath (ko~a), wherein 
the sword hung on the left side. The warrior was then one 
'whose sword is fastened oni,' a common epithet of the knight.t 

The sword can scarcely have been so weak that a dart could 
pierce it, and we have to understand poetic exaggeration, per- 
liaps, when in honor of a knight we are told that he cast the 
dart viikha so well that it cut a sabre in two.t The Epic 
writers represent the sword and other offensive iron weapons 
as being a special product of the western countries.? 

We find, as observed above, that the sword is secondary to the 
bow and to the club. Thus, to give one instance, when 
Dhrishtadyumna's bow and club fail, he uses his sword and 
shield, decorated with a hundred moons (vii. 191 25). The 
as8patha, or 'path of the sabre,' is often spoken of as the way 
cut through a crowd by a desperate fighter (compare ratha- 
pat ha). Not much can be learned of the sheath and hilt. The 

*Karavdla meaning sword (-hilt?) is merely an epithet, 'hand-pro- 
tector.' Nistrifta is, according to native etymology, a sword less than 
thirty fingers in length, but is called 'heavy' in iv. 42. 16. Asi is ren- 
dered sabre by Raj. Mitra, who compares aKtVaKVC (Indo-Ary. i. 316) and 
gives some modern illustrations. He compares Brh. Sarhh., which (50. 
1 ff.), with the Ag. Purdna (244. 23), specifies the longest sword (khadga 
in both) as fifty digits, the shortest as twenty-five. When asi is used 
as a counter-part to the bow, no special kind seems meant: e. g. R. 
ii. 107. 3, kim atra dhanusd kdryam asind vd sacarmand. 

f te ca baddhatanutriaah . . kugacirino mdurvimekhalino virdh, vii. 
17.23 (where the murva girdle is used for a religious purpose); nad- 
dhakhaqga is synonymous with naddhanistrifta, both apparently used 
for sword in general. In Indo-Aryans the sword is called khdndd! 

t viVikhena sutikstena khadgam asya dvidha 'karot, vii. 156. 8& The 
epithet sharp (tiksna) is often applied to the vi!ikha (but cf. P. W.). 

g Thus, in ii. 51. 28, the tributaries give aparantasamudbhiCtan dirgha- 
sin rsticaktiparaevadhdn, ' long-swords and spears and battle-axes 
made in the west.' 
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former was of leather,* and called kofa; the latter is said 
to be of gold or ivory, and is called tsar'a.t 

The sword was ornamented, like the club, with gold drops or 
other ornaments.: The word dhard may be applied to the 
sharp edge of the sword, or to the point, as in Qaradchdard like 
atsidhard,.? 

The dexterity with which the sword is used is extolled (vi. 90. 
42), and it could not have been of very great weight, partly 
because it is used with great quickness (see below), and partly 
because it is forever breaking in the user's hand.11 In the fo]- 
lowing passage, describing the use as a reserve arm, the nis- 
trih~a is synonymous with the asi: ' then these two, being now 
deprived of their chariots, rushed together for a strife with the 
sword (asi). And they shone as they bore the good swords' (nis- 
trxita: viii. 13. 29-30). The description goes on to give the 
'circles' and manieuvres employed by the contestants. Simi- 
lar use as a reserve-arm will be found in other passages. In all, 
the knight leaves the war-car ' bearing sword and shield.'? Such 
sword-manceuvres are not described in detail, but they are in 
part mentioned by name, and further explained by the com- 
mentator. In one passage twenty-one manaentvres are accred- 
ited to one warrior, the technicality indicating lateness." 

An able warrior may advantageously pit a sword against a 
bow. The man is usually represented as running amuck 
through the ranks, slashing everything he meets, even to the 
parts of war-cars. But sometimes a regular duel takes place 

* Later of silk, like the silk sheath in Mrcch. (Indo-Ar. i. 319). 
t dantatsarfin asin, ii. 51. 16 ; hematsaru of nistriiza, iv. 43. 21. The 

sheath was of cow-hide, rhinoceros-hide, tiger-skin, etc. In iv. 42. 12 ff. 
we have an elaborate description of the sword: the sdyaka-sword in a 
tiger-skin sheath; the scimeter, khadga, in a cow-hide sheath (gavye); 
the sdyaka again in a pdhcanakhe koge (sheath made of the skin of a five- 
clawed animal); and the nistrifta with the sdyaka in a gold sheath. 
In regard to the position of the sheath, see below (x. 8.59), under pro- 
tective armor. 

t iv. 42. 16, hemabindubhir dvrtah of khaqga; the general word is 
vigraha. 

? khadcgena gitadhdrena, viii. 23.9. Compare iv. 42.11. 
bhagnanistriAiah, vii. 14.74; the knight thereupon takes to flight. 

? khad acarmadhrt, vii. 47. 21; compare ib. 48. 35. But carma may 
(pseudo-Epic) be the sheath, as in nilacarmdvrtdih khadaih (xii. 98. 29), 
'swords enveloped in dark leather.' 

** Most of them are at once intelligible. Swinging the sword about, 
or over the foe, guarding by a false movement, approaching, touching, 
forcing the foe's guard, twisting to one side or the other, retreating, 
clashing, assault from above, below on an exposed part, flashing quick 
passes, sheathing-the meaning of the last three movements (bharatam, 
kdupikam, sdtvatam) depends wholly on the commentator, vii. 191.37- 
40: cf. vi. 54.50. The ' hundred and one flights' of the crows in viii. 
41. 25 ff. are in plain mockery of these manceuvres of sword and war- 
car. The Agni Purdna swells the sword-manoeuvres to thirty-two 
(251. 4). 
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between the sword-bearer and bow-bearer. Thus, in one pas- 
sage, Bhina seizes a sword and a bull's hide shield (drsa- 
bhamh carma) decorated with gold stars and crescents, and meets 
his antagonist who stands ' fingering the bow-string' and at last 
shoots. But Bhima cuts the arrow in two with the sword.* 

The sword appears to have been worn at all times, as a fully 
equipped knight is described as ' bearing a breastplate and ar- 
rows, and a sword and a bow.'t But while fighting in the 
car, the swords were very likely hung on the side. In the 
Ramayana (vi. 51. 18), we have a war-car described wherein were 
thirty-two quivers, many bows and clubs, and two swords, one 
on each side, with hilts four hands long, themselves ten hands. 

In the latest portion of our poem, the pseudo-Epic claims 
that the bow is the 'first' weapon and the sword 'the fore- 
most.': 

4. The spear. This weapon in its various subdivisions is 
one of the most important in Hindu warfare, and deserves a 
special paragraph, although it does not belong so essentially to 
a knight's furnishings as do the three arms mentioned above. 
But if we include together the chariot-spear, the lance, the 
many undetermined arms that must for lack of finer distinc- 
tion also be called spears, and finally the javelin, we have a 
species of arm constantly and very effectively used. 

Rdjendralhla Mitra has devoted half a page to this weapon, 
and attempts no distinction or definition (Ind. Ary. i. 312). I 
am not sure that I can add much to his nothing in the latter 
point; but although, from the matter drawn upon, liable to 
force a distinction, I should like to say in advance that the 
poets often use words synonymously which may strictly have 
been applied to different objects. 

* vi. 54. 26 if. This feat of Bhima's 'preserved the army.;' and char- 
acteristic of the naive account is the added remark, that Bhima shouted 
with joy when he had performed the act. Shouting was the constant 
practice, either for pure joy or to inspire fear. The ' sister of the 
sword' (asidhenu, stiletto) is not worn by Epic kings, as Nltip. enjoins. 
It belongs to a late age. The mdustika (dagger) and iii seem also absent; 
and I think the kf#takhadga (dagger) is peculiar to R. (vi. 80. 4). 

t vii. 111. 51: compare R. ii. 49. 5, tatah ikaldpdu saihnahya khadgdu 
baddhvd ca dhanvindujagmatuh. 

Bhlishma, being asked what the best weapon is for all kinds of 
fighting (kicm svit praharanafit Vrestharh sarvayuddhesu), replies that 
the sword (asi) is agryalt praharaidndm; the bow is adyarn. He fur- 
ther makes the sword, asi, the type of justice; the Pleiades are its con 
stellation; Agni is its divinity, etc. One sees that the later view ob- 
tains here (xii. 166. 3 ff., 82 ff.). The sword is par excellence the weapon. 
Compare what precedes this, where it is said that one man with a 
sword is able to protect himself, if his bow be broken and horses slain, 
against bowmen, club-men, and spear-men. Contrast with this the 
bow as the real weapon of the Epic knight, and also of the earlier law- 
books. In Manu the bow is still the chief weapon, as it is in the early 
Epic. 
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The Pakti was a spear or javelin particularly used as an ad- 
junct to the bow by the warrior in the chariot. Hence it often 
receives. the name of I chariot-spear.'* This weapon is made 
of iron,t and is represented as cast after the club-casting had 
failed.4 Like the 'golden' club, we find the Pakti spoken of 
as of gold: that is, with gold plating or gilding, and with beryl 
adornment at the same time.d The continuation of the last 
passage quoted tells us that, after the ' terrible firm iron spear 
adorned with gold and beryl and like unto the rod of Yama, 
had been cast, it was cut into two pieces by arrows. The same 
event occurs elsewhere.11 Besides, the spear was adorned with 
bells.?T 

The spear was grasped with both hands, and flung at 
the opposing war-car. We see in the car-use that, as I said of 
the arrow, the epithet dipta, glowing, may be used without 
implying fire; that the knight ' discharged the glowing war- 
car-spear' can only be taken poetically. In the following, we 
see the special use of the eakti, or chariot-spear. The knights 
in the war-cars ' flung the chariot-spear.' 'He seized the spear, 
the mighty, with gilded stall, but made of iron-and this spear 
of great power he flung, hurling it forth with both his arms.' 
' He, standing in the war-car, seized the chariot-spear of golden 
shaft, of sharp point, spotless-hurling it aloft he flung it- 
and it entered the heart of the foe.'** The spear, like other 
weapons, for smoothness' sake was oiled.tt In distinction from 
the weapons that killed many, the Wakti is termned 'slayer of 
one;' for, once used, it was lost.tT 

* Although the Petersburg Lexicon correctly explains the ratha!cakti 
as a 'banner-staff ' in the passage which it quotes (ratha!aktimh samd- 
Vritya, H. 9363; like dvajayaffiih samd!ritah, vi. 101. 48), the general 
use is that of a weapon. 

f dyasi Vaktih, vi. 104.30; sarvapara!avi, 116. 52. 
t hemapattd gadd, the golden-plated club, is flung first; then the 

!Vakti, ib. 
i. 194. 7; vii. 186.42; vi. 111. 11. 
In vi. 53. 14; 54. :11, it is cut into three pieces (the description coin- 

ciding with the last). 
If sarvaparagavii 9aktim.. saghantdm prdhinot, vii. 92. 66: eight of 

these are casually mentioned, vii. 106.29; or even one hundred: Vata- 
ghanta Vaktih, iii. 286. 3 (different kinds of spears, iii. 290. 24). 

** I group the texts quoted together: rathaVaktirh diptdm mumoca, 
x. 6.13; ratha~aktih samutksipya, vii. 32.58; dorbhydm dyamya (in vii. 
107.16) is like dhanur ayamya, stretching forth and aiming with the 
bow; sa rathe . . tisthan rathagaktim pardmrgat svarnadandam akun- 
thagralm sunirmaldm, sanudyamya ca cik.sepa . . sd tasya hrdayam 

bibheda, ix. 10. 38. In xii. 4.18, rathagakti is grouped with arrows 
and other missiles. One sees, the use is almost constant, like the epi- 
thets. Compare R. vi. 80. 23-24, gaktir dipyamdnd svatejasd tolitM ma- 
hdtmand. In ib. 32 (cf. 87. 25) we find astaghantd Qakti4: see above. 

f tdiladhdutdh sutejandh (nispetur vimaldh Vaktyah), vi. 87. 28. 
A ekaghni (opposed to Vataghni), vii. 183.2. 
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We thus obtain a fair idea of what the poet conceived the 
Qakti to be. It must have been rather large and heavy, and 
seems more a spear than a javelin. The other members of 
this genus are not so explicitly explained. They are evidently 
not so commonly used, and have not, so to speak, so much in- 
dividuality. Commonly we find them in a group of fallen 
weapons (with perhaps the ~akti among the number), and can 
only describe them by saying that they, therefore, could not 
have been synonymous; and, being occasionally called ' sharp,' 
and generally represented as ' flung,' they must have been sharp 
and flung. This is not very satisfactory. It is, perhaps, from 
a vagueness in the poet's mind that we are thus left in doubt. 
Chief in number appear to be among all the paths and ci, 
the kunta, the kanlapa and kin(ytpa. 

The pattia may also be an axe. But from the ordinary use 
I take it to be a spear used by the knight; while the .rsti seems 
to belong more to the common soldiers, and is perhaps a jave- 
liii, though the commentator takes it to be heavier than the 
Sakti. Tlhe kuanta has the special addition of iron, and may be 
a pike used for thrusting, against the inevitably hurled javelin. 
The high-born knights are represented at the opening of the 
war as girded with breast-plates and arista (protective magical 
plants), with girdles (kaksd), helmets, shields, swords, and pat- 
ta. A commentator to Manu defines rsti as a sword, not a 
spear. All the war-passages I have noticed, however, make the 
'rs a projectile. It is associated with a quiver in one passage 
that I do understand. Of the kunta, 'lance,' as of kanapa and 
kmnalpa, the passages I can offer show only an iron projectile, 
without nearer description. Late works make the pattia only 
a battle-axe, two-bladed; the kmnta a six-sided lance, six or ten 
cubits long (Nitip.).* 

*The pattiga, sharp, flung, vi. 96. 57; 106.22 if.; 113. 39 ff.; vii. 25. 
58; 44.14: compare iv. 32. 10, asibhih, pattivdih prdsdih Vaktibhis to- 
mardir api. . sakrabdhdh samare . . nijaghnur itaretaram. The ar- 
mor of the knights is given in v. 155.12 ff. (in distinction from the com- 
mon soldiers). Baddha, here used of all arms, means not ' fastened' 
but ' furnished.' In this passage, rsti seems a common weapon, opposed 
to the knightly paffi~a, and differentiated from rstika, immediately 
following (13). In v. 152.15, we have r stayas ttn asayutdth. N. to M. 
iii. 133 gives the idea that rV4i may be a sword. Compare v. 155. 3, 
saakttikd&h saharstayah (Vaktlkca =Vakti), of the soldiers in general. 
The (ayas-)kunta or iron lance (?) is mentioned in vii. 148. 45; viii. 19.34, 
ete. Kanapa, kunapa are spoken of in the same passages and in i. 227. 
25; and with them is associated the ' sharp' kampana or dart, vii. 156. 
141; vi. 57. 24; 76. 4 ff., etc., but I can get no description out of the pas- 
sages, except that they are all on occasion ksepaniya or missile weap- 
ons (vi. 76. 6). Gogirsa, in vii. 178. 23, is probably a spear, not an epi- 
thet. In Nitip. the ring and cow-horn spear are emblematic of a king, 
another indication of Drona being late. These references, serving as 
examples, might be multiplied without further information gained. 
The gods fight with ' spears (cakti) of different kinds,' i. 30. 47 ff. Cakti is the generic name. 

VOL. XIII. 37 
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5. Other offensive arms. Those already mentioned seem the 
most often referred to, most conspicuous arms of the knights. 
But equally common, and often united, appear the bare names 
of a number of weapons now to be quoted. They are scarcely 
divisible into classes, and their uses merge into each other. In- 
discriminately hurled at the foe, or passing into the proper func- 
tion of the next, confusion follows examination. 

The knights have practically arms distinct from those of the 
common soldiers. But they are represented as using each and 
any. Only the base tools of the low-born they keep from-not 
throwing pitch and oil, not harassing the foemen-but all real 
arms are ready to their hand, stored in the war-car, used when 
needed. These general arms the Hindu divided into four 
classes. The division is late, schematic; but, though not ex- 
plained, is familiar to the Epic: 'the four kinds of great 
weapons,' to which are added ' and the divine' (weapons). As 
a group they are termed ' the fourfold weapon-collection '; but 
arms are of 'various sorts,' and so various that many will not 
be confined to one rubric.* The gods have just such arms as 
men have, only they have some more powerful than most men; 
but knights, by the help of magic or divine intervention, may 
equal them in the use of arms.t Foreigners have some pecu- 
liar customs, and use many arms as specialists more aptly than 
natives. The different accomplishments have been explained 
above. To note is the excellency in Manu of special sections 
of India; in the pseudo-Epic, of outside nations, particularly. 
In the war-scenes also the arms of foreigners are noted as pe- 
culiar. Many are special to the ' barbarians.' Studying native 
interpretation, it is clear that the uses of many of these arms 
were unclear to the expounders. Use and form are differently 
interpreted. Many are totally unknown. The following are 
the chief weapons of secondary importance, not arranged ac- 
cording to the native four classes, but by their apparent impor- 
tance and frequency of use. First may be mentioned the bhin- 
dipala, for which I see no evidence that it is a sling or a tube- 
blown projectile, as later writers will. It appears to be missile, 
flung by hand, and is usually associated with darts, hammers, 
clubs, etc. A varied reading in one passage confirms this by show- 
ing us the wooden handle attached to the weapons 4 The tomnara 
is a dart of iron, either straight, or, less often, a straight shaft 

' viii. 7.6, mahdstrdni . . caturvidhdni . . divydni cdi 'va; astra- 
grdmarh caturvidharh labdhvd (learning), iii. 309.18; vividhdni Vastrdni, 
nd~nastrdni, i. 19.12; 32.12. 

f Compare the commonplace weapons of the divinities in i. 30.47 f., 
etc., and see below. 

t The bhindipdla is mentioned in v. 19. 3; vi. 96. 57 ff.; 106. 22 if.f 
vii. 25. 59 ; in v. 155. 1 ff., 9itlabhindipdla is discarded by N. for 9dla-, as 
the wood of this tree makes the handle. 
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bearing at the end a hook. This latter is probably the spit- or 
trident-tomara. According to the commentator, it has a 
wooden handle. Interesting is the confession conveyed in 
the special kind of dart called visatormara, 'a dart bearing 
poison'; doubtless to be taken literally.* The tomara8 are 
represented as gilded, and must have been light, as they are 
compared to fiery locusts. They appear to be javelins, and are 
flung by the hand. But the commentator explains one sort as 
an arrow (see below). One is mentioned as an iron gilded staff, 
capable of piercing an arm and coming out beyond. Its sharp 
point is particularly emphasized.t 

Less important missiles are the hammer, axe; spit, and other 
less definite weapons, as follows. Although the axe and spit 
would antecedently not be regarded as missiles, their use in the 
Epic makes it necessary to group them as such. 

The hammer, mud(qara, is of iron (ayoqhana), and is dis- 
tinctly a missile, being cast with the laqucdla and with stones 
(apala). The divinities, as shown in the Indra-Vritra scene, 
employ the mudgara along with the sword and spear, etc.: 

The axe, pararvadha, kzt/lia, is often mentioned as a mis- 
sile. It might be termed a royal weapon, being chiefly used 
by nobles. The battle-axe (kighdra) is Paraqn-Rama's pet 
weapon. A distinction (unknown) is made between parabu 
and paracgvadha.? 

viva's weapon, the trident, is imitated among arms by the 
Vida or spit, a missile of iron, but not very effective, and easily 
cut ill two. The jil-a~akti is a trident-headed spear.11 

* Both the ahku!atomara and visatomara are found in the list of 
weapons in v. 155.1 ff. The ordinary tomara is found passim in all 
heaps of weapons. 

f vi. 113.39; vii. 25.58; 165.36; viii. 27. 15 ff.; i. 19. 12: fourteen are 
flung at once, 'sharp as the sun's rays,' in vii. 29. 7: compare tomaran 
agnisaiidada chalabhdn iva vegitan (mumoca) in xiv. 75.13, where they 
are as usual cut to pieces by arrows. 

x xii. 282. 14. In vii. 25.58 ff., ayoghana, defined by N. as laguda, is 
distinct from mudgara. Kfitamudgara, R. vi. 37. 51; 75. 25, seems to be 
a hatchet rather than a hammer. I have not noted it among Epic arms. 
It may be, in the usual sense, concealed, a trick-weapon, but is possibly 
another kind of hammer. Compare mudgardh kitakhadgdV ca, R. vi. 
80.4. According to the Nitip., the mudgara is three cubits long, weigh- 
ing over a thousand pounds. 

v. 19. 3; vi. 96. 57 (ayaskuntdih para~vadhaih) ; 46. 13 ; vii. 25. 59; 
Rama's axe, xii. 49.33; a distinction in para~u, iii. 160.58 (para~vadha, 
flung); and in kuli~a, iii. 20. 34, from para~vadha, 33. Here N. gives 
vajrani, thunderbolts, as the meaning of kuligani. Paradu is properly 
nothing but a woodman's axe. Compare R. ii. 111. 10, drumo yatha 
vane para~una krttah. So datra, v. 155. 7, is merely a sickle. 

The last quotation from the third book (iii. 20. 33 ff.) mentions gad&, 
hala, prdsa, Viila~akti, Vakti, para~vadha, kuli~a, paa, rsti, kanapa, 
Vara, patjti!a, bhu~undi in a heap. For use stated above, compare vi. 
92.27; i~x.21.24; triiula, trident of giva, vii.202.42. Vishnu has the 
cakra and drhiga, (iva the Vfla or pinaka. 
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The bhkuiundi, defined in the Petersburg Lexicon as ' a cer- 
tain weapon,' is a projectile hand-weapon, used with clubs, spits, 
etc., and is made of iron. More definite statements fail me, 
although the weapon is often mentioned.* 

The prdsa (pr&Qa), from its name a projectile, is sharp and 
broad, as well as spotless. Its edge is particularly spoken of 
(see lists above), but I see no Epic reason for claiming that the 
prasa was the same as the quoit, or the trident. Wilson says 
it is the ' quoit, or the same as kunta.' Later works than the 
Epic make the pr&sa the same as the discus, eakra, or a spear 
of seven cubits. 

Among projectiles we must reckon the claw-knife or con- 
cealed knife (nakchara, vdXi), besides the simple knife (ksura), 
used as projectile, or as a kind of hand-weapon with which to 
tear out the eyes of a foe. The lower classes of fighters are 
armed with masses of weapons of all base sorts, such as pitch, 
burning oil, etc., that do not probably come under the head of 
weapons at all. They were carried by the infantry (xv. 23.4), 
and by bands of men on the elephants~t It is interesting to 
note how such a list as this, attributed to all the soldiers, con- 
tradicts the whole spirit of the military ' code.' 

Not to be flung, but to be held before one, and to pierce and 
bore the foe's body, are the Valdkd and Qahku, said by the com- 
mentator to be identical. They are apparently sharp pointed 
stakes, perhaps of wood (vii. 25. 50; vi. 46. 34). 

Before passing to the subject of defensive armor, we have 
yet to examine the so-called fire-arms and divine weapons. As 
a close, however, to the general offensive weapons already de- 
scribed, it may be well first to give collectively, and in the 
manner in which the Epic describes them, the general weapons 
thought of as necessary for a well-equipped army. The col- 
lective impression thereby givei us is stronger than that pro- 

* iii. 15. 8; vii. 25. 58; ix. 45. 111. See the quotation iii. 20. 34, above. 
The V2la and bhuundi are mentioned as equal to Vftla and patt(ia (to- 
gether with the word Vftlavarsa as epithet uniting both) in iii. 170. 3. 
It seems a sort of spear, used most commonly in close standing with 
pattzia, Vitla, etc., as here. One passage represents iron spears, quoits, 
stones, and bhu~undis as raised high in the air with the hand and 
thrown, i. 227. 25. R. has a companion to the bhugundi, namely trikay- 
taka, which, I take it, is a late equivalent for Vila, meaning trident (R. 
iii. 28. 25). 

t A list is given in v. 155. 'Hair-catchers,' balls of hot iron, sand, 
oil, pots of poisonous stuff (' snakes '), cords, nooses, concealed knives, 
etc. Kdndadandaka may be a regular weapon (trident). Ploughshares 
(sira) are found here, and baskets with pans of coals. The noose, pd~a 
or rajju (cord), is used to throttle the foe. Some such noose seems to be 
used by the knights as a lasso in viii. 53. 24 ff., called a padabandha, or 
ndgain astram, ' snake-weapon.' Compare with this R. v. 46. 15, astra- 
pdaiir na Vakyo 'ham baddhum atyayatair api. 
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duced by the separate individuals. We see more clearly the 
flindu conception of an army. In quoting these groups, the 
explanations already given may be incorporated without com- 
nent; in doubtful cases the commentator's word is accepted, 
and indicated by quotation-marks; in the few new unwarlike 
implements used as weapons, however, a word is added. 

A typical sea of weapons is casually presented in the follow- 
ing passage (vii. 178. 23 ff.): 'they rained upon each other 
with a stream of weapons-iron clubs, spits, swords, knives, 
darts, arrows, wheels, axes, iron balls, staves, cow-horns, mor- 
tars,' etc., with a last resort to trees torn up,* and other native 
resources of half-demoniac beings such as here engaged.t In 
this passage, under ' clubs,' we have four kinds mentioned, 
(gadd, parig6yhka, pnaGka, musala); lances and darts are trebly 
named (pirGdsa, tornara, kampana); arrows are of three names 
(bhalla, Qara, ndreafa); and there remains the cow-horn and 
bhindtp'la (the former doubtful), and the mortar (ultbkhala); 
with iron balls that are probably slung or dropped heated on 
the foe.t 

But perhaps the best example may be drawn from the open- 
ing of the battle-scenes, already referred to for many special 
kinds of arms. Here we read how the great mass of soldiers 
drew out in array, and what the arms were: of the common 
soldier first, and then specially of the knights (v. 155. 1 ff.). 
'Now the king drew out his forces and divided his eleven ar- 
mies according to their highest work, their medium ability, 
and their worthlessness.? Then they advanced, armed and 
provided with the chariot-planks,' with large quivers,2 with the 
'leather protectors of the war-car,"' wit1i javelins,4 and ' quivers 
for horse and elephant,'" with the foot-soldiers' quivers,6 with 
metal spears,7 with heavier wooden-handled spears,8 with flags 
and banners,9 with heavy arrows,"0 with cords and nooses,' with 
blankets, with hair-seizers ;12 with jars of oil, molasses, or melted 
butter, sand, and snakes ;3 with lighted (?) powder of pitch,"4 
with bell-huiig spears or swords,"5 with 'water heated by iron 
balls,' and stones,16 with spits and spears,' with 'missiles of wax 
melted,' and hammers,'8 with trident or spiked staves,'9 with 
ploughshares and darts (javelins) that are poisoned,20 with ' bas- 

* Compare R. vi. 55. 28 ; also ib. 61. 20, and often. 
t The rdksasa usually fights with ordinary arms, but he is not a fair 

fighter; he is stigmatized as kIitayodhitn, vii. 179. 21, but more, on the 
whole, for his tricks than for his weapons. 

t As an appendix-group add vii. 148. 36 ff.; ix. 45. 108 ff. (praharan&ni 
kirtyamdndni Vrnu). 

? s&ra, madhya, phalgu. The commentator says ' stationed in the 
van, center, and rear'; but this is the consequence of their division by 
quality. Phalgu is worthlessness, not rear: compare viii. 11. 24, mahd- 
camfilt phalgufesd, 'the miserable remnant of the great force.' 
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kets with which to fling hot balls, and the box containing these 
balls resting in the baskets,'' with hooked-lances,22 with wooden 
breast-plates,2" with weapons concealed in wood," with ' blocks 
of wood with iron spikes,' with tiger and leopard skins 'for 
man and war-car,' with dart and horn,26 with crooked javelins, 
with axes, spades, and oil of sesame and flax,27 and gilded 
nets."2'* Such was the array of the Kurus, excluding the clhar- 
iot-description following, where we also find javelins, bows, etc. 

These weapons are all retained or discharged by the hand. 
No mention of the nivcrtana, or property of (discharging, pra- 
yoga, and) recovering missiles, would lead us to suspect a spe- 
cially adept band of lassoists or boomerangists, though the ex- 
ercise of this art gave rise to the nivartana superstition, and 
the latter is elsewhere in the Epic one of the forms of magic 
power gained by religious meditation. The nooses rarely come 
prominently into action. They were cast from the raised hand. 
The iron balls do not appear to be more than one of the be- 

* 1anukarsa; 2tunira; 3varnttha; 4tomara; 5 upsanga; 6nisahga; 
Igakti; 8 rsti; 9dhvaja, pataka; jO gardsanatomara, 'a very heavy ar- 
row discharged by a bow' (not a hand-tomara, javelin); 1I rjju, pdga; 
12 paricehada and kacagraha: both are doubtful; perhaps paristara 
should be read and karagraha; in either case the first word is equiva- 
lent to &starania, blankets or coverings of some sort; and the second 
word, if not hair-catcher, is hand-catcher (kaea- is the usual word: 
compare vii. 36. 25, N. ' aikuqa'); viksepa is added to show that it is a 
weapon cast upon one (perhaps also the paristara is, if equal to dstarana, 
the round-circling weapon, boomerang: compare Rdjend., Ind. Aryans, 
i. 314; &stara is boomerang in the Nitiprak., but no form of this sort is 
found, I think, in the Epic as a projectile); 13 tdilagudav1,&uka and igivi- 
~aghata; 14sarjatrasapatnsavah, I am not quite sure of the meaning; 
15ghantaphalaka, on sword or spear or even shield, perhaps, phalaka 
is board or blade; " ayogutajalopala. (the natives and admirers love to 
extract cannon, or at least catapults, from every mention of iron ball 
and stone; the commentator here explains the use of the iron balls 
reasonably, but thinks the stones must have been flung by ' machines': 
they were flung by hand); I'U/la- or Vila-bhindipdla (see above); 
18??adhftcchista-mrudgara; 19 kadadanda, - kantakadanda, or v. 1. 
dandakantaka, same meaning: 1? siravisatomara; 21 grpapitaka (com- 
pare what was stored in the chariot, besides quivers and breastplates, 
in R. ii. 39. 19 ff., pitaka with khanitra ; and ib. 37. 5, khanitrapitake 
sagikye, baskets with cords): 22aiaku-atomara (or javelins, as before); 
23 kitakavaca, doubtful, perhaps kilakrakaca, saws in wooden handles; 
24v~i or vast (see above); 25vrksadana; 26 rsti and Mrnga: ' ti is a 
hand-missile used among the Dravidians, crooked, with wooden shaft 
(phalaka)': qrnga is curiously defined by N. as 'a means of freeing 
(killing) one bleeding when smitten with a club; but it may mean a 
horn to void excrements in' (compare the weapon l?] huda or hula, in 
the list of iii. 15.5, defined by a commentator to Manu, reading huda 
for guda in M. iii. 133, as a double-edged sword; but the Epic commen- 
tator, in iii. 284.4, defines it as a privy-horn, miftradyutsarjandrthawh 
griigam); 21prisa (bhalla), kuthdra, kuddala, tailakscaumasarpis: the 
last also explained as protective oil-cloth; 28rukmajala. 
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loved missiles mentioned as stone, sand, pitch, potted snakes, 
etc., etc.-crude and brutal roughness all.* 

The barbarians are not worse than the natives as to their 
arms but are occasionally spoken of in an angry way as using 
un-Aryan methods. What could be more Aryan, however, 
than the arms poured out upon Arjuna by the barbarians in 
general (rnlecchas)? ' They cast upon him the eared reed ar- 
rows and iron arrows, the javelins, darts, spears, clubs, and 
bhinodipdAts8' that the Aryans themselves used.f But we learn 
that the Kiratas use poison (and appear to be blamed for it!); 
that the Kambojas are particularly 'hard to fight with'; that 
the barbarians generally are ' evil-minded '; that the Qakas are 
' strong as Indra' (vii. 112.38 ff.); that the barbarians generally 
ulse 'various weapons'; that the Kambojas, again, are 'cruel 
and bald'; that the Yavanas carry especially arrows and darts; 
and that the mountaineers, Parvatlyas, are proficient in throw- 
ing stones, an art the Kurus are asserted to be unfamiliar with4t 

The pseudo-Epic groups several foreign excellencies in war- 
like matters under one head, and enjoins that each allied nation 
shall use its own arms. 'Let each man fight according to his 
native usage. The Gandharah and Sindhu-sauvirah use claw- 
knives and darts (quoits?) (nakharprpiwsayodhtinahk ); the UTyna- 
rdh are good at all weapons; the Pracydh are excellent at ele- 
phant-fighting (rndtaayayuddha) ; they are also deceitful fight- 
ers (kiatayodAinah); the Yavandh and KarnbojAh, with those 

* The iron balls are flung with clubs, as in vii. 178.23 (quoted above). 
As they serve to fill the list of the city's possessions, N. naturally trans- 
lates guqa (as usual) by golacka in iii. 15. 8, helped thereto by agni, just 
before. But adornment and defense are united here throughout, and 
saguiadrqgikd puri may as well mean 'with ball-tipped horns' as with 
a machine no one ever heard of for casting iron balls. It is useless, 
however, for these commentators to see that the iron balls and other 
'powder '-implying 'machines' are always flung by hand. This they pass, 
and translate always from the modern point of view of late works that 
have specialized these terms. As we saw above, the hot balls were prob- 
ably brought boxed in baskets (on the elephants) and dropped. Oil fires 
and heated sands are used in mid-battle. Such a combination as sagadd- 
yogudaprdsdh. (carried and discharged) would alone decide the matter 
to an impartial judge. We have here (vii. 36. 24) simply 'clubs, iron balls, 
and darts,' as hand-missiles, and certainly, as so explained, no more 
awkward than a pot of snakes. Compare vii. 25. 59, pdAsuvdtdgnisali- 
idir bhasmalostrtrnadrurndih. The nooses are used as said above in ix. 
45.109 (pd~odyatakardht keeit). The plough-share (sira) is Balardma's 
pet weapon; haldyudha is a common type. In ix. 60.9 an attack is 
actually made with the plough-share, ldAgala. It is not infrequent as 
an ordinary weapon. Compare the list halaaktitgaddprdsacarmakhad- 
garstitomara, vii. 112.15. Worth noting is the omission of lavitra, 
scythe, enumerated among amukta in Nitip., since we find this neither 
as weapon nor as car-defense, though knives protect divine cars. 

f karnindlikandrdcdis tomaraprdsagaktibhih1, musaldir bhindipdldiV 
ca, viii. 81.12 fif. 

I vii. 119. 14 fif.; 121. 14; a~mayuddha, MVlhyuddha, ib. 31--45, 36, 32. 
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living near Mathura, are expert in kicking (or boxing? iytud- 
dhak'a6acih); the Daksinatya1 are especially swordsmen (asi- 
pcknaycah)' (xii. 101.1 ff.). 

As to the use of eared (barbed) weapons generally, of which 
I have spoken under the head of arrows, it is worth noting that 
just what the law in this regard forbids is found again and 
again; and that, on the other hand, the like pretension to fire- 
arms on account of the later use of nmatika is utterly impossible 
for the Epic, on account of its use as simple arrow or projectile 
by hand.* 

I have quoted above the absurd statement that all the 
Kurus were ignorant of the art of stone-fighting, as contrasted 
with the mountaineers, who are especially ' stone-fghters.'t But 
our last reference to the rude and irregular fighting of all coin- 
batants will dispute this statement. For wKen two fighting 
fail of weapons, they take to aught their ingenuity suggests, 
'dirt, fire, water, ashes, stones, wood,' and so forth, and then 
attack with the fists.4 Fisticuffs, alternating with hairpulling, 
biting, etc., ends in a wrestling match. If this does not suc- 
ceed, he whose attendants can help lets them run up and cut 
the other's head off.? In another scene we have resort to fists 
and feet at once when clubs give out; and such expressions as 
'nail to nail,' hair to hair,' tooth to tooth,' show the close po- 
sitioin of combatants. 

The divine weapons, with the question of certain I machines,' 
will now be discussed. It is not the writer's fault that these 
are grouped together. They have been implicated by others, 

* karnindlika, vardhakarnta, vikarna are species of one genus. Com- 
pare note above, and vii. 166. 23 ff.; 170. 35 (vipdthakarnindrdcdi4, with 
ksotra, vatsadanta, etc.); vii. 47.20 (tamh karnind 'tddayad dhrdi); ib. 48. 
1 (sa karnaih karnind karrne punar vivyddha); vii. 169.9 (karnindi 'kena 
vivyddha. . ). 

_parvatiydh p dayodhinah (-pdnayah), but kuravah sarve nd 'Vma- 
yuddhavi~draddh, vii. 121. 14 ff., 31. 

lvii. 25. 58 ff.; i. 19. 17. 
?paddcorah samdkramya sphurato 'pdharac chirah, viii. 28.38. Fisti- 

cuffs (mustiyuddha), hair pulling (kegagraha), are esteemed less scien- 
tific than wrestling (bdhuyuddha); for the last has its termini technici, 
and yields little to the art of weapons. Compare the prsthabhaiqga, 
sampfirnamftrechd, pfurnakumbha, attitudes of wrestlers, in the Jara- 
sandha scene, ii. 23. 19; and compare the famous wrestling of Bhima in 
iii. 11. 62 (repeated in iv. 22) and iv. 13. 

11 vii. 177.45. Compare viii. 49.80: kacdkaci yuddham dsid dantddanti 
nakhdnakhi (like ratharathi) muffiyuddhath niyuddhamh ca. Compare, 
for the last, niyuddha 'feet-fight,' vi. 76.4, asiyuddhe niyuddhe gadd- 
yuddhe ca (with arms following). As nakha, ' nail,' passes into nakhara, 
'claw knife' (e. g. vii. 19. 32, vipraviddhdsinakhard4), so musti seems to 
pass into a 'dagger' in mustika as used later, but in the Epic this 
mustika equals mustiyuddha. The same irregular paroxysmal fighting 
characterizes the battles in R.: 'tearing hair, biting ears,' etc., with 
much noise in every scene: e. g. R. vi. 37. 50; ib. 54. 57 ff.; 98. 25. 
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and so closely that for convenience' sake it is better to speak of 
them together. For the Hindu warriors, not content with 
earthly arms, received from spiritual powers or Powers certain. 
'divine arms,' which are clearly magical and demoniac. They 
had, too, what they called 'machines' and 'hundred-killers.' 
The later Hindus acquired gun-powder, and employed earlier 
terms in a new sense. Machines and hundred-killers were con- 
verted into cannon, rockets, etc. Naturally the next step was 
made by European scholars. The divine weapons become in 
their hands only gunpowder-weapons. For, as with all heavenly 
manifestations, fire is spoken of with the divine weapons. This 
rational and radical explanation is pleasing because it is radical. 
We do not believe in divine weapons, and are glad to have a 
rational explanation. Nevertheless, our Hindus did believe in 
them. They never ventured to interpret divine arms as fire-arms. 
We cannot, then, deny their fire-divine-arms as products of their 
poetry. Whether these really existed is of no consequence. 
The question is, did they conceive of fire-divine-arms as proba- 
ble and natural. They did, and they also imagined divine arms 
without fire. Thus, a bow or a sword is a 'divine arm' when 
given by God, or endowed by the might of the user's piety 
with superhuman power. Fire is not, therefore, a necessary 
concomitant of divine arms. Hence no reason exists for sup- 
posing that earthly fire manifested in a weapon first suggested 
'divine arms.' What, now, to the Hindu are the divine arms? 
Thev are mentioned as a matter of course in very many battle- 
scenes (e. g. vi. 74.6). Arjuna uses them when hard pressed on 
all occasions. How does he use them? He meditates them 
into existence. They are weapons of magic. Many other 
heroes have them.* Now they are two-fold, as said above. 
Either like the 'weapon of Parjauya,' weapons fashioned in 
heaven and endowed by the gods with power; or the ordinary 
weapons, bewitched by spiritual mastery of nature. They are 
not always fiery. 'Fiery' is not always a mark of divine 
weapons. Two results flow from these considerations. Fire 
is used not of fire, but of the swift sharp biting power of a 
weapon. Prayer and meditation inspire the most ordinary 
weapon.t 

* The later literature is also given to the employment of mystic arms. 
Compare their use (dgneyam astram, etc.) in acts one and five of the 
Utt. Rdmacarita. 

t vi. 117.36, divydny astrdii satheintya prasamhdhdya . . sa tdir 
astrdir mahdvegdir daddha . . . vi. 119.16; vii. 16. 25, tah gIram dr- 
yavratinam mantrdstresu krta~ramam, etc. Parjanydstram in vi. 121. 
23. The agani, made by God, and furnished with eight bells (astaghantd), 
is flung and caught in battle, vii. 156. 157. A like weapon made by 
Rudra, with eight wheels, is of iron, vii. 175.96; the ndrayana-astra- 
end of vii., especially adhy. 201-is late, like the eight-wheeled one! 

VOL. XI1I, 38 
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We may here consider more particularly some of the weap- 
ons appearing most fire-like. The 'wheel of lire' is a quoit- 
disc, which we have seen among heaps of ordinary arms on 

the astram dindram is more common, vii. 157. 37-39 (see below). The 
arrow cast by Arjuna, in viii. 90.103, is ' fire-like, terrible, with snake- 
like poison, stone-hearted (agmasdra), and divine,' for he discharged 
this ' saying a prayer over it' (abhimantrya). So in vii. 201. 16 ff., 
a weapon incanted becomes an agneyam astram, ' a fire weapon,' 
but it is only a ' glowing arrow' for the bow (abhimantrya Varamh dip- 
tam). Arjuna's specially divine weapons are a sword and a bow. But 
he has besides a number of others; and in fact they are unlimited; 
for, whenever he chooses, he says his incantation and makes ordinary 
arrows divine. Compare iii. 245. 17, 26, 25 (divyastrapramantritWh. 
khacarah). Karna's God-given earrings and mail (iii. 300-311) are ex- 
changed for an ordinary spear (Vakti), but so inspired that it returns to 
the hand when it has been discharged and slain many; this spear may 
only, like Pdqupata, be used in extreme need (iii. 310. 33). Arjuna's 
weapons, being most prominent, may be mentioned here in a group. 
He has the sthfiakarna, indrajdla, saura, agneya, saumya, Vabda- 
vedha (loc. cit.). He has the sword of Qiva and the antardhdna of 
Varuna; the vajram astram and aganis (thunderbolts, lightnings); the 
sammohana that gives distraction; the self-discharging returning 
weapon called ' Brahmd's head.' Compare iii. 40.15; 41; iv. 66.8;, iii. 
44.4 (in ib. 100. 11, the vajra is sadasri); i. 133.18 (brahma!iro nMma 
'strawh saprayoganivartanam); other divine arms from Prajapati, In- 
dra, Agni, Rudra, in iv. 64.23; the divine weapons of Arjuna, like 
those in the Rdmdyana (R. i. 30.23), turn and address their master, iv. 
45. 26-27. By the agneya or Fire-weapon he made fire; by the varuna 
or Water-weapon, water; by the vdyavya or Air-weapon, air, i. 135.19 
(which shows the &gneya as Fire-weapon, not as fire-weapon); pir- 
janya, bhauma, pdrvata follow: the antardhana causes disappear- 
ance; by their aid he becomes short, tall, etc. Arjuna gives an exhi- 
bition of his god-given arms, the bow, the arrows, the horn (Deva- 
datta), etc., in iii. 175. 1 ff.; and in vii. 30. 15 ff., as an exhibition of 
magic, gakuni showers down from the sky all sorts of weapons, la- 
gudayogudadmanah VataghnyaV ca sagaktayah, etc. (asthisathdhi is 
interpreted 'with bone phalaka '), in all twenty-four, 'and other 
weapons.' Observe that clubs and spears as well as Vataghnis charac- 
terize the downfall. The barhaspatyam agneyarn given Arjuna by 
Drona is hurled at the Gandharva, and burns the car, glowing, i. 170. 31. 
But following this we see the magic reappear. In iii. 170. 20 a madhavamh 
nam& 'strai is added to the list, and in v. 96. 42 we find that all the di- 
vine tricks are placed in the bow Gindiva, for kdkudika (puts the foe 
asleep, in 183. 16-18 with waking, sambodhana), Quka (confuses), ndka 
(maddens), aksisaihtarjana (incantation), saihtana (uninterrupted flow of 
darts), nartaka (paigaca, makes the foe jump), ghora (raksasa, horrible 
qualities), and asya modaka (the foe kills himself by putting stones in his 
mouth), all rest in the bow. They are purely magical. There are, 
by the way, three especially divine bows: Varuna's Gandiva, Indra's 
Vijaya, Vishnu's gdarnga (horn-bow); but Gandiva is the best bow, 
as Sudarqana (Vishnu's discus) is the best general weapon (to unite 
two accounts in v. 158.4-5; 54.12). Droia's arms are the aindram, 
vayavyam, agneyam, etc., iv. 58.52. In R. we find a hero rather 
exhibiting disdain of these arms: 'fie on my divine arms,' he cries 
(R. v. 34.15). The mantras used for any purpose of incantation are 
from the Atharva-Veda (imam mantrah grhada tvam rdhvnaya di- 
vdukasam; and mantragramah . atharvagirasi Vrutah, iii. 305. 16, 20). 
In R. i. 30.4 ff. is a huge list of these and similar divine arms. Com- 
pare ib. 24.12, where there are also ' arms unknown to the gods' (devag 
ca na vidur yani) ! 
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any battle-field. It became the weapon of Vishnu, and hence 
its divine character. Perpetually we have the old common 
quoit, flung like a hammer by men, and the new spiritualized 
divine weapon, with its attributes transferred again to the hu- 
main arms. But, fire or not, no one can claim gun-powder for 
it. It is picked up and flung, and caught, and cuts off a head. 
It is flung along with battle-axes and arrows and swords; it is 
cut in two-it is an ordinary missile weapon, undescribed, ex- 
cept in the case of the divine copy, which is fiery, sunlike, 
with a thousand spokes (rays).* 

We may turn now, having seen how purely poetical are 
the divine arms, to those instruments of war the names of 
which a later age employed to designate powder-weapons. 
The iron ball, atyoftpda, which, we have seen, is not to be dif- 
ferentiated from the mass of ordinary projectiles,t is claimed 
as a ' cannon'-ball, because there is mention made of 'machines.' 
But we can safely leave the ball till we establish the ' machine.' 
We saw in the paragraph on the Hindu city that these ma- 
chines, yantra atagnti, were posted as part of a city's de- 
fense, and in all probability were employed to cast heavy 
shafts or let fall stones, as they are posted so as to command 
approaches below. They are (when their position is specified) 
not at the gates, but above them. That the yantra or 
makhyantra is found in the camp is, when we remember 
that the camp is conceived of as a miniature city, not enough 
to make us believe it a field-machine for projectiles; that it 
is rarely found on the field, and then not possibly used 
as a cannon, substantiates its powderless character. On the 
other hand, negatively, it is inconceivable that such primitive 
arns as are used throughout the war in the Epic account should 
have been employed contemporaiieously with powder, gulls, 
and cannon; it is further inconceivable that, had they been 
used, they should not have been mentioned as such in a way to 
leave no doubt in the reader's mind. Of this perfect silence in 
regard to the use of guns and cannon on the part of the poet 
Oppert gives a very naive explanation. He says of the use of 
gun-powder, that it 'was so common that it was not worth 
mentioning.' Finally, it is positively against the use of these 

* agrneyarn astram cakramT lebhe, vii. 11.21; eakramh divyaih sa- 
hasraram agrhn&t. . ksurdntam . . . sfrydbham maniratnavibhfisi- 
tami ciksepa, vii. 175.46: but compare isfin dhanfiksi khad gAn ca ca- 
kraiuti ca paraevadhan . . . ciccheda, viii. 47. 12 ; with the Vataghni, in 
viii. 27. 32. The discus, i. e. of Vishnu, is again, in contrast to these, 
described as magical; it returns to its owner, is five cubits long (v. 68. 3, 
sapahnava, vyamantara [21 _'sasawhhdra, paicahasta'). It is also 
called rathiyga, as the cakra is literally a wheel. 

f Compare ayoguda with prasa, gad&, etc., in the quotations given 
above. 
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arms as described to explain them as fire-arms. A good con- 
clusive instance is found in the use of the word that Oppert 
takes to mean a gun-really one of the barbed arrows we saw so 
frequently used. The barb called the ' ear' Oppert cleverly ex- 
plains as the lock, trigger, etc.; but when we read ' they cannot 
draw the arrow of speech out of a man's body, although they draw 
out barbed reed arrows and iron arrows,' we refuse from the con- 
nection alone to think it possible that 'barbed reed arrows' has 
already passed into the meaning ' guns.'* To take these weap- 
ons in order: the 'lire-weapon' or 'fire-wheel' I have already 
shown to be a divine weapon, and the fire transferred to the 
ordinary discus, which is constantly used as a common hand- 
projectile. The ndlika, karnindka, constantly in connection 
with ndarca, the ordinary iron arrow, is nothing but the genus 
to a species called 'boar-ear arrow' (vardhakarna), and is used 
by knights standing in their chariots shooting with their bows.t 
The Qataighni (or -gkni) has often been noticed in the groups 
of projectiles. The gunpowder-champion assures us that it is a 
rocket or something of the sort in late literature, or even a can- 
non, and must be the same in the Epic. It means a I hundred 
killer,' against the spear as a 'single-killer' (see above). We 
saw, however, just now, that if a spear is properly spiritualized 
it can also kill its hundreds and return to its owner. In the 
Epic use it is a simple projectile. It is flung by hand (Wilson 
denies this), and, like a sword or a spear, is ' split to pieces' by 
the arrows of the foe. Just as a sword or spear is ornamented 
with bells, so a qataghnt is ornamented with bells. It forms one 
of a group of missiles, darts, arrows, etc. As common arrows 
are called glowing, so the Sataghn7t is 'bright' and 'horrible'; 
but even a bow is like 'a wheel of fire.' Fire-comparisons are 
employed for poetic effect. Only a prosaic or forced interpre- 
tation would allow us to render ' fiery ' as really ' of fire.' A 
knight seizes a quantity of Vataghnis, along with quoits, balls, 
and stones, for throwing purposes. The demons, indeed, emn- 
ploy these, but so they do all other mortal arms. The name is 
used as a strong argument, but we must not forget that, if 
'hundred-killer' seems to imply a projectile that explodes, a 

* v. 34.79, karinindlika-nadrded opposed to vdk~alya. 

t Compare the quotations given above under ' arrows,' and add e. g. 
karnindlikanadrdcdi chddaydra dsa tad balam, vi. 106. 13, of a bowman; 
karindrdca, vardhakarna, ndlika, as arrows in vii. 179.14; rathinaV 
ea rathdir 4/an lar indlkasdyakadi, nihatya samare virdn, vi. 95. 
31; so, too, viii. 81.12. Arrows are like fire, but in the same breath like 
poison, both tropical: visdgnipratimdl, vii. 156.128, a point discussed 
above. Observe also that in nalikd we have one word, in ndliika an- 
other; and that the true word for ' gun' is the later form nalika, which 
is not in the Epic at all. Compare Oppert's Weapons, pp. 11, 63. 
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common hook is called an ' all-killer.' Moreover, this very 
name is applied to Bhrna's ordinary club.* 

The yantria or mahd7yantra, the machine. This is asserted 
to be a cannon. Let us examine its actual use in the Epic. 

In. the battle-scenes, the yantra is a contrivance of almost 
any kind. It is a restrainer or protector, and serves as armor 
or holder of a fastening;t as the rope or the holder of a ban- 
ner ; it is even a drumstick (vii. 23. 85); it is shattered (among 
the ordinary arms cast at the enemy), as if of fragile nature (vi. 
96. 71); it is generalized as any contrivance, e. g. as a divine 
discus (i. 33. 3); it is part of the trappings of a war-car, the bands 
of the chariot (vii. 147. 88); it is a common projectile, flung with 
Qataghq,, cakria, guqcopala (iii. 284. 30); even with the epithet 
mahA it is only one of a list of ordinary arms (v. 152.15). 
Outside of war it is a ' contrivance in mid air' (a hanging tar- 
get: vdiAhdyasa, i. 185. 10). It is used to sail a boat with 
(i. 141. 5). There are other ' movable' machines for the water 
(i. 128.40: yantrdni sdn5zcr&ikdni). But it is used for hoisting 
heavy things with, as in the Harivafta, ' he raised the great bow 

* Qataghni as a simple projectile, flung, and split by arrows, vi. 113. 
39 ff.; 96.57 ff.; ornamented with bells like sword and spear, eataghantd 
Vaktih, iii. 286. 3; VataghniV ca sakinkintih, viii. 14. 35: compare ix. 17. 
46; use as hand-projectile: ' Nakula cast a spear at him; Sahadeva, a 
club; Yudhishthira, a !cataghni,' and galya cut all these to pieces with 
his arrows, ix. 13. 22, cf. 26; used with darts, blocks of wood, and other 
like weapons, vii. 133.44 (compare R. vi. 65.21, use same); called su- 
ghor&, citrd, vi. 119. 2; other weapons called fiery, vii. 138. 21; 115. 30; 
119. 32 (bright like fire, a bow like a wheel of fire'); even in a chariot- 
spear and sword (but ratha~akticakra N.) we are told that the sword is 
a 'divine gleaming sword, like fire,' drawn from its sheath 'like a 
snake from its hole,' x. 6.13-15; use with cakra, etc., parigrhya !cata- 
ghniV ca sacakrdh sagudopalah, iii. 284.31 (where it is added they flung 
them with a movement of the arm); exactly so in ix. 45. 109-110, 
parighab&havah, Vataghnicakrahast&h; the demons, again, in iii. 169. 
16, use Vataghni, with bhugundi, etc.; the ending ghni is found in 
ekaghni, a spear, vii. 183. 2; cf. c'atrughna, a dart, vii. 156. 132; the hook 
called 'all-killer,' sarvaghdti, in vii. 29. 18 (anku!ca) ; Bhima's club is 
niskarind dyasi sthild suparcvd kleacani gad& Vataghni ,atanirhrdd, 
v. 51. 24. The ,cataghni is usually among city defenses, e. g. iii. 15. 7. The 
' two-wheeled and four-wheeled' Vataghnyah1 of vii. 199. 19 can only be 
explained of poetically applied meteorological phenomena, like the 
other heavenly appearances there mentioned, where lights, and clubs, 
and quoits, and iron balls appear in all directions, and are the result 
of magic power. We might even take catuccakr& dvicakraV ca (,ata- 
ghnyo bahuld gad&) as special phenomena. I have admitted the bare 
possibility of ignited arrows under the word dipta, but can find such 
use only of arrows or similar weapons 'as if ' glowing with fire, agnikal- 
pdih . . pradiptair iva pdvakadih (yodhdih), etc., implying only this if 
we study the connection in which, as here, vii. 112. 51, such phrases 
occur. Compare the club in vii. 15; viii. 25. 15. 

t vii. 90. 22; 93. 70; viii. 93. 9. 
t vii. 92. 72, yantramukta iva dhvajaI ; R. ii. 84.8, yantracyuta iva 

dhvajait (compare R. vi. 20.19, dhvaj&v iva mahendrasya rajjuyuktav 
acestatam). 
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with power as if an iron yantrac'; or as in the Epic's first book, 
where a yantra is employed to move a mountain and set it on 
the tortoise.* 

But the yantra is generally a defense in a fort (ii. 5.36), over 
the gates of towns (iii. 15. 5; xii. 69.45), where the use is no- 
wise explained, except as by the later commentators taken to 
be machines to cast iron balls with powder, i. e. cannon. Here 
they are at most catapults.t The so-called astraeyantra, in- 
stead of meaning cannon, means a manoeuvre in fighting (as a 
technical term).4 But the yantra is not unknown on the field; 
hence its peculiar properties, had it had any, could not have es- 
caped notice (vi. 17. 33; 54. 55, 61; with tomara, t'fnira, etc.). 
Again, we find that, when elephants are on a peaceful march, 
they carry yantra already 'strung,' with other weapons.? The 
later division of the army as six-fold, including 'treasure and 
yantra,' applies to any machines (see above). The noise pro- 
duced by the yantra may be thought, in spite of this number of 
disproving examples, to favor the meaning of cannon. For we 
read 'the noise of the great bow was like that of a yantra.' 
But there is no reason why the catapult discharging stone 
should not be so used; and negatively, again, why is the smoke 
of the discharge never alluded to ?1 

Most marvelous in view of the powder-theory are these 
facts: that we have no smoke from the arms in question, and 
no gun-powder is mentioned ;1? that powder is always the rocks 

* H. 4515; i. 18. 12. Observe in H. that the slow motion of the gradually 
raised bow is the point of comparison; with the example from the first 
book, it is clear that a derrick is meant. Notice how late is the iron 
yantra. Compare xiv. 77. 26, vicakarsa dhanuh . . yantrasye 'va gabdo 
'bhfin mahdAs tasya. Here the sound of the bow is like the discharge 
of a catapult (as well as cannon). So R. vi. 72. 24, yantrasya cestamd- 
nasya mahato danavair iva, of the sound of the demon's teeth. This 
is a good example, for fire came from his eyes, and fire--imagery is ex- 
hausted before coming to the yantra, which is reserved for noise. 

f So in iii. 284. 4, where the account of the moat filled with crocodiles 
and guarded by stakes is followed by the statement that there were 
kapatayantra, machines to guard the doors; but the commentator ex- 
plains ' to throw balls with,' although the following words mean only 
that there were balls and stones and the huda, which he renders privy- 
horn. Even the Puranic yantra is used in the same simple way, e. g. 
Ag. P. 240. 28; 168. 33. Compare above, p. 178, note. 

tix. 57. 18. 
xv. 23. 9. gaj4 . . saqjayantreyudhopetah. 

1 iii. 280. 36, vispharas tasya dhanuso yantrasye 'va tada babhdu: 
compare the noise spoken of above, in xiv. 77. 26. 

? In i. 30. 47 ff. (Vastrdni . . savisphutiigajvdatni sadhftmani ca sarva- 
Vah, sparks of fire and smoke are mentioned in connection with the 
arms of the gods; but here Agni, the god of fire, is the god of smoke, 
and clouds are made of smoke, according to the Hindu belief ; so that 
this proves nothing for the use of smoke from fire-arms. Besides, in 
this passage only sharp axes, spears, discs, tridents, etc., occur, and the 
smoke and fire accompany them as divine manifestations, not proceed 
from them. Smoke and fire are mentioned in vi. 87. 34-from the ele- 
phants' tusks ! 
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ground up by demons fighting; that the words for guns, 
nalika and t'Fjpdki, are unknown; that the balls are generally 
oil-balls or hot-water-balls, and that no mention is made of 
discharging any other balls with (gun or) machines; that the 
later word for 'shot' is here 'arrow' (gara), and cannot be 
otherwise interpreted; that no mention of firing what is sup- 
posed to be a cannon occurs; that the Greek writers do not 
hint at the supposed use; that the one prop on which the 
hypothesis rests is that gun-powder 'was so coin non that it 
was not worth nielltioning.'* 

Let us remember, in closing our view of the offensive 
weapons, that not only are fire-arms uncertain in meaning, but 
many of the common arms have different meanings, and are 
differently interpreted by different scholiasts,t their local usage 
doubtless guiding them in their selection4 

E. Armor and defense. The arms discussed above are of 
course in part defensive as well as offensive. 

The difference between foot-man and knight comes now 
nore prominently before us.? The knights used most of the 
common weapons. In fact, except for the vulgarest weapons, 
the hot sand, burning oil, snakes, etc., the noble and well-born 
did not not hesitate to employ the arns of the common people. 
The latter likewise used the nobles' bow and sword and spear. 
Each class had its natural and more usual arms, a distinction 
between them (perhaps almost forced, when we come to detail) 
being attempted above. 

But in protective armor the knight was more the gentleman. 
His equipments here rather than in offense marked him as 
apart from the foot-soldiers and horse-riders. The armor de- 

*In iii. 171. 3, cliffs are ground up into stone-powder, a~macftrndni- 
the devils fling fire, rock, wind, and themselves into the bargain, as 
weapons. So, vii. 121.45, of mountaineers. No agnicuirna, gun-powder, 
is mentioned, only a~macu-rna in a~mayuddha. The a~ani is the 
wheel-moved thunderbolt, at the command of a pious knight, but 
remaining a divine weapon, as above, and in iii. 42. 5. 

t It is not the text, but the commentator's interpretation of the text, 
to which Oppert is indebted for the facts which he thus quotes: ' Mani- 
pura . . connected with 9ukrdcdrya, the presumed author of 9ukranliti 
. . is the same Maiipur of which we have read in the Mahdbhdrata 
that it was provided with fire-arms and guns.' . . (Madras Journal, 
1879, p. 167 if.; in 1881, the late Nltiprakdqikd edited by the same). 

t MacRitchie's accounts of the gypsies of India, 1886, makes proba- 
ble that artillery was introduced into Europe by the Gypsies (Jdts or 
Jatts, as he thinks, of Sindh). A Hungarian chief of twenty-five tents 
made musket-balls and other ammunition in 1496 for Bishop Sigismond. 
So late a date cannot affect our interpretation of native Epic passages. 
Grierson holds that there is no proof that the Gypsies were Jatts 
(Ind. Ant. xvi. 38.) 

? gfrdI are the knights, though not exclusively so; sdinikdh, the 
common soldiers; yoddhdh is used of both indifferently, 
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scribed belongs to the knight, not to the mass of those about 
him, although perhaps to a limited extent imitated by them. 

In general descriptions (it should be said at the outset), it is 
difficult to know just where groups of protective armor belong. 
Thus, we know that skins were used as shields to the chariots, 
even rhinoceros-hide (kAddyakavaca) being so employed; and 
that tiger- and leopard-skins (see above) are found in the gen- 
eral enumeration of protective devices for the whole army. 
Again, poetically the common equipment is naturally passed in 
silence, while the gaudy is described. We must, therefore, 
for the most part content ourselves with the arms of the knight. 

We have a picture of a Hindu warrior, as he stands ready 
for battle. He is 'armed with a cuirass, and with guards for 
his hands, and has on his fingers the protector, on his arms 
the guard against the bow-string.'* To quote here (as fre- 
quently in other places) one example as illustrative of what 
might be shown by many, we find that the cuirass is described 
as of gold-that is, gilded-and, with one word, many under- 
stand such gilding as an ornament of most of the armrs.t ]Dec- 
orations such as the 'hundred moons' of iDhrishtadyumna's 
shield are like the same ornaments in weapons of offense. 
Compare vi. 116.19, shields with a hundred moons and stars. 

The latest scenes naturally describe the imnost brilliant armor. 
By uniting two passages, we see at once of what material the 
pieces of defense, mainly shields, cuirasses, and breastplates, 
were made. We find them seven in kind: iron, copper, brass, 
silver, gold, wood, hide. At once the precious may be sub- 
tracted from the base metals, as we find them added. 

Var'an and kavcGA, are the usual names of the body-armor.? 
This is sometimes termed 'body-guard' (tanutra, -trdanc), but 
is elsewhere the particular breast-guard of the whole armor of 
man or beast, as 'body-guard.' Another name for this is 
yatravaraandn, ' limb-guards,' distributively, equivalent to the 
collective. 

* iii. 37. 19; x. 7.52, kavaci satalatrdno baddhagodhdiigulitravdn, 
and dhanufpdnir baddhagodhdigulitravdn. In the first, C. reads 
tanutrdio, 1474. 

t kWicanavarmabhrt, ix. 32. 64; i. 30. 47. 
$ kdr~ndyasaih varma hemacitram, vii. 127. 17; tdmra-rdjata-lduha, 

lauhdni kavacdni, iv. 62.4, 7; gold especially, ix. 32.63; wood, kilaka- 
vacdni (see above); hide, dvipicarma-avanadddha, vydghracarma, vi. 46. 
31: compare above, p. 282, note, on arms. The cuirass is occasionally 
expressly stated to be very costly: vii. 165. 29, hemacitram mahddhanamn 
kavacam. 

? Vardvara(#a), 'arrow-guard,'- may be anything that protects the 
body from arrows, as shields, helm, breastplate, or quiver. As shields, 
perhaps, in vi. 60. 17; vii. 14. 72. 

viii. 27. 33; vi. 119. 4, savipirnatanutrdna4 , all his armor was pierced; 
vi. 95. 47, varmamukhyaih tanutranam; gdtrdvaranini in vii. 2.28 
(kavacdni, N.; shields, P. W.); kahkata, elephant-hook, may mean 
cuirass in vii. 187.47. Compare Varma varma ca in vii. 117. 28. 
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Specific ornamientation is found in the rich descriptions of 
the fourth book. The armor is here adorned with suns and 
noons, etc.* In this passage, andpa88im, the cuirass is lauded 
as impregnable; the nivtcakavaca, 'invulnerable plate,' is 
always assumed. But the knights are in reality perpetually 
unharnessed (atkavaca), from the armor being either hewn off 
or becomling loose.t 

VTIarman, generally iron, and carmnan, leather armor, are 
often mentioned together.: Of metals, by far the commonest 
is iron. Of hide, we find a bull's hide, and loose bear-skins 
(with a brass breastplate), but the latter are generally for 
shields. Netted armor or wire netting may be meant in 
Ja41a, which is adorned with gold and worn by beasts and men.? 
Farmnan means 'cover,' and carman ' skin.' Hence varman 

may often imply carinan. The fixed phrase khajgarh carma 
tatkd brkya seem to point to the hide-shield as earlier-an 
a priori commonplace. As the Yavanas are expressly noted for 
wearing brass and iron breastplates carefully worked, it is in- 
teresting to observe that even these are said to be of such fra- 
gile nature as to be easily pierced by a mass of arrows drawn 
full to the ear. 

Next to the varman and kavaca comes the shield, called 
cf trman, which is of leather adorned with figures (vi. 54. 26 ff.); 
or a simple tiger-skin or bear-skin worn over the body besides 
the brazen breastplate served as a shield. The shield (that is, 
here a real shield, worn as a plate) might have as many as three 
bosses according to the pseudo-Epic, but not in earlier por- 
tions.?~ I judge, perhaps from too slight evidence, that the 

* iv. 31. 11. The various royal tanutrdiyi are gilded iron with images 
of suns, circles, eyes, etc. ; the size of one specified is the area of one 
hundred water-lilies, or these were marked on it-I am not sure which 
meaning is correct: utsedha seems to me the outer surface raised, so 
that we might suppose the lilies were in relief. But N. takes it as ' one 
hundred padmas broad,' as if a shield were meant: this in varma is 
possible; but here we have kavacam. Arjuna wears a spar~aritpavat 
kavacam, iii. 168. 75. 

t vimuktayogyakavacdh. By arrows the kavaca is pierced, vi. 112. 
26, et passim. Compare R. vi. 68.19, tasya tadbdnavidhvastai kava- 
camh kdicanam mahat, vyaqiryata rathopasthe tdrdjdlam ivd 'mbare. 
But abhedydih kavacair yuktdh is common praise: e. g. iii. 93.27. 

f vii. 148.40 ; i. 194. 7. 
?jdla, jdlavant, vi. 19. 30: vdrandh. .fIrd hemamaydir jdldir dip- 

yamand iva 'caldh. Compare R. vi. 64. 24, sa sathnaddhah Vari khadgi 
kavaci hemajdlavan. Compare rukmajdla for knights, v. 155. 10. 

1l 'The Overthrow of the Yavanas,' vii. 119. 42, 49: 9dikhydyasdni (is 
as usual damascened: compare xii. 98. 20, but N. here Vonitayomaydni) 
varindni kdisydni ca. 

? carmna trikitain, xii. 166. 51 ff. As carrndi are differentiated from 
phalakdnti in Xii. 100. 9, I prefer to take phalaka here and in x. 8.59 as 
'sword.' The latter passage makes it worn on the left side (savye sa- 
phalike). The Petersburg Lexicon translates ' schild' in both passages; 
N. in B. is silent. 

VOL. XIII. 39 
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shield of the chariot-knight was not worn from the beginning 
of battle, but rested in his car, and was grasped when it came 
to sword-fighting. First, it seems impossible that a knight 
should use a bow with even a little shield tied to his arm; and 
second, we find that a knight who performs the usual act of 
quitting the bow and the chariot is described as 'drawing his 
sword and seizing his shield,' which must, therefore, have 
lain waiting in the car.* I have no passage to prove that the 
little bells adorning the spears are also found on the shield, 
though I am not sure that such shields may not be mentioned. 
The custom is well known to the Greeks (Aeschylus, Septern, 
385). 

The helmet (Qirastrana, 'head protector', with the kirita, 
as part for whole) is represented to be of metal and adorned 
with gems, chiefly the diamond; but, though often spoken of, 
I can get no definite idea of it, from the lack of description 
in the Epic. It is worn over the ear-rings (R. vi. 78. 16). The 
little towers called nirvyiihas fig-ire apparently as helmets, 
and must have been (in accordance with the name, which is 
elsewhere applied to the real towers of a city) high head- 
pieces, perhaps a kind of tiara; but they are essentially prac- 
tical, not ornamental. The commentator defines the word as 
a weapon. There was a band of cloth, turban, called u~snkqa 
or vestana, which was worn with the helmet. I hence suppose 
that the turban was wound around the sides of the head to 
guard what a not very well made helm left unprotected.t But 
often the turban is the only head-gear. 

The head with helm and earrings ' looks like a full moon'; 
bat the general brilliancy of ornament, not the shape of the 
head-piece, must be the tertium (viii. 51. 13). Brazen, kdhanya, 

implies brass used quite as much for adornment as for use; 

* vi. 90. 40, vikrsya ea Vitak khadgarh grhitvd ecaVaravaram. 
f !Virastrdna is of gold, iv. 55. 57 ; ix. 32. 63 (jambitnadaparis1krtam); 

viii. 21.27 (susamnaddh44 kavacina4 sagirastrdi abhftsanah); xi. 18. 18 
(Virsatrdndni). Nirvyitha with the sword (sanirvyAMhd sanistriitah), 
vii.89.17; v.19.4. Un'ttisa with the helmet (sonisamh sagirastrdnam 

[9iras] apdtayat), viii. 54. 28. I do not see the point in the comparison 
usnisa-kamatha of vii. 99.52. Perhaps the turban kept the shape of the 
head (turtle-shaped in the parallel), and was stiff enough to be a real 
aid to the Virastrdna. I know from the Epic nothing of the make-up 
of the turban except that it was perhaps made of three pieces of cloth 
sewed together (usntsavan yatha vastrais tribhir bhavati sarhvrtatt, 
xii. 217.12; sucya su-trarh yatha vastre samhsarayati vayaka4, ib. 36.) 
Such silly metaphors as that mentioned above abound. Another in kava- 
codupa, vii. 14. 10, may represent the kavaca not as breastplate simply, 
but as really fitted to the curves of the body-boat-like in shape on the 
ground. The only good figure in the scene above (vii. 99, in verse 53) is 
where Arjuna is the coast (veldbhuta) against which this ocean of war- 
riors surges, 
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and it is quite possible, therefore, that mention of brazen arms 
must be classed in the same category as that of golden.* 

Rajendralala Mitra (Indo-Aryans, i. 327) asserts that vizors 
were worn, quoting in corroboration only that when Drona 
fell, lie lifted his vizor, and Arjuna shot him. But, in the case 
(not cited) that I suppose to be here referred to, Drona sits on 
the chariot-seat, and Ariuna calls out not to kill him. He is 
however decapitated. TILe account is repeated by an eye-witness. 
I find no vizor mentioned in either passage, or elsewhere.t 

But if vizors are not worn, we find an armor-piece called the 
'neck-protector,' which must have formed a defensive union 
with the helmet above and the corselet below. In a pas- 
sage quoted above, a knight is described as arrayed in a strong 
iron gilded breastplate and a neck-protector, while wearing at 
the same time clothes of yellow, red, white, and black.. That 
this neck-protector did not amount to much may be seen 
from the fact that, though worn, it never guards a blow, and 
from the fact that the sword enters or ' digs into' the neck.? 

The hand-protectors (aihyulivestcaka, etc.) are of minor im- 
portance. They appear to be of constant use, and, properly, 
are a defense not so much against the foe as against the knight's 
own weapons. For their purpose was to protect arm (qodhd) 

* Except of course where kahsya means a brass thing; ' brass and 
gold' are as noble metals put parallel, as kIisyamh ca haimarh ca sarvarn, 
viii. 2. 29. 

t vii. 192. 63-68; 193. 63-65. Beneath the helmet or turban the hair 
was bound; it was a sign of fear to wear it loose, and we often find 
muktakeqd vikavaced, i with hair and corselet loosed,' as a sign of flight, 
as in vi. 73.40. There seems to be no difference between the Epic and 
the Ramayana in respect of wearing the hair. There were always 
family and sectarian differences in cutting and braiding, but the war- 
riors seem in battle to keep the hair tied about the head. Arjuna only 
when pretending to be a eunuch wears his hair in long braids (venitkr- 
ta~iras, iv. 2. 27). In R., ekavenfldharatvam, wearing one braid, is a 
woman's sign of grief (R. v. 22. 8), and grief and discomfort are indi- 
cated by wearing long hair in a man's case, R. ii. 28. 23. Curly hair, 
vellitdgra, is admired. It was also a woman's sign of grief to pull out 
the hair and cover the face (lulucuh ke~dn kro~antyaI, etc., ix. 29.69: 
cf. ib. 63. 68). The Aryans were marked by their beards, as vadanadi 
klptaymarubhiih is a common addition when telling how the corpses 
on the battle-field look (viii. 58. 33, etc.). The Purdnas borrow from a 
common Epic threat, vii. 119. 26, and denote defeat by a change in wear- 
ing hair (muii da as epithet: cf. Vdyu P. ii. 26. 138 ff.; Brhanndr P. viii. 
39). To shave a warrior's head is not allowed, xii. 23. 47. 

$ vii. 127.16 if. Here kavacT followed by varma; the knight wears 
also hand-guards, earrings, and arm-rings (ahgada); and, as these are 
conspicuous, the helmet and arm-armor must have been such as to 
leave both places exposed. Kaitthatr&dya is neck-guard ; kanthasfitra, 
necklace, passin. 

? R. vi. 55. 11 gives a good illustration: karat tasya tatahi khadgarh 
samrcchidya. . tasy& 'tha galake khadgah nicakhdna. So the head is 
always cut off at a blow, as here in vs. 18, implying a poor guard. 
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and finger from the bow-string. They are called hand-guards 
and finger-guards, and are made of iguana-skin. All the bow- 
men are represented as wearing them.* 

Signs that this armor, common as it is, is not present in all 
cases, and that the bow-string marks were a common feature, 
remain in the epithets applied to warriors, implying that their 
arms were scarred from the bow-string. Nevertheless, the 
bow-string-guard is very old. Probably, therefore, it was con- 
fined to the fingers.t The noise made by this part of the 
armor struck by the bow-string is often brought forward.4 

As amulets were much worn and esteemed, we may add their 
characteristic use under the head of protective armor. The 
use passes into that of the divine arms, already noted. Such 
arms are restricted in application. One 'must not be used 
against the teacher,' etc. Of pure amulets, a single instance 
may here suffice. A 'gem of power' is spoken of: 'never 
shall I give it up,' says the knight; 'for, when I bind it on, 
I have no fear of what can come by weapon, disease, or hunger 
from god or devil or snake.'? Ilhishma's golden girdle was 
perhaps more for ornament than for defense. Such half-orna- 
mental, half-protective additions to the knightly equipment 
are of course common.ll 

Rernarks on the use of magic in war, and on the meaning 
of the ' science of weapons.' 

As an appendix to the subject of 'weapons and armor, a few 
words should be said here in regard to a point touched upon 
in the foregoing paragraph-I mean, the application of the su- 

* See above, and compare baddhagodhdhgulitrdna, vii. 36. 23 ; talatra 
with aigulitra in vi. 106. 24, etc. At the beginning of the first day's bat- 
tle, all the heroes are talabaddhda, vi. 18.9. 

t Compare iii. 43.24. jydcaraksepakathindu (bdhfi), 'arms stiff with 
the stroke of the arrow and bow-string.' In A.V. we find hastaghna 
meaning ' hand-guard.' The Epic terms this hastdvdpa (but hastavdpa 
is an emission of arrows). Compare vii. 165. 28, hastdvdpa; iv. 55. 54, 
hastdvdpin (N. hastatrdnarm tadvdn). In xiv. 77. 21, papdta gdydivam 
dvdpaV ca kardd api (the form would be kardvdpa), we have not a sim- 
ple 'armband,' but defensive gauntlet, as usual. The usual aiigulitra or 
-trdna, in vii. 41. 16; 44. 14; viii. 19.40; 58. 22 (sdAgulitrdir bhujdgrdi1.); 
iv. 5. 1, godha, etc.; also cdrutalin (tala), iv. 53.9 (N. hastdvdpa); while 
karavdla, i. 30. 49 ; v. 19. 3, etc., is sword. 

t viii. 21. 15, jydtalatradhanul.abdahl : compare ib. 23. Compare also 
vi. 45.3-4, dsit kilakildcabdas talacaitkharavdih saha, . . talatrd 'bhi- 
hatdV cdi 'vajydcabddh.. 

x. 15. 28 (with viryamanii compare dlabhya virakdAsyam . . ut- 
sainge dhanur addaya sacaram, vii. 112.63). The divine weapon quoted 
above, astran . . na kathamh cana prahartavyamh gurdv iti, vii. 147. 25. 
See below, Magic. 

II iv. 66.4, hiranyakak~sah. But this common kaksd may have been 
used as a sword-belt. 
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pernatural in war. This subject can scarcely be discussed with- 
out a prefatory word on the Epic meaning of the ' science of 
weapons.' Both these topics have been occasionally alluded 
to in the preceding sections; but, at the risk of some repeti- 
tion, I shall here take a collective view of what the Epic 
teaches us in this regard. 

We find that certain heroes are credited with a special knowl- 
edge in certain kinds of fighting, or that in different kinds the 
heroes are equally expert. For each sort there is a Viksa or 
special art (vii. 112. 20 ff., Siksd, ib. 31). The combination of 
all these arts makes the dkannrveda, in its general and widest 
sense. Properly the 'knowledge of the bow,' as the bow be- 
comes a type of all weapons, the knowledge becomes general- 
ized, and dkanmtrvedca is equivalent to the science of weapons. 
Such is the meaning when one says ' in the dhainurveda no one 
is my equal' (viii. '4. 54). But it is not impossible that this 
collected science became incorporated as a work. In many 
passages, where dhanarveda is set parallel to literary works, such 
seems to be the interpretation. Nevertheless, the Epic story itself 
gives no reason for believing that a work of this kind is meant. 
For, if we examine more closely, we see that the science was 
one gained by a magical gift or by physical exertion, not by 
mental application, except in so far as religious meditation be 
so considered. In what the ' skill' consisted may be seen by a 
few illustrations. 'Lightness of hand' is the 'art' that is 
learned in wielding weapons; 'the art of seizing weapons' is 
taught and acquired. 'Lightness and cleverness' constitute the 
'skill.' 'fHow to mount a war-car' is a point taught here; so 
also how ' to leap down,' 'to run,' 'to leap easily,' ' to discharge 
weapons simultaneously,' ' to advance and retreat.' These are 
what are taught by the science of weapons.* 

In all this the cdhanurvedla is no more than a more compre- 
hensive astfaiksd, or art of missiles (vi. 118. 21), and was prob- 
ably at first confined to this. We even find a man spoken of 
as a paragon of learning 'in the dhanqtrveda of missiles and 
the brdliha veda' (science of holiness).t When this science of 
weapons was extended to the chariot, and the knight was taught 
to 'circle' with his war-car, then the rathagiksd or 'skill with 
the chariot' became also a part of the dAlanurveda. Such 

*The heroes are ' supplied with the strength of skill' (vii. 45.17, Vflrdh~ 
Qiksdbalopetda.). 'Lightness of hand' is pdnildghava (vi. 74. 10; 82. 
37; 90. 42, etc.); 'the knowledge of seizing weapons,' Vastragrahana- 
vidydIh-, pl. (vi. 76. 7; vii. 114. 4); 'lightness and cleverness,' ldghava and 
sdusthava (ix. 22.16; vii. 142.38: cf. 169.3); 'mounting,' droha; 'leap- 
ing down,' paryavaskanda; ' running,' sarana; ' leaping easily,' sdnta- 
rapluta; ' discharging simultaneously,' sarnyakpraharana; 'advance 
and retreat,' ydna vyapaydna, vi. 76.8. Compare R. vi. 69.30 ff. 

t astrdai5rh ca dhanurvede bra hmne vede ca pdragah1, vii. 23. 39. 
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skill consists in doubling and returning, and, negatively, in not 
being made viratha, ' deprived of one's war-car,' and not allow- 
ing it to be splintered to pieces by the enemy's arms. For each 
knight, whether he had or had not a charioteer, was able to 
manage his own war-car. 

In the use of armor, the 'skill' consisted in making it invul- 
nerable. This skill is taught by word of mouth. Especially 
Drona is famous for this: 'he knew how to instruct one to 
wear the breastplate so that it should be invulnerable.'* 

The dhanuh or bow becomes thus generalized. Vishnu has 
'bearing the bow and knowing the bow' as a title of respect.t 
All weapons are included in the name. It embraces all fight- 
ing-knowledge.4 From this extent it fell into four recognized 
divisions,@ according to the arms taught, or methods of using 
them.11 Only the name Veda, (or npaveda, as it was more 
properly called) betokens a literary existence for this science.,t 
But when in the Epic one studies this Veda, he does not 
repeat it as he does the others; he does not 'go over' it, and 
learn it as a memorized work. He goes out and ' studies' it by 
secreting himself and practicing with his arms till he is profi- 
cient; or he gets a teacher to show him how to -use his weapons; 
or, in one case, he makes a fetish-image of the great master.** 
The great teacher, Drona, instructs in the ' art of war' (rana- 
Qiksd), in club-fight, in 'mixed-fighting' (sacdkirnaynddha), in 
sword-fighting, etc.tt 

Like all other knowledge, this science had its mystical side. 
As a Veda, it is distinguished from the four great Vedas, but 

* kavacadhdran . . upadisfd tdm esa nikhil&?h vetti, with abhedya as 
invulnerable, vii. 48.27; varma bhdsvaram, ib. 103.17. 

? dhanurdharn dhanurvedah, xiii. 149. 105. 
t Thus, in i. 139. 6, 17 it embraces knowledge of fighting with club, 

sword, car, bow, arrow, and missiles. 
g i. 130.21, caturvidho dhanurvedah Vdstrdni vividhdni ca; iii. 37.4; 

v. 158.3; ix. 44. 22, etc., catuspddo dhanurvedah. 
Compare iii. 115. 45, krtsno dhanurvedag caturvidhani c1 'strdni; 

xi. 23. 27, astrar caturvidhamh veda. Compare above, p. 235, note. 
?T ii. 11. 32-33. We have here, following the four Vedas, sarvagdstrditi, 

itihdsa, upaveddh, veddhgdni. Compare in R. v.32.9 dhanuvede ca 
vede ca veddngesu ca nisthita4. 

** Good examples of skill in shooting are given in the tournament, 
i. 138, and just before in the case of Vabdavedhitvarn, i. 132.42, where a 
man sees a dog, and (40) tad& tasyd 'tha bhasatah Vunah sapta Vardn 
mukhe, ldghavarh dargayann astre mumoca yugapad yathd. This Eka- 
lavya had made an earthen idol of Droia, the best teacher of the art of 
shooting, and worshiped it (i. 132. 33). There is a word in ib. 133.5 that 
should be the keynote of good archery-Arjuna's reply to Drona, 
pa~ydmy ekah bhdisam: he could see nothing but his target. In i. 131. 
42, Ekalavya had left home 'for the sake of practice,' isvastrahetoh. 
He thus acquires astravidyd, ib. 132.13, 14,34-35. 

f Compare i. 109. 19; also xi. 23. 32, for the lamentation over this 
'knower of the Veda and of weapons.' He is represented as a warrior- 
priest. 
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incorporates into itself the outlying mysteries of ar-lls.* This 
'mystery' of the science is nothing but the less known tricks 
ill use, and the pretended power over the supernatural. The 
four divisions are only the divisions of weapons, or else the 
divisions of use. It is noteworthy that the commentator pre- 
fers the last, but admits the first. The original meaning is 
evidently simply that of method, not of kind. Even when not 
expressed, such a division is soinetinies implied. Thus, we 
read 'and no one saw Arjuna when he took the arrow in hand, 
or when lie laid it on th'e bow, or when lie discharged it, or 
when he drew the bow' (iv. 62. 22). Such as these were the 
original 'four divisions in the science of the bow,' and with 
how generalized the form also became extended. 

The art of weapons is ' laid in' a person. One receives it as 
a gift. Thus, Rukmiin receives the ' Veda of the bow with its 
four divisions' (v. 158. 3). But this presentation of the science 
belongs with the supernatural power used in divine weapons. 
This Veda must be studied, but the study is done by practice: 
as where, in Arjuna's case, one goes out and practices even at 
night, and so learns the art or science of managing horse and 
elephant, etc. (i. 132. 28). 

The ultimate expansion of the theory of weapons resulted in 
the theory of war, and this was expanded again into a theory 
of polity; and we thus have on the one side our modern niti- 
,astra or 'system of royal polity,' and on the other the prac- 
tical instruction in the use of arms or the ' science of weapons.' 
Thus, in a late book we read: 'he will comprehend the science 
of weapons, and the different weapons, and the system of pol- 
ity.'t A system of war is implied when we read, for example, 
of the ' system of UT~anas,' 'the system of Angiras' son,' etc.t 

* Rahasya, the mysteries, i. 130. 65 ff. It is on a par with the other 
Vedas in importance for a warrior: sdAg& vedd yen 'dhiMth, yasmin 
sdksad dhanurvedaI. pratisthitai., vii. 198. 1. In xiii. 2. 8 ; 30. 9, dhanur- 
vedah and vedaI are opposed (cf. ib. 56. 7). 'The four Vedas and four- 
fold Dhanurveda,' or the ' Vedas, Upanishads, and Dhanurveda,' is the 
usual separation. In ix. 44.21-22, dhanurvedaV catuapddaI Vastragra- 
mah sasamhgrahah comes after vedaV caturmfirtih. In iii. 99. 59, Vedas, 
Upanishads, and Dhanurveda are opposed. 

t xiv. 66. 24. In the later books, the 'system of polity' was so famil- 
iar as to be used in proverbs: e. g. adhitya nititastrdn i nitiyukto na 
dr5yate, ' not everyone that has perused the works of polity is wise in 
polity': xiii. 164.7. The Agni Purdna gives a dhanurveda (in chapter 
248 ff.). The account describes the names, lengths, and methods of 
using various arms, with the proper employment of forces. In ib. 134- 
135 there is a rather interesting 'battle-wisdom,' calculated to get vic- 
tory, and consisting of invocations and curses. 

t In i. lOO. 36, a man that is acquainted with all weapons (sarvdstravit) 
is complimented thus: u5ana veda yac chastram ayam tad veda sarva- 
Qahl, tathiivd 'iigirasah, putrai .. yad veda Vdstrath tac ca 'pi krtsnam 
asmin pratisthita . saigopaingam . . yad astrath veda ramaV ca tad 
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The use of magic is properly a subdivision of the general 
system of war. It belongs originally to the demons, and is an 
unfailing concomitant of demon warfare.* Such magic is lit- 
erally ' illusion.' It was then but a step to confer this power 
on the most pious knights. Any ' art' could be given away, as 
the horse-lore, Qikqd4, of Nala is exchanged by will (iii. 77. 17), and 
so a knight could without effort learn this 'art of the demons.' 
Perhaps, too, the boomerang-power of ntivatdana, or making a 
weapon return to the hand, helped augment this belief. But 
more than this, the Atharva-Veda was instrumental. By its 
means one could revive the dead, make a person appear, and 
do other magical acts. On this side lies pure magic; on the 
other, the belief in one's magic through his extraordinary skill. 
Thus, as we saw above, the repetition of a verse over a weapon 
makes it partake of the supernatural, and gives it more than 
physical might. There is, however, holy magic and devilish 
magic. The former is used without scruple by all able to em- 
ploy it. The latter is condemned, but is employed neverthe- 
less. Its use is restricted to counteracting other devilish magic, 
for to extirpate a regular magician is a good thing. Good 
magic is allowed, for the gods use it. Many stories show this. 
But if one's foe employ no magic, then one should employ no 
magic.t 

The true and usual use of the supernatural is, theen, simply 
to charm a weapon. A hero 'let fly a huge arrow, which flew, 
terrible, glowing, insupportable even by death, like a piece of 

etasmin pratisthitam. Compare xv. 7.15, Vakatam, padma vajramh 
ca . . u5and veda yac chdstrarh tatrdi 'tad vihitarn, of the battle-orders 
contained in Uganas' code (see above, p. 131). In the late didactic 
portion of the second book, with sfttra on horses, elephants, and other 
war-material, we find the dhanurvedasya sfitram and yantrasfttram to- 
gether (ii. 5.121) as being learned. There seems no reason to doubt that 
we have here sUtrdni on various military affairs, and a literary work, 
the lateness of which is indicated by the context. 

* In iii. 20. 33 ff., the demons engage in mdydyuddha or a battle of 
magic. They shower down mountains, clubs, darts. tridents, spears, 
axes, etc. Compare R. vi. 91. 17 ff. 

f The gods use magic, mdy4 or kriyd, ix. 31. 8 ff. A king is urged to 
use it, ib. (kriyayd yogam dsthdya). Bad magic is such as gakuni's (vii. 
30.15ff., etc.). But rathamdyd, vii. 45.21, is often no more than great 
skill, ib. 24. The ' delusion' is here physical: compare the ' manoeuvres,' 
which result in ' delusion.' As to killing a magician by good magic, 
compare ix.31.6, .imdn mdaym mdyayd jahi bhdrata; this is ddivi 
mayd, good magic: compare 7, mdydvi mcyayd vadhyali. Demons, or 
even half-demons, invent bad magic (vii. 179. 39). Krtyd, pure witch- 
craft, is regarded as ' the divinity of witchcraft' by the commentator on 
vii. 92. 54 (abhicdradevat&). The uncanny scene of iii. 251. 23-24 exhibits 
'mantra-magic, declared by Brhaspati, Uqanas, and the Atharva-Veda,' 
for the purpose of making a person appear. The practicer of abhicara, 
or abhicdrin (xii. 140.42), is one conversant with the power of mantras, 
though here used of one that bewitches right to make it wrong (dhar- 
mrnbhicdrin). 
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Atharvan (Angiras) witch-craft, saying " may this, my arrow, 
bring me victory"' (viii. 91.47). Other magic is of doubtful 
propriety, except against a trickster. Here the 'eternal law' 
holds: 'one that employs tricks may be slain' ; and 'fight a fair 
fight; but if magic is used, use magic.' It is often a question 
discussed with gravity, whether one may employ proper or im- 
proper methods of fighting. And here we cannot help seeing 
the advanced morality of later times.* 

In the use of the Atharvan we may distinguish between pure 
and false magic, as in the use of weapons. Pure magic is 
where a formula, kmmbha, empowers a thing to give life or 
death, as when such a formula vivifies steel. But plant-magic 
may rest on an older verity. Plants that clanged unconscious- 
ness to life, plants medicinally useful-their application is false 
uagic: that is, does iiot necessarily imply supernatural agen- 

cies, though such are pretended.t Medicinal stuff is stored in 
all the war-cars.4 A curse alone, purely vocal, is quoted as a 
'inind-weapon'; ' by this truth' a knight is slain; this is 
'Atharvan mnagic' pure and simnple.? 

* All divine weapons are ipso facto magical. Drona and Arjuna do the 
same with their divine weapons (vii. 188.33 if.) as do a pair of demons, 
each 'skilled in magic,' and showering weapons (vii. 108. 30 ff.; 109. 2 ff.). 
The real difference is that when a good man uses magic it is right, and 
when a bad man or a demon uses it, it is wrong. It is holy magic, for 
example, when Vishnu converts a handful of grasses (erakd1.) into a 
club (xvi. 3.36). Of the popular magic, one sort is to become as small 
as a thumb and then large as the ocean (e. g. vii. 175.63). The best 
devilish illusion is made by Ravaia, e. g. iii. 290.5. The godly illusion 
may concern itself with such small matters as the sudden appearance 
of Arjuna's magic ape with a lion's tail, to frighten the foe, iv. 46. 3 
(daivi mdy&). The rules referred to above are (v. 193. 10) Bhlshma's: 
'fight fairly, but use magic against magic'; the ' eternal law,' iii. 12. 7 
('a trickster should be slain'); but, ib. 52. 22: * it is not called a crime to 
kill a sinner in a sinful way.' The question of fighting properly (nyt- 
yatah) or deceitfully (chadmand) is discussed at large before the under- 
hand attempt of Aqvatthdman (x. 1.49 to 6. 21). The fact that this 
knight entered the camp advdrena (x. 8.10) may have given rise to the 
proverb advdrena ripor gehach dvdrena suhrdo grhdn praviVanti nard 
dhirdh (ii. 21. 53: cf. M. iv. 73). The entrance into the sabhd must be 
advarena when the priest is to cure an afflicted child by the hocus- 
pocus of his trade (expelling the sickness by bell, cymbals, etc.). In 
general it is a sign that evil is about if one does not go in by the door. 

f vi~alyakarani, osadhi viryasampannd, vi. 81. 10, pure drugs for 
wounds, false magic. Vicalyd is a plant preventing bloodflow. On 
the other hand, a 'consciousness-weapon' (restoring to life those act- 
ually dead) is an instance of pure magic (prajiAstra, iii. 289.5-6). In 
xiv. 80.42, Ulftp! finds a saihjivano manih or stone to raise the dead. 
Compare the viValyd divya (called samjtvakaraiid osadhi) of R. vi. 26.5. 
Compare agadd nirvrtayo vedandni, workers of good-luck, and restorers 
to consciousness, ii. 23. 4 (here half and half). 

f viii. 89. 70: battle is carried on after an instant cure mantrausa- 
dhibhih. 

? astram manasaIh, 'weapon of thought,' viii. 90. 82 ; satyena, ib. 91. 
47-48; krtyd atharvaingirasi, ix. 17. 44. 

VOL. XIV. 40 
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Supernatural also are prognostications. Portents and signs 
of earth and sky are usually powerful. But often no attention 
is paid to them. More care is shown for the signs of flying 
birds, etc., than for earthquake and falling meteors. The po- 
sitions of wild animals and the acts of any animal are prog- 
nostic. The ass's bray is ill-omened. ' The people say it is a 
sign of defeat if, having eaten little, excrements abound; but 
let wild deer appear on the left hand, let the horses appear 
cheerful: that is a sign of victory. Should deer appear coming 
from the left (on the right), and incorporeal voices be heard, 
that is a sign of defeat.' So certain kinds of birds augur defeat 
or victory. The peacock, swan, floater, edtaka, are auspicious; 
but birds of prey, as hawks, herons, cranes; and beasts of 
prey, as wolves; and flies, and ghosts (ydatqdhna), imply de- 
feat. 'Drums sound unbeaten' in the army about to conquer; 
in the other, all is silence but for ' sounds like springs of wa- 
ter, roaring like bulls.' There comes a pure Hindu token to 
these pan-Aryan signs: ' and it is also a token of defeat if one 
hates a priest.' 

There are in general three sorts of prodigies, of heaven, 
earth, and atmosphere. As a matter of fact, the ill-omened 
birds appear all over the field; for the hawk, crow, wolf, and 
jackal steal their food from the heaps of slain.* 

This supernatural of superstition seems to have become more 
powerful than the supernatural of religion. The new god has 

* The prodigies of beast and bird occur frequently, and several pas- 
sages strengthen that quoted above: pradaksind mwrgd . . jayalingam; 
apasavya mrgdh (and) vacah. . a~arrinya4 . . pardbhavalaksanam, 
v. 143.14 ff. Compare the evil birds on the right (apasavyd4), giving 
fear, in iv. 46. 27; in iii. 269. 7, a jackal coming up to the left side (vd- 
mam upetya pdrqvam) is an evil omen ; in iii. 179. 4 ff., the bad omens 
are beasts on the right (apasavydh); carrion birds behind crying ydhi 
('go on'); the right arm twitching, the left leg and arm twitching; in 
v. 138. 21 ff., the meteorological omens: compare end of ib. 158 ; vi. 2 to 
4 (note here, 3. 43, vdyasdV ca ruvanty ugram vamam manodalam dgri- 
tdh). The drums, etc., of our passage, andhatd nadanti patahdi! (v. 
143. 20); 'hating a priest,' ib. 27. Compare further ii. 71. 22-24 (jackals, 
asses, and birds as omens); ii. 46. 8 (the three kinds of omens, utpdtds 
trividhdh). The bloody heaps attracting the ravenous, vi. 117. 57; vii. 7. 
36 ff.). The Qdnti, teeming with supernatural wisdom, gives (in 105. 24, 
dusadhiyoga is a foe-killing ' application of poison') in 102. 6 ff. late notes 
on prognostication. Winds following an army, rainbows, rain in the 
rear, sunlight, and even jackals and hawks, if they are favorable in 
appearance (anukftla), ensure success; certain smells and sounds also 
portend victory. The position is plainly relative, as seen in the fol- 
lowing: ' when nice animals are in the rear and on the left during a 
march, and on the right while the army enters battle, they announce 
victory; those in front prevent it.' The following birds are lucky: 
gakuna, haisa, krdunca, cda; the general rule reads (15) isto vdmalh 
pravistasya daksinaI.L praviviksatah, pagedt saihsddhayaty artharh 
purastdc ca nisedhati. In R. compare anuvdti Vubho vdyu&, v. 73.52, 
and other omens following; birds, in ib. vi. 11 ff.; and all of R. vi. 83. 
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not yet his whole power; the ancient gods are passing away. 
These divinities are degraded, but are still real. It is in the 
fairy stories of the Epic that the old gods are active. The 
Sun says to Savitri, ' look, all the gods with Indra at their head 
sit laughing at me' (iii. 306. 20). But in battle-that is, in the 
actual Epic-they are visions, they are ghosts of themselves, 
asleep, spirits; real, but subordinated to the new power. They 
watch the battle, but take no share in it (viii. 37. 31, etc.). If 
they take a sudden party interest, they relapse again almost at 
once, and become dull spectators (viii. 87. 42, 48). 

The forward knight that has penetrated the veil of priestly 
wisdom learns with awe the secret of the Trinity, of the One 
All-God. To the mass, to the vilgar, this is mere words. 
The gods of old are but shadows. 'The god for a warrior is 
his bow and arrow' (iii. 313. 51 ff.). Owing to this decadence 
of the old supernatural power, and the not yet thoroughly 
diffused knowledge of the new faith-for the heroes of the 
Epic are not so much devout believers as suddeii and still in- 
quiring converts-the poem is left in a strangely unreligious 
condition, so far as the mass of warriors is concerned. The 
war is intensely human. No convenient gods and goddesses 
play with their mortal proteges. Each fighter contends sup- 
ported indeed by a religious hope of reaching Indra's heaven; 
but there is no Indra to intervene and save him. In this re- 
gard there is a marked difference between the Greek and 
H1indu Epic. Skanda is an impartial abstraction of martial 
fury. Vishnu is not a god that affects the army; he is, 
so to speak, a private god of the Pftndus, more particularly 
of Arjuna. The outsiders are left to their own valor. Each 
falls alone; no god watches him; no goddess shrouds him in a 
mnist. Duty and Death and Indra far away-these are their 
gods. All others are but names. 'With all the gods' the 
boasting knight is not afraid to contend; to him they are un- 
real; to liin even the new god is but a myth of fancy. If he 
accepts that god and knows him, he has by that acceptance 
done away with gods; if he rejects him, he has but the shades 
of gods no longer real. The knight's acts are his own; his 
reward is his own making; his sin is self-punished. Fate, or 
the embrace of Death; Duty, or to follow the paths of cus- 
tom-these are his only moral obligation. His supernatural 
is understood too little to be true; or it is debased to incan- 
tation and witchcraft. The knight of our present poem 
stands on the border-land between two faiths. He presents 
a poetic figure unparalleled in Epic poetry. For that very 
reason, he gains upon the human side.* 

* Besides the quotations given above, a few extracts from other 
parts of the work will show to what mere ghosts the ancient devas of 
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F. Paraphernalia of battle and Mlusic in the Epic. 
Under this heading I shall refer to the chief furniture of bat- 

tle, but shall not seek to give a complete account of all the sec- 
ondary trappings of the army, as my object is to convey the 
general impression made by the descriptions of the poem, 
rather than to be precise in details. We need this general im- 
pression, for otherwise we lose the shading of the Hindu artist, 
and the reality of the Hindu battle-field. The earrings of the 
knight are as necessary to the picture and to historic truth as 
are his bow and arrows., From one point of view, these acces- 
sories of battle are even more important than the more impor- 
tant factors: Chariots and bows are inot national or peculiar, 
but pan-Aryan, or rather universal. We have only to deter- 
mine what difference exists between those of the Hindu and 
other nations. But ornaments and objects of vanity are (uni- 
versal indeed also, but) more markedly differentiated. Orient 

the Hindu had descended, except in tales acknowledged to be of the 
marvelous. In the war the gods come and look on as mere spectators 
in vi. 43. 10; joined 'by all other supernatural beings, in vii. 188. 37 ; 
while they are worked up to active life simply through their wonder 
and astonishment at men's ability in vi. 95. 67 and vii. 124. We find 
that the Fire-god assists his friend, but not in the war, only in a tale 
related of one of the heroes (Sahadeva against Nila), ii. 31. 23. Of like 
sort are the Arjuna-tales, the ascent to Indra, the burning of Khan- 
dava, etc. In the war these gods are openly despised. 'All these war- 
riors protect thee, therefore all the gods can not harm thee,' vii. 87. 15. 
Karna says that 'the gods cannot conquer the Pandus,' vii. 158. 50 ; 
185. 25. The knight is not afraid to cry out * the gods cannot overcome 
me,' vii. 195. 23-24. But the abstract of the personal gods remains; the 
devas are weak, but the daivarn is strong. The godly-power. that is 
the impersonal Fate. Forever we find repeated the formula ddivam 
eva param manye dhik paurusarn anarthakam, ' Fate I deem the high- 
est; fie on useless human (effort),' vii. 135.1 ; viii. 9. 3, etc. For ' Fate 
is the norm of good and bad action,' vii. 152. 32. And 'in Fate is vic- 
tory,' vii. 158. 70. As a side of Fate only is Death, or Yama, who re- 
mains real with his realm of horrors (yamardstravivardhana4, of a 
single man, vi. 89. 28; or of battle, vi. 95. 25). And Duty remains as a 
god, though often merely the law acknowledged by gods, vii. 156.2. 
Such gods are abstractions merely, and convey no more than Krishna's 
words, which say 'his is the victory who fights in a (legal) manner 
according to the code' (vi. 43. 24). Most interesting in the light of the 
removal of the gods from human sympathy is the creation of the an- 
cestral ghost to supply this need. No god gives any word of comfort. 
But the ancestor of Yudhishthira comes down as a spirit to speak 
words of sympathy to him, vii. 52. Only in stories and echoes of the 
past do we find the old gods active and armed, where, while Yama has 
the rod of death, Varuna has the noose and the thunderbolt, and the 
god of wealth bears the club (i. 227. 32: compare iii. 168. 29, arms of all 
the gods). It is the ghost of Vyasa that proclaims yato dharmas tato 
jayas, ' victory is on the side of right,' vii. 183. 67; and he gives the 
essence of Duty as ' compassion, penance, generosity, mercy, truth,' ib. 
64-66. What consolation there is is merely the statement that one 
should bow to fate and die like a hero, vii. 78 ; 80. 7 ff. ; for, as the prov- 
erb says, ' man is the slave of things, not things of nian,' vi. 43.41, 56, 71. 
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and Occident here stand in more vivid contrast. Each fighter, 
the world over, bears a weapon; only some wear garlands and 
necklaces. 

Our knight of India was generally a vain and boasting per- 
sonage.* It must have been with satisfaction that the ignoble 
heart of Yudhislitbira learned that Arjuna was about to miss 
heaven because lie had boasted so much. But in truth it was 
the sin of all the Hindu warriors. There is not a modest man 
among them. This verbal display found also its counterpart in 
outward gaudiness of raiment. Not only were the arms and 
armor profusely decorated, as we said above, but the heroes 
also wore in all accoutrements whatever was most brilliant and 
showy. A barbaric display pervades the poem. 

We saw in a quotation given above the ready knight stand 
armed with bow and breastplate, and wear, besides, rings on his 
arms and in his ears. Another we saw wearing red, yellow, 
white, and black clothes. The princes royal are arrayed in red. 
To these ornaments we must add the garlands with which each 
knight went into battle; the gems and diamonds worn about 
the armor, and even set in the common arms; the rings, again, 
worn upon the fingers; the chains of gold and pearl; the gir- 
dles of gold; and the tinkling bells of sword and club and 
chariot. Many of these-the rings and bands, in particular 
-are differentiated in Sanskrit without difference for us. 
Could we get at the true distinctions between these seemingly 
synonymous names, we should have a yet more bewildering 
view of the flashing, not to say flashy, magnificence of the 
Hindu warrior.t 

* Even when he decries boasting he boasts. An amusing instance R. 
vi.67.15, 'without boasting I shall slay thee; behold my prowess; 
without talking burn fire and sun,' etc. (avikatthya). 

f The general furniture of cars, men, horses, elephants, etc., goes un- 
der the name of bhdjda. For the earrings, besides vii. 127. t6 (above), 
compare mahac chirah kundalopacitarm, viii. 27.22; for the garlands, v. 
195. 2; and observe that, ib. 196. 20, the foot-soldiers are described as 
bearing bows, swords, and clubs, but no ornaments. The poet loves a 
horrible antithesis of beauty and blood: ' upon that field of 'battle lay 
many a dissevered head, fair-eyed, with fair ear-rings' (viii. 27. 34: com- 
pare yii. 148.40). The bloody banners and gaudy bloody garments are 
vividly described in vii. 34. 15 ff. The different rings and bracelets 
(aligada, keyu-ra, parihdrya) are mentioned together in v. 162.16 (com- 
pare parihdtaka); with niska, cfIddmani, crown-jewels, gems, and gold 
in the proper name RukmaiAgada* compare vii. 148. 29 ; 41. 16 (sdhgadd 
rane); the wrist-ring, valaya (vii. 138. 22), and arm-ring, keyftra (vi. 114. 
18); add cakrabala, finger-rings. The bells, ghanitd, kikkini, are 
found passim (compare above, and the use of nuipura, anklets, more 
common in R.). The bejeweled turban, usnfsa (besides above, vi. 89.37; 
96. 73; 114. 18, etc.; white, in ib. 20. 9), is worn by all; the mukuta and 
citddmani, diadem, head-jewel, seem, however, to be only royal. We 
may suppose the old and new mixed here; the later usage, when the 
king, free from immediate personal danger, drove upon the scene to 
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We have to add to all this adornment the fans (vyajama), the 
umbrella (chattra, spoken of above), and ' tails' or chowries (em- 
mara), which are in part insignia of royal office, in part mere 
weak additions to luxury and display.* 

Music. We find ourselves here midway between the Vedic 
and modern text-book period of Hindu development. The 
musical instruments are in part (in name, at least), the same as 
those of the earlier age. The modern instruments are in part 
unknown. 

We may say that, in general, the (kettle-)drumn, cymbals, 
and flute are, in time, the most universal instruments. From 
a passage in the Atharva-Veda it seems that the body of the 
first was made of wood covered with leather.t No instrument 
is more common than this in the Epic.4 The kettle-drum, dun- 
dubhi, is often mentioned as accompanied by the bheri. This 
last is not a Vedic word. It seems to mean, as the Petersburg 
Lexicon translates it, a kettle-drum also. In the Ramaya1Ia it is 
beaten with a stick. In the Epic is sounds with the fearful sound 
of bows and horns, and the tumult of war-cars.g There is one 
passage that leads me to question whether bher?, may not be 
cymbals. In a great fight described in the third book we have 
an expression, copied again in the fourth, wherein the sound of 

see, not to fight, permitting a crown instead of the older helmet. 
Neither word is old. Thus astaratnin, viii. 72. 30, a hero with eight 
jewels on his head. The neck had a chain (kanthasfttra) of gold or 
pearl (jdmbfinada, hdra); ' whose diadem was bright with finest jewels' 
is a royal epithet, iv. 66.27; vi. 114. 17 if.; vii. 187.48 (hdra, kirita, 
mukuta, etc.); viii. 27.30 ff. Of all these, the naturally most common 
are the bracelets, which stay on the arms, while other gems fall off. 
' With gauntlets and with clubs and bracelets in the fight' is a frequent 
juxtaposition, as in vii. 41.16. 

* For vyajana we sometimes find valavyajana. In viii. 24.60 (valadhi); 
27. 33, these are mentioned together with the cdmara and arms of war. 
The ox-tail badge of authority (in viii. 58.27, prakirnaka = cdmara, N.) 
was also worn as a crest of horses. Compare prakirnakd viprakirndh 
with dapida, garlands, etc., as adornment of horses, viii. 94. 20. For a 
general description, compare vii. 34.20, ' with white umbrella, ox-tail, 
and fan, the king gleamed like the rising sun.' Compare above, p. 258. 

f A.V. v. 20.1-2; Zimmer, Alt. Leb., p. 289. 
t Yet Rajendraldla Mitra strangely remarks (after speaking of the 

drum as an ancient Rig-Veda instrument)-' But Vydsa in the Mahd- 
bharata does not allude to it. He replaces it by . . . conch-shells . . ' 
(Indo-Ary. i. 329). It is evident that this investigator means here 
the drum in general, in distinction from the shell, so that it would 
seem as if a more unfounded statement could not have been made, for 
drums are mentioned in the Epic as frequently as conch-shells. It also 
contradicts his own words on p. 284, where the large military drum of 
the Mahdbhdrata is spoken of. 

? iv. 46. 12; 62. 3, etc.; vi. 115. 89. In ii. 21. 16, N. translates bheri by 
dundubhi. He notes here a Bengal reading of the word masatala, viz. 
mdAsanald, and explains this as part of the hide, with which the three 
drums are made. 
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the roaring of a hard-pressed combatant is likened to the noise 
of split bZer'; and in another place the noise of the bow- 
string on the two hands is like the noise of (the) two bherL>. A 
kettle-druma would hardly give any sound if it were split, 
whereas fractured cymbals would not ill portray the harsh dis- 
cordance of cries intended in the comparison. The dual in the 
last may, however, be merely to parallel the ' two hands.' Else- 
where Ifind no objection to rendering bheri as drum in the 
Epic, and these passages may not be deemed sufficient to cause 
us to change. In peace this bAers is the alarm-instrument used, 
for example, by the warder of the assembly to rouse the town: 
'he beat the gold-mounted noisy bherJ that calls to arms.'* 

The many kinds of drums and like instruments are shown by 
groups frequently found, such as this: ' they then brought forth 
the very loud sound of thepanava, mnrdaihga, dundubhi, krakaca, 
mahAdnaka, bheri, and flarjhara' (vii. 39.31). To these we 
may add yeqi, also a drum, and pyuskara, as indefinite, defined 
the same.t 

These all appear to be drums, except perhaps the m~rdahga 
and krakaca, the former possibly a tambour, the latter said to 
be a saw. Quite common also is the muraja, tambourine, but 
the drum pataha is very rare. It is hard to say whether drum 

* iii. 11. 62, vinadantam mahdnddam bhinnabherisvanam ball bhrdma- 
ydmdsa . . . almost iv. 22.75. Here the one that gives forth the 
noise is being strangled. iv. 48.5, talayoi Vabdo bheryor dhatayor iva. 
i. 220. 11, bherith smhndhikiTh tatah sarndjaghne mahdghosdih jdmbiina- 
daparisk4rtdm (sdrhndhikbh, sathnaddhdh sarve bhavate 'ti su-cayantim 
N.). The bheri (meaning to the Hindu 'the terrible') is sounded by 
beating, as here and, e. g., vii. 88. 1, tdIyamdndsu bherisu mrndahgesu 
nadatsu ca pradhmdpitesu Vahkhesu, on the drawing out of the army 
into the field. So R. vi. 31.28, bherim dhatya bhdiravim one enters a 
war-car for battle. Music of all sorts accompanies this, ib. 35. 1 ff. 

f vi. 43. 7-8; 99. 17-18. 
t In iii. 20.10 read trih samdhanyatdm esd dundubhih, not trihsama 

'hanyatdm. The dnaka or mahdnaka (as above) is united to the 'joy- 
ous mrdaiia' in viii. 46. 52. It is the latter instrument for which as a 
pounder the yantra is used, vii. 23. 85. The former is beaten also, and 
helps the tumult of horns, bheris, and peais, in vi. 51.23. My objec- 
tion to defining krakaca as a saw is merely based on its like use, e. g. 
in vi. 43. 7-8: ' they blew the sea-born shells; and then the bheris, pe- 
Vis, krakacas, and govis&dnikas were forcibly beaten, so that a great 
noise arose.' The conch only is blown in vi. 43. 109: 'they beat the 
great drums (mahdbheriih), and blew the white conchs,' after Mlec- 
chas and Aryans had confusedly shouted (the causal of the verb is 
occasionally used, Mairkham pradkmapayat, vi. 54. 85). Accepting the 
commentator's statement, bheri is a large drum, and govisdnika (once 
feminine) a cow-horn; and this for the last seems certainly the 
requisite meaning. In vi. 99. 17-19 we find the sound of ' shells, 
saws, horns (and the five drums), bheri, mrdanga, panava, puskara, 
dundubhi, added to the sounds ksveda, kilakild. Compare nearly the 
same in ib. 44.4, plus muraja, the tambourine. The muraja comes 
again in ib. 58.46; and the puskara, in 43. 103. If in the last passage 
the v. 1. registered by N. be correct (ekapuskardn = murajdn, for eva 
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or shell be the favored instrument in Epic battle. Noteworthy 
is, however, the more marked personality of the ' sea-born shell,' 
the universality of naming it (in vii. 23. 85 we find a rare 
instance of drums named), and, again, the comparative rare- 
ness of horn as against shell. Further noteworthy is the fact 
that the knight carries a drum as well as a horn. In fact, the 
liberal fancy of the poet permits a hero to shout his war-cry, 
beat his drum, blow his horn, and carry his weapons all at 
once. 

The usual instrument for trumpeting was the conch-shell, 
bearing etymologically the same name, Qakkha, and carried by 
each chief. Compare this description: 'then standing on the 
great car drawn by white horses, lie blew in his gold-adorned 
shell-Arjuna blew in his shell Devadatta; Krishna, the shell 
that was called Pqncajanya . . .'* 

puskardn), we have the ' single-headed-drum' as synonym for muraja, 
tambourine; and therewith the name of the drum-head in general, 
puskara. Jharjhara (compare Vdyu P. i. 40.24) might possibly be a 
corruption of gargara (though the latter is stringed), a Vedic musical in- 
strument. The tambourine is united with the lute on the heavenly 
car of the gods described in the pseudo-Epic (xiii. 106. 62, muraja and 
voind). The sounds of these different instruments, as in the specimens 
above, are frequently imitated. In vii. 154. 25 ff., we find also phetkdra 
(nirhrdda of drums), the clanging weapon-sound, catacata; and here 
too the rare drum pataha. In ix. 23. 70, katakata gives the sound of 
men. In vi. 44.4, we find commingled kilakildgabddh with weapons, 
and in vii. 36. 17, the shouts halahald with the general instrumental 
music (vdditra); while ib. 38.12 gives us hum as a shout, and the con- 
stant ' shout of the lion' as battle-cry. Here also we find ksveqitam, 
utkrustam, garjitam, noises of exhortation to fight-that is, battle- 
cries. And we notice that they are not idle sounds, for such rout an 
army at times, e. g. vi. 44.27. The directions given in the pseudo- 
Epic are: ' to encourage crowds (in battle) let such noises as these be 
made, ksveddh, kilakild, krakaca, with horns and drums,' xii. 100.46, 
50. We may translate loosely: 'hissing noises, shouts of hurrah, 
saw-noises, horns, large battle drums should encourage the army in 
their advance.' As to the beating, however, we find dhata used of 
shells (e. g. R. vi. 57.19), so that the instrument is not determined by 
the participle. One more drum is that called dindima in the descrip- 
tion of viii. 11. 36-42, at the beginning of the day's battle: 'shells and 
drums were sounded; the shout of the lion was given; then came the 
neigh of horses and the war-cars' heavy roll; and wing by wing and 
flank by flank they moved against the foe, dancing to battle.' In this 
passage, beside the usual bheri, etc., we have the ' din-maker,' dindima, 
a drum. The pataha, v. 143. 20; (with bheri) in vi. 3. 42; R. iv. 38. 34 
(with horn). I have noted no other form of Epic drum, except ddambara 
in iv. 72. 27, marriage fete, with shell and horn, gomukha, and vii. 82.4, 
with drums mentioned above. In R. vi. 37. 52, kumbhamukha seems to 
be a drum also, if not a bagpipe (' pot-head'). The later word for drum- 
stick, kona, is familiar to the Rdmdyana, but not to the Epic. 

* vi. 51. 24. The shells of the other Pdndus have also their names 
given in the same verse. Bhima's is named Pdundra; Yudhisbthira's, 
Anantavijaya; the twins', Sughosha and Manipushpaka. Compare vii. 
88.22, where the two lovers blow their horns. 
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The conch-shell was 'fair and gilded and terrible' (viii. 37. 
28), and seems to have been used indifferently with the horn, 
whenever the latter is employed, perhaps only by the vulgar. 
Its great size is also alluded to.* The musical instruments in gen- 
eral are grouped as vdditrdnd, usually implying drums, though 
vdditra mnay be a general name for any instrument. For exam- 
ple, in vii. 13. 17, the vdditrdni are beaten by the Kurus in 
scornful defiance of the PNndus' horns; to encourage Karna, 
the Kurus ' beat the vdditrdni and blew the shells;' while, to 
encourage Arjuna, the Pandus 'filled the horizon with the 
sound of music, drum and shell, amid shouts and clapping of 
hands.'t Comparing later literature, we shall be inclined to 
give the later preference to drums rather than to trumpets, 
judging by the names. A number of new instruments, ,ahku, 
cdarnarm (with khetaka), cfamarukd, etc., meets us in the Pu- 
ranic period.T Tie camp-music differs slightly from the bat- 
tle-field music; for though the battle-melodies are heard, they 
are softened; and when at sundown the armies return to camp, 
they are greeted by the milder notes of the lyre mingling with 
the war-instruments. Of this lyre more anon.? 

On the commonness of shouting and congratulation and 
other noises I need not dwell. As heroes fight duels very 
often while ' all the world' stands and looks on, we expect to 

* Compare above, iv. 72. 27, gomukha, qahkha, and ddambara. Com- 
pare dindibha (sic) and gaikha in xii. 282.41. Each his own drum and 
trumpet and bow (and battle cry), vii. 127. 28. With kissing and blow- 
ing of shells heroes salute each other, viii. 94. 59. In viii. 58. 27, mahd- 
gahkha. Gomukha is perhaps paralleled by durmukha in Mrcch. Act 
vi., though it is not certain that the things here mentioned are drums 
at all. 

t Vdditrdni, the 'sounding' things, are then, generally, percussive 
musical instruments; and titrya, their sound. The terms for the in- 
strument and music are occasionally interchanged, so that vdditra 
means music, and titrya what makes it. Thus the tfiryanindda in vii. 
159. 37, though here joined to the ' lion's-roar' (battle-cry), may be an 
instrument: compare vii. 19. 20; and in iv. 65.15, na te 'dya tiiryani 
samahatani (N. jayavadydni), where titrydni seems to me to be instru- 
ments. Compare in other literature the ya-myatfirya and mrtyutflrya, 
a metal instrument beaten like a drum. So we might say in iii. 43. 11 
' congratulations (aqirvada) with divyavaditra' implies music or instru- 
ments, as beside are shells and drums. 

t Compare Ag. P. 43. 27; 50. 2, 8; 51. 24, 31 ff., etc. The offensive ar- 
mor is kept more conservatively in the Purdnas than the defensive, or 
the instruments of music. 

? The vina with joyful tftrya, as well as drum and horn, is the even- 
ing music of vii. 72.11 ff., and thereto comes the &dambara-drum and 
'songs of victory.' maigalyani gittni. The music of the tournament, 
'a sea of music' (tftryaugha), may be compared with this, i. 185.18 et 
circ. The commentator using tfIryarava (with adambara) reminds us 
that the sihhanada or battle-cry of ' the lion-sound' has become tech- 
nical enough to need rava added-the sound of the 'noise of the 
lion,' sinhanadarava, vii. 13.2. 

VOL. XIV. 41 
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hear ' praise and loud rejoicing resounding' at the cessation of 
the struggle, when one is killed.* The usual sounds that are, 
as it were, rung in one's ears at once, with the quick and nerv- 
ous style of the delineator, leave on the reader's mind a general 
impression that the whole battle, from dawn or sunrise to sun- 
set, is filled with the rumble of car-wheels, the ringing of 
hoofs, the undistinguished cries of men, the neighing of horses, 
shrieks of elephants, clapping of hands, tinkling of bells, clat- 
ter of steel weapons, twanging of bow-strings, beating of 
drums, blowing of shells and horns, yells of agony, shrieks, 
shouts of warning, curses, bravos, the thud of falling bodies, 
and-clearest of all, widest-sounding-the battle-signals and 
war-cries that never stop till some great hero falls; then conies 
a moment's pause, but only for a moment, until in renewed 
shrieks of fear and joy and all the noise that was for a second 
hashed, the universal uproar again begins.t 

Of imuch interest is the question of the application of music 
outside of war. For this not only involves larger social rela- 
tions, but, in so doing, touches upon the first origin of the Epic 
itself. The Epic arose, as it seems to me, from two distinct 
sources and castes-music and narration, warrior-bard and 
priest. We may then broaden the question somewhat, and, 
going back of the problem to which an answer was attempted 
in the Introduction, enquire pot only whence our present Epic 
has come, but further, how the general Epic form first arose. 
Our question is this: what wroni arn-d in the poetry of their 
fathers had the first Epic poet or poets-what leverage to raise 
such a world as a military historical poem? 

The possible origin of military poetry was long ago pointed 
out by Weber. I shall review what he has told us, and then 
seek to find what the Epic itself suggests as to the conditions 
under which poetry and music could be united with tales. 
War-poetry mingles, even in the Rig-Veda, with strictly relig- 

* vii. 156.142; vi. 113, 20; 114. 34 (sarvalokasya pagyataht sarvasdin- 
yasya). 

t Bells, vii. 148. 47; viii. 19. 45 (see individual arms, above); v. 196. 29; 
either ghantd or kiikin. The women's belled girdles of the Rdmna- 
yana are, I believe, not mentioned in the Epic (katci: cf. R. v. 20. 16). 
Handclapping: compaxe talagabdam mahat krtva tamh samupadravat, 
vii. 16.36. Variations are talatala, tdlagabda. A ghastly comparison 
in ix. 9.18 makes the sound of heads falling to earth like the noise of 
nuts falling from a palm-tree. In vii. 187.14 (a useful paragraph for 
battle-noise), the sounds are likened to ' the noise of those engaged in 
the washing of clothes;' or to ' the roar of ocean,' in vii. 39. 31. The 
chariot-noise is made by the metal tire, nemi, pramandala, and is 
joined to the hoof-sound (nemikhurasvana, rathanemisvara), ix. 9. 14- 
15, and likened to thunder. The jayagabdda occur independently on all 
occasions. as in ix. 6.22, etc. They are encouraging shouts, battle- 
cries; the agirvadiah are wishes for a good day, or congratulations. 
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ious hymns. The overthrow of un-Aryan peoples, even that of 
Aryan neighbors, is made the subject of a triumphal lyric. 

In the first beginnings of prose, we find among the rules in 
regard to the proper sacrificial ceremonies one rule that touches 
on the singers of military songs, and explains what should be 
the subject of their lays: a musician of the military caste 
shall (at this point in a religious ceremony) sing an original 
song; the song shall have for a subject ' this king fought, this 
king conquered in such a battle.' As Weber points out, these 
lays were assumed to be historical. They have, although em- 
ployed in religious rite, not a religious but a secular origin-a 
circumstance that reminds us that the Epic was said to have 
been repeated at a great sacrifice as a secular diversion, and 
that to this day the Epic-recitations are given on such occasions 
(compare Lassen, Ind. Alt. i. 580). These lays, again, do not 
pretend to inspiration, but are the improvised verses of a min- 
strel belonging not to the priestly but to the military caste, as 
even some of the Vedic songs are accredited to members of the 
same caste. These verses are sung by the musician to a musi- 
cal accompaniment in honor of the king who gives the sacrifice, 
or rather in honor of him and of his ancestors. The subject is, 
again, the battles fought and the victories won by these kings. 
We find, not one, but a band (yana) of musicians singing the deeds 
of old heroes, and accompanying themselves on the lyre (vind), 
and called vqinjyathin (lyre-singer).* Weber remarks that the 
laudatory side must have been developed at the cost of the his- 
torical, for the laudation was often so fulsome as elsewhere to 
be called 'lies.'t Fragments of such songs are preserved in 
the Brahrnanas, and choruses of singers revert to the Rig-Veda 
period. Antedating all but the Vedic hymns, we find as earliest 
product of what we may term literature (outside of the ritual) 
tales of heroes and gods, sometimes metrical, sometimes in 
prose. These are due to priestly wit. -Now, combining such 
legend with the military lays that referred to inore recent 
events, we have a union of legend and song, of the literary 
priestly and the dramatic military element. Did this happen, 
did the priest steal the military song and combine it (no longer 
as musical product, but as recitation) with his older legend, did 
lie write a poem that embraced the deed of the present hero 
and the legend of his race, we should have an Epic of which 
the foundation must have been at once historical and legendary, 
military and priestly. 

Weber's position on this point is not quite clear. In his Lit- 
erature, pp. 200-201, he seems to consider the legends the chief 

*NCat. Br. xiii. 4.3.3 and 5; Weber, I. S. i. 187. 
t Weber, Z.D.M.G. xv. 136; Zimmer, Alt. Leb., p. 170. 
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factor, and the Gathas as secondary. In Indian Antiquary, ii. 
58, he says that the Mahabhdrata has ' grown out from the songs 
of the minstrels at the courts of the petty rtas.' Lassen, 
laying bare all as additions to the legends, counts the tales as 
the real origin, simply pointing out three kinds: the first, sim- 
ple tales (Adi, condensed Bharata); next, tales of instruction 
(Qanti); last, the long legends (Vana). The difference be- 
tween the Bharata and Great Bhdrata-expressed in the roman- 
tic tone of the latter, which brings it near to the prevailing 
spirit of the Raimyana-has been clearly pointed out by 
Schroeder.* MiVller, in Ancient Sanskrit Literature, pp. 36, 
37, 40, will not 'deny that a mass of popular songs celebrating 
the power and exploits of gods and heroes existed at a very 
early period in India,' but says we must seek them in the Veda, 
not in the Epic. He shows immediately, however, that ' Epic 
poetry, traditional as well as improvised on the spur of the mo- 
ment,' existed during the Vedic age, and that the Vedic tradi- 
tions were not forgotten in after time, when the priests ' began 
to collect all the remains of Epic songs into one large body 
called the Mahlibhdrata.' That Epic legend existed long before 
the recognized Epic period has of late been shown by Bradke 
and Oldenberg. From the investigations of these scholars it 
would appear that the ' prosaic-poetic' legend is of Vedic antiq- 
uity. But the ' poetic' element is purely lyric.t I cannot allow 
that the recitative form was older, or was the exclusive source of 
the poem. The Epic is itself significant of its partial origin from 
lays. The cloudiness reigning in the battle-scenes between the 
acts of special heroes, and the catch-word phrases that always 
link these separate scenes together, seem to show that they have 
been united by a later clumsy hand: not perhaps the scenes as 
we have them in their present fullness, but the different ex- 
ploits subsequently developed into those scenes. Take any of 
the battle-books, and open at random. We find a succession of 
duels and single feats, ending always in the same way: I then it 
was terrible,' 'then there arose a great tumult,' 'then he seized 
another bow,' 'then everyone shot at everyone,' 'then there 
was an indistinguishable fight.'t We sail through a general 
indistinct warfare described in stock phrases, and soon come 
again on a duel, where individuals and separate deeds of hero- 
ism are plainly given. Each of these encounters is and was a 
unit, composed by a 'hero-praiser.' How early the 'hero- 
praisers' recite their old tales may be seen by Qat. Br. xiv. 5.4. 

* Lassen, Ind. Alt. i. 1004. Schroeder, Lit. u. Cult., p. 456. 
t Compare Z.D.M.G., xxxvi. 474, Bradke; xxxvii. 54 ff., xxxix. 52 ff., 

Oldenberg. 
I Compare in short compass viii. 48.40; 50.40; 52. 30; 84. 21 ; 93. 50; 

ix. 23.70, 79, etc. 
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10; Aqv. GU. S. iii. 3.1. But the musical side is prominent be- 
side the narration. 'Sing ye the king or some other braver 
hero' is the command given to the two lute-players in the 
course of the ritual (Par. G. S. i. 15. 7). The snadtaka or twice- 
born householder is forbidden bv the same authority to dance 
or play music, and song is deprecated (ii. 7. 3).* 

The parallel between a lyric origin for much of our Epic and 
the Wolfian xAsa dvdpdhi, between the kitharode and the vna- 
gdthin, can scarcely be called forced, and we have no right to 
ignore it. The well-developed music of the Vedic period; the 
kitharode equally besinging soma and the king; the mention of 
a harp of a hundred strings, 9atatacnti; the congregational sing- 
ing (vdanasya saptadhadtur ij janah, R. V. x. 32.4), show us that 
a lyrical beginning is probable, and that not of a late, but of an 
early period. 

But the most striking difference between the early and the 
late praiser is this, that at first the profession was full of honor; 
priests and kings' sons sang to the heroes' honor. But the 
praiser became a lying sycophant. Honor left the occupation. 
The priests no longer made new songs for new kings; they had 
embodied the old songs and kings alike into a religious ritual. 
The business of making new laudations passed into the hands 
of a lower class. The singer became a hired servant: or rather, 
hired minstrels took the place of the old singers. The bard 
was a lowly member of the warrior-caste or of a mixed caste.t 
But is it from such that the Epic has come? This comes from 
the priest. The latter had stored together a mass of legendary 
narrative; he had ceased to celebrate new victories in new 
verse, but he had a fund of family-histories of heroic or godly 
character. The Epic arose from the priest's converting the 
minstrel-lays into poems, and connecting them with his store of 
tales that had existed as prose narration. The poem for recita- 
tion united the prose and lyric on a middle ground. The prose 
was beautified, the lay was robbed of its beauty. Narrative 
verse linked the two factors together at the same time, and in 
their subsequent expansion and later additions of wholly ex- 
traneous character we have the Malidbharata. 

What says the Epic of music? Apart from war, we find 
that the poem teems with musical allusions. It is worth while 
to study these. Lyre, flute, harp, cymbals, bells, drums, trum- 

* On this point the popular view is expressed by R. i. 79.20: the 
Vedas, dharma, niti, dhanurveda, riding, driving, elephant-riding, and 
gandharvavidyadht (music, etc.), are to be studied (compare R. i. 80.4, the 
same gandharvavidyd with polity, writing, and arithmetic, lekhyasath- 
khydvid: cf. R. ii. 2. 6). So in ix. 44. 22, after Veda, science of arms, etc., 
we find vdni ca kevald, as a knight's knowledge. 

t Compare Lassen, Ind. Alt. i. 581. 
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pets, and horns are accompaniments of every peaceful scene. 
Dance and song go hand in hand with recitation and narration 
as means of amusement. Different classes of musicians, ma- 
gadhA,8, s8ta8,, eulogists, professional players and praisers, both 
men and women, diversify the life of the court. The chief oc- 
cupation of many of these players is to make instrumental mu- 
sic, especially on some state-occasion, a victory or wedding. 
But they also sing songs to amuse the royal family, and with 
soft music the members of the kingly court are always awak- 
ened. We see the wearied maiden ' sinking to sleep but cling- 
ing to her lyre,' and the Epic poet finds nothing fitter with 
which to describe wretchedness than that those once 'always 
awakened by music' should be now without it.* 

The professional singers, and also the professional ' tellers of 
tales,' appear furthermore where we have been led to expect 
them, namely at great festivals or in religious ceremonies.t 
Thus, at a wedding conducted ' according to rule,' we have the 
noisy shell and horn, and then 'those whose business it was to 
sing songs, and the tellers of tales;' with dancers also, eiulogiz- 
ers, and minstrels4 A sort of dirge seems to be sung over the 
fallen heroes in the great ' scene of lamentation:' that is to 
say, in the songs of lamentation there seems to be involved the 

* Lament over those ' formerly awakened by music,' iii. 236. 10; iv. 18. 
19; R. vi. 37. 58. Compare upaqiyam&n& naribhi&, ii. 58. 36, 37; iii. 44. 
8-10, gitarh nrtyarh vaditraih vividham; iv. 2.28 (compare R. v. 22. 10, 
the same, but v&dyam); R. ii. 67.3; 62.14; v. 13.53: compare with 
the last, where drums and other instruments are also found, the words 
of R. ii, 96. 8-9; here the sftta and mdgadha also appear in the capacity 
of awakeners, and the sleepers are further roused ' by songs appro- 
priate' (gathdbhir anuripabhii.l; the anuripa as noun early meant an 
antistrophic response in singing). 

f A not insignificant change occurs in the scene of the imperial con- 
secration. Here for the'talks and songs we have the clumsy statement 
that at a great warrior-feast the guests devoted themselves to the theo- 
logical and logical controversies of the learned priests, an imitation of the 
theological discussions more appropriate to a time of sacrifice, as in B. 
Xr. Up. iii. 1 ff. How different from the atmosphere of the simpler 
tradition, preserved e. g. in i. 192. 11; 193. 11 ff., where the great war- 
riors 'talked such talk as no priest or man of the people could utter; 
for all night they lay and told tales of the army, and spoke of arms 
divine, of chariots and elephants and swords and clubs and battle- 
axes' (compare iii. 298. 7, below; and yudhakathch in xiv. 15. 6, followed 
by the late anugitd). Compare again the late xv. 20.4, dharmydh 
katheq cakru4, and ib. 27.2. 

t iv. 72. 26 f. (29). Compare R. vi. 111. 3. That dancing and singing 
was in the later times regarded especially as woman's work, but also 
properly learned by twice-born men, is clear from the fact that such 
' knowledge possessed by women and slaves' is regarded as a supple- 
ment of the Atharva-Veda, and the ' completion' of all study: that is 
to say, the twice-born man or Aryan should study the Vedas, and then 
first learn this art. Compare M. ii. 168; Vds. iii. 2 ; Ap. ii. 11. 29. 11-12. 
But legally priests that become dancers and singers lose caste (B. ii. 
1.2.13). 
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custom of singing a formal dirge, or song of death and glory 
in honor of the fallen, and apart from the later burial rites.* 

For sacrifices as important as a horse-sacrifice, the divinities 
kindly provide the music; Tumburu and other celestials 'ex- 
pert in song' (as well as in dancing) officiate as chief musicians 
at the most celebrated of these ceremonies (xiv. 88.39), and 
seem to be a survival of the musical exhibition as wont to be 
performed by men. NMrada remains to the late pseudo-Epic 
the patron saint of music (gandharva), as Bhargava of polity 
(mitiadstra), or Bharadvija of the bow (dhanurgraha).t Again, 
victory-songs and genealogical recitations -are given at a wed- 
ding (i. 184.16), where, as above, a distinction is made between 
the eulogizers and callers of good-luck, and the tale-tellers and 
reciters of genealogies, such a distinction being inferable from 
the difference in title, and confirmed by the commentator 4 
and it is probable that part of an entertainment consisted in 
giving a list of the forefathers of the person whose honor was 
celebrated, wherein allusions to the great deeds of each would 
also naturally find place.? At the great assembly, wrestlers and 
minstrels and bards amuse the court (ii. 4.7). Another scene 
of quiet life reveals a banished king, old and blind, ' comforted 
by the storied fortunes of the kings of old' (iii. 298. 7, a legend). 
The fact that the singing was not a mere musical monotone or 
outcry is proved by the exchange of qdthd, verse, for giftta, 
song (sung): 'they sing verses.' The women singers have al- 
ready been mentioned. They appear to belong properly to 
processional music, and sing to the sound of various instru- 
ments as the victor goes by, being accompanied by the sfatas, 
mdyadha8, and ndnd~ivadyas (iv. 68.28); or they precede the 
king with music of all sorts (iv. 34. 17). In the last case, it is 
expressly mentioned that some of the women were respectable 
and some were bawds (kumdryah and qaok4kh). A scene in 
the first book gives us a hint of the position of the ' praiser' in 
the king's house. The legend here makes a priest, although 

* Compare xi. 17 ff. See also the whole account in R. vi. 94 ff. Here 
we have first a universal lament (12), of which the words are given, so 
that there was a universal song (28); followed by the individual song 
of sorrow, section 95. 

? xii. 210. 19-21; though there are many nydyatantrdni. 
t He defines vditdlika as a good-luck caller; sftta, as a teller of tales; 

mdgadha, as a reciter of genealogies. 
? Compare the genealogical tables given in the opening of the Mahd- 

bharata itself (compare Lassen, Ind. Alt. i. 594). With the tale-tellers 
compare i. 51. 15, ity abravit sfitradhdrah satah pIurI ikas tadd; and 
also i. 214.2. 

iii. 43.27, gdthd gdyanti samnd, i. e. prityd. Gdthd is not sacred, 
as it was not in the songs of the martial improvisers ; there as here, 
where the commentator distinguishes gdthd, as a secular, from sdman. 
a religious song, the verses were worldly in tone, 
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as' instructor, the singer in the hall of an Asura king. The 
daughter of the king and the daughter of the priest go in 
bathing together, and, coming out, the priest's daughter finds 
that her clothes have been put on by the king's daughter, and 
says angrily: 'Why dost thou, being my pupil, take my 
clothes?' and the king's daughter as angrily responds: 'Thy 
father, as a praiser, stands below and constantly humbly praises 
my father when he is sitting or lying down; for thou art the 
daughter of one that asketh, praiseth, receiveth; I am the 
daughter of one that is praised, one that giveth, one that re- 
ceiveth not' (i. 78.9-10). The contemptuous comparison with 
the bandin or eulogizer places that singer in a very humble po- 
sition. The story is not without value as indicating the Brah- 
manic singer's position as well: though, of course, it goes on to 
show how the king's daughter was made to feel that a priest is 
nobler than a king, and finally reduces the king's daughter to 
the position of maid to her former dependant. 

Priests join the regular eulogists in praising the king (xii. 
38. 12), as do all the people (iii. 2.57.1): such praises being of 
course cries of congratulation, not songs with music, and being 
also common on the battlefield. Thus, as the troops draw out 
at dawn, the king is praised ' with wishes for victory': though 
even here we also find to the same end the singing of ' trium- 
pliant war-verses' ;* but as a general thing the battlefield 
praises are confined to 'hopes of good lick and wishes for a 
good day' (jaydi8, puz-ydha) chanted by heralds and Ma-ga- 
dhas.t 

The musical instruments employed were chiefly, as said above, 
lyres, flutes, and cymbals, though more warlike music often 
accompanies quiet revelry4t The lute, vallaki, seems to belong 
to the middle period of Epic development (vii. 6665 = 154. 25, 
v. 1. in B, and pseudo-Epic); but the lyre, vtny, one of the 
oldest instruments, and the one we have seen mentioned as 
suitable for military music, is very common, and we are for- 
tunate enough to have it pretty well described in the Epic 
itself. It is said in general that in a song the flute and lyre 
follow? the sound of the -conch and cymbal. The lyre is 
spoken of (iv. 17. 14) as 'the sweet-voiced lyre, sending forth 
its strong notes,' and is more particularly described as having 
seven cords, saptatantri (blrrdroo o6peopej: iii. 134.14). The 
seven musical scales are described as a branch of study (vani? 
saptavidha, ii. 11. 34); and we have the bass described as the 

*jditrdi s igrdmikdir mantrdik, vii. 84.15. 
t ib. 21; so lvrvddiI parisvaktah (vii. 112. 62), etc. 
t Compare xii. 53.5, where vktd, panava, venu, and other war-instru- 

ments play together; with singers and pdnisvanikas. 
% anunddin, v. 90. 11-16. 
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chord giving the 'big sound,' mahAdsvana. We are told further 
that the string (tantri) of the lyre rests on two supports (upa- 
dhdna), just like the cord tied at each extremity to the bow-end.* 

We may believe, since the lyre of later times seems to be the 
same as the older ' seven-stringed lyre,' that this was the instru- 
ment which first accompanied lyric strains in India, going back 
perhaps to a period older than that when Terpander increased 
the four strings of the Greek lyre to seven (unless in the latter 
case Bergk's hypothesis of verse-divisions destroy the parallel). 

The common reed.-flhte, known as veiny, and found every- 
where in the Epic beside the lyre, is not known to the Rig- 
Veda by that name; but other reed instruments (ndla, nad?>i, 
etc.) are common from the earliest time, and we may imagine 
that the flute under one of these names was also one of the 
most primitive instruments in the music of antiquity.t 

* iv. 35. 16: in reality the comparison is inverted. On tantri compare 
the proverb in R. ii. 38. 24, nd 'tantri vidyate vind. I believe this de- 
scription coincides with those of later works. See Wilson on the vina, 
Mrcch., Act iii., note, where he says the flute has seven holes; the lyre, 
seven strings. My own ignorance of music prevents my understand- 
ing very well the technical jargon found in the Purdnas, but the gen- 
eral distribution of sounds seems coincident with that of the later 
period. The Epic makes no class of the five special instruments of later 
times, bheri, mrdahga, gahkha, panava, dinrdima. To the explanation 
in P.W. under muirchana as a musical term add Vdyu P. ii. 24 and 25, 
where a full account is given, and compare ib. 24.36. 

f The tellers of genealogies need by no means have been mere dry re- 
citers of family-records. They probably made their accounts interest- 
ing by a judicious mixture of pure legend. In later times we find fairy 
stories quoted from these vaiiavids, as e. g. a pleasing story of Bhdgi- 
rath! to explain the name is referred to the vaftavittamdih. Compare 
Vdyu P. ii. 26.69 (vaiuavido janWh) to ib. 170 (evah vaftapuranajna 
gayanti). I have already noted, above, p. 125, that the heroes as de- 
scribed are chiefly amused by tales and the singing of low-caste musi- 
cians. Such performers are generally spoken of with disapprobation as 
a moral evil, and the names kuilava and Vdilisa show the same feeling 
for actors generally. Although a kind of drama (as said above, p. 
177) seems implied (especially in iii. 15. 14; xii. 69. 60, etc., and in 
rahgavatarana xii. 295. 5, or rahgavata, iii. 20. 27), we have no need of 
understanding more than pantomime in any of these allusions; and, 
for my part, I cannot see any recognition of real drama in the Epic. 
The uncomplimentary terms for dancers are common enough, especially 
in the pseudo-Epic (xii. 314. 28, they are of the quality of darkness; xiii. 
17. 50, nrtyapriyo ntityanarto nartakaihi sarvalalasah); and the parapher- 
nalia of the stage could scarcely have escaped notice, had the pure 
drama been contemporaneous with even the pseudo-Epic. I see in the 
different regard paid to the public amusers a development something 
parallel to that shown above in dicing: at first, not dishonored ; later, 
regarded with contempt; later still, the amusement indulged in but 
the amusers despised; finally, the amusement common, and dancing 
(and finally acting) become a patronized sport of the court. From the 
Epic connection of the stage with dancing and singing, the drama must 
have been developed by combining the art of singers with that of story- 
tellers, and perhaps vaitqavids, and been wholly secular. The gradual 
restriction of this amusement is shown in Ap. ii. 10. 25.14, 

VOL. XIV. 42 
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V. APPENDIX ON THE STATUS OF WOMAN. 

Woman is to the Hindu a creature of secondary importance. 
As the goddesses among the gods, stand the heroines among 
the heroes of the Epic. But conventional sayings, of which 
there is a vast number, and the facts that may be inferred, give 
us together a fair idea of the position of woman in the middle 
ages of India, and even enable us to see how that position has 
chanye , or was in process of changing, during the growth of 
the Epie itself. 

Except in legal literature, there is little prior to the Epic 
that can furnish a satisfactory view of woman's life. What we 
know from Rig-Vedic literature may be summed up in few 
words. The girls were allowed their freedom, like the boys. 
Very early marriages appear to be unknown. At a ripe age 
the girl was married, and became the one wife of one husband, 
whom she herself had chosen, giving up her parents' home to 
enter absolutely into the family of her lord. With that hus- 
band as companion as well as lord she shared an equal footing 
in religious rights, and was not excluded from participation in 
social enjoyment. She had a separate but not an exclusive 
apartment. At her husband's death she retired to live with 
her son or returned to the home of her parents. Only as queen 
was she obliged to suffer rivals, and then probably as a politi- 
cal necessity. From rather unsatisfactory evidence, we may 
conclude that female children were liable, however, to be ex- 
posed; and that near blood marriages were not interdicted. 

The early law-period is best considered in reference to the 
Epic custom and law. Much was changed in woman's life ere 
the conditions under which the Epic presents her were reached. 
The woman of the Mahabharata in its completed form is best 
described in short by negativing most of the description taken 
from the earliest Vedic age. The position held by her in the 
time to which we must refer the beginnings of the Epic lies 
somewhat between these two. 

But in talking of woman we are, so to speak, confounding, 
from the later point of view, three different beings. The in- 
herent complexity of woman's nature is aggravated in India by 
the social accident of her relation to men; and we find here, 
for all social considerations, as great a difference between 
woman and woman caused by marriage as between man and 
man caused by caste. This difference is heightened by the 
fact that women also (though, as I think, in less degree than 
men) were separated by the caste-regulations. But inside the 
pale of one caste we have always to distinguish sharply between 
woman, wife, and widow, The first had no value. The sec- 
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ond was of exaggerated importance. Again, the widow was a 
being socially apart from both girl and wife. It is only under 
these rubrics that we can study the condition of woman at all. 
For woman in general is but chattel, and receives only the re- 
spect due from a sensible man to potentially valuable property. 

We have indeed a number of pretty sentiments in regard to 
woman, especially in regard to her purity, that seem to place 
her in another light; and when we read that ' a woman's mouth 
is always pure,' or that 'three things do not become impure, 
women, gems, and water' (xii. 165. 32; M. v. 130), we are 
tempted to believe that an ideal position of women has been 
thus early reached. No greater mistake is possible. The only 
ideal of the early Hind-i in this regard was of practical conven- 
ience and sensual gratification. The proverbs quoted above are 
dry ceremonial statutes; most things render a man at certain 
times impure, as the sight of a dog, a tear, etc.; but, for the 
sake of convenience, the rule requiring him to rinse the mouth 
or bathe on thus becoming impure is done away with in the 
cases cited; and the whole force of the pretty saying is de- 
stroyed when we consider that the author is far from meaning 
women in general in this verse. He means only women of 
good caste. A woman of degraded caste was ipso facto im- 
pure, and to taste of her mouth was to render one's self liable 
to the severest penance.* 

We may still consider woman as far as possible apart from 
her social conditions if we examine the descriptions given by 
the poet, which, though applied to one specimen, are servicea- 
ble as portraying the miental and bodily ideal women-descrip- 
tions which do not vary much in law and in Epic. It is thus 
that the beautiful Krishndt is described by her husband, after 
he has gambled her away as a stake in the madness of his dice- 
playing: ' Not too short is she, and not too tall; black-eyed is 
she, and fragrant; her eyes are like the lotus, and her breath 
like autumn's wind; welcome as autumn after the summer rain, 
and loved as autumn is beloved; slender is her waist, broad are 
her hips; blue-black her hair, and well-arranged' (i. 67.158, 
JDraupad!). She is described again, and more fully, in another 
passage; and adding this to a description of another woman in a 
later book; we get for the bodily ideal a result that tallies well 
with the technical enumeration of beauties furnished by still a 

* xiii. 126. 25 (= M. iii. 155), vrsalipati; by marriage, yauna, xii. 165. 
37. Compare Jolly on the legal position of women in India, Sitz. d. K. 
Bayer. Akad., 1876, p. 423. 

f Where the name does not necessarily indicate her color as black, since she may be merely the feminine to Krishna: the subject involv- 
ing the original conception of the character. Fair women are attested 
by the Greek observer: see Ktesias i. 9 in Ind. Ant. x., with notes there. 
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fourth passage, and is corroborated by the legal works that warn 
against certain faults in women's personal appearance.* Blue- 
black hair seems to have been the favorite color. Red hair 
must have been well known, since the sages regard it as objec- 
tionable to marry a girl ' with auburn hair,' which is a charac- 
teristic, it is said, of Western girls. Girls so afflicted dyed 
their hair in later times. The Epic women are dark, and their 
hair is blue-black, parted in the middle, and the part marked, 
perhaps, with a pigment.t The eyes should be large and black; 
the lips, red; the teeth, white; the bosom and navel, deep; the 
breasts and hips, high. Further particulars, not specially edi- 
fying or translatable, but not differing from the Epic ideal, are 
found in the Brhat-Sarhhiti, and in the Purdnas.4 

Interesting is our next general problem: what character 
did the Hindus assign to their women? Separate here tale and 
proverb. For no more tender and delicate types of women 
are to be found than Sdvitril and Sita (I have not so high an 
opinion of the much-vaunted Damayanti), and to have ptor- 
trayed such characters is a vindication of the possibility of their 
historic existence. But on the other hand we have misogy- 
nistic sayings enough to show a popular disdain of woman. 
Only one circumstance is worthy of note: viz., that those who 
most indulge in these remarks have (in India) least cause to 
make them. ' A woman's nature is always unsteadfast '-this 
truth is uttered by the scapegrace Nala, who gambled away his 
kingdom, and ran away from the wife that remained steadfast 
to the end.g Part of the wisdom imparted to another king 
that gambled away his wife is: ' woman is the root of all evil, 
for women are always light-minded;' and the hardest blow is 
given to their virtue in the innuendo that even women of good 
family are envious of common prostitutes, wishing for the 
clothes and adornment that fall to the lot of the latter (xiii. 38. 

* The second description of Draupad! is found in iv. 9. 1. Compare 
with this iv. 37. 1 ff ., the technicalities in v. 116. 1 ff., and many inciden- 
tal references, as viii. 73. 84, prthu~croni of Krishna: compare also M. 
iii. 5 ff. 

t i. 44.3, simanta: compare N. Compare Wilson's Theatre, Vikram., 
p. 250, note. 

t On the strtlaksana see Ag. P. 242 (purusalaksana, 243); the dramatic 
ideal corresponds: compare e. g. Vikram., beginning of Act iv.; the 
king's remarks on gakuntala, Act i., etc. In Epic add xiii. 104.131 ff. (C. 
omits 132 b). The Brh. Sam'. 70.16 ff. gives some peculiar tests of 
women's correct form, and of their virtue, depending on the length of 
the toes, etc.; in 23 we find prdyo virftpdsu bhavanti dosd yatrd 'krtis 
tatra gun& vasanti as a general rule. For minuter norms, see the 
whole chapter. 

? iii. 71. 6, strisvabhdvaQ calo loke; literally, varium et mutabile sem- 
per femina. 

11 xiii. 38. 1 if.; repeated in 12, with ' no greater evil exists than woman. 
In vs. 17 we find M. ix. 14. 
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19). It is, perhaps, more philosophic reflection than miso- 
gynistic spite when the causal nexus of woe is traced back to 
woman: 'birth causes evil, woman causes birth, therefore 
women are answerable for woe' (xii. 213. t). Love is a woman's 
whole desire. 'The mass of women hangs on love,' a wily ad- 
viser suggests to a king, 'and therefore, 0 king, if thou hast 
deprived thy subjects of their sons by thy wars, make the girls 
marry, and they will quit their sorrow' (xii. 33. 45). Woman's 
nature is to injure man: ' a man should not marry a woman 
of low caste, for the nature of woman is to injure man; be a 
man wise or foolish, women drag him down.'* When Father 
IManu went to heaven, he gave to men women-weak, easily 
seduced, loving and lying, jealous of love and honor, passion- 
ate and foolish-nevertheless respect (married) women.'t The 
unusual fondness for love characteristic of woman is set forth 
in another verse: 'women are blessed with love, and slaves 
with pity' (xiv. 90. 14). And woman's untrustworthiness is 
recorded again: ' let not the king take counsel with fools and 
women' (iii. 150. 44; xii. 83. 56), a verse often repeated, with 
the warning 'never shall that be accomplished which is conl- 
fided as a secret to the mind of a woman.4f The historical 
reason for woman's lack of secretiveness is given in the story 
of a very pious saint, who cursed all women, because his 
mother revealed a secret: 'therefore he cursed all women, 
saying "' they shall never keep a secret"; so he cursed them, 
because lie was grieved' (xii. 6.11). 

In what then consist the virtues of women in the Hindu 
ideal? 'The strength of a king is power; the strength of a 
priest is holiness; but beauty, wealth, and youth are the 
strength of a woman-the greatest of all' (xii. 321.73). A 
sentiment found oftener is this, however, that 'the strength of 
woman is obedience.'? 

Such passages as these might be multiplied; but it suffices to 
have learned what the Hindu opinion was on this point. There 
is, to be sure, an antecedent impossibility of newness connected 
with the inquiry which robs it of freshness. Yet it is not 
without interest that we study the doctrine of India in regard 
to woman's nature; for in no point could the country for so 
long have remained original and free from foreign influence of 
thought. Except for slave girls, their women were their own; 
the opinions are based on narrow generalizations, and on that 

* xiii. 48. 36ff.; M. ii. 213-14, vv. 11. 
f lb. 46.8 ff. The addition is necessary, as the context shows. In 

spite of all these faults, a wedded woman should be respected, because 
she is Manu's gift to man. 

txi.27.30; not in C! cf. v.38.42. 
?v. 34. 75. Parallel passages, xiii. 40. 8 ff. 
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account, to those familiar with the same generalizations abroad, 
the more curious. To the Hindu, woman is inferior because 
she is weak, because she does not argue dispassionately or 
clearly, and because she is a creature of emotions, especially 
of love. For the Hindu Epic warrior is not ashamed to weep; 
onlv he scorns, or rather ignores, the sentimentality of love. 
From two points of view, love is a weakness. The soldier 
looks upon it as does the boy of to-day; the philosopher looks 
upon it as the origin of evil, and one with that desire which 
forms the first link in a chain of unhappy succurrent existences. 
Love as a passion the Hindu felt, appreciated, and deplored. 
As a sentiment, it does not exist, till the later Romantic age 
begins, that age which gives us the tales of good women, and 
later the lyric poetry. Women, at first free and unguarded, 
become gradually mere inmates of the inner house; they are 
watched and kept in ignorance. Outside of the generally pure 
lives of these guarded respectable women lie the lives of those 
whose presence preponderates in camp and city life-the 
'women of the crowd,' mentioned only by groups, the dancing 
girls, the courtesans, prostitutes, and other vulgarities, who 
from the records of law and Epic abounded in the early as well 
as the later times.* 

In strict accordance with this view of women stand the say- 
ings in regard to her treatment. 'Women (but wives are 
meant) should always be honored and petted. For when they 
are honored, the deities rejoice. . . and houses cursed by them 

*Besides the laws regarding adultery (see below), allusions to prosti- 
tutes and loose characters are plentiful. We have seen that city and 
camp are full of them. The king is advised to avoid connection with 
(svdirir.dsu, klibdsu) 'unlawful women,' xii. 90. 29-39. So ' doubtful 
women' ought to be avoided, xii. 35.30. The verse on the 'non-inde- 
pendence' of a king says he is not svatantra, may not do as he will, in 
respect of games, women, council, etc. (xii. 321.139). The report of 
Strabo shows that the king was attended regularly by slave-women; 
but this could have been, in accordance with Hindu law, for only part 
of the day (see above, p. 130). The 'loose women' that frequent the 
gambling halls are well known, ii. 68. 1. Among the rules for priests 
are many that show how vague, in spite of vows of chastity, must have 
been their morals and those of their neighbors in other castes. It is 
sinful to eat the food of one conquered by a woman, or of one who 
marries before his elder brother, or the food of a common prostitute 
(gacik&), or of men that suffer an upapati, or of a player (rakgastri- 
jivita), xii. 36.25 ff. In most of the disgusting tales in the Epic we find 
a great saint seducing some decent girl, and it is to be remarked that 
such connections are not condemned ; that prostitution itself is not con- 
demned as a profession; that wifely honor was esteemed, but maidenly 
honor not regarded except on practical grounds; that chastity in a man 
not particularly bound by an oath is looked upon as a matter of won- 
der. All the rules for chastity have purely practical reasons for their 
existence. Passion and love are the same thing, and are looked upon, 
like sneezing, as a natural impulse, best yielded to at once. Of purely 
moral censure of indulgence in passion there is no word. 
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are as if infected by magic' (xiii. 46. 5 ff.). To interpret the 
feeling that causes this, we may say that it is of the first im - 
portance that a wife should do as her husband wishes; if she 
is not petted and made much of, she will grow disagreeable; 
therefore the husband should keep her in good humor. This 
interpretation is inevitable, if we study the }indu rules on the 
subject.* 

The woman must be subservient to the man, but in intercourse 
with her he must obey her desires. In all these rules, and they 
are many, the woman, however, as woman is not regarded. It 
is always the practical effect of breaking them that is kept in 
view. So, too, with the laws that seem to evince a high moral 
standard: ' three sins lead to destruction-these are theft, adul- 
tery, and desertion of a friend.'t There are four chief vices 

gambling, intoxication, women, and hunting-he that does 
not foolishly rejoice in these is freed (from error).'4 

What we may call rules of priestly conduct are so explicit 
as to suggest a predilection for the faults named: ' one should 
not (openly) eat or sleep with a woman; '@ ' one should not have 
carnal intercourse with a woman by day, or (at any time) with 
a loose woman, or with a woman that has not just bathed.' 
(xiii. 104. 108). It is said that such intercourse is always allow- 
able if practiced in secret, restricted only by seasons, for practi- 
cal reasons. 

To cast the 'evil eye,' caksur dustam, on a woman who is 
another's wife renders one debased; debased, in the next life, 
are also those that look at naked women with evil thoughts; 
and those that offend sexually against nature, viyondu. Espe- 
cially strict, of course, are the rules for students, who were un- 

*See particularly Manu iii. 55 ff., ix. 1 ff. The pretty sentiment in 
the mouth of the Lord speaking to Soma-' Never despise a woman or 
a priest'-is a fair instance of the danger of rendering too generally, 
or into our modes of expression. Soma had neglected Daksa's daugh- 
ters, and is commanded to unite with them, at their desire, ix. 35. 82. 

t v. 33. 65. Paraddrabhimargin occurs in xiii. 23. 61. 
T xii. 289. 26; 59. 60; iii. 13. 7. Compare above, p. 117 if 
? xii. 193.24. This may be done in secret, xiii. 163. 47. 
11 xii. 193. 17 (comm. and ib. 9, rtukdle). On this head, ib. 228.44-45; 

243.6 ff. If a man receives an injunction (nirdega) from a woman, he 
should gratify her desire, even if it be the wife of the teacher, ib. 267. 
41; 34.27: cf. xiii. 49. 12 ff. Those that cohabit rajasvaldsu narisu in- 
cur brahmavadhyd personified, xii. 283.46. The converse in xiii. 90.28; 
104. 150; 163. 41. Sex-differentiation depends on the time, ib. 104. 151; 
females are born from the fifth, males from the sixth day. But in xiii. 
87. 10, the girl from second, the boy from third day. Compare on 
maithuna, xiii. 125. 24; 129. 1. Speculation on this point was common, 
as in Greece; so Hesiod says sex is determined by the day of procrea,- 
tion. Compare Brh. Samh. 78. 23-4. As well known, the law of Manu 
makes sex-differentiation depend on the respective vigor of the parents 
(M. iii. 49). 
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der vows of chastity till their study was ended. Such a student 
may not even talk to women outside of the family.* 

Let us follow out the treatment of women in another direc- 
tion. It was mentioned above that in the Vedic age there is 
some evidence to show that female children were occasionally 
exposed. This had passed by. In the early Epic period, 
woman lived on probation. She was allowed to live until her 
father or her husband saw fit to slay her. From all other men, 
she was, so far as her life went, secure. 'This verse has been 
sung of old by Valmmki, women should not be slain' (vii. 143. 
67). This rule is, of course, not a legal one. Women were 
tortured to death by law, for instance, if they were faithless. 
But it is a rule of chivalry, forbidding the strong to kill the 
weaker. It is one with the advanced code of military rules 
discussed above, and is universally found.t This rule implies 
legally so much, however, that the infliction of capital punish- 
ment in regular form, vadha-that is, by decapitation or 
smiting on the head-is not in a woman's case to be performed 
for the many offenses rendering men liable thereto.: But 
the legal penalty for killing a woman is not in any case very 
heavy, and if she chance to be of low caste, it is very little. 
If a man kill a married woman (other than the teacher's wife 

the teacher and all that belongs to him are all-sacred), he 
should undergo penance for two years; in the case of the 
teacher's wife, for three years.l 

There is perhaps an indication of national Aryan superiority 
of civilization in the legend that ' Kavavya laid down a law for 
the barbarians: he said "thou shouldst not kill a frightened 
woman; no warrior should ever kill a woman." '11 

* xiii. 104. 116; 145.50. The prohibition against looking at a naked 
woman (here and in xii. 214.12; xiii. 163. 47) is extended in xiii. 104.47 
and 53 to a rule forbidding one to speak to an unknown woman, espe- 
cially one in her courses. udakya. Mutual desire, as a rule, excuses in- 
tercourse (see the marriage rules, below), but he that has forcible con- 
nection with a girl 'passes into darkness,' xiii. 45. 22. The student's 
rule is given in xii. 214. 12 ff. 

t Killing a woman is reckoned as sinful as killing a priest or a cow, 
xiii. 126.28: i. e. it was a high crime. Moreover, such a deed results in 
the murderer's being reborn in some despised shape, ib. 111. 112 ff. 
The use of a king, it is said, is this, that if a man who kills a woman 
should get applause in the assembly, the king will frighten him (and 
put him down), xii. 73.16. 

We have to distinguish the military na hantavyah rule, quoted 
above, and the technical avadhyad, i. 217. 4. The latter case is plainly 
stated in i. 158. 31: ' in the verdict of law the law-knowers say that a 
woman is not to be exposed to vadha.' Compare also ii. 41.13, strisu 
na Vastram patayet. On the other hand, compare the horrible death- 
penalty of an adulteress (see below). 

? xii. 165.60 (paraddre). There is an Epic roughness about this rule. 
The law-books distinguish with great care between murder and man- 
slaughter. 

11 xii. 135. 13; dasyu = mleceha. 
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Among the sins looked upon as 'without expiation' (as a 
variation on the saying quoted above) we find injury to a 
friend, thanklessness, woman-killing, and teacher-killing. It 
is quite in accord with the character of the Epic that we find 
one verse giving the expiation for a crime, and another denying 
the existence of such expiation (xii. 108.32). To steal women 
is also one of the customs reprehended by Aryan law,* and we 
find it especially laid down for the dasyu that he should avoid 
union with (Aryan) women of high station, and theft of 
women.t Nevertheless, the Aryans, as they always carried 
captured women into slavery, could not have been free from 
this fashion.T Indeed, one of the marriage-forms is simply rob- 
bery of the girl, and one of the uses of a king is, it is said, to 
prevent women being stolen (xii. 67. 8 ff.)-that is, to put a 
stop to this antiquated form of marriage, of which, however, 
the Epic affords traditional examples in the case of its chief 
heroes. 

How closely the legal part of the Epic hangs together in all 
formal statement of the rules of propriety we may see by coin- 
paring with the above the regulations of the dharrnmasfttras, 
not to speak of the Qdstra of Manu, with which the later Epic 
stands on an equal footing in many points. Thus, the dharma- 
8',tFra8 are precise in ordering that no breach of chastity shall 
be risked by contact with, or looking upon a woinaii.? The 
especial sanctity of the teacher's wife is evinced by the rule 
that the student shall not mention her name, and shall serve 
her as well as the teacher (G. ii. 18, 31; Ap. i. 2. 7. 30). Special 
rules for greeting women are given, and some give even a rule 
here for colloquial intercourse between husband and wife (G. 
vi. 6 ff.) The supposed immaculate character of woman is not 
maintained, but some curions regulations are to be found. 
Thus, it is said by Vasishtha that only three acts make women 
impure: becoming an outcast, murdering her husband, and 
slaying her unborn child ;1j but according to Gautama, abortion 
and connection with a low-caste make a woman an outcast (Vas. 
xxviii. 7; G. xxi. 9). Notwithstanding that it is said by Vasishtha 

* 'One must not sell human beings,' G. vii. 14; ' females are not lost 
by possession,' G. xii. 39; Vds. xvi. 18 ; M. viii. 149. 

+ Dasyu here is slave, xii. 133.16-17. 
t There is a passage in the Aitareya Brdhmana (interpolated perhaps) 

referring to slave girls presented as gifts: Ait. Br. viii. 22. 
g G. ii. 16; Ap. i. 2. 7. 3, 8-10. In respect of maithuna, no intercourse 

is allowed rtukdle, but the penalty is slight: G. xxiii. 34 ; M. xi. 174. Of 
course no attention is paid to this rule in Epic legends. One should not 
eat what is touched by a woman in her courses; and anything handled 
by women seems impure: G. xvii. 10; 2,p. i. 5. 16. 28; Vhs. iii. 45. 

11 On modes of abortion, compare i. 177. 46; agmand kukssih nirbibheda, 
of the abortioness. Compare the same act in V. P. iv. 4. 

VOL. XIV. 43 
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that a woman is pure in all her limbs, and is not defiled by her 
lover (Vds. xxviii. 9, 1-6.), we read in the same work that to 
make herself pure the woman has to sip water (VYs. iii. 31-34; 
B. i. 5. 8. 22). Woman was, therefore, in general less exposed 
than man to accidental theoretical impurities, but crimes of 
the gravest nature made her impure; and, though not impure 
for herself from -natural causes, she might render the man who 
associated with her impure. The giving of right of way to a 
woman seems also to rest on this footing in the law-treatises; 
for, though given in the form common to the Epic and to 
Manu in three of the dharmasFttras, that of Baudhayana 
restricts the gallantry to the case of a pregnant woman.* As 
to killing a woman, we find in all the law-books that the punish- 
ment is in proportion not only to the caste, but to the condition 
of the woman at the time of her murder.t For an ordinary 
woman-that is, for women in general-a modified penance is 
ordained by law, while for the accidental slaughter of an 
unchaste woman or harlot there is no penance at all, or at the 
most ' a bag.'t 

But' few general rules remain to be considered for women. 
Legally, they could be witnesses only for women (M. viii. 68; 
Vas. xvi. 30). Religiously, they had no independent part in 
Veda-study or in sacrifice, merely helping their husbands in 
the manual part of the daily service, and (barring accidental 
representation) being entitled, like the slaves, to merely a per- 
functory acquiescent word during religious rites. their knowl- 
edge being classed with that of slaves as the last thing that a 
man should study, and consisting of improper tales, singing, 
dancing, and mechanical arts. 

The Epic rule agrees with the legal of course in generally 
excluding women from sacrifice, feasts to the Manes, and fast- 
ing,? and confining their religion to ' obedience to the husband' ; 

but we find terrible religious austerities undergone by the maid 
of Kag!, performed, like those of an ordinary ascetic, with a 
view of compassing earthly power by religious merit (v. 186.19). 

Finally, as we cannot suppose for a moment that the Epic 
represents either chronological or geographical unity, we must 
always understand that ' the women of India' means the Aryan 
women approved of by the late redaction, when rules for con- 
duct are given; since we read of women whose customs are 

* G. vi. 24; Aip. ii. 5. 11.7; Vds. xiii. 58; B. ii. 3.6.30; Mbh. xiii. 163. 38. 
t Penance for the slaughter of a Brahman woman in her courses 

stands always first. Compare G. xxii. 12; Ap. i. 9. 24. 9; Vds. xx. 34 sq.; 
B. i. 10. 19. 3 ; ii. 1. 1. 1 1 ;MI. xi. 88. 

t G. xxii. 17, 26-27 ; 1p. i. 9. 24. 5. 
W iii. 205. 22; women have no yajnakriyd1, no !rdddha. and no upa- 

vdsakam, but their means of heaven is bhartari Vugrftsd. 
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directly opposed to those allowed by the Epic ideal, women who 
dance naked, and get drunk, and behave with open and un- 
abashed immodesty ;* and though we know that the practice of 
' guarding' or shutting women up was of comparatively recent 
origin,. yet we have to assume this as the custom for all respect- 
able women of the ' Epic age,' the only exceptions being those 
of older traditional tales, girls in lowly circumstances, and 
country girls. City women of respectable character were 
neither seen nor heard. Yet the feasts and rejoicings of a still 
later epocht show us women freely commingling with men, 
and we must suppose that absolute secretion of women was 
practiced only in the families of kings or of the highest nobles, 
and that the occasional return to a natural life was a temporary 
adoption of rules current in lower society." Some women 
seem recognized as not restricted by the ordinary rules of 
seclusion.? 

It is now time to draw that necessary distinction in treating 
of HinduL women to which allusion was made at the outset, and 
review the three periods of woman's life, as girl, wife, and 
widow. 

The Girl. -Krishna, the daughter of Drupada, was, con- 
sidering her beauty and her marital complications, an exceed- 
ingly well instructed woman, and was able to argue very clev- 
erly with her sage lord, Yudhishthira. Much of this wisdom 
she gleaned from him rather late in life, but other sources of 
knowledge were open to her from an early period. To one of 
these she refers at the close of a grand discussion on the diffi- 
cult question of fate, involving subtile questions of human and 
divine power, with which she is remarkably familiar: ' this I 
learned (in childhood) as a sage priest taught it to my brother, 
while I sat in my father's lap and listened.'? The picture 
drawn here represents an unusual home scene; for notices of the 
life of girls except in an epigrammatic or didactic way are rare. 

xThe Madrakdh., women of galya's country: compare viii. 40. 17 if. 
Compare the Bihikas in ib. 44. 1 ff.; 45. 19 ff.; v. 39. 80, ' Bilhikas are the 
refuse of earth.' In B. (the same proverb) Bd1hika and Vhilka, (sic). 

f Not alone in the Harivafiia. In i. 222. 21, the women get drunk at 
a picnic. Compare above, p. 121. 

f To see the city sights, processions, etc., the women sit on the roofs, away from the public (i. 69. 1 ff.). 
? ii. 31. 38; women in Mahismat! by especial permission of Agni are 

'not guarded' by their husbands and are dissolute (svdirinyah . . yathes- 
thamh vicaranti). The expression raks, usually used of keeping women 
secluded, may be used in an entirely unconventional sense, as yosit 
sadd raksyd, i. 111. 12, means that one ought never to injure a woman. 
For fuller treatment, see below. 

11 Pared. vii. 4 defines a ripe girl, kanyd, as a maid of ten years; one 
of nine is called rohinf; one of eight, gduri. 

? iii. 32. 60-62, the brhaspatiproktd nitih is meant, on ddiva, p&urusa, 
and hatha (ib. 32). 
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But Drupada was a king, and must have been an unusually 
affectionate father, for in general there appears to have been 
no sentiment but contempt for the girl. At least, this is the 
frequent statement: boys are blessings, girls are a nuisance. 
Girls, anyway, are no good, ' but a daughter is a torment,' it is 
said.* The care of marrying her and the responsibility she un- 
worthily bears is meant; as Mqtali exclaims in another place, 
against the girls of great families, that a daughter is a constant 
risk to three families, her mother's family, her father's, and 
finally her husband's (v. 97. 15-16). But natural affection was 
stronger than systematic contempt, and we are glad to learn 
from the Epic's own words that, in spite of the usual fixed 
difference in the regard felt for son and daughter, ' some fa- 
thers love the boy more; some, the girl' (i. 157. 37). A rule of 
the 'house-manuals' says that when a man returns from a 
journey and meets his son he should kiss him on the head, and 
murmur 'out of the heart art thou born; thou art the self 
called son; 0 live a hundred years,' and kiss him three times 
more, murmuring benedictions-' but his daughter he should 
only kiss, without words.' 

But almost all the occasions on which girls are mentioned 
have to do with their marriage. For the universal rule of 
Epic and formal law compelled the girl to marry when she was 
yet immature. Before the time of marriage she appears as a 
naked child, or, if somewhat older, either as a child-princess 
whose main interest just before her marriage is to get new 
clothes for her doll, or as a clever little damsel picking up 
wisdom on her father's lap.t 

According to law and Epic usage, and even to a suggestive 
verse in the Rig-Veda, it would seem that the brother was 
scarcely less necessary to the girl's fortune than the father. 
The brother preserved the sister from a rude fate, since Aryan 

* i. 159. 11-12, krechrach tu duhitd, etc. 
t The princess Uttar& asks Arjuna, to whose son she is shortly mar- 

ried (after he himself had declined her hand when offered by her father), 
to bring back cloth with which to dress the dolls of herself and girl- 
friends. Arjuna's remarks on declining her hand show that she was a 
mere child, although at least of marriageable age, vayaIsthd, iv. 72.4. 
She appears in full regal attire when ceremony demands it. Compare 
above, p. 170, and iv. 37.29 for the doll, pdcedlikd. This seems implied 
in sfitraprotd ddrumayi yosd, v. 39. 1, though a puppet, puttikd, may be 
meant. The first expression is used in the drama for the doll of a prin- 
cess. Playing with a ball, kanduka, is shown to be a girl's amusement 
in iii. 111. 16; and kanduka appears again in Mdlavikag. iv. 17, kandu- 
kam anudhdvanti, as fitting play for a princess. The general name for 
childrens' playthings is kridanaka, which implies dolls, balls, carts, 
etc., or pet animals, as in the divinity's case, vydlakridanakdih kridate, 
VAyu P. ii. 37.281: compare ib. 36. 94. The usual amusements of the 
gils, however, singing, dancing, and music, are more corporal exercises 
parallel to the shooting and riding of the boys. 
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rule prohibits marriage with a girl that has no brother. Of 
such a girl the iRig-eda speaks as if it were a matter of 
course that she should not be married, but should become a 
common woman of the streets. 

The reason for this is not less simple in itself than significant 
for the late and full development of many customs appearing 
in the Vedic age that we are wont to regard as peculiar to a 
later-or, in other words, for the lateness of parts of the Rig- 
Veda. For the only reason for the Rig-Veda's speaking of the 
forlorn condition of the brotherless girl must have been that 
which causes legal injunctions against marrying such a girl: 
namely, that the man who had only a daughter might claim 
that daughter's son as his own religious representative in offer- 
ing oblations to the Manes of himself and ancestors. The 
right of the husband of the brotherless girl in his prospective 
son would thus be forgone. The dead father ought to receive 
the funeral cake, but that son could offer no cake to his father's 
soul; he must offer it to the soul of his maternal grandfather; 
and the main object of the father's marriage would be lost. 
Without a son, and without a cake, his soul would lie in 
hell.* The only interest felt for the girl was in the matter of 
her marriage. Before she becomes a wife, however, two points 
are to be settled. At -what age does she marry, and at what 
price ? 

Now the later tabulated and scheduled wisdom, as we find it 
in the Br-hat-Samhita, gives a remarkable statement to the 
effect that a woman is not full grown till she is twenty.t On the 
other hand, the only Epic that specifies the age of the heroine 
makes Sitii six years old at the time of marriage (quoted above, p. 
110, note). But we can trust the law to help out the Epic in 
this particular. It is not likely that unanimity on such a point 
would exist among law-books, were there great differences in 
practice. Suppose we divide life into the four divisions usually 
accepted by the Hindus: babyhood, youth, maturity, old age. 
The period of babyhood extends to the time when it is necessary 
to put on clothes. Now some of the law-givers say ' let a girl 
be married before she wears clothes '; one says, ' before 
puberty' ;4 and a later (verse) law says, 'while the girl is still 
naked let her father give her in marriage.'? 

* Rig-Veda i 124. 7: the girl without a brother runs loosely after 
men. G. xxviii. 20 ; M. iii. 11 ; ix. 136 ; Yaj. i. 53. 

f viftativarsd ndri. . arhati mdnonmdnam (purusah khalu pahca- 
viiiatabhir abdiI). B. S. 68.107. 

t gagq vdsakpratipatter ity eke after praddnam praq rtok, G. xviii. 
23, 21. 

? VAs. xvii. 70: cf. B. iv. 1. 11-14 (Bfihler). The length of the time the 
girl should wait to be given away, and at the expiration of which she 
may make her own choice, is set by some at three months; by some at 
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The pseudo-Epic chimes in with the rule that a man of 
thirty may wed a girl of ten (still clotheless); or a man of 
twenty, one of seven. In its informal part we find also the 
same advice, but expressed more indefinitely: ' a long abode in 
the house of relatives is not a good thing for women.'* The 
statement in the Epic ' they extol a wife whose maturity is past 
(gatayduvand)' points to the same view; for it is the married 
woman whose youthful folly has passed into middle age that 
renders the house and peace of the husband perfect (v. 35.69). 
The law-book of Manu does not specify more nearly than to say 
that the girl may marry at eight, or before the age of puberty; 
bitt it adds a very special injunction that a girl is better unmar- 
ried forever than given to an unsuitable husband. The oldest 
commentator on this law objects to so early an age as eight, 
saying plainly that in such a case the girl is simply sold by her 
father. In ndia the marriageable age is usually reached be- 
tween ten and twelve. 

We have clearly in the legendary literature, both Epic and 
dramatic, a reversion to a freer age. 9akuntald, Subhadra, 
Malavika, Damayanti, Krishna, are no babies of eight or ten. 
They are grown girls conscious of womanhood. The girls of 
the forests in their fathers' ascetic abodes, so often met with 
by kings and priests, are practically well-developed and full- 
grown. 

Instances of legend and law might be multiplied without in- 
creasing our knowledge. We must, it seems, first of all admit 
that there was a difference of custom within the Aryan order 
itself; recognize that till the Vedic age is passed (back into the 
borders of which the Epic story extends), the girls were married 
after they had reached maturity, not before; acknowledge that 
the priests in literature prior to that of the Epic had laid down 
a maxim that girls ought to be married before this age, and that 

three years. The latter seems to be the earlier form, for which later the 
' periods' are substituted. Compare G. xviii. 20 (trin kumdryrt'fn) with 
VAs. xvii. 67-68 (triii varxdini); and the confusion in gloka-writers, M. 
ix. 4, 90-92; Vishnu, xxiv. 40, and in the rtu substituted in the verse of 
Vasishtha (loc. cit. 70) after the prose varsadi. Compare also B. iv. 
1. 11-14). In the Epic, a month is the formal equivalent of a year (iii. 
35. 32), and I have thought perhaps this vi'arsa is responsible for such in- 
formal confusion and formal substitution. ' The rains' might be inter- 
preted as years or months (rainy season); varse-varse =each rain or 
each year. The ' four rains' means the months. It may be remarked 
in connection with the following discussion that 'in the bad age to 
come' girls will choose their own husbands and bear children at the age 
of five or six; boys becoming also mature at seven or eight: iii. 190. 
36 and 49. 

* xiii. 44. 14 (M. ix. 88-94). In the following Epic verses occurs the 
law-book rule that a girl ' after three years' unwedded may hunt up 
her husband herself (ib. 44.16-17); the informal advice, i. 74.12. 
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this generally received maxim expresses a general custom; see 
in the freer permission of Manu and the objection to child- 
marriage of his oldest commentator a later protest against such 
immature marriage; consider the Epic and dramatic legends as 
expressive of an ideal rather than a custom of the time; 
make a distinction between the lot of the higher and lower 
classes, the respectable and unworthy women; presume such a 
distinction made further by geographical difference in custom; 
and conclude that we have thus come as near to historical truth 
as we are able. The line of development in this matter seems 
steadily directed toward the state of affairs now obtaining, 
where child-marriages and child-widows are the general curse 
of the land. 

Necessary and important is the evidence of the Greeks, with 
which I leave the subject. It proves that seven was regarded as 
an age fit for marriage. 'Ev de zj %@pr raVTD va d 'aoiAevaes 

' 
Ordzrap ro- WHpax2ioc, ra' psV rtVacxaq trraszreac dova; d; 

coprp radpov divae, ro'q &e aVWpaq rwsaapdxopra E'-rea ra irAs- 
j9etwOxesatYae (Arrian, Ind. 23, c. 9). Mqaats'v~q dse Sote Iaq u 
Hlaidaci (?) xaroexovaaq )v'acxaq E$as-eac )epoepaq z-exzrev (Phle- 
gon, Mirab.). 

The period described by the Epic, and from which its story 
comes, represents probably an age in every way more happy 
for women than the later. But the time in which the Epic 
was composed out of old legends must already have known 
child-marriages. For this later custom we may give four 
reasons, if we put ourselves upon the Hindu plane of thought. 
First, the nature of woman: the objective end of woman's life 
is to marry and bear children; let her not, therefore, be kept 
from the labor the Creator intended should be hers, but under- 
take it as soon as possible.* Second, the pecuniary advantage: 
the girl was an expense at home, and was paid for when mar- 
ried; let her bring her price as soon as possible. Third, the 
fear of impurity: after the age of womanhood, contact with 
unclean women rendered men liable to impurity, and made 
it necessary for them to do penance; let her be put out of the 
way, safe and ' guarded' - that is, where only her husband shall 
meet her (for 'women's apartments' can have been only in 
the large houses of the rich). Fourth, pride: it is an honor to 
parent and child tQ have the latter married well and early; and, 
as the Hindu says, a grown girl may commit indiscretions that 
ruin the happiness of three families; as women are utterly un- 
trustworthy, they should be 'guarded' as soon as possible, even 
before they are of age; then the parent is free from danger, 

* This is the view bluntly expressed by the Hindus. Compare M. ix. 
96, 'women are created in order to bear children.' 
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and the husband is certain that his wife is pure. Climatic 
conditions make these marriages of children possible: the prac- 
tice reveals at once the state of society. Yet, with general con- 
demnation, we must not forget the skilful, witty, and learned 
women of the earlier Brahmanic period, who are indeed often 
the best in coping with the priests in argument, and are put 
down by the violence as much as by the logic of their oppo- 
nents. Like the women of that period appears Krishna in the 
Epic, a well-taught and clever disputant; nor are the others of 
her sex represented except in pedantic didactic as inferior to 
men. One might almost conjecture another reason, added to 
those above, and attribute the insistance of the priests upon 
child-marriages to a desire to suppress the intolerable freedom 
of tongue exercised by women in their discussions. 

In the fifth century B. C., at the hands of the Buddhists, 
women became to a great extent emancipated. Then follows 
the era of enlightened women; the rise of the nunneries; the 
freedom from restraint-to be lost with the rise of Brahmanism 
again, though occasional glimpses show us in the period of 
our middle ages women that were esteemed as poets and even 
as lawyers: as witness the work on law by one Laksmidevi, of 
whom Colebrooke speaks, and the women poets in the Sadukti- 
karnamytain (composed 1205 A. D. ?).* 

Before taking up the question of the price paid for the girl, 
let us consider the kind of a girl one should marry. She should 
of course be ' of good family': the first rule, wherever we find 
rules on this subject, is always that a man should take care that 
his son marry a girl whose family is worthy of her; and his 
daughter, a man of like or higher caste. In this regard, be- 
cause of caste, no land was ever stricter in its precepts. 
Legends, however, oppose the laws in showing us as many 
cases of men of knightly caste uniting with priests' daughters 
as men of priestly caste with girls of warrior-caste; and even 
the women of lower castes are here wedded to kings and 
priests. To be avoided in marriage are girls personally defec- 
tive, or afflicted with disagreeable diseases, -or with inauspicious 
names. Too close relations are forbidden to marry in the later 

See Notices, No. 1180; Cdnddlavidyd, Bhdvadevi, Vyysapadd, etc. are 
women among the 446 poets whose verses are here made into an anthol- 
ogy. There is no other language than that of men for the Epic hero- 
ines; but, as is well known, in the drama vulgar people and women 
generally speak Prdkrit, or a patois, while the men of rank speak San- 
skrit. Venerable women and even common women do sometimes, how- 
ever, even here speak Sanskrit, e. g. in the case (Mrcch., Act iv.) of 
Vasantasend. 
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law: 'one should avoid a girl of the same family as one's 
nother.'* 

As among the earliest rules no such law is fouiid, we may as- 
sume that blood-relationship was only gradually introduced as a 
bar; the early legends of the gods wedding their daughters and 
sisters seem to me, however, no proof of such custom in man. 

Corporal characteristics are spoken of above. 
The price paid for a woman is called zulka, a price or fee.t 

Gantaina says that the debt does not involve the sons if unpaid 
by the father, and that the price goes first to the mother, or, if 
she is dead, to the brothers of the girl, according to some law- 
givers; others say, to the brothers with the mother; but he 
leaves this point unsettled.: Tacitly, as well as peremptorily, 
the early law recognizes the sale of a daughter; later on (as 
well known, both stages are represented in Manu), the law for- 
bids such a sale. In the Vedic times the sale of a daughter ap- 
pears not to have been unusual (R.V. i. 109. 2). It is the rule 
to-day in some parts of India. The law-makers resisted the 
Custom, and would have the fee looked upon as a gift. Never- 
theless, it remained sales-money by the name of gift or fee, and 
was not uncommon, though the kind of marriage implying it is 
reckoned less worthy. The 'free-choice' of the woman must 
have been affected by it; for it is disputed whether it be legit- 

* The injunctions are given in xiii. 104. 123 ff.; the parivrajitd, wan- 
dering (Buddhist ?), is included among undesirable brides (also ayoni and 
viyoni connection blamed). In verse 130, samarsa matuh svakulajd* in 
ib. 44. 18, asapindd mrdtur asagotrd pituh. In ib. 15, ' one should avoid 
a girl that has no brother or father, for she is putrikd 'dharminti.' See 
M. v. 60 (scopindas are those related to the seventh degree); iii. 5-l ; G. 
iv. 2; Ap. ii. 5. 11. 15 (Bfihler's note). The first quotation is freer than 
the second, and means simply, as translated, ' one should not marry a 
girl descended from one's father's ancestor, or one of the same family 
as the mother.' The legal restriction is ' within six degrees on the 
mother's side and not a gentilis or relation on the father's side;' in the 
Puranic law, the fifth on the mother's side, the seventh on the father's. 
The question is involved by somewhat contradictory tradition and by 
caste, into which the Epic takes us by its usual impartial giving of dif- 
ferent views. Thus, sarmdrsd would appear to restrict the rule anyway 
to Brahmans. The views of the legal commentators will be found in 
Bithler's or Burnell's translation of Manu. The priest that in i. 13. 29 
goes after a wife of the same name (sandmni), and refuses (14. 3) to ac- 
cept Vdsuki's sister because she did not fulfil this condition, meant 
thereby not family but proper name, one with the same meaning as his. 
According to B. i. 2.2. 3, own cousins may marry 'in the South.' For 
the usage given by the House-laws, see Weber, Ind. Stud. x. 76. 

f This subject has been discussed by M. Leon Feer in Journ. As., vol. 
viii., Le Mariage par achat dans l'Inde aryenne: mainly devoted to ad- 
justing discrepancies between the marriage-forms in Adip. and Manu 
(see below). Feer draws attention to the fact that the election is only 
a preliminary to the form of marriage selected (p. 476), and concludes 
that the drsa and dsura forms both imply sale. 

t G. xxviii. 25-26. The first uttlka-quotation from G. xii. 41, like M. 
viii. 159, is thus interpreted by the commentators. 

VOL. XIII. 44 
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imnate for a father to give his daughter, although engaged to 
one man, to a better one, if the marriage has not taken place. 
The frequent denunciation of the custom proves its prevalence: 
' he that sells his son or offers his daughter for a fee goes to 
hell.'* ' A gift for a girl is recorded by the good.'t ' They 
that dispose of a girl for a fee go an evil course.': The ' fee' 
is sometimes a mere promise to pay.0 A permissible sale is 
veiled as a free gift, but open selling is condemned. Never- 
theless we find the selling practiced. Even the pseudo-Epic 
records a case of sale. Gadhi did not care to give his daughter 
to Ricika, because lie thought ' he's a poor beggar'; so he said 
' first give me the fee, and you shall then have my daughter.' 
The suitor readily assented, and paid the price (xiii. 4. 10). Fee 
is sometimes implied without express statement. Compare 
'this daughter was disposed of by the king, after the latter 
had stipulated the marriage-fee' (i. 193.23). If a man, it is 
said, should give a girl to one man and then to another, he 
would be born a worm-implying payment.?t 

* xiii. 45.18: compare M. iii. 54 with the following. 
+ i. 102. 12 ; see below, under marriage-forms. 
t vii. 73. 42 (equal in .sin to one courting a rajasvald, or to an dsya- 

mdithunika, or ye divd mndithune ratda (ib. 43). C. omits this. 
? In i. 103.14, vrttarh Vulkahetoh is a mere promise on the part of the 

suitor. 
it Compare in i. 221.4, praddnam api kanydydh ipaguvat ko 'numan- 

yate, vikrayarh cd 'py apat~yasya kah kurydt puruso bhuvi. The king of 
Madras says to a suitor who does not offer a price, 'you suit me exactly, 
but I cannot transgress our law; whether bad or good, I cannot trans- 
gress our family custom, and there is an impropriety in your request; 
you should not say: " sir, give me (without a price, this sister)," ' i. 113. 
9-13; ib. 10. The suitor paid the price; and he is the greatest saint in 
the Epic. Not content with paying, he says the rule is a good rule, a 
rule of God, a law enforced by the ancients, a law without sin; ib. 13. 

? xiii. 111. 83: compare also xiii. 44: if one man gives a fee for a girl, 
another is promised the girl, another abducts her, another offers money, 
and another actually weds her-whose wife would she be? The answer 
is, that the Vedic ceremony makes the real marriage, and the promise 
is invalid in face of the fact that the girl is now wedded: followed, 
however, by condemnation of one that gives to one man after promise 
to another; so that the marriage is clandestine (28). In the following 
the fee-theory is stated in full: ' the fee does not decide the marriage ; 
it is not the chief thing; a gift (to the bride) of ornaments does not im- 
ply that she is sold; eternal law proclaims that the husband should give 
something; it is of no consequence if one gives a verbal promise of a 
daughter; a girl should not be given to one she hates; a wife may not 
be sold; those that maintain that the fee given before or at marriage is 
really sales-money and the chief thing (and that the woman passes into 
her owner's hands solely on account of this) do not understand. For 
instance, if a man gives the fee for a girl and dies before marriage, the 
girl does not belong to his family; therefore the fee is not a price paid 
for chattel. The girl may marry some one else, or form a levirate mar- 
riage with the dead groom's brother (so Manu), or act like a widow (as 
usual, the Epic puts into the argument what destroys it; the statement 
that the girl in some cases weds the brother or acts like a widow shows 
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It remains to add of the marriage-money that Strabo attests 
the fact that a yoke of oxen was given by the suitor as a price 
for the girl (xv. p. 709). On the other hand, the wife's dowry is 
an unpledged su.l given by the father to the daughter or son- 
in-law; in royal marriages the gift is often handsome. 'A 
befitting dowry' is sometimes spoken of; a king gives his 
new son-in-law a princely gift; Drupada gives gifts to all the 
knights when his daughter is married, horses, elephants, women 
(slaves), etc.; and Krishna carries the haraniyam of Subhadra 
from her home to that of the Pandus.* Compare the gift 
of King Virata to his son-in-law when his daughter is married 
-seven thousand horses and two hundred elephants (iv. 72. 36). 
It made some difference whether the father gave to the bride 
or to the bridegroom, as the wife's property included ' gifts at 
marriage' (M. ix. 194). 

The father of the bride at the election-day of his daughter 
has all the expense, not only in gifts to the pair, but also in 
largess to the people (though the suitor gives ' to the priests '). 
This advanced stage probably brought the fee into disrepute; 
the latter remained as a survival, and 'the pair of oxen' that 
the law enjoins upon the bridegroom to give is a mere formal- 
ity. The bridegroom is really paid to take the girl, if the 
father can afford the honor of suitors willing to wed his 
daughter for her state. Probably, therefore, private and small 
families retained the fee, while at court and by the upper classes 
it gradually became looked upon as an archaic barbarismn.t 

she was regarded as sold to the dead man); an actual marriage is per- 
formed by taking seven steps about the fire or by pouring water; a man 
should wed in this way a girl that loves him and of proper descent (anu- 
kuldm, anuvaiAV~m), after she has been given to him by the brother; she 
is married by the ceremony (updgnikdrn), not by the fee. Compare 
M. viii. 227 and ix. 71 (where it is questioned by the commentator 
whether the ' first' suitor spoken of is not dead); and Ydj. i. 65, who 
says that a girl promised to one may be given to another if the latter is 
'better.' Our text (31-36, 45-46, 48-52, 55-56) is expanded in the next 
chapter (xiii. 45. 1-6): ' suppose the fee-giver has gone off without get- 
ting the price back ; she is still sold to the fee-giver (kritd gulkadasya), 
and no one else may marry her; all her offspring will be his (if she marry 
another); but if married to a man of her own election (svayaihvrta), 
and with her father's consent, without a fee, some regard the offspring 
as not his; this is doubtful; let one do in this matter as the good do. 
This must be remembered, however, that a marriage is only real by vir- 
tue of a proper wedding; a mere cohabiting of a male and a female does 
not constitute a marriage between them' (bhdrydpatyor hi sambandhah, 
stripurnso& svalpa eva tu, 9). Throughout this passage, aside from con- 
tradictory admissions, the fee, though disparaged, is recognized as the 
custom of manv. 

* i. 221. 33 ff. and 44 (jidtideyam and harana n); i. 198. 15, Drupada's 
gifts. The king offers Vikramdditya a dowry with his daughter(Pafi- 
cadandaprab. 4 and 5). to take a late example. 

f The rise of the royal el. ction, with tournament and fete, results 
(Blhlshnia, Arjuna, etc.) in the price paid for the girl being looked upon as 
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The question of selling a girl for marriage is illustrated by 
the old law of slavery involved in unsuccessful gambling. Al- 
though the formal law denies, the right of selling human beings, 
women of the lower classes are frequently mentioned as slaves 
of war, serving in the capacity of servant maids or in more vul- 
gar professions.* But this was not the only method of enslav- 
ing; for, as is seen in the course of the main story, the wife of 
an Arvan, and that a king, might be made a slave if staked at 
play. The scene is too well known to describe, and it is only 
necessary to refer to the fact that Krishna is dragged into the 
gaming hall as a slave, and is addressed thus: 'thou wast a 
queen; thou hast been lost in play; thou art a slave' (ii. 67. 34); 
and she is then commanded to take off her rich attire, assume 
that of a menial, and go to the wQmen's apartment and wash 
dishes. The husband objects to this on sentimental grounds, 
but, admitting the fairness of the game, he has nothing legally 
to bring forward against the enslaving of his wife. The only 
protest on the loser's part is that they ought not to bring a re- 
spectable woman into the gaming-hall where the men are. The 
one legal point raised is that described above, p. 123. 

Slave-trade in women being mentioned and reprehended 
shows that the practice was not uncommon, though con- 
demned: ' those that buy or sell slave women' are regarded as 
sinful; but this is a later law (xiii. 44. 47). As the passage fol- 
lowing is in a section on war-rules, we must suppose that the 
girl intended is a war-captive; the passage shows an acknowl- 
edged right to carry off women as captives, but would restrict 
the authority of the captor in favor of the woman: 'a captive 
of war should be released at the end of a year; a girl carried 
off by a feat of valor should not be asked (to return) before 
the end of a year; the same rule holds for other property taken 
by force.'t 

The attire of women is a subject not without a certain social 
value, but I regret to say that I have omitted to make special 

so nominal that we find a viryagulka, or fee-of-bravery, regarded as the 
price: that is, he who won the girl by strength of arm paid for her by 
the feat. So the Ag. P. describes the bending of the bow at Sltd's mar- 
riage as the ' fee' (5. 11-12). 

* Slave-girls are given away by the quantity, generally with their or- 
naments, as in viii. 38.7, asmdi . . dadydah strlidth gatam alarhcrtam; 
so xv. 14.4. 

t xii. 96.5. If the girl wants to go, and says so at the end of a year 
she must be returned; but she may not be asked till the expiration of 
the year. ' Other property,' according to the commentator, implies 
slaves captured by force. The general rule is that the girl or slave or 
any other property is returned at the end of the year. This must have 
been a rule that the victor followed or not as he pleased. I have already 
referred to the slave-girl given to the -vicious priest in the ' northern 
country,' xii. 168. 29 ff. -173. 18. 
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note of this point, not having considered it of sufficient interest. 
I may mention, however, that in general there is distinction 
between the dress of maid, wife, and widow. The last wears 
no ornaments. The chief article of the married woman's dress 
is a necklace, this being indicative of wifehood. Other orna- 
ments are worn in profusion by girls and married women. The 
rustic maidens seem to wear as little dress as possible, but 
queens and women of wealth are gaudily attired in linen or 
red and yellow silk (the men of the same class wearing red and 
blue silk). Thus Sits and Draupad! are described: with the 
addition, that the hair is worn in a long braid, long enough to 
conceal a dagger in, according to the tragedy related in the 
Brhat Saiihita. The deshabille of a royal dame seems to be 
a linen cloth wound about the body; thus Krishna, when 
dragged into the assembly, wears only such a cloth.* 

Affecting both girl and wife is the institution of ' guarding' 
women, to which I have had occasionally to refer. 

In the great Sabha scene of our poem the heroine is dragged 
into the hall where the men sit after their gambling. In her 
deep distress she cries out 'I, I whom neither wind nor sun 
have ever before beheld at home, I now enter the assembly 
hall' (ii. 69. 5). And this indignity, even more than the forci- 
ble disrobing, seems to fire the indignation of the helpless 
heroes, who exclaim, 'they never of old have caused a right- 
eous woman to enter the assembly-hall; the law of old, the law 
eternal, has hereby been put to naught.'t It was only in grief, 
and as a sign of mnourning, that the veil was laid aside. 

At a time much later than that of this scene, but still falling 
within the realm of the whole Epic, we find women who, while 
being Aryan, have yet dispensed with this good old rule. It is 
noticeable, however, that when the beggar-nuns mingle ini pub- 

* Silk gowns are mentioned in xii. 296. 20. Krishna is adhonivi in the 
assembly, ii. 67. 19. Ekaveni, ' with one braid': compare R. vi. 60. 7 ; v. 
22. 8 (and 18. 21; 66.13); also sign of a eunuch. The ornaments include 
bells, as in kdicinitpuranisvandih, R. vi. 112. 13; v. 20. 16; 81. 29; from 
the Epic I have only niipura in xiii. 107. 30; *iii. 146.24. Sitil is dressed 
pitakdugeyavdsini, R. v. 31. 2. Wedding clothes in drama are silk bod- 
dice, red muslin skirt, necklace, shoes, wreath: Malatinmdh. vi. 82. 
The story of the B. S. 78. 1 begins Vastrena venivinigithitena (with a dag- 
ger bid in her braid the queen of Kdqi killed the king). The Amarivati 
tope, referred to above, p. 105, shows un-Aryan women barely dressed in 
a belt, necklace, and anklets (of the fourth century). From the Epic 
I have further noted only Subhadra dressed as queen in red silk, i. 221. 
19; Tilottama (divine woman) vesaih sdksiiptam ddhaya raktenai 'kena 
vdsasa (i. 212. 9), a Coian garb; and Krishna, kscaumasamhvitt& krtakdu- 
tulkamaiigala (i. 199. 3), linen clothes and the matron's necklace. The 
'girls with one garment' abound in the stories of rustic adventure: but 
it was a last shift for a woman of rank to appear in ' one piece of cloth' 
(as in Krishna's or Damayanti's case). 

f ib. 9. The pitrvo dharmah sanatanah is the law of women's ex- 
clusiveness. Compare in the law Ap. ii. 6.13. 7, etc. 
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lie, they are not unexposed to suspicion of immorality. In the 
scene of the beggar woman who has come to visit a Solomon- 
like king, we find that the sovereign rebukes her sharply for 
her immodesty in so doing. She answers with a proof of her 
innocence: '0 king, I have come hither to learn (not to seek 
thee for a bad purpose); for behold! I have not touched thy 
hand nor thy limbs; I come into thy presence as the pure water- 
drop comes upon the leaf of the lotus. It stands and does not 
intrude within' (xii. 321. 168). 

It is said that the 'dependence' of women is a new thing. 
But there is no doubt that restrictions on the social freedom of 
women were early practiced, and I find nothing to warrant tWe 
assumption that anything of Vedic freedom in this regard sur- 
vived except in the earliest traditional form of the Epic. 
'Women should always be guarded,' and when S-arya says 
to Kunti (iii. 307. 15) that it is 'contrary to nature' that women 
should be dvrtah (secluded), he for a selfish end tells half the 
truth; but it was already second nature for women to be kept 
at home, girl and wife, all her life. Such a security against 
harm is the firmly enclosed court in the Nala story. A de- 
scription elsewhere gives us the information that one enters 
through three different inner rooms of the palace, before comi- 
ing to the garden, where there was a playground for the 
women, decked with flowers and fountains (xii. 326. 31 ff.). 
We know from Vedic times that the women had separate 
apartments, and the seclusion of the royal dames is a carrying 
out of this exclusion from the home of the man.* But how 
was it in the humble house? Here there must have been much 
intercourse.t The homely rules of the student show this, as 
well as the intercourse related in the Brahmanas between 
honorable women and guests. But theoretically the woman 
was never an individual capable of taking care of herself. 
There is a much tempted St. Anthony in one of the later por- 
tions of the Epic who expresses to a young woman this trite 
truth with great force: ' an aphorism-maker says that women 
are all liars; that is the truth; it stands so in the Veda; do 
you say you are independent? There isn't any such thing as 
women's independence, because women are not independent; 
it is the opinion of the lord of creation that a woman isn't fit 
for independence.'T 

* Compare the princess in iii. 55. 21: ' closely watched is my dwelling; 
and my father the king is a man of severe rule.' 

t The best way to guard woman is to keep her poorly dressed, accord- 
ing to v. 34. 40. Compare on older freedom of women i. 122.4 ff. 

t xiii. 19. 6 ff.; ib. 20. 13 if.; 20, almost = Manu ix. 3 a, but v. 1. in b. 
In xiii. 40. 8 ff., and xiii. 43 end, the injunction to guard women is ex- 
panded. Other remarks on the subject in xiii. 141. 26 ff., where the rule 
is given that ' a deposit (nydsa) and a woman ought to be kept watch of.' 
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The evil of this dependence had one alleviation. For, being 
dependent, the women were not exposed to liability to err; and 
if they did err, the fault was in great part taken off their shoul- 
ders. If a woman goes astray, she is not blamed so much as 
her guardian. She is a prisoner; her desire to escape is natu- 
ral. If abducted, she is still theoretically a virgin, although not 
really so.* It is only the Bhiksuk! (the begging nun, spoken 
of above) who is thought of as being independent by her own 
fault, (which m-akes) all her learning in revelation void (xii. 
321. 64). 

On great public occasions this seclusion of women was tem- 
porarily given up. During the marriage-election the maiden 
had to expose her face to the crowd; but besides this, on oc- 
casioii of festival or sorrow the women form part of a very 
nixed procession, laying their veils aside in the latter case, as in 
the women's lament in the eleventh book; and even without 
this, being apparently flung together with crowds of mnen of all 
sorts. No statute permits this, but compare the story: ' crowds 
of women and crowds of knights went forth (from the city) 
mounted on carriages, accompanied by Brahmans, and the 
wives of the Brahmans (also were there) . . So there was also 
a great commingling of the crowds of Vai~yas and hiudras' (i. 
126. 13 ff.). 

In one respect the Hindu woman was bettered by the advance 
of civilization. She was, after the Vedic period, allowed no 
part in the religious exercises except when permitted in the 
simple Vedic rites. Knowledge of the Veda was also denied 
her. To speak in modern parlance, her religious education was 
entirely neglected. But after the completion of Tradition- 
works (as distinguished from Revelation-works, in which she had 
no share), she was not only permitted, but expected to hear and 
read thein; and this went on under free Buddhistic influence, 
till even the highest philosophical truths and mysteries became 
familiar to her. 

We read that women, like men, are purified by reading cer- 
tain portions of a song in honor of Agni: ' if a woman or a man 
shall read this at both twilights (she and he are blessed)' (iii. 3. 
77), although 'for a woman to peruse the Veda is a sign of con- 
fusion in the realm' (iii. 33. 82); and at the very end of the 
whole book from. which this quotation is taken, we read ' if a 
woman or a man hears this story, (he or she) obtains all -desires '; 
while in the latter portion she studies philosophy, and is deified 
for the knowledge of the attributes of Vishnu. 'One who 
knows self through self is freed from sin, even as a snake is 
freed from his skin; the man or woman who knows this truth 

* Vas. xvii. 73, yatha kanyd tathai'va s&. 
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is not subject to future births' (xii. 251. 10, 11, 23). But as to 
her right to use the Veda: 'the law has been fixed that 
women have nothing to do with religious ceremonies; for there 
is a revelation to this effect: women, devoid of manly power 
and devoid of law, are (the essence of) untruth (and therefore 
unfit for Veda and religious ceremonies).'* 

The Wife.-It is of course recommended among the plati- 
tudes of the Epic that one should not marry a person of lower 
station, but should select one of the same caste.t What is 
meant is that a man should not marry above his order: the 
sociological key to this being found in the fact that a man does 
not rise to the social level of his wife, but the wife sinks to 
that of the husband. It is, therefore, better, if the marriage 
is not equal, that the husband should be of the higher caste. 
Kings wed the priests' daughters in legendary narrative, but 
are not recommended to do so. ' Thou canst have no connu- 
bial connection with me,' says a king to a woman of the priestly 
caste, 'for thou shouldst not make a caste-rnixture.'T This 
rule holds always good, that a man may not marry a woman of 
higher caste; but the rule that a man may not marry a woman 
of lower caste is restrictive only of his first choice in wives. 
After lie has married a woman of his own caste, he may marry 
others of lower extraction. A great distinction must be made 
in regard to what is comprehended under the word wife (darak).? 
The first or priestly wife of a priest, for example, is the only 
real wife. No matter if a man has previously married others; 
when the woman of highest rank becomes wife, her rank 
reduces the others to a secondary position: 'she is the more 
venerable; she alone bathes and adorns her husband; she alone 
may clean his teeth and oil him; she alone may fling the offer- 
ings with him; she alone may give him food and drink' (xiii. 47. 
32, 33). In the same way, a wife of the people-caste compared 
with one of the warrior-caste must slip into the background 
(ib. 40). 

The four wives, three wives, two wives, one wife thus 
allowed respectively to priest, warrior, man of people-caste, and 
slave are by some restricted, thr6ugh dislike to admitting that 
the slave-womnan can be a wife of any but a slave. The slave- 

* xiii. 40. 11, 12. 'Devoid of law ' (!q&stra) is a later emendation on M. 
ix. 18, where women (in a verse just like this) are declared to be without 
mantras (or Vedic texts). Compare my note to Manu ix. 18. Compare 
the same in substance with xiii. 123. 5-6 (G. xviii. 1 ff.; VYs. v. 1, etc.). 

t v. 33. 117: sama means like in all respects, but caste is especially in- 
tended. 

t xii. 321. 59, nd 'vayor ekayogo 'sti. 
% xiii. 47. 30 ff. The rank of the sons here discussed lies outside the 

limits of this paper. See ib. xiii. 46-49. On illegitimate sons compare 
i. 120. 34; v. 140. 8. 
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woman is a wife only through lust or irregularity; the third 
wife of a warrior would (according to the schedule) be a slave- 
woman, but she is not legally a wife. A man of the people- 
caste has one wife, the slave-woman would be a second, but she 
is not legally a wife. The slave has but one wife.'* Thus, if 
a priest really ' marries' four wives, the sons of only two are his 
own, ' like his self ;' for not only the son of the slave-woman, 
but even that of the woman of people-caste (another indica- 
tion of the nearness of these two), is ' degraded.'t The logical 
conclusion, reducing the son of the woman of people-caste 
when married to a man of the warrior-caste, is not carried out: 
'a warrior's three wives bare him three sons, of which two are 
like his self; the third is degraded.' It is added that a man of 
the people-caste has two wives (bhdrye), and a true son, 'like 
his self,' is born of each.: 

These low-born wives were then really concubines, except in 
the people-caste. The fact that only the first married wife 
(when the others are taken in caste-order) may be wedded by 
the ceremonial points also to this. There is a plain contradic- 
tion, in both Epic and legal literature, in regard to the eligibil- 
ity of a slave-woman as wife of a 'twice-born' man, which 
we may set against the legends that show us the sons of such 
offspring held in esteem, and we may conclude that the custom 
was not unusual, but with growing strictness of caste was cen- 
sured, until such a ' wife' became virtually a mere concubine.? 

To supersede a woman by marrying a second wife ('over- 
marrying,' as the Hindus call it) is allowed only when the first 
has failed in her duty, i. e. not borne a son, or been faithless, and 
the like. Divorce is allowed only in cases of especial provoca- 
tion.-1 We may hence conclude that a plurality of wives was 
admitted at first for kings, and afterwards extended to the 
ordinary subject. But the early priests appear to have had 
two or more equal wives. King and priest subsequently gave 
up polygamy, but resorted to concubines in addition to the 
bigamy and trigarny permitted. No verbal distinction makes 
this clear, however; the women are all ' wives.' The only 

* lb. 8, na drstJ 'ntatah smrtd (patdre); 51, 56: compare M. ix. 157. 
t xiii. 48. 4: 'in consequence of their sharing their mothers' family': 

compare ib. 15. 
t xiii. 48. 7, 8. A son of a man of the people-caste by a slave-woman 

is of the people-caste, says the commentator. Compare ib. 49. 7-8. 
? ' A slave-woman may be a wife (of one of the upper castes) first to 

satisfy lust; but others deny this; a priest that has a son by a slave- 
woman must undergo penance,' xiii. 44. 11 ff. ('a priest has but three 
wives,' etc.). The commentator refers to M. iii. 13; Ydj. i. 56, as 'the 
other men'. 

11 Jolly (loc. cit., p. 443), alluding to M. ix. 78, rightly says that the 
separation is rather a banishment than a divorce. 
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women really forbidden the king by formal rule are prostitutes 
and priests' daughters (xii. 90. 29-39); and a Nisad! woman 
is called a ' wife' even of a priest (i. 29. 3); as is also a slave- 
woman (ii. 21. 5). The restriction is but a rule not enforced, 
like that which makes a nymph guror gurutard (iii. 46.41). 
The heroes of the Epic have many women apiece, and each is 
paired with one real wife, so soon as Krishna is exclusively 
taken by the king. But the possession of many 'wives' is 
allowed as a natural right of men, and the distinction in the 
meaning of 'wives' must be assumed to be late.* This pas- 
sage sets polyandry against polygamy. ' Polygamy,' it is said, 
'is not wrong; but it is a very great wrong in women to trans- 
gress against a former husband' by a later marriage.t 

Polyandry seems to be an un-Aryan custom practiced by or 
assumed for the chief heroes of the Epic, who, fve in number, 
are represented as marrying one wife, much against the girl's 
father's wish. The wife, however, soon becomes the special 
wife of the king, and subsequently the polyandrous side appears 
scarcely noticeable; although each brother is said to have had 
a son by her. It is a custom declared to be against all good 
usage, but some mythical legends are cited in support of it, and 
the legal objection is refuted by the common retort ' right is 
hard to distinguish;' but in adding, as the pleader does, ' I fol- 
low the custom of the ancients,' the advocate of polyandry goes 
too far, for it is as flatly said ' this custom never was practiced 
by the ancients.': 

The authority of legends manufactured for proof is scarcely 
worth quoting; but it is noticeable that in one of the instances 
cited, as iil the case of the Epic heroes themselves, it is not 
polyandry that is in question, but phratriogamy, to coin a word 
expressing the true relation. The one woman marries brothers; 
it is a family-marriage. The first case cited is that of Jatili 
Gautami: 'she is said in an old tale (purdna) to have had 
seven husbands.' The second is that of a dryad (vdrksi) born 
of a saint, 'and she married ten brothers, the Pracetasas.'? 

*The constant remarks on the jealousy of wives, the fact that the 
only ill a woman fears is sapatnakam, may be noted, as e. g. in 
i. 233. 26 (in 31 the usual advice i never trust a woman'). 

+ i. 158. 36: compare i. 104. 35, where eka eva patih is the rule i from 
now on'; and Ait. Br. iii. 23, 47, 48, polygamy. 

t Compare i. M96.5, katham ekd bahundrh sydd dharmajpatni na sath- 
karah ; and (1; also ib. 195. 27, ekasya bahvyo vihitd mahisyah . . ndi 
'kasyd bahava4 puthsah Vrftyante patayah kvacit. The next verse re- 
peats that this is ' opposed to the world and the Veda.' See also ib. 195. 
29, and 196. 8. But in i. 202. 8, ipsitaq ca gunaI.t stritndm ekasyd bahu- 
bhartrtd. 

g i. 196.13 ff. In vs. 23, polyandry is termed bahfindm ekapatnitd. 
The legend of Draupadi's repeated wish is found in i. 197, the last ten 
verses. Compare i. 104. 10, two brothers have one wife. 
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One of the law-books says that ' the wife is given to the family,' 
but adds ' this is now forbidden:' a statement, as it seems to 
me, indicating that polyandry was known but not allowed; 
and in the silence of other authorities we may assume it to 
have been un-Aryan.* 

Zimmer thinks that polyandry is disproved for the Vedic 
age by the moral tone regarding adultery; this seems to me a 
weak proof; but the negative evidence furnished by the Veda 
is strong enough to make us refuse to believe that such a cus- 
tom was in vogue. As to the morality of polyandry, that 
depends on the number of women on hand. If the people is 
still an invading host, the number of men is far in excess of 
that of the women, and the morality implied by a formal 
marriage of several men to one woman is greater than where 
the woman is common to several men without formality. Some 
of our western camps would be morally improved by a little 
strict polyandry.t 

The form of marriage is distinct from the kind of marriage. 
The different methods or means of marriage are grouped by 
Epic and legal rule in certain divisions, but these are not mar- 
riage ceremonies. The latter scarcely differed much, and, as 
described in the House-rules, we may say that there was but 
one form-as we should sav, but one wedding ceremony. The 
characteristic of this form was, as explained in the developed 
ritual, a three-fold circumamnbulation of the fire, with an added 
inner ceremony of seven formal steps; suitable verses and sig- 
nificant gestures (such as pouring grain) and movements (such 
as mounting a stone) taking place at the same time. The cere- 
monial is generally alluded to in the Epic simply as the ' rite of 
seven steps;' and the supposition is natural that the long ritual 
with its three circumambulations and the seven-step ceremony 
added is really but a later phase, in which a distinct ritual, at first 
differing from the 'seven steps,' has at last embraced the latter, 
which was originally enough in itself to constitute a wedding 
ceremony. Something of the same prevalence of another popu- 

* The use made of the rule in A1p. ii. 10. 27. 3, from which the above is 
taken, is for niyoga; the levirate law is declared inapplicable now, but 
was applicable of old, because kuldya hi stri pradiyata ity upadipanti, 
the woman is given not to the husband alone, but to his family, and 
therefore, if he fail to beget offspring, his brother may form a connu- 
bial relation with her for this purpose. The tales above are of course 
cited only to indicate what seemed to the composers a fitting state of 
things. 

f There can be no doubt that polyandry was frequently practiced in 
ancient times in India; the only question is, was it ever admitted 
among the Aryans? In some parts of India a plurality of husbands is 
more common than of wives-even as many as seven. Here, too, we 
find that the joint husbands are always brothers (Report of J. Davy on 
the Kandyan country in 1821). It is also a Tibetan custom. 
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lar view remaining in the Epic long after the formal elnuncia- 
tion of the ritual remains in the ritual's directions how to elect 
a girl by getting her to select among certain clods of earth, and 
thus prognosticate her fitness for wifehood, over against the 
loose admonition of the Epic that she should have 'good 
marks.'* 

Arbitrary rules and law are the following: not to marry a 
girl that does not love in return; not to marry if one's elder 
brother remains unmarried; not to marry a girl whose elder 
sister is unmarried; not to marry without the father's consent 
(against marriage by robbery)-these rules of law are all vio- 
lated in practicet 

The ordinary kinds of marriage, the means by which the 
girl is acquired, do not seem to differ much from those gener- 
ally practiced the world over. The lover asks the girl to 
marry him. Either she says she will and does so at once, or 
she is coy and says 'ask my father.' The father's consent is 
legally assumed as necessary even in the case of a goddess. In 
decency the girl must be given to the lover by her guardian. 

It was this means by which the girl was acquired that made 
to the Hindu legislator the difference in kinds of marriages. 

* The Sfitra-rules, with similar but not always identical ritual, are 
given Xqv. G. S. i. 7; Gobh. G. S. ii. 1; Xp. G. S. ii. 4, 5, etc. The first 
notes as a prefatory remark that the rituals are very different in detail; 
the incorporation of the ' seven steps' is shown, e. g. Ap. loc. cit. ii. 4. 17; 
9dankh. G. S. i. 14. 5; Par. G. S. i. 8.1. The loose expression of the Epic is 
given in iii. 297. 23, sdptapadam mditram; xiii. 51. 35, id.; and often. 
As the ritual embodies a pan-Aryan rite (for circumambulation of fire, 
stepping upon a stone, and other details, are shared by other Aryan 
peoples), we may perhaps see in the seven-steps rite a foreign element 
incorporated later into the Aryan community. The steps are strictly not 
round the fire, but to the north. According to rule, the pair take hands 
only when of equal caste; as otherwise a woman of warrior-caste holds 
an arrow; of people-caste, a goad; of slave-caste, the hem of the groom's 
garment. In practice, however, in the case of a king wedding a priest's 
daughter, the expression ' takes her by the hand and lives with her' is 
indicative simply of an informal marriage: jagrdha vidhivat pd#Jv 
uvdsa ca tayd saha (Vakcuntalayd), i. 73. 20: cf. ib. 47. 5. A most inter- 
esting view of the pan-Aryan ritual has appeared of late (1888), Die 
Bochzeitsbrduche der Esten, etc., by Schroeder. For India especially, 
compare Haas (Ind. Stud. v. 321), who thinks the seven steps are first of 
general character to solemnize any pact, as of friendship between two 
men (so above), but regards this also as pan-Aryan. See above, on 
xiii. 44. 55. 

t Compare xiii. 106. 22; and xii. 34. 27; 35. 27 ff., for fasting to secure 
the girl's love; and the rule of not marrying before the elder brother. 
The latter is a very venial sin, for after a time the pair live together, 
though at first the younger brother expiates his sin by a penalty. If 
the elder was fallen from grace, this bar was raised. 

t Says a maiden in i. 63.75: viddhi mdih kanydih sadd pitrva~dnu- 
gam; says a nymph to her lover in i. 172.24, yacasva pitaram mama 
sa cet Icmayate ddtuih tava mam bhavifydmi te. In iii. 224.6, a goddess 
cannot be married without varaddndt pitui. So i. 81. 26. 
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Either the lover paid for the girl with the customary yoke of 
oxen, or he ran away with her, or he was elected by her, etc. 
Purchase, robbery, and formal election are the Epic means of 
marriage, until the late scenes already discussed, where, far 
from buying the girl, the suitor was rewarded by receiving a 
fortune with his wife. Of these kinds of marriage the most 
popular in the Epic is the knightly election. This custom does 
not appear to be regarded as peculiar or on the decline; it is 
not looked upon as an ancient rite passing away, but as modern 
custom. Indeed, all the paraphernalia, the brilliant court, the 
invited kings, the gifts to the suitors, the martial contest, show 
a period devoted to pageants, and not a relic of an antique 
usage. Choosing a lover was of course a maid's right from 
ancient times, but the technical self-choice or election of the 
Epic with all the knightly ceremony seems of recent growth. 
Besides the chief heroines, many others are incidentally referred 
to as having had an election; and the common expression used 
of a woman 'given in the election' shows its frequency. The 
girl, as said above, is either virtually given before the so-called 
election, or makes her election and is then given.* 

The pseudo-election ceremony permits the girl to reject at 
the outset any unfavorable suitor.t In this pseudo-election 
there was no decision but that of the strength of the combatant. 
If, as in the case of Dainayanti, she has a real election, the girl, 
after selecting from among the assembled suitors (whose names 
and ranks have previously been called aloud by the herald),4 ad- 
vances and signifies her choice by grasping the hem of the sutc- 
cessful suitor's robe, and laying a wreath on his shoulder. 
After this ceremony is over coines the wedding. The wed- 
ding-feast is very free, the bride pouring out liquor for the men 
and stimulating them to carouse. In some cases the defeated 
suitors remain and share the feast and the host's gifts.? 

* Thus, in iii. 293. 33, a king says ' you choose a husband, and I will 
give him to you.' Compare i. 165.7 ; iii. 12. 116: incidentally, i. 112. 3 
(pitra svayarhvare datta duhitd); i. 95. 76 (kanyad svayamhvardl lebhe) ; 
vii. 172. 38, etc. The man ' elects' as well as the woman, and often the 
girl's choosing is represented as a last resort, because no man has 
chosen her. 

t Thus Krishna refuses Karna the right of trying to win her, i. 185. 11 ff. 
t kirtyamdnesu rdmasu, i. 102.6; nirdi~yamdnesu varesu, v. 120. 5. 

In the latest period, as in the election described by Bilhana, the points 
of the suitors are given by an old woman who accompanies the girl into 
the hall (Btihler's VikramdAnkadevacarita). Compare iii. 57. 27-40. 

? From other tales. In i. 184. 11, a divyo mahotsaval ; in i. 198. 15-17 
'after the wedding,' gifts are given to the warriors. The seers and 
astrologers receive gifts at the same time. iv. 72. 28 (liquors drunk at a 
wedding). ' Wedding and carouse ' go together if avdha may bear the 
interpretation of ' invitation to carouse ' given to it by the P.W. in xiii. 
63.33 (avdhad ca vivaha_ ca). Apropos of Prithd's remark that Drau- 
pad! is ' an alms' and must be divided by the brothers, compare the tale 
in i. 13. 29, where a priest begs for a wife as bhiksd. Compare R. ii. 66. 
38, putrabhiksdah dehi, i give a son as an alms.' 
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'The poet intends us to believe that the election is meant only 
for the warrior-caste, but there takes place an episode which 
seems to show an equal participation by the priests. For, dis- 
guised as priests, the suitor and his brothers (in the case of 
Krishna's election) enter the lists and fight. The appearance 
of armed priests does not provoke opposition until the contest 
is decided in their favor. Then the rule is made that priests 
shall never again be allowed to enter an election. We have 
here at first the same matter-of-course acceptance of warrior- 
priests as in the case of Kripa the son of the priest, who, being 
found as an infant by a soldier, senaeara, was, on account of 
his nobility of appearance and his accompaniment of bow and 
arrow, at once supposed to be the ' son of a priest who knew 
the science of arms.* 

The other popular form of marriage is illustrated by Aruina's 
stealing of Subhadrd. He simply runs away with her. Subse- 
quently the wedding takes place in a regular manner. This 
method' is not among those condemned; but it is not looked on 
with favor, except for the warrior. The six other methods are 
divided illogically, according as they are bad or for separate 
castes. Of these, the marriage by sale has already been dis- 
cussed. The 'eight marriages allowed by law' are, according 
to the schedule, that of Brahma, the godly, the sages', the crea- 
tor's, the devils', the Gandharvas', the fiends', and the demons' 
(b6rdhma, daiva, brsta, rdy-pctya, ds8ra, ndkhara, ra'ksa~a, 
pdiqdca). The legality is, according to Manu (here quoted), in 
proportion to their priority on the list. A priest may be mar- 
ried by the first four; a warrior, by the first six; but kings 
may marry by the fiends' rite; the devils' rite is for men of the 
people and slaves. It is then said that three are legal and two 
are illegal, out of (the last) five of these; and the demons' rite 
and the devils' rite are absolutely forbidden; while the fiends' 
and the Gandharvas' rites are allowed a warrior (compare M. 
iii. 22). The first two fit only a priest, for the marriage 'of 
Brahma ' and 'the godly' are simply gifts to priests, the first 
as a free gift, the second as a fee for sacrificial work. These 
women did not necessarily become wives, for in the word mar- 
riage here we must understand in the broadest sense any means 
of connubial connection, and a marriage-rite is not meant. It 
was free to the priest to marry the girl so acquired or not, but 

* dvja dhanurveddntaga, i 130.16 (compare 19. gdutamo dhanurveda- 
paro 'bhavat). It is, however, of course said that ' priests have no right 
in election; this is only for warriors,' and a Revelation is given to prove 
it, i. 189.7 (adhikdra, here and xii. 297.25). Compare ib. 1i (law of ex- 
cluding priests). The quoted ' Revelations,' Brutis, in the Epic are often, 
as in the case of quoted Manu verses, merely lies strengthened by vague 
but grave authority. 
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the giving is not in itself a marriage. Six means of getting a 
woman are left. The first is the sages', the inherited method, 
and is described as the purchase of a girl by a pair or two of oxen 
(see above). The creator's way is described as the giving of a girl 
with formal verbal ceremonies. The next is the devils', where 
the girl is sold for as much as the suitor can pay (this is for slaves 
and the people-caste). The Gandharvas' method of union is free 
cohabitation without ceremony (the one recommended here). 
The two last are reprehended, and are only admitted because of 
the necessity of filling up the category with missing methods of 
sexual coniiection: the 'fiends' method' being to steal and vio- 
late a girl; the demon's, to rape her when she is asleep or 
drunk. Another list, and Manu,* compared with this, show 
complete confusion; moreover, the fourth in the new Epic list 
is displaced by the election, put last. I have elsewhere pointed 
out the confusion in the 'legality' of these lists,t and Feer, in the 
essay alluded to above, p. 345, has tried by various substitutions 
to reconcile the discrepancies in the Epic. The same difficulty 
exists in the Alanavic text, for here the svayamhvar (compare 
jxbtirnvaraa) is recognized simply as the girl that elects her own 
huisband (M. ix. 92), but the ' election' is not on the formal list. 
It is especially urged in other parts of the Epic that the 'fiends" 
manner of securing a girl is proper for warriors.4 

Still another list gives us (xiii. 44. 3 ff.) the term ksdtra, or 
method peculiar to the warrior, as the one immediately after 
the one for the priests (Brahma), and it is described as where 
a bride is given according to the custom of the family, and is 
differentiated from the rdksasa, with which in the Sftras this 
name seems identical. The three lawful forms are here the 
hrd1 hma, ksdtira, and quindharva, and the two unlawful ones are 
d~aSra'} and pz a= i rdksa. It will at once occur to the 
reader that pi-qjiapatya is identical with 8vayaTvaria, with 
which it interchanges in the lists above; and this is strength- 
ened by the fact that in another passage from the same book as 
the last quotation we find i7rsa, prn jpatya, and dvura given as 
the three lawful forms (xiii. 19. 2), for the priestly, knightly, 

* i. 73.8 ff.; i. 102.12 ff.; M. iii. 27 ff. 
+ In 'Manu in the Mahdbhdrata.' 
t i. 219. 22, Krishna advises Arjuna to carry off his sister, although 

she was holding an election. In i. 102.16, we read that warriors come 
to an election, but the knowing ones declare that ' the best way is to 
carry off the girl by force.' Yet the free love implied in the Gan- 
dharvas' method is also recommended as 'best for a warrior,' and that 
by a priest, i. 73. 27. As to the purchase given as a form for the under 
castes, it is urged, as shown above, that the purchase must be in the 
form of a gift-a ddna, not a vikraya (i. 102. 12); yet the drsa connec- 
tion was originally for all what the asura was later for the people-caste, 
a sale. 
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and mercantile castes, apparently. Of course prdjapatya is a 
late name, by analogy with hrahma, which in turn was mis- 
understood as ' Brahnma's rite,' though really ' for the priests,' 
as ksdtra is 'for the warrior.' The difference may, however, 
have been merely in the verses recited. In the Sfttras we 
find at first six marriages mentioned, of which the first three 
are in agreement with IManu; the fourth, fifth, and sixth are 
respectively the gadndharva, ksatra, and mdnqsa (-adsura), 
according to -Vasishtha. To sum up, we have two peculiar 
methods of acquiring a girl open to a priest. He must not 
steal or buy her, but may receive her as a free gift or as a fee. 
There is one method, called the sages' method, where a girl is 
sold for a yoke of cattle. This last is the only method known 
to the Greeks, but is reprehended, although acknowledged as 
an ancient custom, by the Hindu law-givers. There is one 
unceremonious connection, equivalent to a free-love union. 
There is one method called especially the warrior's, where a 
girl is stolen by force. The next method is to buy the girl for 
money.* There remains the forbidden rape and the ceremoni- 
oisprajpatya. As no real wife is inade without a wedding, 
we may take this to be the simplest explanation of allowed 
household connection with women. Deducting the first two 
for priests, the third, preserved, although disliked, as an ancient 
rule, we have the connection recognized for concubines who had 
no wedding ceremony: one for the warriors, by force; one for 
the merchants, by wealth. Connection by free-love and by 
force might afterwards be ratified by a wedding, and the girl 
then becomes a wife. Thus (xiii. 44. 24 ff.), we find that a girl 
may be sold for connubial connection, and the man is not to 
blame if he has the wedding-rite performed. Had the Epic 
election been an old ceremony, we should doubtless find it in 
the earlier law-literature, nor find 8vayaivard (kept till late) 
merely as a girl that choosest-that is, not one given by her 
parents. In the second list of the Epic we find too that the 
election is used in a very free way, rather applicable to the 
man than to the woman: thus, 8vayarh kanya varayamasa is 
used by the suitor. It is well-nigh impossible to suppose that 
the knightly election common in the Epic could have been a 
usual ceremony in earlier times, or we should see traces of it in 
the earlier literature; but here we find only that the girl chooses 

* Vds. i. 29 ff. 
t Compare M. ix. 90-92; Ag. P. 226 (1 ff. on betrothal, and) 41, adarqyd 

stri bhaved rdjid varayanti patirh svayam. Compare V. P. iii. 10. The 
election is the common form in all late legends, as in V. P. iv. 2. The 
girl is called self-given (svayaidattd) although she has nothing to say 
in the matter, as in the case of Arjunakd, Var. P. 8. 9. 

t i. 102.11,14; but in 3, kanyd4. . Vugrdva sahitd vrnvana vai svayam 
varam. Prith d'elected' a husband because none 'elected' her. 
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a husband; nothing of the great state and show of the Epic 
ceremony. It seems to me, therefore, that the identification of 
the Epic election as a later magnificent form of that method 
known to the law as one with a ceremony, and seemingly 
synonymous with it in our two earliest Epic lists, is well-nigh 
certain. Again, as the Epic election is common in the latest 
period, if assumed for a very early one it must have existed at 
the time when the Greek observers described India, and been 
continuously before the people. The Greeks know nothing of 
it, however; or are we to suppose that even historical sketches 
of the late kings (such as of Vikramaditya) would have de- 
scribed as historical elaborate election-scenes entirely unknown 
to that age ? 

On reviewing the Sitra literature on the subject of wifehood, 
we find much the same confusion as in the Epic. Several 
wives are implied, without limit; again, a son born of a slave- 
woman is an outcast; a slave-woman is 'for pleasure, not for 
duty;' yet 'some' permit a slave-woman to be the wife of 
a priest.* 

As to methods of obtaining a girl, only Gautama and Bau- 
dhayana add the prajapatya and pi -ca ; while Apastamnba 
and Vasishtha give t e four usually given first (as above), with 
the fifth and sixth in Apastamba, substituting asur'a and rtksasa 
for the mdnnsa and ksatra of Vasishtha. These two, accord- 
ing to Baudhayana, are a warrior's, and he goes on erroneously 
to claim gaindharva for the people-caste, whereas it is evident 
that the gqndharva is meant as a warrior-mode, and the dsura 
as one for the people. Sale is condemned. Apastamba enjoin- 
ing that 'the gift should be returned.' A~valIyana's House- 
rules are as late as Gautamna's and Baudhayana's laws in recog- 
nizing all eight processes of acquisition. Most of the House- 
rules ignore these formal distinctions.t 

The relksasa or sadtra seems to be the earliest method recog- 
nized for warriors: that is, simple robbery, traits of the 
original form being still recognizable in the completed ritual. 
Then came the prafapatya, a civilized marriage for the same 
caste, alternating with the election, in Epic state and ceremonial. 
The pra (ipatya form is exclusively for priests and warriors in 
the earlier texts, and in the later substitution of woman's 
svayarhvara is probably practicable only to the latter. 

Pischel, Vedisehe AStudien, p. 30, would show that the 
s8vayarhvara is mentioned in the Rig-Veda, and seeks to dis- 
prove my assertion, as stated in the abstract of this essay given 

* Compare e. g. G. xxviii. 16; B. i. 8.16. 2ff.; ii. 1. 2. 7; Vls. i. 24-26; 
xviii. 18. 

tG.iv.lff.; AXp.ii.5.11.17; 6.13.12; Vas.i.30ff.; B.i.11.20.1ff.; 21. 
2; AXv.i.6. 

VOL. XIII. 46 
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in the Proceedings for October, 1886, that the svayarnvara 
came from the pr- patya. I was speaking then, as now, not 
of the simple choice of a husband by a girl, but of the Epic 
ceremony known as svayamvara; nor did I intend to take the 
trouble to prove that girls did not choose their husbands before 
the Epic era, but undertook to show the origin of the scenes 
such as are given on occasion of the marriage of Epic heroes- 
this being the technical svayarnvara, the only one under dis- 
cussion. I admit, however, that tlhe abstract does not make 
clear that I was treating of this alone, though to prove that a 
simple choosing of a lover was known in early times would 
appear to be a work of supererogation. It is right to say that 
Feer's essay (quoted above) was the first to suggest the substi- 
tution of prajdpatya for svayarnvara, although this essay was 
unknown to me when my paper was written. On the other 
hand, if Pischel means, as he seems to do, that the state svayarn- 
vara is proved by his citations from the Rig-Veda, I think 
he is wrong. He shows that Sarya chose the Acvins as 
husbands, but not that this was a ceremony capable of compari- 
son with the Epic svayarnvara. In regard to the different 
kinds of marriage, it should be observed that the fiends', rdksasa, 
implies a kind of exogamy; it is the theft of a girl from an 
outside family; while the perhaps equally old purchase (though 
it has been supposed by some, without much reason, that pur- 
chase is a recent rite) is the method of gaining a girl at home. 
Now between these stands what I call above a civilized form, 
the only form corresponding to a modern marriage oil the 
whole legal list-that is, where the girl is neither raped, stolen, 
bought, nor given to a priest as a gift (slave) or fee, but where 
a lover, with the approbation of the father and with his bless- 
ing, is presented with the girl. This is the p`djdpatya, so 
called, and the 'gift of the girl' here differs essentially from 
the honorary gift to a priest as a token of respect or as a fee. 
In the first two cases of priests' marriages, we have the girls' re- 
gards left out of account; she is a present, like any chattel, and 
the warrior is excluded from this 'rite.' But the pr-jd- 
pvatya, as Manu says, is legal for any caste; and he emphasizes 
this by giving several wrong opinions beside his own. Whether 
the svayarhvara came from the praj patya or not, it is evident 
that the only method of going through with the necessary pre- 
liminaries of a wedding that corresponds in our legal list to the 
acquaintance and consent presupposed by the House-rules as 
having existed before the wedding ceremony is this method 
called prdjapatya; and, on the other hand, in our Epic elec- 
tion we have nothing but a peaceful exhibition, and consequent 
attainment of consent, preliminary also to wedding-rite. There 
is, excepting prajapatya, no method on the list, which explains 
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all possible means of acquisition, to tell us how a peaceful 
villager makes arrangements to get married; but this term 
designates the ordinary vulgar method of village-life, equally 
old with sale. This, transferred to a brilliant romantic court, 
becomes the election of the Epic, in which is no real strife or 
remnant of rob-marriage, as Pischel thinks, but a knightly en- 
tertainment, in which the fair lady selects her knight from the 
many that offer themselves; or they hold a tournament and 
she is the prize of the winner: a court ceremonial and chivalric 
state characterizing the whole exhibition. Thence it is that she 
is sometimes called viryaqulkd; the price the lover pays is his 
bravery, as if a substitution of a feat of arms for a sale. In the 
rob-marriage of- Blilshma (as proxy), the svayarncvra is used 
both of the man's electing and in this technical sense of the 
woman. When the word means simply that a girl elects 
one suitor at cost of others, it is doubtless as old as love; 
but when it means what it implies in the Epic descriptions, 
it indicates a state of society as far removed from a period 
when brides were won by robbery as the state of the 
Augustine age from the Sabine rape. It indicates further, 
with its dowry instead of hride-sale, a period when it was no 
longer a privilege to the suitor to grant him possession of the 
girl, but an honor to the girl's family, for which, although the 
knights contended for her hand, her royal father was willing to 
pay handsomely. Furthermore, the fact that the stories of the 
Epic speak of elections proves very little in regard to the an- 
tiquity of the custom, for the long stories like that of Dama- 
yant! bear no trace of great antiquity, the simplicity of the 
latter's style, honoring of the old gods, etc., showing high art 
rather than natural simplicity, wherein many incongruities 
indicate a later age than that pretended. Of these tales the 
gist is old, the form is late. The question of exogamy just 
raised does not seem to me to have been satisfactorily answered 
by Jolly in the essay quoted above. He regards the presence 
of the rape as a legitimate form of marriage on the legal list as 
proof that exogamy was regarded as a duty in older times (p. 
430). I cannot assent to this. It was a custom, a privilege, 
but not a duty. There is no proof that exogamy was ever (as 
elsewhere) a required means of marriage. 

The chief duty of the husband toward the wife is to keep 
her pleased and amused, that she may be a cheerful ' lamp in 
the house ;' for 'without a wife the house is empty,' or is ' like 
a dreary forest.' The estimation of the wife may be known by 
a few more such remarks, which may as well be grouped to- 
gether: ' a man's highest good is a wife;' 'there is no medicine 
equal to a wife, no friend like a wife, no refuge like a wife;' 
'one's self resides in the son, one's wife is a friend given by 
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God;' 'happy are those that have wives, the highest good;' 
'reverend are women, sacred lamps in the house; wives are the 
joy of a house, and should therefore be guarded well.' I have 
given above some platitudes of misogynistic character, and 
pointed out that all the glory was for woman as wife, when on 
the other side equal extravagance reigns. But these citations 
must suffice for such a theme.* The wife was to the Hindu not 
only flesh of his flesh, but soul of his soul. In bearing a son 
she bore her husband, and is therefore called dhdtrs and janini, 
because she has incorporated and borne anew the husband's self, 
and has, therefore, become identical with it.t Matrimonial re- 
lations being freely discussed, as indicated above on ndithuna, 
we find the general rule laid down that a husband must be re- 
garded as guilty who does not please his wife in this regard. 
'To leave a woman full of love is blamed;' ' the same as one 
that commits abortion is he that fails to have marital connec- 
tion with a love-filled wife, when secretly besought.': 

It is no woman-worship, however, but, if properly analyzed, 
man-worship, that prompts this honor to woman, i. e. to wife. 
For it is the incarnate husband that makes the wife glorious. 
And if we turn to the other side, we see this more plainly. 
The husband is the protector; he is the woman's god. Here 
and hereafter he is the woman's sole hope and possession. 'In 
the next world a woman's sole possession is her husband; lie is 
her chief ornament; she has no divinity equal to a husband; 
he is her highest divinity; there is no refuge, no joy, no pro- 
tector like a husband.'? In accord with this, most of the laud 
of women is transferable to the husband: ' when the husband is 
pleased, the divinities are pleased,' etc. (xii. 145. 3). The song 

* They are from v. 33. 88; xii. 144. 5 ff.; ib. 267. 31 ; 343.18; iii. 61. 29- 
30; '313.72; i. 74.42-48; iv. 2. 17; v. 38. 11 (compare M. ix. 26, striyah. 
Qriyah). 

t Another derivation from the same passage, xii. 267.32 ff., is amba 
aigyandh vardhandt. In ib. 35 we find it stated that mata jdndti yad 
gotram mata janati yasya sah, matur bharanamdtrena pritih snehah 
pituh praj74 -as if the mother alone could tell the family and father. 
With Ait. Br. vii. 13 ff., on jayd, compare ' the wife is jdyd because her 
husband is born (jayate) in her; the wife's wifeship is in this, that the 
husband is born of her; the wife is half of the man, the root of his 
heaven,' iv. 21. 40 ff.; i. 74. 37 ff. 

t i. 97.5; 83.34. This demand on a man is to be honored when made 
by any woman. In xiii. 143.39 the 'village custom' is opposed to the 
rule rtukdle patntin upagayet. There are indications that on birth the 
man and not the woman was made impure. But by the common view 
both become impure: 'some say the woman becomes impure, others say 
the father' (B. i. 5. 11. 20-21); Vas. iv. 21; G. xiv. 15; M. v. 62. Compare 
in Greek antiquity Apoll. Argon. B. 1010 ff., describing the land ' where 
the women bear children and the men groan and tie up their heads; 
but the women care for them.' 

?i.104.30; 233.26; iii.68.19; 234.2; xii.145.4; 148.7ff. 
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of the daughter of the king of Videha says: ' a woman has no 
sacrificial rite, no religious feast or fast; the wife obtains 
heaven solely by obedience to her husband.'* 

Sumana is instructed by Qaqxjili as to the conduct of good 
women: the wife should not wear ascetic garments of red or of 
bask, nor go with her head shorn; she must give pleasant words 
without harshness; she must carefully and continually cultivate 
divinities, manes, and priests; she must not act in a mischiev- 
ous manner, nor stand in secret places, not talk too much; she 
must in all things seek to please her husband,' etc. Again we 
find ' the sum of a wife's duty is to be obedient and restrained; 
to eat what is left; attend to the fire, the household, and guests; 
her husband her refuge and her god; the wife must do as the 
husband bids, whether right or wrong; whether he be poor, 
sick, or on the side of the (public) enemy,' etc.t 

Women have, however, the right of sharing a penance with 
their husbands when, as in i. 119.41, the husband goes to the 
wood to do penance ' accompanied by the wife.' Disobedience 
is censured, but husband-murder is without expiation; punish- 
ment of the husband for lying is recommended by ' some,' but 
it is not said who inflicts it: probably said of the king.: The 
prohibition against witchcraft is meant in the same way as the 
rules above. Such power would relax the woman's dependence, 
and violate the rule shutting women out from the Vedic texts. 
As ' Vedic texts and roots' go together in these injunctions, we 
may perhaps imagine that woman's fondness for dealing with 
magical and harmful rites helped to exclude her altogether. 
The man that has a wife addicted to Vedic texts and roots, it 
is said, '-would be as afraid of her as of a snake that had got 
into the house.' This remark is made by Draupadi, who has 
just been asked why the Pdndus are so fond of her: I is it vows 
and penance both, or texts or magic herbs, force of wit or force 
of roots, or sickness caused by muttering prayers?' Draupad! 

* xiii. 46.12, followed again by Manu ix. 3 and 26. Compare 14 b = M. 
ix. 3 b; 15, like M. ix. 26. 

t xiii. 123. 1 ff. (Wisdyavasand valkaladhdrin); xiii. 146. 46, 55 ff. Hus- 
band, wife. and children must, however, obey the parents and do the 
latter's bidding, whether right or wrong, iii. 214.18 ff. In respect of eat- 
ing with or after the husband, the Sitras make a geographical distinc- 
tion: Vas. xii. 31 (forbidden); B. i. 1. 2. 2 ff. (a southern custom). But 
when guests are present, the wife always eats after them, as DraupadI 
does in iii. 50. 10. Compare also i. 158. 22 ff., and ib. 3-4, ' wife, son, and 
daughter exist only for the man's sake,' etc. The Sfitras say that pro- 
tected and pregnant women are, however, to eat first (G. v. 25; A1p. ii. 
2. 4.11-13: cf. M. iii. 114-116). 

t ii. 64. 3. In respect of lying, ' some think a wife, a husband, a priest, 
and a pupil should be punished for that sin; but some (say) no (to this 
rule),' xiii. 44. 21-22. Compare xii. 121. 60: 'mother, father, brother, 
wife, and priest-these must not go unpunished by the king.' 
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replies as above, adding that magic is to be applied against ene- 
mies alone, not as love-philters; a good wife avoids egotism, 
wrath; waits on her lord, etc. (much as above), and so wins his 
love; she does not joke and mock; she receives him gladly 
with a seat, water, and kind words when he returns from the 
field, etc.* 

Women are all guarded in the later Epic, but especially 
wives. To guard them is to guard one's self from jealousy; 
they are not to be trusted, even if good; ' even a mother of 
sons does not reflect on duty;' some, it is said, honor the father, 
some the mother; but wives should obey mother, father, and 
husband; 'I can find no other laws so hard as the terrible laws 
for women.'t 

We find a general rule that women are not to be executed 
(e. g. iii. 206. 46, often repeated), yet the 'terrible law for 
women ' enjoins to the latest period that an adulteress shall be 
slain in a much worse manner than that implied by simple 
vadha or execution. Death was inflicted as 'simple' or as 
'variegated' in the Hindu code, and the latter, death by tor- 
ture, was the one selected for false wives. They exposed her 
in a public place and had her devoured by dogs. But others 
prefer to have her mounted naked on a donkey and driven 
through the village. The Epic is freer than the Sfitras, which 
have in mind the regulation that women are not to be killed, 
and lay greater stress on the caste-order involved, and give op- 
tional punishments, such as the above of riding a donkey, or of 
sleeping for a year in a pit filled with cow-dung. The general 
Epic rule is that the seducer gets the greater penalty; the wife 
receives one-third the penalty imposed on one that slays a 
priest: a cattle-fine, or fasting with ascetic rules, being meant.: 

But without caste or guru-restrictions, we also find the rule 
that a guarded wife who has committed adultery should be 
eaten by dogs, while, as in the law-books, the man is tied 
upon an iron couch and roasted. In the case of adultery 
with the Guru's wife, the stress of punishment is the man's; 

* iii. 233.13 (mantras are for enemies, magic for them or for cattle- 
diseases: 'I know the bull whose urine smelling the barren cow bears 
calves,' iv. 10. 14, etc.). The mrilapracdra here inveighed against points 
to an extended practice; it is spoken of as the samdcdra of bad women 
(loc. cit. 7 ff.). Pativratdtva is the name given to the perfect fidelity 
of women whose husbands are gods to them, xii. 360. 10, etc. 

f The first quotations in iii. 12. 68 (with the pun on jdyd) and i. 233. 31; 
xiii. 104.138. The last in iii. 205.5, 17, 8. In ib. 206. 20-30, even a priestly 
guest is forsaken by a woman that she may attend to her husband, say- 
ing, ' please excuse me, seer, but my husband is my greatest divinity.' 

t xii. 165. 42 if. In ib. 53 twelve years' penance is allotted for priest- 
murder, but probably payment of cattle is meant here; Vesa, ' the rest,' 
i. e. two-thirds of the fine, the seducer's penalty. 
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he is also roasted. He is subsequently reborn as a wolf; or, 
according to Main, as a jackal.* 

IDeath as the penalty is implied in the ordeal by lire in SItM's 
case; the suspicion of adultery must be removed by entering 
fire, as a test of purity. In the real Epic story the wives are 
of so perfect a character that they do as they please, except in 
theory and aphorism. That social converse with men was quite 
open and natural has already been pointed out. 

The Hesiodic and ilanavic metaphor of a wife as a field, and 
the whole levirate doctrine hanging on this metaphor, is well 
known to the Epic. The wife is a 'pure field,' and 'on the 
husband's field shall he raise fair offspring.' A curse falls on 
sonless women, and the sonless husband goes to hell. Hence 
levirate marriages. We find also that adopted daughters are 
like own daughters in the matter of marriage: the second 
method of raising a fictitious son, illustrated by Arjuna at 
Manipura.t 

* Caste order is not given in our text as a factor. Compare xii. 165. 
63 ff. (M. xi. 177). Compare khddayet (M. viii. 371), khddayet (G. xxiii. 
15), and qvabhis tdm ardayet saihsthdne bahuvistai e (loc. cit.) All the 
original harshness is preserved in Ag. P. 226. 42, bhartdrarh lahghayed 
yd tdM qvabhih samhghdtayet striyarn; and ib. 257. 65, the murderess is 
killed by drowning. For the other citations, compare xii. 165.49 with 
the alternatives of M. xi. 104-105 following; also xiii. 141. 26 ff.; 104. 21. 
In xiii. 122.9, we learn that tapas alone frees from this. old and new 
mixed together. In xii. 35. 20-25, the adulterer or 'robber of wives' 
does penance for a year. Compare also xiii. 23. 61 ff. (the prayoktar), 
and ib. 13.3, ' murder, theft, and adultery,' the three sins of the body. 
All members of the Guru's family being venerable (i. 77. 7-8), it may be 
that an early distinction arose between simple adultery and that with 
the teacher's wife, especially as the youth lived with the teacher. But 
apparently the older general law was that an adulteress should be eaten 
by dogs and the man burned. The Sfttras add that the man should 
be castrated. Adultery with a low-caste woman, by the same author- 
ity, renders one liable only to a year's penance (G. xxiii. 32; Ap. i. 9. 
27. 10-11). A distinction is also made, as in Manu, between women 
guarded and unguarded, but there is no Aryan limit here (G. xii. 2; Ap. 
ii. 10. 26. 20; M. viii. 374), except in the case of Aryan woman and slave 
(Ap. ii. 10. 27. 9). Outcasting is the penalty for adultery with female 
relatives and the Guru's wife in G. xxi. 1-8; Vds. i. 20, etc. The roast- 
ing, castrating, etc., are here limited to offense with the Guru's wife, 
though denied by some (G. xxiii. 8 ff., 'father only'); Vds. xx. 13; Ap. 
i. 9. 25. 1-2; i. 10. 28. 15-16 (Hdrita opposed). So killing by dogs is re- 
served here for the Aryan woman's adultery with a man of low caste 
(G. xxiii. 14-15; Vds. xxi. 1; M. viii. 371-2, caste implied). 

k 1setram punyam, 1. 74. 52; niyuktal, i. 105. 17 (the man, not the 
woman is here 'commissioned '); curse on barren women, xiii. 127.13: 
cf. ib. 129. 1 ff. The sons of all sorts are given in the late passage xiii. 
48, 49 (= M. ix. 160, x. 10, etc.); the daughter, in xiii. 49. 24: cf. lb. 12. 
It is said that commission is lawful at a woman's command, or with 
the Guru's wife. I may add the converse of this rule on the man, that 
the women, except at natural seasons, is for once svatantr&. But the 
levirate is forced upon her by her obedience (i. 122. 19-30). The law gives 
sixteen years from maturity as the time for appointing a widow (Vds. 
xvii. 59). The Epic legends are too well known to need detail: Pdndu's 
appointment of the gods; the case of Bhishma, etc. The first form is 
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Woman's property. The simplest rule is given thus: 'three 
people have no property-a slave, a son, and a woman.'* From 
this to the statement in the pseudo-Epic that the amount of 
inheritance which a woman may claim is ' three thousand' is a 
long step. This later view holds in brief the following posi- 
tion: the daughter inherits in default of sons; the son of the 
daughter, dawhitra, may also inherit; the woman takes the 
gifts given at marriage as her own property; the wife, with the 
above limitations, is the legal owner of what her husband may 
leave to her; the wife may make free use of what her husband 
has given to her; it is ' the fruit of enjoyment'; but she may 
not touch her husband's property; at the wife's death, her 
daughter of highest caste inherits what the mother has got 
from her father; the king may not confiscate the property of 
women left unprotected.t 

As it is evident that these provisions for women's property 
are mere legal verses incorporated into the pseudo-Epic, we 
must revert to the ' no-property '. rule as the law of the earlier 
poem. In point of fact, however, we have no property of 
women discussed in the tale except incidentally, as affected by 
the disposition of the wife lost as a stake in gambling, which 
scene alone shows that the woman herself and her nominal 
possessions were her lord's, to do With as he pleased.: 

Divorce was scarcely necessary, unless we extend the mean- 
ing of the word. If a woman sinned lightly, she could be 
' overmnarried '-that is, superseded; but her wedding connec- 
tion was not annulled. It is formally stated that one should 
not separate from his wife.? 

to appoint the brother of the dead man; then any one of the family; 
then during the man's life. Finally the priest is appointed. The priest is 
the substitute in the later rule, reminding us of Mandeslo's experience in 
finding that all girls were given to the priests on arriving at maturity, 
and none were fit for marriage till used by the priests: rather far from 
the Vedic ideal, na Veso anyajdtam (R. V. vii. 4.7). The Buddhistic law 
permits a man to marry his brother's widow, and also his living wife's 
sister; but to marry his dead wife's sister is unbecoming (Sparks, notes 
on the Buddhist law, i. 7). 

* v. 33.64; i. 82. 22; ii. 71. 1: all like M. viii. 416. 
t Compare xiii. 45. 10 ff. = M. ix. 130 ff.; ib. 46. 2 =M. iii. 54 ; ib. 47. 

23-25: cf. M. ix. 198-200 (Manu's nirh&ra is here apah&ra; nd 'pah&rarh 
striyah kuryuh); in 23, trisahasraparo ddyah striy&i deyo dhanasya 
vdi, bhartrd tac ca dhanarh dattarh yath&rham bhoktum arhati. Last 
quotation in xiii. 61. 25. For pensioned widows, see above, p. 107. 

t Into the legal points of stridhana I cannot here enter, but may 
refer to the essay of Jolly already quoted for the legal view, and to the 
Puranic rule giving six kinds of property to women, Ag. P. 255. 30; 
209. 22, 27. In this work, 221. 20 ff.-23 and 223-226 treat especially 
of women, generally from the same point of view as the law-books, 
but here any woman without distinction attains heaven by entering 
'her husband's fire. ' 

t xii. 270.27, na patnith vihareta ndrim. The commentator (see M. 
ix. 46, 80-81, 83) compares Ap. ii. 5.11. 12-14 (Vds. xiii. 49; xxi. 9-10), 
saying that vibhajeta is meant. 
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On the treatment of the wife, two tales may show the prac- 
tical teaching. The second is absurd, but worth reading. 

' There came a guest to a poor man's cottage; he was very 
hungry. They gave him food, and he ate it all and was hun- 
gry. Then the householder, knowing the guest-law, gave the 
stranger his own share. But he ate it and was hungry. Then 
the wife would give her share also; but the householder broke 
the guest-law, saying: 'nay; thou art wearied and hungry; 
eat, wife, for the beasts and insects protect their wives; thou 
also shalt not suffer' (xiv. 90. 38 ff.). ' Jamadagni was a priest 
who used to amuse himself by shooting arrows; his wife ran 
after them and picked them up. Once she remained a long 
time. When she returned, he demanded why she had been so 
long collecting the arrows. She answered: the sun was very 
hot; my head burned, my feet were tired. Then he said, did 
the sun dare? I will shoot the sun. Therefore he shot at the 
sun, but could not hit it, on account of its speed. But lie knew 
that at noon the sun stands still one half a wink; and he said, 
in that wink I shall hit it. But the sun became frightened, 
and said, do not shoot me, I am useful to thee; I bring the 
clouds and rain and fruit. Then Jamadagni decided -not to 
shoot. But he said, show me how I may protect my wife 
when she runs about collecting arrows. The sun said, make a 
shade and hold it up; make leather covers and put them on 
her feet. Thus Jamadagni invented umbrellas and sandals, 
and his wife ran after his arrows without harm' (xiii. 95. 2 if.). 

Another tale makes the world, depopulated by warriors, grow 
again by virtue of marriages between priests and women of the 
warrior-caste. The period was one of great felicity, as the 
inhabitants in this second creation were devoid of lust, and 
even the animals were virtuous, opposed to the unbridled sin 
of the earlier era. The story may be nothing but a moral on 
the good influence of priests.* 

The Mother.-Little as we see of women in this light, we 
cannot but admire the attitude held by the heroes toward 
Pritha, or in fact any scene where the mother occurs.t She is 

* i. 64. 5ff. The story is often repeated. Compare i. 104.5; 122. 3 f.; 
xii. 228. 50 ff. In xii. 207. 40, the Kali age first sees marriage. The later 
condition of wifehood in the period of child-marriage is well illustrated 
by the tale of Dharmavyddha, whose daughter is given away to a young 
man, and is obedient to him and to his sister, till the latter says some- 
thing disagreeable about her father, on which she runs home crying to 
her papa: Var. P. 8. The same Purana uses vivahasdmagrmh krtva as 
'preparing for the wedding,' Var. P. 22. 44. 

f Prithd, Gandhdri, and the other mothers of the Epic are looked 
upon with the greatest veneration. A passing touch shows this on the 
wedding-night of the Pdndus. We find the new-made bride sleeping at 
the feet of the heroes; their mother, before them (purastat), at their 
head, i. 192. 9. 
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holy. as the father is; the children must obey her as they obey 
him. She is to be guarded by her son, and protected by him 
when her husband is dead. 'More elevated than heaven is the 
father; more venerable than earth, the mother.' She is again 
said to be the most venerable of all persons.* 

Whether father or mother deserve more respect is the only 
question allowed on this point. Women as mothers are identi- 
led with the earth, as man is with the creator. So it is said in 
one place that the mother surpasses the father; in another, 
that the father is better than the mother.t The eldest sister is 
regarded as a mother, and so too the brother's wife, if one has 
been nursed by her. This corresponds to the fatherly position 
occnpied by the eldest brother.: The mother's curse is, it is 
said, one for which there is no antidote, although all other 
curses may be averted (i. 37. 4).? 

The Widow.-As seen above. the son protects his widowed 
mother. Among those with whomn one should not engage in 
business are sons, brothers, a widow, and a son-in-law (v. 37. 30). 
The self-immolation of Madri, although she is described as 're- 
solved on heaven' (i. 126. 30), is merely that of a favorite queen. 
Nothing would indicate that a common woman, or a woman of 
priestly caste, ought to die on her husband's pyre.11 I showed 
above that this custom probably originated with royalty, and was 
in the beginning confined to one wife.? The emphasis with 
which the ideal time of old is referred to as one 'when 
there were no widows' (i. 109. 11) would imply an undue num- 
ber at the time of the writer. So, too, the remark that 'all 
men run after a widow' shows the widows as a frequent and 
disturbing element in society.** 

* iii. 293. 35; v. 33. 74; i. 105. 32; xii. 65. 17 ; iii. 313. 60 (mdtd gurutard); 
i. 196. 16; xii. 108. 3 if.: xiii. 104. 145. In the two last, the mother's will is 
law, although it be wrong or hard. Compare Taitt. Up. i.11, 'thy mother 
shall be to thee as a god.' Compare also G. ii. 51 ; Vds. xiii. 48 Ap. i. 
10. 28. 9, etc. 

t xii. 108. 17, 24, and xiii. 105. 15 (= M. ii. 145) ; compare ib. 106. 65 ; xii. 
190. 15; 108. 25 ; 297. 2. The mother and father are each 'lord of their 
children' by i. 105. 32. 

t xiii. 105. 19-20 (jyeV4hd mdtrsamnd bhagini); sisters without children 
live in their brothers' house, v. 33. 70. 

? Edward Thomas, in his essay " On the Position of Women in the 
East in Olden Time," not imparting much of value for India, would 
prove a metronymic custom of naming children. As shown above, p. 
105, this is only partially true. 

I In the drama, the suttee of a Brahman woman is expressly said to 
be a sin (Mrcch., Act x). In the ordinary burial of xii. 298. 38, the Epic 
knows nothing of this practice; the support of widows is implied ib. 
228. 40. 

? Jolly thinks the practice began with 'the lower castes,' but adds as 
a suggestion * the warrior-caste' (loc. cit., p. 448). 

** ' All men run after a woman who has lost her husband, as birds run 
after food let fall on the ground,' i. 158. 12. It is added that she should 
die before or with her husband. 
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In harmony with its eneral character, the Epic both knows 
and ignores Suttee.* We must undoubtedly make geographi- 
cal distinctions, as well as those of time. Burnell says that the 
custom is more common in the Gujarati records than in the 
south, where they are ' only to be found in the Telegu-Canarese 
country.' He says 'the custom has never been common in 
southern India' (Paloeog., p. 78, 120).t 

In Epic law, a second husband is forbidden, whether the first 
husband be dead or alive.. The Epic story ignores such a rule. 
Dainayant! as a grass-widow finally seeks refuge ill a neighbor- 
ing kingdom, and serves the queen's daughter, on condition 
that she shall not have to eat leavings or wash feet or speak to 
men; if a man desire to marry her, lie shall be fined and then 
slain. In the same way Krishna, in the late fourth book, be- 
comes the companion of the wife of Viraita on exactly the 
same conditions, as a sdtirindhri or maid.j 

Except in the case of a sat, women refrain from suicide, 
although they generally threaten to kill themselves when dis- 
appointed. They mention, as means of executing their threats, 
hanging, fire, water, and poison-but they always continue to 
live. 

Queens are as independent rulers comparable with slaves in 
like capacity; alluded to, but disparagingly, as rulers very unde- 
sirable: 'when a woman is the ruler, men sink like stone-boats' 
(above, p. 136, note). Women's kingdoms seem far off and 

* See above, p. 172 ff., and i. 74.46, mrtam bhartdrath sddhvy anu- 
gacehati, the general rule. 

t I might add in connection with this suicide of the woman that the 
(iva faith demands the same of the man in the Puranic period: agnim 
pravivate yas tu rudralokah sa gacehati, Vayu P. i. 21. 66. So Kalanos? 
The Epic condems the atmaha _pumdn, male suicide, i. 179. 20; so also the 
law, Ap. i. 10. 28. 17; Vds. xxiii. 14 ff.; G. xiv. 12; AI. v. 89 ; so Puranic 
law in general, Ag. P. 157. 32 ; drama, Utt. R., Act iv.; Mrcch., Act i. 

t i. 104. 34-37. The law 'from now on' is thus given by Dirghatamas, 
with the addition that the woman's property, however rich she may be, 
would only cause her to become vrthabhoga, or an unlawful enjoyer 
(commentator as puhyoga). A second husband is recognized in law, 
e. g. Vds. xvii. 19.20; M. ix. 175, but with disapproval. Even the vir- 
tuous Damayant! pretends to marry again, implying the usage. 

? iii. 65. 68; iv. 9. 32-36. A set term is appointed by the law-books for 
a grass-widow to wait for her husband's return, three, six, twelve, etc. 
years being specified: G. xviii. 15 ff.; M. ix. 76 ; Vds. xvii. 7 5 ff. (five years), 
In Pritha's position we have a glimpse of the extraordinary morality 
allowed in a woman, provided she be a childless wife. Compare the 
definition in i. 123. 77, na& 'tag caturtharn prasavam Qpatsv api vadanty 
uta, atah para-n sve iri syad bandhaki paitcame bhavet. The line 
seems drawn at four legitimate children got by other than the husband; 
after that the woman is reprehensible. This is given as a proverb, and 
not only in application to Pritha. 

11 Compare Damayant! and Uttard in iii. 56,4; xiv. 69.9. The men 
are as extravagant: compare iii. 7. 6, with ' the sword' added in a like 
vain threat. 
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foreign, and are grouped as such: 'the barbarians, the Ya- 
vanas, the Chinese, and those that live in a woman's kingdom' 
(iii. 51. 25). 

Women-warriors are as unfamiliar as independent queens. 
Only Drupada's boy-girl upholds a legend which, if it means 
anything, means that a child was, though a female, brought up 
as a boy, and became a warrior. The figure of this warrior 
seems too intimately connected with many scenes to allow us 
to suppose that it was invented as an excuse for Arjuna. The 
child 'was born a girl and became a boy,' for its parents pro- 
claimed it as a son. 

* vi. 119. 34, stribhavac ca Vikhandinah ; vi. 107. 81, yathM 'bhavac ca 
stri purvam paccdt pufhstvafh samagatah (compare ib. 106). 

ADDITIONS. 

p. 103, note, on ahvayaka, as judge, xii. 76.6, compare Muir, Ind. 
Ant. iii. 238. 

p. 108, first line of note, compare Bfihler on G. x. 17,18. 
p. 121, note *, add pitva kaildtakam madhu in vii. 112.62. 
p. 123, note t. compare Ap. G. S. vii. 18. 1. 
p. 238, on position of knight, add vii. 156.129, rathamadhyasthah. 
p. 240, on varfitha, against commentator as quoted, note ayasmayo 

var'fthah in vii. 43. 5, and compare the iron car of a demon, ib. 167. 39. 
p. 243, on dhvaja, note indrakila (in C., indrajala), part of staff, in 

vi. 59. 122: compare note on p. 298. 
p. 257, on horses, note Krishna, beautiful 'as a mare of Kashmere,' in 

iv. 9. 11, kadmiri 'va turarhgami. 
p. 266, on tusks of elephants, add caturdanta iva dvipah, vii. 16. 19. 
p. 271, note t, on bow-string, add i. 225. 21. 
p. 302, fourth line; in R. the yantra are raised; in Mbh., the Vataghni. 
p. 364, on phratriogamy: in i. 104. 10, the wife of one brother objects 

to union with the second only because she is enceinte. 



CORRECTIONS. 

p. 58, abbreviations, for A. P. read always Ag. P. 
p. 77, lines 7 and 8 from foot, transpose the lines. 
p. 79, note. line 15, after below read p. 134. 
p. 80, last line of note, for Pdr. G. S. read Parad. Smrti. 
p. 96, note, line 6, for explained read unexplained; lines 8, 20, 30. for 

pp. 76, 72, 80 read respectively pp. 78, 74, 82. 
p. 97, line 27, for kind read hind. 
p. 99, note *, the quotation is from R. vi. 51. 58. 
p. 113, note i, line 4, for p. 77 read p. 79. 
p. 116, note II, line 12, dele 41. 20. 
p. 121, note $, line 1, for iii. 15. 1.? read iii. 15. 14. 
p. 123, note +, line 2: Apastamba means here the verse of Ap. as in- 

terpreted by the commentator (see p. 122, note t, line 3); for recogni- 
tion of state gambling-tables should have been written recognition of 
royal revenue from state gambling-tables. 

p. 126, line 21, for legal read early. 
p. 127, note f, line 12, for p. 45 read p. 83. 
p. 129, line 2, for once read own. 
p. 132, note I, line 4, for pp. 77, 87 read 79, 88; ib., line 9, for thirtieth 

read thirteenth. 
p. 137, note t, line 2, for G. S. read Smrti. 
p. 156, line 2, for and falsely read then falsely. 
p. 177, note t, line 15, for above read about. 
p. 199, note, line 2 from top, for viii. (160.43) read vii. 
p. 208, note, read asadya; vamam . . . . 
p. 227, note *, for 241 read Ag. P. 241. 
p. 238, note *, line 6, for the yugarhdhara read Yugamhdhara. 
p. 240, note IT, dele and vii. 16.31. 
p. 302, line 4, for over read at (see additions). 
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Ages, 114. 
Agriculture, 103. 
Ambassador, 151 (162 ff.). 
Aristocracy, 103, 135. 
Army, 94, 185, 190, 196 ff., 201, 221. 
dtatdyin, 187, 231. 
agani, 297. 
Assembly, see council. 
Autonomy of towns, 136. 
Beef, eaten, 120. 
Battle, appearance of, 225, 322; laws 

of, 227. 
Boasting, 233, 317. 
Brihaspati, 129, 131, 165, 182, 202 ff., 

207, 219, 226. 
Burial, 171, 370. 
Capital punishment (see adultery, 

drinking, thieves), 134, 336. 
Castes, 73 ff., 80, 87, 92, 106, 168, 338. 
Cattle, 80; branding of, 166. 
Cavalry, 224 (262 ff.). 
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tle, 253, 284, 286. 
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Corporations, 81 ff., 96, 184. 
Council, 99 ff., 102, 130, 148, 150 ff., 

160. 
Court of law, 132 ff. 
Courtiers, 99, 149. 
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murder, thieves, vices), inexpia- 
ble, 94, 337. 

Dancing, 118, 121, 177, 326, 329, 334. 
Deserter, slain, 189. 
Dialects, 82. 
Drama, 112, 125, 177, 329, 334, 344. 
Dress, 105, 170, 306, 317, 341, 348 ff., 

365, 369. 
Drinking, 121, 177. 
Election, of king, 143; of husband 

or wife, 167 ff., 359 ff. 
Family, origin of, 135; rule of, 139; 

wife of, 354; order in battle, 193. 
Farmers and traders, 74, 76, 80 if., 

92, 94, 96, 97. 
Fate, 187, 316. 
Father (see Guru), 141, 370. 
Fighting, as a law, 187. 
Foreigners (see Kuras), 96, 98, 247, 

339; Yavanas, 75, 136, 212, 295. 
305. 

Gamblers, 121 ff., 149. 
Games, 125, 340. 
Gdthds, 69, 327. 
Genealogies, 69, 329. 
Gods, 315, 316. 
Guards of army, 200, 205, 221, 252, 

261. 
Gun-powder, 299 ff. 
Gurus, 137, 142, 153 ff., 155, 161, 370; 

wives of. 337. 
Hair, 193, 307, 332. 
Hereditary succession, 137, 183. 
Horses (see cavalry and sacrifice), 

color of, 91, 245, 257; 255 ff. 
Hunting, 119. 
itaya4, 83. 
Judges, 102, 128, 132. 
King, 82, 95, 136; titles of, 79, 113; 

origin of, 99 ff., 113 ff.; deified, 
114, 153; daily life of, 129. 

Kurus of the North, 75, 96. 
Lamps in battle, 214. 
Land-ownership, 87 ff. 
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Levirate, 346, 355, 367, 371. 
Literature, 108, 111, 112. 
Lords of realm, 99. 
Love, 334; love-charm, 366. 
Lying, 124, 365. 
Magic (308 if.), 312, 365 ff. 
Mahdbhdrata, origin of, 58 ff., 324; 

fifth Veda, 112. 
Marriage, 110, 167 ff., 341 ff., 355 ff.; 

price, 345 ff. 
Means, the four, etc.. 126, 182. 
Megasthenes, 59, 88, 98, 124, 136, 171, 

174, 190, 343, 347. 
Mercy, 86, 229. 
Military authorities, 202. 
Moral, laws, 104, 115 ff., 123 ff., 231; 

responsibility, 132. 
Mother, 369; brother of, 141. 
Mourning, 188. 
Mules in war. 259. 
Murder (see dtatayin), 113, 336, 365. 
Music, 170, 199, 318 ff. 
Names, 105, 166, 364. 
nirajana, 148, 176, 177. 
Officers (see council), of king, 84 ff., 

95, 101, 128; of war, 203, 221. 
Ordeals, 133. 
Outcastes, 337. 
Poison, 111, 178, 277. 
Polyandry, polygamy, 170, 354. 
People-caste, 73 ff., 79, 94. 
Priests, 72, 88, 79 ff., 92, 96, 103, 

150 ff., 154, 158, 172, 184 ff., 198, 
248, 325, 328, 353. 

Prognostications, 314. 
Queens, 136, 371. 
rathanida, 238. 
Realm, divided, 77, 83, 127. 
sabhd, 148. 
Sacrifice, horse, 147; human, 138. 
gdlihotra, 202. 
Salutation, 75, 106, 337. 
gankhalikhita rule, 155. 

Vataghni, 298, 300. 
Sex, cause of, 335. 
Slaves, 73, 97, 348, 354; of war, 107, 

337; as kings, 136. 
Sons, 114, 138. 
Spies, 152, 184, 198, 200, 254 ff. 
Suicide, 371. 
eiura, 99 ff., 222, 303. 

Suttee, 172 ff., 371. 
svayaihvara, see election. 
Tacitus, 100, 113, 123, 191, 223. 
Taxes, 86 ff., 89, 90, 91. 
Teacher, see Guru. 
Thieves, 79, 134, 136. 
Towns, 77, 96, 136, 174 ff. 
Tribute, 91. 
trivenu, 242. 
Uganas, 129, 131, 193, 202, 311. 
utsedha, 305. 
Vasishtha, 73, 75, 152, 159, (179). 
Vedas, 111, 112, 188, 365; Atharva, 

312 ff., 318; dhanurveda, 111, 308. 
Vengeance, 183. 
Vices (see drinking, gambling, 

hunting, lying, crimes, women), 
117, 339. 

Victory, 115, 159, 316. 
vinaya, 159. 
Villages (see towns), animals of, 

119; as gifts, 172; custom of, 364. 
Vows, 233. 
Vrsala, 168. 
vyiiha, 192, 195 ff., 201; door of, 225. 
Warriors (see priests, slaves, 

women), nobles, and common, 
92, 98, 104 ff., 154, 369; deriva- 
tion of name, 114, 186; study of, 
108 ff. 

Weapons, 176, 178; divine, 292, 
296 ff., 313. 

Witnesses, 132, 338. 
Woman (see abortion, adultery, 

chastity, dancing, dress, drink- 
ing, family, games, Guru, mar- 
riage, names, polygamy, queens), 
purity, 331, 337 ff.; ideal, 332; 
independence of, 350; obedience, 
335, 378; honor to, 364; conduct, 
365; guarded, 339, 349 ff., 366; 
property of, 368, 371; divorce, 
353, 368; eating with, 365; as a 
warrior, 372 ; as a vice, 118; poets, 
344; religion of, 352; second 
wife, 353; second husband, 371; 
wife's relations, 99; widows, 107, 
172, 343, 370. 

yantra, 178, 301. 
Year, as month, 342. 
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